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CHAPTER

I.

Open Doors for the Women of To-Dat.

—

—

Many women must work Relative proportion of women who are wageeamera ^The law
of labor applies to woman aa to man Every woman should learn the art of money-

—

—Glaring
in educational methods — Woman's education hitherto mainly
—Not broad enough, or deep enough—Women trained to dependence—The better
pleasureviews of to-day— Women who are content with mere passive existence,
of learning, some art
—Every young woman should be mistress of some
marriage—Views of Mary A.
by which she can win her way—Free to accept or
Livermore—Dr. Talmage's plea for
education of
—What doors are open to
women— Outdoor
hardships and advantages—Female farmers— Blessed exempfrom sickness—Horticulture and
—Domestic service—American women
averse thereto—Unsatisfactory on both
—The servant of the future—Women not
as highly paid as men for the same service—The reason therefor— School-teaching
Woman's superior native
for teaching—Unjust discrimination against lady
teachers— Clerkship, telegraphy, phonography, type-writing— Long hours, small pay,
and great temptation—Thorough
necessary —Length of time required
Service open to women
United States and Canada—Forms of application and
methods pursued— Course of study and examination required—Letter from Hon.
Carling—Art work, and woman's native
for the same— Famous lady
Large numbers of women earning a livelihood by Art—The one great
in
woman's way—Art teaching by women — Demand for
and remuneration thereof—Home decoration — Designing— Engraving— Medicine—Women the natural guardians of the race —A wide door of usefulness now open to woman — The Foreign Mission
—School-teaching—"I love God and
children"— Other doors rapidly opening
woman — Woman coming
the front — The
of success the same
woman's
making
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Wage- Workers.

home

—^The true woman never
by living
—Many women must be bread-winners for

for herself-r-A full fountain will overflow

is

satisfied
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—Forty thousand women receiving starvation wages—Needle
—
—
—
—
Mrs. Livermore's statement— Make good housekeepers of the children— Women who are
not wage-workers have lowered household service— Organizations among women are desirable and helpful— "Keep in the
somehow"— Establishments where
but pitch
wages are cut down or withheld — Heavy liurdons, and grievous to be borne— Let woman
themselves and others

women, flower-makers, feather-workens, etc. "Prisoners of Poverty" Are the servant*
of the house mere machines ? How to help servant girls "You have a trade now"

in

line

.........

remove woman's burden
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Woman

as
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Wage-Earners.

the half of humanity, and therefore equal to

laborers

page 47

man

—Two-thirds

of

humanity

ark

— Employments open to women in 1840 and the number open to-day — The num-

—

women employed in the manufactures of Canada and the United States Working
by side with man at the same employment, yet receiving from one-third to one-half
less pay
Starvation wages paid to women and girls in the cities Dressmaking compared
with distilling and brewing, in productive value and numbers employed School-teaching
Women do the work, and men get the pay Average salaries paid to the two sexes in
teaching The quantity and quality of woman's work How can we remedy the inequality ? Allow woman to enter any field of labor Give woman a chance to protect
herself
Woman in the majority "The survival of the fittest" Too many women in
same callings, and too few in others Give to woman the same preparation for life-work
as to man
Multitudes of women compelled to go into life's battle unequipped The inevitable result Joseph Cook's statement about the young women in Boston Obliged to
keep up an appearance on low salary Give woman the ballot, that she may protect herCanon Kingsley on legal and social equality John Bright's remedy for the ills of
self
the laboring man How laborers gained recognition and reform in Engltuid Let women
tread the steps by which man has gained his freedom Is there danger that woman may
lose 'ler womanliness ? True womanhood depends on the individual, not on the occupation Woman a helpmeet The development of one sex is the advancement of both The
woman's cause is mans
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Practical

women

design

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
—

—

designers unheard of

till

rooms— What has wrought

IV.

as a Designer

— Women now steadily at work in our best
—The career of one woman—Her

recently

the change

—

—

difficul-

and triumphs, and the results Further progress, and the founding of the School of
Industrial Art and Technical Design Success of the pupils of that school Manufacturers delighted with woman's work The pleasure of designing What are the requirementa of a designer ? A knowledge of historical ornament Egyptian and Grecian Art

ties

—

—
—

—

—

—

CONTENTS.
Pompcian Art— Ornamentation by the Arabians and Persians
—Art among the Moors, Chinese and Japanese — Conventionalization of flowers — The
work
the designer's decorative — Color another important factor
designing—The rule to be followed— Are women capable of doing
— No fear of the

— Assyrian, Romaji and

is pictorial,

artist's

in

it ?

market being glutted — Woman's triumphant career
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V.

Akt and Song.

—

Woman's achievements in these realms unequal to man's Difficult to find a woman's name
among the early poets and painters Art and song both devoted to the beautiful Both
require imagination, passion and genius
Woman's imagination not so strong or bold as
man's Yet her love of the beautiful, refined tastes, and creative power, entitle her to
equal rank Woman fairly well endowed by nature for art and poetry Why then are
her productions in these realms unequal to man's ? Woman's achievements in kindred
arts
Woman largely occupied with home cares and duties Shut out by prejudice from

—

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
— Debarred from
opportunities for culture
Her work subject to many interruptions — Smallness of woman's work, therefore, no
of her talent — Review of lady artists — Susanna Hornebolt and
proof of the
Lavinia Teerlink — Female artists in the reign of King Charles —Artemiscia Gentileschi
— Elizabetta Sirani— Elizabeth Blackwell— Frances Reynolds — Angelica Kauft'man's
lustrious career— Mary Moser — Lady members of the Royal Academy — Women as figure
painters — Madame Jerichau's wonderful achievements — Her interview with the Pope
—

competition with

man

in

most realms

full

infericu'ity

il-

Women

as

landscape painters

—Barbara

Leigli

Smith Bodichon and Anne Blunden

—Women as portrait and miniature painters— Grace Cruickshanks, Anne Dixon,
Helen Cordelia Angell Coleman — Woman as a painter of animals — Hannah Bolton
Barlow — Woman as a humorous designer — Georgina Bowers — Adelaide Claxton — Isabelle
Eniilie DeTessier— Lady artists of America— Margaret Foley — Anne Hall — Mrs. Badger
— Mrs. Greatorex—Louisa Landor— Emily Sartain — Edmonia Lewis—Harriet Hosmer'i
Martino

career — Her "petrified inspirations"— Rosalie
Bonheur's achievements—The Horse Fair
— Woman's future in the world of art — Woman's poetic achievements —The Song of Deborah —Woman's are the songs of heart and home, of
and death, of love and sympathy
—Yet she has touched both martial and patriotic chords of the poetic lyre— Her songs of
Christian
and service- -Frances Ridley Havergal — Gifted women of America — Julia
Warde Howe— Elizabeth Akers Allen — Lucy Larcom — Caroline A. Mason — Frances
Sargent Osgood — Ella Wheeler Wilcox — Adelaide Ann Proctor— Eliza Cook—Elizabeth
J.

life

life

j.

'

Barrett Browning

..........
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VI.

as a Musician.

Musical invention not as yet woman's province

—The

important part

woman

haa played in
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—Woman's record as an exponent of the highest
— Here woman has reigned supreme
since 1600
Faustina Bordoin, and othere —Madame Catalani
Christine Nilsson, Albani — Women's work
Mrs. Bilbingston's career — Adelina
Oratorio — Clara Novello, Madame Sainton-Dolby, and others— Rising
—The
unbroken
of songstresses for 300 years — Women as instrumentalists — Clara Schumann's place of honor — Violin-playing by women — Madame Norman Neruda, Camilla
a
Urso— Teresina Tua, FrauleJn Liebe, Nettie Carpenter, Nora Clench — Women
band—The celebrated lady whistler— The harp as woman's instmment— Why
has not
more prominence — Women as church organists — Women, as a
content to please by
other walks of the divine Art of Music

class of

—The ijueens
A.D. — Vittoria

music

of song in the opera

Archilei,

in

Patti,

long,

stars

line

in

bra.s.s

it

rule,

performance rather than composition
their compositions

— Claribel, Elizabeth Philp, Elizabeth Stirling, Miss Marcirone, Madame

Saintor "^olby, and
influeiii.0

— Women who have made reputation and money by

Maude

Valerie

—Madame Schumann and Madame Garcia—Woman's
— What woman can and should do in the more

on the minds of great composers

—Study while you can, and do not give up your music because you
— Girls who neglect their studies as soon as they get a husband
The sweet influence of home music— Woman's duty in keeping the home musical —"Let
the children sing"— The national music of the Germans — Children who hear and take
are not — Women have no right to give
part in music — People who might be musical,
for good music— The range of good music so large, there
up music— Cultivate a
vapid music— Study the languages — Sing what you sing with feeling
no excuse for
—Students of music who intend to become teachers —Women as conductors in concerted
music— Lady Folkestone's large orchestra in old London — Woman's work in church
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CHAPTER VIL
Woman
Aim

in Li'teuature.

—Deborah — One of earth's greatest lyrics com—The Virgin. Greek and Latin
literary society 600 B.C. — Sulpicia— Hypatia burned.
Literatures: Sappho—
Italian Literature: Vittoria Calonna in 16th century — Morte di Adone — Signora
—Albrizzi — Bandcttini— Queen Marguerite.
Folliero writes on the education of
French Literature: Large number of female writers —Christine de Pisan in 14th
century— A royal writer— M'Jle de Scudery, roniancist — Madame de S^vignd, the greatest
writers — The Tenth Muse — Madame de Genlis and Louis Philippe — Madame
of
and Bonaparte — Extraordinary literary persecution— The greatest writer ami mg
de
women. German Literature Mental peculiarity of the Germans— Daughter Schools"
made important— Luise Kulmus translates Rape of
—The domestic
Look—
Vale of Ghcmouni — Recent writers
poet — Frederike Brun Hymn in
A sweet
— Betty Paoli — Louise
Ida von Hahn-Hahn — Fanny Ewald— Countess Duringsfield
English Literature: Female genius
the famous
Muhlbach — Ida
best adapted to narrative writing — Female writers become comparatively numerous after
Bible Literature

of Article.

posed by a

woman 300

:

Miriam

Homer was born

years before
F'^.nale

girls

letter

"

"

Staijl

"

:

the

life
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lyric

"

"

Pfeitfer,

traveller.
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CONTENTS.

—Aphra Bohn — Prince Oroonoko — Mrs. Cowley's The
— Miss Burney gets 3,000 {guineas for her novel Camilla — Some surprising alfectations — A famous letter-writer — Mrs. Elizabeth Montague and the chimneysweepers — Blue-Stocking Club — Helen Maria Williams — Mrs. Hannah More, and others
of literature — Mrs. Barbauld and Dr. Johnson — Scott's
Women entering new
—
opinion of Jane Austen "The Lady Bountiful" Auld Robin Gray — Mrs. Hemans
— Woman's rights — Harriet Mariineau — Eliza
E.
Fiction — Descriptive writings —
Cook —Adelaide Proctor, and others — Mrs. Browning, the greatest poetess of the century
—
wise sayings. American Litehatuue: Women appear early "The
— George
woman in America to devote herself to literature — Abigail Adams — Margaret
— Maria Brooks — Catharine Beecher— Phenominal success
Fuller — The Concord
— Louisa M. Alcott— Recent writers. Canadian
Undo Tom's Cabin— War
Literature: Creditable for so young a country — Miss Machar Laura Secord — Mrs.
Plant Life in Canada — Other writers.
Moodie's backwoods experience— Mrs. Trail
number of female writers —To
Conclusion Estimates of proportionate increase
— Carmen Sylva
compose fashionable— Writing a vocation — Pan.sy — Lady Brassey
Queen Victoria — Women thronging into temperance and missionary literature — Ulti-

the introduction of the novel
Belle's

Stratagem

fields
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CHAPTER VIIL
Woman
Women

as a Physician.

physicians not exotics of the present age

—

Isis

and Hygeia

— Testimony of Josephusi

—The universities of Italy— A woman the
chair of Philosophy at Bologna University — Another offered a chair at Milan — Maria
Delia Donne — Woman
used the mannikin in lecturing — Women physicians among
the Germans — Women physicians of note in England
—One paid £5,000 by the
Government for a nostrum — Women at the University of Zurich — Why the Russian
women studied medicine— Thoroughly
with co-education — Women do better
when they know nothing— Admitted to the Academy of
1869 — UniPetersburg
1871 — Medical colleges
versity of Moscow
France — Women studying- medicine at
1869 — Women
Munich
medical colleges in Vienna — Not allowed
study medicine
Belgium — Italian universities formally opened to women in 1876— Swedish University
of Upsala — Madras Medical College receives women
1875 — The study of medicine
Great Biitain —Lack of Hospital instruction — The adamantine wall of opposition— Women
Edinburgh University — How they were treated — Dr. Garrett Anderson— Dr. Anstie's
labors
women — Women students shut out of the hospitals — What was accomplished
in four years— Miss Helen Prideaux, gold medalist — Sir William Gull's testimony — London University — Miss Scharlieb's career—The hospital for women in Marylebone Road
Miss Dolores Conant's career— Woman's Medical College of Philadelphia — Miss Emily
Blackwell's career — Dr. Ann Preston's labors — Dr. Gross' theory concerning women
The Medical Department at Ann Arbor--- Woman acceptibility as a practitioner —
promise and a prophecy— Woman's medical career in Canada
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CHAPTER

TX.

Thk Woman and

H(tMK.

Home and Hoaven — The homo whore woman

—

reigns aa sovoroipn
Home is more thao
a commonwoalth Older than hmnan institutions
'I'hought and care solely needed in our age of hurry
Girls who know better violate
nature's laws A department of applied Christianity in a religious paper The ideal
home is not a nomnd A coterie of individuals not a home The family is a life-savingNo permanent reform in society without reaching and elevctu^ 'le home
institution
A higher ideal of home needed The Bible t(!aches a Christian Socialism of mutual helpfulness
The home must tench and train men Homes should have individuality The
The ri;,'lits of the child, and parental obligation It is little
ideal homi^ is for the child

Motluir,

a house

—

home

Christian

Tlit^

—

ia

—

—

—

—

—

—

to love to give, it

A common

is

much

better to

deny

lesson fiom the

— The

Roman

—

—

ideal

Catholic

home

is

religious

—The ideal

home

— The
is

Protestant

co-operative

home

point of view necessary—The duties and responsibilities of the

are not

—The remedy, and how should be applied —A generation of men and women
trained to reverence truth, purity, and honor— To stand by the right though the heavens
—Intelligently taught in Chrihtian ethics — How may be secured
met
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—

—

Church must take a

—

—

it

fall

it
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X.

"Woman and the Bible.

—

and lie shall rule over thee" Tn what sense is woman
and subject ? The sexes thrown into false relations through sin "I will mak»
a help meet for him " The Hebrew noun, ezer Woman's position among the Jews
The Old Testament against polygamy Prophecy not confined to a particular sex "The
women that publish th>i tidings are a groat host" Woman's subjection came through th»^
Christ born of the Virgin Mary Anna, the Prophetess The message of the
Fall
women Why Christ sent forth only nu^n The Pentecostal baptism Virgins which did
prophesy Are the Scriptures contradictory in their teachings regarding women ? The
The passages contradict our sense of justice Christ's
crucial passages in Paul's writings
Christ's headship due to His sersubjection to the Blather Paul's principle of service
Subjection to ministers and to parents Paul's principle of love What were the
vices
circumstances ? Liberty had become license Objections to the old view " Ye may all
prophesy, one by one" Paul prescribes the manner in which women may pray or prophesy The same exegesis makes Paul teach slavery " That the name of God be not
blasphemed" There can be neither Jew nor Greek, there can be neither bond nor free,
there can be no male and female The early history of the Church Phoebe, the deacon
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of the Church at Cenchrea The progress of civilization
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COiNTENTS.

CHAPTER
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XI.

as a Religious

Teacher

— Has womrvn yet found her place in the Christian Churoh —The woman
—The term prophesying," and meaning— Methodism
and graces— Woman's progiven large license to women to exercise their religious
many of the churches—The practice not based on theory
phesying now tolerated
Methodism originally a revival, not a church — Usages chosen to subserve an end, namely,
an organized and perpetual revival —The prejudice against woman's prophesying a vestige
of Oriental barbarism — Also arises from Jewish customs — From the example of the
Roman Church — From the example of the Church of England — From the shameful
the churches — The
abuses of liberty by some women — Let your women keep silence
circumstances under which Paul wrote — Special cases of disorder — The reference
to
public — Praying or speaking not prohibited, but debating, questionthe whole Church
— Paul permitted women pray and speak publi?— The custom authorized
duties — Woman
by the Scriptures — Woman equally concerned with man
this direction — Women in a large ma'nrity
has peculiar
the Church — Often
more talented than the men — God's
of approbation on the practice— Shall women

Signs of the times

?

"

that prayeth or prophesieth

it«

luus^

gifts

in

"

in

"

is
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in

to

ing, etc., etc.
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— Why
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and

qualified
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XII.

.VND MISSIONS.

—Marriage in heathen lands a record of violence
—Wife capture and other barba—
the cheapest possession — Destruction of children — One hundred and
four boys, and one
—The Baboos of Bhudawur Kalau—The code of Manu — The
degradation of woman
the deterioration of the race — Mohammedanism and woman
The Census of India
1881 — Early marriages and infant bethrothal — Dr. Mohendra
Lai
testimony— Child widowhood — The Hindus cf Calcutta—The
of
females
India— Women the conservators of
—A vein of sad
— Girl slavery
of Chinese Empire— Kidnapped
exaltation of woman — Her place and work
—
Christian lands — "The Society for Promoting Female Education
the East"
"Woman's Union Missionary Society of America" — After the war over—Rapid organof Women's Missionary
— Congregational, Methodist, and Baptist SocietL^
— Financial management—Do they interfere with the parent
—The business
and judgment of the Methodist women— One among many —Twenty-five years ago
and now — Benevolent, educational, and evangelistic work —The Methodist Episcopal
Orphanage of India — Isabella Thobum's work
Lucknow —
schools
Japan
The high esteem
which they are held —The work of the female evangelist — Woman's

The world has not yet seen "woman's hour"
and sin

— Communal marriage

rities

Girl-life is

of

tlie

Platonic Republic

girl
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girls
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CHAPTER XIIL
Woman's Work

China

in

—Instruction must be mva voce— Women must he ad— How far can China be reached and evangelized
by women — Visiting the lady missionaries — Christian hymns and the Gospel story
Ministering to the suffering— Hearing the Gospel under a pretext —The work of the
Bible women — Day and boarding schools —The China Inland Mission — Woman's work a
prominent feature — Distinct houses for lady missionaries — The work of Misses Mcintosh
and Marchbank — Misses Whitechurch and Seed in North China— The destruction of
idols in two hundred families — The superintendence of refugees —The rivers and waterways—The study of the language — The opening for women's work unlimited — The proportion of male and female missionaries — Missionaries wear the native dress — The expense
of living in different parts of China — A
to work in China— The experience and quali6cations necessary — The one
with the Spirit— Go ye," and Here
to be

The need

of

woman's work

in

China

dressed in small classes or in the family
?

v

*

call
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send
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XIV.

as a Missionary.
(I.)

—

The wonderful opportunities for the Church in our day Providence speaks plainly to woman.
" Go work in my vineyard "
Women in most heathen countries are only accessible to
women The cause and curse of the Zenana The doctrine of Devils, that women have

—
Clarke — Neither

—
— Dr. Adam

-

—

'

—

—

male nor female " Woman always the first victim of a perversion of the social forces The degrading teaching of the Buddhists, the
Shasters, the Mahommedans and the Jews A kind ofiicer's mistake Greece and Rome
Gossiping
Idols Dress
Cicero
England Child marriage The mother-in-law
A rich wife's stupidity Birth of a female child a curse Infanticide A bright young
creature
Midnight wife murders A sad tale Murdered by her husband for rescumg
her child The terrible meaning of " without hope " A sad case Suttee burning preferred to widowhood
Horrid treatment of child widows Forty millions of them Their
bitter cry " rings in my ears day and night "
Polygamy and divorce How the priests
get their living by marrying themselves to children A Satanic superstition The sufferings of sick women
Appeal to the Queen of England Her kindly sympathy A heathen woman's prayer, by A.L.O-E. Sad story of a child widow of thirteen Brutal mobs
of Persian women Heathen women must first be reached " Get the henrts of women
and you can more easily get the heads of men " A native Christian woman teaches a
scold the true charm for a runaway husband
All the men want their wives to get it
*'
Your Jes'TS talks like a woman " Women in Burmah are the principal actors Woman
sinned first and is first cursed, and so is first blest by the gospel God has provided our
Christian civilization with a surplus of women, who are preparing for His work by education in all the higher departments in our day
page 183
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CONTENTS.

la

(11.)

—

She has more love, patience
fitness for mission work has been established
and endurance Most of the foreign work is done by personal appeal, for which
woman is eminently adapted Hudson Taylor Paul Professor Drummond Rise
The heathen have come to our ''oors, where we can
up, ye careless daughters
begin the foreign work
Wiiat can arouse the Church fo. wasted humanity
George Piery mused until his heart got " hotter and hotter " Women can reach
both sexes, and men cannot She can "talk woman's talk" She can go alone anywhere among heathen Mrs. Judson was imprisoned in India and led to execution, and
rescued by the English, and then built a tent and fed prisoners in the same court-yard
Mrs. Mason hired two hundred natives and cleared up a jungle for her school, knowing,
she said, that " fearless soldiers needed fearless leaders " A Bufl'aJo girl in Hindustan
Hires natives, buys teams of butt'alo, makes brick, saws lumber by hand, and with native
help builds her school, faces the tigers and shows what a woman can do A remarkable
mission in Bengal is " manned " solely by women
Miss Farington braves African fevers
and " otters her soul upon the altar of God " Mrs. Turner, with her husband, goes to the
savages of Vandieman's Land, displays wonaerful courage with savage mobs The graceful and youthful bride of Mr. Cargil goes to Fiji, where they were eating English sailom
God's law, humt lity leavened by the gospel must reach and save humanity In India^
many of the women are harder to reach than the men Tears and threats of wives often
prevent the husbands Examples The threefold objecS of this chapter The call of God
to the women of the Church
The duty of pastors Oiganizations and finance Has the
gospel of love lost its power ? Who will economize fo' God ?
A marvellous sight in our
day Women's conventions Who will limit the scope and power of woman's work of the
future ? A mighty triumph
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Christ has done for Woman, and what
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CHAPTER
What

—

—

the mighty and the mightiest

woman — By His

birth

honored seat by the

among

the holy "

for Christ.

—Christ

has honored

— Christianity alone sets the crown of honor on woman — Woman's
— Christ has recognized and declared woman's equality— Has

fireside

woman by exalting those qualities of human character in which woman excels
His teaching— By incarnating these qualities in His own person Illustrations Christ has
emancipated woman Woman without Christianity What has woman done for Christ ?
exalted

—

—

—

—

—Accepting with peculiar readiness His teachings — Woman's heroic suffering for Christ
— Walking humbly His precepts— Publishing in heathen lands His message
Woman in missionary organizations — The record of one—A closing appeal
page
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The Physical Culture of Women.
cental

hand together— Sad
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and physical development must go hand

culture, especially in the education of girls
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neglect of physical
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co-equal culture
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—Herbert Spencer believes the great aim in education should be to
—But physical education must be imperfect without the mental
—The objects of physical education are health, strengtli and beauty—The muscular
system explained — The purpose and action of muscle — Motion the
of muscle and
necessary to
perfection — Deterioration through lack of exercise — Fatty degeneration
and weakness — Muscular action and the circulation — Exercise therefore necessary to
nutrition — All parts debilitated by lack of exercise — Rousseau says, the stronger the
body the moro
versa — Physical training essential to beauty — The
obeys, and
Greeks believed health and beauty united — The nervous system necessary to the muscular
—The bones and joints are susceptible to culture—The capillaries and nerves — The
intimate relations between the nervous and muscular systems —The orgjins of nutrition
and secretion —The composition of the blood —The circulatory apparatus — Necessity of
ventilation — The heart and
the human system — Exercise helps the circulation
The structure and uses of the akin — The chief essentials of
—Pure air in abundance
of

mind and body

develope a perfect animal

life

its

it

vice,

its office in

life

—

Out-door air generally but not always pure Essential principles of good ventilation
Good water the second essential of life Most people drink too little water Good food
another essential of life Nearly every one eats too much " Be wisely moderate,
strictly temperate in eating and drinking "
The relation of temperate diet to good

—

—

—

—

—

— Cooking should be a part of every
education — Most people over-work
themselves — Over -worked mothers — "Society women" and
keeping up appearances — Physical culture for workers as well as
—The right kind of exercise
More simple dress for
and women
— Exercise and anti-fat remedies—Ill-formed
—From to
— Special calisthenics desirable for some —The mother's duty the
case — Rest and sleep — Mothers who need
— What to do when
— How regulate
sleeping — Clothing, and what kinds are best next to the body — Tight lacing
destroys health — How the feminine dress should be suspended —
clothing should
never be tight-fitting— -How much clothing should be worn — Over-clothing some parts
and under-clothing others — Bathing
health and beauty—The
bathing— The best time for taking a bath and the bust method
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The Health of American Women.

,

The maintenance of
definition of

health closely connected

health

—Wm.

with physical culture

—Sir

Andrew

Cullen Bryant and the Hon. Samuel E. Sewall

—

Clark's

—Physical

among women Married and single women and their separate
environment Marriage a divinely ordered institution and hence conducive to health
Why marriage is not always conducive to health Mental dissatisfaction and unrest
Fear of early motherhood and a low moral sense The anxiety of the young wife in
home building The double task of nourishing two beings Broken slumber and anxious
hours Social duties, cares and labors Woman's superior ability to endure mental strain
and hard work The gulf which opens at forty The causes of woman's break down
Unwise choices and how they should be prevented Motherhood the holiest crown of
womanhood God's plan in marriage and the setting of the "solitary in families"
training in housekeeping and the care of children
Insolent servants and undreamed-of
culture not the rule

—

—

—
—

—
—

—
complications — A

—

—

—

—

—

special

course of teaching upon the care of children

—

—The

line of
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single —The unmarried
— Women who choose to
—The causes of of health single women
Those supported and those self-supporting— Women of wealth and the canker of unrest
of women
—The longing for children and companionship—The remedy for
The unmarried daughters of affluence — Charitable and philanthropic work — Earnest
have better health—
enthusiasm and self-forgetfulness— The working
variety
work and mental
women— Health of medical women — An outdoor
might be
absorption — The health of women who teach — How
injured and how
promoted —Advice
teachers — Stenographers and shop
— Why so many succumb
—Factory
cooks and house servants— How to improve the health of these
—Summary of the health conditions necessary to women
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Importance of a Knowledge of Cookeuy to Women.

—

Food holds an important place in the human economy Philip Gilbert Hamerton on cookery
Bad cooking one of the worst foes with which civilization and Christianity have to
contend- -Things we eat and drink materially affect our opinions, beliefs and prejudices
Our sight, hearing and thinking all affected by our diet Individuals are a reflex of
the food they eat and the homes they inhabit
Most dishes in the daily fare of a
large proportion of the human race inharmoniously compounded, improperly cooked^
and neither as nutritious and satisfying as they should be Improper cooking creates a
demand for stimulants The Drink question and the Food question neighbors Appetite
for strong drink aggravated if not implanted by improper diet
Bad effects of improperly
prepared food may be traced through all the avenues of vice and crime Dyspeptic
stomach responsible as well as carnal heart Bishop Foster on caring for men's souls
and bodies The relation of bad food to perfect manhood Home is the primary school
House-ki'uping and home-making essential branches in a daughter's education, page 247
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CHAPTER

XIX.

Valuable Household Knowledge for Women.
Valuable knowledge for the kitchen

—

—

—

Best methods of cooking fish Oysters Choice recipes
meats Game Poultry
How to make salads Sauces How
vegetables should be cooked
Eggs and omelets How to make choice puddings Pastry
Custards and creams
Tea Coffee Chocolate Jellies Jams Preserves Canned
Fruits Pickles Candies Knowledge valuaVile in the toilet Valuable knowledge for
the sick room
How to save money in household economy What to do till the Doctor
comes
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CHAPTER

XX.

The Hioheu Education of Women.

—

"Women

should shrink from science as from vice" The Roman PontiflTs condemnation of
woman's higher education Woman none the better in any relation of life for ignorance
The wonjen of Spain and the women of Protesiant countries A re-action against sham
education for woman The ladies' seminary of past days "The female mind inferior in
strength, acnteness and capacity"
The testimony of educators
Brilliant literary women
Miss Elizabeth Garrett
Dr. Maudsley's assertion concerning woman's physical ability
Anderson College life conducive to health Other beneficial results of boarding-school
liie
The boarding-school is a microcosm The spiritual influences of such schools
Physical debility of Canadian and American women The dissipations of social life
Benefits of the higher education
Make-believe occupations, and dreary sham amusements
The fading bloom of youth and increased gayety of apparel Clement of Alexandria
on woman's duty "Let your comeliness be the goodly garment of the soul" Higher
education will make girls more self-reliant A lure to the gilded bower of matrimony
No culture can be too wide, too rich, and too varied for her sublime and hallowed mission
Napoleon on the need of France The child's cradle and the vital forces of the race
The duty of parents to their daughters Incentives to effort
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Most Worth to Woman

?

—A choice must be made —Necessary variations in
—Practical education the watchword —Practical training
ideal training, and ideal training should be practical — Education should emanci])ate
woman from dependence — Should prepare woman to fight
battle alone — Woman
not intended for depeiidence — Education should acquaint woman with her own nature
and the laws governing — Should reveal the path to the highest perfection of human
powers — Woman's education should make her master of her own language and literature
— Woman just now coming into her kingdom — Education should bring woman,
thought and
near to God — Doors of Christian usefulness — A
to duty and

very necessary and practical question
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XXII.

The Higher Education of Women.

—

—
—
—

Every great reform has met opposition What has been won in twenty -five years Women
The Grammar School for Girls in boiiton, 1826 Woman's
in the eighteenth century
admission to the Colleges Vassar, Girton, Bryn Mawr Harvard College, Princeton
Annex, Columbia College University education for women in England Newnham
College Number of women teachers in Great Britain and Ireland The two systems in

—

—
—
—

—

—
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XXIII.

Strength and Beauty in Woman's CHARACTEa

—

King David's Prayer, and the circumstances under which it was uttered A good country
Material prosperity follows righteousness The care and culture
implies a good people
The essential quality and holy
suitable to women- Fquality in things fundamental
Perfect growth in the period of growth Comeralliance of man' .ood ana womanhood
Must be adapted to the building
stones and their strengt'-, utility and responsibility
The Golden Palace of the State, and the Ivory Palace of the Church What is the perHow wrought out ? Christian civilization has well begun the
fection of womanhood ?
work The character of woman is the foundation of society Like the comer-stone, she
Like the corner-stone, she endures aad supports much Intelligence
is the bond of union
an essential The records of heroic women The union of moral fibre and generous culture What style of education is suitable for girls Education must be thorough
Based on religious truth Permeated with a religious spirit Polish, not veneer
Education must reach the deep faculties and unlock the hidden resources of the soul
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The Higher Christian Education of Women:
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Mission and its Method.

—The two
of objections
Women have
—Physical and mental strength—The question of
health —Tables of longevity — Results in co-education — The objection to strong-minded
women —Will the higher education destroy the feminine graces — Woman's education
should be Christian— The
objects
view
higher education—Physical development and the increase of bodily strength—A graceful mien and motion—
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and husbands in the old Chinese civilization Husband and wife
Egyptian civilization Mohammedan and Mormon theologies

—

—The marvellous
—Abject condition of the Greek wife — The wife under the Roman
Republic —The fining of bachelors —T.ie northern nations stood for the equality of
way at once to
woman — Forbade their women to drink wine — Christianity found
woman — Woman's work in
diffusion — The wife in the dark ages — Legal rights of
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races for freedom, the southern for social organization
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CHAPTER XXVII.
Woman and
"
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—

The prolonged slavery of woman is the darkest page in human history" The leaders of the
movement have been superior Abigail Adams the first advocate The first woman suffrage lecture in 1847
The first convention in 1848 at Seneca Falls Extracts from the
Declaration of Independence The study of public aff'airs stimulating to woman's mind
Legislation is in favor of the legislating class
Home-makers in legislation The sexes
supplementary Objections considered and ansAvered The unsexing of woman The lack
Florence Nightingale and Mrs.
of time The majority of women do not want to vote

—
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contrary
—Clara Barton and Harriet Beecher Stowe— Woman
Scripture— Bad women
vote— Woman cannot
and hence should not vote
Women are too impulsive —An ounce of experiment worth a pound of theory — Results of
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fight,
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CHAPTER XXIX.
The Education of Woman for Her Work.
The

— What meant by the higher education
—The baleful progress of the age
Familiarity breeds contempt — The true system of education — Men and women have
diverse
and hence need diverse training — Nature forbids co-education — Higher
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CHAPTER XXX.
Woman

in Nation-Building.

•'

—

Women

have a sphere in nation-building Our purpose is not to recall the deeds of some few
remarkable women of the past But to call attention to the multitudes of women in the
living present who are engaged in this great work
With the enlargement of woman's
sphere comes the fluttering of new national life Educated womanhood must outgrow

—

—

—

—

effort
Canada now bids her daughters go and be the best
womanhood cannot look with indiffeience upon the wrongs of
society
Laws of expediency and the laws of God The home is the miniature state
Home laws and precepts are suited to the state Illustrations of laws common to home
and state The school is another department of nation-building The philanthropic work
of the nation is largely woman's work
Two features of nation-building are peculiarly

the

narrow grooves of past

they can

—

— Cultured

—

—
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—

woman's, the physical and the social

—Woman

—

must regenerate society by the Gospel
The political equality of women withmen will be accomplished Reasons for advocating the reform The womanizing of
society
The elements of all needed national reform are in woman's heart and brain
Whp t shall be our future ? Our heritage and oui- opportunity
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Gems from the Best Authors.

i^
What
of good

is civilization

women.

Tho power

'.

What

— Emerson.

sucii stirrings
of delight as the sweet modulations of hei-

woman

Earth's noblest thing, a

furniture can give such finish to a
?
And is there

room as a tender woman's face
any harmony of tints that has

— Oeomje

voice.

Ei.ioi.

perfected.

O, woman in our hours of ease
Uncertain, coy and hai'd to please,
And variable as the shade
By the light quivering aspen nia<lo
When pain and angui.sh wring the brow,
ministering angel thou
!

The beauty

of a lovely

woman is

like

— Adam

iiiusic.

Ukdk.

;

Divination

power

in

.'<eein.s

heightened to

woman.

of

!

—Scott.

— Alcott.

All the reasonings of

one sentiment

A

its liighest

men

Not from his liead was woman took,
As made her husband to o'eriook
Not from his feet, as one despised,
The footstool of the stronger kind
But fashioned for himself, a bride

are not worth

;

woman.
—Voltaire.

;

What will not woman, gentle woman
When strong affection stirs her spirit

;

dare,

An

equal, taken

up.

— SOUTHEY.
Wh(!n she had passed,

it

seemed

ceasing of exquisite music.

H

— LONOFELLOW,

Disguise our bondage as wo will,
'Tis woman, woman rules us still.

risen,

Meet

all that's

and her

eyes.

less

any woman, they would seek

— HBBIiERT SpENCBB.

O

fairest of creation, last and best
Of all God's works, creature in whom excelled
Whatever can to thought or .sight be formed.

;

best of dark and bright

in her aspect

much

no higher functions."

—MOORK.

And

VVe.sley.

"
women comprehended all that is contained in the domestic sphere, they would ask
no other. If they could see all that is implied in the right education of children, to a
full comprehension of which no man has yet

like the

She walks in beauty, like the night
Of cloudless skies and sunny climes

from his side.
—Charles

Holy, divine, good, amiable or sweet.

— Byron.

— Milton

A
A

Not

sl'.e with traitorous
kiss her Saviour
stung.
Not she denied Him with unholy tongue
She, while apostles shrank, could danger
brave,
Last at His cross, and earliest at his grave.
;

1

I

— Barrett.
(e2)

being breathing thoughtful breath,
and death
The reason firm, the temperate will,
Endurance, foresight, strength and skill
A perfect woman, nobly planned.
To warn, to comfort, and command.
— Wordsworth.
traveller betwixt life

;

t

rTl HE

future historian of the nineteenth century will find no more
prominent or distinguishing feature stamped upon it than the

enlarged opportunity of labo' 'ind usefulness afforded to women,
and the marv'ellous march of woman to the front in almost

every

field of

history

human

particularly

activity.

The century

distinguished

hy the

woman's sphere and the multiplication

will

pass into

enlargement

of

In
all lands blest with the Light that rose in Judea nearly 1900
years ago, there has been, since the dawn of the present century, an
almost complete revolution in the ideas once entertained as to woman's
ability on the one hand, and her rights and duties on the other.
Today, whilst there are still advocates of wonum's subjection, and of the limitation
of her privileges and powers, the vast majority of all who desire to labor for the
general good are disposed to look upon woman's enlarged freedom, increased
advantages, and rapidly-widening labors, as among the most hopeful aspects of
of her advantages.

the age.

Woman

stands to-day the confessed peer of her stronger brothers in

all

that

endowment, her brilliant record in the Colleges having
banished the last shadow of doubt upon that point
Her almost onmipotent influence in the home and social circle was never before so clearly recognized or
so highly appreciated.
And surely her need of and right to the highest and
fullest training of all her powers, were never before so universally acknowledged
pertains to intellectual

as at the present day.

What seems
that

all

woman's upward career, is
army of progress should learn the achievements

especially needed at this stage in

the vast hosts of woman's

"advance guards," be inspired by these examples, and lifted into a loftier
the possibilities of their. own lives, and learn the way "to the front" for
themselves. Let the rank and file of her army read the records of intrepid
courage, patient perseverance under difficulties, and brilliant succesa of those
of her

faith in

(23)
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"elect women," who, in the face of centuries of prejudice, of doorg "boltei and
barred" against their progress, and of the strongest hostile influence, have
pressed their way to the heights of knowledge and power, and stand to-day
among the admired and honored of the world. Let them learn of the multitudes
of women who, without fortune and friends, have engaged, single-handed, in life's
stem battle for bread, and have wrung success from the most unpromising
oircumsta ces.

The authors and publishers of this work have an object in view, and this
volume has a mission to fulfil. It is dosiguod to speak in trumpet-tones to the
Women of Christendom of the glorious achievements of women in the past, and
the still more glorious possibilities of the present hour. With its varied voices
to call woman from the sleep of indifference, from the death of pleasure,
from the slavery of folly and of fashion, to the realities of life, its solemn duties
and sublime possibilities. It is to utter its words of instruction and cheer alike
in the homes of toil and the palaces of luxury, and to call upon every woman to
make the most and the best of herself, her age and her opportunities.
it is

Having summoned woman to the discharge
will its mission end here.
and impressed on her the nighty responsibilities of living, it will point
out the pathway of success in life, the royal road to knowledge, power, prosperity
and happiness.

Nor

of duty,

Here woman

importance and value of Physical Culture, and
can be secured. Here she will find her ability to
receive and right to claim the Higher Education vindicated.
Here she will learn
the fundamental position sh?, occupies as one of the Comer Stones in the home,
church and social circle, »,nd the necessity of both strength and beauty as
elements of her character. Here she will find the records of her sisters' achievements in home, and school, and church in music, poetry, and art in moral
and social reform ; in the professions at home, and in the mission field abroad
and be inspired to make the highest use of her talents in her chosen field of
Here she will learn, with devout gratitude, "What Christ has done for
labor.
will lea/m the

the methods by which

it

;

;

Woman, and what Woman has done for

Christ."
Here she will find her equahty
and world asserted and ably sustained in the
admirable chapter on "Woman and the Bible." Here she will see the "Open
Doors for the Women of To-Day," and unless dead to all noble ambition, be
Here she will learn the
inspired to enter, and occupy till the Master comes.
various avocations in which woman seeks a livelihood, and the rewards of
woman's toil in each the qualifications essential to success and, in short, a
great deal of stimulating and instructive thought for all who have to win fame
and fortune for themselves. In the chapters on "Women as Wage-earners," she
will be told of the wrongs and inequalities from which woman still suffers, and
the reforms in which she is personally interested, as well as the various kinds of
of position in the home, church

Hi

;

;

PREFACE.
work woman

is

qualified to do,
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and the wapeB received.

Here, too, she will find

a variety of practical hints for those depending on their own exertions.
She cannot
Is she interested in, or called to, a life of religious devotion ?
Does
fail to extract pleasure and profit from "Woman as a Religious Teacher.

make home attractively beautiful? She will find in "Valuable
Knowledge
for Women" much that will gratify curiosity and minister
Household
to hor love of beauty and home adornment. Is she in doubt as to which of the many
departments of study is most important for her to pursue ? The chapter on
"What Knowledge is of most worth to Woman?" will guide her choice to the
most valuable branches. And all wage-earners, housekeepers, wives and mothei.^
will learn what knowledge and skill can be utilized in either earning a living,
making home attractive and comfortable, or removing the ills to which humanity
she desire to

In short, in whatever station in

is subject.

may be piaffed, the lady reader of
much to instruct the mind, interest
she

this

life,

or under whatever circumstances

volume

will find in its

pages very

the heart, inspire the soul, and enoble

character.

great aim of authors and publishers has b^en kept steadily in view, and
the instruction and guidance of those charged with the responsibility of
educating young women. Parents, many of whom were in early life deprived of

One

that

is

those excellent advantages easily accessible to-day, and who are sincerely
anxious to do the best possible for their daughters, are often at a loss to know
what is the best education to give them, and under what circumstances and surroundings such education shoi 'u be sought. From an extensive correspondence,

extending over nearly a decade of years, with thousands of parties so situated,
the writer is convinced that upon no one subject do parents and guardians feel
more deeply their responsibilities or their need of friendly counsel and direction,
than upon the subject of the education of the young women committed to their
And when one considers the overwhelming importance of this question,
care.
not only to the young women themselves but also to the world at large, and the
acknowledged need of counsel and direction on the part of those who, from lack
of that special knowledge or experience requir i, feel to distrust their own judgment, the intrinsic value of any book presenting the mature views of the best
educators engaged in this very work, must be apparent to all.
Among the questions most frequently found perplexing the minds of parents
and guardians are such as these
What education is most worth to woman ?
What education will be of most value to Tny daughter ? Should such education
be largely practical or strongly intellectual, or both, if possible ? What moral
:

and

religious culture should a

tained

?

How

young women
giving the

young woman

receive,

and how can

it

be best ob-

largely should physical training enter into the ideal culture of
?

Which

is

better

mind a broad outlook

mastery of one subject

?

;

:

the general course of study, with a view of

or the special course, with a view of thorough

If a select course be decided on,

which subjects are of
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And which

woman's education ?

subjects would be
woman's higher education Co-education, or Colleges for Women ? Where can thorough and efficient
education be obtained for young women with proper oversight and companionship, and at reasonable rates ?
These and kindred questions are of living interest
to thousands who are sincerely desirous of doing the best possible for the young
women committed by Providence to their care. And all of these the reader will
find discussed by the ablest writers in these pages.
In short, we have endeavored
to compile a book of vital interest to every woman on her own account, on account of her Mends, and on account of her home, and one which no parent havrelative importance in

of greatest value to

my

daughter

?

Which

better for

is

:

ing a daughter to educate, could afford to do without.

promoting woman's elevation, we are most
advancement that in beautifying, adorning
and enriching the home life, we are laying the foundation for all moral and social
reform that in aiding the many agencies at work to-day in moulding and fa.sh-

Convinced as we are

that, in

effectually laboring for the world's

;

;

ioning the character of the ideal woman,

we send
mission.

forth this volume, with

May it help

worth in the following

to give to
lines

many

we

designed

'

spirit,

yet a

woman,

too,

light

steps of virgin liberty

and

free,

;

countenance in which did' meet

Sweet
1:1!

its

:

A
A

humanity to a higher plane,

humanity that ideal woman depicted by Words-

Her household motions

And

are lifting

prayers and good wishes, on

records, promises as sweet

A creature not too bright or good
For human nature's daily food,
For transient sorrows, simple wiles.
Praise, blame, love, kisses, tears and

A
A

traveller betwixt life

The reason

firm, the

and death

temperate

;

will.

Endurance, foresight, strength and

A

smiles.

being breathing thoughtful breath,

skill;

woman, nobly planned,
To warn, to comfort, and command
perfect

And

yet a spirit

With something

and bright.
an angei light.

still,

of

B. F. Austin.

By FRANCES

E.

President of the World's

WILLARD,

A.M.

and National W.C.T.U.

F

this were not a twentieth - century book I surely would not
have been willing to write an Introduction for it, so late in
But the Future's light is on the wise and
the nineteenth.
kindly faces of those whose helpful thoughts are here enshrined.
They see that God has "sounded forth a trumpet that shall
never call retreat;" that woman is coming to her kingdom in
the great realms of Law and Custom, and they are ready to
"lend a hand" in preparing her for that which is so rapidly preparing for her. There is special and niost inspiring significance
in the fact that a Christian minister and scholar, who stands at

the head of a leading woman's college, is editor of this brilliant
That he, and the scholarly writers
and epoch-marking book.
associated with him, should take positions so advanced, speaks

volumes

for the progress of true Christian

old Dominion, as well as in

my own

thought in the dear

beloved land.

a daughter of God versus Woman as a mere adjunct of
the great Chancery suit of modern times, and Principal A.ustin
with his grand array of legal counsel, appears in this volume for the plaintiflf.

Woman

Humanity

as

is

the period has been harangued often and long about her ^disabilities
book sets her abilities in bright array she knows enough about her limitations
this book declares her unlimited by artificial boundaries.
Margaret Fuller Ossoli used often to exclaim, "All I wanted in life was to
row!" This book sets forth for women everywhere the natural method of
growth, in noblest uses and for highest ends.
In the past, good men have been
wont to treat of wonuin in every other relation of life and from every other angle
of vision except as a daughter of God, standing evenly on her feet under His
equal sky, and appointed to grow up to the stature of true discipleship in
Christ Jesus, in mind and heart, in soul, body and spirit.
Woman is wont

The

girl of

this

;

—

(J
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to be written about as wife

and mother, daughter and

CALLING.

sister

—the

four chief

she bears to men. She is told how she may best prepare to
perform her duties in these relationships, and warned that to look away from or
beyond them is to "unsex herself" whatever that senseless phrase may mean.
relationships

—

But men

They

are addressed in a very different fashion.

are, first of all,

considered as individual entities; dignified personalities; units of being, having
"heart within and God o'erhead." What they are; what they can do; wluit
heights they were born to climb

thorough study of which a
and, last of

treatment

all,

to

man

women.

when the

is

This

—these

are the first considerations, after a

treated of in his relationships to other men,

is,

by

common

consent, the rational

so-called stronger sex is under our discussion.

method

of

It

in

is,

—

method that we apply to all studies of the individual except
woman.
But here comes along a book that proposes to tako her case in hand on the
same basis that it would were she her own brother, or husband, or son. And I

general terms, the

the individual

M

(

thank God for the Christian liberality of thought that has not only given this
volume to us, but prepared a great public ready to receive its blessed truths.
Nothing could ever have raised woman to such a plane of opportunity and outlook of inspiration save the Gospel of Him who said, "If J be lifted up I will
draw all men unto me." O Christ, what hast Thou done ? Thou hast come
down gently through the, ages, with Thy mild, untroubled face, and in the
storm of human grief and anguish Thou hast miirmured, "Peace, be still;"
Thy pierced hand, stretched out to woman, has raised her from the depths of
degradation and placed her on a pedestal of opportunity and hope. No matter
whose heart may be untrue to the conquering Galilean, as the whirling
centuries are multiplied, let woman's heart forever love Him
!

"

In the Cross of Christ I glory,

Towering
All

Radiates from

EvANSTON,

III.,

wreck of time
in woman's atcmj

o'er the

that's bright

Nov. 30th, 1889.

its

form

sublime.

;

"

le four chief

prepare to

t

iway from or
3 may mean.
of

first

,

»eing,

all,
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|

hand on the
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CHAPTER

I

OPEN DOORS FOR THE WOMEN OP TO-DAY.
By

Principal Austin, A.M., B.D., of Alma College,

>HILST

St.

society is constituted as

support themselves, and

Thomas, Ont.

a large number of women must
them mubt also maintain their
Dr. Talmage estimates that the

it is,

many

cf

husbands, children and friends.
American civil war destroyed 100,000 men, and that strong drink
has since killed as many more, thus dooming 200,000 women to
celibacy, and, in

most

cases, to self-support.

According to the Census Report of 1880, there were in the United States
13,907,444 males between sixteen and sixty years of age, of whom ninety-three
per cent, were enga^red in remunerative employments.
There were 13,477,002

whom only seventeen per cent, were
you deduct from the eighty-three per cent,
classed as outside of money-making employment, the large number of women
who, as wives or daughters in the home, are engaged in useful labor, and as
truly wealth earners as their husbands and fathers, you will probably have thirty
per cent, of thirteen odd millions of females, or say four million women between
sixteen and sixty years of age in the United States who are not prodiicers of
any kind of wealth. This vast army ought, according to our view, to be engaged
in some kind of useful and remunerative employment.

females of the sam-, age at that date, of

engaged in remunerative labor.

If

(31)
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Labor of some kind is the great law of God written on woman's nature as it
on man's, and to both sexes ahke it is the highway to health, happiness and
success.
If, therefore, a young woman is ambitious of rising into higher and
is

nobler
for her

life,

of acquiring either

own

money

or fame, or of Qbtaining better facilities.

culture, she should turn her gaze

toward some one of the

many

doors of honest activity open to the women of to-day. Even those whose circumstances exclude the necessity of self-support should learn the art of money-

making that they may possess a
necessity arise, to fight

spirit of

independence and be prepared, should

life's battle alone.

Hitherto the education of boys and that of girls have proceeded upon an
Boys have been educated for a trade, a craft, a
profession.
Young women have been allowed to grow up without any branch of
altogether different basis.
practical education

out into

life

which they could turn to account in

and sent
seems to have

self-support,

helpless dependents on the labor of others.

It

been generally assumed that all young women would marry on the first favorable
opportunity, and that any kind of superficial training was good enough for those
who were only charged with the work of home-building and housekeeping. Today we have come to a profound conviction that thorough and practical education is as important and necessary to the makers and keepers of the home as it
is to the professional; and, with this in view, as well as for purposes of selfsupport, every young woman should have the best and most practical culture
and training.
The education of young women has been mainly literary in character, and,
in most cases, neither broad enough nor deep enough to quahfy them for
teaching, whilst, within the last quarter of a century, very few desired or received
any practical training either for business or for any employment requiring
trained and skillful service. Like ivy plants which cling for support to the
stronger oak, women in vast numbers have been taught to depend on characters,
stronger and better fitted for life's stern battle. It is hardly to be wondered at,,
therefore, that when death or disaster removes the trusted support, women are
thrown to the earth Uke helpless trailing vines. How many thousands of
women, whom misfortune has left to fight the battle for bread alone, have gone
down in the unequal battle to death or woroe than death for lack of that practical
education which might easily have been thoirs in youth.
To-day better views are obtaining among educators and social reformers,,
and are slowly permeating society, and giving a much more thorough and
practical turn to the education of young women.
Of that large class of women who are fully content with mere passive
existence and enjoyment, whose hearts are devoid of a high and holy purpose
in living, and whose hands are quite innocent of any useful labor, we have little
to say.

They

are to be profoundly pitied in that their lives are destitute of the

highest joy of existence

—that

which springs from a consciousness of useful

OPEN DOORS FOR THE WOMEN OF TO-DAY.
labor performed, that serene happiness that arises in the human heart
belief that the world is richer, happier, and better for its existence.

from a

generally conceded by the best educators, divines, and all leaders
and moral reform, that every young woman, no matter what her circumstances or prospects in life, should be the mistress of some special field of
learning, or some useful art, by which she can, if God's providence so order, win
circumstances such as
her own way in life. No young woman should be placed
to make marriage an only refuge from poverty or dependence on her friends, or
from a life of ennui. Having in her own hands the power of self-support, she
It is

now

in social

m

should be free to accept or reject the marriage lot, or, having accepted it, she
would then hold in reserve a power that would, in times of worldly disaster,
prove a life boat among the breakers.
Mary A. Livermore, one of the most prominent writers and speakers on this
subject, very forcibly says
"It is as wasteful, as unwise, as inhuman, to send our delicately nurtured
and tenderly reared daughters out from the home to fight the battle of life
:

without a preparation for
business education, as
field

it

it, without an equipment in the form of industrial and
would be to send hapless young fellows to the battle-

without drill and without guns."
Dr. Talmage, in a recent published sermon, says
"Let every father and mother say to their daughters,
:

'Now what would you

do for a livelihood if what I now own were swept away by financial disaster, or
old age or death should end my career?'
"'Well, I could paint on pottery and do such decorative work.' Yes, that
"

'

beautiful, and if you have genius
enough busy at that now to make a
and across the bridge.
is

" 'Well, I could
tist.

I could render

make

for it

go on in that direction. But there are
hardware from here to the East River

line of

recitations in public

King Lear or Macbeth

till

and earn my living as a dramayour hair would rise on end, or

you Sheridan's Ride or Dicken's Pickwick.' Yes, that is a beautiful art,
is an epidemic of dramatization that makes
hundreds of households nervous with the cries and shrieks and groans of young
tragedians dying in the fifth act, and the trouble is that while your friends would
like to hear you, and really think that you could surpass Charlotte Cushman and
Fanny Kemble of the past, to say nothing of the present, you could not, in the

give

but ever and anon, as now, there

way

of living, in ten years earn ten cents.
"
advice to all girls and all unmarried

My
women, whether in affluent
homes or in homes where most stringent economies are grinding, to learn to do
some kind of work that the world must have while the world stands. I am glad
to see a marvellous change for the better, and that women have foimd out that
woman can do for a living if she
men have been oompeUed to admit it. You and

there are hundreds of practical things that a

begins soon enough, and that

J
34
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can remember when the majority of occupations were thought inappropriate
women, but our civil war (uune and the hosts of men went forth from North
and South, and to conduct the business of our cities during the patriotic absence,
women were demanded by the tens of thousands to take the vacant places, and
multitudes of women, who had been hitherto supported by fathers, and brothers,
and sons, were compelled from that time to take care of themselves. From that
time a mighty change took place favorable to female employment.
" Oh, young women of America as many of you will have to fight your
own battles alone, do not wait until you are flung of disaster, and your father is
dead, and all the resources of your family have been scattered, but now, while
in a good house and environed by all prosperities, learn to do some kind of work
that the world must have as long as the world stands.
Turn your attention
from the embroidery of fine slippers, of which there is a surplus, and make a
useful shoe.
Expend the time in which you adorn a cigar case in learning how
to make a good honest loaf of bread.
Turn your attention from the making ot
flimsy nothings to the manufacturing of important somethings.
" Much of the time spent in young ladies seminaries in studying what are
called the " higher branches " might better be expended in tea. hing them something by which they could support themselves. If you are going to be teachers,
or if you have so much assured wealth that you can always dwell in those high
regions, trigonometry, of course; metaphysics, of course; Latin and Greek, and
German and French and Italian of course, and a hundred other things, of course;
but if you are not expecting to teach, and your wealth is not established beyond
misfortune, after you have learned the ordinary branches, take hold of that kind
of study that will pay in dollars and cents in case you are thrown on your own
resources.
Learn to do something better than anybody else. Buy Virginia
Penny's book entitled The Employments of Women,' and learn there are five
hundred ways in which a woman may earn a living."
What doors of employment are open to the women of to-day ? Eather let
me ask what doors are now closed against them ? for out of 338 different avocations pursued in the United States, no less than 262 have been successfully
When Harriet Martineau visited America in 1840, she
entered by women.
found seven employments open to women, viz. teaching, needlework, keeping
boarders, work in cotton mills, type-setting, work in book-binderies and houseAmong the women earning a livelihood in the United States
hold service.
to-day are 2 hostlers, 2 com doctors, 6 lawyers, 24 dentists, 67 divines, 525
physicians and 414 government officials.
The following statement is taken from Treasure-Trove
" There are over three million women and girls in the United States who
are engaged in other than household occupations, and the army is constantly
increasing.
In other countries women have long mingled with men and perfonued labor which an American would be liable to consider adapted to male
I

for

!

'

:

:
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laborers only.

Many

people would be amazed

if

88

told that there are sixty

thousand female farmers, or agricultural laborers, in the United States yet
good authority gives us this estimate. In Georgia it is not thought improper
By doing so, they escape
for girls who work in the field to wear male attire.
the cumbersome dress which would drag in the dirt and catch on weeds and
Two girls, sisters, in New Orleans, have gone into the dairy business.
briers.
They have large stables, milk many cows, and appear to be doing well. The
business is a paying one, and not so unwomanly as might appear at first thought.
There are others in various parts of the country who are similarly employed.
;

In New York City there are three women who are well known as butchers,
and one has followed the business at the same place for twenby-five years.
Another has been a butcher for twenty years. One would naturally expect such
women to be coarse and masculine, but one of them is said to be " a delicate
and refined looking httle woman, and in or out of her store would hardly be
supposed equal to so robust an occupation."
Smu Francisco has a >^irl blacksmith, aged fifteen years, and it is said that
she can turn out as fine a shoe as ever graced the fooo of a race-horse. Here
but, on the
again, one would expect to find a stout, coarse-grained person
contrary, she is said to be rather fragile than strong, with a slender arm and
shapely hand.
The delicate finish of her work shows a fineness of nature
imlooked for in a girl blacksmith. She does not, however, intend to put her
;

accomplishment to a practical use.
There are
In Bay City, Mich., girls are employed as shingle packers.
thousands of odd and unexpected things which women and girls do in order to
earn money. It is merely a matter of taste or choice that decides whether a
girl will do housework, stand behind a shop counter, or perform one of the many
things which she can do if she tries.
It is plain to be seen that her sphere is
not so limited as is usually supposed.
Nearly every person is adapted for something.
If a girl can make money by milking a cow, maki)ig a horseshoe or
packing shingles, it is quite as respectable for her to do it as for a man.
OUTDOOR LABOR.

Outdoor occupations seem very Iprgely unfitted for woman, though in
Europe she has her full share in the labors of the field. In a chapter in a recent
work entitled, " The World's Opportunities," and to which I am indebted for a

number of facts in this paper, I find an account of a family in
Dakota, consisting of a mother, seven daughters and a son nine years old. This
family had, in one season, ploughed 76 acres, dragged 100 acres three times,
sown broadcast and rolled 100 acres. During the past two years more than 50
acres had been cleared of stones, stumps and bushes mainly by the mother and

considerable

two daughters.
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This seems to show woman's physical capabihties in outdoor labor when
necesHity demands, and should forever banish that absurd notion that American

women are, from their very constitution, doomed
What would some of our small-waisted city

to

weakness and dependence.

so
unnaturally attired, so enfeebled by irrational modes of dress that a few minutes
belles, so tightly corsetted,

brisk walk, or the climbing of a flight of stairs throws

them

into palpitations,

think of their sturdy sisters in the far West who plough, sow, pitch, cart and
enjoy blessed exemptions from nervousness, heart disease and sick-headache ?

many kinds

work such as planting, drilling, grafting,
my judgment, are much better suited
to women, and far more wholesome in effect on health and happiness, than the
miserable slave life many women lead in factories, shopb and stores where long
hours, promiscuorrs associations and poor pay are the general rule.
There are

of light farm

tying bushes, training vines,

etc., that, in

HORTICULTURE AND FLORICULTURE.

Among

outdoor engagements there

is

one really adapted

to

woman's

strength and tastes, opening a pleasant, profitable and health-giving occupation
to her in the country, viz., the cultivation of plants, fruits

and

flowers.

Most

may

be performed by women as
well as men.
The remuneration, especially where the gardening is done within
easy reach of towns and villages, is certain. There are doubtless thousands of
women in country homes having time upon their hands, whose lives would bi
of the labor

is

not so hard as housework, and

healthier and happier, and whose purses would be considerably heavier,

if they
would undertake the cultivation of a small plot of fruits and flowers. Such
intercourse with nature would elevate the thought and sentiment and bring the
beauty and sweetness of flowers into the life of many a woman.

DOMESTIC SERVICE,

Of the 2,047,167 females reported as having remunerative employment in
the United States in 1880, nearly 1,000,000 were domestic servants, a quarter
American women, who from choice or necessity
of whom were of foreign birth.
Servants do
become wage-earners, are generally averse to domestic service.
not wish nor expect to be in service long and hence do not see the necessity of
preparing themselves by suitable training for effective and pleasing service. No
one who has given any thought to the problem of domestic service, or even used
his powers of observation, can remain unimpressed with ^^

fact that some
Something must be done on the one hand
to render domestic service more satisfactory and, on the other hand, to elevate
Unless the servant can
socially and financially the position of the servant girl.
qualify for and receive larger remuneration, and a larger and more liberal social
recognition, society will soon have to dispense with the servant girl and wait

radical reforms are urgently needed.

;

)
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upon

itself.

Tliero

in urf,'ent

demand

for better service,
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and there

is

certainly

need of higher remuneration.

The servant

Multiof the future evidently will not be the kitchen drudge.
and rapidly multiplying inventions will remove, to a very large extent, the
rougher and nu)re un})leaHant features of domestic service, as it has already
Possibly, for all urban
transformed many of the occupations pursued by man.
people, some plan of co-or/crative washing and cooking may yet be devised
Relieved, to some
sufficiently simpler and ec(.iomical to come into general use.
plied

extent, of the present slavi y of domestic service, the serving girl of the future
must possess sufficient of general intelligence and culture to entitle her to social

recognition in the home, and as companion in the family, as a trained and
scientific

housekeeper,

or, it

nuiy be, as a governess to the younger children,

she will ask for higher remuneration and receive
of

it

because she

is

amply worthy

it.

In nearly
receive

much

all

occupations pursued alike by

less pay.

The reason

men and women,

generally assigned

is

that, in

the latter

most cases

at

not so valuable as those of men. This is correct in
regard to many of the occupations in which men and women compete.
And
the reason is not far to seek.
Most men enter upon a business with a view ot
pursuing it through life
nearly every woman enters upon her calling with a
least, their services are

;

tacit proviso

that she will leave

marriage occiurs.

As

a result

men

it

as

soon as a favorable opportunity of

manifest in their preparation for a life-work,

more of that patient

zeal and painstaking care which ensures success.
the contrary, looking upon marriage as a prospective relief from her
t(imporary employment, does not qualify as thoroughly, and hence cannot, in

far

Wonmn, on

demand

as high remuneration.
There is, however, one avocation at
which the difference in the salaries paid to men and women cannot be
accounted for by any supposition of unequal qualifications. I allude now to

justice,

least, in

'

SCHOOL TEACHING.

-

In the public and high schools of this and other countries, even where
possess the same qualifications and do the same work, there is such
disparity in the payment for services rendered as to call for prompt redress on

women

the part of a fair-minded public.
No one will for a moment assert that in
natural teaching ability woman is inferior to man.
She is, in fact, far superior
in native qualifications, being a born teacher.
In tact, in gentleness, in sym-

pathy and in power to inspire the noblest and best in human nature, woman
admittedly excels.
If, then, her acquired ability, as tested by a common
examination, be equal to that of her brother and her work be the same, why
should she not receive the same reward ?
A committee representing the lady teachers of London, Ontario, has been

T
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recently looking into this subject and report the following facts concerning that
city:

In 1875 there were five men at $600 each, and twenty-one women at an
Six men, witli an
average salary of $271.13 employed in the ward schools.
average each of fifty-six pupils per term, costing per pupil an average of $10.17,
promoted an average each of thirteen pupils, and two women (doing preciisely
the same work as the six men) taught an average each of seventy pupils, costing
per pupil an average each of $5.71, and promoted twenty-nine pupils each. In
1886, the average number of pupils for each of six headmasters was the same as
The cost per pupil is $13.22 under the
for each of the two headmistresses.
The headmasters promote each an
men, against $6.20 under the women.
average of seventeen pupils per term, the head mistresses an average each oi
The cost per pupil, reckoned on the basis oi
twenty-four pupils pt^r term.
The
salaries, is $23 under the two men, against $11.75 under the two women.
six headmasters promoted an average each of sixteen pupils, whose marks
average 277 per pupil. The two headmistresses promoted an average of thirtytwo pupils, whose marks average 289 per pupil. The results of the inquiry, as
given in these abstracts, are worthy the attention of those

who take an

interest

in education.

u

In 1882, in New York, the salary of a male principal of a school with an
average attendance of over 500, was $3,000 that of a female principal of such a
The salary of a male principal of a school, with an average
school was $1,700.
;

of over 250 pupils,

was $2,000

;

that of a female vice-principal of such a school

was $1,200.

The average

male assistant teachers was $1,500; that of female
was $800.
The Board has, by special authority, liberty to
pay male principals, of more than lourteen years' service, as high as $o,000
In the case of female principals, howevor, the
salary, and not less than 2,500.
salary of

assistant teachers

maximum

salary

is

$1,900.

system of payments.

A

similar discrimination runs through the '-utire

Thus there is a grade of junior teachers whose salaries
$700 for males and $400 for females. The public saould

the first year are
be brought, by persistent agitation, to see the injustice of this inequality in the
for

payment

of public school teachers.

CLEBKSHIP, TELEGRAPHY, PHONOGBAPHY AND TYPE-WBITING.

Employment as a book-keeper is much to be preferred to that of salesThe hours are generally not so long, the business is
for many reasons.
more private and the exposure to temptations much less than in the latter
The remuneration, too, while not equal to that obtained by men in
position.

woman

similar positions,
ability

and

fidelity.

is

respectable and is generally increased on proof of
thorough knowledge of the theory and practice of book-

still

A
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kccpinj^, find a

good prnrtirnl knowlodj/o of

iirithiiietir,

SO

English

f,'riunniar

and

conipoHition are eHHentiiil to huccohh.

A

thorough course

should

in coniinercial science

l)('

taken at some reputable

The knowledge
any lady aspiring to so responsible a position.
obtaiiu'd by such a course of study, and the business lial)its likely to be inspired
tlicHiby, are of themselves sufficient reward for all the time and money spent in
college by

such a preparation.

Telegraphy

offers

somewhat

similar inducements to

HMluires thorough preparatory training.

year

is

salar\

A

women, and, of
months

period of from six

course,
to one

usually spent in learning to receive and transmit messages, and the

depends chiefly on the thorough accuracy and fidelity of the operator,
ifi/jO to $200 j)er month, promotion being almost certain to those

ranging from

whose natural talent and perseverance enable them to reach the front rank.
A knowledge of phonography and skill in the use of the type-writer are
opening doors of useful employment to thousands of young women to-day. This
is, in fact, one of the most prominent and inviting of the many new fields now
opening to view. It is, however, a department of labor for which all women
have not ecpuil natural ability, and one in which no one may expect a permanent
Multitudes of
and lucrative position without thorough mastery of the art.
poorly qualified candidates seek and find positions only to be displaced by thwse
more perfectly qualified. The demand for phonographers and type-writers is
certainly on the increase, and is, it is said, in excess of the supply.
If, therefore, a young wouum, having fair average ability, will but devote
sufficient time and energy to the work of preparation to thoroughly master her
art, she may look forward with confidence to employment and a fair remuneration.
Phonography requires, for its thorough acquirement, from six months to a year
of earnest labor, whilst type-writing can be learned in a few weeks.
As the
speed in phonography re(juired by an anuinuensis or office secretary is not more
than from sixty to eighty words per minute, most young women of average
ability can easily acquire such proficiency in six months.
Of course i, fair
elementary education is essential, especially a knowledge of orthography, composition, and the technical language of the business pursued.
CIVIL SEHVICK.

In the United States

women

possessing the requisite qualifications are
.

ment.
tliey are

2.

The Post

Ofiices.

3.

only admitted where not less than

are only thirty-four' cities in the
to

The Treasury DepartIn the latter, however,'
clerks are employed, so there

employment in
The Custom Houses,

admitted, under certain conditions, to

fifty

1.

Union where the Customs

afford

employment

women.
There

is

a regiilar form of application to be presented which

must contain
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names of five persons a-u vouchers for the good character of the apphcant.
The application is not made for an appointment, but only for admission to an
"open competition examination as to fitness for the public service." When a

the

by a selection from those who graded highest in such
is written and embraces
1. Orthography,

vacancy occurs

it is filled

examination.

The examination

:

—

penmanship, copying.
2. Arithmetic.
3. Interest, discount, etc., with the
elements of bookkeeping. 4. Elements of the English language, letter writing,
and the proper construction of sentences.
6. Elements of the geography,
history and government of the United States.
The candidate must make sixtyfive per cent, to become eligible for any appointment.
A recent letter from the Hon. J. Carling, Minister of Agriculture at Ottawa,
informs me that youuy v.'omen art employed in nearly all departments of the
Civil Service in Canada, bi t that the number of applicants in excess of the
number of positions forbids very sanguine hopes of an engagement on the part
of average candidates.

Two examinations are held each year, one in May and the other in November, named respectively the preliminary and the qualifying examinations.
Upon passing the first candidates are eligible to the following positions
messengers, sorters, carriers, packers, box collectors, assistant inspectors of
The preliminary examination is upon
weights and measures, copyists, 3tc.
:

Penmanship. 2. Spelling. 3. The first four rules in arithmetic. 4. Eeading
The qualifying examination includes, in addition,
and manuscript.
geography, history, grammar, composition and transcription of documents.
This examination fits for higher departments of the public service, but does not
ensure them, as appointments are only made when vacancies occur, and the
prospect of appointment, as before stoted, owing to the number of applicants,
1.

print

ii:^

not good.

ART WORK.

Women

are rapidly

coming

to the front in all

departments of Fine Art.

In

be disposed to question woman's equality
•<
'A''\i.
that there have been but few women
must
be
it
although
man,
with
among the great artists of the woriu. This fact, however, can be accounted for
natural ability for the

w<.

1

fer/

-

in a variety of

The almost

^vil'
:

ways without questioning

universal prejudice against

in the least

woman's

woman's

efforts in

artistic ability.

every line which

required her to appear as a candidate for public favor or reward, the pressing
nature of home duties, the few privileges woman has enjoyed for acquiring
artistic culture

and

skill,

inference respecting

number

of female artists

to fully demonstrate

that lack of suitable

ii

;

may

woman's

all

be urged with good reason against any hasty
endowment for Art work. Small as is the

inferior

who have reached the

front rank,

it

is

suffiently large

woman's claim to the highest artistic talent, and to prove
opportunity and proper encouragement, rather than lack of

I
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sniallness of

relative
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woman's

artistic

Angelica Kauffman, Madam Jerichau, Catharine Hosmer and
Kosa Bonheur have shown woman's high capacity for art work, and their names
are written high in the roll of the world's great artists.
achievements.

if the number of great female artists is small, the number of those who
achieved
a fair measure of fame and success is large, whilst the number of
have
women who have won a livehhood out of the pursuit of art is legion, and rapidly
Woman's intense love of the beautiful,
multiplying with each passing decade.
(juicknet's of perception, fineness of touch and delicacy of taste, all fit her, in an
eminent degree, for ontj or another of the various departments of artistic work.
The work itself is one well adapted to her strength, and one that can be carried

But

on in conjunction with most of her engagements.

The single difficulty with woman here, as alluded to in her other engageShe wishes a harvest as
ments, has been a desire to get at results too hastily.
soon as the seed is sown. In Art work as in all the other higher and nobler
pursuits requiring talent sharpened by training and applied by skill, long years
and study are essential in laying the foundations
There is certainly no royal road to success in either Art or
Music. In the former a most thorough course in the various kinds of drawing
is an absolutely essential preparation for the higher and more coveted fields of

•of

patient, plodding practice

for lasting success.

Art.

There are, however, many young women of to-day who perceive not only
open door to woman but also the necessity of thorough preparati' . for entering it with success and are undergoing with patience that fuii training
•essential to the best results.
To the woman who is endowed with a fair share
of artistic ability and who has .nastered the elementary principles of the work,
there are many ways in which she may turn her abilities into money.
this

ART TEACHING.

The demand for qualified and certificated teachers of drawing is large and
probably growing in greater ratio than the supply, especially in the Western
States of the Union.
It is said that young lady graduates of any reputable Ai't
School

who

situations.

are well

recommended find no difficulty in securing remunerative
young women of from $800 to $1000 are frequently

Salaries to such

paid in the Western,

and proportionately higher

One lady teacher

in Cooper Institute,

salaries in the

New

Eastern States.

York, declares that in a single
year, forty of her pupils had earned $7,000 or an average of $175 each whilst
learning the art of Crayon Photography.
She declares that every year one hundred young women go out from the Art Department of that school to earn from
$400 to $1200 per annum as teachers of drawing or makers of crayon photographs.
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HOUSE DECOBATION.
It is said that

some of the leading firms

of house decorators in the f^rcat

And in a matter requiriug^
good judgment, taste and careful adjustment and harmonizing— in all of which
women are unsurpassed why should not women he employed, especially in a
work like home decoration into which she miofht well be expected to engage
with all her heart ? The labor is indoors, not exhaustive in character and well
suited on the whole to woman's tastes and abilities.
It may be said that the
reward is small only from S|8 to $12 per week being paid but even this isrespectable compared with the pittance iipon which myriads of women are compelled to subsist in many of the cities.
If the pay be much less than that given
to teachers, let it be borne in mind that very much less of training and culturecities

now employ women

to carry out their designs.

—

—

is

—

M:

required.
DESIGNING.
All over

artistic

America to-day there

designs in business.

'

-*

springing up an iricreasing

is

The designs

Something purely American and native to the

vogue.

public taste, and a lady artist

who can

demand

for

no longer in
demanded by the-

of foreign dealers are
soil is

originate artistic designs for trade marks,,

labels, placards, book-covers, for oil cloths

and carpets,

etc., is

sure of speedy
i

and

profitable sale of the products of her skill.

kind of art work
paper,

oil cloth,

that

is

it

One great advantage

can be carried on at home.

in this-

Manufacturers of wall

which show
Very often large premiums are offered
needless to say that there can be no discrimination

carpets, etc., purchase at high price original designs

the requisite taste and beauty combined.

and it is
in such public competitions

for the best designs,

against lady artists

for reward.

ENGHAVING.

woman has turned her artistic abilities,
one lady stands in the very front rank ol
American engravers and readily commands $60 per week for her services.
It is only in very recent years that

in this direction, but already it is said,

As an illustration of the field now open to her and the rewards that may be
expected from woman's work therein, it may be mentioned that in 1882, at the
Cooper Institute, New York, two clever girls in the second year of their
studies, earned $600 each in executing orders for engravings from publishers and
Since then twelve pupils have earned $100 each in the course of three
editors.
in the same way.
In professional fine art work there is now/ no discrimination against the fair
sex either in excluding her work from the exhibitions or refusing to recognize
merit and genius wherever displayed. And many lady artists are rapidly coming

months

i
1
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and winning both fame and fortune in painting, modeUng, carving,

designing and sculpture.

MEDICINE

Women are the natural guardians of infancy and childhood. Hence they
should be most carefully instructed in anatomy, physiology and hygiene, which
women than

i'

Not many years
Owing to
ago a knowledge of medical science was an impossibility to woman.
the blind prejudice which denied woman's mental equality and shut her out of
many of the most important and practical fields of human enquiry, woman found
Now, owing to the
the doors of medical colleges closed and barred against her.
liberalizing tendencies of the age which have rapidly extended woman's sphere of
are really

activity,

more appropriate

and multiplied the

studies for

facilities for

for

men.

her culture, she linds medical schools

with open doors ready to receive her and grant her the best advantages of the
present day.
(1

for

Thousands

of

young women

are entering medical colleges seeking

and iindiug thorough qualification for medical practice, and thus devoting
themselves to a profession for which they have as

many

natural qualifications as

their stronger brothers.

A wide

is opened to women qualified to practice medicine
wider door of beneficent labor in heathen lands. To
women of heroic mind and consecrated life the f)resent age offers no more inviting
field of labor than that of the medical missionary in lands unblest with Christianity.
The whole heathen world is open to her and millions of the poor and
degraded of her own sex are ready to receive from her hands not only the healing
of the body, but also that one sovereign remedy for the sin-sick soul, the gospel
of Jesus.
Let it be remembered that a great and effectual door has been opened
to women by Providence, and that the evangelization of the heathen world is in
a measure committed to her hands, as myriads of the sick and suffering who
would reject the services of hor brother physicians, are ready to receive the heal-

in this

door of usefulness

country and a

ing of both

body

still

au.u soul at

her hands.

no wonder then that hundreds of women contemplating foreign missionary work are qualifying themselves for this most extended field of useful labor
by thorough medical training.
Boston, Springfield, Philadelphia, New York,
Kingston and Toronto, all have medical schools for women. Those who qualify
for practice at home find certain and remunerative employment, as the impression
is gaining ground to-day that lady physicians are decidedly to be preferred
other things being equal in the treatment of women and children, and there
can be no doubt that most women would prefer the services of a lady physician
providing one of the requisite qualifications and experience could be found.
In
the United States, at the present time, are over 2,500 lady physicians and several
of them are earning from ten to twenty thousand dollars per year.
It

is

—

m
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BCHOOL-TEACHING.

Woman is a born teacher. Her tact, quick intuition, ready sympathy and
natural kindness of heart joined with intellectual qualification?, render her preeminently successful in the management and instruction of children. Judging
by the increasing number of young women engaged in this profession one may
easily predict that in the future public-school teaching will be almost entirely
monopolized by women. It is greatly to be regretted that whilst the qualifications for public-school teaching have been made higher year by year, there has
not been a corresponding increase in the remuneration. The work of schoolteaching, however, is one that furnishes a sure, if not ample reward to woman,
and one entirely in harmony with her tastes, talents and strength. It is one,
moreover, which affords grand opportunities of usefulness to the world at large,
and is, therefore, an occupation, which is sure to command the sympathies oi
woman's nature. True teaching is the finest of the fine arts and one in which
all the refined qualities of woman's nature may find ample scope for exercise, for
every word and deed, every tone of voice, every glance of the eye, every expression of the countenance, will help to perfect or to mar the work.
All the genius of the artist is needed in tracing the outlines of divine truth,
beauty and holiness, on the human soul, and for this work woman is fitted preeminently by the fineness of her feelings and the purity of her taste. The work
of teaching is one which is not destitute of rich rewards in itself.
Every woram
who conscientiously pursues this divine art in unfolding the powers of the human
mind, will learn more from her pupils than she ever could from her books. She
will find in the work a broadening of her sympathies, an enriching of her love
for humanity, and will come, by degrees, nearer that state of heart which
prompted the great German philosopher to say, " I love God and little children."
But why speak of open doors for women when to-day nearly every door is
wide open to her. To the woman of energy and ability, the woman who loves
labor, and dares, if need be, to be singular, to the self-reliant and persevering
woman, nothing is impossible to-day. Everywhere woman is coming to the front.
Everywhere doors of blind prejudice are opening upon their rusty hinges, disclosIn business, in the
ing fields of honest and honorable activity to women.
schools, in the professions, in every branch of human activity woman is coming
to the front and coming to remain.
One great and effectual door is open to all women, who love and serve the
the Son of God, and that is the door of Christian service. In the home, the
school and the church the three great pillars of our modern civilization
woman's place is unique and her power all but omnipotent. In short, if society
is ever to become thoroughly permeated with the Christian doctrine and spirit,
if the world is ever to become truly regenerated, it must be by the agency ot
Christian women.
Here is woman's highest and holiest field of labor,

—
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mighty influence in these realms where her power is supreme
has done so much to honor and exalt womanhood.
I have glanced at some of the open doors for the earnest women of to-day.
Let it be remembered that the open door avails but little without the strength,
Let it be remembered that woman wins
courage and resolution to enter it.
success precisely as does man
by possessing a definite aim, a strong will, a
Every woman, no matter
steady perseverance and an unflinching courage.
which of the many doors of opportunity she may enter, needs to put care, earEvery woman
nestness, faith, perseverance and conscience into her life work.
needs to work as did the builders in Longfellow's song
the exercise of her

in behalf of

Him who

—

In the elder days of Art,
Builders wrought with greatest care
Each minute and unseen part
For the gods see everywhere.
Let us do our woik as well,
Both the unseen and the seen

Make

the place where gods

Beautiful, entire

and

;

may

dwell

clean.

r5

\

—

f

WOMAN

4(;

—
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MISSIONARY WORK IN CHINA.
Cr* H E following are extracts from a remarkable letter from Colonel Denby,
U.S. Minister to China:
1
"Believe nobody when he sneers at missionaries. The man is simply not
posted on the work.
I saw a quiet, cheerfril woman teaching forty or more
Chinese
!

girls

;

she teaches in Chinese the ordinary branches of

education beneath the shadow of the forbidden
the Psalms of David and Home, sweet Home,'
'

'

forty or

more

The men

boys.

or the

city.'

common

saw a male teacher

I

women who

school

I heard these girls sing
teaching-

put in from eight to four

o'clock in teaching Chinese children, on a salary that barely enables one to live,
are heroes aiid heroines, as truly as
all this in

Grant or Sheridan, Nelson or Farragut; and

a place where a handful of Americans are surrounded by 800,000,000

any moment to break out into mobs and outrages, particularly
view of the tremendous crimes committed against their race at home.

Asiatics, liable at
in

"I visited

the dispensaries, complete and perfect as at

home; then the con-

coming without money or without
price, to be treated by the finest medical and surgical talent in the world.
There
are twenty-three of these hospitals in China.
Think of it
Is there a more
perfect charity in the world? The details of all the system were explained to me.
There are two of these medical missionaries here who receive no pay whatever.
sultation rooms, their wards for patients

!

ill

"I have

seen missionaries go hence a hundred miles, into districts where
not a white person of any nationality, and they do it as coolly as you
went into battle at Sliiloh. And these men have remarkable learning, intelli-

i

there

is

gence and courage.

It

is,

to attract attention, fight

" It

t,

is

idle for

perhaps, a fault that they court nobody,

no

make no

effort

selfish battle.

any man to decry the missionaries

in their work.

I

can

tell

These men and women are honest, pious, sincere,
the real from the false.
industrious, and trained for their work by the most arduous study.
I do not
address myself to the churches, but as a man of the world talking to sinners

ft

like himself, I say

China.
^

that

it is

difficult to say

much good

of missionary

work

in

—We cannot

be guilty of greater uncharitableness than to
and judgments it aggravates the evil to him
when he looks upon himself as the mark of divine vengeance. -

In IMisFORTUNE.

!

interpret atttictions as punishments

that suffers

Addison.

too

Illustrated Christian Weekly.''

;
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"WOKKERS.

Mrs. Emily Huntington Miller, of

THE work

St.

Paul, Minn.

of education and reform, like that

of charity, rightly begins at

home

;

hut

it is

only as the stream begins at the fountain, the building at the foundation and while in these discussions
;

we have thus

far considered interests that are in a

measure personal to our own homes, and our own

woman

will never rest satisfied
thought to herself. No woman
can do the best work for her own home whose work
ends there the more sunny her own garden, the
more carefully shielded from blight and mildew, the
readier should be her sacrifice for that labor by
wliich the deserts of sin may be changed into the
(lod meant the sweet waters,
gard(>n of the Lord,
flowing in the mother heart, to prove a fountain of
life to all blessed (diarities, and nourish a sympathy
If the fountain be full, it
as broad as the world.
will ovej'flow
if the stream be a living one, it will
find its way outward, and carry with it the refreshment of its source, without impoverishing the per-

beloved, the true

with

liiniting her

;

;

ennial spring.

Much

has been said and written upon the proper
and ^woman's place in the produc-

division of labor,

tive industries of the world

nomic theory can
large, and, as

women

it

;

but no social or eco-

stubborn fact that a
seems, an increasing nund)er of the
affect the

and nuist be, breadIf Providence
did not so plan, it certainly permits, and we can no
more alter the case by protests than we can banish
sin from the world by proving that its existence is
of the present day, are

winners for themselves and others.

contrary to the divine

will.

The necessity is not an evil in itself, but the
most serious evils have grown out of it, until nmch
(47)
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of woiT'

appro
of un.

.

-iuctive labor

is

revolution or ruin

;

accomplished under conditions which are rapidly
conditions which flood the market with the results

jd labor, obtained so cheaply that skill cannot

clearly see an evil

is

the

first

CALLING.

compete with

it.

step towards finding its remedy, and out of a

To
mass

of possible texts for this brief paper, I choose this statement from a late issue of

—

New York Sun a statement capable of demonstration, and undeniably below
the truth, that " there are in the city of New York alone forty thousand working
women, receiving wages so low that they must either embrace vice, apply for
charity, or starve."
By far the greater number accept the latter alternative and
starve ; starve slowly through bitter months and years, it may be, if life is strong
the

within them, but none the less they die for lack of food and warmth and rest.
These are largely needle-women, capable only of mechanical labor, calling

than skill. They make the common grades of men's garments, which supply the ready-made trade, and the under-wear of women, the
marvellous cheapness of which is so effective on counters and in advertisements,
until you come to examine its quality, and the carelessness of its finish.
They
are flower-makers, feather-workers, box-makers, workers in a wide variety of industries.
They are sometimes the women to whose fingers is entrusted the daintier work for which you pay an extra price on the ground that it is made to order
the prosperous establishment which receives and pockets your extra price^
passing over the work at regulation wages to the starving needle-woman in her
for dexterity, rather

—

garret or cellar.

And

impossible to set before you the appalling statistics of
you to a book that will certainly wring your heart with
pity and sorrow, if it does not move you to seek out some possible line of
relief.
I refer to Helen Campbell's Prisoners of Poverty, a woman's book which
since

it

is

this subject, I refer

woman should read.
What about the wage-workers whom the mothers of girls

every

personally employ ?
Does she interest herself in their welfare ? Axe the sei-vants in her household
mere machines, or does her motherly care and counsel seek their need and give
them the help they will never ask from her ? What if from the luxurious appointments of the rest of the house, something were spared to make their rooms
cozy and homelike ? What if some trouble were expended to induce in them a
taste for better reading than mischievous novels to educate them to neatness
and good judgment in selecting their clothing, and a prudent and economic ex;

What if, from the oldest to the youngest, the children
?
were taught not to add unnecessarily to the work of the house, and the labor of
the servants somewhat shared by other members of the household, that they
might have time for rest and amusement ? It would not be a fruitless or a
thankless task, if done with a genuine desire to help the girls themselves, to
start their lives on a higher level, to open to them better possibilities in the
future, not for the simple purpose of making them more effective for your own
penditure of their wages

a
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WAGE WORKERS.

the majority of them, to be home-makers by and by.

and industry and skill will make those homes an
and industry on the part of bus hand and children some of
them, by ignorance and thoughtlessness and geneidl incapacity, will add to the
haunts of wretchedness from which husbands seek refuge in the saloon, and children grow up into crime. Is it not worth your while to turn the scale ? Almost

Some

of

them by

their thrift

inspiration to thrift

;

every housekeeper has opportunity in the course of her

life

to revolutionize a

homes by this perfectly attainable process of educating the girls who are
going to make and rule them, and thus inspiring them with a genuine respect for
labor, in place of the impression so common among the untaught, that it is an
evil and a disgrace to be avoided and escaped from.
I know of one home from which more than this number of girls has been
score of

sent out, so thoroughly taught that the mistress could truthfully say to each one,

"You have a trade now, just as much as the dressmaker and milliner: a trade
where the supply is never equal to the demand, and you can be comfortable in
One available remedy for the
the consciousness that you know it thoroughly."
sufferings entailed upon women in many overcrowded departments of labor
remedy which lies close at every woman's hand, lies in opening a new avenue to
the overplus which depresses the market the avenue of household service.
It
is objected that these women are unfit for such service
that they are absolutely
good for nothing in a household. As Mrs. Livermore once said of them, " They
have grown up on crackers and tea and slop-work they are slop all the way
through." But your remedy to be worth anything must be applied at the root
of the tree, and not to the ripened fruit.
If you cannot make housekeepers of
the nerveless, listless discouraged women, you can of the children who are continually pressing on to keep full their thinning ranks the children whose teeth
are set on edge by the sour fruits that fathers and mothers have had from the
hand of an unchristian civilization.
They must have the opportunity for
achieving better things by education beginning in the kitchen-garden, and
carried on through the cooking school, the sewing school, Ihe nurses' training
school, until thorough industrial training shall be as universally within the reach
of the young as the opportunity to learn to read and write.
But, says the objector, these women so trained, and capable of really good
work, will not go into our kitchen and nurseries.
Add to the three alternatives
" vice, charity, starvation," the fourth, of domestic service, and the mass of them
will still choose starvation, and everything which you do to elevate and educate
them only makes this more certain.

—

—

;

;

;

If this be true, and I fear we cannot deny it, it brings us face to face with
another truth that women who are not wage-workers have themselves lowered
the rank of household service by treating it as something unworthy their care

—

and thought by not making
coiumitting

it

to ignorance

it

and

a study for themselves and their daughters, but
stupidity.

The remedy

lies in

making

it

honor-
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by your own example, by tbe importance which you attach to it, and the
which you make to master the science of housekeeping and home-making
in all its branches.
The kitchen imitates the parlor in devotion to dress and
fancy work, sometimes with marvellous success, it is not going to be indifferent
to rational attire, healthful cookery and dainty housekeeping are topics of
able

effort

interest there.

Organization among women is desirable and helpful, but many a woman
can work better by herself and in her own way. The rural officer's direction to
his men on the eve of battle^** Keep in line if you can, but pitch in somehow,^'
contains the pith of wisdom. The weary shop-girls in some neighboring store
might be furnished with seats and a comfortable place for the noon lunch if you
would interest yourself in the matter. The seamstress who bends over your
work in her small stifling room, because you cannot l)e incommoded by having
a seamstress in the house, would be rested and refreshed by daj's or weeks
among the comforts of your home, cheered by its brightness, nourished by
appetizing food, and above all, fed by kindly human sympathy, so that her work
will no longer seem a task and a burden.
The establishment where unfair
advantage is taken of the helplessness of its employees, where wages are cut
down or withheld on frivolous pretexts, may care nothing lor the protests of its

,.

It has
it will not long persist against the frowns of its patrons.
but to be understood that the women everywhere are banded together, in spirit

victims, but

at least, for the protection of all other

women, and many

of the oppressions of

wage-workers will be done away with. The heaviest indictment to be brought
to-day against woman is that, in cruel thoughtlessness, in criminal carelessness,
her own hand has helped to bind upon a great army of her sisters, "heavy
burdens and grevious to be borne" let it no longer be also true that she herself
" will not move them with one of her fingers."

—

iLi,

—
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MigH Minnie

I'he.lpg.

a geometrical

is

halves of the

a^i()Ill,

same thing

It follows then, that

the

human

whole,

"That

things which are

are equal to one another."

woman

being the one-half of

equal to the other half, the
male fraction, and they being " one," have a com-

mon

is

interest in all that relates to either sex

their nnitual aspirations

— spiritual advances and

the struggles for existence.

Two-thirds of the hnnian family are laborers,
One-lialf of the whole
woman, and the question presents itself, What

either of brain or m'scle.
is

is

^

the per cent, of

women

wage-earners, and what

is

as laborers, and as

the accredited value

of that labor ?

In 1840, that good and great woman, Harriet
Martineau, visited America, and found seven employments open to women
teaching, sewing, keeping boarding-house, folding

and stitching

in binderies,

work in factories, as compositors, or in domestic service.
So great have been
the changes since Miss Martineau's visit, that in the United States 300 doors^,^
are

now open

:i27

occupations, where, in 1840, our mothers had but seven.

to

women, and

in our Canada,

from the census of 1881, we find

In the two main departments of manufacture in the United States, includand shoes, carpets, cotton goods, silks, woollen hats, there are employed

ing boots

one-third of which are

women,

In the Province of
and occupations,
and in the Dominion of Canada there are 45.889. In the factories of our
Province there are 7,594 women, 247 girls between the ages of 12 and 14 years
1 ,5K8 between the ages of 14 and 18 years.
These women, working side by side of
the male laborers, battling with the same physical struggles, full of the same
higher aspirations, the value of the world's market of exchange being equal, find
th(>y receive from one-third to one-half less wages, doing the same work with, as
o^/j.lKK),

Ontario there are 18,650

nuich

skill as

Let

me

or about 180,000.

women employed

in the various trades

their brother workers.

women in the great
hear now-a-days of the cheapness of

give a few instances of the wages paid to

industry of underwear for

women.

We
(«)

1
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So ranch chetiper," you say, "than yon could make tliem
at it.
Here are the reasons, and the only reasons.
For the underclothing that some of you are .vearing at this very hour, some
poor, needy sister has been paid the sum of 48 cents per dozen, or 4 cents
She has been paid 40 cents per do/en
a piece, for the manufacture of the same.
night-dresHes, tucked ani irimmed, $1.30 per dozen; while
for coarse drawers
This is not all.
for the white skirts, tucked rutiies, she gets $1.00 per dozen.
These women and girls must buy their own needles, thread, oil and soap; '20
cents for one spool of thread, 40 cents for another, which lasts two weeks. These
women work nine and one-half hours per day, if late live minutes are lined live
cents.
These facts are from the City of Toronto, "the city of churches,"
and while you are reading these things, the rush of the shuttle and the hurrying needle is being plied while some ot us wear these garments which mean
life and virtue to some poor girl.

these f^arnients.

*'

You wonder

yourselves."

;

—

Tom Hood's " stitch, stitch," and do you not
more unfortunate?" This is but one example ot
a class of women who, compelled by necessity, are slaving for the meres pittance.
There is a terrible affinity between vice and hunger, between low wages and the
Do you

not catch the echo of

see finally the picture of " one

eating cancer of our cities

—the social

Take again the profession

evil.

dressmaking as an industry, and compare its
relative value to that of the brewers and distillers.
In 1885 the returns from the
census of 1881 were as follows

Capital

of

Brewers,

Diatillerg,

$4,592,990

$1,305,000
285

Employ

"4,129

Value of production

Dressmaking

is

$4,7GG,449

.. ..

$1,790,000

Dressmakers,
..

..

$1,601,209
7,838
$4,926,811

an industry of a class whose value by our returns

better than that of the Mongolians, and of not as

Indians.

The productive value

distiller,

and nearly equal to both.

is

much

is little

value as that of our

greater than that of either the brewer or the

The employees outnumber

both.

•<!
1

Take again another class, school teachers, hoth male and female, giving the
same amount of time, their standard of excellence being equal. What do we
find? That women do the work and men get the wages.
In my own city, St.
Catharines, I have gleaned these facts. There are two teachers in our central
school, both doing entrance examinati n work last year the woman promoted
the woman gets $600, t. e man $900. Giving as is granted $100
14, the man 2
for the responsibility of head master, why is it that the woman, whose work is
superior to the man's, gets $200 less wages ? Answer, sex.
In 1880 there were
;

;

7,218 school teachers in the Province of Ontario.

In ten years the increase

WOMKX
liiis

l)oen 1,033, all

females

;
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there are 2,744 male teachers, and 4,474 fomalo

tciiclu'rs.

Averufjfc salary for

male teachers in

"

"

female

"
«

"
«

male

"

female

"

cities

"

"

$77«

....

....

country
"

427
2H7

These are facts, and they jostle theories.
In every line of occupation ^'iven, we have shown that woman is equal to
man in the quality and (quantity of work the question naturally arises, if woman
can do and does do the same kind of work as man, why should she not have the
same waj,'es, and along what lines can we remedy this inequality?
st
By giving the same protection to woman as to nam, hy allowing woman
The sphere of
a chf nee to enter any field of labor she may find open to her.
each nan or of each woman is that whi(!h he or she can best fill with the highest
and all that I ask for woman is the same
exercise of their respective abilities
liberty of choice as that oifered man, and the chance to prove by that liberty of
choice her ability to do her chosen work.
Has God equipped woman, physically, mentally and morally, as members of society, as the one-half of the human
whole ? Then what God made her able and capable to do, it is a strong argument lie intended she should do. I do not plead the identity of the sexes. I
plead the.r equality. I do not ask that woman plead protection from these glaring evils.
I do ask that woman may have a chance to protect herself by the
ime lines as the other fraction of the human whole man because there are
about as many women as men who have to rely upon their own energies for
bread.
Despite the fact that for every 100 females born, 106 males are given
life, and strange as it may seem, in 16 of the States there is a majority of women,
while the Canadian outlook is about the same. Eum, tobacco and vice have killed
off man, while the " survival of the fittest " seems to be woman's lot.
Again, woman's wages are cheaper, because she labors too much in a few
occupations.
To-day, on this continent alone, there are more than 3,000,000 of
women who have to rely solely upon their own energies and earnings for their
support.
250,000 are the public school teachers, 600,000 are working with their
;

•

—

;

—

fe

needles for scanty wages, 600,000

while

more than 1,000,000 are

more

—

are in the factories of this continent,

Throw open the
one line becomes a

in the kitchens of America.

doors of every profession, trade and occupation, so that

if

"glut on the market," she may, like her brother, look elsewhere.
2nd Give woman the same preparation for her chosen calling as that of
her brother all sons are expected to learn some trade or profession, why not all

—

—

when reverses come, and some rich man is not on hand to
marry the girl, she may find herself in a position to earn a respectable living.
This touches a very vital subject, viz.
the Social Purity work of the W.C.T.U.

daughters, so that

:

—

i
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;

Hundreds

ol

womon, through

reverses of fortune, have been compelled to go out

into life's battle unequipped for its struggles

What do we

and unprepared

for its competitions.

They seek for some genteel employment, never having
been taught that some time they would enter the ranks of the world's wageearners to compete with equipped hands, and they go down in the awful sea of
vice.

find

?

Joseph Cook, of Boston,

young women keeping up
their support from a

^ife

tells

us that in that city alone, there are 18,000
and getting the remainder of

their daily occupations

of sin.

Many

of these are clerks,

who

are obliged to

keep up appearance? _"jr the sake of their position, whose salaries are too small.
Give woman a thorough preparation for life, in some trade or profession, teach
her to feel, whether she be a daughter of a milHonaire or that of a mechanic,
that God never intended that there should be drones in this moving, busy world,
and that in any and every position of Hfe, it is the duty of every person, man or
woman, to be able to earn an honest penny, if the urgency of the case demands it.
3rd

—Back of the two plans

for the bettering of

the foundation upon which both must build, e.g.

Edngsley once

said,

''

Women

will never

woman

—the

as wage-earners, is

ballot^

—for

as

Canon

have social equity, until she has legal
as wage-earners to-day, was true of the

That which is true of women
workingman in England fifty years ago, when during that great famine, mass
meetings were held all over the country, and in Manchester the great and good
John Bright, attempted to tell them the causes of their poverty, and to give as
the remedy the ballot. The great hungry audience in response shouted back,
" We want no franchise, give us bread," and the meeting was broken up,
These
laboring men were at the mercy of capitalists, they organized trade unions and
But after a time reformers
strikes, and by means of these extorted better wages.
As soon as
like Cobden and Bright began to agitate for Household Suffrage.
Household Suffrage became a law in England, a bill was introduced into Parliament asking for appropriations to build school houses for the education of the
Up to that time no politician had ever made a
children of the laboring classes.
move in that direction, and every session o^ Parliament since, labor and laborers
have received some attention.
equity."

—

li

:

.

>

.

I present these remedies to you from a trial and from experimental knowThe steps by which man
ledge of the one-half of integral humanity man.

—

has developed and assumed his present position, are the steps that womanhood
now and the womanhood of the future must tread. Some of you are fearful that
the ballot be given woman, and with that, the ever opening doors of commerce
and of trade, the widening doors of the legal profession, the doctor's healing art,
the editorial chair, the preacher's desk, and the various occupations and trades,
as. various as the talents of woman, that somewhere possibly woman may lose her
womanliness and aspire to the other sex.
if

It is not occupation or

work that makes noble womanhood.

The noble
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rrmst be in the woinan, and these qualities can be set forth

called to earn her living at the

wash

it"

she be

tub, or in the preacher's position.

Tn;e womanhood depends on the individual, not on the occupation.
it is another law of geometry, that the whole is greater than its parts.
To develop the whole in the early history of the human faui.'y, God put forth
this axiom in another way, when He said, " It is not good for man to be alone,"
so He created woman as a helpmeet, as the one-half of the whole, as man's equal,
the complement and the supplement of each other, and the development of either
one means the advance of the other.
Again,

"

The woman's cause
Togetlici

,

is man's
they rise or sink
dwarfed or God-like, bond or free
:

For she that out of Lethe scales with man

The shining steps of nature, shares with man
His nights, his days, moves with him to one goal.
If she be small, slight-natured, miserable,

How

shall

men grow t

woman

For

is

not undeveloped man,

But diverse, could we make her ets the man
Sweet love were slain, his dearest bond is this,

Not
Yet

like to like,

but

The man he more

He

like in difference

;

must they grow
woman, she of man

in the long years liker

of

;

gain in sweetness and in moral height.

Nor

lose the vrestling

thews that throw the world

8he, mental breadth, nor

Nor

child-ward care

fail in

lose the child-like in the larger

Till at

the last she set herself to

mind,

man

Like perfect music unto noble words
And so these twain upon the skirts of time
Sit side by side, full summed in all their powers,
;

Dispensing

h.arvest,

Self- reverent each,

sowing the

to-be,

and reverencing

each.

Distinct in individualities,

But like each other, even as those who love,
Then comes the statelier Eden back to men
Then reign the world's great bridals, chaste and calm
Then springs the crowning race of human kind
;

;

May

these things be."

Again, things which are halves of the

same thing

are equal to one another.

1

—
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THE QUIET OBSERVER.

ADHERE

do worthless men and women come from ? From worthless homes.
This is probably the most direct answer that can he given to this comprehensive query. Badly-reared children develop into worthless men and women.
This is the rule. The exceptions either way are not numerous.

1

Vl/

II

Occasionally you find a boy or girl in a respectable family whose instincts
and whose tastes are inclined to be vicious. These are the " black sheep."

are low

They

unconnnon even in the best of families.
any necessity for these being black when all the others are white ?
In some instances there is, beca^Ase some children are born with a very low order
are not

Is there

of intelligence.

The greater number of wicked and immoral men and women are such
because of defective training rather than because of inherent depravity. They
have not had the advantage of an environment calculated to develop their
better natures.
This should be sufficient to show the necessity of rearing
children in such a v/ay as to encourage the development of the moral faculties
as well as the mental.
crime and immorality.

How many

of those

This

will afford

who

are interested in providing for neglected children

the surest protection to society against

in foreign countries ever think of those at

able condition than those

What

is to

who

be done about

it ?

every homeless child and provide for
.1

its

home who

are really in a

more

deplor-

are engaging their attention ?

One way
it

is

for society to take charge of

an environment that

will

tend to develop

better qualities.

Who are homeless ? All who are without the means of proper education
and training. A house and parents do not constitute a home in its true sense.
Let society take charge of all children that are not being properly trained,
whether they have parents living or not. It will be cheaper in the end than
to allow them to grow up in wickedness until maturity, and then board them in
Besides, this will decrease the number of criminals and the
jail or work-house.
amount of crime, and in the same ratio improve society.
Something can be done by improving homes, but as a rule those who have
gone so far as to settle down to living careless, innnoral lives are almost hopeThey regard their children as accident8,»and have no care for them beyond
less.
keeping them in food and clothing until they are able to take care of themselves.
What can you expect from a home the atmosphere of which is reeking with
profanity and vulgarity? You would be surprised to find purity and refinement
coming from it. These are two of the most desirable qualities in men and women.
Without them society would go to sticks in short order. They distinguish the
Pittsburg Commercial Gazette.
civilized from the uncivilized.
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By Mrs. Florence Elizabeth Cory, Principal, School of Industrial Art
and Technical Design for Women, 13^ Fifth Avenue,

New

WELVE
I

years ago a practical

there were a few

who

assisted

women

woman

designer was unheard

in the United States,

male designers to a

York.

slight degree,

But

tical at all

for a

points

manufacture of
<iu(l

;

woman

for

and the process of

to be able to design equally well for the Jacquard

Now, although not connuon,

it is still no
work in many of our best design rooms
busily making designs /or carpets, otliers for rugs and hangings. Many

the printing drum,

unusual sight to see

oil-cloth,
all

was unknown.

women

Home are
are working out their
and

;

scheme of color

to be, herself, an original designer, thoroughly prac-

to understand the workings of machinery,

all fabrics

although

perhaps in copying certain

portions of designs already laid out, or in suhstituting one
Huother.

of,

and one or two in England,

own

steadily at

ideas for wall-papers, prints or chintzes

;

;

stained-glass,

book-covers, lace and embroidery, claim the attention of others

;

one

being thoroughly practical designs for the fabric chosen, and capable of

woven by its own particular nuichinery.
come about ? By the efforts of one woman, who, twelve years ago,
the idea of designing for carpets, that she might become self-support-

lieiug printed,

How
conceived

did

or

it

There was no one to teach her, or even to tell her where carpets were made.
She did eventually learn, however, of the " Hartford Carpet Co.," and wrote them,

ing.

asking

if

how they were made, if there were color
and where the paper could be procured upon which to make the

designs were in demand,

restri(;tions,

(57)
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an answer whicli stated that designs were in great demand
could not meet it and also learning for the first
time that there were no Avomen designers, she determined to master the branch
oi practical designing for carpets, if possible.
Her difficulties were many. At
no School of Design could they gi\e her reall}- practical points. All taught the
theory and piinciples of design, but all stopped just short of tlie point where these
patterns,

l^cceiviiiff

— so great tiiat this country

•

—

theories and principles could be practi(!ally applied.

No one could tell her how many colors she might use, how these colors
should fall, how fabrics were printed or woven, the proper dimensions, coimts, or
give her any information of the practical side of design. So, no matter how beauknew whether it could be
She took to visiting the carpet departments of all the
At times,
larger stores, and for hours would sit studying the different fabrics.
she would buy samples, study and ravel them, until she, after a time, solved for
herself many practical problems, and finally, unaided made a practical design
This so pleased the President of the Carpet Trade of the
for a body-brubscls.
United States, that he interester himself in her behalf, introducing her to the
design room of one of our largest actories. Here she was ofiered six weeks' free
instruction, and at the end of that time was called upon to teach in Cooper Union
tiful

her pattern might be, neither she nor her teacher

maniifactured or not.

4

the

first

practical class of design in this coimtry, the first in the world for

;

satisfied

;

tical industrial

design in the United States.

many won)en hearing of her, came for assistance and
wanted to design, and in 1881 the pressure was brought to bear
so strongly that she founded the School of Industrial Art and Technical Design
for Women. From this school have beengraduated women who are now to be found
in the best design rooms of the country.
Many are not only self-supporting, but
care for others who are dependent on them.
Such as do not care to enter a
design r(jom, are working at houie, disposing of their patterns to various manufacturers.
One young lady earned in this way over five hundred dollars in a
little less than ten weeks.
One young girl in two years besides supporting
herself meanwhile
laid aside sufficient money to take her to Europe last June,
where she will visit the Exposition, and study the best examples of style for a
year or more. Another has built up such a business that this spring she took
two later pupils of the School as assistants, Avhile she herself is resting, taking
drives with the horse and carriage she purchased with her designs.
There are
some who do not care to design but j^refer to teach, and are now holding
In the meantime

instruction.

All

—

i;

W

''i

women.

with imderstanding one branch of design, she took up
wall-papers, visiting and studying in factories until she had mastered that branch
Silks next attracted her attention and the silk mills at Patterof manufacture.
son were visited, the machinery studied, and all technicalities mastered and so
on, froui one industry to another, this indefatigable little wonum went, until
she had thoroughly mastered the technicalities of nearly every branch of prac-

Not being

—
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are

doing well.
Manufacturers
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South and West, where nearly

j;p

all of

them

who have employed women

as designers are delighted with
have more faithful attention from women than front
men, while as far as the work itself is concerned, they obtain as great skill with
Until women
greater delicacy and taste from the former than from the latter.
were trained to design by far the greater number of patterns used in this countrv
were imported from Europe, France and Belgium furnishing the greater number,
Now the tide has turned,
while England contributed many, and Scotland a few.
and women educated in the School of Industrial Art for Women, have made carpet designs for Leeds and Warwick, England, printed silk and embroidery
designs for Japan, table linen and towel designs for Dundee, Scotland china
designs for Carlsbad, besides designs for nearly every factory of prominence in
Practical designs have been made for carpets of every grade,
the United States.
the experiment, claiming to

t)il-cloths,

elling,

linoleum,

tiles, rugs,

draperies, furniture coverings, table linen, tow-

dress silks, handkerchiefs, ribbons, prints, chintzes, costumes, stained

carved woods, book -covers, wall-papers, china, metal repousse work,
mounts, laces, embroidery, ginghams, awnings, mattings, jewellery and
many other things. The payment in all instances has been fair, in many cases
handsome. I have yet to find a woman designer who is dissatisfied with the
payment received for her labor.
As to the work, it is a pleasure. What can be more delightful than to see
your ideas growing into shape under your hand, and hnow your work is not only
beautiful but of practical worth, and will in time be a benefit to the world at
For the more beauty there is in the world, the greater the benefit.
large
This Art has proved a blessing to many a weary worker who had been struggling along, with merely a pittance, trying almost in vain to support herself at
teaching, writing, sewing, or perhaps standing from morning to night behind a
counter here wa'^
business safe, pleasant, and profitable, one that had been
proven adapted to woman's strength, taste and cu'^niug fingers.
What are the requirements for a designer ? First a knowledge of the general
rules and principles of design, a close knowledge of plant forms, a fine eye for
form and color, and an understanding of the machinery which is to produce his

glass,

fan

!

;

A

knowledge of historical ornament is of great service to the practical
from Egypt, Greece, Eome, Assyria, and the
Oriental countries, we gain an idea of purity of form and color that can be
obtained in no other way.
Beginning with the Egyptians, coloring consists of flat tints, without shading,
but with outlines of black or white red, yellow and blue were the chief colors
used, although green was employed to some extent.
Egyptain ornament, hke
that of all Ancients, was symbolical of their religion.
All forms were strictly
convfntional, the grandeur and severity of the nation being shown by the severely

ideas.

designer, for in studying designs

—
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Eeniarkably few curves were used, and
not even the drapery on their figures was loose or liowiug. The Egyptians were
unsurpassed in the art of portraying one idea. It was the idea of the flower they
represented, the idea of Isis, the Sun, the Lotus and the Scarahrous, which they
simple lines used in their decorations.

portrayed rather than the object itself.
Greek ornament, coming from a lighter hearted, more brilliant race, a race
which loved pleasure, is full of curves, flowing lines, lightness and grace. Their
is treated in a decidedly difterent way from the
Egyptian lotus, one being all straight lines and severity, the other curves and
grace.
Both, however, teach simplicity. The Assyrians were influenced to a
great degree by Egyptian ornamentation, the Eomans by the Greek, and the
Pompeian by both Greek and Roman. No nations were more greatly influenced
by religious principles in their ornamentation than the Arabians and Persians.
Being forbidden by the Koran to make any representation or image of any
living thing, they, like the Egyptians, were forced to portray the idea of plant
forms, instead of copying them literally.
In studying Oriental rugs, at the first
glance we seem to see a blooming field of flowers, colored in the soft dainty
shades in which the Oriental delights. Upon closer inspection, however, we find
that what seems to be flowers, are, in reality, not like any plant form that ever

typical flower, the anthenium,

grew.

The Moors,

in order to evade the law, adopted a style of ornamentation all
own, which consisted of an intricate strap work, of interlacing bands.
Here the three primary colors were again used, the yellow being represented,
almost invariably, by gold, which gave an exceedingly rich, harmonious effect to
the blue and red. The Chinese and Japanese of ancient days, and up to the
present time, show great originality in their avoidance of the literal copying of
natural forms, although their inspiration Is all drawn directly from nature. They
" The colors of the
followed ancient traditions, and do to the present day.
Chinese were fixed at five, 2205 B.C., and to this day their embroideries combine
these five colors.
The side on the east is blue on the south, red on the west,
white and on the north, black towards the sky, blackish-blue, and towards the
earth, yellow; the blue combines with white, the red with black, and the
bliKkish-blue with yellow. Fire is represented with the figure of a circle
water,
by a dragon mountains, by the form of a deer."
Another subject the designer should thoroughly understand is the conventionalization of flowers.
The forms of nature, so varied in character and rich in

their

;

;

;

;

;

;

detail, are full of material for

!!

the designer

who

learns to use

them

properly.

As

an utter impossibility for machinery to reproduce nature in all her lovely
gradation of shades and tints, how foolish for a designer to attempt the introduction of floral forms in a picture, or direct copies from nature.
The high art of
the artist is pictorial
that of the designer, merely decorative.
The two should
not be confounded.
The more perfect th£ imitation of nature, the greater the
it is

;

—
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"All conventionalization must be based on natm'al

dt'sif^nier.

laws, for instance tlie lookinj^ over, or coverin},' of the forms in
tive, to

i

wers,

is snf,'ges-

the careful observer, of arranf,'enient for protection, securing the young

It speaks of warmth, as well.
litul from the encroachments of frost or insects.
There is a peculiar charm in this overlaying of the parts, which, whether seen in
the armor o^ steel, the scales of fish, or the bracts of the obscure wayside flower,
speaks of watchful care, and safety from external harm.
Nature intended plant forms to be symmetrical, and perfect in their growth.
wind, sun, rain, improper soil, and insects have, however,
])ifferent forces
forced bud, leaf and blossom into imperfect growth. Take a wild rose for instance.
Some of the petals are larger than others, perhaps two or three are crowded on

—

—

one side the corolla, while the remaining two are separated and hang loosely
is not ;« perfect circle; the stamens are not all of
same length, and neither do they cluster in the same manner on all sides of
Were we making a study of this wild rose for a picture, we would
the flower.
copy it carefully, just as it is, imperfections and all. But in making a study of

from each other; the corolla
the

it

for a design,

we take the opposite

course; for the corolla,

we

strike a perfect

and around it arrange, equi-distant from each other, stamens all of the
same size and shape our petals, too, are all alike, and radiate from the centre
at the same angle.
When we reach color, this flower is painted in one or two
llat tints
without blending outlined by a darker shade, black or gold and we
circle,

;

—

—

;

have for our design the spirit of the flower,
growth, and best of

all,

a purely decorative form,

by machinery, and which
Color

is

a

its

is

characteristics

which can

and manner

therefore practical.

most important

factor in design,

and unless one possesses an
study would be required.

stinctive taste or genius for color, a long course of

good general scheme of color to
light
for

follov/ is as follows

and middle effects for delicacy

the

When

same reason.

of

easily be reproduced

;

On

:

in-

A

a light ground, use

and on a dark ground, dark and middle

the foregoing principles of design are mastered,

the practical technicalities of the machinery, which apply to the
which we are designmg, to be learned. This can be done in one of two
ways either, as in the case of v n, by entering a design-room in boyhood, and
growing up in the business, or by becoming a member of a good school where
there are thoroughly practical teachers.
The women of America are better provided for in this respect than the men, as there is no school of design for .nen
on this side of the water, where are taught the technicalities and mechanical
there are

still

fabric for
;

parts of all industrial designs.

Are

women

capable of doing this work

?
Perfectly
the day for that quesunnecessary to state, that at flrst (as in all great movements) there was opposition from every side. Manufacturers, with few exceptions,
supposed women never could master the practical points of design. Designers

tion has passed.

already in the field

;

It is

men

—determined

they should not

;

difficulties

almost

in-
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sunnountable were thrown in the
Progress was slow, steady, but sure

man

way, only
;

to

be

overcome.

persistently

and to-day woman stands triumphant as a

some respects, inferior in none.
woman's heart to create beauty, and which in tinu!
past foimd vent in so-called "fancy work" hecanse she knew nothing better, now
carries her with enthusiasm into the new field that has been opened to her
for
at the same time that it gratifies her taste, it is of practical benefit to her and
designer, superior to

The

in

natural longing of

;

the world.

No

fear that the

to come.

market

New factories

are bringing out

will

be overcrowded with designs for many a year
on every side all need designs; old factories

are arising

new goods

twice every }ear

—

—

all

from new designs.

Each man-

ufacturer tries to bring out a better line of patterns than his competitors

competition brings work to the designer.

There

—

this

one only
learns to do it well, for in this, as in all things, only the good is accepted poor
work will not be taken at any price. The Arts of Design are indeed a boon to
is

plenty to do,

if

;

for, as the late James A. Garfield said, "At present the most valuable
which can be bestowed on women is something to do, which they can do
Avell and worthily, and thereby maintain themselves."

women,

gift

1

I

f

!
I

-.
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College, St.

[OMAN'S achievements
siiits

of Art and

Alma

Ladies'

Thomas, Ont.

in the kindred i)ur-

Honj,', it

nmst be

Iranlvly

confessed at the ontset, do not compare in
number and qnahty with man's. In the earlier u^en
it is difficult to find, amon^ the poets and painters, a

woman's name.

Tradition does announ{^e the solitary

name

of

Laya amonf^ the

Jlonian painters, whilst over the stillness of twenty-live centuries the sweet

two songs, "An Ode to a
Young Female" and her "Hymn to Venus." In a work entitled "The Great
Painters of Christendom," by John Forbes Kobertson, among one hundred and
twenty-live artists we find just one woman's name, Angelica Kaufifman. Through
medieval centuries European Art was largely dedicated to religion, and contined
for the most part to certain orders of the priesthood.
It has been during the last three centuries, and especially during the last
one, that woman has begun to take her rightful place among the poets and
notes of Sappho's lyre are heard as she sings her

painters of the world.

The smallness of woman's achievements with pen and brush in past ages,
and the relative smallness of her work to-day, may seem difficult of explanation
when we consider her keen perception and thorough appreciation of the beautiful,
and the success that has attended her labors in other and kindred pursuits.
Art and song are both devoted to the beautiful; both express
liner sensibdities

of our nature; both please
(63)

and

and gratify the

perfect a refined taste.

They

•
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uud require, for sucoesstul pursuit, a quick perception of the
and an inner sense of harmony of parts and truth to nature. Both
require the phiy of the imagination, the lire of passion, and the touch of genius.
are creative urts

beautiful

Woman's

iimigination is not so strong or bold of pinion as man's.
Its
never so extended as his, hovering chiefly over heart, and home, and
native land, yet sweeping over those fields that contain most of the subjects for
pen and pencil. In 'ler recognition of, and devotion to, the beautiful, in her
refined tastes and creative genius few will assign woman a second place.
flight is

Woman,

then,

Song, and
fore, if
it

is fairly

well

endowed by nature

for successful

work in Art and

may justly

be regarded as man's peer in native qualifications. Thereher work in these realms has been small, and nmch of it commonplace,

cannot be entirely, or even

chiefly,

from lack of

artistic

and poetic

talent.

When

one considers her achievements in other lines of human endeavor,
more or less related to Art and Song, it cannot be denied that woman's work
has been inspired by genius and wrought out by true poetic instinct.

As

readers, actors, singers,

women have shown power

quick perception and real artistic talent in expression.
Charlotte Cushman, Clara Louise Kellogg, Adelina Patti,

of interpretation,

Who

dare deny to

Madame

Albani, Mrs.

Scott Siddons and others, that genius and poetic power that constitute the chief

endowment

of the poet and the painter

?

Especially in the kindred realm of fiction has woman, during the past
century in particular, given proof to the world of the possession of that creative

What book in America has
Uncle Tom ? Who has been read so much in France as George Sand?
or, in England, as Charlotte Bronte and George ^Jiot ? or, in Sweden, as
Fredericka Bremer? or, in America, as Miss Alcott? or, now in all countries,

faculty that involves imagination, passion, genius.
sold like

fl

as Mrs.

Ward

Why

?

may

be asked, have not woman's achievements in Art and
A variety of answers must be given. Woman, in all
?
ages and in all lands has largely been occupied with home duties and cares.
Her achievements in the creative arts have, therefore, been limited by the same
causes that have limited her labors and successes in nearly all hi' nan avocations
then,

it

Song not equalled man's

!

Si

outside the home.

The second explanation that may be given

is

that all-but-universal prejudice

which has been manifested through the ages against woman's ability to master
any of the arts requiring a high order of talent or skill, and against her appear-

I

ance as a candidate for either public approbation or reward. How much true
artistic power has been repressed by that public sentiment that has ranked
women with children and fools in point of ability, how much poorer the world is
to-day in Art and Song on accoimt of that frown with which woman's public
appearances have too often been met, we shall never know. That Poetry and

'-
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the Fine Arts have lost iiiimeasurahly in this

().')

way may be accepted

as an

imdoiihted truth.

Another explanation that

"

history, is

AH

!

lies

at

hand

as soon as

we open

th(>

pii<,'es

of

WOULD THERE WEUE NO STORM NOR GLOOM

the lack of suitable facilities for acquiring that

full

knowledge ana

thorough culture that are so essential to the highest success in the poetic arts.
^^ liiit opportunities have the past ages furnished to women for acquiring training

p
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thorough reading and criticism in poetry

?

With

the universities closed against them, with a puhlic sentiment, stronger than
harred doors, forliidding their attempts with pen and pencil with the art schools
;

who

wer(> " only

women," have our sisters had
a fair chance to express the poetry and art within them ?
The last, and hy no
means the least, of the causes that have contrihuted to the feebleness of woman's
work in art and poetry, is that un(!ertainty that has ever attached to woman's
of the world shut against those

owing to the position in which nature has placed her in hoine
thousi.nds of young women, upon whose artistic productions the world would have gazed with delight, or to whose songs an attentive world would have listened with rapture, have laid aside the brush or pen to
deck themselves for the altar. Others, in the midst of home cares and duties,
have reluctantly repreiised the voice of song and the spirit of art. This uncertainty in woman's position has had another hindering effect, in that it has
discouraged that whole-souled and persistent perseverance in study and training
study and

and

practi('e

society.

that

is

How many

so essential to the highest success.

And now, having

frankly

achievements in art and song,

let

confessed the

me guard

relative

smallness of woman's

against a very natural, yet erroneous,

woman's native endowment for these arts is decidedly
Such a sweeping and danuiging conclusion is by no means warranted

conclusion, viz.: that
inferior.

by the premises assumed, or the admitted facts in the case. Whilst confessing
that biit a small number of women have placed their names among the world's
great poets and painters, we are far from admitting any defect in woman's native
endowment on the one hand, or in the high quality and general excellence ot
the work she has done on the other hand.
Let me then, in as brief and cursive a manner as possible, call the roll and
recite the dueds of the noble women who have left the world enriched by their
genius, and who are among "the few, the immortal names that were not born to
First let us glance at a few of the women who have risen to greatness in
In England, no school of art existed before the time of Henry VIII, and
no instance exists, before the sixteenth century, of any English woman who
attempted any pictorial work except tapestry. The first names of female artists
inscribed in the records of English painters, are Susanna Hornebolt and Lavinia
The first was the daughter ot
Teerlink unfortunately not Englishwomen.
Gerard Hornebolt, a native of Ghent. She was born in 1503, and was an excelAlbrecht Durer, the great German
lent illuminator, and a charming person.
" She made a colored drawing of our Saviour, for which I
artist, said of her
gave her a florin." And he quaintly adds, " it is wonderful that a female should
be able to do such work."
Lavinia Teerlink was the daughter of Simon Bennick, of Antwerp, the
die."
art.

1

I

"

—

:

She painted miniatures, it is said, exquisitely,
was invited into England by King Henry, and, in 1538, she was in receipt of a

celebrated miniature painter.
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who was then in Knj,'land. She whh
by both Mary and Elizabeth, as she
knew how to paint a true likeness and yet flatter at the same time. In 1547,
larger iiicoine tlian

the celebrated Holbein

ticaled with distiii^'uiHhed conBideration

midsummer, there is a record of " Maestris Levyn Terling, Paintrix," receivher quarterly wages of .i.'41, and at New Year's she prtisented Queen Mary
Elizabeth was greatly pleased with licr
witli a small picture of the Trinity.
work, especially the pictures in which she saw herself handsome and entirely
When one remembers that the good
preserved from the ravages of time.
" Queen Bess " was not strikingly handsome
that she forbade all but the most
cunning painters to draw her likeness that she hated the mirror for its candor,
it is more than likely that Madame Teerlink was artful in more senses than one.
In the reign of King Charles female artists began to distinguish themselves,
at

ing'

;

;

Anne Carlisle, being a special favorite with the king. He gave to
Vandyck at one time as much ultramarine as cost him i,'500. The
name of note we meet is Artemesia Gentileschi, born at Home in 1590,

one of them,
her and to

next

whose father, Orazio Gentileschi, a distinguished artist, was brought into
Kii^'hmd by King Charles, through the intiuence of Vandyck, and eniployed in
She painted portraits of various members of the royal family
painting ceilings.
and of numerous lords and ladies. Her style was bold and vigorous, Dr. Waagen
describing it as powerful and vivid, and likening it to the style of Michael Angelo
The king purchased several of her pictures, the best being " David
Claravaggio.

Her

with the head of Goliath."

now

in the

of a

tone and

find

Elizabetta Sirani,

Palazzo

Among

the very

first of

is said to be "Judith," and is
Lauzie remarks " of strong color,

linest painting

It is a picture,"
"
intensity to inspire awe
Pitti.

**

female

on the continent who rose to fame we
Bologna in 1040. It is a pleasure to

ariistt;

who was born

at

whose person, life and character were all as beautiful as the
She was an imitator of Guide Reni, and it is said that her
heads of Madonnas and Magdalens were charming, and, like all her work,
Such was her marvellous industry
sliowed the innate refinement of her nature.
that she produced 160 paintings and etchings in ten years.
Her masterpiece is
" St. Anthony adoring the Virgin and Child."
Her pictures are found in the
Belvedere and Lichtenstein galleries of Vienna and the Sciarra Palace at Rome.
She is said to have been very skilful in domestic affairs, a sweet singer, exceedHer name comes
iuf^dy tasteful in dress, beautiful in person and beloved by all.
down to us as one " whose devoted filial piety, feminine grace and artless benignity
of manner, added a lustre to her great talents and completed a personality which
her friends regarded as an ideal of perfection."
It is sad to relate that she was
At her funeral poems and orations in her
probably poisoned by envious rivals.
praise were delivered, and afterward a book was published in Latin and Italian
with the odes, epitaphs, anagrams composed in her honor and setting forth
her charms and virtues.

speak of an artist
art slie

produced.

—
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Passing over a century of English history we find the honored name of
Elizabeth Blackwell. Her unfortunate and penniless husband was thrown into
prison by his creditors in 1785, and his

young and talented

wife, rising to the

occasion, bravely and successfully fought the battle for herself, her husband and

her child. She could draw flowers carefully and with taste, and knowing there
was then need of a good herbal, she determined on a plan for executing one.
Establishing herself near the Garden of Medicinal Plants at CJnelsea, she made
drawings, engraved them on copper, and when printed, colored them herself
her husband aiding her in writing the Latin names of the plants with their principal characteristics.
The first volume containing 250 plates appeared in 1737,
faiihfuliy and chara(;teristically done.
On the completion of her work containing two volumes, 500 plates in all, all finished within four years, the College of
Physicians publicly bestowed upon her a handsome present and testimonial and
recommended her work to the public. Dr. Pulteney says: "For the most
complete set of drawings of medicinal plants we are indebted to the genius and
industry of a lady, exerted on an occasion that redounds highly to her praise."
All honor to that brave and heroic woman whose courage was not daunted by
poverty and suffering, and whose genius shone more brightly in the darkness of
adversity, guiding her skilful fingers as they wrought out sustenance for her
family and the salvation of her husband from prison.
Her name must be inscribed if not among "the few, the immortal names,"
at least among the honorable and truly excellent of earth.
It is not known to many that Frances, the sister of Sir Joshua Reynolds,
shared in no snuill degree the artistic talents of the great painter. Born in
Devonshire, where, as a child, she and her sister, who were both fond of drawing, had practiced their early art with burnt sticks on the whitewashed walls oi'

—

i

moved into London at the age of twenty-three, to live witli
Joshua, who had by this time acquired a reputation as an artist, although when
he attempted to join the sisters in their early drawing lessons, he was so unithe house, she

formly unsuccessful as to be styled "the clown." She resolved on painting
miniatures in spite of the contempt of Joshua, who was without any knowledge
of miniature painting himself

and ignorant

of the rules of drawing, yet with that

lordly sense of superiority that distinguishes the ge7ius homo, aff'ected the severest

disdain for his sister's work.

He

used to say of her miniatures:

—

"They make

Poor Frances was accustomed to
other people laugh and me cry," the rascal
hide her work from her brother, whose natural disposition and self-opinionated
!

views rendered him an object of fear to the over-sensitive, shy and self-tormenting
Had it not been for the genial friendship of Dr. Johnson, Goldsmith,
sister.

Hannah More and

others,

who gathered

at her parties

and encouraged her

in

her work, her life had, indeed, been most miserable. The great lexicographer,
though by no means partial to female artists, and although he considered the
public practice of any art, and staring in men's faces, " very indelicate in a
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She painted
female," yet took a friendly and encouraging intereot in her work.
and sold miniatures in great numbers, and Northcote says, " She executed many
portraits in oil and miniature with great likeness and taste."
We come now to, perhaps, the most honored name among female artists of
the past, the sole representative

.

her sex in John Forbes Eobertson's "Great
Born near Lake Constance, her

Painters of Christendom," Angelica Kauffman.
father,

Joseph Kauffman, a worthy

man

and became courted, honored and employed by the noblest and
Among many others she painted the portrait of the Bishop

greatest of the land.
of Constance.

Absorbed in her profession, all her heart being devoted to it and her father,
was wholly given to her easel and to her favorite Italian, French,
Tempted, as she was, to become an opera singer,
English and German poets.
and possessed of a sweet and sympathetic voice, young, ardent, enthusiastic,
educated and fascinating, she had every quality necessary to become a " queen
of song."
She reluctantly resisted the temptation, and painted her own picture
standing irresolute between Art and Music.
She is thus described Her face
was a Greek oval, her complexion, more of the brunette than the blonde, was
fresh and clear
her eyes were large, of a deep blue, full of archness, innocence
and purity. Her glances were eloquent and captivating, and now, I am sorry to
add, that according to tradition, Angelica's knowledge of art embraced the art
of flirting.
Other accounts represent her as "insensible to the allurements of
vanity and interest, unbiassed by prejudice, incapable of resentment, superior to
jealousy and envv, possessing active benevolence, unshaken candor and ardent
her time

:

;

piety."'

While in

Rome

she gained the friendship of Abbe Winckelmann, who wrote
" I have just been painted by a stranger, a young person

about her these words

nmch

:

She is very eminent in portraits in oil.
She speaks
Italian as well as German, and expresses herself with the same facility in French
or English.
She paints all the English who visit Rome. She sings with a

of

merit.

taste that

ranks her

.

.

among

the greatest virtuose.

Her name

is

.

Angelica Kauff-

She studied architecture, her ambition being to become an historical
painter of the first class.
Her original designs displayed elegance and grace,
but there was always a fatal weakness in her large figure subjects.
After a visit
to Bologna she came to Venice to revel with wonder and delight in the richness
and splendor of Titian, Tintoretto and Paul Veronese.
Meeting there the wife
of an English minister, Lady Wentworth, she was invited to London where she
was warmly welcomed by her brother artists, several of whom, by the way, were
in love with her.
Sir Joshua Reynolds hif^elf, it is said, was ready to lay his
hand, heart and position at her feet.
T
ody praised and petted her, of

man."

V

i

but an indifferent painter, she removed

with her parents to Milan, Bologna, Parma, Venice, Florence and Naples, where
she studied and copied the works of the great masters, gradually acquired a
reputation

I'

y
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had a score or more, and even the Princess of Wales visited her studio.
She became, in short, one of the most famous painters of her day and was styled
"the most fascinating woman in Europe." Sir Joshua Reynolds painted her
portrait as " Design listening to Poetry " and used to write her name down in
his list of engagements as Miss Angelica, which, with a touch of tender gallantry, he shortened to Miss Angel.
Sir Joshua's picture was in turn painted
by Angelica, a picture now at the seat of the Earl of Morley. As a sample of
the adulation served up to this distinguished woman take the " Public Advertiser's" lines upon her portrait of Sir Joshua

lovers she

:

While

fair Angelica,

with matchless grace,

Paints Conway's burly form, or Stanhope's face,

homage pay,

Our hearts

to beauty willing

We

admire and gaze our souls away.

praise,

But when the

O

likeness she has done of thee,

Reynolds! with astonishment we

Forced to submit, with

all

see,

our pride we own

Such strength, such harmony, excelled by none,

And thou

art rivalled

by thyself

alone.

•

Infatuated herself at last, and by an adventurer, a professed Swedish Count,
she consented to a secret marriage and found when too late she was the victim

Released by the discovery of her husband's former crimes
martyr to her easel. Her
name was on the memorial address to the king for the founding of the Royal
Academy of Art and when it opened, two large paintings of her's graced the walls.
Invited to Dublin by the Viceroy, she painted portraits of himself and family
and was handsomely rewarded, the year bringing her work, praise, money and
homage. " Art to her had been," says one biographer, " as the breath of life."
Many of her pictures were engraved by Bartolozzi. Her works have been
called " Light and lovely May-games of a charming fantasy." Her female figures,
poetical or classical, and her portraits of high-born ladies, were alike graceful,
with an air of purity, tenderness and refinement, but her gods, heroines and men
were effeminate and iL ^ipid. One man published over sixty plates from h(>v
works, and one picture of ber's representing Sterne's Maria was reproduced in
numberless ways and scattered all over Europe, appearing in the manufactures

of deception.

and

his flight, she gives herself with the courage of a

London, Birmingham and other cities in a variety of articles.
Marrying again she returned to Italy where she remained until her death.
Here she met Goethe, who wrote of her: "The good Angelica has a most remarkable
and, for a woman, a most unheard of talent." In his book entitled " Winckelmann and his Century," he adds " The light and pleasing in form and color, in
design and execution, distinguish the numerous works of our artist. No living
painter excels her in dignity, or in the delicate taste with which she handles the
pencil."
In 1783, she painted the King and Queen of Sicily, and in 1787, a

of

:

i
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King of Poland, entitled "Vergil reading the VI Book to Augustus
Her funeral at Kome was conducted with almost royal pomp.
The sculptor Canova und^took the general arrangements, assisted by leading
Her works are to be found in every European
architects, sculptors and artists.
city and her name and fame are forever secure among tke leading artists of the

picture for the

and Octavia."

world.

Mary Moser, the next name worthy

of mention, was born in 1744, in London,
enamel painter and gold-chaser by profession, and
She rose to celebrity as a flower
the designer of the great seal for George III.
and Hgure painter, having first attracted attention by winning, at the age oi
fourteen, two premiums of five guineas each from the Society of Arts for her
The Eoyal Academy, founded in 1768, had but forty members, the
drawings.
ouly two women being Angelica Kauffman and Mary Moser.
Queen Charlotte
and the Princess Elizabeth had a great affection for Miss Moser, the Queen
conunissioning her to decorate an entire room at Frogmore with flowers, and
paying her i'900 for the work. These royal ladies visited her.
She was so nearsighted, that when painting, her nose was within an inch of the canvass and it
lior

father being a Swiss, an

was astonishing that she could display such harmony in her performances.

manner

Sir

which she composed pieces
of flowers, and of her " extraordinary merit," which procured her admission to
Miss Moser possessed a temper as well as talent, and had
the Koyal Academy.

Josliua lieyuolds speaks of the admirable

in

no objection occasionally to a little row.
At Mrs. Halleken's tea table she met
on one occasion a Mrs. Paradise whom she detested. Mrs. Paradise ventured

Miss Moser was "dull-looking and blind as a mole," which
enraged Miss Moser.
Whereupon the burly Dr. Johnson, who was
present, said, " Fie fie
my dears, no sparring off with your mufflers and fight

the remark that
greatly

!

it

I

;

out fairly."

In the last decade of the eighteenth century more than a dozen female

were considered suflioiently distinguished to be enrolled among the
members of the Koyal Academy. In the earliest years of the present
centary many English lady artists obtained honors in that most difticult branch,
artists

honorary

—

painting— miniaturo painting being now about extinct though it must
without much aid or encouragement from the Eoyal Academy.
" Since the days of Angelica Kauffman and Mary Moser and the female honorary
members of the same period, the Academy has studiously ignored the existence
of women artists, leaving them to work in the cold shade of ntter neglect."
Whilst a dozen or more women have won a high reputation as figure
painters during the present century, we shall have time to notice but one,
Madame Jerichau. Born at Warsaw in 1819, of genial, benevolent and clever
parents, she experienced her first great sorrow in 183G, when her man'iage was
broken off with an unworthy Kussian officer.
To Art she turned for consolation.
She exhibited her first pictures at Dusseldorf, in 1845, and at once made a repuportrait

Le confessed

I

'
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of these is now owned by the Marquis of Jjiinsdowne. Slie removed
and there met and married the eminent Danish sculptor, M. Jerichau.
Driven to Copenhagen in 1848, by the revolution in Italy, she began sending iier
She became a member of the Koyal Academy of Copenpaintings to England.
She received the great
hagen, of the Academy Eafaelle, at Bramante, Italy.
Thorwalsden medal in 1857. She has had the honor of painting several very
successful portraits of royal personages the Princess of Wales, Prince Albert
Victor, the late King of Denmark, the Queen Dowager of Denmark, Queen Louise
of Denmark, the King and Queen of Grreece and others.
She has travelled
extensively, visiting Athens, Constantinople, Cairo and other cities.
She has
painted portraits or pictures for nearly every sovereign in Europe.
One of her most important works is a life-size picture of Christian Martyrs
This produced a great sensation among Christians
in the Catacombs of Eome.
The Pope wishing to see th'
of all denominations when exhibited at her studio.
picture, it was sent to the Vatican, where, surrounded by his prelates, h
•*
received the artist and lier picture in a most flattering- manner.
I am surprised," said he, " that one who is not a Catholic could represent such a scene
tation.

to

One

Rome

—

Your Holiness," she replied, with womanly dignity, " I am a
her most admired works may be reckoned " Denmark,"
Christian."
"Egyptian Mother and Child," "Juliet," "Italy," "Carnival Scene," " Girl
and "The Constantinople Be;:gar and Child."
feeding Doves'
Theophile
Gautier declared once that in his opinion there were only three women in Europe
who painted, liosa Bonheur, Henrietta Brown and Elizabeth Jerichau.
Among the women who have won renown in landscape painting, we may
mention two, Barbara Leigh Smith Bodichon and Anne Blunden Martino. The
first was the daughter of Benjamin Smith, member for Norwich, and was born
She is distinguished as an artist and also as a philanthroin Sussex, in 1827.
so perfectly."

*'

Among

I

II

and political reforms, founding schools and other benevoShe married Dr. Eugene Bodichon a physician of Algiers, distinguished as an author and philosopher. She studied painting under Wm.Hunt.
In 1857, she and her husband came to America where they stayed a year, visiting
Her pictures of
the most important ;ities of Canada and the United States.
Niagara Falls have been much admired and have received perhaps more attention
than any of her other works. " She," it is said, " is one of the few artists who
can paint moving m.asses of water her waves dance and leap as if they were
pist in securing social

—

lent work.

I'

;

moving, while she renders the subtle hues intermingled, wliether in the
tumbling cascade, the Jiuctitfi decinnanus off a Hastings beach, or the heaped-up
masses of a distant ocean rock. Her " Cornfield after a Storm " has attracted
Ruskin's favorable notice, and some French critics have declared her the Rosa
really

Bonheur of landscape.
The second one of this school we shall mention. Miss Martino, was bom
The love of art was inborn and showed itself
the heart of London in 1829.

in

in
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a time, she inot by chance liuskin's "

with enthusiasm, and, as a

it
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result,

Modern

went to London to

continue her studies.
first exliibited picture was the " Song of the Shirt," hung in the rooms
Society of British Artists, and afterwards engraved for the " Illustrated

Her
of

tiie

London News," in which

it

appeared in

18/)3.

She painted

numAcademy

portraits for a

a small picture in the Eoyal

ber of years, and, in 1857, exhibited

mother and child looking at the photograph of an absent father
window through which was seen a garden rich with autumn tints. Mr.
Huskin saw it and aduiired and praised the tiny bit of landscape which he said

representing a
near a

showed an eye

for color rare

among

artists,

and especially valuable

for landscape.

Mr. linskin says of one of her pictures exhibited in the academy in 1858

:

there

more painstaking or sincere piece of work in the roo/n, though it is
clearly the work of a hand that has not gained its full strength.
It may be
mentioned that Mr. Kuskin only noticed 27 out of over 1000 pictures in the
Koyal Academy, of which small number Miss Blunden's was one.
Another
remarkable picture of Miss Blunden's was " A View near the Lizard," a faithful
is

not a

little

study, or, as one critic pronounces

anatomy."
admired
Italian

it,

W.

A.

it,

" a true rendering of terrestrial

Hinit, a brother artist, writes to tell her

as did also

Holman Hunt,

how much he

whilst the " Art Journal " pronounces her

landscapes charming.

Among

and miniature painters and painters on enamel of this
became famous for her fancy subjects, principally
her female figures on ivory Anne Dixon won renown as a miniature painter,
receiving an order from the Queen.
Helen Cordelia Angell Coleman, born in
portrait

century, Grace Cruickshanks

;

Sussex in 1847, became ho celebrated as a painter of flowers that, in 1875, she
received an invitation to

Her most

Colors.
critics

become a member

of the Institute of Painters in

recent pictures have created a marked sensation

Water
among

and connoiseurs, and William Hunt has declared her his only successor.
seems unaccountable," says the author of English Female Artists,

" It
^'

that animal

painting should not be a favorite branch with

Scarcely any of them, either at

home

lady artists."

or abroad, have been distinguished for

power or even moderate skill in delineating birds, beasts or fishes.
Eosa
Among the few who
is a splendid exception to this puzzling rule.
have chosen this field and succeeded we find Hannah Bolton Barlow, of whose
works a critic, in his lecture to the Lambeth School of Art, says " Her art is
living art, derived from close and sympathetic study of life, and having life in it,
and so working freely, joyously, profusely, as all life works, not in dead, dull and

Bonheur

:

formal fashion."

Among humorous

wit,

woman

has a place, although, it is said,
They like to be admired for
archness, piquancy and even sarcasm, but humour they relegate to those

humour

is

designers, too,

a quality scarcely coveted by the ladies.

!
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A few years ago it was said Mr. Punch's beard is growing white
age and he has hp 1 numerous friends and alhes, but in all the years and
experiences he has passed through, only one female artist has deigned to sua
herself in his pages, and not one lady has written a set of verses for him.
Misi>

who

claim

:

witli

Georgina Bowers, of London, born 1836, the daughter of the late Dean of Manbecome known to the world as a designer of comic subjects, and for
many years produced all the hunting subjects for " Punch," contributing also
to the "Graphic" and the " Illustrated Sporting News." Miss Adelaide Claxton
had a successful career as comic artist in the pages of " London Society " and
the "Illustrated Times."
Isabelle Emilie DeTessier has drawn caricature subjects for English, French
and German journals, her designs for " Judy " being probably the beso known to
the English public.
Her figures are humorous and grotesque, though her
drawing is incorrect.
To the lady artists of America our references must be few and brief.
Margaret Foley was a member of the New England School of Design and cut
cameos most beautifully. Anne Hull, of Poinfret, Conn., studied with aauuiel
King and copied from the old masters on ivory in miniature. It was said of her
work, the colors seemed breathed on the ivory rather than applied with the
brush. Her miniature groups often sold for $500. She was elected unanimously
to membership in the National Acadeniy of Design.
Mrs. Badger, of New
York, has acquired a wide reputation by her book, "The Wild Flowers of
America," the drawings for which were all made from nature and colored by
chester, has

j

•

herself.

Mrs. Greatorex,

it is

said,

stands at the head of

all

lady artists in etching

and pen and ink drawing.

I*

Louisa Lander, of Massachussetts, a distant relative of Benjamin West,
has won lasting renown as a sculptor and a modeller in clay. She sculptuveil
the bust of Chief Justice Shaw in marble for Gore Hall, Howard Library, and
her "To-day," "Galatea," "Evangeline," " Elizabeth, the Exile of Siberia,"
are each pronounced delightful in its way, whilst her " Undine " is a "creation
of beauty."
Miss Emily Sartain, of Philadelphia, has obtained a continental reputation
Enjoying for many
as an engraver on steel, as well as a figure painter in oils.
years the instruction and experience of her father, the veteran artist, John
Sartain, she travelled and studied in Italy, Germany, France, Holland, Belgium
and Great Britain. Her paintings have been hung in the Paris Salon.
Edmonia Lewis, mixed Indian and African, an unknown waif, sat upon the
steps of the city hall in Boston to eat her crust and her eye fell on the statue ot
good old Franklin and the sight V' idled the spark of genius within her and set
statues were made and was told they were
her soul on fire.
She enquired
of hard mud and some sticks and began her
first made in clay.
She got a h;
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and successes, her marble
group was presented to her friend and patron, the Rev. Mr. Grimes, in the
presence of thousands of admiring friends in Tremont Temple.
We now come to a name about equally well-known and honored in Europe
and America, Harriet Hosmer. Her merry pranks as a student in Watertown,
Mass., are still remembered, though Miss Hosmer has now resided many years
in Home, chiselling out in this home of art her fame and destiny as a sculptor.
Her life displays courage in an eminent degree, as shown in her heroic efforts to
obtain a knowledge of anatomy which she rightly considered necessary to her
work, her long and patient labor in sincere pursuit of real excellence in her
chosen field, quite irrespective of the opinions of Mrs. Grundy as to her methods.
Hear her brave words and judge her character by them " What a country mine
is for women
Here every woman has a chance if she will avail herself of it,
and I am proud of every woman who is bold enough. I honor every woman
who has strength enough to step out of the beaten path when she feels that her
walk lies in another." Her work, it is said, is simply marvellous. Her "Puck,"
"Sleeping Fawn," "Walking Fawn" and Monuments will long keep her
memory green. Her studio in Rome is said to be a work of art in itself, the
most beautiful in all Italy. She not only designs but wields the chisel herself
more adroitly than any practised workman. Such petrified inspirations as her
" Zenobia " and " Beatrice " when once seen can never be forgotten.
Rosalie J. Bonhenr, born in 1822, at Bordeaux, was instructed by her
father, an artist of some merit, but she owes her remarkable success in the
artistic career.

Years

later, after struggles, failures

:

!

delineation of animals to a constant study of living subjects.

bution to the

French Exhibition was made

in 1841, since

Her

first contri-

which time she has

unremittingly devoted herself to her favorite class of subjects,

vi^ "cing stables,

and studying the structure and habits of animals under all circumstances.
Her reputation is probably the highest in the world to-day in her
favorite line.
Among her most famous paintings are "The Horse for Sale,"
"Horses in a Meadow," "The Three Musketeers," "A Drove on the Road,"
"Deer Crossing an Open Space," "Bucks in Repose " and "The Horse Fair." On
the last picture the artist worked eighteen months, attending the horse market
twice a week during all that time. It sold for $75,000, and is probably the greatest
and most valuable piece of artistic work ever produced by a woman. She became
directress of the Free School of Design for Girls at Paris in 1849, though her
sister does most of the active work.
In 1875, she received the Cross of the
Legion of Honor. Her latest picture represents a fight between a tiger and a
shambles,

fairs,

hyena.

We have made no extravagant claims in regard to v/oman's artistic achievements or her native talent for art work. Sufficient has been advanced, however,
to amply demonstrate the fact that if women have not devoted themselves to
art studies in as great numbers as men, if their achievements with pencil and

iWS-i
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palette have not, on the whole, been equal to their brother artists, it has evidently been from lack of suitable opportunities or proper encouragement. Now

that women have come to realize the fact that artistic taste and tident are
among their many natural endowments, and that the age is offering rapidly
increasing opportunities for art culture, let our gentlemen artists make room for

^

woman's advance guard. Prepare seats for the ladies, gentlemen of the Royal
Academies, and prepare to share the honors of the future with many successors
of Angelica Kauffman, Madame Jerichau, Catharine Hosmer and Rosa Bonheur
Turning now for a few moments to the kindred art of song, we find from the
early days of Sappho to the present, that in every land woman's voice has been
raised in song, and her hands have swept the lyre of poesy.
And when we
reflect that poetic

genius has not always been used to praise virtue, to laud
when we remember that, like all other divine

goodness, and to inspire nobility
gifts, it

who

woman's superior moral and religious endowment may well rejoice
If we believe
as well as to men, the divine afflatus is given.

believe in

that to

;

has been perverted and made the handmaid of vice and dishonor, we

women

with Longfellow in the divine mission of poetry, that
God sent His singers upon
With songs of sadness and

earth
of mirth,

That they might touch the hearts of men,
And bring them back to heaven again,

we

shall rejoice that true poetic fire burns

Even in the days of old
women, so also was the spirit

woman's heart.
was confenod on some
Where can you find more of

upon the

altar 9f

as the spirit of prophecy
of sacred poetry.

the true poetic instinct, more of exalted imagery, play of imagination, or lively
sentiment than in the Song of Deborah, recorded in the fifth chapter of Judges.
It celebrates the victory

won by Israel, under Barak and herself as leaders, over
army of Jabin, the Canaanite, and begins

Sisera, the captain of the

O ye kings; give
Lord C4od of Israel.

" Hear,

'i

to the

ear,

:

O

ye princes;

I,

even

I,

will sing

unto the Lord; I

will sing praise

i

"Lord, when thou wentest out of

Seir,

when thou marchedst out

of the field of E!dom, the earth

trembled, and the heavens dropped, the clouds also dropped water.
" The mountains melted from before the Lord, even that Sinai from before the Lord
,

.

.

.

Awake, awake, Deborah: awake, awake,

captive, thou son of

-11

Then near

God

of Israel.

utter a song: arise, Barak, and lead thy captivity

Abinoam."

the close, after recounting in most vivid style the death of Sisera,

tlirough whose head Jael, the wife of Heber, had driven a nail while he slept,

she pictures Sisera's mother and her maidens sitting watching for the return of
the dead captain bringing with him the spoils of war
:

'*

The mother

BO long in coming

of Sisera looked out at a
t

why

window and

tarry the wheels of his chariots

cried through the lattice,
t

.

.

.

Have they

Why

not sped

is
1

his chariot

Have

they
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to Sisera a prey of divers colors, a prey of divers

colors of

needlework, of divers colors of needlework on both sides, meet for the necks of them that takit

the spoil

1

Then, with one triumphant note of gladness, Deborah sings
"So

let all

thine enemies perish,

O

Lord

:

bat

let

them that love him be

as the sun

when he goeth

forth in his might."

SI

Woman's hand sweeps

over the lyre and touches chords that find an echo in

Hers are the songs of heart and home, of love and sympathy, ol
and pain, of hope and fear, of life and death. Nor have there been
abst'ut from her songs both the martial and patriotic strains that have inspired
heroes and patriots.
Her contributions to sacred poetry are both numerous and
excellent, and give promise of richer results in future years.
Whose songs of
(Christian life and service are more deeply spiritual, more truly inspiring and
poetic, than Frances Eidley Havergal's ?
Her pure notes of praise and deep
spirit of consecration, inbreathed in all her poems, render her poetry one of the
richest legacies of this age to Christendom.
Our own continent has produced some gifted women, whose poetic productions will live forever.
That "Battle Hyiini of the Kepublic," by Julia Ward
Howe, will go "marching on" forever.
Elizabeth Akers Allen has written many poems full of tender feeling, enlivened with vivid imagery and picturesque epithets.
Observe in the following
lines the effect of the church window
every soul.
pleasure

Where through

And
Then

the

window melts the unwilling

in its passage

beams

bars the gloom with hues

As human

souls

light,

their gorgeous stain,
all

rainbow bright.

grow beautiful through

pain.

Lucy Larcom has written much and written well. Caroline A. Mason,
among other poems that touch the heart and please the fancy, has written
:

"Do
It

they miss

me

at home, do they miss

mel"

know that she wrote this poem when a
Frances Sargent Osgood has written many poems, some
Here is a stanza
which, especially the one on Labor, will live.

may be

of interest to school girls to

liome-sick school girl.
of

Work, and pure slumbers shall wait on thy pillow;
Work, thou shalt ride over care's coming billow.
Lie not

Work

down wearied

'neath woe's weeping willow:

with stout heart and a resolute

will.

Annie Rothwell, of Kingston, has written many stirring and beautiful poems,
y a permanent place in our literature.

most of which are wor
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Ella Wheeler Wilcox has produced a large number of popular poeiUB mostly
devoted to moral reform.
Woman's hand has power to touch so7ne chords of the poetic lyre that find
response in the very depths of our being— chords that profoundly move us we
know not why, that flood the soul with that spiritual rha|)8()dy in which the
material world vanishes and the spiritual stands out in startling distinctness.
How plaintively beautiful and touching is that poem of Adelaide Ann 1 octor's
entitled "The Lost Chord?"
Woman is able, by her poetic talent, to give
voice to that sentiment of patriotism implanted within us and to arouse tlie
loyal devotion of human hearts, as you will see from reading Eliza Cook's poem
entitled "The Englishman."
Elizabeth Barrett Browning, in the opmion of competent critics, has no
superior among the poets of our age.
Her poetry displays depth and breadth of
knowledge, sustained power of lofty thought, a deep insight into the hidden
springs of human nature, coupled with rich imagination and a rare felicity of expression.
Her poetry manifests a vivid sense of the beautiful in sentiment and
language, and that rare poetic power of giving here and there that "one touch of
nature" which "makes the whole world kin." Where in all literature is there a
sweeter, chaster or more truly happy poem than her's, entitled "Sleep," and
founded on those words of inspiration, which are a poem in themselves, "He giveth
"
his beloved sleep ?
As an illustration of woman's poetic power in awaking the sensibilities of
the human soul, in touching those inner chords that express the deepest afFec
tions of our nature, calling into active exercise the tenderest emotjpns of the
human heart, let me point you to "The Old Arm Chair," by Eliza Cook, or that
plaintively pleasing poem, by Ehzabeth Akers, entitled " Eock me to Sleep,
Mother" a poem that revivifies the past, bringing fresh to us the form and face
and voice of that dearest earthly friend a poem that brings back to us, over
the lapse of many years, a lullaby song sweet as the strains of heavenly music,
ist but never, never to be forgotten.
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Mr». Frances J. Moore, of LoncUyti, Ontario.

N tracing the influence of "Woman upon Musical Art, it seems strange
we cannot accord to her that phice in creafire work wliicii she
has taken in other directions. Literature and Painting have always
claimed women amongst their brightest ornaments. Science has
that

had some accomplished women votaries. Musical invention, howwoman's province. In this chapter I

ever, has not, as yet, been
shall endeavor, in

direct

my reader's

some degree,

to account for this, but shall

attention to the important part which

first

woman

has

played in other walks of the Divine Art of Music.
For this
purpose I must go back to the early centuries, when wonuin's

made

itself felt, becoming gradually the power
undoubtedly remain. Leaving then, for the
present, the subject, creative music, I pass to wonuin's reccn-d as

influence

first

now

—and

it

is

will

exponent of the highest class of music, and certainly, in this capacity, her
Opera owes its chief popularity to the Queens of Song
who have charmed the public for ages past. One may perhaps ask, " How about
jui

n'coid is a brilliant one.

the

men

singers

?

What

is

an

operp,

without a Tenor, Baritone, and Bass ?"
(79)
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do not say that these vahuible requisites could be dispensed with
Imt, as a rule, the heroine

is

opera with a poor sopnino for a heroine
of

title rolea

;

will

end

in

dismal

fiiilurc.

from

far

the attraction to the opera-goin^ public

;

it

and an

The numhern

cxpn'ssly compost'd for celel)nit(!d l^rime i^onne amply demonstratt*

which direction the charm lies. Some operas have had a (-hief part written
male singer, but they are so few that they do not really effect opera en
masse. We must therefore admit, that in this particulnr path of the realms ot
music, woman reigns supreme, and has so reigned ever sin(!e A.D. 1600. Just.
})efore this period women were prohibited from taking part even in the Church
Services, they being looked upon as inferior beings by lordly viaii ! In the crude
operas then extant the heroines' parts were taken by male soprani.
This state of things, however, was doomed to undergo a radical change, and
(to skip a few centuries) behold, now, women in surplices taking a prominent part
in many English and Colonial churches
It would be impossible to enumerate
in this short chapter, all the names of those songstresses who have held their
sway so long and gloriously. It seems that one of the first women mentioned
as taking a prominent position was Vittoria Archilei, who sang in the first Italian
Opera presented in public. Faustina Bordoni was also a fine artiste. Eegina
Mingotti, Madame Mara, Caterina Gabrielii, and many others held a position
which shows their wonderful supremacy over the public.
Madame Catalani
(born 1779), the possessor, we read, of a marvellous voice, received twelve hundred dollars for merely singing the solo in " God save the King/' and twelve
thonsand dollars for taking part in one musical festival.
The accomplished English singer, Mrs. Billington, created such an excitement in Naples by her wonderful vocal powers, that she was accused by the
ignorant and superstitious of causing the eruption of Mount Vesuvius in 1794
In the present century, the names of Malibran, Sontag, Grisi, Alboni (the
grandest contralto on record), Titiens, Pasta, Jenny Lind (the Swedish Nightingale), the charming English vocalists. Miss Stevens, Miss Paton, Mrs. Wood,
Now, in our own times, we have the
etc., etc., are yet remembered by many.
in

for a

1

!

f

(Emma La Jcunnesse, now
Mrs. Gye), the pride of her native Canada, Gerster, Trebelli, Scalchi, and many
delightful English and American singers.
In oratorio women have taken an enviable position.
Without going back
far, we read of Clara Novello (generally classed as an English singer,
to
i.iiliough her father was of Italian deccent) as one of the most accomplished
(celebrated Adelina Patti, Christine Nilsson, Albani

)

f

=

The late Madame Sainton-Dolby (recently dead) was perhaps
the greatest English contralto singer of these times, and was unrivalled in oraThe rich- voiced Madame Patey may be considered as Madame Sainton's
torio.
oratorio soprani.

successor, and

is still

in her prime, delighting her thousands of listeners.

ago.

Madame

reigned as Queen of oratorio soprani up to only a few years
Also the charming soprano. Miss Edith Wynne (now Mrs. Clay), whose

Lemmens- Sherrington
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singing also of her native
vocalises

up

now

Welch songs was most

rapidly gaining laurels, there

is

CALLING.

Of the younger
One scarcely takes

delightful.

a bright array.

American musical journal, without reading of
not permit of my dwelling further upon the
position of women as vocalists.
I would urge all students interested in Musical
Art to read for themselves some of the more detailed accounts of most of the
celebrities I have mentioned.
I have simply endeavored to show that a long
and unbroken line of notable songstresses has existed for nearly three hundred
years, and that to them is mainly indebted the success of Opera in all countries.
I say this advisedly, for I hold that however great a composition may be, its
exponents must also be great, or it will not live save as a work of art amongst
musicians who understand it as a composition and this sort of kept-under-aglass-case work could hardly be called a " successful " Opera
As instrumentalists, women have also made a decided mark, although not
for so long a period.
This, of course, can be easily accounted for instruments
(or at least those upon which women play) were not invented as early as voices.
The place of honor as a pianiste must be accorded to Madame Clara Schumann,
for a two-fold r^-son.
Her exceptional powers as a pianiste, and the unflagging
zeal with which she has devoted herself to the performance of her gifted husa fresh English, Foreign, or

some new

rising star.

Space

will

—

;

11

band's works, thus bringing them before the public as they might, otnerwise,
never have been, or, at least, not for a considerable time for no other player
would, probably, have given almost undivided attention to the works of one
composer. Madame Schumann is indeed a bright ornament in Musical Art, and
although she hasijeen over fifty years before the pubhc, she still commands an
audience larger than perhaps any other pianist is greeted with. In past years,
Madame Pleyel, Madame Dulcken, and (later on) Arabella Goddard, Agnes Zimmermann (also an accomplished composer), Annette Essipoff, Anra Mehlig, Teresa
Carreno, JuHa Eive-King, Fanny Davies, Fanny Bloomfield, and a host of
These ladies have all taken (and some
others too nimierous for mention here.
of them are still taking), a position unquestioned as that of fine exponents of
;

11,

i

.

the highest class of piano music.

women, must also not be
the wife of the accomplished Musiand, at the well-known
cian, Sir Charles Halle), I suppose takes pre-eminence
Monday Popular and other classical concerts in London (England), divides the
honors with the king of classical violinists, Josef Joachim. Camilla Urso is also

The remarkable

overlooked.

strides

made

in Tiolin playing by

Madame Norman-Neruda-(now

;

^

a notable example of refined and exquisite ^laying. Of younger stars there is
Buch a rapid growth that I can only name a few. Teresina Tua, Nettie Carpenter, Fraulein Liebe, and others, have already obtained an enviable reputation

on both sides of the Atlantic
sensation in

;

whilst Miss

Nora Clench

(just returned to her

who played beautifully » a child, has creatad a veritable
England and Germany by her wonderful talent. When we pause

native Canada), and

^
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was

to think that the viohn
this

army

of fair vioHnists

is

us that there are few things a
I

'!
1

and never

certainly surprising

woman may

!

not a ladi/s insirinnenf,
It only serves to convince

not do so long as she does

I once heard a hrass

forgets her sex.

am bound

foruierly considered as

CALLING.

band

of

women and

them

well

they played

admit that it did not look pretty to see them blowand,
their nuinuer was quiet and self-possessed
after all, if these young ladies happened to have had the opportunity to learn
these instruments and could earn money thereby, why should prejudice step in'/
Again, a celebrated lady whistler has been turning the heads of European and
American audiences that, too, is a little on the outside of woman's province
still a lady can remain a lady though she may whistle for a living.
If that is
her talent let her use it by all means. To return to the violin, the feeling
against it as a lady's instrument has now entirely died out, and all acknowledge
that it is a most graceful sight to see a young lady handle her bow deftly.
The
harp was always looked upon as essentially a woman's instrument, but it has
never taken a very prominent place in public of late years. The reason, I think,
is simple.
The class of music usually written for the harp is of that kind
which is fast dying out. Airs with variations (of much the same pattern in
every piece) no longer please as they did formerly.
Classical music does not
seem to tit the harp, so that I do not quite see a clear road to the harp's revival.
It always seems strange to me that women have not as yet made a name
as organists.
However, I think that is a question of time, as so many students
are now turning their attention to that grand instrument.
I have heard people
argue that a woman's strength is insufficient for organ playing. I must say
that I fail to fall in with this view.
The hand technique is not so arduous as in
piano playing, and surely the pedal work is not more tiring than a sewing
machine at which women can work literally all day ! So, as I say, this is but
very

.

fairly.

I

ing away at their horns

to

—

— but

a quefition of time.

i>

is

I now resume the first portion of this article in which I light'y touched
upon creative musical work as applied to women. The progress of education
amply proves th ;t women are admirably fitted for many walks in life which were
formerly considered as apart from their sphere. Music, somehow, seems to have
been thought of as a atudi/ later than some other branches of art. The very fact
of women's triumphs as exponents of music has, I believe, precluded that hard
study necessary for composition. We all know that to become a great singer or
player requires immense labor.
To add to this labor the study of musical theory
requires a large amount of strength (physical and mental).
Some women have
achieved this double work but, as a rule, women have been content to please
an audience by their performance rather than by their compositions. There
may be a lack of creative musical faculty in a woman's organization ^I am not
prepared to say. Certainly the melodies invented by many of my sex are not
tjrtlingly original.
Notwithstanding this, there are women who have made
;

—

'
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and much money by their compositions (chiefly songs).
(juite a reputation
C'laribel, wliose ballads every one knows, had quite a gift for pretty melody
(reproduced, however, in dozens of her

own

could not even put the accompaniments to
ledge

1

Virginia Gabriel wrote

songs), but I have heard that she

them

for lack of theoretical

some charming songs

;

also,

know-

Elizabeth Philp.

her pretty part song " All among the Barley,")
Sainton-Dolby and Maude Valerie White have all
Alice Mary Smith (Mrs.
contributed clever and beautiful songs and part songs.
Meadows White, who only recently died) was an accomplished composer for
Louise Puget's French Romances have
voice and also stringed instruments.
won for her quite a name. Madame Schumann and Madame Garcia (sister of
the celebrated Malibran, I think) have both composed clever works, but little
known, however. Many have doubtless read of Madame Fanny Hensel (sister
There will, I fancy, be
of Mendelssohn), who was greatly gifted as a composer.
There is now sucli
far more to say in the future regarding women as composers.
a rush for theoretical study amongst girl students that there must surely be
some result before very long, provided always that the inventive faculty be
present whereupon to hang the theory
There has been much written about the influence of women upon the minds
I do not attach to this the importance which many writers
of great composers.
do, although, I dare say, a majority may disagree with me.
The great composers were but vien, and (as is frequently the case with geniuses) many of them
very weak men indeed.
The influence of women has undoubtedly been great
but I do not agree with some
refining and guarding from outside worries
writers that there was any direct influence which afl^ected the music made by
these geniuses. Genius will tell, and history goes to convince us, that composers
have brought forth some of their grandest works quite apart from woman's
infiuenee.
This subject of " influence " brings me to a turn in this chapter.
Having briefly sketched some of the work which women have achieved publicly,
would say a few words about what I feel woman should, and can, do in a more
private walk of life.
There are now so many really earnest young lady students that to call
attention to " study " seems almost superfluous.
There will always be students
and non-students. In all schools a girl can learn or not, as her ambition dictates
or her capacity allows.
There are, however, few young girls now-a-days, who
like to see their companions in study shoot so very far ahead of them
and thus
the steady tide of advancement goes on, and the brains God has given us are
having every chance for cultivation.
Now I would offer to students one piece
of advice which, I think, ought to have some weight.
Study whilst you have
tlie chance and do not give up your music simply because you cease to take
lessons.
It is a surprising fact, which I have only too frequently met with, that
a girl who has been, perhaps, one of the best players or singers in the school.
Elizabeth Stirling

Miss Macirone,

(all

know

Madame

!

—

I

—
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:

upon leaving, utterly give up

song, or play a

little

several examples in

waltz or so

my

mind.

all practice.

— and

She

will sing a college

there she ends

Again, some

girls

!

As

chorus

I write I

have

up a

little

actually do keep

One
practice after they leave school, perhaps continue to take lessons even.
would think " surely these are all right." But, no. These young ladies get
is to utterly end all intellectual work.
not he accused of harsh judgment about this matter. I have hard
facts, however, to cite from.
Girls do not pause to consider what they are
doing by neglecting their brains so soon as they obtain a husband. If he has
If he be minus brain tissue,
brains, his wife ceases to be a companion for him.

married, and to get married, with some,

I trust I

may

it does not much matter.
Yet there may come a time when both
having never kept up any sort of education. Music is such an essentially charming accomplishment that for a young lady to possess a knowledge of
it gives her a powerful attraction.
There is such a sweet influence in home
music that, I think, it is every woman's duty to keep up the music she knows,
however little. I know, of course, that there are instances where this is wellnigh impossible. To these I do not address myself, but to those women who
wilfully give up their music as soon as they leave school or marry.
I have often
met with gentlemen, fond of music too, who say, My wife used to sing or play,
Some girl has, perhaps, especially attracted her
but she has quite given it up
future husband by her music, and then what does she do but give up the
very thing he loves
Then look further on into the homes of these givers up of
music the children learn music, but as the mother has forgotten hers she
cannot help them. Any teacher who takes the trouble to observe will tell you the
difference there is between that child's practice who has some one at home who
can direct the practice and that of the child who has not. A child beginner cannot
be expected to remember all that is told at a lesson. A little help at home is
With women chiefly lies that help.
invaluable and sows a never forgotten seed.
In a little article of mine, " Let the children sing," published some time
ago, I dwelt much upon the musical home training of children, talcing as an instance the oft-cited "natural" nmsic of the Germans, which I attribute largely
If children hear
and take part in music
to the early training they receive.
from infancy, they will, almost invariably, become musical or, at least, know
something about it. When this home training has been going on for (as in Germany) generation upon generation, what wonder that their music has at last
become indigenous, and I believe the same things might happen anywhere else,
if only music were made more universal, especially amongst the younger and
growing generation. Those women who are so circumstanced that they have no
scope for home influence in music (some do not live at home others, perhaps,
live alone)
can always find an outlet for their influence if they look for it.
There are always plenty of young people everywhere, and it is for these young
peor'o that so much can be achieved in musical cultivation if only those who

then, perhaps
will regret

!

!
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Yon cannot, of course, put music into utterly
has been pretty well tested l)y those wlio have made a

to that end.

unmusical people, but

it

study of this subject, that there is far more natural music amongst us
generally supposed.
I have come across many people who neither play
nor sing and who have really no musical knowledge, yet by certain signs, such
as humming or whistling correctly in time and tune, or listening with keen enspecial

than

is

joyment to good music, plainly show that had they been Itrought up to hear and
occasionally take part in music, they would have developed capacities now gradually deadened by non-use.
Home influence in music usually lies more with
women than with men, as children are more with them. Encourage children
to sing, see how they enjoy singing the sweet old nursery rhymes of Mother
Goose, or the simple hymns which should always be found in every home. The
beautiful children's songs one can now so easily procmre are a boon indeed, and
leave no excuse why the little ones should not from infancy hear and take part
Women have a great deal, therefore, in their power,
in sweet and good music.
and

\

\

I repeat that they have no right to give up their music, as hundreds do, on

leaving school or getting married.
Many may say, " Oh, I have no talent.

going on ?"
Now, this is all wrong. If you have ever done any thing well in music, you can
go on with it, at all events suffi(tiently to help others.
I know a lady who has
({uite given up solo playing, but who has wonderfully helped her young brothers
and sisters by playing the acconipaniments to their nursery songs and hymns,
and who has quite a gift for patiently teaching them nmsic and making it interesting to them.

What

is

the use of

my

Another point I would advance to students is this. Endeavor to cultivate
and others a taste for good music. I have known people who always
thought of classical music as something exceptionally dry and uninteresting.
These very people have been charmed with some beautiful song or piece which
they did not happen to hioiv was classical.
In my own experience, and I think
others will agree with me, I find that students who once take up classical music
intelligently, no longer care for the trash they perhaps formerly played and
which, happily, one hears less often as time rolls on, thanks to the steadily increasing army of workers for music as an art
not as a plaything. The range of
good music is so large that surely all tastes can be gratified. All cannot play
Bach's fugues, or Beethoven's sonatas, or the intricate works of Chopin, Schumann, etc., but there is plenty of delightful classical music which is quite easy
of execution.
Sweet melodies, dainty minuets- and gavottes ad infinitum. As
for songs, there is simply no excuse for the silly, vapid stuff* we sometimes hear,
for song writing seems to be ever on the increase, and pretty songs too
whilst
those students who have sufficient ambition have a rich store to their hand of
the standard songs of foreign and English composers
Schubert, Schumann,
Mendelssohn, Sterndale Bennett, J. L. Hatton, Arthur Sullivan, etc. I would

in yourself

—

—

—
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also advise all students who aim at singing as an art to acquaint themselves
with other languages. An English ballad correctly sung and with expression
will always please, (taking for granted that there is a fair voice possessed)
but
if there be sufficient voice, taste and ambition for something beyond this, then
students should study French, German and (especially) Italian. Translations
are, as a rule, extremely poor, and it is only lately that people seem to be waking up to the fact that a song should be of a piece, as it were, with the words,
and that to simply hang a melody on to a silly rhyme is gradually going
out of fashion. One has only to glan(^e over some of the old English standard
songs to see what a poor place the versos held in song writing. If a girl is so
placed that she has literally no opportunity for studying another language, then
let her keep to English.
Anything is better than an Italian screech, when the
perpetrator does not understand one word of what she utters, or attempts to
utter, for the misprouiinciation can very readily be detected by any one who has
even made a slight study of the language. Do not be alarmed at this idea of
studying another language. You do not need to speak it. A few lessons in pronunciation and a very little help will soon teach any apt pupil enough for singing, that is unless the singing is to be professional and the aim high.
Whatever
is sung, let it be always sung with feeling.
Some are afraid to forget themselves
as it were.
Timidity is often the cause of this, but with a large number it is
simply that they do not feel the words.
Words should always be learned
separately, just as a girl would learn for recitation.
If this plan were pursued,
and also a determination to forget one's self in the song, the singing with
expression would soon become an easy matter. All that I have said I mean as
an encouragement to musical students to first of all study in their study time
and then to keep up that study for home use, although they may have no need
of it otherwise, and to ever bear in mind that it is home influence which rests so
largely with woman and which she can and should use for a noble purpose.
To those students who intend to become teachers a few remarks may not
be out of place. To be a teacher is a serious matter to thinking minds. One
grand rule should always be paramount. Take interest in your work and your
pupils, otherwise no good results will follow, and the work itself flattens and
drags for yourself and pupils. I need scarcely dwell upon this point, as it is one
which applies to all studies and consequently the maxim is one continually presented to us. Although, musically, it applies to all branches of teaching, it has
a special significance regarding concerted music, either instrumental or vocal. It
i" quite impossible to become a good conductor in this kind of work unless it is
part of one's self. I mention this because it is a generally received notion that
.concerted work (classes or choir, etc.) is outside of a woman's, musical vocation.
This is a mistake, as I can personally testify. There is no reason why a woman
should not be able to control a class or choir as well as she can control a large
public school class, and every one knows that women are perfectly able to do
;
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In England and America there are vooal and instrnmental societies conby women (Lady Folkestone's large orchestra is celebrated in old Lon-

i
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—

— and

the custom is spreading.
One great necessity for this kind of work
hand for the conducting, and to be an accurate sight reader, a point
A leader cannot detect a false
too frequently neglected in musical education.
interval in a class unless absolutely sure of the note herself.
I do not merely
mean a note which sounds wrong, because many instances occur where a note is
(|uite correct musically, only it happens not to be the one wanted to he sung just
don)
is

a steady

then

/

,

women

could be much assistance, not merely by belonging
by furthering that much felt want, viz the hearty congregational singing of the hymns. Here is one way
any young ladies who have now
and then a little leisure, and who have wisely kept up their music, might materially assist by occasionally having at each other's houses a practice amongst
iiienibers of the congregation of the hymns to be sung on the Sunday. Of course
the best method to promote congregational singing is a weekly practice at the
church under the direction of the organist but this is not always practicable
therefore, if a few ladies were to help it on in this way I think we should soon
liear a marked improvement in church hymn singing, and that would, indeed,

In church music

to the choir, but

:
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be worth accomplishing.

•

^

attempted to briefly sketch some of woman's musical work in past
years, and to call attention to what, I firmly believe, she has it in her power
to attain in the home as a student, as a teacher, and in church work.
Woman
has gained great triumphs in the realms of music and who shall say that far
greater honors do not await her in the future, now that the progress and
development of education has opened to her such deep stores of knowledge and
tlie old time prejudices which denied so much to woman have melted away for
I iiave

•ever ?

Woman now takes her place in the world's work and can hold it with honor
her sex, and, in the divine art of music, she has it in her power to wreathe
for her«elf a crown of fadeless laurels by reason of her home influence for good
to

iiud noble

work.

I

i

I
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IN

Kev. Professor Warner, A.M., of Alma Ladies'
College, St.

N

Thomas, Out.

work of

this article will be found a brief sketcii of the

women

in

the literatures more generally

known

readers, together with such biographical facts us

literary

i.l

to English

may

be of gen-

The chapter will conclude witi) some comparative
estimates of the amount of literary work done by women, and a
discussion of the tendencies that indicate what may be woman's
eral interest.

place and part in the literary work of the future.

A

glance over the literatures best

English reader, shows that in very early times

known

women have had

to the general
ability

and have

found opportunity to express their thoughts in those elevated and elegant forms
of writing that constitute what is called literature.
It is further seen that with

woman from heathenism and from

the prejudices of tlie
has succeeded in placing her name, with increaf-ifrequency, on the pages of the world's best compositions in prose and versi;i.

the enumcipation of

oarly Christian civilization, she
iiig

BIBLE LITERATUBE.
f.

To begin with the

found the triumphant Song of Miriam ol
the
the fine thanksgiving song of Deborah for
the victory over Sisera
the jubilate of Hannah, voicing the sweet thoughts of
holy privilege vouchsafed to her confidence in God and that greeting of Eliza-

In it
deliverance of Israel from Egypt
Bible.

is

;

;

;

(91)
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beth and Mary wht-n the Virgin responds: "My soul doth magnify the Lord,
my spirit hath rrjoicied in (lod my Saviour," etc.

and

However miuih
there

t

is

in their use

may have been quotations, in any case,
women proof that they were possessed by

of these utterances

by these devout

And, let it be remembered,
a true poetic passion, capable of high literary effort.
these noblest of lyrics were sung, excepting the last mentioned, over 800 years
before

Homer, "the Father

of Poetry," was born.

OWKKK

Greek

literature, al)()ut

of the Sapphic verse, and

()()0

AN1>

LATIN LITERATURES.

li.C, furnishes the

who was

name

of Sappho, the inventor

held in such estimation by her countrymen

that they stamped her image on their coins.
Of her nine books of lyric poems,
only fragments remain, but these show her possessed of poetical genius of a high
order.
Solon was so affected at the recitation of one of her poems, that he expressed an earnest desire to learn it before he died. At Mytelene, Sappho's
ap])ears to have been the centre ol a female literary society, most oi
which were her pupils in poetry, fashion and gallantry. The only other Greek
female writer of commanding merit was Hypatia, of Alexandria, who lived in the
early part of the fifth century of the Christian era.
She was the author of a
Commentary on Diophantes, and was torn to pieces and burned to asli'.s during
a sedition among the monks.
Of Latin female writers Sulpicia, the wife of Calenus, is the most noteworthy, and is remembered because of sundry amatory effusions addressed to
her husband. She lived in the first century. These two great literatures ol
ancient times, with their splendid array of literary talent and genius, furnish
but these three names of women among their great writers.

home, she

ITALIAN LITERATURE.
1

In Italian literature in the sixteenth century appears Vittoria Calonna to
Ariosto awarded the palm of poetical excellence among the women of the
century. Her husband made prisoner at Eavenna, was taken to France. From
this time they seldom saw each other, but carried on a close correspondence in
prose and verse. After her husband's death she sought consolation in poetry.
Michael Angelo dedicated to her some of his sonnets.
In the more recent Italian literature accomplished women have taken a
considerable part. The four canto poem, Morte di Adone, and a tragedy, II Polidoro, by Teresa Baudettini, were followed by the philosophical and religious
poems c^ Diodata Saluzzo. Cecilia Folliero i^rote on the education of girls and
the moral influence of music.
Guistina E. Michiel celebrated in song the
festive days and memorable events of Venice, and Isabella Teotochi AJbrizzi
wrote a graceful and truthful biography of Canova. The work of the Signora

whom

'

I
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Fcriiod on the ('ducatiou of K'''J*^ received the eiiconiiiiiiH of Gioberto and other
Of hving fennilo writers unionj^ tho Italians, the hest
(listin^niished thinkers.

and beloved Queen Marguerite, whose poems
have been most favorably received. With this royal
xaiiipie it will be a wonder if modern Italy, with its new national spirit, its
rapidly developing system of

known
;iii(l

is,

perhai)s, the heautifnl

occasiuniil writings

(

f,'(MU'rou8
its

publio

inspiration

education,

from nieniories

of ancient greatness, its free

and constitutiongovernment, its increased

institutions
al

devotion to

and chivalry

to-

ward woinan, does not, in the

-

near future, produce a host
of worthy successors of Virgil,

Livy, Horace,

among whom
the

writers,

Tasso,

I")ant(!,

will be female

peers

of

the

greatest.

FIJENCH LlTEllATUKE.
Tlui

literature

contains,
large

a

number

of celebrated

writers.

It would, in-

t'cMiale
d(.'cd,

of France

comparatively,

be surprising

if

a lan-

guage so elegant and bright
(lid

not afford a means for

women

to excel, especially in

kinds

those

of writing in
which the genius of woman
tiuds surest response.

And,

in fact,

the greatest of female

writers

was a French woman.

To consider the

subject chronologically, so as to continue in

the treatment given other literatures, there is found in
as the
of rare

harmony with

literature, so early

fourteenth century, the distinguished poet Christine de Pisau, a woman
and exquisite beauty, and who has left some verses which entitle her to

an honorable place

among

the poets of that age.

father are still preserved as
laii

French

among the

The

lines

on the death of her

best of the kind to be found in ft»y

^J:\%^..%
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In the fifteenth century lived a royal lady of France, Marguerite of Valoie.
Hebrew, Greek and Latin, and who,
though learned and religious, has, as her chef d'oeuvre, a work on the plan and
in the spirit of the Decameron of Boccaccio.
A lady in our day would be
ashamed to own acquaintance with such a work. But, with lapse of time,
manners change. The Spectator, a work of comparative recency, and, in moral
England, "was deemed a perfect oracle of religion and morals, yet few now
would like to place it entire in the hands of their daughters."
Three women, Magdalen de Scudery, Madame de Sevigne and Antoinette
Deshouliers, distinguished in French letters, were contemporary in the seventeenth century. Of these Mademoiselle de Scudery ante-dates the others and
outlives them, having reached the ripe age of ninety-four at her death.
She was
& romancist at one time highly esteemed, although her works were generally disquisitions on love, spun out in some cases to ten volumes each.
The characters
in this lady's novels were understood to represent her friends, and it not only
became a high honor to sit for this literary portrait painter, but a kind of obligation to sustain the ideal character as it was drawn, and to adopt the language
suggested.
As might be expected this ran into all sorts of aftectation and
sister of Francis I, reputed as learned in

r

,IH:

absurdity.

III

1'
i

'

.

With Madame de Sevigne hterature was not

at all a profession.
She simply
wrote admirable private letters, in great profusion, and became famous thereby.
Her fame is partly her merit, but it is also partly her good fortune. She v.'as
born a baroness. She was married, young, a marchioness, and was in favor with
the court of Louis XIV. First early left an orphan, she was afterward early left
a widow, with two children, a son and a daughter. The daughter grew to be
the life-long idol of the widowed mother's heart. The letters she wrote to this
<iaughter, married and living remote from her, compose the greater part of that
voluminous production by which Madame de Sevigne became one of the classics

I

of the French Language.

Madame Deshouliers wrote some graceful idyls and eclogues, and, in fact
attempted all kinds of poetry from the song to tragedy.
One of her most
admired compositions is Les Montons, a charming allegory, in which sL deplores,
in beautiful verses, the sad lot of children who have lost their father.
She was
intimate with all the literary celfebrities of the sparkling age of Louis XTV, and
was called by her contemporaries the "Tenth Muse " and the French " Calliope."
This sketch of French literature will conclude with the two names famous
in the annals of the French Kevolution,

— space

Madame

more than to name the
Mesdames Rambouillet, Recamier and Guy on, and
genii^a of Madame Dudevant (Georges Sand.)
Stael

forbidding

de Genlis and
influence

on

Madame

de

literature of

to speak of the

wayward

A remarkable career was that of Madame de Genlis. At the age of seventeen a letter, which she had written accidentally, came into the hands of Count

WOMAN
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who was

so charmed with the beauty of her composition that he uuide
hand and fortune which she accepted. Through this union
became niece to Madame Montesson, whose son, the Duke of Chartres, in

Genlis,

<le

IN LITERATURE.

her an offer of his

she

Madame de Genlis to superintend
whom was afterwards king Louis Philippe.

1792, chose

of

least

the education of his children, one

Her works, which extend

to at

eighty volumes, are chiefly educational treatises, moral tales and historical

romances, designed especially to be read by young people.
Though possessing an exuberance of childish buoyancy,

Madame de Stael
seems never to have been a child of intellect. Her father, the famous Neckar,
Finance Minister of Louis XVI. gave her a most careful education and early introduced her to the society of the cleverest men in Paris, with whom her father's
house was a favorite resort and before she was twelve years of age such men as
liaynal, Grimm and Marmontel used to converse with her as though she had
;

been twenty, either inquiring into her studies and
with her to elicit her ready eloquence.

recommending new books,

.sparring

Her marriage with Baron de

or
•.

.

Stael seems to have been that she

might gain
and the enjoyment oi

a convenient position for the exercise of her talents,
Her husband was quite her senior and never secured her affection.

society.

Madame

de Stael and Bonaparte thoroughly disliked each other.

It has

been said that the annals of literary persecution contain nothing more extraor-

which Madame de

dinary than that to
wrathful tyranny.
sors,

After her work on

Stael's writings

permission was given to print 10,000 copies

seized, the print obliterated

were subjected by his

Germany had been expurgated by
;

his cen-

but these were immediately

by a chemical process, and the blank paper restored

to the publisher.

Her

principal works are Reflections on the Trial of the

Corinne and Delphine

Queen

;

the novels

De VAUenuujne ; Ten Years

in Exile; Considerations on
" Altogether she was a
the French Revolution ; Influence of the Prussians, etc.
most remarkable person of a remarkable age," and is to-day esteemed as the
;

greatest of fenuile writers, a greatness

most resplendent

in Corinne

and De

I'

'

Alleviaane.

GERMAN LITERATURE.

'
.

German mind a grand aim is necessary before it is inWhether this explain it or not, or whether the
course of instruction in the German " Daughter Schools " be at least partial
reason, there is a paucity of great female writers in German literature as compared with the French and the English literatures.
As for the " Daughter
It is said that to

spired to accomplish

Schools," they have,
to

the

good work.

it

is

said, heretofore,

very largely devoted their attention

those refinements and accomplishments considered especially important for

the proper di-^charge of
poetry,

and that

fiction

home

duties.

German

school rirls read

much

erotic

which describes and exalts the domestic virtues.

In

:
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looking over the work of Gerniau female writers it would seem that these influences were really potent, and it may be well to remember these peculiarities of
the German mind and of the genei'al education of Gernum girls while considering the several writers and their works.

Perhaps the

writer that should be noticed here is Luise Kulmus, the
Gottsched. This lady of fine education and distinguished
talents was the author of several dramas of considerable merit, and did much
valuable translation froni English and French, among which was Pope's i^rt^e of

gifted wife of J.

the Lock.

first

C

Although hers

is

the

first

name

to be noticed, yet she wrote so re-

cently as the middle of the eighteenth century.

An interregnum

almost a century elapses and we find ourselves in the
women of whom may be nientioned Luise Karoline
Brackmann, a sweet lyric poet Elizabeth Kuluian, a learned lady who translated from ancient authors and wrote original poetry in three languages— EusFrederike B. C. Brun, who wrote poems tender,
sian, German and Italian
womanly and graceful in both form and subject, and ho is remarkable and
memorable to English-speakers for that poem of hers which was the original oi
Coleridge's celebrated Hymn in the Vale of Chaviouni ; Karoline Pichler, aiithor
Helmine von Chezy wrote beautiful descriptive
of many well-written romances
poems, many of them of a religious character. The following is a stanza from
of

presence of noteworthy

;

;

;

Evening

Hymn

by the

last
"

named

Oh

!

that

poet

my

Father, with

heart a star might be,

life

and

light from Thee,

Let me, imbued with heavenly

Walk

calmly through

life's

rays,

rugged ways,

Around my path by day and night
Strewing the seeds of holy

light."

novelists are not wanting in recent times in Germany.
Countess von Hahn-Hahn, who wrote lyric poetry, but is
most celebrated for her romances and travels Fanny Ewald, who wrote graceIda, Countess von Diiringsfeld and Elizabeth Gliick,
ful and womanly novels
(" Betty Paoli ") who are known as sweet lyric poets.
Two women well known in America are Clara Mundt and Eugenie John.
The former, whose nom de plnme was "Louise Muhlbach," in her earliest novels
wrote in favor of the rights of women, she afterwards wrote a long series of
These last have been nearly
historical romances where fiction dominates facts.

Female poets and

Among them

are Ida,

;

;

all
is

translated into Ei.glish.

the author of the

much

Eugenie John, known in literature as "E. Marlitt,"
read romances Countess Gisela, The Old Mamselles

Secret and Gold Else.

This sketch will conclude with a notice of one of the most remarkable
women of Germany, Ida Pfeiffer. She became famous as a traveller, and, as

'

?
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These travels include a

visit to

the

Holy Land, that she might "have the ineffable delight of treading those spots
which our Saviour hallowed by his presence;" a trip to Norway, Sweden and
two voyages around the world and her most perilous journey, a visit
Iceland
Her works have been translated in various languages. In a
to Madagascar.
letter to a friend she thus pleasantly refers to herself: " I often smile as I think
what strange notions people, who only know me through my works, must form
Of course they picture me to themselves as more a man than a woman.
of me.
You, who are acquainted with me, know that instead of
How wrong they are
being six feet high, an Amazon with pistols in my girdle, I am as simple, peaceable and unassuming as the best of my sex who have never set foot beyond their
;

\

;

it

!

native village.
t

ENGLISH LITEKATURE.
i

Professor Craik says: "Perhaps the kind of writing for which the female
genius
not

is

best adapted

demand

particular

is

that of narrative

— especially of

such narrative as does

a rigid adherence either to any particular series of facts, or to

form of composition, but in

its

entire freedom from all rules

any
and

1

\1

comes nearest of all writing to ordinary conversation. Undoubtedly by far the most perfect representation of real life to be found
in literature is the modern novel.
There is nothing, in short, that the
novel does not include, as there is nothing that even a good novel may not
dispense with, except only that spirit of life breathed into it, wanting which a
shackles of every description,

.

.

.

bodk addressing itself to the imagination wants everything.

Moreover, the

and
no end to the number and diversity of the provinces comprehended in
it
so that true narrative and imaginative genius, of whatever kind, is always
sure to find somewhere, in so ample a range, its proper region."
But the novel proper did not appear in English literature until near the
middle of the eighteenth century, and it is noteworthy that women wrote com|)aratively little in this literature until after the advent of the novel.
In fact,
the on'y woman before this event who may be spoken of here is Aphra i^ehn,
who wrote too much in harmony with the age in which she lived the reign of
C'lmrles II.
In Surinam she learned the story of Prince Oroonoko which she
afterwards published.
Her writings include several plays, histories and fictions.
The middle and latter part of the eighteenth century furnishes a somewhat
imposing array of female writers of whom may be mentioned Mrs. Hannah Cowley,
whose effusions are more remarkable for their affectations than their merits.
She wrote narrative poems, but is remembered through her pleasant comedy,
The Belle's Stratagem. Mrs. Sheridan wrote two successful comedies, and Mrs,
Brooks the novels Ladi/ Juliet Mandeville and Emily Montague, the musical
drama of liusina, as well as some tragedies and other compositions in prose and
realm of the novel

is

the widest in the whole world of

artistic literature,

there is
;

i'P

n

—

;-j!

S^i

f

'

—
;

n
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There remain of the
Catlicart and Alicia
Mo7itafjiie, the comedy of Sir Harry Gatjlove, and a series of letters in which she
gives a lively account of the mischances of lier literary career and of those of
Mrs. Charlotte Lennox, an intimate friend of Dr. Johnson and of Richardson
the novelist, the poi)ular novel entitled the Female Quixote, Shakespeare Illustrated and several other novels.
verse,

the rest, a periodical called the Old Maid.

writings of Miss Jane Marsliall the novels of Clarindn

;

A

distinguished career in letters was that of Frances

At the age

D'Arblay).

of eight she did not

know her

Burney (Madame

alphabet, but at fifteen

she had written several tales.

Her first novel, and perhaps her best, Evalina, is
been written while she was in her teens. Her most successful
venture fi)iancially was the novel of Camilla which brought her 3000 guineas
a greater sum, it is said, than had ever before been realized by the author of a
novel.
The EdiNhiirgh Bevieiv snys of Miss Burney. "Her appearance is an
important epocii in our literary history. Evalina. was the first tale written by a
woman, and purporting to be a picture of life and manners that lived or deserved
to live.
She vindicated the right of her sex to an equal share in a fair
and noble province of letters."
Her later works were much marred by a stilted
and affected style. As examples, chinniey-sweepers are "those hapless artificers
who perform the abject offices of any authorized calling in being the active
guardians of our blazing hearths." To be starved to death is to "sink from
said to have

.

.

.

inanition into nonentity."

To

the connnencement of the reign of George III,

is

to be assigned, perhaps,

the most brilliant contribution from a female pen that had yet been added to

English literature, the Collection of the Letters of Lady Mary Wortley-Montagu.
These letters were written from Constantinople when her husband was ambassador, and when published met with so great favor that they have been translated
into

many

languages.

Contemporary with the last named writer was Elizabeth Montague, who
published An Essay on the Writings and. Genius of Shakespeare which obtained
She formed a literary society, known by the
a great and deserved reputation.
name of the Blue -Stocking Club, from the circumstance that a gentleman
Mrs. Montague was noted for
belonging to it wore stockings of that color.
another peculiarity, that of giving an animal dinner on May-day to the chimneysweepers of the metropolis, to celebrate the fact of her kinsman, Edward WortleyMontague, having been for some time a chimney-sweep.
of Sophia Lee, who wrote comedies and
Anna Williams who wrote Miscellanies in prose and verse
who translated Epictetus, and whom Dr. Johnson declared

Mere mention can be made
romances

;

of blind

of Elizabeth Carter,

Greek scholar he had ever met of Mrs. Chapone, whose Letters
oaths Improvement of the Mind commanded considerable attention; of Mrs.
to be the best

;

"
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Helen Maria

Macaulay, the notorious republican, historian and pamphleteer

;

Williams, the remariaible political agitator, historian and poet

of Mrs. Charlotte

;

of

West India merchant, afterwards
and novelist to support her husband
and family of Mrs. Inchbald, who wrote farces and novels; and of Mrs. Hannah
More, the eminent and pious autljor, whose writings begin with a pastoral
drama and -end with works of a deeply religious order.
It is probably best to consider the names following as belonging to the
nineteenth century, although the eighteenth has strong claims to some of them.
It will be noticed that this list shows names of women successfully entering
fields of literature hitherto neglected by them. Grace Aguilar, of Spanish-Hebrew
descent, wrote mainly religious fiction. Aim a Letitia Barbauld, one of the most
|)opular writers of her day, was the author of numerous careful and elegant prose
She
and verse compositions, the best known, perhaps, being Evenings at Home.
lud her husband, a most worthy Presbyterian clergyman, opened a school which
Her marriage to Mr. Barbanld, and her diversion from
proved very successful.
literature to school work, excited the wrath of Dr. Johnson.
"If," said he, "I
had bestowed such an education npon a daughter, and had discovered that she
thought of marrying such a fellow, I would have sent her to the Congress.
The names here associated will long connnand high regard from thoughtful
readers
Jane Austen was the lirst writer to make a permanent place for the
Her nove'
greatly in favor with Macaulay, and
novel of every-day life.
" 7".i;
Sir Walter Scott said of her
^ lady had a talent for describing the
involvements, feelings and char
rdinary life which is to me the most
wonderful I have ever met wii
anna Baillie, the " Lady Bountiful "
iiiuong the poor of the neighborhood in which she lived, is best known for her
plays, which were written with a view of delineating the strongest passions of the
mind, and to each of which she devoted a whole tragedy or comedy. Lady Anne
Bernard will ever live in literature as the author of Aiild liohin Gray, as originally written the most perfect poem in the language.
Felicia Dorothea Hemans
is the poet among women whose poems have been most generally read.
She comSmith, married at the age of sixteen to a

bankrupt,

who devoted her

talents as a poet

;

:

~

:

•

nuniced writing versos
before she

was

fifteen,

when but nine

\

years of age, printed a voliune of

and was unquestionably the most

trained poet of all the female writers of her time.

"

poems

of a born as well as of a

Her poems breathe

a singu-

tone of romantic and melancholy sweetness, and have become
the models in sentimert, in phraseology and in rhythm for an incalculable
larly attractive

number of pleasing sentimental ^-erses."
The following are chiehy known for their writings in fiction Anna Eliza
Bray, a voluminous writer
Mrs. Opie, an exciuisitely tender writer Mary E.
Bruddon, well known for her serial stories and as Editor of Behjravia ; Maria
Edgeworth, " one of tlie first female novelists of the age " and from whom
Scott, in all probability, got the hint which led him to write the Waverley
:

;

;

km
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Shelley, wife of the poet Shelley, author of that remarkable

novel Franlxenstein ; and INIiss Ferrier, whose best novel
Scott as " the very lively work entitled Marriage^
It will be seen that the genius for letters is possessed

departments than

in that of fiction,

quite correct that

women

and that while

is

characterized by

by women

Prof. Craik's opinion

excel especially in fictitious narrative,

that in the severer applications of thought

it is

in other

may

be

observable

women have shown marked

ability

names of
Mary
those who have won distinction in various departments of literature
Russell Mitford was led by the success which Irving's Sketch Booh met with to

for sustained

and consecutive

The following

effort.

are a few of the

:

turn her attention to the composition of a series of rural tales and descriptions
life and scenery.
Her work Our Village, a faithful delineation of the

of rustic

place where she resided and its inhabitants,

is

truly unrivalled of its kind and

Loudon wrote valuable works on botany
and Mrs. Grant (Anne Macvicar) is best known through her Letters from the
Mountains and through various translations from the Gaelic; Mrs. Hunter published a collection of poems which are "radiant with no common lyrical beauty,

justly merits its great popularity

;

Mrs.

and several of which still retain their hold on the national ear and heart; " Mrs.
Tighe whose poem Psyche, written in Spenserian stanza, displays everywhere
an imagination both delicate and rich and Letitia Elizabeth Landon (L.E.L.)
who earned wide public favor by an untiring flow of occasional poetry, often full
Her life, full of great promise, was closed by death at the
of heart and fancy.
;

early age of thirty-seven.

Lady Sidney Owenson Morgan,

at the age of fourteen, produced a volume
and afterwards a series of songs set to Irish airs. At
sixteen she published two novels, and at twenty her novel Wild Irish Girl raised
her at once into a conspicuous place in the literary world. In her work entitled
France she attempted, with marked success, a critical review of that country.
The work achieved immense success, but so displeased the French government
that the gifted author was refused re-admission into France. In her work
Woman and Her Master, Lady Morgan vigorously contended that her sex had
been condemned to obscurity by man. Another distinguished advocate for tlie
social advancement of woman was Hon. Caroline Elizabeth Sarah Norton.
Her greatest literary success was probably her poem Undying One which the
Quarterly Bevieiv declared to be worthy of Byron. Her warm sympathies with
the social wrongs of her sex found expression in a work on English Laivs for

of miscellaneous verses,

Women

in the Nineteenth Century.
Mrs. Mary Somerville is well known as an eminent scientific writer. The
Society for the D'fl:usion of Useful Knowledge on the recommendation of Lord
Brougham employed her to prepare a popular r6sum6 of Laplace's Mecanique
Celeste.

She subsequently produced works On

Sciences and Physical Qeograjphy.

the Connection of the Physical
In her admirable works such abstruse sub-
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as gravitation, the figure of the earth, the tides, heat, electricity and
comets are treated of with a clearness, easiness and precision of style which

jects

j'M

make her writings most valuable to the non-scientific reader.
The name of Harriet Martineau was at one time very prominent in the
world of letters. A list of her books and writings will be suggestive of the range
Devotions for Young People,
of her thought and the versatility of her genius
(Jhrisimas Day, The Friend, Traditions of Palestine, prize tracts on the Introduction of Christian Unitarianism among the Boman Catholics, the Jews and the
Mahom meda ns. Illustrations of Taxation, Poor-Law Paupers, Society in America,
Decrbrook, The Hour and the Man, Life in the Sick Boom, Forest and GameLaw Tales, The Billow and the Bock, Eastern Life, Past and Present, a chapter
Peace, and a condensed
ill Knight's History of England during the Thirty Years
reproduction of Comtes Positive Philosophy.
Mention is made of some writers whose works are worthy of careful reading,
Christina Eosetti, a writer of pleabut of whom only a word can be said here
siii't lyrics and novels; Eliza Cook, a poet who has immortalized The Old Arm
Chair; Miss Jean Ingelow, well known as the author oi High Tide on the Coast
uf Lincolnshire, Songs of Seven, and as the dispenser of a "copyright dinner"
three times a week to twelve needy persons just discharged from hospitals
Dinah Maria Mulock, the clever author of the widely known novel John Halifax,
(icntleman; Miss Adelaide A. Proctor, a thoughtful religious lyrist Mrs. Frances
Trollope the most prolific novelist of her age
Mrs. Anna Maria Hall, writer
of fiction and minor dramas
Mrs. Catharine F. Gore, author of upwards of one
hundred and fifty volumes of novels on fashionable life the remarkable and admirable sisters Bronte, Charlotte, Emily, Anne, each of whom wrote excellent
novels, but Charlotte is best remembered
her novel Jane Eyre having made a
great impression
Mrs, Mary E. Gaskell whose novels draw sharp distinctions
between the poor laborer and his rich master Mrs. Oliphant and Mrs. Marsh,
pleasing delineators of contemporary life and manners; Mrs. Crowe, a writer of
weird, entertaining stories
and Frances Ridley Havergal, whose beautiful and
devout hymns find a place in the psalmody of all churches, whose devotional
song Talie my life and let it he, etc., has become the universal hymn of consecration and whose Sowing and Beaping has lifted many a discouraged heart to the
:

:

'
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1

;

;

1

;

;

—

;

;

;

altitudes of a radiant hope.

Elizabeth Barrett Browning, the greatest poetess of this century, wrote
"at the age of eight, and earlier," she says; and her first volume of

verses

poems was published when she was seventeen. The bursting of a blood-vessel
upon the lungs when still a girl and the drowning of a beloved brother before
her eyes, completely destroyed her health, and led to her spending several years
in a darkened room.
Here she " read almost every book worth reading in almost
every language, and gave herself heart and soul to that poetry, of which she
seemed born to be the priestess." This way of life lasted many years; and, in

y'.\

m
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Her longest and
Mr. Jluskiu called it "the greatest
poem which the century had produced in any language," However, her Cri/ of
the Children and Cowper's Grave, will he longer renuMubered.
"All her poems
show an enormous powi'i of eloquent, penetrating, and pictureH(pie language
and many of them are melodious, with a rich and wonderful music."
The characterization, " One of England s greatest writers," is by general
consent given to George Eliot (the literary name of Marion Evans).
She
received a very careful education and with the famous Herbert Spencer for her
tutor, her mind developed with surprising rapidity.
She taught herself German,
French, and Italian, was fairly mistress of Latin and Greek, and was withal an
accomplished nuisician. Her astonishing powers as a novelist are seen in such

the course of

it

sho published seversil vohiines of no])le verse.

probaly gi'eutest

poem

is

Aiironi. Leigh.

;

Adam

works as Clerical Life,

Bede, liuinola, Middle march.

S.ho

has also written

among

other volumes that entitled The Legend of Juhal and
her best poem. The Spanish GipHij.
Her style is everywhere pure and strong, of
considerable poetry,

Her power is sometimes almost Shakespearian.
There follow some of her wise sayings, which certainly have much of the

the most vigorous English.

li

Shakespearian energy
" It is never too late to be what you might have been."
**
It is easy finding reasons why other people should be patient."
" Genius, at first, is little more than a great capacity for receiving
:

<

dis-

cipline."

" Nature never

made men who are at once energetically sympathetic and
minutely calculating."
" Things are not so ill with you and me as they might have been, halfowing to the number who lived faithfully a hidden life, and rest in unvisited
tombs."
AMEIUCAN LITERATUKE.

The New World has the beginnings of a literature of much promise, with, in
some respects, characteristics of life and sentiments peculiar to the energy and
newness of the civilization being developed on the Western hemisphere. Female
writers appear quite early in American literature, and to-day the nund)er is surprisingly great.
Of course the great majority will never reach permanent fame
but no doubt some are doing work that will abide.
Hannah Adams was the first woman in America to devote herself to authorHer career is typical of the early days. Her father kept a small country
ship.
store, de iling among other things in books, and boarding some divinity students

whom

the daughter learned Latin and Greek, which she

subsequently
View of Ihdigioiis Opinions, A History of
Neiv England, and the History of the Jews. Another of the distinguished name
Abigad Adams, wife of Presioi' Adams has contributed to American literature

from

taught.

Her

principal works are

A

—

t
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John Adams, and his constant associate during' his whole public career.
Adams went to Kuropcs where her husl)aiid was residing in a
In her letters home, Mrs. Adams described with miudi
diplomatic capacity.
abihty, experiences abroad and the manners and customs with which she came
(lent

In 1785 Mrs.

in

contact.

Sarah Margaret Fuller, was without doubt, the most intellectual woman ot
As literary editor of the Ni;io York Tribune, she furnished
Her most considerthe pubUc with reviews and book notices of great abihty.
in fact she threw herself into
iihle book is Woman in the Nineteenth Centnnj
It is in connecthe cause of higher education of women with great earnestness.
tion with the (Joncord school of writers, the only school of the kind that the
American mind has yet developed, that fame attaches to her name as being
iiitinuitely associated with those of Emerson, Dana, G. W. Curtis, Horace
Greeley, Hawthorne, Alcott and other distinguished writers.
Some names of worthy writers may be grouped here Maria Brooks wrote a
her time in America.

;

'

I

:

—

poem an eastern
Ellen Allerton has written much poetry for the newspapers
Annabel and Other Poems is a volume imlr ed with the fresh
of the Ear West
Mrs. Burnett, writer
vigorous spirit of civilized life on the broad fertile prairies
Mrs. L.
Sigourney was at one time
of the so-called international novel
known as the Hemans of America, Init her writings are now quite obsolete, perbook of poems entitled Judith, Esther and Other Poems, and a
tale called

Zadkiel

;

:

;

;

H

poem is The Aborigines of America Catharine Esther
Boecher wrote numerous physiological works and a volume entitled Common
and the two Ohio sister poets, Alice and Phoebe
Sense Applied, to Beligion
haps her most enduring

;

ij

I
i

;

whose poems Alice's Pictures of Memory was praised by Poe and
Phoebe's Nearer Home, has become a favorite hymn.
The great civil war between the Northern and Southern States has left some
lyrics which form no uninteresting part of the literature called forth by the
agony that freed this great nation from the curse of slavery. Among these war
lyrics may be placed Mrs. Julia Ward Howe's Battle Hj/mn of the Ilepublic
Kate P.'.tjiam Osgood's Driving Home the Cows; and Mrs. Beer's The Picket's
Last Watch.
Of all novels ever written, Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe's Ihicle Tom's
Cabin has secured the widest popularity. And yet it is a striking comment ok
literary uncertainties that when this novel was first offered for publication it A^as
refused by publisher after publisher, until finally, in despair, the author sent it
to a weekly paper called the National Era, issued in Washington.
In its serial
form it attracted the attention of a firm of struggling young publishers who
wrote to the author offering to brin^ it out in book form on the usual basis of
The offer was accepted Mrs. Stowe writing back that she needed
percentage.
new winter dress, and she hoped the book would bring in suflficient to buy one.
The success of the book
i'lie first cheque from her publishers was for $10,000.
Cary, of

—
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—
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was phenomenal ten thousand copies were sold within a few days, and over
300, 000 within a year.
In England forty-three editions were put upon the mar''.et by rival liouses, and the combined sales have been estiinated at over two
million copies.
It made its ai^pearance in some forty translations, and in several
countries there were as man} .^s a dozen versions.
In its (Iramatic form it still
keeps the stage, and the statistics of (drculating libraries show tliat even now it
is in greater demand than any other single book.
It did more than any other
literary agency to rouse the public conscience to a sense of tlie shame and horror of slavery; more than Oarrison's Liberator ; more than the poems of Whittier and Lowell, or the orations of Sumner and Phillips.
In spite of all defects,
and there are serious defects, it remains that Uncle Tum\s Cabin is one of the
master-pieces of fiction.
Mrs. Stowe never repeated her first success and
compared with Untie Tom, her other writings are quite disappointing Minister
Wooing is perhaps the best of them.
A few words here concerning that beloved friend of the young people,
Louisa M. Alcott. During the early part of the (Hvil War slu> acted as hospital
nurse, and in 18G;} issued a volume of Hospital Skrfc/ics, made up of letters
which she had written to her friends at home. About this time she became a
contributor to the Atlantic Monthly, and began her distinctive career as a writer
of books about young people for young people.
Little Women, Little Men, and
:

;

>^

An

Old-Fashioned Girl, are possibly her best known works.
Many names of women appear in the book and periodical literature of tlu'
days, some no doubt to remain, others to disappear in the no distant future.
Some of the more prominent writers are Mrs. G. E. Alden (" Pansy "), Miss
Murfree (George Egbert Craddock), Frances E. Willard, Marietta Holley (Josiah
Allen's Wife), Eose Elizabeth Cleveland, Mary Lathrop, Frances Power Cobbe,
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Margaret E. Sangster, Susan Coolidge, Grace H.
Dodge, Amelie Eives, Kate W. Hamilton, Evelyn S. Foster, Louise Chandler
Moulton, Juliet Marsh, Amelia E. Barr, Mary J. Holmes, Augusta Evans Wilson,
Marion Harland, Eose Terry Cook.

CANADIAN LITERATURE.

This young country, with

its

vast areas to settle and

its

great resources to

develop, has not yet afforded that leisure, patronage and sentiment so important

and

therefore, Canada does not furnish a wealth of
her national interests.
However, the genius for
letters is in the blood that has given the world the unequalled treasures of
English writing and a better day is sure to come. As it is, Canadian literature

to prosperity in letters

;

literature proportionate to

makes a

creditable showing,

literature a considerable
briefly considered,

and

of those

who have

number have been women.

using chiefly for

contributed to

A

make

this

few of these will be
reference the recent work of Mr. Adam.

—
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be found in a work of fiction

Miss

of tlic talented

\w\\

tlu;

;

Ajj;nos

(Mititled

Machar.

Poetry iind dninia have also taken for treatment the war or incidents in its proThe latest example of this is Mrs. S. A. Curzon's Laura Sccord: tlir
i^ress.

Heroine of ISlii, a dramatic version of a woman's heroic deed in warning a
Ih'itish camp of danger from attack by the enemy.
Mrs. Susanna ]\Ioodie's Houghing it in the Hush is perhfips the best known
iiiiiTative of

in their

a settler's trials in the Canadian backwoods.

Canada with her husband, and the
cabin in the woods is preserved in the 'nes

woman came

to

first

This clever gentle-

cold night's experience

:
I

"Ohl

tlie

The

fire

burns our shoes witliout warming our toes

C)ur V)lanket8 are thin

Our noses
It's

At
in

a later

and our noses are blue

are blue and our blankets are thin,

at zero without and

we

date Mrs. Moodie writes

the bush with

!

cold of CauHclii noliocly knows,

Canada

as she is

are freezing within."

:

" Contrasting the

now,

my mind

is

first

filled

year of

my

life

with wonder and

made towards the fulfilment of a great
Mrs. Traill also, in her Backwoods of Canada, The
('(Iliad ian Cm noes, and Baviblcs in the Canadian Forests, gives an insight into
the primitive domestic life and the privations and toils of the early settler.

gratitude at tbo rapid strides she has

and glorious destiny."

.Mrs. Traill

lived to be over ninety,

and

in her sylvan seclusion she

has bene-

science and literature in two vohnnes on the Plant Life of Canada
favorite volumes alike of the literary student and the botanical scientist.

litted

— the

^Irs. Jameson, the charming art writer and Shakespearian essayist, is best
known by her Winter Studies and Siinuner liambles in Canada. " Her volumes
are the work of a poet-artist, and have the charm and grace of a sensitive and
Among this sisterhood of writers should be named Louisa
cultivated woman."
Murray, Sara Jeannette Duncan, Agnes Ethelwyn Wetherald, Mrs. Frances
l\ye, Mrs. Arthur Spragge, Mrs. Forsythe Grant, Miss Ardagh, Miss Anna
Kothwell, ]VIrs. K.lgar Jarvis Miss Lewis, Miss Morgan, Mrs. Kose, Miss Pauline
•luhnson. Miss K. Seymour McLean, Miss Wilkins, Mrs. Leprohon, ]\Iiss Crawtord. Miss Montcastle.
These all have done or are doing good work in the
cause of native letters, and there is much encouragement in the fact of a
constant increase in the number of those " who are living the higher life and
keeping company with truth, goodness and beauty."

\'^j\

'

CONCLUSION.

Li the several literatures investigated in this article the percentage of
female writers varies from less than one per cent, to nearly ten per cent.
the catalogues of the

In
leading publishers of the present time and in the book
^y-'Ai'' iit-aivs

•|'i|i;.|44;?i1.)tr{
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and journals, there is found a much higher
For example, the percentage of fenuile writers
found in the general catalogues of publishers is from two to twenty in a long
list of temperance tracts twenty-three
in works of fiction nearly thirty-five
in
book notices in the leading religious journals twenty-five in society and literary
magazines as high as thirty in some lists of Sunday school books fifty in lists
of books on missionary subjects twelve
but in h list of one hundred and fortythree authors of sermons only one name is tl.
of a woman
Mrs. (-atharine
Booth. These figures show that an increasing proportion of women is cultivating letters. In England it has become quite fashionable for women of leisure to
devote themselves to authorship, and in America as well as in England increasing numbers of women are making literature a vocation.
In fact women are
pressing into many vocations heretofore considered the exclusive domain of the
opposite sex, and it is not to be wondered at that they should enter literature
since it ofiters some very attractive opportunities for the use of abilities peculiar
to women.
All this means more bookr., still more books
and no doubt it also
means the enrichment of literature and the wider diffusion of general intelligence.
That women have tact and ability in writing is abundantly shown in the
and more receut acliievements prove
great successes they have won in the past
that they are not satisfied to rest on laurels won l)ut are intent on still greater
It is perhaps not too imudi to say that no living author has more
works.
that no
readers, in America at least, thai; has " Pansy," (Mrs. G: li. Alden)
writer is exciting a more curious and lively interest than the talented and
romantic "Carmen Sylva," the Queen of Eoumania; that no other writer of either
notices of the principal periodicals

average percentage than

this.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

sex has created so profound a sensation in the realm of letters during the present

decade as has Mrs. Ward with her famous novel Itohert Elsmere ; that next to
that prodigy of daring and endurance, Henry M. Stanley, no recent traveller has
been followed with more pleasure by hosts of a'"";iiring readers than has that
and that no recent book of a somewhat
delightful writer the late Lady Brassey
local interest has scored a greater business success at least than has Miss Willard's Glimpnes of Fifty Years, of which '20,000 copies were sold in four weeks,
exhausting the first edition. The rapid increase in the number of successful
periodicals edited and managed by women is evidence of literary ability and
business skill that must, when more fully understood by the possessors, result
;

in greatly widening

wonum's

influence.

Surely it is not women who
" crowd the armed camp, the grim fortress keep, or monster war ships steelNo. But they do throng the missionary organization, the temribbed hold."

And what

will be the trend of this influence ?

perance union and helpers' band, and most faithfully do they use their pens in
the periodicals and literature of these societies to teach that helpful sympathy
is

divine, that

wine stingeth

the gift of eternal

tl

life.

like

an adder and that

It is patent to all that

(Christ offers to the perishing

women

are taking a leading place

^'"^^
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temperance and missionary work; and there can be no doubt that these
will continue to work blessing and win triumphs when Gibraltar and
Strasburg shall have forgotten the meaning of war.
It is indeed deeply signiticiint that the enlightened energies of women should turn so strongly towards
benevolent enterprises and should be so tireless in their promotion.
Some
critics, to be sure, are disposed to characterize as "too goody-goody," "too
womanish" anything written by women on missions or temperance, but the
time will surely come when combined benevolent and aesthetic purposes will be
considered the test of highest merit; and, when that day comes, the number of
women esteemed among the worthies of literature will be proportionately much
Prejudice prevents, in many cases, just appreciation being
greater than now.
iiccordcd to female writers.
In proof of this note the number of women who
assume masculine noyns de plume. It is to be remembered that moral questions
must ultinuitely command greatest attention, and, as the linal issue is invariably
favorable to the right, those who are on the side of truth will hold the high
places in the estimation of an admiring and grateful posterity.
Another significant fact is that queens have become the nursing mothers of
Italy's queen is an author, Eoumania's queen finds admiring readers
literature.
on every continent, and England's Empress-Queen has written volumes that
promise to be esteemed more precious than imperial Kohinoor, since they
Emperors, Czars, Kings, with
oiiibalm the heart of one most royal as a woman.
awful devotion, study the arts of war, while Queens nourish literature. Beware,
mailed Monarch, the pen shall be mightier than the sword; and the one who
uses best the pen may be monarch in the good time coming
in

movements

1
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WOMEK

IN

THE STUDY AND PRACTICE OF
MEDICINE.

By Dr.

OMEN

Aug^ista SUnve Gullen, Toronto, Ont.

physicians are not exotics of the

present era, as

They

many

erroneously beheve.

are rather to be classed

among the
1^

i

lost arts, if this expression is allowable,

their origin dating from a very early period.

Mythology

tells us that the Egyptian Isis was
appointed custodian of the health of the human
race.
Esculapius, the god of medicine, delivered

on medical subjects to classes of both sexes.
Hygeia and Ocyroe, daughters of Esculapius and
Chiron, were learned in medicine; and, as early as

lectures

the eleventh century before Christ, we read that
Egypt possessed a medical college, which was attended by both sexes. Josephus, who was contemporary with Christ, writes of one Joseph, a Jew,

_

whose mother was a physician.
The immortal
Homer, in the eighth century, makes reference, in
both the "Iliad" and "Odyssey," to women as skilled in medicine.
Amcng the Greeks, Oljiupia of Thebes, Aspasia, and Agnodice are famed for
their able contributions to medical literature. The Athenian laws interdicted the
study of medicine to women and slaves but so strong was Agnodice 's taste for
that science, that she adopted male attire, attended medical lectures, graduated,
and entered upon a practice which, confined to women and children, met with
;

'^:^
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remarkable success. To her patients Agnodice revealed her sex, which created
such a demand for her services, that the Athenian doctors, becoming jealous of
her popularity, cited her before the Areopagus, and charge-.l her with gaining
To vindicate her honor, x\gnodice disclosed her
sex ; then followed her arrest for violation of the law, and, added to her own

undue influence over women.
spirited defence,

came wives and mothers

of Athens,

who pleaded her cause
to free women was

so nobly that the law forbidding the study of medicine

revoked.
After a concealment of sixteen centuries, the unearthing of the ruins ol
Pompeii and Herculaneum conveys to us the tidings that women physicians were
not unknown among that highly civilized and wonderful people. Again, during
the eleventh and thirteenth centuries, we read of several women who were
distinguished teachers in the school of Salerno; and, in the subsequent centuries,
the universities of Italy, especially that of Bologna, enrolled upon their teaching
This latter university is said to have been
staff many women physicians.
founded by Queen Clothilde in the fifth century, with the express injunction
We find, therefore, that
that women be allowed equal advantages with men.
in 1732, Laura Bassi graduated from the Bologna Jniversity, and was appointed
and at her
to the chair of natural philosophy, which she held for six years
death, in 1778, she was buried with pablic honors, the doctor's gown and silver
About 1750, Anna Mirandi Mazzolaurel being borne before her to the grave.
Her knowledge was so much appreciated that she
lini lectured on anatomy.
was subsequently offered a chair at Milan, which honor, however, she declined,
remaining at Bologna until her death in 1774. Her wax models are the pride
of the anatomical museum at Bologna at the present time.
Another distinguished woman of the same century was Maria Delia Donne.
August Ist, 1799, the examination hall at Bologna was crowded to its utmost
but so profound was her reasoning^
capacity, to witness presumably her defeat
so comprehensive and extended her knowledge, that at last her examiners
became enthusiastic, and bestowed upon her every honor at their disposal.
Subsequently, Napoleon Bonaparte appointed Maria Delia Donne to the chair of
As professor of that brancli of medicine,
obstetrics, in the Bologna University.
she presided over an obstetrical school for women, in which position she attained
As is befitting, the good work in this university still
distinguished success.
progresses, for recently we read that a young lady, Gussippina Cattani, lias just
;

;

i

fill a professor's chair.
Dr. Cattani's introductory lecture to
her pathological course was a very erudite and eloquent discourse on bacteriology, which was listened to with profound attention, and at its termination the
young men arose and tendered their professor a genuine ovation. Dr. Cattani

been elected to

and two other women physicians are regular members of the Italian Congress of
Physicians; and on the occasion of its last annual meeting, the ladies all
contributed valuable papers.

WOMAN

AS A PHYSICIAN.
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Madame Ducoudray, born in Paris in 1712, was said to be the
who invotted, and used a mannikin as a method of instruction. It
was pubhcly approved by the Frenon Academy of Surgeons December Ist, 1758.
Beheron, born in Paris in 1730, was also noted for her wax preparations, the
collection being purchased subsequently by Catharine II. of flussia, who took
it to St. Petersburg.
Madame la Chappelle, born in 1759, and Madame Boivir,
In France,

first lecturer

born in 1738, rivalled in repute the most distinguished obstetricians of their day.

Among the Germans, Frau Dorothea Erxleben graduated June 12th, 1754,
Her husband was a deacon of i-he St. Nicholas
and practised in Quedlinburg.
('lunch, and, doubtless, deserving of his good wife; for the latter wrote in her
autobiography that " marriage was no obstacle to a woman's studies,

biit

that

was far pleasanter in the companionship of an intellectual husband." Frau von Siebold and her daughter, Froa von Heidenrich, both obtained
their pursuit

medical degrees and attained great distinction in the pursuit of their chosen
profession.

—

In the English "Philosophical Transactions" of 1694, two women Mrs.
French and Mrs. Sarah Hastings were important enough to be mentioned in
connection with their work as physicians. Another woman, Joanna Stephens,
about the middle of the last century, was paid, by the English Parliament,
l'5,000 for a nostrum which had procured her great renown.
Mrs. Elizabeth
Nihell, who published in London, in 1760, a treatise on the " Art of Midwifery,"
leniarked that men were endeavoring to usurp this branch of medicine, and that

—

employment had become " somewhat

their

of a fashion in

two or three countries

just lately."

Prior to the year 1864, the University of Zurich had, with two exceptions,
only been available for the education of

permission from the
faculty,

ihe

Government

men.

Two

ladies of Zurich

had received

to attend the lectures of the philosophical

being admitted merely as listeners, not matriculants. However, in
of 1864, two Prussian women made application to attend the medical

aitumn

and were accepted only one, however, pursuing her studies to compleand graduating with high honors in February, 1867. During the next few
years the study of medicine by women progressed with varying success until, in
1873, there were eighty-eight women attending the medical course, twenty-five
tlie philosophical, and one that of social science, making a total of one hundred
and fourteen, one hundred of whom were Eussians. The great preponderance of
Russian women was due to the fact that in the interior of Eussia there are vast
areas of land where no physicians can be procured
but the turbulency of political affairs in Eussia involving, as it should, all thoughtful persons, proved the
downfall of the women. They were drawn into the dangerous arena of political
warfare, and retribution was speedy, for the Government issued a proclamation to
uU the Eussian women who attend the Polytechnic School of Zurich, that "such of
them who shall continue to attend the lectures after January 1st, 1874, will not

-course,

)H\i

;
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he admitted ou their return to llussia to any examination, educational establish-

ment or appointment of any kind under the control of the Government." The
mandate hud its effect, for all but twelve of the women students left Tiii: ich.
Tweuty-oue of those who left sought and obtained admission to the University
of Berne
and, during the session of 1874-1875, there were thirty-two- women
;

—twenty-eight pursuing a medical course, one

studying law, and three
have long ago regained their equilibrium, and the
faculty express themselves as being thoroughly satisfied with the system of
co-education
and two of their number, Dr. Hermann, Professor of Physiology,
and Dr. Bose, Professor of Surgery, have testified their appreciation by selecting
students

However,

philosopliy.

affairs

;

assistants from

among

the

women

students.

In Russia, in 1802, Mademoiselle Souslowa commenced the study of medicine in St. Petersburg, but after she and several other women had attended tlic
lectures for over two years, the privilege was suddenly withdrawn, on the ground
that " women did better in their recognized capacity as women when they knew
nothing and iindorstood nothing," although no complaints had been lodged by
either professors or students.

We women

have heard and read much concerning the inferior reasoning
but if, after centuries of educational advantages, the government of a civilized nation could arrive at such an unjust decision concerning at
" A
least one-half the human race, it says but little for their logical acumen.
faculties of

women

;

fountain does not flow higher than

women can bestow upon

that

women

re-admitted

;

source," and

it is not very logical to assume
progeny greater intellectuality than they

However, owing to the continued application of respectable

themselves possess.

Pussian

its

their

for

for, in

admission to the

Academy

1869, Mademoiselle

of St.

Petersburg, they were

Kaschewarowa graduated

in medicine,

own sex, offered $40,000 to
be expended in the establishment of classes of women at the Imperial Academy
The Medico-Chirurgical Academy formally admitted women in the
of Medicine.
and, in 1872 a lady, interested in the welfare of her

year, the diploma being granted only for diseases of women and children.
In 1871, the University of Moscow opened its doors to women, making, however,
no alteration in its curriculum, the standard and requirements being the same

same

men and women.
During the session of 1874-1875, we find one hundred and seventy-one women
students at the Academy one hundred and two being of noble birth, seventeen
belonging to the commercial class, fourteen shop-keepers, twelve clergymen's daughters, and twenty-three being married women. Their instruction
was given in the same building, by the same teaching staff, but at different hours;
and the professors have intimated their entire satisfaction concerning the scholastic attainments and conduct of these women.
for

both

—

The Emperor

of Russia, through the Senate of Finland, has

Helsingfors University to admit

women

to its medical school.

commanded

the

In France the
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women, yet the
18G6 refused their first applicant a lady from
Algeria.
She went to Paris, and appealed to the Minister of the Interior, and
was finally awarded 'ermission, if she agreed to return and practise in her native

iiiodical

colleges have always been supposed to be open to

i'jiculty

of Moutpellier

in

—

]'.lace.

The

medical grjiduate in Paris was Miss Elizabeth Garrett, an Euglishthe second on tlie list was Mary Putnam,
of New York, iiow Dr. Putnam-Jacobi, who graduatf^d with great honor in 1871.
five of
Ill 1877 there were twenty-two women students at the Ecole de Medicine
these were French, six English, and eleven liiissian.
The following year the
English women students numbered fourteen, no medical school in their own
Women are now eligible to the position of Interne or resicountry being open.
dent physician in the hospitals.
In Germany, at Munich, in 1869, there were sixteen women studying medicine; and the Dean of the Faculty remarked that their presence had visibly
.voinan,

first

now

Dr. Garrett-Anderson

;

;

improved the discipline of the school.

At Vienna, Austria, women were adnn'tted to medical colleges in 1870.
in 1874 the University of Leipzig kindly granted them permission to pursue
their studies, but generously withheld their diplomas.

And

In Holland in 1865, a woman applied for permission to study pharmacy
Her father, a pharmacien, died, and the daughter desired to continue the business.
The request was refused, on the alleged ground that the law made no provisions
for pharmaciens of the feminine gender.
Subsequently a new law was passed in
1866, and in the succeeding eleven years, one hundred women graduated in
pharmacy, and to their credit be it said, that of an equal number of students,
twice as many women as men have passed these examinations successfully.
In
1873 the University of Holland opened its doors to women.
In Belgium women are not allowed to study medicine.
While in Italy, the universities have never been closed to women, still in
1876 they were formally thrown open by a state decree and graduated one
woman that same year. In Italy women physicians have the royal patronage,
for

Queen Margaret's physician
In

Denmark

is

a

woman.

the University of Copenhagen in 1875 opened

ments, save the theological, to

Upsala was opened to

women.

all its

depart-

In 1864 the Swedish University of

women, with two exceptions, the

theological and the legal

(lt'})ai'tment8.

of Stockholm admitted women in 1870, and shortly after
graduated in medicine and two as dentists.
The University of Melbourne, Australia, admitted women in 1872.
In India, as is well-known, the social customs debar women from seeking
iiiedi(;al advice from male physicians.
So that to remedy this great want a
medical college for women was founded at Bareilly in 1867, in which native

The University

three
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women have

ever since been receiving instructions, and in 1871 there were thirty
between the ages of twelve and seventeen in the school, twenty-eight of
whom were Christians and two Mahonnnet;>n3.
In December, 1871, His Highness, Nawab Mahomed Kiilb Ali Khan
Bahadur, of Eampore, a Mohammtdan and utterly opposed to Christianity,
pirls

presented to Dr. Clara

Swan

(a

graduate of the Philadelphia

Woman's

College)

an estate valued at 30,000 rupees for the establishment of a Woman's Hospital
and Dispensary.
The Madras Medical College admitted women in 1875. Eecently there
graduated from the Philadelphia Woman's College, a high caste Brahmin woman,
Mrs. Anandebai Joshee, who was the first native woman to leave India, and
who, though fragile in form, endured much bitter persecution with the view to
help to emancipate her sex from some of their tyrannous customs. After Dr.
Joshee's graduation in 188G, she was appointed physician in charge of the
woman's ward of the Albert Edward Hospital in the city of Kollapeer, but
unfortunately the severity of our climate had so seriously injured her healtli
that Dr. Joshee died from phthisis about one and a-half years after her return
to India.
A classmate remarked upon one occasion that although Mrs. Joshee
was only eighteen years of age on her arrival in America, she was as liberal
minded and broadc in her knowledge and views than the average American
woman of thirty. Dr. Joshee was a bright student, spoke perfect English, and
her information concerning the English-speaking people was remarkable.
In Great Britain, under the Medical Act of 1858, only those who had
passed the examination and obtained a license from one of the nineteen examining bodies of the kingdom were allowed to register or, those who were already
graduates from a foreign or colonial university and were practising previous to
October 1st, 1858. Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, a graduate of Geneva Medical
College, N.Y., U.S.A., obtained registration under this Act.
;

In 1860 Miss E. Garrett, who purposed to make the study of medicine her
work, registered as a student at Apothecaries' Hall (one of the licensing
bodies), where she listened to some of the lectures conjointly with the male
students in other branches Miss Garrett was compelled to pay enormous fees
for private instruction, and after surmounting almost insuperable difficulties in
obtaining the required hospital instruction, she was enabled to register as u
her degree of M.D. being conferred
licentiate of Apothecaries' Hall in 1865
life's

;

—

ijpon her in Paris subsequently.

The

authorities of Apothecaries' Hall were so

overwhelmed by

this

one

of magnanimity that they took immediate action to prevent a recurrence.

act

Tlie

examining body passed a resolution making it obligatory upon all students that
they should not receive any of their instruction privately. Just here one is very
forcibly reminded of the old oppression "to make bricks without straw," and
when one contemplates the adamantine wall of opposition that women have
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encountered in their struggles for educational and intellectual freedom, one
marvels, not that women have accomplished so little, but that they have effected

much.
In March, 18G9, Miss Jex-Blake solicited the authorities of Edinburgh
University to allow her, Miss Edith Pechey, Miss Thorne, Miss Chaplan and
Mrs. De Lacy Evans to attend the lectures of the Medical Faculty for the
After some little delay they were informed
purpose of graduating in medicine.
The
that they would be allowed to make arrangements for separate classes.
applicants accordingly matriculated after first having passed their Arts' examinaDuring the second session opposition commenced among the professors
tion.
and men students, but through no fault of the women, save the too great zeal
" The former refused to instruct them, the latter
manifested in their work.
mobbed them," which rather destroys our faith in the old chivalric idea that
These earnest
j^allantry will always prove a sufiBcient protection to women.
women, single in aim and purpose, asked only justice not gallantry but they
so

i

1

—

—

were the recipients of neither.

Miss Blake and her fellow-students next applied to the University Court to
own regulations with the teaching staff, but that august body

enforce their

instead of establishing their authority, cool'

The next appeal was made

left

them

to vindicate their

own

wheio they obtained a
favorable verlict, which, however, was afterwards reversed by the Court of
Session, June 1873
by a majority of one.
As it was deemed inexpedient to spend any more in litigation. Miss Blake
and her co-laborers determined to go to London, where they immediately secured
the sympathy and support of Dr. Garrett Anderson (England's woman pioneer
in medicine), and who thoroughly appreciated the difficulties to be surmounted
iu pursuing a medical course, as she had been compelled to graduate in Paris.
The ladies were also sufficiently fortunate to enlist the sympathy and co-operation of the late Dr. Anstie
a gentleman in the broadest sense, and who possessed a noble, generous spirit, combined with a love of justice truly British.
Dr. Anstie was the " implacable enemy of all those in authority who abused
power for purposes of oppression," and he espoused their cause with the fervor
and zeal that characterized all his actions.
With him to believe was to act.
On the 22nd of August, 1874, Dr. Anstie called a private meeting of eminent
medical men, and it was determined to organize an independent Woman's Medical College.
Dr. Anstie was appropriately chosen Dean although, unfortunately, he died before he saw the fulfilment of his labors; his place being supplied
l)y Mr. Norton, until in 1886, Dr. E. G. Anderson was elected to the position.
Thus Henrietta Street College was opened in 1874 with twe.^ty-three students,
with a professional staff against whom nothing derogatory could be implied,
the lecturers chosen nearly all occupying similar chairs in other medical schools,
in the very zenith of their success they were, however, submerged in a sea of
cause.

to the legal courts,

—

—

—

i;

1'

I

,1
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Every application
which threatened for a time to overwliclrn.
admission co the iiospitals was refused to tlio studuuts the ponderous doors
being bolted, barred and padlocked against all feminine intruders. And as the
licensing bodies of Great Britain will not examine candidates without the necessary hospital qualiiications, nor will they allow students to procure their instructions outside of the United Kingdom, this injustice on the part of the hosi)ituls
(lilliculties

for

;

presented a very serious aspect.
I

remained in this iinsatisfactory condition until 1877, when Mr. Stnnand Mr. Hopgood, chairman of the committee of the Hoyal Free
the
Hos])ital, endeavored to procure the necessary hospital advantages for
The Colwomen students, apd finally succeeded on the following conditions
lege, already financially embarrassed, was required to pay the Royal Free
Hospital the rojjal sum of i'315 per annum and to the Medical Staff the modest
sum of J6400 yearly, for a period of five years. Verily, money was the sesame
that opened the doors.
The next event of note was the application of Miss Edith
Shore for admission to the London University examinations, which, after some
So in the short space of four
delay, was finally granted in the autumn of 1878.
years these earnest women and their friends, by continuous and determined effort,
had established a medical college, secured hospital instruction, opened the
examinations of King's and Queen's Colleges of Physicians in Ireland and those
of London and Victoria University, to women.
It may be interesting to many to know that the students of the Henrietta
St. College have unquestionably done honor to themselves and their faculty, for
their academic records have been unexceptionally brilliant many having graduated in honors and several having been awarded the Gold Medal by London
University.
One very promising student. Miss Helen Prideaux, was the Gold
Medalist in 1881, and was placed in honors in the M. B. and B. S. examinations
And one year later she was appointed house surgeon at the Paddington
in 1881.
Hospital, where in the discharge of her duties she contracted diphtheria and died
after a few days' illness.
Miss Prideaux' friends decided to found a scholarship in her name, with a
view to perpetuating her naemory, and at the meeting convened for that purpose
Sir W. Gull presided, and in his opening address remarked that " Miss Prideaux
had demonstrated the right of women to take the highest position in a difficult
and intellectual profession." " In the past an objection raised by many professional men concerning the admission of women into the medical profession arose
from the fear that the standard of proficiency would be lowered." " Miss Prideaux, by heading the honor-list of London University, had refuted this threadworn argument." Sir W. Gull further remarked that "the spirit of medicine
should be one of intellectual freedom, far removed from the atmosphere of personal contentions and current opinions, which were but for a day, and it was to
be hoped that those who desired to follow her example would additionally prove
Aifairs

lield,

.M.P.,

:

;

w
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medical women.

But

if

medicine, the cause and rcsponsihility of that

would he directly traceable to the nuisculine portion of the profession by
not extendiuff to women equal advantages with themselves."
Such sentiments, as expressed by a num of Sir W. Gull's standing, are of
iiiimense value, and prove that women physicians are growing in favor among
an intensely conservative pe ole, who, however, are rapidly becoming imbued
with the spirit of the age on the subject of the higher and medical education for
women.
In the report of the London University Convocation, May 17th, 1HH9, there
were twenty-eight women who received the degree of B.A., and two that of
M.A. One of the latter, Mary Louisa Worley, of Girton College, Caud)ridge,
was at the head of the candidates, both men and women, and received the gold
medal in classics. Six women passed as B.Sc, all of them students of University
and Bedford Colleges. They were presented by the venerable Greek scholar,
There were also two M.B.'s and one M.D. the latter
Miss Anna Swanwick.
title being conferred upon Mrs. Scharlieb (a former student of the London W.C.)
In 1875 Dr. Scharlieb was appointed by the Government in India to preside
over the Madras Woman's Medical College.
Ten years later she received the
iq)poi'itment of Physician-in-Chiei of the Koyal Victoria Hospital
but recently
Dr. Scharlieb returned to England on account of ill-health, and is now lecturer
on forensic medicine at the London Woman's Medical College.
Dr. Pechey, another student, is physician to the Cama Hospital at Bombay.
Tt is gratifying also to note that the royal sanction, whicii was withheld from
women physicians when the Medical Congress was held in London a few years
ago, is now extended them by the Prince and Princess of Wales.
On the 17th
of May last Her Eoyal Highness laid the foundation stone of the New Hospital
for Women and Children in the Marylebone Eoad.
This institution will be
entirely officered by women physicians.
It is pleasant also to learn that Dr.
Jex-Blake, Dean of the Edmburgh W^oman's College, has been appointed by the
Cniversity their Lecturer on Obstetrics to the Extra-Mural School.
And so
the good work progresses slowly but surely.
In Spain, in 1886, a Miss Dolores Lleonart, daughter of Dr. Andrew
Llconart, received her full degree as Doctor of Medicine from the Barcelona
Tniversity.
Dr. Leonart commenced her studies at the age of eight, took her
B.A. at thirteen and graduated as M.D. at nineteen.
And now we come to America. All reforms in new countries, like young
trees in new soil, grow with greater rapidity, due to the fact that there is neither
eneivation nor over fertilization, both conditions being the accompaniments of
!ige and inimical to active young life.
This fact elucidates clearly why, in a
comparatively young country, the medical education for women has made greater
progress than in the old world.

I

failure

—

;
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'
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Boston led the van, establishin}^' the first college November Ist,
The
has since been submerged into the Boston Univeraity.
Woman's Medical (/oUege of Philadelphia was next opened in 1850, wiUi forty
women enrolled as students. In 1857 the New Jersey lulirmary for Women and
Children began as a small hospital and dispensary, and was founded by Dr.
Elizabeth Blackwell, assisted by her sister. Dr. Emily Blackwell, and Dr. Mario
Zakrzewska (a Zurich graduate). This was the direct outcome of the refusal
ProfjiresHive

1H48, which

given Dr. E. Blackwell on her applying for a position to one of the New Jersey
dispensaries.
For several years instruction was given to small classes, but in
1805 a charter was obtained and the Woman's Medical College of the New
Jersey Infirmary was launched. The first Chair of Hygiene in this country was

The board of examsome distinguished names,

established then, and they adopted the three years' course.
iners in 1878, independent of the faculty, enrolled

as Drs. Willard Parker, Isaac E. Taylor, Austin Fhnt, Stephen Smith, A. L.

Loomis and

Dr. Elizabeth Blackwell, the founder, was an Englishgraduated creditably in 1849, from the Geneva (N.Y.) Medical
College, being the first woman in the United States to receive the tit-" of M.D.
Her graduation caused so much dissatisfaction in medical circles that i resulted
in temporarily excluding women from all the medical colleges
tho Geneva
Medical College not excepted so that Miss Sarah Adamson (after vards Dr.
Adarasou Dolly, of Kochester, N.Y.), the second candidate for medical honors,
could find no college in the country willing to admit her, and was compelled
eventually to enter the Central Medical College at Syracuse, an eclectic institution.
Shortly afcer. Miss Emily Blackwell secured admission to the Eush
others.

woman who

—

—

Medical College of Chicago, which permission was withdrawn the following year
in her graduating from the Cleveland Homoepathic College.
After
Dr. Emily's graduation she studied a year with Dr. Simpson, of Edinburgh,
(Scotland) and then remained six months in the Paris Maternite.
It will not
be out of place to add a few words about Dr. Marie Zakrzewska, (Zakshef-ska)
another pioneer, who was born in Berlin, Prussia, on the 6th of Sept., 1829,
and who dates her desire to study medicine from her eleventh year, when Dr.
"
Miller of the Berlin Hospital, lent her two books, the " History of Obstetrics
and " History of Surgery." Finally at the age of eighteen Marie applied to Dr.
Schmidt, Prof, of Obstetrics in the university and director of the Eoyal Charity
This physician encouraged and strengthened her resolve, but failed
Hospital.
At twenty she met with the
to secure her admission on account of her youth.
same refusal. But Dr. Schmidt interceded with the King, who overruled the
" On the third day of her admission Dr. Schmidt introduced her as
objection.

and resulted

'

which announcement naturally created much surand her remarkably
peculiar aptness, all combined to render her a woman so popular that she was
almost incessantly the creature of envious intrigues. Her examination was of
his future assistant teacher

prise.

Her advance

;

in learning, her clear practical sense,
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most severe character, but she bore

received a diploma of the bi^diest

it

defi[r(!e."

JJi)

in a inos*^

admirable itiannor ami

Dr. Schmidt wished to

rcsif^'u

and

accomplished May
The next morning' on K^ing to the hospital to resume her duties
loth, lH/>i2.
she was overwhelmed, on learning that her statmch friend. Dr. Schmidt, had
Her position was made so
passed, during the night, into the great Beyond.
disagreeable through petty persecutions that she resigned the following November, sailing for America in March, and in due time arriving in New York with
Dr. Zakrzewska's
the express determination of practising medicine in that city.
pectmiary means beconnng exhausted, other work was resorted to, but fortunately
for her, she met Dr. Eliza Blackwell in 1854, and this was the crisis in her
hitherto stormy career, for through the influence and aid of Dr. Blackwell, she
was admitted to the Cleveland Homoepathic College and graduated in 1850, after
a very brilliant examination, the Faculty tendering her their congratulations
Dr. Zakrzewska was for sonie time connected with the
and refunding her fees.
New York Infirmary but subsequently she received an hospital appointment
In IHGI Dr. Zakrzewska opened an independent hospital,
in Boston in 1859.
conducted upon a similar plan to the New York Infirmary, and to-day is senior
attending physician of the New England Hospital for women and children. The
present and all subsequent generations of women have cause for gratitude to the
pioneer women, who for the welfare and advancement of their sex, nobly adhered
to their principles and having the courage of their opinions, bravely faced the
avalanche of criticism which awaited them.
Could our representative men
and women have had a kaleidoscopic view of the amount of suffering, sacrifice
and obloquy, always held in ready reserve by the world's great majority, many a
great deed would have been left undone, many a grand thought unwritten.
The ancient and Eastern idea that woman is to be principally considered in
the light of her animal nature and that through it she confers most to the
world's good is rapidly dying oui,.
Quality, now, more than quantity is universally sought for, and the survival of the fittest rather than the strongest.
Thus
the greatest benefactors of our race, both men and women, through the strength
of their characters in their lives' and works, elevate, and influence, and impress
the age in which they live, which again in its turn, like the reverberations of
sound, transmits to succeeding generations the light and knowledge, which, like
the mantle of Elijah, have been thrown over it.
Who shall dare say the
world has not gained most by these ?
The Woman's Medical College, of Philadelphia, was opened in the autumn
of 1850.
Their first class contained about fifty students and four years later a
medical dispensary was established in connection with the college.
For ten
years after the college was opened the efforts of the students to gain admittance
to the existing hospitals were ineffectual, so it was found necessary to organize
a Woman's Hospital in connection with their own college, which was accomsecure his ajipointment to Dr. Zakr/ewska,

which was

finally

;

1

';

il-

U

'.
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plished in 1860, mainly through the courage and persevering effort of a
of the first graduating class, Dr.

Ann

who

weak and

member

form
but so strong in the might of a holy purpose, faithfully, for one year threaded
the streets of Philadelphia and the roads of the suburban districts," to raise the
necessary capital.
Preston,

''

so

fragile of

Fortunately the citizens of the Quaker city responded nobly, one gentleman,
Mr. Isaac Barton, giving !8i60,000 to the hospital in 1868 and at the present
day its originators are to be congratulated on having a beautifully-situated, wellconducted and commodious hospital solely officered by women and an idea ot
how the movement has progressed may be formed from the fact that at the
present time in all American cities which are regarded as medical centres, there
are either women's colleges, or the existing institutions have been thrown open,
as well as access given to all the hospitals and dispensaries.
But this felicitous
condition of affairs has not been evolved without nnich Dittor opposition and
struggle.
Many inanities have been hurled at its apostU.". On one occasion
the venerable Dr. Gross advanced the extraordinary theory that " woman was
taken from the side of Adam to show that her duty was to lean upon man for all
time to come." Though an author of wide reputation and acknowledged ability
on this subject. Dr. Gross reflects the sentin-.ents of an extinct and fossil age.
Such incongruities of sentiment, coming as they often do from eminent men,
only demonstrate the finiteness of the human mind, and +hat no one intellect
comprehends the whole proving also that they have been so much engrossed
in the line of their own particular research and thought as to have permitted the
world to move on in numerous direc ons in its natural evolutionary course, and
when suddenly awakened it is as by a. earthquake. Is it cause for surprise then
that th^y should be the men to labori isly bring the stepping-stones of a past
age and place them as stumbling-blocks in the march of to-day's progress?
When great principles are concerned and great souls are at work, these are but
as ant-hills in their pathway.
;

;

;

The medical department

of

Ann Arbor

University admitted

women

in 1851.

Women

and Children was opened with Di.
Mary Thompson as attending physician. In 1870 a Woman's Medical College
was organized with Dr. Byford as President of the Faculty and Prof, of Clinical
Surgery, and Dr. Mary Thompson as Prof, of Diseases of W^omen and Children,
and a full faculty of efficient instructors. The Syracuse University (N.J.) whs
incorporated March 25th, 1870, with the same course for both sexes. In 180!l
the California University began, making no distinction on account of sex, and in
1875 the Pacific University for Women and Children was organized in San Francisco, and is doing good work under the management of women physicians.
In 1865 the Chicago Hospital for

Evidences
ticularly in the

like these of

woman's acceptability

United States,

foini

as a medical practitioner, par-

in themselves at

once a proof and a pro-
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woman's estimate of herself is the right one, and a promise
come, both in the study and practice of medicine.
And now we come to our own land. This movement in Canada is of comparatively recent date, and owes its inception to the energy of the first woman
physician of the Dominion, Dr. Emily Howard Stowe, who graduated in New
York m 1867, and settled for the practice of her profession in Toronto, Ontario.
This pioneer, who for many weary years contended with the prejudices always
awakened by an unwonted movement, has bravely borne the burden of the
struggle for woman's right to occupy whatever position she is best adapted for,
and has rendered the pathway pleasanter for all who desire to follow in her footCanada now enjoys the advantages of two Women's Medical Co'leges^
steps.
Tl'e J^roviuce of Quebec, however, is
both located in the Province of Ontario.
not far behind, a movement having been set ol foot in Montreal during the past
Ladies there having applied for admission to the
winter in the same direction.
existing schools of medicine were refused, but at the same time informed that
if the sum of $50,000 was raised by them as an endowmenL for a separate school
With nmch energy the
a faculty should be constituted, and every he/p (jiveii.
ladies set to work and have already raised a large proportion of the required sum,
so that there is every prospect of a speedy sucress.
At Kingston a separate medical school for women exists in affiliation with
Queen's University, which latter institution, under the broad and liberal influence of its President, Eev. Principal Grant, threw open all its advantages to
Toronto
women immediately after Mr. Grant entered upon his presidency.
Provincial University not having at that period opened its doors to women, many
women who had passed to the third year at the local examinations for women
at the Provincial institution, availed themselves of the liberty of Queen's to
ilmong these were women who wished
tinish their course and take their degree,
to take a medical course, consequently the plan of medical co-education was
adopted in the Koyal Medical School which is in afiiliation with Queen's Unimise

:

a proof that

of great things to

'It

I'iM

4
M

Owing

to certain unpleasantness

m

it

was resolved

with Queen's.

wantonly

inflicted

¥.

m

by one professor and a

"Women's Medical College,"
commenced its session October

be

affiliation

:>*

to organize a

This school
1st, 1883, and already many women have entered upon the practice of Medicine.
Some have settled in Canada and are prosperous others are doing gcod work in
Queen's
India under the auspices of the Presbyterian Zenana Mission of Canada
University being a part of the machinery of that denomination, the number of

to
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versity.

toUowing of students,
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women who take up the Zenana medical work is inci'easing year by year. The
Toronto Women's Medical College was founded by our esteemed Dr. Michael
(who though gone beyond the line of our material vision, still lives in
memories) a man possessing a truly chivalrous, generous and
sympathetic spirit combined with an innate sense of justice, which made him
Barrett,

luir

grateful

i

4^1

;
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woman's claim to the higher and medical education
was no provision whereby women could procure a
medical education in (Canada save by attending the existing men's institutions,
he determined to remedy this great want by organizing a Women's Medical C!ollege.
We can imagine no individual better adapted to undertake and perfect
this work.
Dr. Barrett was pre-eminently the right man in the right place a
man somewhat advanced in years, highly cultivated, of polished manners, and
who had been for many years largely identified with the educational public, not
only as a teacher in Upper Canada College, but also from the fact that
he was considered one of the best physiologists in Canada and was likewise lecturer on that subject in the Toronto School of Medicine and in the
Veterinary College. Dr. Barrett at once conunanded the affection of the young,
as he merited the confidence and esteem of his compeers.
Our college commenced October 1st, 1883, with a small class of pupils— but insignificant beginnings sometimes occasion vast results and so it is with the Toronto Women's
fully realize the equity of

and knowing

also that there

;

—

;

Medical College, for
F;

may

it

period of infancy and

be said to be fairly out of the swaddling clothes

is at least

able to walk

if

not run

;

in point of fact our

students have outgrown our humble acconnnodation, but this condition of affairs

soon to be remedie 1 by the erection of a new building. The Board of TrusFaculty and teaching staff by their energy and unanimity of action concerning all that pertains to the welfare of the college, have been mainly instrumental in placing the college in its present prosperous condition, while the
advantages the school derives from being in a large city with hospitals and
dispensaries at its disposal, contributes not a little to its attraction. And the
academic records of the students of this school will contrast favorably with those
is

'"•^es.

I;

of

any other

Our

women

?

institution.

civilization has reached a stage

when from various

existing causes,

men, hence the imperative necessity for them
Th^ -^oral and social result of
to become self-supporting and independent.
ursory thought.
Self-depenthis state of affairs, demands more than a
.ell
Phillips said, "the
V.'
dence strengthens and ennobles character.
best education a man can have is that which he obtains in making his living."
All girls should be taught some one
This is as applicable to women as to men.
avocation in life, whether it be as housewives, doctors, lawyers, ministers, artists,,
farmers or dressmakers, always depends upon the desire and intelligent capabilities
are largely in excess of

I* is the woman that dignifies the labor.
Do not educate
of the individual.
your daughters to thmk that marriage is the Alpha and Omega of their earthly
career, but rather a happy incident in their life's work, and then women will
only marry from the highest and purest motives.

To the young woman contemplating
add

:

or pursuing a medical course,

we would

the importance of health cannot be urged upon you too strongly.

"

A

WOMAN
sound mind in a sound body,"
telligent

workman never

AS A PHYSICIAN.

a condition of healthy intellectual

is

uses blunt tools.

jewels will be destroyed or lost
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;

so

if

we

If

life

—an

in-

are careless of the casket, the

are neglectful of our physical needs,

While
mind over matter

we destroy the very foundations of our success.
noble instances of the superiority of

we

all

—

doubtless

still

know many

that does not alter

fundamental law that to attain the highest degree of excellence we
must begin with mental and physical soundness. Pursue your studies earnestly
and faithfully, never allowing yourself to become discouraged by trifles. You
have chosen a difficult and arduous profession for your life's work, remember
there is " no royal road to success," and "no genius like an immortal energy."
Humanity is ever capricious and fickle, doubly so when suffering physical pain.
Your pathway will not be strewn with roses, many will be the stony places; still
there will be oases, and painstaking, faithful endeavor will ultimately be rewarded.
Do not rest satisfied with mediocrity, for if the medical profession is
crowded as to numbers, there is an abundance of room at the top.
That
women physicians are successful and desired is already a guaranteed fact, as
evidenced by the work they accomplish and positions they are elected to occupy.
Hospitals, insane asylums, dispensaries, prisons, reformatories, alms-houses,
as well as the various institutions for the "Aged," " Infirm," " Orphans," " Girls"
and " Children," all have their resident and r/utending M'omen physicians while
many of the chairs in "Women's Colleges" " Mixed Colleges" and Universities
are filled by women physicians.
To those who insist that women cannot be surgeons, we would reply, that
many have already established their reputations as such in New York, Boston,
London, Philadelphia and Chicago, in fact, in all large cities, and perform all
the so-called " major operations" of the day with as successful results as their
brethren in the profession.
The requirements to make a good surgeon are
neither so numerous nor varied as those to make a good general practitioner.
In fact they may be summed up in a few words: anatomical knowledge, method,
experience, and a steady hand and who so likely to have steady nerves as those
who are neither addicted to stimulants nor narcotics ? When our opponents
assert as an argument against the higher and medical education of women, that
the pressure of intellectual culture is so derogatory to our physical well-being,
they forget that the habits of society women are in a much greater degree
destructive to health, as any one in the practice of medicine can testify.
Let
them waste less energy in groundless fears and expend their superabundance of
sympathy upon the physical wrecks from a far larger portion of humanity, viz.,
the housewives, especially from the farming community, whose dreary monotonous lives are one unceasing toil and struggle, both physical and mental, with the
cares incidental to rearing and providing for their families, filling respectively
the different avocations of wife, mother, cook, dressmaker, laundress and dairymaid.
We hear no eloquent outcry for their protection or defence from the
the great

;

;
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;

but when women elect as their choice skilled and well-paid
then many voices and pens are busy to warn, and proclaim how humanity

over-pressure "

labor,

must

CALLING.

;

suffer deterioration as the result of their necessary scholastic training.

again,

it is

argued that our brains are of lighter calibre

;

Or,

another fallacy, when

The South African
some theorist explain
Among quadrupeds we do not

our respective weights and size are taken into consideration.
savages have the largest

why

human

brain yet discovered; will

these people are not intellectual giants

?

find the size of brain determining the intellectuality

the standard

— yet

it is

— else the elephant would be

to the lower animals, to their habits and functions, tbat

our opponents are continually directing attention for help to assign to us our
while we are endeavoring to establish our
true position in the animal economy
;

position in the intellectual economy.

Throughout the entire world the justness of woman's claims to educational
been kjard and to a great extent recognized, and
it will soon only remain with ourselves to demonstrate our litness and capacity.
In the processes of evolution old things old-time prejudices and superstitions—
with their reflected institutions and laws legacies of past ages will disappear
as the darkness before the dawning day, in the light of the civilization of each
succeeding century thus shall we move onward until we have reached that full

and

industrial advantages have

—
—

;

—that millennial day.

—

mt

C HAP T Eli IX.
THE AVOMAN AND iroME.
Itij

Mrs. Emily lluiUingUm

jUi/ler,

of

St.

I'lin/,

Minn.

'HEEE

three

!ire

words to whose
music it has been
said tlie

heart

never ceases to
vibrate mother,
home, and heaven. The
:

first

two are so

indissol-

we

ubly connected that

can scarcely separate

them

in th-^ught,

while

we

cussion

t\

A

may be

and

this dis-

of interest

women,

and

profit to all

it is

the mother that

we

especially invite to consi-

der matters that are vital
to the interests of her
kingdom, the home where

she reigns at least as joint
sovereign.

And let us understand
when we speak of a
home, we do not mean a
house.
Homes jnay be
made in houses, as they
have been made in tents
that

and

forests,

i!,

but houses

are not necessarily homes.

The Christian home

is

an institution, a royal
commonwealth, founded
by love, whose head is
" king by the grace of
God," yet rules by the will of his subjects; whoso government is "of
tlio i)eople, by the people, and for the people ; " and whose code inspiration
(
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sums Up
beareth

love

therefore

" Love worketh no ill to
the fulfilling of the law " that love which

comprehensive injunction

in the brief yet

his neighbor,

things, hopeth

is

:

—

things, seeketh not his own,

not easily provoked,
and abides when tongues cease and knowledge vanishes away.
Older than any human institutions, it can hold its court anywhere, but it
deserves to be royally housed, and all questions that aflfect its surroundings are
worthy the careful study of men and women whose characters are to be dwarfed
all

all

Soul and body are wonderfully linked together

or developed by such inlluonces.

and dependent upon each other
and the conditions under which

is

for
it

The food we eat,
we wear, our sleep, our

mutual aid and ministry.
is

eaten, the clothes

life, the sounds that greet our ears, the sights upon
which the eye rests, make up an envirormient which stamps itself inevitably
upon us. Therefore, if the home do its best, it must, so fai as possible, have
the best, and those who are to build and uphold it must give their careful
thought to secure this end.
Thought and care are sorely needed in an age that lives too rapidly to
make practical application of the wisdom it has at command. We educate our

exercise, the habits of daily

daughters in

all

who can
who understands the

the principles of enlightened hygiene, but the girl

describe and locate every organ of her exquisite frame, and

vital relationship between food and air and blood and brain, still lunches upon
mince pie and pickles, mars without compunction the lovely curves in which
nature moulded her, and compresses her soft body, heedless as a Hottentot ol

the palpitating

The world

IV

life

within.

mourns for Socrates, gazing with undaunted eyes upon his
cup of deadly hemlock, but as poisonous a draught is still put to many an
innocent lip, and the creeping malaria that finds its way into scores of elegant
mansions is merciless alike to babes and philosophers. An excellent religious
paper of my acquaintance maintains a department under the heading " Applied
Christianity."
We need for the improvement of our homes, and the salvation
of our children, not so much scientific knowledge as applied common sense.
The ideal home is not a nomad, but has a permanent freehold. It does not
exist in boarding-houses and hotels.
It needs for its development the mutual
cares and dependencies of co-operative labor it needs for its own individuality
the authority to shut its doors about itself, to formulate and regulate its manner
A coterie of
of life to a degree impossible except under its own roof.
individuals, father, mother and children, may live together in comparative
still

;

lu

physical comfort at a hotel,

accept such a substitute

;

if

but

them temporarily to
be to them a home.
beyond mere existence. The father is not

stress of circumstance force
if

they are a family,

it

will not

For a family has an object in life
simply the bread-winner, the mother the care-taker, and the children irresponThe family is a
sible individuals concerned only in their own enjoyment.
life-saving institution ; thoroughly equipped and properly organized, it is set up

TTw

1

1

WI-.AKY

WITH WATCIIINC.

i
>

WOMA^
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—

as one of His mightiest agencies for the rescue of a wrecked world
world that, more than anything else, needs homes for shelter and salvation.
Our local charities, our attempts at alleviating the condition of the poor, our
utmost expenditure for reform, can give us no permanent results until in some
way we can reach the home and the family. The world has always approved
the wisdom of its old sarcasm, " Physician, heal thyself," and as the first step
toward the redemption of the homes of the lower classes, we need in the better

by God

j

classes a higher ideal of

attach to

what home means, and what duties and

responsibilities

it.

I

Christianity must leaven society with her noble and ennobling doctrine
that the sons and daughters of the King are in their Father's world to do their
Father's business, and that business is not to be ministered unto, but to
minister, not to gather into their

own bosoms, but

to scatter abroad.

The

obligation of universal service, to each Other, to the whole world, and thus to
God, must be taught in the home in such a way that the old knight's motto, " I

serve,"

may

be graven, not upon shield and crest alone, but written on the

heart.

The

Bible, from beginning to end, teaches a Christian socialism of mutual

no heart bound up in its own
strong bearing the burdens of
the weak, the rich not high-minded, but ready to distribute, and all with mutual
forbearance receiving one another " as God for Christ's sake hath received us."
No system of political economy can so convince men as to win them to
such lives. It is for the home to teach men and train them to be in itself an
embodiment of such principles to reach up into the heavens for light, that it
may carry it to the depths below. The dangers of a socialism that deals with
torch and dagger, and attacks with foul tongue and destructive hand all that
gives permanence to our institutions, come from an element to whom home is
a meaningless word and its forces will be met and disarmed when the work of
reform is undertaken in the home by wise Christian methods, by making homes
possible for the homeless, by training the ignorant in the arts of home-making,
and by elevating and emphasizing the dignity and importance of all that
helpfulness, of lifting up, not dragging
interest, but each seeking the other's

down

good

;

—the

;

;

;

pertains to

it.

Homes

should have their own character and individuahty, and not aim at
unreasoning imitations of each other's admirable features. What was wisdom
for our grandmothers would be folly for us, and no one would more graciously
admit the fact than the noble women themselves, who were far from shaping
their lives upon the models of their ancestors, who ate with their knives in spite
of their eminent godliness, and were not always able to write their own names.
More and more the solid culture of the day goes back to the home for its
foundation, seeking to plant there the beginnings of that enlightened thought

whose vigorous
III:

life is

the natural foe to folly and frivolity.
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Blessed is the home that has a hearthstone, literal or figurative the family
whose earliest loves and hopes had birth under the roof that has been their
the home that has taken root in one place ;
shelter in the later conflicts of life
whose precious memories, and sacred experiences of joy and grief have not been
the home to which the
scattered about the world, but crystallized in one spot
young bride has come in her girlish trustfulness, where children have been borm
and reared and armed for life's battles from whose altar prayers and supplica;

;

:

;

have followed them unceasingly, and to whose refuge longing heart and
To have
eager feet may come again and again, until bright locks are gray.
grown up in such a home gives one a sense of anchorage, and its memory is a
tions

precious inheritance to children's children.

The liomo is pre-eminently for the child. He should come into it as.
most perfect gift never an unwelcome or intrusive guest. It is a nest,
for bis shelter, a garden for his growth, a school for his culture and training.
Its work for him can never be done elsewhere or by other agencies, and he hasI wonder that so little ia
a right to the best that can be done for him there.
Migation of the parent to him. The
said about the rights of the child, and the
tender love, the sleepless care, the unselfish sacrifice of the mother are indeed
beautiful, but mother-love is instinctive.
She does not feel it a sacrifice to care
her love is the most undying instinct of her nature. It is holy,.
for her child
hut the truest mother shares it with the helpless little field mouse, the most

—

heaven's

'

;

who

impulse of terro but
returns to stretch her tiny body above her babies, and looks up to her enemy
with soft, beseeching eyes, ready to share the danger she is powerless to avert.
The love that will endure pain and face death for its beloved is no whit more
than this if it does not rise to the height of bearing unflinchingly the far keener
pain of causing the beloved to suffer if needs be to secure a higher than temporal good.
It is little to love to give, no matter at what personal cost
it is
much better to deny and this is love's true measure. Upon this child, you,
without his consent, too often with no thought for his welfare, have dared to lay
the responsibilities of endless existence.
You have put upon him what he cari
timid of creatures,

leaps from her nest in the

first

,

—

;

never lay

down is it too much to demand
make that existence a blessing
;

that you spare yourself neither pain

rather than a curse ?
need hardly be said that the ideal home is religious. Its fundamental
idea being development, it cannot ignore the spiritual nature which is a breath
to the clay of all else.
Its very authority and sanctions are divine, and it shares
with the Eternal his fatherly function of protecting the immature soul that has
not yet learned to choose the good and refuse the evil.
It stands between the
child and the consequences he is not wise enough to foresee, with its authoritative "thou shalt not"
training to wise judgment, yet in the meantime compelling
the acceptance of a judgment already enlightened and disciplined.
We shall
never properly estimate the importance of fundamental religious work in the
nor effort to
It

:

u

m
WOMAN

1:50

;

IW'Al

(

IIAHACITKR, (JULTUllE

AM)

(;ALL1N(jI.

home until the Protestant Church takes a lesson hoin the Honiau Catholic, imd
claims every child of Christian parentage as an actual, not possible, member
to he watched over and kept in the fold, not lost and then brought hack.
As
abandon your child to indulge

form habits, and establish associaand then turn him over to the physician for poBsihle healing and redemption, as miss the chance of laying the
foundation stones of chai'acter in the home, and trust to some chance revivals
to do hy-and-by your work for you.
well

tions that will j)lunge

him

appi^tites,

in physical ruin,

The ideal home is co-operative.
One purpose, thoroughly understood,
animates all its members, and there are no conflicting interests no tyrannical
government, and no rebellions or strikes. In fact, I greatly doubt the value of
strikes of any kind in the family, but incline to the opinion that any apparent
gain is more than counterbalanced by evil. Perfect co-operation is only possible
where there is perfect understanding and common point of view between husband
and wife, parents and children. It uan never be secured where, on the subject
of expenditure for instance, the father is high tariff, the mother free trade, and
the children licensed freebooters, whose object is to plunder both parties.
I have only attempted to outline in some few directions what may and
should be the work of the home where lie its duties and responsibilities. That
it is not meeting them as it should meet them is pat'Mit to any thoughtful
observer, and it is of far less importance that we should decide who is to blame,
than that we should find out a way to remedy the evil. Wonum does not make
home alone, and the popular philosophy that makes the mother responsible
for the failure of home training to accomplish all that is desirable is but a repetiFathers and mothers together make
tion of Adam's unworthy subterfuge.
homes, and if it be true that a large proportion of our young men between the
ages of twenty-one and twenty-five are sure to vote wrong on any question
between license and restraint, it does not tell more heavily against the mother's
home training than against the father's precept and example, which they are
;

II

;

^1

quite as likely to follow.

But

is it

trained in the

not possible that

home

we may

by the right though the heavens

fall

:

men and wo?neii
and honor to stand

yet have a generation of

to a genuine reverence for truth, purity

;

a generation intelligently taught in the

code of Christian ethics until its principles have taken fast hold of its life. A
generation with sound brain in sound body a generation that treats with fitting
reverenc^e this wonderful house beautiful to whose construction the Infinite
brought the wisdom of his creative power, yet a generation that does not imdidy
waste its care upon the bread that perishes and the things that moth and rust
consume. Such a generation will not spring like the fabled goddess, ready
armed upon the earth but as the hope of the Messiah who was to come gloritied
and ennobled the life of many an obscure Hebrew mother through years of
wasting and captivity, so the possibilities of the future ought to uplift and fill
;

—

with divine purpose every

woman

in every

home.
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President J. W. Baahford, Ph.D.

of the Ohio Wesleyan

University.

}HE

upholders of the doctrine of woiiuin's subjection to

to the oonnnand, Gen.

iii.

10

:

"Thy

man go back

desire shall be to thy husband,

and he shall rule over thee," as their original authority. A glance at
the context shows that this penalty fell upon woman as the result of
sin, like the curse pronounced upon the ground in the seventeenth
These penalties arose out of the very nature of the transgresis through our reason and
our spiritual powers. Descending from the spiritual plane to gratify
verse.
sion.

a

in

Our dominion over the lower world

physical appetite,

man

lost his

dominion.

physical strength and passions.

men

The

Woman

is

man
women

possibly inferior to

larger proportion of Christian

woman

has perhaps liner affectionaJ and
would ine\ itably follow her descent
with man to an animal plane of life.
Six thousand years of sinful history has
proved the truth of. the divine prediction.
But Christ came to remove from us
the consequences of the fall
and we no ^uore fight against God in attempting
to alleviate the penalty which fell upon woman, than in tilling the earth and
causing it to bring forth fruits and flowers instead of "thorns and thistles."
To learn the ideal relation of the sexes from the Bible, we must go back of
the true account which the third chapter gives of the false relation into which
the sexes were thrown by sin, ijo their original relation at the creation.
This is
than of Christian

spiritual qualities.

indicates that

Her

subjection, therefore,

:

i\h

:

V
ill

WOMAN;

i:<:

fonud in the
verses

:

first

I!KK
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chapter of Genesis, from the twenty-sixth to the twi^nty-ciglith
and
said, Let us make man in our image, after our hkeness

"And God

:

them have dominion,"

Hero the dominion is committed not to nuiii
The
alone, but to man and woman together: "and lot them have dominion."
twenty-eighth verse leaves not the slightest room for doubt that woman is included with man in the command given and the dominion conferred "And God
let

etc.

:

riaid

Itev.

Be

and multiply

and have dominion," etc.
Dr. Dexter, of The Congref/ationalist, seeing how completely the

unto them.

fruitful

authority iru^ntioned in the

lirst

.

.

joint,

chapter overturns the old exegesis based upon

the third chapter, tried to iind in the account of creation itself some indication
woman's subordination.
His eye fell upon the word " help " which God

of

applied to

We

woman

" I will nuike an help meet for him."
help, and especially the phrase " hired help," to

before her creation.

often use the English

word

"Here," says the Doctor, is struck
Eve even, the key-note of the divine intent
The word used is significant. It is ezer, coming from

denote persons in a subordinate relation.
before the

fall,

before the creation of

as to the female nature.

the verb to bring aid or succor

to.

We

submit that

it

involves a certain natural

implication of secondariness and subordination."

Unfortunately for the good
Doctor's scholarship he referred to the original word. The Hebrew noun ezer
is used nineteen times in the Bible.
In fourteen cases it is applied to God, or
used in connection with him, as "the Lord is our help." A noun which in the
Bible is not once applied to a slave or a subordinate, but fourteen times to God
and twice to woman, does not aid greatly in proving woman's secondariness.
Again, Dr. Dexter and others urge that the creation of woman after man,
and out of a portion of his body, shows that she is "ancillary" to him. But
considering the ascending scale of creation as narrated in the Bible

:

inorganic

man was formed out of the
dust of the earth by a special act of God, that woman was formed out of man by
a special act of God, and that Christ's human nature was formed out of woman
by a special act of God it requires great ingenuity to prove woman's inferiority
to man from the Bible order of creation.
matter, plants, animals, man,

woman;

seeing that

—

It

must be conceded that among the Jews, while they were under the
woman occupied a lower position than man. If, however, we

divine tutelage,

assume that Jewish practice was, in this instance, an expression of the will oi
God, the argument proves more than the upholders of the traditional view wish
The husband could cancel the wife's vow, Num. xxx: 8. The power
to accept.
of divorce was in the husband's hands, Deut. xxiv: 1.
A woman's oath was not
accepted by Jewish courts according to Josephus, Ant. iv: 8, sec. 16. Polygamy, or concubinage, was practiced by such leaders among the chosen people,
as Abraham, Jacob, Gideon, Saul, David, Solomon. Its existence was recognized in the Old Testament, Deut. xxi: 16. Upholders of the old view are
hardly ready to concede that the treatment of women by Old Testament

i

-^::ii:|H
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characters was an expression of the divine will.

Upon

CALLINCi.

the other hand

it

seems

to us that the Old Testament, fairly interpreted, upholds neither the practices
of the Jews, nor the traditional views of

modern exegetes

in regard to

women.

Old Testament is against polygamy. " Therefore shall
a man leave his father and his mother and shall cleave unto his wife,
and they shall be one flesh," is the original marriage charter. Christ interprets this passage as forbidding, not simply polygamy, but divorce and
successive wives.
The mother is put side by side in the honor which
children are commanded to pay parents in the fifth comrrandment, and in more
than a score of other precepts in the Old Testament. There has been some
dispute as to the position which women occupied in the temple service. No one
denies, however, that God spake through woman in Old Testament times, and
verified her predictions by divine manifestations. Deborah was a prophetess and
a judge and the Lord confirmed her words by a miraculous deliverance narrated
in the fourth chapter of Judges while the fifth chapter, one of the most stirring
Huldah is also a proodes in literature, is composed at least in part by her.
phetess and in her case, too, the Lord fulfilled the message exactly as his
daughter delivered it. Lange says upon the incident narrated in the twenty" The prophetess Huldah offers a very remarkable
second chapter of II Kings
was not confined to a
as
a
free
gift of the divine Spirit
prophecy
proof that

The

spirit of the

:

;

;

:

'

'

particular sex."

14 reads " Retheir works, and also
the prophetess Noadiah, and the rest of the prophets that would have put me iu
fear."
So Ezekiel in the thirteenth chapter devotes sixteen verses to denouncSo
ing woes upon the false prophets and seven verses to false prophetesses.
also John in the second chapter of Revelation denounces the Nicolaitans, and

Nehemiah and E/.ekiel recognize prophetesses. Neh.
member, 0, my God, Tobiah and Sanballat according to

r
ii;:

i;i

1

.

vi

:

:

those who taught the doctrine of Balaam and Jezebel, who claimed to be a prophetess and taught the people falsely and practiced fornication. These references show that there were female teachers in the church, both in the old
It is very significant that in these
dispensation and at the time of the apostles.
three cases of condemnation the Bible does not once denounce the act of prophesying by women as per se wrong, any more than it denounces the act of pro-

phesying by men.

In each case the condemnation was based on the

falsity of

Had female prophesyiii,^'
the utterances and the sinfulness of the practices.
been in itself wrong, surely the Bible would have mentioned this as the original
crime which gave

rise to

the subsequent falsehoods.

Psalm Ixviii 11, as translated by the Revisers, reads " The Lord giveth the
word the vvomen that publish the tidings are a great host." It may be that in
this passage the women are recognized as simply spreading the announcement
or it may be that the Psalmist, either prophetically or in
of the coming battle
Whathis own time, recognized women as publishers of the word of the Lord.
:

:

:

:
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('ver

the nature of the message, two facts are indisputable, viz., that the

j,'ave

the word, and that the

publish

it

among

of the spirit

their brethren.

upon women
.

Joel

as well as

ii

28 most clearly

:

.

those days will I pour out

Lord

the Urst to hear His message and to

men

:

"And

my

ward, that I will pour out

daughters shall prophesy
in

women were

it

fortells

shall

the outpouring
to pass after-

come

and your sons and your
spirit upon all flesh
and also upon the servants and upon the handmaids
;

my

The Old Testament shows

spirit."

therefore that at the creation

God gave

the johit

lower world to man and woman; that woman's subjection to
man came as the consequence of the fall that God sometimes inspires women
iis well as men to utter His messages and confirm the predictions of His daughand that He foretold a dispensation in which
ters by miraculous deliverances
(loniinion of the

;

;

tlie

spirit

should be poured out upon the daughters equally with the sons.

THE NEW TESTAMENT.

The most striking faft in the opening of the new dispensation is that
was "conceived by the Holy Ghost, born of the Virgin Mary." God sent
Saviour in the form of man.
But woman
So manhood is forever honored.

Christ
the
is

God

forever linked with

New H'nnanity.

as the

human agent

in bringing in the

Head

of the

We

have not yet realized the significance of this fact. But it
has had its influence upon us unconsciously in lifting woman out of the degradation in which sin had plunged her, and in bringing her back toward the ideal
position which she occupied in Eden.
We find Elizabeth and Mary so exalted
by the divine favor that they instinctively broke forth into confessions of God's
^(ooduess to His handmaidens
and the words which the Holy Spirit put into
their hearts upon this occasion are recorded as one of the choicest parts of the
:

Luke

inspiration.

i

42-55.

:

—

Again the continued presence of Anna in the temple, her official title prophetess, given her in the New Testament, and the divine foresight vouchsafed
to her, all show that women had some official recognition in the temple service,
and that Go>'' hor.>rp
nis faithful handmaidens as well as his faithful servants
'

with divine

i;

a•^>^:afltJi:.

Again Christ gave to Mary the message of the resurrection.
a

True,

He had

women in the fact that their love
the men arrived. But had the publica-

reason for connnitting this message to

brought
tion of

them to the tomb before any of
the resurrection by women been in itself improper, Christ would have

(It'hvered
" 'Phe

the message to the disciples Himself.

women

Beside,

Luke xxiv

told all these things to the eleven ayid to all the

:

9,

says

:

So the
Peter and

rest.'^

were not conveyed as a private message to
and John, and by them publicly proclaimed to the believers. The resuri'l^ction was proclaimed by the women themselves to all the friends of Jesus who

tidings of the resurrection
-lauies
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;

were assembled with the

disciples.

Moreover,

it is

well

CALLING.

known

that the simple

story of Christ and especially of His death and resurrection, constituted the

sul)-

stance of the earliest preaching; and that this message was told, without cJiurohes

upon the highways and in the homes of the people.
in the East and to the scandal attending their
that time, we can readily understand why Christ sent

or any special religious forms,

Owing

to the seclusion of

travelling from

home

at

women

men to proclaim the message.
public, men could not penetrate to
forth

But while
the homes

;

women could not
and women had

appear in
therefore,

according to Canon Farrar, a very important part in spreading the message of
Salvation.
Is it to be presumed ohat Mary and the other women having once
proclaimed the resurrection to all the assembled disciples, never spoke again of
Christ before an assembly of His followers

?

THE DISPENSATION OF THE

SPIUIT.

The three great epochs of human history are the Creation, the Incarnation,
and the Coming of the Holy Ghost. The Bible is divided into three funda-

—

mental dispensations the dispensation of the Father, the dispensation of the
Son, and the dispensation of the Spirit. If the question we are studying is
touched upon in the opening of these three dispensations, if the relation of the
sexes is set forth by God at these three great epochs, we may safely accept the
relation therein announced as divine.
But we have found God at the Creation
committing to man and woman the joint dominion of the world by a divine word.
We have found Him at the Incarnation linking both man and woman with Himself as co-workers in the redemption of the race by a divine act.
So we find Him
by a divine prophecy fulfilled by a divine act, pouring out the Holy Spirit upon men
and women together on the Day of Pentecost. In the first chapter of Acts we
read that the eleven disciples were gathered together in an upper chamber in
Jerusalem and continued steadfastly in prayer, " with the women." The second
chapter continues " And there appeared unto them tongues parting asunder
like as fire
and it sat upon each of them. And they were all filled with the
Holy Spirit, and began to speak with other tongues, as the Spirit gave theiu
Both Meyer and Lange call attention to the mention of the women
utterance."
by Joel and to the fulfilment of this part of the prophecy by the Holy Spirit.
No exegesis can get rid of the fact that the Holy Spirit was poured out upon
women as freely as upon men at the beginning of our present dispensation.
:

;

Again we find
chosen by the Holy

one of the seven original deacons
had four daughters, " Virgins, which did prophesy.
And we tarried there many days," etc. Acts xxi 9. " They spoke in pro" They had received from the Spirit the gift
phetic inspiration," says Meyer.
of pronouncing edifying discourses," says Lange's Commentary. Here is a clear,
indisputable case of women teaching the Church in the very days of the apostles,
in apostolic times that

Spirit

:
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either by foretelling
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events

or, as

:
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prophesying more often

signifies,

setting forth the truths of the gospel under the direction of the Spirit.

does St. Paul resist these women, as he did Peter in Gal.
that they were violating the principles of the gospel.

ii

:

11,

Upon

by

Nor

on the ground

the contrary he

with them many days, thus giving their work the sanction of his preand Luke records it as an apostolic example for all subsequent ages.
Before entering upon the puzzling passages of Paul, let us sum up the results
already reached.
We have shown, simply by quoting from the Bible, that at the
creation God committed the dominion of the world to man and woman together.
We have shown that the subordination of woman to man came as the consequence of the fall. We have shown that despite her humiliation God has often
spoken His messages through woman's lips and confirmed them by miraculous
deliverances.
We have found Mary and Elizabeth and Anna recognizing and
proclaiming the plan of God and their example and words made a part of the
inspired Bible.
We have found Christ committing the resurrection message
first to women.
We have found the Holy Spirit poured out upon women as
well as men, and the daughters of Phdip prophesying in the apostolic churches.
tarried

sence

;

;

We may

tlierefore fail to explain the passages in Paul.

Word
on women as

oandid students of the
the

Holy

Spirit

to say

well as

:

We may be

forced as

"

The Bible shows that God poured out
men, inspired them to teach at times, and

committed to both the dominion of the world but the Scriptures also command
women to keep silence in the Church and to obey their husbands. So we cannot reconcile the two, any more than we can reconcile the teaching of the Word
upon human freedom and the divine providence." Strong injunctions are given
women to abide in subjection and in silence upon tho one side. Upon the other
side the principles of the Bible as expressed in its Law of Love, its Golden
" There can be neither Jew or Greek, there can
Rule, and in Paul's declaration
be neither bond nor free, there can be no male and female
for ye are all one in
Christ Jesus," seem to absolutely forbid their subjection in a Christian scheme.
For those, therefore, vvho honestly accept the whole Bible, the Scriptures them;

:

:

They forbid the use of the Bible as a divine authority
much
teaching only the doctrine of the subjection of women, as certainly as they
forbid its similar use for teaching only Calvinism.
selves settle so

:

for

THE CRUCIAL PASSAGES

But we aim not simply
of divine

at breaking the force of

providential.

We

aim

to

ments a candid consideration.

man

is

an opponent's assumption

movement which upon the whole we think to be
know all the Bible teaches upon this theme, and we

authority against a

believe these teachings are harmonious.

±0

IN PAUL.

Paul's declaration

:

The
" But

Let

us, therefore, give Paul's argu-

strongest statement of
I

woman's subjection

would have you know that the head of

«'?i!

;

WOMAN
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;
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and the head of
is Christ, and the head of the woman is the man
God," I. Cor. xi 3 and liis parallel declaration " Wives, he in subjection unto your own husbands as unto the Lord. For the husband is the head
of the wife, as Christ also is the head of the church, being Himself the Saviour
every

man

Christ

;

is

:

But

of the body.

:

;

as the church

is

subject to Christ, so let the wives also be to

22-'24
their husbands in everything," Eph. v
and the farther declaration in
Col. iii
18 " Wives, be in subjection to your husbands, as is fitting in the
:

:

;

:

Being in subjection
Some would add the declaration in Titus ii 5
own husbands, that the name of God be not blasphemed."
At first glance these passages seem to make the subjection of woman to

Lord."

'*

:

:

to their

man

part of an ideal scheme determined upon in the constitution of the universe
they liken the relation between her and her husband to the relation between
In the next
Christ and the Father, and their relations were certainly ideal.
place the passages seem to make the subjection of the wife to er husband eternal, for they liken it to the subjection of the Church to (Christ
and Christ's
rulership will undoubtedly continue in heaven. It has been further claimed that
Paul does not here make the slightest reference to the law, but speaks of
for

i

;

—

woman's subjection as an essential part of the Christian scheme " as is fitting
in the Lord " and that he even speaks as if the constitution of Christian society
would be overturned and the name of Christ blasphemed, if any other arrangement were adopted. These passages, therefore, have been conunonly considered
to rest the subjection of the wife to her husband, not upon any special and temporary causes, but upon his nature as man and upon her nature as woman.
To
;

us these passages form the strongest statement of the old view to be found hi
it is certainly not to be found in the
examine the passages more carefully.
The doctrine conunonly drawn from these passages contradicts our sense

the Bible.

Scriptures.
(1)

of justice.

If they do not teach that view,

Let

us, therefore,

When

the

commonly received interpretation of the Scriptures
God has stamped upon the human conscience,

tradicts the noblest instincts

interpretation

We

fore, to

linle, could,

demands a most thorough examination.
the fact that no man, following the Golden

conthat

call attention, there-

of his

own

motion, desire his wife, mother, sisters and daughters to be eternally subject to
himself and other men, for no wickedness of conduct on the woman's part, but
nature upon man and woman in
can desire such a subjection of himself to a woman, can he, as a Christian, wish such a subjection of a woman to

on the account of the bestowal of a
the creation of the world.

Not

different

until a

man

if

himself.
^1
1.

r

(2)

Notice more particularly the three factors in the comparison

subjection to the Father, man's subjection to Christ,

As we examine the
I-

Son was simply
I

subjection of Christ to the Father,

according to the orthodox interpretation of
for

all ages,

:

woman's subjection

we

Christ's
to

man.

learn from the Bible,

that the subjection of the

the purpose of His redemptive work

;

that

it

was not based

;
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will not
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prove eternal.

tlie

Arius quoted these

wife to the subjection of Christ

and argued, from the then admitted inferiority of woman to man, the lower
But the Councils of Nice and of Constantinople set aside
the doctrines of the subordination of the Son to the Father; and, with the

nature of the Son.

exception of a mere handful of Unitarians, the entire Christian Church

—Pro-

—

Greek and Koman ('atholic unites in proclaiming the equality of the
On closer examination, therefore, Paul's
nature of the Son and the Father.
coniparison of woman's subordination to her husband with the subjection of
Christ to the Father does not carry with it the doctrine of any inequality in
nature or of any subjection in the next world.

testant,

PAUL
(3)

S

PRINCIPLE OF SERVICE.

Again, as we examine the terms of the comi)arison more closely, we see
Church to Christ upon the

that the Bible never bases the subjection of the

Paul notably bases our obedience to Christ not
<j;round of His superior nature.
upon this indisputable fact, but always upon the ground of His superior services
to humanity.
In Phil, ii 5-10 he distinctly asserts the principle upon which
" Have this mind in you which was
Cluist came to the dominion of the world.
wlio, being in the form of God, counted it not a prize to be
also in Christ Jesus
on an equality with Go 1, but emptied himself, taking the form of a servant,^
l)eing made in the likeness of men
and being found in fashion as a man, he
:

:

;

humbled himself, becoming obedient even unto death, yea, the death of the cross.
Wherefore also God highly exalted hini, ai]d gave unto him the name which
is above every name
that in the name of Jesus every knee should bow, of
things in heaven and things on earth and things under the earth."
The Bible
here directly declares that Christ's exaltation to the headship of the Church isChrist makes service to be the sole ground of
due to His services to humanity.
our exaltation before God, without the slightest reference to sex, and speaks of
Himself as obeying this principle " But Jesus called them unto him, and said,
and their great ones
ye know that the rulers of the Gentiles lord it over them
exercise autho: ty over them.
Not so shall it be among you but whosoever
shall become great among you shall be your minister
and whosoever would be
tirst among you shall be your servant
even as the Son of Man came not to be
ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his life a ransom for many." Matt.
XX 25-28.
Paul shows that so far from proclaiming the rulership of the husband over the wife by a divine prerogative, he had in mind this very principle of
" Husbands, love your wives, even as Christ also loved
rulership by service.
the church, and gave himself up for it."
Eph. v 25. We heartily accept
Paul's own acceptation of these difficult passages, and urge husbands to win all
the dominion they possibly can by this Christian principle of service to their
;

:

;

:

;

;

:

:

wives.

I

U
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This principle throws hght upon other directions given by Paul. It wab
rules which he applied not only in the case of wives and
husbands, but in the case of children and parents, of the laity and ministers,
and of citizens and the government. In the fifth chapter of I Thess. he commands the Church to esteem those who are ov»r her very highly. Why ? on
account of their ecclesiastical position ? Not at all. " But we beseech you,

one of the fundamental

know them that labor among you, and are over you in the Lord,
and admonish you and to esteem them exceeding highly in love for their work's
sake.
Again in I Cor. xvi 15, 16, Paul writes " Now I beseech you, brethren
(ye know the house of Stephanas, that it is the first fruits of Achaia, and that
they have set themselves to minister unto the saints), that ye also be in subjection unto such, and to every one that helpeth in the work and laboreth."
In
these passages our subjection to ministers is based wholly upon their services.
Again, according to this principle, the authority of parents springs from
their services to the child.
While they protect it and support it and prepare it
for future usefulness, they have justly the right to authority, and the assumption
on the child's part of an equal voice with the parents in family affairs, on the
ground of the inherent equality of all human beings, would be treated by all
brethren, to

;

:

:

sensible people as unreasonable.

But

this authority inheres in the parents

one of care and service upon the one side and
Suppose the family to advance in
of protection and benefits upon the other.
Have they
years and the parents t*" oecome aged and dependent upon a son.
the moral right to diciate to him as to where and how he shall live, as to tht;
business in which he shall engage, and the methods by which he shall conduct
his affairs ?
By no means. The son ought still to reverence his parents for
But the right of
past services, and he may most properly consult them.
decision has now shifted from the father to the son, simply because the circumstances which gave birth to that right are now reversed.
Suppose the parents
utterly fail in that service and protection which Paul declares to be the principle
of government suppose that through their drunkenness and shiftlessness a child
Even civil law will not uphold the parents'
of ten is left to support himself.
claim to authority over that child.
Just so far as the circumstances are similar, just that far this principle is
Unfortunately there are a few homes in which the wife deapplicable to-day.
She
clines all responsibility either for the support or training of the family.
insists upon beiiag a mere butterfly of fashion and giving herself up to social
enjoyment. Such women are simply wards, and as a matter of fact the husband
exercises, and rightly exercises, the authority in such families. These cases are
more than matched by those in which the husband is out of work for three
because the parental relation

is

;

f-

li5

months in the year, and the wife goes out to daily toil and supports the family
through the winter. In such cases the husband often loses his responsibility for
the family, spends his earnings in the summer upon himself, aiad leaves his wife
It
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the children. Will any one say that under Paul's principle of service,
any other principle of justice, this shiftless husband still ought to rule that
family because he is a man and his wife a woman ?
In most of our homes, forIn those
tunately, Paul's principle is obeyed through our Christian instincts.
departments in which the husband serves the family, he may consult others, but
In those departments in which the wife
the right of decision rests with him.
serves the family, she often advises with the other members, but the decision i&
conceded to her. Is it a fair application of Paul's principle to hold woman in
the main responsible for the training of the children and then deny her all
authority in choosing the teachers who along with herself, and sometimes more
powerfully than herself, shape the destiny of these children ?
Is it a fair applito care for

or

cation of this principle of service to tell

women

every Sunday that they are

moral character of their sons and then give them no
power to say whether or not houses of drunkenness and of prostitution shall be
licensed by the side of the home, the church, and the school house to entice
Do you not see how, under the same principle of service,
these sons to ruin ?
authority may be denied women at one time and conferred at another, just as
under the same law of gravitation mist rises and rain falls ? So this divine
principle of authority springing from service may sometimes clothe the wife as
well as the husband with power.
It gives not the slightest color to the claim of
rulership based upon sex, which in its spirit is entirely anti-Christian.

chiefly responsible for the

;

Paul's principle of love.

we must bear in mind that while Paul stated clearly and truly the
upon which authority rests, his exhortations are based not so much
on justice as on love. In the ninth chapter of I Corinthians he shows that he
has, from the standpoint of justice, an undoubted claim upon the church for his
services
He pleads that if
but he yields this claim to the higher law of love.
Again,

principle

;

he yields unquestioned personal rights for them, they ought also to yield their
rights

about meats and drinks for the sake of their brothers.

In I Cor.

vi

:

7,

he even urges Christians to suffer themselves to be defrauded, rather than go to

In x 24, he sums up his exhortation in the command, "Let no man seek his own, but each man his neiglibor's good." His
unrivalled panegyric of love in the thirteenth chapter is only the natural climax
of the whole letter.
All of us who accept Christ as our Lord adopt this principle of love.
But so far as the injunctions to wives to remain in subjection
rest upon this principle it no more confers upon the husband a divine right to
rule in the home and in the state, than the injunction to Christians to turn the
other cheek gives the smiter the divine right to bruise his unoffending neighbor.
liw to secure their rights.

We
firuee

:

thus find Paul unfolding two principles and resting his injunctions someupon the one, sometimes upon the otiier, and sometimes upon both of
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them.

Now what

were the circuinstaiu'es

apply these principles?

The Gentile

in

wliich Paul

Christians, for

whom

called upon tr
he especially wro'

was

had carried liberty to the grossest license. Paul was oblij^ed to enjoin the his
to be " no brawler, no striker," I Tim. iii
8; and to urge the " aged women,
He
or female presbyters, not to he " enslaved to too much wine," Tit. ii 8.
:

:

was forced to write to church memliers, " Let him that stole steal no more,"
Eph. iv 28. He learned that at the Lord's Supper each one helped himscit
before another, and " one was hungry and another was drunken," I Cor. xi '21.
Worse even than drunkenness at the Lord's Supper was the gross impurity men:

:

chapter of Ephesians.

In this riot of lawlessness Christian
were freely talking of divorce
from non-Christian husbands or wives, I Cor. vii 10 and a revolt against the
government \Vas innninent, lioni. xiii 1. In the church services there was a
corresponding license.
People exercised their right to confess Christ by confessing Him in unknown tongues.
All sinmltaneously practiced their right to
speak in public, so that Paul wrote that the unbelieving would pronounce them
mad, I Cor. xiv 28. Women added to the confusion of the prayer-meeting by
tioned in the
slaves were

fifth

demanding

their freedom

(.'hristians

;

:

;

:

:

and they even presumed to appear and take
/. e., without veils
the
symbols of modesty, which only the harlots of that day cast aside, I Cor. xi: 5.
Thus Paul's letters themselves show that the Gentile Christians of his day exercised less self-restraint than did the American slaves at the close of the Rebellion.
Contemporary history confirms the fearful view of Gentile society preserved
In the absence of conscience
to us by Paul in the first chapter of Romans.
and of woman's instinctive sense of purity, the women seem to have fallen
lower than the men. Possibly because the men were so largely forced to serve
in the army, and thus to submit to discipline and face danger and death, they
learned more self-control in the absence of inner restraints than did the women.
asking questions, I Cor. xiv

:

84

;

part in Christian assemblies with their heads uncovered,

Perhaps,

Rome

also, their responsibility in

—

the main for the support of the family, after

degenerated, taught them a prudence which the wives no longer acquired.

The adoption at Rome of the Eastern conception of women, and the training of
them simply as pet animals to gratify man's lust, brought its awful consequences.
Cicero, speaking of the women of that period, said, " Our fathers wished women,
even of complete age. to remain in tutelage on account of their infirmities of
Again he speaks of " the daily repudiation of husbands by their
purpose."
Tacitus tells us that the Roman Senate, A.D. 19, was forced to pass
wives."
an act that no woman whose husband had been a Roman Knight should make
her person venal. Those who will read chapters three and four of that adnurable work, Gesta Chrisii, by C. L. Brace, will see that Paul's picture of the disintegration of society and of the prevalence of social crimes which we cannot
even understand to-day, and of the special degradation of women, is not overdrawn.
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In this crisis of the Christian faith, Paul, under the divine direction, was

He

once applies the two principles which even a
He first insists upon submission to authority on the i)art of subjects, of (ihildi'on, of wives and of laymen, on the ^a'ound
of justice, so far as these persons arc in the condition of wards receiving' benefits
horn those who are over them.
He next insists upon silence and submisi^ion
and service upon the part of laymen, wives, slaves and all Christians, upon the
ground of love, citin«i[ ('hrist as an example.
We believe both principles are
divine, and that submission based u )on justice is to be denumded whenever the
circumstances warrant it, and that submission and service are to be enjoined
whenever love denumds them. One or both of these principles lie back of every
injunction which J'aul j^aves the Christians. In this light every command of the
great apostle to the Gentiles corresponds with our highest sense of justice, with
the (rolden Kule, with the teachings of our Saviour, and with the Bible as a
whole.
In conclusion let us call attention to
called to teach the

Church.

at

casual study of his vvritiu<fs reveals.

SOME INSUPIOIUBLE OBJECTIONS TO THE OLD VIEW,
from the standpoint of the Bible alone.
(1)

This

command

of silence

is

enjoined upon

women

in reference to a

Paul describes the meeting,
Cor. xiv
2(5, as a service at which "each one hath a psalm, hath a teaching,
He further says,
luith a revelation, hath a tongue, hath an interpretation."
"ye may all prophesy, one by one." He is certainly not here describing a service at which only one person delivers a discourse.
It was at this social service
that Paul connnanded the women to be silent.
If, therefore, the command in
its literal form is applicable to-day, it is applicabi
our prayer-meetings, and
is violated by every Methodist church in the world, and by the most aggressive
|ir;iyer-meeting or a social service of the
I

church.

:

portion of all other evangelical churches.
(2)

The view that Paul intends the command

to be universal

is

overthrown

women may pray and
Every woman praying or

by the fact that Paul prescribes the uianner in which

prophesy in this very
l)rophesying with

letter.

I Cor. xi

:

5,

reads

"

:

her head imveiled dishonoreth

her

head."

Meyer says

Prayer and prophetic utterance in meetings on the part of women are here
assumed as allowed." His explanation is that Paul in the eleventh chapter
provided for women speaking in the smaller congregations or " churches in
''

li(<iises,"

mention(>d in Phil., Hom., Cor., and Col.

;

while the prohibition in the

fourteenth chapter refers to the great public congregation of the city

when

the

might be present. This explanation which is adopted by the ablest
exegetes, concedes the whole principle of women prophesying in the Church, and
rabble

attributes their restriction to the

danger of public scandal.

snuiller congregations

at that time to the

1;

U4
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(;J) The same oxef^esis which tears Paul's injunctions to women out of their
contexts and makes them of universal application, makes Paul also teach slavery
and the divine rij^iit of kiii{,'s. In Titus Paul uses the same word to denote ohe

relation of slaves, of

He

women, and

of citizens to those in authority over them.

Titus to teach the doctrine of

tells

women

" being in subjection to their

own

husbands," ii o; of slaves "being in subjection to their own masters," ii 9;
and of citizens " being in subjection to rulers," iii 1. Our fathers were at least
:

:

:

consistent in holding during seventeen hundred years of the Church's

life

that

the Bible taught the divine right of husbands, of slaveholders, and of kings. Is
it possible for us as honest exegetes to abandon the two latter of these doctrines

when all three doctrines are taught, if taught at
and in identical language ?
(4) We are ready now to examine the passage in which Paul urges wives
to be in subjection to their husbands " that the name of God be not blasphemed."
This passage is quoted by Dr. Dexter as a proof that the subjection of wives was
part of the " sound doctrine " which Paul enjoined, and that the doctrine of the
Most
wife's equality in the family relation with her husband is blasphemy.
unfortunately for this explanation Paul uses the identical expression in regard
" Let as many as are bondservants under the yoke count their
to slavery.
masters worthy of all honor, that the name of God and the doctrine be not
Perhaps our readers can recall the time when
blasphemed," I Tim. vi 1.
slaveholders gave the same interpretation to this last passage which the oppo-

and then maintain the
all,

I<'

first

;

in consecutive passages

:

human equality now give to the hrst. It is late in the nineteenth
century to claim that Paul regarded the freeing of slaves as equivalent to blasphemy. But how can an honest exegesis give up this interpretation of Paul in
one passage and retain it in another ?
nents of

The

hght upon and in turn is made clear by
In I Peter ii 12-23, slaves are urged to obey not
" For this is acceptable, if for conscience toonly good masters but bad ones.
ward God a man endureth griefs, suffering wrongfully." Peter cites Christ, who
" In like manner, ye
suffered wrongfully, as an example, and then continues
wives, be in subjection to your own husbands that, even if any obey not the
word, they may without the word be won by the behaviour of their wives." The
phrase, " in like manner," directly connects this exhortation with the injunction
to the slaves and the allusion to Christ.
Peter is plainly writing from the standpoint of love.
He no more teaches that husbands can, as a matter of justice,
insist upon the subjection of their wives, than he teaches that slaveholders can,
as a matter of justice, insist upon slavery, or Christ's persecutors upon their
(5)

Peter's
I

principle of love throws

command

to slaves.

:

:

:

right to crucify

Him.

Paul states in his letter to the Galatians, in the strongest posmanner, the equality of man and woman in the Lord. " There can be
neither Jew nor Greek, there can be neither bond nor free, there can be no male
(6) Finally,

sible
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and female

ye are

for

:

all

one

man
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in Christ Jesus,"

iii

:

28.

This statement

impossible to attribute to Paul the doctrine of the inequality of man
believe that the most modern and fairest exegetes,
and woman in Christ.

makes

it

We

who

still

cling in

("onybeare and

some measure

Howson

women, confess with

to the old view in regard to

that while they think the subordination of

women

is

has no existence in Christ, and
will not appear in heaven.
But if this inequality is doomed in heaven, and if
we are to pray, " Thy kingdom come, Thy will be done in earth as it is in
lieaven," can it be sinful for us to bring in this portion of the heavenly kingdom?
It took one hundred years to banish the doctrine of the Jewish caste from the
necessary in our present sinful state, yet that

Christian Church.

But the doctrine

with the destruction of Jerusalem.

banish slavery from Christian lauds.

it

Jewish superiority gradually disappeared
took nearly nineteen hundred years to
But slavery has disappeared from all civi-

of
It

It may take another generation to realize Paul's third declaration.
But the Christians of the twentieth century will no more think of teaching the
divine subordination of woman to man in the face of the last clause, than we
now think of teaching the divine subordination of slaves to masters and Gentiles
" There can be neither Jew nor Greek,
to Jews in face of the first two clauses.
tliere can be neither bond nor free, there can be no male and female ; for ye are
all one man in Christ Jesus."

lized lands.

THE EAKLY HISTOET OP THE CHURCH
confirms our exegesis.
;},

that there

" aged

was an

women

"

We

learn from Acts vi

official class

of

— the

women

:

1, I

in the

Tim. v

Church

3-16,
called "
:

and Titus ii
widows" and

feminine plural form of presbyter. The Schaff-Herzog
" They held among their sex a relation something
like that of the presbyters."
The existence of such a class in the early Church
is witnessed by Tertullian,
Chrysostom, and Epiphanius. These widows, or
aged women, were supported, as far as necessary, by the Church, and in turn enEnci/clopedia says of

them

:

gaged in teaching and in pastoral labor for the Church.
Again, Paul in Romans xvi 1, commends " Phcebe, the deacon of the
:

Clmrch at Cenchrea," to the Church at Rome. Prof. Godet, who is accepted as
an authority on both sides of the water, speaks of " Phoebe being invested with
an ecclesiastical office."
Pliny, in his celebrated letter to the emperor, written
within ten years of the death of John, speaks of torturing two Christian ministrae,
or female ministers.
He undoubtedly refers to the deaconesses of the early
church.
The Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia defines deaconess as " a female
church officer. The office dates from the apostolic era. The duty of the deaconesses was to care for the poor, the sick, and the imprisoned.
In some churches
they prepared the female catechumens for baptism," i. e., gave them religious
instruction.
The Apostolic Constitutions speak of the ordination of deaconesses
10
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and of their assisting at the baptismal services. Bingham's Anf.'quities of the
Christian Church speak of the pastoral work and toac-liiug of the diuiconesses in
the early Church
and Mosheini recognizes two oflicial orders of wcmen in the
apostolic Church.
Meyer on Pastoral Epistles, pp. 51 and 1(54, quotes Mosheiin's
view with approval. Most writers claim that these women did not discharge
any true priestly functions. 13ut evangelical (Jhristians deny that the ministers
of the gospel discharge any priestly functions.
'I'lieso women engaged in pastoral work.
They assisted in the ordinance of baptism. Like Elizabeth, Mary,
Anna, the daughters of Philip, and Priscilla, they prophesied or taught in tlie
Church. These are the three functions which the ministry discharges to-day.
;

THE REFOHM WE SEEK
does not endanger the present order of society.

The

Clu'istiau ministry is exceptional.
for Christ is

of

women

probably equally exceptional.

are called to

home

lives, just as

divine call of

women

men

to the

to public service

We are sure that the vast majority
the vast majority of men are called to

occupations which the world deems humble.

home

The

divine call of

We

are sure too that

women

will

whenever they have opportunities to enter upon it
with one whom they sincerely love, upon Christian principles. But we believe
that God's calls to special service in His kingdom are without regard to sex or
If a woman feels inwardly called by the Holy Spirit to the work ot
nationality.
the ministry at home or in foreign lands, and if she furnislies the external proofs
of gifts, grace and usefulness, and if fields of service open to this woman, the
church ought not to be so bound by Middle Age traditions as to refuse to recogWe simply contend for the fundamental
nize such a woman or to use her.
principle of the Eeformation, that personal freedom follows as the corollary of
personal responsibility to God and that each human being, without regard to
sex or nationality, should be free to choose that form of service to which he
thinks God calls him and be responsible to God for the consequences, subject

gladly accept the

life,

;

only to such restrictions as apply to all alike. Modern science unites with the
Gospel in testing every theory by its results or fruits. We most gladly accept
this test for our proposal.

women,

if

He

did not use

If the

them

Holy

work ot
would be appa-

Spirit did not bless the public

in public speaking, their failure

and they could never receive calls to, or support in, public work,
all
however freely the Church might consent to recognize them.
But if, as is
unquestionably the fact, the Holy Spirit does use our sisters and blesses their
labors in the conversion and edification of souls, who are we that we should tight
"If this
against the Holy Spirit and against the tests of modern science ?
counsel or this work be of men, it will come to nought but if it be of God, ye
cannot overthrow it lest haply ye be found even to fight against God."

rent to

;

,

;
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We have advanced
has been in one direction for the last three hundred years.
toward greater and greater equality between subjects and kings, until hereditary
kingship has disappeared in the most liberal political states and been greatly
We have advanced toward greater and greater enlargement of
limited in all.
the legal rights of

by which she was

woman, until she is freed from almost countless restrictions
bound a few hundred years ago. We may say with Sir Henry

Maine, Early History of Institutions, that all these changes have been directly
due to the Christian spirit, and we may advance joyfully toward

or indirectly

or we may say with the ultramontanes
Independence which sets subjects free from kings, the
Emancipation Proclanxation which enfranchised the slaves, and the modern
jnovemeut toward wom^m's elevation are alike to be deplored. But to accept as
divine the abolition of hereditary monarchy and of slavery, and to rejoice over
the elevat 'on of woman thus far accomplished as providential, and then to resist
the completion of this movement, is as if one should forbid the tide to rise
around the "Goddess of Liberty" in the lo er harbor when it is llovviiig iii
upon the whole Atlantic Coast.
the goal of equal, opportunities in Christ

;

that the Declaration of

'>

mHT

I,

i

t
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WOMAN AS A RELIGIOUS TEACHER.
By

Rev, J, R. Jacques, D.D., Ph.D., President of Hedding College, Abingdon, Illinois.

HE

wide and widening sphere of woman as a teacher in secular and
church schools, seminaries, colleges and universities; the opening
of our colleges and universities so generally in east and west for
the admission of women the elevated and constantly rising standard
of female education in our country the success of woman in the
rugged realm of authorship the recent demonstrations of woman's
opportunity for usefulness that has led to the formation of female
missionary societies and pastors' aid societies; the recent advanced step of the
Protestant Churches in adopting measures for the restoration of the ancient
and lastly, the remarkable success of the
order of Deaconesses in the Church
" Woman's Christian Temperance Union," and other similar movements
all
these facts are signs of the times, and mark the present as a fit time to inquire
whether woman has yet found her place in the Christian Church.
;

;

;

T

!

;

—

With

all

these late results of woman's work before us,

we may

well pause,

.'Hi

and ask whether woman's winged words have not been caged and smothered in
The consideration of this question of woman's words and works in
the Church ?
the Church, may fittingly grow out of a Pauline text
'

"

WOMAN THAT PBAYETH OB PROPHESIETH."

These words are used in 1 Cor. xi. 6, in giving direction how men and
women should conduct themselves in public prayer and speaking.
The term " prophesy " does not always mean to foretell future events. In

Testament

often simply

means

announce

religious truth, to speak
the term " prophesy " quite
Indeed, the true
generally means speaking or exhorting in religious meetings.
inner sense of the term prophesying is always found in Christian teaching or

the Old

it

on religious subjects.

In the

exhortation, but that there

to

New Testament

may be no possible misunuerstanding of the meaning of
we may take Paul's exact

the term " prophesying," as used in the Apostolic age,
definition of the term.

second verse
exhortation,

*'
:

He

Paul says in this same Epistle, fourteenth chapter, and
men to edification, and

that prophesieth speaketh unto

and comfort."

;1

he does not say that ** he that prophesieth foretells future
In this
events," but epeaketh for " edification, and exhortation, and comfort."

Now, mark

i

1

(149)

:
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is used by Paul, in this and other places, where he speaks of
" prophesying " in the assembly of the saints. This New Testament sense of
prophecy is beyond dispute.

sense the term

Our text then, paraphrased,
"

Woman

will read

that prayeth or speaketh for edification, and

exhortation, and

comfort."

no injustice to any of ihe great Christian denominations of the Englishth»*" the various branches of the Methodist
Church have given large license to woman to exercise her gifts in religious meetings.
Nor do we think that this custom is obsolete or dying out. It is so far from
dying out, that there never was a time when women were more aciive in praying
and prophesying than now.
Moreover, some other denominations, that once opposed and prohibited
woman's prayers and exhortations in religious meetings, are now becoming
reconciled to th's custom.
The praying and prophesying of women, if suppressed in the Protestant
Episcopal Church, and discouraged in most Presbyterian churches, is tolerated
in many Congregational churches, favored in many Baptist churches, and among
the Quakers, or Friends, is their right arm of power. The time was when, in
New England, under the reign of holy terrorism, a female member would not
dare to lisp a word in prayer or conference meeting.
It is true, there have been no decrees of church councils condemning woman's
voice in religious assemblies, but a public sentiment, powerful and oppressive,
has in some churches been levelled against it.
To suppress any practice in the Church or State, no Papal Bulls, no decrees
of councils are needed, when the same thing can be done just as well and more
conveniently by the significant sneer, or unmistakable frown, the suppressed
It is

speaking world, to concede the iact

whisper, the disdainful smile, or the garrulous gossip.

Nor has the Methodist Church ever legislated in order to establish this
"
custom. The custom of permitting and inviting women to " pray and prophesy
has been gradually, silently, and, we may say, providentially, introduced.
The Church did not reason, theorize, or philosophize on the propriety of
giving woman a place of work in the assembly, and then put the theory into
came first, then the theory. The practice grew u})
spontaneously in that branch of the Church. The practice was permitted to
grow into a custom, because none dare say " cut it down, why cumbereth it
the ground," so long as it was bearing beautiful and abundant fruit, evidently
ripened by heaven's own sunshine. We say the practice grew up spontaneously
in that branch of the Church there is reason for this the Wesleyan or Methodist
practice, but the practice

—

:

the youngest of the sisterhood of Churches, and, moreover, was not
designed to be a church in a separate form.
Starting almost untrammelled by traditional laws, unfettered by fixed and

Church

is

^
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customs, and free from the restraints of church authority, the Methodist
revival in the Church
a revival of earnest
Christianity without any church machinery.

fossilized

Society

—

was simply an organized

In this first, fresh, formative period of the Methodist movement, there was
thus afforded a golden opportunity for making an experiment with Christianity.
Something like a full, fair chance was given for the instincts of Christianity to

work out their own form and modes of manifestation in church usages. Wise
" Let Christianity have fair play let it assume its normal shape."
said
" Hands off, while the holy instincts of our religion are working out their legitimate
results in forms, modes, customs and institutions."
Whatever may be the
imperfections ot Methodism, and it does not claim to be a perfect Church in
doctrine or discipline, it must be conceded that this denomination is, and from
its historic position, must be one of the most free and untrammelled developments of Protestant Christianity, so far as church usage or church machinery

men

is

—

:

concerned.

No

usage was introduced till it was tried, to see how
great end, namely, an organized and perpetual revival.

it

would subserve the

M, 1
1

Whatever was found useful was retained, etc., and whatever was found
was rejected. The result has been that, almost from the beginning of the

useless,

Methodist Societies,

women have

taken part in praying and prophesying in the

assembly of the saints.

Now, while the time has

come

Churches to take an advanced
and is
now, in all Churches, some prejudice against woman's public ** praying or
prophesying " an indefinable prejudice or objection to this practice, which seldom
breaks out in words, and which cannot well be expressed in words without
betraying its weakness.
This prejudice or objection, like the seed-case of some
flowers
as the lady-slipper looks sound and solid at a distance, but when you
come near and grasp it, it falls to pieces in your hands.
fully

for all the

step in this direction, candor compels us to admit that there has been,

;

—

—

Now, what is the origin of this prejudice,
woman's praying and prophesying in

or this objection ?

The

prejudice

meetings is a vestige of
Like the light of the morning, our civilization came first
oriental barbarism.
from the East. Coming first to Palestine, that eastern barbarism was mitigated
Then coming to Greece and Italy, it threw off still more of its coarse
a little.
Crossing the
Passing then to Britain, it looked still less grim.
features.
Atlantic to New England, it began to put on its more beautiful garments. And
going still farther West, it is beginning to shine in full-orbed splendor. But
orientalism is still lurking among us, and hints to us of our Eastern origin.
against

religious

Now, what is the condition of woman in the oriental world, where we get
many of our manners and customs ? Why, woman is a slave to man or the toy
!

of his caprice, with

no right but to be veiled, or shut up in the house, or com-

'i

•

':

1
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rnanded by her " Lord and master." She is regarded as an inferior being.
STioh has been her condition from the earliest age till now in the Eastern world.
Again, the prejudice arises from the influence of Jewish customs, recorded
in the Bible.
Under the laws of Moses the condition of woman was elevated,
but even the Jews were not prepared for the full Gospel light on this subject.
Even they were semi-barbarian, and the Christian light and liberty we now enjoy
would have produced a iiniversal licentiousness among the Jews. Hence the
women of the Jews were set apart in a separate court by themselves in the
Tabernacle and Temple.
Again, the prejudice arises in part by the over-awing and powerful example
The Eoman Catholic Church seized upon the oriental
of the Eomish Church.
customs pertaining to women, and fossilized them, sanctified and perpetuated
them through the ages. The influence of the Eoman Catholic Church has been
an omnipresent power in Christendom. We call ourselves Protestant Churches,
but many of us are enslaved bj Eome to this day. Now, woman, in her capacity
for praying and prophesying, in Eomish churches has ever been a mere cipher
with little to do, only to count beads, read pious nonsense, and repeat "Ave
Maria." But mark, Eome has her Sisters of Chanty, and the like.
Again, this prejudice arises in part from the example of the Church of
England. We call it a reformed Church, and we do well but in respect to many
of the forms and usages, the Pope yet has his iron heel on the fair neck of our
beloved sister Church and all the other Churches are not quite free from the
bruises, and scratches, and pressure of that iron heel.
Again, the prejudice is owing in part, to the shameful use some women have
made of their libeiiy to speak in Christian assemblies. Licensed by a generous
church sentiment to pray and speak in social meetings, some have nullified the
Apostolic command, " Let all things be done decently and in order," and have
outvied the most violent men in their clamors, raving, foaming, dancing, and
other profitless bodily exercise. For womanly modesty they liave substituted
the most unwomanly boorishness, till the angels, rather than rejoicing over
repenting sinners, we may imagine, have wept over the folly of female fanaticism.
And these outrages of a few misguided women have created a prejudice against
;

;

the practice.
But the great source of prejudice against the practice, is the supposed
prohibition in the Epistles of Paul
" Let your women keep silence in the churches for it is not permitted unto
;

ito

them

speak, but they are

commanded

to be

under obedience, as also saith the

law."
*'
And if they will learn anything, let them ask their husbands at home for
a shame for women to speak in the church " (1 Cor. xiv. 36).
"
" Let the woman learn in silence.
I suffer not a woman to speak
;

it is

(1

Tim.

ii.

11).

!^
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to understand the precise

or conimand,

meaning and

force of this
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ApostoUc counsel

we must remember

was written to a church which had been just founded in Greece, in which
and Jews.
Paul always adapted his instructions to the people he addressed. He is
here giving directions how to regulate the exercise of a young church among the
It

there were both Greeks

Gentile Greeks, or heathen.

was a custom among these heathen and among the Jews, not to
to appear in ptiblic in anjj public capacity.
They were veiled and secluded, and to permit a woman to take any prominent part in religious exercises would excite a prejudice and opposition that
was unnecessary. It was perfectly expedient to be governed, in some degree, by
the overwhelming public sentiment against women speaking in public assemblies.
Whatever was woman's right in the abstract, it was certainly best to waive

Now,

permit a

it

woman

or surrender that right for a time.

This would be precisely our advice to our missionaries in China or India,
where it is a " shame " for a woman to speak in a public assembly. If I had the
•care of that mission, I should write in the words of the Apostle.

Then, too,
thian Church.

it is

clear there were

Some women were

some cases

way that
Hence the rebuke
^

as in all the churches

it is evident the directions here refer to the whole Church assembled
and not a private meeting for conference and prayer. " Suffer not
teach." I Tim. ii.
Moreover, it is clear that the speaking here re-

Again,

women

to

not praying, or confessing Christ, but debating, questioning, controhad his eye on a certain irregularity
**
in the Church of Corinth
in interrupting the speaker, questioning, ^tc.
If
they will learn anything, let them ask, etc."
It was customary to question
ferred to is

versy.

'.

\

of special disorder in the Corin-

the saints."

in public,

',.

putting themselves forward in a

would bring a reproach and prejudice upon Christianity.
" For God is not the author of confusion, but of pear
•of

If

i

It is perfectly evident the Apostle

—

among the Jews and early Church.
But it is evident that Paul did permit women to pray and speak in religious
gatherings.
He gave directions as to the mode, etc. If Paul does give rules as
to how the women should pray or speak, then it must have his sanction.
To
say that Paul gives dire(!tions for women's praying and speaking— while it is
wrong for her to pray and speak is to accuse him of wickedness. To say that
Paul regulates and then prohibits, in the very same letter, is to accuse him of
stupidity and folly.
It was a special precept for a special occasion
and was a matter of expedi€ncy because of the circumstances.
If circumstances change, custom may
change.
But suppose Paul seems to prohibit women forever from speaking in
the Church, in the text under consideration
if the analogy of Scripture is

—

—

—

—

f
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iiinst reject this interpretation.

It is

ii

canon of interprotation that a text mnst never be interpreted contrary to the
whole drift or tenor or analogy of Scriptnre. Now the whole tenor of the New
Testament is against an interpretation of Panl that wonld prohibit woman from
The prohibition of woman's,
confessing Christ in the assembly of the Saints.
speaking for (^hrist

and the teachings

is

contrary to the analogy of Scripture, the dictates of reason

of Divine Providence

and of human experience

HKASONS OK AHCJUMKNTS.
1. The practice for which we contend is authorized by the Scriptures.
In
the book of Joel are words (juoted by Peter, at the Day of Pentecost as the
charter of Christianity " But this is that which was spoken by the prophet

—

—

"And

come

to pass in the last days, saith God, I will pour out of
and your sons and your daughters shall prophecy."
They " shall prophecy " that is, speak forth announce religious truth. That
they did we have seen by our text. Oriental and Hebrew prejudice denied to
woman her rights, but whoever studies the life and words of our Lord and the
Joel.

my

Spirit

it

upon

shall

all flesh

;

—

—

Apostles will see the

genii.s

of liberty for

woman.

2.

Woman

3.

Woman has peculiar gifts, talents and abilities for usefulness in

concerned equally with man in all spiritual duties. Is not
her soul as precious as man's ? Has she not a trust equal with him ? Has she
not influence over others ? Has she not prayers for the children as well as he ?
Will she not stand before the same judgment seat of (Christ? Is she not responsible for the use of her voice and eloquence as well as he ?
tian assembly.

is

Becj.use she

is

a

woman, she has a

sensitive nature

the Chris-

— a more

religi-

Woma.i differs from man in those qualities that make her more like
In her warm heart piety blossoms more speedily and with more fragrance.
God
The most beautiful specimens of incarnate Christianity are found among the
ous nature.
!

What would the Church do without the light of these Christiau
women? How many times has an assembly of Christian suppliants been startled
from their drowsy devotions by a soft plaintive voice of a woman ?
female sex

!

Women

can claim this right since they constitute a large majority of the
In the Congregational Church of New England, the female number
three times more than the men. In the Methodist Church this is very nearly
the proportion. The women are generally two or three times more than the
men. Now, shall two-thirds of the Church consent that the other third shall
govern and teach them, do their governing, preaching, praying, praising, confessing and professing, while the large majority of the Church look on and listen
Prohibit the women of even one of
See what a mass of talent is smothered
our large Protestant churches from taking part in religious meetings and you
instantly smother the talent of hundredc of thousands of persons
Who dares.
4.

church.

?"

!

!

WOMAN
do this
all

Then

?

women
5.

often

there are single churches in

—with not enough

he suppressed
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and their

Women may

men

some coram unities which

to hold the oflBces

Shall

1

all

are nearlif

these

women

light extinguished?

claim this right, as the female portion of the Church are

more talented than the men, and generally quite as

By

lo-S

talented.

combined, the women are often
better qualified than the men to speak in religious meetiags
but, if our opponents are right, then must the most cultured, accomplished and devoted Christian
women remain silent hide their bright light under a bushel, while some monotonous brother, or a sleepy catalogue of them, have the license to monopolize
Woman, who may be an angelic Mary iPletcher, an
the religious exercises.
eloquent Hannah Moore, a saintly Mrs. Wesley, an impassioned Harriet Beecher
Stowe, eloquent Mrs. Van Cott, or golden mouthed Phoebe Palmer, or gifted
Jennie F. Willing, woman must sit and receive inspiration from any opaque
brother who may choose to occupy the time, simply because he is not a woman.
Any amount of masculine brass or lead can be endured, but the least particle
Any amount of masculine dullof feminine gold must be instafitly suppressed.
The assembled
ness, but down with the first gleam of feminine animation.
suppliants in prayer meeting, hungry for the bread of life, must not take a ortlmb
offered by a woman, but from the hands of any brother whatsoever, they must
though it sometimes be only cobble-stone
greedily take what they can get
Eager for spiritual light, they must reject and quench the
instead of bread.
feminine sunbeam, and accept the masculine wax candle though it have burned
down to the socket, emitting more smoke than radiance.
Must the brilliant gems of Christian experience garnered by the praying
mother be kept hidden, while any rayless, starless brother may have free course ?
I will undertake to say that an intelligent, devoted, spiritual. Christian woman,,
is almost invariably more edifying in social meetings than a man that may be
conceded to be equally intelligent, devoted and spiritual.
God has set His seal of approbation on the practice for which we contend.
Now, if God designed to prohibit woman from speaking in religious assemblies, why does He so generally bless their labor with such wonderful success ?
Is it not a fact that thousands and tens of thousands are spiritually edified
through the modest labors of devoted women in religious assemblies ? If you
could get a census or enumeration showing the number of persons who have
thus been convicted and converted, you would find a vast army of believers who
would teU you in substance, " I listened to ministers as they preached and my
judgment was convinced, but still I remained impenitent. I heard the prayer
and exhortation of talented brethren in the Church, but still was unmoved and
untouched, till I heard the voice of an unpretending woman in prayer, sobbing,
wailing prayer foy the unconverted, and that still small voice, so tremulous with
the gushing emotion of a woman's heart, subdued my stubborn will and I could
nature, or education, or grace, or by

all

;

—

—

M,

—

Ml

—

—
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hold out no more.'"
occasion?

women

Who

Who

dares say that

God

damning

woxild take the

forbade

woman

to speak

on that

resportsibihty of silencing all the

meetings among the various churches where they
and you kill iiliousands of prayer meetings in the
land.
Shall all this light be quenched ?
But shall women preach ? Yes, if they feel called and the people feel
called to hear them, and sinners feel called to Christ by them.
Would you educate women for the ministry? Yes, if they give evidence of a call to the ministry.
But at any rate, young women are called to educate themselves for the
highest usefulness in the Church.
In answer to the question whether women should be preachers, I give the
prophecy given in the 68th Psalm " The Ijord shall give the word great shall
be the company of female preachers. Kings of armies did flee apace, and she
Though ye have lain among the pots,
that tarried at home shall divide the spoil.
yet shall ye be as the wings of a dove covered with silver, and her feathers with
jellow gold,"
And why should not ivoman preach the Gospel ? Has she not hrain enough?
Lei, the answer come from the honor lists and prize winners in our colleges and
universities in which the triumphs of laureated scholarship are so often won by
women. Has she not concentration enough for professional excellence ? For
an answer, I point you to the late International Congress of Women in Washington, U.S., in which women appeared as the peers of men in devotion to
Has not woman eloquence enough for preaching the
science and humanit
Gospel ? When has the world heard greater eloquence than that of Frances E.
Willard and others at the late great Congress at Washington ?
But the best proof that woman can preach is that she preaches ! Whether
licensed or unlicensed, she has proved that she can teach religious truth with an
eloquent tongue. Women as teachers, evangelists, writers and preachers are
causing their thunder to be heard all around the horizon. The epoch of woman's
work is upon us, and the prophecy of the 68th Psalm is being fulfilled " Thr
Lord shall, give the word, great shall be the company of Female Preachers "
in thousands of social

are welcome to speak

?

Do

it

;

:

II-

—

:

!

CHAPTEK
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the Rev. J.

T.

G fai-ny,
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MIHSIONS.
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of

liuffalo,
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FEMALE DKORADATION IN HEATIIKN LANDS.

HE

liunuiu rare in

com posed of about
an equal number
persons.

of male and femab^
Loosely speakin<f,

there are therefore on the
earth seven luuidred millions
of women and girl-children,

and within each centtuy some
two thousand millions of these
fill up each a life-time and
pass away. The th()Uf,dit is a
stupendous one.
Very evidently social economists, leg-

have
not adequately considered the

islators or ecclesiastics

special needs, merits, capacities

of

and influences of this half

tlie

human

family.

The

world has not yet seen "woman's hour."
It is a dreadful story, this,
with which we have already
grown most sadly familiar, of

the degradation, the wrongs

and the
«Ev.

J.

T.

ouACEY,

D.D.

sufferings of

women

j^ non-Christiau lands.

The

miseiy are so nniltitudinous and so monotonous that one
is bewildered to select from them.
The relation of marriage, which iuiaer the ennobling influences of
Christianity has been exalted almost to a sacrament, presents throughout the
entire history of non-Christian peoples a lamentable record of violence and of
sin.
The old maroons of Jamaica ajid the present Thibetans of Asia furnish us

illustrations of their

(157)
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with samples of peoples without a substitute for a form for marriage in the one
The Hassaniyeh Arab recogit in the other.

oase, or any judicial sanction of

nizes a "three-quarter" marriage

— of legal obligation only three days out of four

—while in Mocha marriages are temporary. In Thibet, wives are "pawned"
The communal
•and loaned, and in parts of China they are hired to other men.
the men, as recommended
the women are married to
marriage —wherein
imbrutes
the Platonic Kepublic — by no means unknown to history, though
all

all

all

in

it

is

men and women,

shocks every sense of decency, and at best graduates childhood
"Wife-capture," wherein women have been
as beasts in an agricultural pen
stolen, speared, clubbed, or otherwise half-killed in the process, has been, or is,

who have

too wide-spread to allow of even the enumeration of the peoples
ticed

it.

From

Australia to Kamschatka, from the

Eskimo

through Brazil and Chili, to the Patagonian of the south

or afar,

;

prac-

of the north, on

where the

Polynesians, the Fijians, the Philippines, and other Pacific Islanders, preserved
the custom; among Caucasians, Arabs and Negroes, the story has the same hue,
and makes one blush to know himself a man. Polygamy and polyandry, whether
in Thibet, Ceylon, New Zealand, the Aleutian Archipelago, among the Cossacks
or the Orinocos, afford little relief to these wretched chapters of human life.
We close our eyes to a record of systematic debasement and oppression, which

compels us to pity even when we may not relieve.
Girl-life among more than h.ar the population of the globe, seems the
cheapest thing in the dust-bin of human possessions. A missionary lady in
tells of twenty-five women between thirty and sixty years of age, person-

China

known

among whom were born

sixty male and one hundred and
Of these, twenty-one males and twenty-three females
lived till ten years of age.
Eight males and thirty-one females were destroyed
at birth. Another missionary lady in the same country knew of one hundred
mothers who had destroyed one hundred and fifty-eight female children forty,
who had destroyed seventy-eight, and six who had destroyed eleven.
The motives which induce the practice are too many to admit of enumeration.
If a mother has not borne sons, she often destroys all her female offspring
that she may the sooner hope to have a son. If she have sons, two or three
^Is may b: allowed to live, but any thereafter will be smothered at birth,
because of the expense of rearing them, or from some more oblique cause.
The Grovemment of India, in 1871, investigated tbo crime of infanticide in

ally

to her,

twenty female children.

;

'

certain provinces

among

a romance

fire

set

on

the Kajputs.

of hell.

The

report of the magistrate reads like

It contains statements like these

"The Eaboos of Bhudawur Kalan live in ten villages, in seven of which
were found one hundred and four boys and one girl. Their other villages are
said to contain two girls.
These villages are notorious for Suttee monuments,
and their tanks are said to be paved with infants' bones.
The Baboos of
Nagpore live in twenty-seven villages. In the nineteen visited were found two
.

.

.

mR

•A

in

vM

t
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hundred and ten boys and forty-five girls. The Baboos of Pintabgarh live in
In the two visited were found thirty-one boys and one girl.
Ono
girl is said to exist in their other villages.
The Baboos of Asagpoor preserve
their old reputation.
They have twenty boys, and no girl has ever been known
five villages.

in their village."

The explanation

I

that they can secnire
tvMd their parents

that these
all

know

men do

not marry in their

own

tribe, implies

the wives they want from other tril)es, thougii the women
that girl-children will be thus disposed of.
But this only

emphasizes the low esthnate in which infant girl-life is held. The Government
of Jr.Jia has absolutely prohibited infanticide, yet th(!re is a regular system
secretly maintained for tlie piirjjose of conceaHiig it, \vhi(!h so far baffles detection, and there is scarcely a village in India, if indeed there be a luuiilet, whose
shrine is not desecrated by this form of murder
The tendency to degrade women has not been checked by tlie civilization
of eastern nations. Nine hundred years before Christ, Mann, the reputed author
of the Hindu code, collected and systematized the law current
liis time, and
this coming to be accepted as authority in jurisprudence and religion, directed
the tendencies of the nation, checked growth by creating an undue veneration
for antiquity, and degenerated the family by assigning to woman a low place in

m

society and in religion.
SaysManu:
" Day and night must women be

made to feel tboir de})endence on their
Let not a husband eat with bis wife, nor look at iier eating.
Women have no business to repeat sacred texts.
No sacrifice is permitted to a woman separately from her husband, no rehgious observance, no f"-^ing."
'^
Women of high caste were then unveiled in public, were to some extent
educated, and, under given circumstances, were allow(Ml to choose their own
husbands. While otlier things have entered into the case, such as the Mcslein
invasion of which we will presently speak, yet it remains, that the seeds of disrespect for woman, which resulted in her social degradation, were abundantly
husbands.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

present in the statutes of this so-called

Hindu

civilization.

And we may

add

the vengeance which a just Creator takes on the oppn;ssion of the weak, and so inexorably has he united the fortunes of the men and
women of the world, that it has not yet occuiTed in human history but that tlic
incidentally, so sure

degradation of

is

woman

structure of society.

down

has necessarily resulted in the deterioration of the entin'
In every land where woman is thrust down she drags niaii

after her.

If there

status of its

was that

women,

in

Hinduism which involved steady

there was that in

decline in the social

Mohammedanism which

precipitated

it.

Nineteen centuries later than Manu (A. D. 1000) the Moslems invaded India,,
and an alien race became the paramount power. They introduced the rude
manners of an unbridled soldiery, invaded the sanctity of the Hindu's home, nvA
i
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took from his side his betrothed daughters or the mother of his children.

Among

the classes able to keep their

lowed, and

among

course from

women

in zenanas, enforced seclusion fol-

which required absolute non-interapproach between women and men except within a very

others, a conventionalism

all social

I

limited range of near relations.

With zenana
for

in

came early marriage and the infant betrothal, and
The census of the North-west Provinces of India showed
than 280,790 married girls under nine years of ago, and over a
8e(!lu8ion

the same reason.

1881 no less

between the ages of ten and fourteen.
early marriage brought terrible evils in its train.
There was increased
risk in child-bearing, stunted growth of mind and body, separation of the girl
from parents and family at a tender age, impossibility of moral and religious
training, wifehood while not fitted for companionship, and motherhood while not
mature enough to sustain or to educate children. Well may Dr. Mohendra Lai
inillion

The

Sircar say
*'

It is the greatest evil

springs of the

life

in India.

of the nation,

It has stood, so to say, at the

very

and prevented the normal expanse of which

and keeps

it

degraded condition the race. It is
a most disastrous barrier to the progress of Christianity and of every thing good.
It lowers the standard and comfort of the domestic circle.
It panders in a most
unnatural way to passion and sensuality. It raises the rate of mortality in the
family and society generally, and diminishes the general interests, pleasures and
is

capable.

It has degraded

in a

innocent amusements of the family circle.
future, robs

them

and tlieir
and most valued

It injures their present

of their just rights, their brightest jewels

possessions."

The

early marriage

and the infant betrothal implied

child- widowhood.

Of

124,000,000 females in India, according to the government census of 1881, there
were 21,000,000 widows, 78,000 of whom were under nine years of age, 207,000

under fourteen, and 382,000 under nineteen, or, roundly, 600,000 widows, nearly
of whom ought never to have been married.

all

The Hindus of Calcutta alone counted 68,000 wives and 65,000 widows.
From a variety of motives it came to be recognized in the land that widows
should not remarry.
Originally it was not so.
Outcast, deserted, and superseded women, as well as widows, were formerly allowed to remarry. But among
and the British government
through its courts, acknowledged the binding force of both the infant
betrothal and the prohibition of remarriage of widows.
Hence the land is full
of the groanings of child- widows.
Another link in this contatenation of abuses is the illiteracy of the female
Female education can be effectually promoted only
portion of the population.
after the abolition of the early-marriage system.
Women in India have been
In the census already alluded to for
kept in illiteracy for a thousand years
the higher classes this has long been prohibited,
has,

I

\m

:
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1881, it was shown that in the North-west Provinces alone, over 21,000,000 girls
and women were in absolute illiteracy; and among a total population of
125,000,000 in the country not over 70,000 were able to read and write.
It must not be supposed that the Indian women are necessarily incompetent, nor that the country does not afford illustrations of natural mental ability
in women.
Says Mr. Hunter, President of the Education Commission of 1882
" As a matter of fact there always have been women of great accomplishments and strong talents for business in India. At this moment one of the
best administered native states has been ruled during two generations by native
women, the successive Begums of Bopal. Many of the most ably managed of
the landed properties or zemindaries of Bengal are entirely in the hands of
females while in commercial life, women conduct, through their agents, lucraThe intellectual activity of Indian
tive and complicated concerns.
women is very keen, and it seems to last longer in life than those of men. This,
though the idea of giving girls a school education as a necessary part of their
;

.

training for

.

.

did not originate in India until quite within our

life,

own day."

Yet another thing to guard against is the fancy that woman thus depressed
and degraded has no influence. In all lands women are the conservators of
religion, whether that religion be true or false.
Hon. Justice Muthusami says
of their general influence, " The women of India rule the men."
Still further let us guard against the notion that these women are indifferent
to their depressed state.
cats,

we

^:

out of

it;

all

It is in a vein of sad satire that they say

how should we know ? As we came
we know is, we die like sheep."

are cows

;

The life we lead is just like that of a frog in a well,"
woman. " Everywhere there is beauty, but we cannot see
**

"Any

life

is

animal, a worm,

"

said a

We

are

we go

Hindu zenana

it."

better than this," says another heathen

is less

:

into the world

woman; "even an

miserable."

Turning once more to China, we find the illiteracy of females not the same
In North China the estimate is, that in sixty or
seventy out of every hundred families of wealth the females are able to read.
" I have found the wife of a Chi-fu of Taiyuen," says a missionary, " to use all
the fingers of both hands in counting up the books she had read, and that means
learned by heart."
In Shantung, however, not more than one woman in five hundred could
Possibly a fair estimate for even this literary nation would be, taking the
read.
whole of China proper, that one woman in three can read.
There is one other feature of Chinese society which ought not to be wholly
unnoticed, even in this hasty allusion to the more prominent ills which the
Chinese woman is heir to namely, domestic slavery. It is not easy to write
with accuracy about the girl slavery of the Chinese Empire. A reliable writer
<<
knows of girls disappearing," or, as it was said, " gone to spend a month with

in all parts of the empire.

—
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the family and the daughter

said plainly that her father has taken her to a

Sometimes she is handed over to the purchaser by
is at play and is "kidnapped," and no tidings of

girl

After a month it turns out that her elder brother, or the
head of the house, and therefore the disposer of the liberty of the females of the
family, was in debt, and the "kidnapped" girl had been sold, and delivered
according to previous arrangement.
When Jesus Christ came He found woman systematically degraded, debased,
imbruted by philosophy and pagan religion. He came, her truest friend, to give
her a, social resurrection, to formulate principles and illustrate them, which, like
Born of a woman, He
leaven, must work through all the measures of meal.
her can be obtained.

blessed the

woman who

who had been

bore Him.

He showed

favor to representatives of

from recognition. One woman, a sinner,
is simply told to go and sin no more, and the charity of all centuries is summoned to condone her shame till a sinless one shall be found among men.
Another woman and another sinner breaks perfume over His person, and the
fragrance floats all through the ages in the kindliest expression of pity for the
classes

for agos shut out

fallen.

Where

shall

we stop

if

we attempt the task

scriptures in elevating, refining

the saviour of the people like Priscilla, the
Europe, carrying in the
of her garments, like Phoebe, the epistle to the Komans.
I turn back into

Deborah, the heroine
travelling evangelist
folds

of depicting the power of the
and blessing the world through models, like

;

;

like Esther,

;

like Lydia, the first Christian in

Review to read of the place and power of
civilization.
As an inventor, to read of
the invention of pillow lace of Betsey
Metcalf originating the straw industry of the United States by her manufacture
of straw bonnets, of which Massachusetts now produces six millions a year.
To
read of another woman's invention of the Burden horse-shoe machine, which
turns out a horse-shoe every three seconds, and saves millions of dollars to the
land.
To read of Mrs. Manning, of New Jersey, perfecting her husbands mower
the pages of the North- American

women under the freedom of Christ's
Barbara Uttman rescuing Saxony by

and reaper.

To

read of the paper

pail,

:

the gimlet-pointed screw, a volcanic fur-

nace for smelting ore, wool feeders, deep-sea telescopes, and hundreds of similar
inventions.

Into the world of

aflfairs

great ability, to

—have

turn your gaze, and see

who have not only had
which these men Palmerston,

premiers of England,

—

all the recent
wives of great devotion, but oi
Beaconsfield, Eussell and Glad-

been proud to acknowledge themselves indebted. Or shall I ask
you to turn to Mrs. Frank Leslie, conducting her deceased husband's business,
buying a printing-press, auditing accounts and making a balance sheet; or shall
I ask you to look at the hundreds of women who hold positions of financial trust
with a record as yet unblemished by embezzlement or defalcation.
General
stone
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Spinner introduced women into the United States Treasury, and, after experience with more than 1,000, says they count money more accurately than men,
and detect counterfeits more quickly, and he had never had reason to complain
of them for inaccuracy.
Or shall we turn our attention to Mrs. Koebling, the
wife of the great engineer, when he was stricken down with overwork, making
his calculations, assuming his duties of chief engineer, and sitting down with the
iron men to teach them how to make patterns which no mill was then making ?
Or to Mrs. Ellet, whose husband was engineer of our Niagara suspension bridge,
who, at i-^ature age, studied higher mathematics to help her husband and sons ?
Or shall I ask you to look at Christian woman's benevolent disposition of
property wliich Christian civilization has permitted her to hold and disburse in
her own right, like Mrs. Daniel P. Stone, of Boston, discretely disbursing to
benevolences two millions of dollars. Or shall I direct your attention to those
moral queens, like Florence Nightingale and our own Clara Barton, both nursing
the world's ills and shedding that radiance which alone springs from Christian
women over battle fields, hospital and home ? Shall it be to those missionary
angels stooping to lift the whole world's girlhood and womanhood, its wifehood,,
motherhood and widowhood up to the realization of God's ideal of woman,
clothed with the sunlight of His sanctity, pure in infinite purity, and aiding
them to step onward in a progress which knows no weariness and no arrest.
Everywhere in the Bible there is a sweet aroma, a power and influence for
women. The tendency of Christianity is to lift woman up, to elevate her to a
higher plane. It has given to woman a larger sphere and has increased her intellectually.
The world has never seen what Christianity would do for women
if it was only allowed to elevate her.
The things which are not Christian are
keeping woman down and narrowing her sphere. We must let Christianity have
its way, and do what it wants to do in hunianizing society."

women's missions to women.
It was in 1834 that Dr. David Abeel, one of the earliest missionaries to
China, being in England for rest, told of the degradation of the women of the
East, and drew up an appeal to the Christian Women of Great Britain that
resulted in the organization of " The Society for Promoting Female Education

in the East,"
all

which Society,

after half a century, has efficient missions in almost

parts of the non-Christian world.

When

Dr. Abeel reached the United States, he met a

company

of

women

Doremus, in New
York City, and made an appeal to the women of America, as he had done to
those of Great Britain. It was not till after twenty-five years that what Mrs.
in the parlors of that eminently practical saint, Mrs. T. C.

Doremus

called " a seed long buried "

pulse for the organization

—

—this

—

address of Dr. Abeel gave the imand that in the Doremus parlors too
of the

—

1

,

'«
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Woman's Union Missionary Society of America," the mother-society of those
whose work we have now to pass under review.
"What are you women going to do when the war is over?" asked one
Christian woman of another, while a few years ago both were engaged in the
great activities of the Sanitary Commission.
There was little thought with
them, or any one, that God had women in training then for much greater work
elsewhere.
They became experts in organization and administration on a large
scale.
Vast and independent responsibilities were upon them. They grew under
them and up to them, and at the close of the war were as a giant waked out of
The Providence which had been enlarging their capacities and devela dream.
oping their resources, had during those same years been preparing a new field
for their exercise by most marvellous changes in political, social and religious
affairs in Asia, through which were afforded hitherto unknown opportunities for
reaching the women of the Last by the women of Christendom. None but a
very dull student could fail to discern the relation between this agency, flushed
with its triumphs in camp and hospital, and the Providence which ^et before
them this new '* open door." Nor were they slow to enter it.
Within less than a decade, occurred the most extensive and rapid organiza-

tion of the religious activities of Christian

women

that ecclesiastical history

and their achievements have become the characteristic feature of the
missionary work of the last quarter of a century. Following the admirable
" Woman's Union Missionary Society," large denominational organizations of
records,

women for this foreign work, sprung into existence in the following chronological
The Congregationalist Woman's Board (1868), the Methodist Episcopal

order:

(1869), the Presbyterian (1870), the Baptist Missionary

testant Episcopal (1872), the

Eeformed Dutch Church

Union

(1871), the Pro-

(1876),

and the Luth-

eran (1879).

The two Congregational women who met to pray weekly for eight months
make a call to consider the propriety of an organization of a
Woman's Board, though unnamed, and the nine women who met in Boston to
organize the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, will be memorable in future ecclesiastical history. The Congregationalist women led off with a constitution which accorded them large responsibility
in the management of their work at home and abroad, the Secretary and Prubefore venturing to

dential

Committee of the American Board being an advisory committee to whom
by the ladies were referred for appointment.

the missionary candidates selected

The Methodist Episcopal women followed with an organization, not auxiliary to
the Parent Society, though pledged to work in harmony with it, with a separate
and wholly independent treasury, guarded from dangerous repletion by a restriction which left the ladies none but wholly supplemental methods of raising funds.
They might take no public collections in the churches. Their candidates were
to be approved by the Parent Society, which retained a veto power over its ap-,

ii
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Its agents on any foreign
and missionary authorities on that field.
i^

were to be subject to the Church
In later years they have become sub-

field

ject to the appointment of the bishop as

The

ence.

initial

power to "appoint

" to

as well as a right to determine the fields

and character
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component parts of the local conferany field remains with the ladies here,
they should occupy, and the number

of agents to be employed, the ladies being held de facto responsible

work both at home and abroad.
The Baptist ladies have only independent responsibility in their home
management, while the entire direction of their work in foreign parts is left with
the committee of the Baptist Missionary Union. Nor is theirs exclusively a
work among females. Besides supporting boys' schools, they support much of

for the conduct of their

the educational work in the foreign fields of their parent " Union." To some
would seem a more felicitous adjustment than that of the Methodists, and

this

there are special reasons
I

why

in

some

parts, as in

Burmah,

it is

not necessary

and society; but we note the fact, that the
Methodist Episcopal ladies, who have more exclusively woman's work, and
greater responsibility in the administration of their affairs, have raised much
larger sums of money than have the Baptist women, with mixed work and the
absence of responsibility in foreign parts. Comparing the income of the two
to separate the sexes in school

societies for the first seven years of each, the Methodist ladies raised fifty per

more than their Baptist sisters, and extending the comparison over fourteen years, they raised one himdred per cent. more.
So far as conflict between so largely independent bodies as those of the
cent,

I

Woman's

Society and their Parent Board in the Methodist Episcopal Church

goes, experience shows that no greater friction has arisen in the course of six-

teen years than

is

common to

all

societies within the circle of their

own

separate

administration, and none which Christian courtesy and good sense have not

enabled them to adjust.
FINANCIAL ADMINISTRATION.

As

to the general administrative capacity and

judgment with which the

ladies of these several societies have conducted their affairs, a sort of consensus

of Christian

judgment

is

expressed in a report adopted by the General Assembly

of the Presbjrterian '^hurch, after an experience of seven years with these
Women's Boards, in wi.ich they said
" It is our unanimous opinion that what God has thus raised up, and so
signally prepared

m

work

in its

and sanctioned, ought to be encouraged

to do its

own chosen

own way."

The American Board also expressed a discriminating judgment when it said:
" The wise economy, the prudent management, and the results achieved by
W'

Women's Boards may
other societies."

well challenge the admiration

and the emulation of the

Among

the gravest responsibilities assumed by Missionary Boards

authorizing expenditures on anticipated income.

is

that

oi

If they fail of their estimated

resources, the result is indebtedness.
It demands, therefore, the most careful
and experienced exercise of judgment to avoid embarrassing the work abroad orinvolving the society at home.
The Congregational Woman's Board is relieved
of this responsibility, because they raise their money one year and expend it the
next. They cannot have any debt. The Wesleyan (British) Missionary Society
made a temporary experiment of this kind, but soon returned to the usual practice of the societies.
It is to the credit of the Woman's Foreign Missionary
Society of the Methodist Episcopal Church, that while they have authorized
expenditure on estimated income, events have always justified their judgment.
Accepting foreign responsibilities to the verge of their boldest faith, they have
never yet closed a year with a dollar of indebtedness, while they have advanced
their income from a very small beginning to $200,000 in 1885: a sum not equalled
in the annual receipts of the Parent Society during
5 first thirty-two years of
its existence, a period double that of the history of .us society.
Incidentally a question so often suggested deserves a passing word.
It is
sometimes asked, *' Is not the income of the Women's Societies detrimental to
the receipts of the Parent Boards ? "
Perhaps no better answer can be given
than a statement of Rev. N. G. Clark, D.D., Senior Foreign Secretary of the
American Board. What he states is, mutatis mutandis, true of all the denomi-

national societies.

"Looking
different

He

says

:

on the financial side alone, the work of the
has been of greatest value. Exclusive of the two

at the question

Woman's Boards

American Board from donaand legacies for the last ten years were between four and five hundred
thousand dollars in excess of the previous decade, and this difference was due
to the Woman's Boards.
From them was received over one million dollars^.
Admitting that one-third, or even one-half, of this sum would have come into
the treasury of the American Board had there been no such organization, and it
is still true that the advance in the aggregate receipts for the last ten years was
due to the Woman's Boards."
Constructing a similar argument for the Methodist Episcopal Church, if the
term be extended to the sixteen years of the existence of the Woman's Society^
we would show that the Parent Society's receipts have advanced within this
period over four millions of dollars as compared with the preceding sixteen
years, though these were inflated by war currency.
If, following the American
Board, we add the income of the Woman's Society to that of the Parent Board
for these later sixteen years, it would show an aggregate advance of eighty per
cent., or almost five millions of dollars, on the preceding sixteen years.
Whether this is absolutely fair as an argument or not, there can be little doubt
of the aggregate increase of missionary receipts because of the existence of our
great bequests, the receipts into the treasury of the
tions

Ir

V.
C-'
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i
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Woman's Foreign Missionary Society. It must also be borne in mind tbat these
much work previously cared for by the Parent Board.
The ladies have exhibited both literary ability and business enterprise in

ladies are supporting

the conduct of their magazines and other literature.
the societies have been almost

if

The

periodicals of

most

of

not wholly self-supporting, and some are sources

The paper published by the ladies of the Baptist Board transferred
a surplus in 1885 from its periodical account to the secretary's salary account
of $1,247.
Life and Lights published by the Congregational Woman's Board,
has sustained itself from the start. The Heathen Womaiis Friend, of the Methodist Woman's Society, has not only paid its total cost from the beginning, but
has supplied a large revenue which has been expended, in part, in the publication of gratuitously circulated literature, calculated to convey information and
arouse an interest among the women of the Church. iJuiing last year alone it
furnished the funds for the publication of 1,800,000 pages of such literature, and
also for the current expenses of a vernacular paper in India for circulation among
women in the zenanas. After granting $2,293.50 for the above purposes in 1885,
it transferred to investment account $1,850.
For years it has furnished funds
for similar purposes, yet it has an accumulated fund of $10,600, invested in
bonds and banks.
The business tact and judgment of the Methodist women have been exhibited in all departments, but our brief apace only admits the noting of the fact
that they have collected over a million and a third dollars, and have over two
hundred thousand dollars' worth of real estate in India, China, Japan, Mexico,
South America ^nd Bulgaria.
Much has been said in discussing missionary economics about the gratuitous services of the ladies of the several Boards, and perhaps too much emphasis
has been sometimes placed on the fact that they had only unsalaried officers.
This is not the place to discuss the question of unpaid official services, in benevolent societies in general, and missionary societies in particular. Almost all
the larger missionary organizations have judged it best to secure paid secretaries,
with the notable exception of the Church of England Missionary Society. Even
the ladies' societies have not always found it possible to secure the most efficient
agents without larger or smaller, direct or indirect, financial support being given
to them.
While all this is true, it does not lessen the appreciation due, and accorded,
to the magnanimity, self-sacrifice and holy charity of these unsalaried women,
who, for the cause they hold dear, and for the love of their divine Lord, have
gladly accepted care and responsibility, hardship and toil, that they might arouse
their sisters at home to sympathy with their sisters beyond the seas.
of revenue.

ONE AMONG MANT.

A

typical representative of these Methodist

women

is

Mrs. Skidmore.

A
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Methodist of Methodists, " to the manner horn," she brought to this Society, as
and, till now, its only metropolitan secretary, an esoteric apprehension
of the spirit and aims of her Church, acquired in the associations of the home
its lirst

of her father, the senior Dr.

Thomas E. Bond, and

a full understanding of the

purpose and plans of a missionary management, with which her husband was
ussociated from its inception,
successor.

We

may

till

death made room for his son to become his

say in passing, the chariot that halted for Skidmore, Janes

and Durbin, bore from our missionary councils in 1870, a trio not easily equalled
for the practical business ability and judgment of the first, the devout

—eminent

of the second, and the creative power and prevision of the third.
In her own right also Mrs. Skidmore represents her associates. Practiced
for more than thirty years in the management of noble charities like that of Five
Points Mission in New York city, and disciplined to appreciate the best type of
spiritual life as a class-leader in the Church of her choice^ through a third of a
oontury, she was fitly furnished to sympathize with those whom she was to join
in sending into the maelstrom of heathenism, and to encourage by her example
that abandon of consecration and fervor of fdiih which have so signally marked

wisdom and zeal

this

movement.
•••."•.,,

OPEHATIONS AFIELD.

Twenty-five years ago it was a question wnat Christian women could do in
heathendom. So narrow was the apparent sphere of operations for them, and
flo little had they been allowed independently to attempt, that it was held in
many quarters that " the addition of this class seemed to add nothing to the
A little work already begun by married
working force of the mission.
women was put into the hands of the unmarried. Nothing new was attempted.
There was no lengthening of lines and strengthening of stakes." Some pronounced it " the greatest folly of modern missions " to send those women into

...

the

field.

•

.

,

In truth there was unequal demand because of the unequal social relations
in different quarters of the globe.
It was not true, for instance, in Northern
<Miina, as it was in Southern China, that no evangelistic work among women
<;ould be done except by women.
In 1879, Kev. Mr. Richard, of the English
Baptist Mission, baptized within ten days 130 converts in the Ching Fu, of whom
65 AVdre women. Others, even unmarried men, found no difficulty in prosecuting
this work.
But there could be no question as to the country at large. The
speediest way to evangelize a nation is, undoubtedly, to evangelize the women
ol that nation.
The only way to reach the women of China generally was to
reach them in their homes.
Chinese women are not accustomed to go from
home to be mentally quickened by contact with other minds. Men hear the
Oospel
the markets and chapels where they are gathered from long distances
not so
women. Assuming that half the population are women, it would
;
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seem at first flush that half the evangelizing force should be women, but seconfl
thought suggests that because the women must be reached in isolated household
congregations, and because native women till past middle life must be " keepers
at home," possibly the proportion of women evangelists should be much greater.
The young men can give the vigor of their best days to evangelizing the men,
An eminent misbut it is only the older women who can become evangelists.
sionary lady says of the Chinese women
" They are not public speakers. They work in the family from house to
house, and through the mothers reach the children. They do that thing, and
they do but that one thing. As hardly any Chinese women know how to read,
as the old women rarely leave their villages and the young women seldom leave
their houses, the only way is to carry the Gospel to them."
Of course in India the conditions of society demand the separation of the
sexes.
Mr. Cust but voices the common judgment when he says, that it is
neither "likely nor desirable that for some generations the rule should be
broken, for it might lead to greater evils. Until a great change comes over the
structure of Indian society in Northern India, it is as well that in railways and
churches, as in schools and hospitals, the sexes should be separated, and a decent
reserve maintained in alluding to their existence."
The forms of work of the Woman's Societies may be classified as BenevoYet as all these elements enter into each
lent, Educational, and Evangelistic.
portion of the work, this is but an imperfect classification. The orphanages sustained by these ladies have been very effective as educational and evangelistic
agencies. From them have gone the wives of native preachers, zenana teachers,,
Bible readers and medical women, and they have been the scene of profound
Their
religious awakening and wide revival influences both in India and Japan.
benevolent character is manifest in their origin, specially in India. Few people
have occasion to realize v.'hat famine is, as frequently experienced in Asiatic
countries, when within a single province two or even four millions of people die
of starvation in a few months. Few living things are spared. Insects die in the
fields and fishes in the shrunken rivers
oxen, dogs, jackals, and even field-rats,,
starve in the land.
Household utensils, ornaments, the very doors, are sold for
food, and all cares, all affections, all hopes are forgotten, while famished, demoralized, maddened, brutalized men cast cannibals' looks and even devour each
other.
Pestilence follows, where the dead lie and rot; babes try in vain to
draw life from the shrunken breasts of dead mothers living skeletons, more fortunate, stalk into the cities, and are seen gnawing blue marl for lack
f food to
appease their hunger. It is a terrific picture that no mortal would care to describe, if ever he could.
Out of such pestilence and body of death came our first group of orphan
boys and girls in the Methodist Episcopal Orphanage of India. When the
Woman's Society got fairly into operation it relieved the Parent Board of the
:

;

;

<
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It is

beyond human

to catalogue the Christian influences and evangelizing forces from that in-

which are now building up a strong, self-reliant Christian community
millions of people in North India.
It would be a pleasure tO'
speak of the exceedingly rare qualities of the ladies who have had these institu-

stitution,

among seventeen
tions in charge.

this society, orphanages form a
cannot within our limits more than allude to this,
but only a part.
extended and well-organized school work. These schools have had large influ-

Of the extensive educational enterprises of

We

part,

ence in India.
tion

was

They demonstrate to the national government that such educaand became its auxiliary when it undertook the same. A few
The Government Education Commission
force to this remark.

possible,

facts will give

1882 reported a total of 127,066 native girls in school throughout the empire,,
nearly one-half were under missionary instruction. Of the whole, 6,37&
were in mission boarding-schools, 40,897 in mission day-schools, and 9,132 under

in

of

whom

instruction by missionaries in zenanas.

These schools are efficient as an evangelizing agency, their enemies thembeing judges. Although they have exerted less power on Moslems than
on others, yet even they have felt the influence so strongly that they have been
led to organize in Korthern India a " Society for the Promotion of Islam and
the Education of Females." In their appeal to the public on behalf of this
society they confess that the Christian schools are undermining the faith of the
Moslem children.
selves

Miss Isabella Thoburn, the

first

appointee of this society, rejoices in a

Lucknow which

the government recognizes as the best of
Upper India, and which the native community says is a " standing
A movement
of her powers of organization and management."
school in

inaugurated to exalt

it

its

girls'"

kind in

monument
is

already

into a college.

not alone in the intellectual results of these schools that we rejoice,,
which have been manifest in them. In the
girls' schools in Japan, the influence of which is felt throughout the empire, the
eighteen of the girls applied on a single Sabbath
revival power has been great
It is

but in the gracious revival influences

;

baptism in the one school at Nagasaki. The next day the religious interest
was so great that the recitations had to be suspended, and the girls were found
weeping and praying in their rooms still later, fourteen more of the girls were
One man who had two daughters in this school for some time was
converted.
He asked for the names of the parents of all the
converted, and also his wife.
girls in the school, for he said he must go and tell them, as he is sure when they
know what this Christianity is they will surely embrace it. This revival is also
immediately related to the introduction of the Gospel into Korea by an interesting incident for which we regret that we cannot make room.

for

;

r
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We

cannot now set forth the high esteem in which these schools are held
There is something
in most lands where they are established.
touching about the statement of the Yokohama school that when, by some new
and unheard of arrangement, the government officials directed that the pupils of
this school should come into the same examination as their own, that these
girls all knelt down and asked God to help them, and when they arrived at the
place of examination some of the other scholars shouted, " 0, here comes the
Jesus Christ school; they cannot pass!" Yet they did, every one of them.
One of the examiners asked of another, '* "What school is this in which every
child has passed?" ml the answei was, "Why, it is the one known as the
Jesus Christ school."
It would be interesting to trace the effects of similar girls' schools in Bulgaria, South America and Mexico, for their influence is percolating the social
order where they are placed, though they suffer by comparison in the reports
with some others in Asia, possibly because their work often does not admit of
being made public, lest their enemies come into their secret. Not only was all
possible obstruction offered to these schools in Bulgaria, for instance, but the
bishop said he would have them driven from Loftcha and from Bulgaria "if it
cost every hair of his beard."
We have not spoken of the 2,000 zenanas in which over 4,000 of the women
of India are under instruction by these Methodist ladies alone, because it is
•difficult to separate this from another feature of the work, that of the Female
Evangelist an agency which, we think, promises more for future evangelical
results than any other.
"Nothing but the old apostolic plan of evangelism will
answer," says Eev. H. Williams, of the Church Missionary Society, " namely,
proclaiming the tidings of salvation to every one who will hear it. Men are
wanted to preach to men, women to women."
After forty years' residence in India, filling every civil post in the empire,
from lowest to highest. Sir William Muir says that " a recognized component
part of a fully equipped mission should be a Female Evangelists
Mr. Gust,
the able linguist, long familiar with missions by official residence in India, and
by profound study of them through other years, alluding to the small missionary
force of the world, says

hy governm.^nts

i

—

!

" My suggestion is to make a fuller use of women.
Call upon that sex
which no longer deserves the conventional epithet of the weaker or less wise, to
«upply the vacuum and stand in the gap. But they must have precisely the
same allowance, be provided with similar accommodations, and placed on the

Tsame footing."

Never was there more wealth and warmth of welcome awaiting a visitant
is accorded many a Christian woman evangelist by the women of nonChristian lands
Never was there a greater power to be awakened for the
redemption of mankind than that which Christian women may exert over the

than

!
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homes and the mothers of heathendom. How eagerly these women listen to the"One holds my hands,
story of Him who came to relieve the oppressed!
another my feet," says one of these workers, " as I begin to tell them of Jesus.""
Many are the touching incidents of the reception of the truth, though but
How many there may be none can tell, who, neither
partially understood.
churched nor chronicled, have believed savingly in Christ on fragmentary knowledge, like that dying girl in the zenana whe: no ordained minister could enter,
who, having given up her babe, asked for water, and when it was brought
crowned herself, laying her open Bible across her head, baptized herself t and
died.
There are many millions of these secluded women in India. How many

—

the truth, though not counted in the congregations^
and wide these female evangelists may be scattering the Gospel, noIncidents often cast light upon
statistical tables will enable us to understand.
the subject.
One old woman was standing on the outskirts of a crowd at a
bathing place on the Ganges Eiver near Cawnpore, where Nana Sahib massacred
four hundred Christians.
A foreign lady evangelist was talking to two hundred
heathen women, and singing to them, and with them, of Christ. "Your singing
is drawing my heart this way," said a little old woman on the outer edge of thecompany. " I have been standing here a long time and can't go away. Every
night as I go to sleep I hear you singing,
are indirectly learning of

and

how

far

'

Yisu Masih mero prana bachaiya

('Jesus Christ has saved

my

soul,')

and I sing it too all day in my heart as I do my work." Many a zenana womai>
who has not found Christ, yet finds her experience summarized in that of her
Hindu sister who said, " We are birds in a cage still, but you have taught us io
sing."

The Methodist women are teaching, systematically visiting and praying
more than a thousand Moslem and Hindu women in the city of Lucknow
alone; and they employ 182 native female evangelists, known in their terminwith,

ology as " Bible readers," who are threading the intricate lanes of Indian cities,
wandering by the banks of the Yang-tse and the silver La Platte, sitting under
the sunny skies of Italy, or on the fertile plains of Mexico, climbing the Balkans^
sailing the seas of the Mikado's empire, and entering the gates of the " Hermit

Nation," until

it

seems that " the women that publish the tidings are a great

host."

Before these societies were formed the pigeon-holes of the secretaries of our
missionary societies were choked with applications of suitable
these fields, and there has been

no hour

since

How

slow not only

Church has been to learn the meaning of

it all

!

to serve i»

women ready to givebut the whole Protestant
How timidly all the denomina-

exhaust the supply of devoted, educated, and sensible

themselves to this work.

women

when we could approximately

we

i

.;

"

\
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women conld not be sent unprotected could not,
with their Christian purity, be thrown into such maelstroms of heathen vice, or
•were not competent to act except under male supervision
But they have gone gone from homes of culture, halls of learning and the
enchantments of Christian society gone to isolation and to the dreariness and
monotony of heathen misery gone into public melas, private hovels and loft}
tions have stood, saying these

I

—

—

—

mansions in India and China, camped among wild Koords, crept on hands and
knees amid the smoke and vermin of the Zulu's kraal, sung Christian hymne to
cannibal crowds, slept quietly on the Infinite arm in the habitations of cruelty
and the abodes of lust, "scribbled " the seas with " the centric and eccentric "
of their journeyings, risked health and life in ways named and unknown, bound
up offensive wounds, sympathized with the fallen, trained children, given to
mothers a loftier ideal of motherhood, addressed themselves to national reforms
in the interests of their sex, and been " living epistles " of the everlasting
And all this they have done, not under the impulse of mere sentiment,
•Gospel.
but with patience that could plod, with ingenuity that could create, and witii
practical wisdom that could conserve, they have prosecuted their work in a way
and with results which may challenge comparison with that of their sisters, or
even of their brethren, of any century and of any clime.

LONDON'S WOMEN'S CLUB.

17.1

LONDON'S WOMEN'S CLUB.

SOCIAL

elegance is the key-note to the Alexandra, the most successful
women's club in London presentation at Her Majesty's drawing-room
is the sin qua non of admittance, and the names of various countesses figure
oil the council.
Moreover, the Alexandra is strictly and absolutely feminine
in its coMBlitution, no individual of the other sex above the age of twelve
being admitted beyond the door-mat.
Husbands, fathers and brothers
;

excluded from its sacred precincts.
Here, as a social
Alexandra is of little value, and in the evening it is practically
deserted.
But it furnishes an admirable centre for shopping operations,
and for feminine lunches, teas, etc. Fine women pop in and out all day,
and the cheerful drawing-room on the first floor, brightly and artistically
furnished, forms a most welcome resting place in the interval of a long day
in town.
It possesses, moreover, the further advantage of bedrooms, let
at the most reasonable rate, so that girls and young married women can
spend a night or two in town without any trouble as to chaperones and maids.
Women friends, of course, may be admitted into the club, and servants and
In spite of the prev.Uent opi'-iion that women are not
tradespeople interviewed.
by nature " clubable," and that they would be certain to lall 'U*: ever the manaf,'ement of any pure feminine concern, the Alexandra ha^l an t nil v?i,atly peaceful
record.
A small sensation was caused one day by the appears nee on the com"Lady A. and Mrs. B. propose
mittee notice board of the following motion
tliat a smoking-room be added to the club."
The next day this wae succeeded
" Mrs. X. and Mrs. Z. propose that Lady A. and Mrs. B.
by a further notice
are not fit members for this club."
General committee meeting was awaited
with some trepidation that month, but the secretary, exercising the right of
veto, judiciously ruled both motions out of order.
On another occasion the
social " conveniences " of the club were greatly outraged by the appearance in
the club drawing-room of a real Salvation Army officer, bonnet, bluecoat and all,
introduced by a member of enthusiastic evangelistic proclivities.
The High
Church members proposed that the whole Salvation Army should be excluded
by special legislation, but good sense and religious toleration were allowed to
win the day, and the storm subsided, on the tacit understanding, however, that
the offence should not be repeated.
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By Rev.

of the China Inland Mission

J. Ffudson Tai'hr,

^OST persons

interested in

aware of the need
India, but

many

for

missions arc

woman's work

in

are not so well aware

of the almost equal necessity in China.

by

Hi

While the poorer women are compelled,
circumstances, to be seen, and move about freely,

even they are not very accessible to the male missionary,

and among the better

class of

women

there

is as

much

Moreover, from the
fact that very few even of the ladies of the upper classes can either
read or write, any instruction they receive must bo imparted viva
voce, hence the need of lady missionaries, and of many of them.
For while a male missionary may collect in his mission hall, or
speak in the streets to scores or hundreds, the women must be spoken to in
small classes, or met in families in their own homes.
It is self-evident, too,
that unless the women are reached, tie families as a whole are untouched.
When we consider the immense population of China, and that more than half of
them are women and children, the impossibility of reaching China without the
isolation as their

aid of

circumstances will allow.

lady missionaries

How
workers

?

far,

1

I

is self-apparent.

then, can this important moiety of the people be reached by lady

To an almost imlimited

extent.

Curiosity will bring

and not a few ladies, to visit our missionary sisters in their

many women,
own homes, if
i'

made for their doing so without coming in contact with male
The ladies will be invited in return to visit the Chinese ladies

arrangements are
missionaries.
ill

their

homes

;

while multitudes of the poorer

women

-.

are, at

any time, glad to

welcome the lady mis'^^'onary passing by. There is no need to wait for a formal
invitation to visit them.
The singing of Christian hymns is always attractive
the simple gospel story or parable is wonderfully interesting to those who have
never heard it, and the touch of sympathy and love comes home to human
hearts, yearning for an*^ never receiving it, with great power.
Then many
opportunities are afforded to give relief in case of sickness, and the sad and
(177)
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to our sisters, as three out

women and girls whose
Access to the upper classes of China can
be obtained by lady missionaries, and, with occasional exceptions in the case of
male medical missionaries, and other exceptions extremely rare, through ladies
In many cases an official or a gentlealone can the upper classes be reached.
man who would fear to lose caste by being seen to be intimate with a male misof foui

of those

who seek

to destroy their lives, are

sorrows have seemed unsupportable.

sionary, will freely allow a lady missionary to visit the ladies of his family; and,

under the pretext of going to hear what his wives are being taught, will hear
the gospel himself, and often ask very intelligent questions about it.

A further work of great value open to lady missionaries is the instruction
and training of intelligent elderly Christian women for Bible women's work.
This work has been extensively and systematically prosecuted in some missions
with no small success. The native Bible woman not only needs training and
preparing for the work, but superintending in it. Her work is very difficult and
arduous, and sometimes invokes a full share of persecution she needs the sympathy, advice, and prayers of her lady superintendent.
;

It is scarcely necessary to refer to schools as affording scope

among

the

—day and boarding schools having been somewhat extenand
—each class of school has peculiar

young of both sexes
sively tried in China
tions.

Day

difficulties

its

schools are comparatively inexpensive, but

when the

objec-

children are

becoming manifestly drawn towards Christianity, heathen parents are very apt
In the case of boarding schools there is not
to withdraw them from the school.
but, from lack of native home training, the girls are apt to become
this danger
;

home life, or dissatisfied with it. Much of this might
kept in the boarding school for half a-year, and sent home

unfitted for their future

be obviated were
to help their

girls

mothers the other half of the year.

In the

CHINA IlOiAND MISSION
'

Woman's work has been

a prominent feature from the commencement, and its
advantages were very soon practically proved. The first head-quarters of the
mission was in a large city in which many efforts to gather congregations to
hear the preaching of the gospel had met with very limited success. As soon
as the knowledge of the language enabled them, our lady missionaries commenced vi' '^ing, and gave special attention on Fridays and Saturdays to inviting

Many came, but could not come alone
husbands, sons, or brothers had to come as escort, and in this way many men
were brought under the sound of the gospel, as well as women and, from the
first formation of the church in this city, a fair proportion of the members have
been women. Similar efforts in other stations were followed by similar results.
After a time the plan was adopted of providing distinct houses for lady
the womGi- io the Sunday services.

;

WOMANS WORK

any male missionaries.
reaching

women

179

women

workers, to which the
for

IN CHINA.

of

could come at any time without fear of meeting
The immediate result was great increase of opportunity
the upper classes.
This suggested the plan adopted now

few of the inland mission stations, of having only resident lady workers,
with usually a married native evangelist, or pastor and his wife. This method
has proved highly successful, and the uniform respect with which the single
lady workers are treated in isolated stations, or when taking long itinerations
in twos or threes, with only the escort of Christian natives, has been most
in not a

encouraging.

As an instance

of the kind of

work that can be done we may

refer to the

Misses Macintosh and Marchbauk, who, in three months, with the help of two

women, often visit and evangelize in about forty villages and towns.
They not unfrequently are invited by the villagers to stay with them in their
homes for a night or two, and sometimes even a week has been spent as guests
in the house of some interested family, and thus the gospel has been brought

native Bible

within the reach of nearly

all

the

women

of the neighborhood.

These ladies

have been in China four years, and one and a-half years, respectively, and are
the only missionaries in the city and neighborhood in which they work Yuhshan

—in

—

Kiang-si.

Many

souls have been brought to Christ through their

instrumentality.

—

To take another illustration Misses Whitchurch and Seed in North China
were instrumental in bringing about the destruction of all the idols in over 70

They believe that in the year fully 100
commenced to keep a list after the year
be supposed that all the members of these

families during part of the year 1888.

families destroyed their idols, but only

It must not
became Christians, the heads of the families at least accepted Christiand gave up idolatry, and of not a few there is reason to hope that Christ

was well advanced.
families

anity

was received into the heart.
In the superintendence of refuges for the cure of opium smokers, some of
the lady missionaries of the China Inland Mission have found a valuable sphere
of work.
In this way, as also in family visitation, and in cases of sickness, it is
found that men as well as women can be reached by them; though, of course,
iu the ordinary way their work lies among their own sex, the customs of the
country prohibiting free intercourse between the sexes. Notwithstanding this,
a judicious foreign lady can, without offence, accomplish much that would be
impossible to a Iiative

The

woman.

and water-ways of China afford a convenient method of travel for
lady missionaries.
Their boat is their home, and quiet can be found by moving
a short distance from the town or city whenever it is uesired, while they can
spend as much time amongst the people as their strength will allow.
rivers

On a recent journey
iu

of this kind a lady missionary, escorting to their stations

Kiang-si the lady workers

who went out from America

in September, 1888,

m»

I
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to join the China Inland Mission, had such opportunities of work that before the
journey was accompUshed two of their boatmen were hopefully converted, and a

third also confessed Christ about

whom

they were not so

fully assured.

THE LANGUAGE, ETC.

For the information of any who may be contemplating work

may

be well to state that the vernaculars of

from

difl&cult of acquisition to

and after

diflBculty increases,
\

though many

still

the young.

thirty-five

it

becomes serious to the greater number,

older persons have acquired

The climate of many

in China,

many parts of the empire are far
From twenty-five ygars of age the

parts of China

it.

healthy.
It is very desirable
that the language should be acquired, and a lady become acclimatized before
marriage. The length of her missionary service, as well as her efficiency will be
is fairly

greatly increased thereby.

The openings

for

women's work

are practically unlimited,

and the need

for

very urgent. In the China Inland Mission there are sixtyone married missionaries with their wives, eighty-one unmarried men, and
additional workers

is

one hundred and ttventy

unm&rned

lady missionaries, not including nine "associfrom the proportion of lady missionaries being found
too great, many more are urgently called for. From the nature of their work
the proportion of three or four lady workers to one male missionary would not be
In Kiang-si, to which we referred above, there were in July,
at all too large.
1889, fifteen lady workers and only one married missionary resident in the province in connection with the China Inland Mission. The lady missionaries had
ample scope for all their energies, though more pastoral help from male mission-

ates of the mission.

aries

So

far

was needed.

In the work of the Inland Mission, among women who have not been accustomed to see the costumes of other nations, the lady missionaries usually wear
native dress, and find it an important facility to be thus attired. Many who
would be afraid of them in foreign dress receive them willingly, and it is an
advantage not to have the women's attention distracted from the message to the
dress of the missionary.

The expense of living in China varies considerably in different localities.
In the free ports both rents and living are expensive. In the interior it is not
For inland work it is essential for a lady to be connected with some misso.
sionary' body, otherwise she would be unable to keep open the necessary communication for forwarding her supplies, etc. A lady member of the China Inland
Mission, having an income of not less than $260, is able to supply all her own
while those who have no personal means, and are not sustained by
receive remittances from the general funds of the mission,
Jonations,
special

needs

ti

;

1
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from time to time, though no specific

sum

is
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guaranteed, the income of the

mission being entirely dependent on unsolicited contributions.

An ample

supply of meats, game, poultry, eggs, vegetables and

easily procured in

most parts of China;

also,

good wheaten

servants will readily learn to cook in foreign style

if

fruits

flour.

the missionary

is

can be
Native
able to

teach them.

In conclusion, there must be in every Christian country many ladies who
have the necessary health and capacity to make useful workers in China. Experience in Sunday school and home mission work is always of value, and many

methods used

But

at

home

will

be found applicable to the mission

field.

more important than methods and plans is unreserved consecration
and submission to the will of God, and that filling with the Holy Ghost without
which the most earnest work will fail and be ineffectual.
To be filled with the spirit is supremely important, without this the missionary will not be able to maintain her own spiritual life, will become dry and
harren herself, and is sure to be disappointed. With it, as the scripture hath said,
out of her shall flow rivers of living water," and her glad heart will daily
become more thankful, as Christ becomes more and more to her "a living, bright
reality," and she sees other sad hearts and lives brightened by His life-giving
far

•'

presence.

The Master

says,

**

Go

ye."

Who

will

respond,

*'

Here am

I,

send

me?"

i'

n
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ADVICE TO MUSICAL STUDENTS.

THE

is given by Mr. Ernst Paucr
work on The Art of Pianoforte Flaijituj :
Make yourself acquainted with the lives and portraits of the classical composers.
Your interest in them will thus be heightened, and you will seem to
meet them in their works.
Consider technical exercises as the daily physical exercise which is necessary to keep you in health.
Always come to your lesson with honest goodwill, and with a sincere desire
to advance and to improve.
Do not get hold of the notion that your teacher finds fault with you for tlu
mere sake of fault finding.
Always be assured that ultimate success will ensue if you give yourself th(>
trouble to work for it.
Success may be deferred but it will come at last.
Remember that a good compo'sition is worthy of a good practice.
Regularity, system and precision, are not only excellent general qualities,

following advice to the musical student

in his useful

but

may

be reckoned among the principal conditions that ensure a useful pracand guarantee a successful performance.
Do not stammer through yo'.ir practice if you stumble in a passaj^e leave
then attack the obstacle again and again, till you manage to overat once

tice,

;

off

;

come it effectually.
Mind and body must both be

vigorous

when

yo'i

practice.

If

you

feel

unwell, better leave off for a while until you have recovered.

A

Good Husband.

—When Theodore Parker was married, he

journal on his wedding-day the following resolutions

:

enter.-^d in his

"1. Never, except for the

my wife's will. 2. To discharge all duties for her
sake freely. 3. Never to scold. 4. Never to look cross at her. 5. Never to
weary her with commands. 6. To promote her ^jiety. 7. To bear her burdens.
9. To save, cherish, and for ever defend her.
10. To
8. To overlook her foibles.
remember her always most affectionately in my prayers. Thus, God willing,
best of reasons, to oppose

we

shall

be blessed."

Passing Away.

—Youth and beauty, riches and

the society of those we love, and even life
let not the wise therewith be fascinated.

stores of worldly goods, with

itself are all of short

From

the Sanskrit,

duration

;

then

CHAPTEK
WOMAN
£y

Rev.

I. li. Ai/lesworlh,

XTV.

AS A MISSIONAHY.

M.A., LL.D., Pastor of Grace Methodist Church,
St. Thoiiuu, Ontario.

" Send

Me."— Isa.

vi;

8

I.

HE

opportunity and uecessity for woman's work in Ihe foreign mission
fields, liave
been forced upon the
Church of this generation, by the providence
of God.
The Church of God
in

<s^

last half of the nine-

tliis

is honored by
having set before her open
doors for abundant usefulness,
and for her active, earnest,

teenth century,

systematic, hopeful

heathen

many

lands.

work

There

in

are

circumseem to open
woman's work for

providential

stances which

the

Way

women

for

heathen lands.
In the first place it is
found that the women in the
most important heathen countries are kept in seclusion, and
strictly prohibited from having
in

any intercourse or conversation with men, or being seen

by them. I remember the case
a heathen princess who was
very sick, and the missionary
physician was not permitted
to see her, but a rent wa?

made

her concealed from the gaze
Through this she
of men.
(

i8;i

M-

in the curtain that kept

~tt!!9

p
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it and prescribe. This unnatural
upon the heathen countries wherever tlie early Mohamme-

protruded her tongue, and the doctor could see
seclusion was forced

dans spread their ravages. Their brutal treatment of women and utter disregard
innocence and virtue have forced women into the fancied security of retirement.
The results of Mohammedan conquests are altogether detrimental to the
spread of the gospel, and in this case completely block the way and make it impossible for the ordinary missionary to reach the women.
This is what iirst
for

upon the attention of the Christian Church the absolute necessity of
women making efforts to reach heathen women. They have souls to
save the same as men have, although this truth is denied by the whole heathen
world, and by almost every system among men, except the Christian religion.
For all false systems are of the devil, and the devil is not woman's friend, and
there should be no love lost between women and the devil.
Woman has a right to know the joys and experience the blessings of salvation.
It is the privilege of every woman to know Him who was born of the
woman, and whose religion alone blesses and saves women. Let all the women
of this world know Him who personally honored women by associating and conversing with them.
He accepted tokens of respect and appreciation from them,
and was grateful for their friendly and timely care for His comfort and necessities.
Unto woman He imparted some of His choicest truths, and said to one of
Jesus is the sinner's friend, and let all
them, "
woman, great is thy faith."
the sinful, erring, fallen women, as well as men, of this world know that
this man receiveth sinners, and saves them if they will "go in peace and sin
no more."
" For ye are all one in Christ Jesus." " There is neither male nor female."
On this passage Dr. Adam Clarke remarks '' To this day women are not perforced

Christian

:

mitted to assemble with the

men

in the synagogues, but are put in galleries,

where they can scarcely see, nor can they be seen." This shows that the Jews
were but little better than the Gentiles in their estimate and treatment of
women. Dr. Clarke continues " Under the blessed spirit of Christianity, women
have equal rights, and equal privileges, and equal blessings ; and, lei me add,
they are equally useful."
Then the suppressed but bitter cry that comes up from the conditions of
wretchedness and hopeless helplessness of heathen women, has touched the heart
of Christendom.
We know that in our civilized and semi-civilized lands, the
abuse of power and the misdirection of the social forces, falls with a crushing
weight of misery upon woman. There is no abuse perhaps in all heathendom,
that produces more refined torture than the liquor traffic.
Yet nine-tenths of
the curse and anguish of that traffic falls on helpless women and inno.cent
:

The same is true of slavery, Mormonism, and Jesuitism.
Now, " if they do these things in the green tree what will they do

children.

dry ?"

Wliat are they doing

?

Throughout

all

in the

heathen lands, with few excep-
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women are held as slaves and worked as cattle and beasts of burden. Husbands can whip, sell or kill their wives, and fathers their girls, by law. How can
it be otherwise where such false and low notions of woman's nature and worth
tions,

prevails ?

Buddisra teaches that " one

may

come
woman."

trust a tiger

murderer, a savage, even deadly poison, but not a

for prey,

a

thief,

a

Manu, the heathen lawgiver, says " Day and night must women be kept in
Though devoid of all good qualities, a husband nnist be
revered by his wife as a god." A well known Eastern proverb is, " Cursed be the
:

a state of dependence.

ilay

that

woman

is

born."

To

ask a nuin in the East about his wife or any female

would be regarded as a gross insult.
once tried to comfort a poor broken hearted heathen
mother as she knelt by the grave of her only son. " Don't talk to her," exclaimed
The Sinister declares
her husband, "she can't understand, she's only a beast."
The misery of heathen women has been increased
that women have no souls.
The Koran nmkes no mention of
wherever the Mohammedan religion prevails.
women either in heaven or hell.
We hear much of the boasted civilization of ancient Greece and Eome, but
It is charged against Cicero that
it was heathenish in its treatment of women.
in all his three or four hundred letters, he makes not one single reference to his
mother.
A letter from a friend rebukes him for being so weak as to grieve at the
loss of his only beloved sister.
Our Saviour often asked the Jews to point out how much better they were
than the Gentiles.
We may ask how much better wore Anglo-Saxons without
Christianity ?
Wives were sold in England by their husbands during the first
of his household,

A

however

kind hearted

ill,

officer

part of this century.

In heathen lands

The

result

is

it is

when a

girl-baby

a dreadful evil in those lands.

Whole

considered a great calamity

that infanticide

is

is

born.

villages

and towns have been found with scores and hundreds of boys in them, but
scarcely a girl could be found there.
They had all been destroyed in infancy.

The mothers say

it is a great kindness to allow an infant girl to die.
The cruel
custom of casting the mother, ere her child sees the light, into some dark, dirty
shed, or damp cow-house, makes such murders easy of accomplishment.
Another great hardship is child marriage, and widowhood. From the time
of a girl's marriage, which usually takes place between the age of eleven and
fourteen, when she is removed from her parents' home, and taken to her husband's, she is placed by him in a zenana
that is, behind the curtain under the
care of her mother-in-law. After that she is forbidden to see the face of man. She
has no education except the worship of idols.
It is considered worse than blasphemy to attempt to educate a female. She spends her time in gossiping, dressing her hair, counting her ornaments, eating sweetmeats, and preparing food for
her husband and children. A missionary was asked by a rich native to come and

—

—

t
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She found the

instruct his wife.

asked me
asked her

many

woman

CALLING.

hterally covered with jewels.

childish questions," said the missionary, " and in

my

*'

Slic

turn

I

What good would it be T she
she would like to learn to read.
replied,
Why should I take so much trouble ?' Well, then, would you like to
learn to work ?
Again the answer, And what good would it be to learn to
'

if

'

'

'

work?

I

can buy

'

all I

Her husband was

want.'

"

listening behind the door, and said, "

stupid, she will learn nothing

;

but when

my

You

see

enough,

little girl is old

my

wife

is

1 will give

her to you and she will learn."
The birth of a female child

She
is an awful period to the young mother.
does not hear the sound of the conch shell, as at the advent of a boy, and overwhelmed with sorrow, she curses the day and curses her fate. If they art!
allowed to live, their life is one long chapter of wretchedness. Taken from their
homes when mere children, sold in ihfancy to the highest bidder, and often wid-

owed

before they understand

cruelty than

dumb

the meaning of the word

brutes by their husbands and

all

treated with more

;

the family, they often take

more often are put to death by their husbands.
In one zenana was a bright youtig creature, the wife of the youngest son of
the house. When the missionary entered one day, she threw her arms around
her neck, saying, "I am so glad you have come to-day; I am alone. I have
wanted to tell you how I love you, because you have taught me about Jesus. I
do love Him, because He has forgiven my sins and washed them away in His
own blood. Do come to-morrow and tell me more about Him. I shall be alone
to-morrow." At that moment a step was heard approaching, and the young
wife hastily resumed her veil.
It proved to be her husband, with cruel glitter
He attended the lady to the
in his eye, for he had overheard his wife's words.
door, and, with hollow politeness, repeated the invitation, "Come again to-morrow,
she will be alone, and delighted to see you." The next day she called, and with
" You will not see her again she sleeps."
icy smiles the husband met her.
These midnight wife murders in India have been a very common thing.
" Khadu Bee was married when seven years old to a non-commissioned officer,
and from that time she had followed the regiment in a closely-covered cart. On
her husband's death she was left penniless. Her own words to Miss Eeade were
When you met me I was losing my senses it was only God's words of love
and peace you spoke that kept me from going mad. When my husband was
alive I had land, cows and sheep, all I wanted for this world, but no light in my
mind. Now I have lost all, but light has come to me.' On her baptism, her
Poisoned milk was sent to her,
relatives were told that they ought to kill her.
and other attempts made to murder her. She often said, No one kno\>. ? the
murders that take place in our houses at midnight.' One of her own relatives
had been murdered by her own husband, and bricked up in the wall, for no other
crime than having rushed into the road to save her own child from being knocked

poison, and

;

'

;

,

'

WOMAN
down by a bullock

He

house.
lier

cart.
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had been seen outside her
no one ever saw

said bat little, but, after the midnight following,

Our Eastern

again."

page 36.

Sisters,

Only those who have lived with the Hindu, know the terrible meaning of
Mrs. Emma
living and dying " without hope and without God in the world."
Moore Scott reports finding a Hindu wonum, the day after the funeral pyre of
her only son, refusing to eat or speak or be comforted.
Although her garments
were scant, coarse and filthy, and her hair dishevelled and in the wildest disorder, she went and whispered to her, and said, " Just a fortnight ago oiir only
"Instantly her eyes caught mine, as she anxiously
child was laid in the grave."
Yes, but witli the hope of meeting her again.'
iiKjuired,
And you mourned ?'
It seemed a wonderful statement to her, and before I left her she seemed somew Imt comforted, though she sadly exclaimed,
I never, never expected to see
my boy again I thought he was gone forever.'
I would not have you ignoriiiit, brethren,
concerning them which are asleep, that ye sorrow not, even
no hope
as others, which have no hope.'
I never fathomed the meaning of
until I beheld the dumb agony of that Hindu mother."
'

'

'

*

;

.

.

.

'

"

and

Even

all

as others."

How many

'

others

The

!

vast millions of the heathen,

the unsaved of Christendom, are without hope.
Shall

we whose

souls are lighted

With wisdom from on
Shall

we

to

The lamp

The English have abolished the
that burning

is

high,

men benighted
of life

deny

suttee, or

merciful compared to the

life

1

widow burning, but the women say
widow in India. The moment

of a

husband has drawn his last breath, six wives of barbers, who are kept ready,
upon the widow and strip her of all her ornaments. Ear-rings and noserings are wrenched off, the gold armlets are hammered with a stone until the
metal breaks. And all this even if the widow be but a child of six or seven
She is dragged by these six barbers' wives along at the funeral proyears old.
cession, and everybody is warned not to come within 200 feet of her.
She is
tlie

rush

pushed into the water at the funeral pyre, regardless of her condition or the
weather, and there she must remain until her husband's body is consumed, and
until all the funeral party have bathed and washed and dried their clothes. Then
she is pulled out, and walks home in her dripping clothes, and for thirteen days
iimst she sit in these damp clothes on the floor.
Only once in twenty -four
hours can she touch food, and then only bread and water.
She may not speak,
" She has bitten
she may not even veep. Her mother-in-law calls her h. viper
and killed my son " Her own mother and sisters revile her. Many die as the
:

!

result of

woman

such treatment.

serve Satan.

See what the devil has done for woman let no
who knew something of this condition " Their

Said one

;

:

if
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;

cries ring in

my

ears

;

asleep and

awake

I

hear them say,

'

Send over and help

us!'"

—

"

The poor weary inmates of these Eastern homes numbering about forty
are immured like birds, beating their tired wings against prison walls
vainly, yet eagerly longing to know something of what is beyond, and to hear
further of the faint whisper of a brighter life somewhere, they know not where."
Polygamy, polj'andry, caste and divorce are devices of the devil which intensify the misery of heathen women.
The husband may divorce his wife at pleamillions

—

sure, and turn her out of his house, but neither sale or desertion can release her

from her subjection to him. The early missionaries were struck with the untold
misery caused by polygamy. They were told that the custom had its origin in
the belief constantly taught by the Brahmins, that it was only through her husband that any woman could ever reach heaven. How very much like the Mormon ideas, which are copied from heathendom, and devised originally by the
devil
Numbers of the Koolan Brahmins procure a subsistence by polygamy.
At their marriage they obtain large dowries, and in their case, the girls are allowed to live after marriage in their father's house. Having married into forty
or fifty families, a Koolan goes from house to house and is there fed, clothed and
!

lodged.
will have

Thus a Hindu possessing only a shred of cloth, called the sacred thread,
more than a hundred wives. The fathers will make any sacrifice to marry

their daughters to these Koolan Brahmins, believing thereby the eternal happi-

Instances have been known in which Koolans have,
is secured.
although possessed already of scores of wives in different places, married yet
more in their dying hours, thereby, as they taught, conferring on the poor de-

ness of the wife

ceived

women

the right to enter heaven.

not possible for us to estimate the suffering of the poor women of the
East who need medical aid. If they are treated with such cruelty while in
A sovereign of a native state of
health, what must it be when they are sick ?
India applied to Miss Beilby for medical attendance for his wife, who was suffering from a painful disease, and it was impossible for her to see any but a lady
This lady took the journey of fifty-two miles, and remained for many
doctor.
weeks, and by God's blessing on her skill, a cure was effected. When the time
came for her to leave, the patient dismissed all her attendants, and made Miss
Beilby promise to take a message to Queen Victoria. " I want you to tell our
Queen, and the Prince and Princess of Wales, and the men and women in Eugland, what the women in the zenanas of India suffer when they are sick."
Miss Beilby gained an interview with the Queen of England, the Empress
of India, and delivered the locket containing the request, and stated the case to
her.
Her Majesty listened with great interest, asking many questions, and
showing the deepest sympathy. Turning to her ladies, she said "We had no
idea it was so bad as this; something must be done for these poor creatures,"
And she said to Miss Beilby, "We should wish it generally known that we symIt is

:
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pathize with every

efifort
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women

of

India."

An

educated Hindu lady thus writes " O Lord, why hast thou created us
While
us suffer thus ? From birth to death sorrow is our portion.
God
our husbands live we are slaves
when they die we are still worse off.
I pray Thee, let no more women be born in this land."
The following is the most touching Hindu prayer, reported by A. L. 0. E.,
Only a few sentences can be given
a missionary working at Batalela.
"
Father when shall we be set free from this jail ?
thou hearer of
prayer, if we have sinned against Thee, forgive but we are too ignorant to know
great Lord, our name is written with drunkards, lunatics, imbewhat sin is.
ciles and infants.
Criminals confined in jails are happier than we are, for they
know something of the world. They were not born in prison. It is to us
nothing but a name
and not having seen the world, we cannot know Thee, its
Maker.
Father of the world, dost Thou care only for the men ? Hast Thou
no thought for women ? O Lord, save us, for we cannot bear our hard lot."
A missionary lady noticed a pale, woe-begone looking child of thirteen, who
always, during her visits, sat in a corner and wept.
Inquiring the reason, this
" I am hated, scorned no one cares for me. I was
touching answer was given
a widow at three years old "
Truly such a life is a living martyrdom.
The widow cannot inherit from her father or husband. Thirteen days after
the death of the husband, the relations assemble. She is covered with reproaches,
her hair is shaven off.
She is disrobed, and the unchangeable widow's robe is
pnt on.
She is to live henceforth on two meals a day, and often fast forty-eight
hours.
On the eleventh day after the death of a husband the priest comes to
demand from the widow oil, money and other things as death dues. Often a
widow has to work for months at grinding corn to pay these dues. Says a Hindu
woman " The English have abolished suttee. Alas neither the English nor
the angels know what goes on in our homes.
Thousands of us die, but more
Hve.
Nearly every man or boy who dies leaves one or more, often more. I am
told that in England they comfort their widows, but there is no comfort for us."
Of course the Orient is an immense territory, and the condition of women
varies in different countries and provinces.
In some places, as South India,
they are allowed much freedom, while in other nations their degradation is
complete.
In those parts of Persia composed of Jews, Nestorians and Mahommedans, the women are coarse, passionate and quarrelsome.
You may see a
whole village of them in a quarrel, with their hair all loose, while they were
throwing stones, brickbats and spoiled eggs at each other, with almost unearthly
shrieks.
They were regarded by men as slaves and drudges, and were compelled
to spend most of their time in outdoor labor in the vineyards and fields, carrying
not only their heavy implements but their infants. When at night they returned
from the field they had to milk the cows, prepare their husbands' suppers, and
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women

to scold

husbands.

The economy of God is seen in the history of woman. She was the first to
and she seems more readily to accept either good or evil than man. Woman
is the first to profit by the Gospel, and the vast majority of Christians are
women. Of the degraded classes, women are the worst. The curse and cruelty
of sin falls first and heaviest on woman, and woman reaps the greatest blessings
from the Christian religion. The story, with its lessons, of the first pair repeats
itself in all generations of men.
Man's elevation or degradation depends upon
woman. God is calling upon the women of His Church to go to their lost
sisters and there begin to lift the world to Christ.
And just at this very time when God is opening doors for woman's work for
women. He is providing the women to do the work. There is now a surplus of
women in most civilized lands. Women are pressing into all the lucrative and
useful callings in life. As never before, women are taking advantage of all the
educational institutions in the country.
They are studying medicine, metaphysics and theology.
Without intending it, they are preparing themselves for
the very work God has for them to do. It needs only the live coal from heaven's
own altar brought, to set in motion this vast and rapidly increasing power. All
the callings of life are now overcrowded as they never were before, except the
pulpits and the mission fields.
Can you not hear the voice of your Saviour and
your God calling and saying, " Whom shall we send and who will go for us?"
Can you not now promptly respond, " Here am I, send me" ?
sin,

"

Go Work To-day

in

My

Vineyard."

II.

It is very fortunate that the fitness of women for work in the mission fields
no longer a doubtful question. Women have proved their ability to perform
any branch of mission work. In fact they h^ve been declared to be superior in
most respects to men. They have more tenderness, more patience, and can endure
more hardships and privations, with less complaint, than men.
is

Women may not be so well adapted to the pulpit as men, although it
must be granted that there are some prominent exceptions. Yet the work in
mission fields differs from the home work more in this respect, that a larger proportion of it must be done by personal, individual, hand-to-hand contact, and from
house to house. When Judson Taylor carried the message of salvation to the
villages and jungles of Burmah, he declared that in this way men must be won
to Christianity, by those who knew the grace of Christ.
So he said, " I am

(ij
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determined to preach the Gospel wherever I can find a congregation of one."
Paul " warned every one night and day, with tears."
Professor Drummond says, to rely on public addresses solely is as futile as
for a physician to trust to public exhortations on health and disease for the cure
of his patients.
Richard Baxter says that, in his private conferences with men,
he frequently found himself able to do more to rouse the conscience in five minthan in nine years' preaching.
This house-to-house work is precisely that for which woman is adapted.
" The Lord gave the word and many are the women that published i^;." (R .Ver.)
" Rise up, ye women that are at ease; hear my voice, ye careless daughters; give
" Thrust in thy sharp sickle and reap, for the harvest of
ear unto my speech."
the earth is ripe." In all the East, and from earliest times, men, women and
children work together in the harvest field.
So God intends that men, women
and children shall enter into the great harvest of the world, which is even now ripe.
The fitness, as well as the ability, for the foreign work is proved and developed by successful home work. The heathen have come to our doors. Foreigners
of every nation are coming to this continent by hundreds and thousands. In the
first half of the first Christian age, Christian laborers were aggressive, going
everywhere, carrying the glad tidings. During the second half of that GraecoRoman age, as it has been called, the heathen flowed in upon Christian civiliza" This nineteenth century strikingly presents both these processes in
tion.
active operation.
Aggressive propagandism and migratory activity co-operate
in the diffusion of Christianity."
God is plainly working wondrously in this
nineteenth century, and He calls upon men and women of all sects to be coworkers with Him, both in the home missions and foreign fields. Do you not
utes' talk

I

!

"hear the voice of the Lord saying. Whom shall I send, and who will go for us ?"
Does the Church need to be aroused upon this subject ? The pulpit, the
It is only necespress and the platform should keep the facts before the people.
sary to know the condition of the heathen world, "co be stirred in its behalf. The
utter waste of humanity without the Gospel, and the glorious elevation of men
and women in all lands enriched by it, together with the astonishing revolutions
already wrought in some of the darkest habitations of cruelty, should awaken
It is said of
greater activity and more determined zeal in this great cause.
George Piercy, while a lad following the plough, in Yorkshire, England, his mind
drew pictures of countless nn'llions of the heathen in their misery, and the more
he thought about China, the more his heart burned with desire to go thither
So let us think, until our hearts, like his, get hotter and hotter, and
himself.
the zeal of Christ consumes us.
A Hindu mother of a large family said to the missionary, " My sons tell me
the Hindu religion will not last, that even now it is tottering. How thankful I
am that I and they live in the English rule, when we can learn what has been
.'
hidden from us for ages."
.
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important as missionaries because they alone have

women, but because they have access to both sexes, and are
One of the Burmese women,
less suspected and more appreciated than men.
speaking of a missionary for whom they entertained the most profound esteem,
said, "He is like Mount Meru
very high. He knows everything. But he can't
talk woman's talk, and we don't understand."
access to heathen

—

It is

women can go

found that

safety without a guard or escort.

women

and perseverance by

almost anywhere in heathen lands in perfect
There are cases of dauntless courage, faith

in mission fields, that

make

truth indeed stranger

than fiction.

Mrs. Judson was the

first

to open a mission in

Eangoon.

In a low thatched

building by the wayside, on the road leading to the great pagoda, she proclaimed
the

message

opened her
the
she,

crowds that were constantly passing. Here she
here she assembled the women and told them of

of salvation to the

school

first girls'

;

here it was that when the war with England broke out,
with the other missionaries and their wives, were arrested, laden with heavy

women's Saviour

chains,

and hurried

;

off to

the

common

prison.

Here

it

was that

entered their prison, took off their outer garments, and drove

Here, when rescued by British

of execution.

officers,

fifty

them

did this noble

her earnest appeals to the governor, obtain permission to erect a

Burraans

to the place

woman by

little

bamboo

hut within the precincts of the prison yard in which the missionaries were imuuu'ed,

and

for

nine weary mor

wants, and as opportunity offer
native

^-pared

their

food, ministered to their

red of a Saviour's love to the degraded

women.

It is

recorded of Mrs. Mat.

established self-supporting mission

first

American and English friends, as well as
The Government gave her some land and
to the native people themselves.
" It is true," she wrote, " the land is only an unbroken jungle,
tinancial help.
and every one says I will lose my life in clearing it. But knowing that fearless
soldiers must have fearless leaders, I pitched my tent in the wilderness and
took my school with me.
There we fed those who came down from the hills to
clear the land, and who poured down to the number of 200 for many days
together.
One of the early converts said, the women worked hard, but the
schools in India, that she appealed to

'

men were very idle.' "
The following item is found in a recent number of the Buffalo Courier "It
is now over four years .since ivliss Mary Graybiel went to Hindustan, in company
with Rov. Mr. Wharton, formerly pastor of the Church of Christ, and his wife.
She is now located in the heart of India, on the line of the railroad which is to
be built from Bombay directly across to Calcutta.
The children of the Sundayschools of the denomination in the United States contributed a fund of some four
:

thousand dollars, with which to build a house for this mission, and in her last
letter she modestly tells how this work was done.
It appears that she had to
12.
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serve as architect, master-builder and general boss mechanic.

First, she

bought

four yoke of buffaloes to do the teaming, then a few big trees, which are very

'.I

scarce in that part of the country.
She employed a hundred natives, whom she
taught to quarry stones, which had to be hauled several miles, and to make
brick, first tramping the clay, fashioning it into bricks, and then burning them,
The trunks of the trees were
using the spare portions of the trees for fuel.

sawed into boards for flooring and rooting. A stone foundwas laid three feet below ground and as much above
this sohd base wall being deemed necessary to keep out the white ants, which
laboriously, by hand,

ation, three feet thick,

are a great pest of the country.

It takes a Buffalo girl to hold her

own among

the heathen, or anywhere else. Incidentally, Miss Grabyiel states that a son of
a German missionary, forty miles distant, was killed by a tiger.
She attended

the
f

fiuieral,

making the journey through a

drawn by a pair
some other tiger

solid jungle, in a cart

of buffaloes, with the chance of being sprung

upon by that

or

any moment."
Says the Kev. D. Thoburn, " In former years it was assumed that teaching
was woman's especial work in mission fields, but medicine has helped to enlarge
woman's sphere, and now she can be entrusted with the entire management of
at

i

mission stations."
The Australian Baptists have established a mission in Eastern Bengal of a
very remarkable character. It is wholly "manned" by women.
They have
occupied a remote station, and resolutely carry on all the work of a missionary
to what is loftily called the
came up from Australia and made a begin-

station without the aid of any one belonging
*'

stronger sex."

Two young

ladies

ning, and three or four others have since followed them.

This experiment

will,

no doubt, be watched with much interest, and the brave band of workers deserve
the sympathy and prayers of Christians everywhere.
The foreign mission work has tested woman in all phases of courage, faith and
endurance. When the African fever was striking down the missionaries almost
as fast as they were sent to Liberia, and Miss Farrington was urged to abandon
her station there, never did woman of ancient or modern fame give expression

when she said: "lam
ready to offer my soul upon the altar of my God for the salvation of Africa."
Nathaniel Turner married Miss Anna Sargent, and proceeded to New Zealand, to ti'-rn from darkness to light, and from the power of Satan unto God, the
These savages surrounded
fierce cannibals and cruel savages of that island.
their first missionary hut and threatened to kill them, but were providentially
At the peril of their lives they rescued a half-roasted body from
restrained.
cannibalism. Th^y were daily annoyed with thefts, and once found a box of
Enraged at being caught stealing,
tools which a chief had stolen from them.
the chief raised a mob, and would have destroyed them but for the timely interThe savages finally recognized that the missionference of another old chief.
to a loftier sentiment than did this accomplished lady

^
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were a courageous tribe. We have done all we could to make thein afraid,
And none of them had a braver heart than the gentle wife of
During the tribal wars the mission premises were ruthlessly
Mr. Turner.
invaded.
The savages were in the house when the missionaries left. Mrs.
Turner was the last to leave, and while in the doorway a chief raised his weapon
At that moment some of his followers pushed up
to cleave her to the ground.
a shelf over the doorway and caused a lot of nails stored upon it to fall in a
shower upon the head of the chief. This so surprised him that his stroke was
Missionary Heroes and Heroines,ipsLge 110.
arrested, and the heroic lady escaped.
This is but one among many who have hazarded their lives for the Gospel.
Since those experiences see what God has wrought for that island.
Such
courage, such self-denial and such trust in God have been necessary on entering
every savage land with the Gospel.
Just before Mr. and Mrs. Turner went to
VanDieman's Land some English sailors had been caught, cooked and eaten by
the savages.
The same thing occurred after they arrived there and served only
Several crews had met with similar treatment on
GO whet their thirst for blood.
the Fiji Islands just before Mr. Cargil with his graceful and youthful bride
entered that cannibal island.
They both knew this when they were appointed
to go.
She did not resent the proposition, but said to her husband, "Well,
David, I did not expect it to be so, but the Lord knows what is good for us. If
it be His will that we should go to Fiji, I am content."
She was a Christian

aries "

but have failed."

heroine of the noblest order.
pi

Our Saviour said that the kingdom of heaven was like leaven which a woman
took and hid in three measures of meal until the whole lump was leavened. The
particles of meal impregnated by the leaven must impregnate the adjacent parEven so God has ordained that humanity shall touch
ticles, and so it spread.
humanity with the Gospel. For this reason the Divine Saviour became clothed
with humanity and then sent forth His followers, so that " as He is in the world
so are we."
Because of this natural law, it has been found the more necessary
to send women to women.
In Christian lands women are more easily won to
the service of Christ than men.
In India it has been found that they are harder
to be persuaded.
An example of this fact is given in the case of the chief man
in the village of Tukempore.
He heard Dr. Scott preach, and seemed likely to
become a convert. But his t'vo wives, with other village women, besought him,
with tears and threats, not to become a Christian, and he yielded to their entreaties.
Dr. Scott remarks that, as a result of their greater ignorance and
superstition, generally the

women

of India are

M
:,

m

the greatest enemies of the

missionaries.

Dr. Scott asked a Mohammedan farmer of wealth, " Why, if you are sincere,
do you not seek the baptism ?" This man had been an enquirer at the mission
house nearly two years.
He replied, " Because my wife refuses to come with

me, and, as you will not promise to secure

me

:i

another wife, I cauuot take that

i
hii

:
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preferred the approval of his wife to the favor of Christ, showing

that he was unworthy of the kingdom of God.

In writing this chapter, I have endeavored to keep three objects in view

who desire to work for Christ, to
The preliminary qualifications I need

First, to direct the attention of ladies

inexhaustible field for usefulness.

God

this

not

do not disobey the heavenly vision. Kespond
promptly and cheerfully, and say, " Here am I, send me." What higher honor
is it conceivable that the eternal God could put on any wonuin, than a call to
mission work? And what a reward!
"They that honor me, I will honor."
" Go ye also into the vineyard, and whatsoever is right I will give you."
dwell upon.

I!

Then

If

calls you,

would call the attention of all the pastors of Christendom to the good
might follow by keeping this subject constantly before the people.
As far as possible commend to them the literature bearing upon this subject.
The romance of modern missions makes the most attractive reading a Christian
can possess.
In the third place, I would ask all the women of the Church to consider the
duty of organization. There are already thirty-five organizations of women for
women's missionary work, in Great Britain and America. There ought to be
Three years ago they collected and expended
a branch in every church.
$1,167,078.67, and it is claimed that not one clcUar of this has been deducted
from the ordinary missionary subscriptions. This vast and ever increasing sum
is raised mostly from ladies who curtail their expenses sufficiently to contribute
something to the cause of missions.
It has been computed that there are now at least about 425,000,000 heathen
women and girls. There are about 14,000,000 Christian women who ought to
In 1885 A.D., there were 2,530
carry the glad tidings to their heathen sisters.
teachers and missionaries in foreign fields supported by women's societies.
Instead of one million dollars for missions, ought it not to be fourteen millions ?
That would only be less than two cents a week for each Christian woman.
Think of it. By the reduction of one single article in wearing apparel, once a
And will this little act of economy
year, the amount could be saved for Christ.
and self-debial not be made ? Has the Gospel of love lost its power ? Shall
Jesus give Himself, and two or three thousand of our Christian sisters give their
lives to this mighty work, and all the rest make no sacrifice ? I believe the time
is coming, and that right early, when "Zion shall awake and put on her strength,"
and when the "captive daughter of Zion " shall "put on her beautiful garments."
I consider it already a marvellously beautiful sight, never before thought of
by men or angels, that there should be organizations, associations and conventions conducted solely by women; and business of as much importance transacted with as much dignity, ability and intelligence as by any conference, synod
or assembly of men.
I

results that
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dare venture to set limitations to the sphere of woman's work or use-

With what arguments

right to exercise the franchise ?

women

their

Nani'^ one single department wherein

men

or reasons can

any man deny

to

have succeeded or excelled, and woman has not already proved herself as eftiWith all these unquestioned facts hefore us, who can predict the
cient as man.
iuimense and ever increasing jnoportions of this additional wing to Christ's army?
Let the men make haste and not fall in the rear. Let both detachments keep
The:i under the
step, side by side, in the conquest of this world for Christ.
great Captain of our salvation shall these militant hosts be " fair as the moon,
clear as the sun,

and

terrible as

an anny with banners."
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hands the gates of empires
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centuries
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still
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of
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ferred unspeakahle

or

turned the stream
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on womanhood

the Son of Mary.

channel,

its

ages,"

has

con-

and everlasting honin that

He
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His was a sur-
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passing glory with the Father before the world was, the glory of the infinite

!

i

\

!

It's

ill
l,h

5-?

attributes and boundless perfections of Deity.
His was the glory of wisdom,
power and riches unliuiited, and of authority and praise throughout a universe.
Yet, this " chiefest among ten thousand and one altogether lovely," " the holiest
among the mighty, and the mightiest among the holy," at the supreme call of
love for perishing humanity, laid aside His diadem and sceptre, gave up the
companionship of angels, surrendered thn praises of a universe, and chose a
This surpassing act
manger for a resting place and a maiden for Hi
uother.
of self-devotion was made that the " seed of luo woman" might "bruise the
serpent's head."
The glorious Christ might have assumed manhood without
He might have appeared in human form
passing through childhood or yotith.
without passing the portals of uumanity, as the fabled Minerva is said to have
sprung full-orbed from the brow of Jove. He desired by His birth, not only to
fulfil the Scriptures, not only to become an ideal man and thus set a model life
in ail its stages before mankind, but also to distinguish and glorify womaniiood
as that part of humanity that should receive most readily the gospel, share most
fully its blessings and do most successful heroic work in spreading it among
mankind.
Of all the religions of earth, Christianity is the only one that sets the crown
When we consider the age to which Christ belonged,
of honor u})on woman.
the country in which He lived, the people among whom He dwelt, and the
estimate in which woman had been held from time immemorial in eastern lands,
no one can escape the conviction that the Kedeemer of mankind intanded by
His character and teachings to confer a special honor on woman, and that the
divine Author of redemption intended by the birth of Christ to render motherhood
Christianity began, humanly speaking, with woman, and thus
forever glorious.
we have an intimation of the high place she was to occupy in the Christian
Church and of her exalted mission in spreading its truths among men. As He
has honored all women by exalting them to equality of right and position with
men in His Church, by making them equal partakers in the blessings, responsibilities and duties of Christian life, so He has conferred most signal glory on
motherhood and made it illustrious through all ages by calling Mary His mother.
In the sight of angels and all heaven's hierarchy, and before a universe. He has
placed perennial honors on woman and made Mother the most glorious appelation
of

woman.

woman since the hour that marked the birth of the world's Eedeeaier
and saw the fulfihnent of Isaiah's glowing prophecy, " Unto us a Child is born,
unto us a Son is given," no height to which vaulting ambition would lead you
No royal robes or retinue
is more exalted than a mother's seat by the fireside.
No wreath that human hands
can add dignity to one who is queen of home.
can place upon thy brow, no radiance that genius can shed upon thy life, no fame
that heroic deeds can add to thy name, can ever equal the unsullied glory Christ
!
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;

:
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has placed upon the brow of womanhood. JoseJ)h died whilst Christ was still
young, and there can be little doubt that our Lord became the support of His
widowed mother. Tradition represents Him as a carpenter, engaged in homely,
honest toil, making ox-yokes and wooden plniighs, and thus maintaining his
mother and the family. The close intimacy between Him and His mother and
His tender affection for her everywhere apparent in the Gospel narrative, and
His watchful provision for her interests even in the awful agonies of the passion,
In His obedionce as a
afford probabiUty, if not proof, of the foregoing theory.
child, as well as in His service as a man, and in the example of obedience bet to
all sons, Christ has honored not only Mary but all the women of earth.
II. Christ has recognized and declared woman's equality with man. In the
sermons of our Lord, as well as in the teachings of the apostles, as there is no
distinction of race, so there is none of sex. Woman under Christianity is man's
She shares equally in all the provisions of
peer in rights, privileges and duties.
the atonement, in all the promises of divine grace, and has an equality of posiWhilst her duties may not be the same,
tion with man in the Church of God.
or her labors identical with man's, they are marked rather by diversity of
sphere than by any inferiority of character. Every student of history nmst be
forcibly struck with the vast advance Christianity made over all the other great
religions of earth in recognizing woman not only as man's helpmeet, but also as
man's peer in all the essentials of humanity. It is true, a few passages have been
found after diligent search, in both the Old and New Testaments, that seem
to imply the subjection of woman and an ineqtuility of rights and privileges
But when we recollect the prejudices of the times in
in the Church of God.
which these scriptures were written, the peculiar manners and custome of eastern lands, and that many of the special commands and exhortations of New
Testament scripture arose out of these special circumstances and were, therefore,
local and temporary in character, we may well wonder at the weakness of the
scriptural arguments presented in favor of woman's subjection and inferiority.
All of these passages are, however, capable of explanation, either as local and
temporary in chai'acter, and rendered necessary by the conditions of the times,
or as references to that subjection woman brought upon herself by the fall, and
from which it is the gracious purpose of our holy Christianity to free her.
The few passages of the New Testament, therefore, that allude to woman as
inierior in position or in any degree subject to man, must be interpreted in harmony with the multitude of scriptures which clearly state or imply her equality.
In His ministry our blessed Lord received as disciples industrious Martha
and loving Mary, and on the same conditions as the zealous Peter and the loving
John. These, and other women, shared His affections, witnessed His miracles,
heard His discoxirses, and were as clearly and unmistakeably among the number
He called no one of them to the
of His disciples as any of the twelve apostles.
apostleship— the prejudices of the age rendering such a step not only impolitic

WHAT CHRIST HAS DONE FOR W( MAN.
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but the same wonderful baptism came alike on men and
upper room at Jerusalem, and the cloven tongues of fire, fit symbols
of divine grace in uttering the burnin„f truths of Christianity, rested alike on the
heads of men and women. Men and women were therefore equally qualified for
uttering, either in public or in private, those living words of testimony which
should multiply the converts of Christianity by myriads in a few days. And thus
" And also upon the servants and
tlie inspired prophecy of Joel was fulfilled
upon the handnuiids in those days will I pour out My Spirit." How many of
the 3,000 converts on the day of Pentecost, how many of the multitudes added
to the Church in apostolic times, were won to the faith by woman's testimony we
know not but we do know that they were fellow-laborers with the apostles, that
they ministered to the saints, that their faith, zeal and consecration entitled
but even impossible

women

in the

:

;

them

to be called " elect

III. Christ

human

women."

has exalted

woman by

recognizing and honoring those

quiilities

His
need of two great blessings when Christ came to
save it.
It needed an ideal and it needed aspiration and grace to reach such
ideal perfection.
The ideals of humanity toward which the nations pressed forward before the time of Christ, were distorted and depraved representations of
manhood, in which some manly qualities were magnified at the expense of other
and nobler attributes. The attempt always had been to idealize the manly
never the womanly attributes of humanity. The woman was always looked upon
as iinperfect and undeveloped man, and hence womanly qualities were never found
in the ideals of the race.
The world strove to idealize and imitate the manly
man the womanly woman was looked upon as unworthy of admiration, much
less imitation.
Among the Eomans the soldier was the ideal man, and physical
strength, courage and endurance were the attributes most coveted and worshipped.
The Greeks idealized and worshipped knowledge, dialectic skill and wisdom, and
of

teacliing.

character that are specially feminine and truly womanly.

The world stood

First in

in

—

the ideal

man was

the philosopher or the artist.

And

these types very largely

represented the ideals of humanity up to the time of our Lord.

And

in these

types the active and virile qualities of humanity are most largely represented, to
the neglect of the passive virtues and the aesthetic, moral and religious natures

found most largely developed in woman.

Is

it

any wonder, then, that prior to

the time of Christ, and even since, in lands unblest with Gospel light and liberty,

woman should have

held an inferior place

Inow Christ was

"the

first

?

religious teacher that

BTuphusized the value of those qualities in which

humanity ever had who

woman

admittedly excels.

I

passive virtues, gentleness, meekness, patience, selfdenial, obedience, and other virtues which woman possesses in a pre-eminent
allude, of course, to the

Many a poet and many a religious teacher had sung the praises of
manly courage, strength and wisdom. Christ was the first to recognize the
degree.
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value and announce the blessedness of those womanly virtues that find an expression in patient endurance, humble obedience and self-denial. These are
virtues often seen in men,

as they are in woman's.

it is

true, but they are not indigenous in

They have

their native

home

spring up and bloom as naturally in the soil of

man's nature

woman's heart.
woman's nature as

They

in

flowers

beneath a vernal sun.
Blessed are the men of war, the men of valor and might and renown so
sang the poets, and so taught the teachers before the time of Christ. Blessed
are the iieek, the peace-makers, the humble, the poor in spirit
so taught our
Lord. Blessed are the mighty, the wise, the rulers of the earth so sang the
poets and the teachers. Blessed- are the lowly, the teachable, the obedient so
taught our Lord. In short, the world had been taught that the highest type of
humanity was the manly man. Christ was the first to show that ideal humanity

—

—
—

1|

m

embraced not only the manly man but

also the

—

womanly woman.

In the second place, our blessed Lord has exalted woman by incarnating
and rendering glorious in His own person and character these qualities of human
character which belong truly and especially to womau. The character of our divine
Master the only true ideal humanity has ever had set before it embraces two
hemispheres, maniiood and womanhood. These are distinct and diverse, yet so
perfectly harmonized and unified in Christ that no one can deny either the

—

—

unity or perfection of His character. He was called the " Son of Man," not
only to denote His incarnation and His prophetical office, but because all the
perfected qualities of humanity, whether they belong specially to

woman, were united and harmonized

in

Him.

Hence

man

Christ's character

or to
is

not

of an ideal masculine type, nor of an ideal feminine type, but the union of both.

me

Let

call

your attention to a few points in His character that

may

illustrate

the two sets of virtues that are combiued in His perfections. I see Him on one
occasion with a scourge of small cords in His hand, as He faces single-handed a
great crowd of profane traffickers in the temple. His eye flashing with indigna-

and His countenance burning with anger, and He drives them before Him
That was the man Christ Jesus.
is driven by the hurricane.
Look again. He stands before Pilate, pursued to the death by an infuriated mob,
followed by the relentless fury of the high priests and the undying hate of the
Pharisees, branded as a rebel and a blasphemer and a son of Beelzebub, loaded
down with all the ignominy and shame that human malice and devilish hate could
devise, yet He dares to confess Himself, in the most solemn manner, the Son of
God. And when He is falsely accused. He dares to be silent. Here then we
have the highest style of manly courage. But look at Him again, entering in
kingly triumph into Jerusalem, whilst an immense throng strew His path with
palm branches and sing hosanna to His name. Yet, in the midst of it all. His
tender, womanly heart is breaking with grief over Jerusalem, and He gives
Jerusalem, Jerusalem,
utterance to those most wonderfully pathetic words, "

tion,

as

the chaff
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thon that killest the prophets and stonest them that are sent unto thee, how oft
would I have gathered thy children together, even as a hen gathereth her chick"

Here the womanly side of His charcomes into view. Look again, as He takes the children in His arms n-nd
blesses them.
There you see the tender affection of His womanly nature. See^
He is weeping now with Mary and Martha over the grave of Lazarus. Look.
He is mocked, smitten, scourged, spit upon, reviled yet, in the midst of it all.
He reviles not again. He is like a lamb led to the slaughter, and through it all
there is an infinite patience, a divine forbearance, seen nowhere in the world
to-day so clearly as in the forbearance of woman's love.
Listen. He is speaking
uow to His poor, tired followers, and He bids them come into the desert and rest
ens under her wings, and ye would not

!

acter

;

awhile.

What

•*"f

ii

we catch here of that womanly thoughtfulness about
womanly kindness of heart that He ever manifested.
His miracles display the same womanly characteristics of thoughtful
a glimpse

temporal comfort, and

Many

of

kindness and loving service.

Take, for example, the feeding of the multitudes,

which we have on a large scale that kindly provision of food which through
There was in Christ at all times
the ages has characterized the life of woman.
a womanly recognition of human needs and a womanly readiness to provide a
supply for them. In His character, taken as a whole, we have exemplified the
Hence it is, wherever Christ has
union of the ideal man and the ideal woman.
been preached, womanly attributes have risen in the estimation of mankind, and
woman herself lifted up into social and religious equality. Wherever Christ's
banner has been unfurled, woman has found protection and privilege and power.
That hand that was pierced has reached down to woman in her darkness and
sorrow, and has lifted her up into the sunshine of favor with God and man.
The voice that amidst the awful agonies of the passion cried out, " Woman,
behold thy son !" has called woman into Christian service, and assured her of the
di-i-ine presence, and of the all-sufficient grace of God.
in

lY. Christ, through His truth, has emancipated woman from the slavery of
and degradation. To realize this it will be necessary

ignorance, prejudice, fear

woman's condition before Christ's coming, and
the position of woman in Christian lands to-day. What was woman's
Let impartial history answer, and it
condition before the coming of Christ ?
will declare that woman never possessed her equality of right and privilege until

to glance as briefly as possible at
to look at

and the Christian spirit had permeated human society.
Perhaps there is no better test of woman's position in any land than the esteem
Now, in all heathen lands, marriage
in which marriage is held by the people.
has been esteemed the least sacred of contracts and engagements.
"Women,"
not as
says Blakey, "were considered in the Eoman States as merely slaves
beings to humanize the temper and smooth down the rough asperities of life,
According to the Oppian law,
but exclusively created for low gratifications."
the Christian doctrine

;

m
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Eoman women could not ride in carriages or wear certain articles of dress. They
were bound by stronger restrictions as to public appearances in Greece. Honiulus and Numa gave the husband absolute power of the wife and chiklren, only
•did not permit him to sell his wife as a slave.
Dionysius Halicarnassus aflinus
that a woman could be put to death, not only for adultery, but also for excess
in wine.
Familia, in the Latin, meant a company of corrupt and la/y slaves,
kept in subjection by torture and a fear of death. What an exalted meaning
attaches to the English word family, through the ennobling power of Christianity.
Plato's Republic recognized a community of women, the destruction of
the family and the exposure of children.
Here is one of the lawG written on
the twelve tables at Eome "A father has a right of life and death over all his
Ir.wful children, and also of selling them.
If a father sells his child thrice, the
•child shall afterwards be free from him."
What must have been woman's posi:

tion

when

the child of her bosom could be sold as property in her sight

?

Look

where we will in heathen lands to-day, and we still find woman in inferior position and subject conditions.
In no land unblest with Gospel light and liberty
can woman be found occupying the proud position she does in England or America.
In China and India woman is hidden away from society, deprived of all
proper share in parental government, and looked upon herself as one of man's
possessions.
In Christian lands she sits as queen among her household, is
counsellor and helpmeet to her husband, and in all the walks of social life is
respected, admired, beloved.
In India it is doubted if women have souls, hence,

among the barbarous tribes of our own land, woman is liable to see her
daughters destroyed in infancy at the caprice of her husband and lord. Dr.
•Gracy informs us that in India prayer is never offered for female children, and
their coming is looked upon as a calamity.
A Chinese official report says
" Many of them are speedily consigned to the nearest pond or stream.
They

.as

:

drowned in tubs of water, strangled, or buried alive, as one might a
Does any one doubt to what beneficent influence to trace the
glorious exaltation of woman in Christian lands ? Let him read the Gospel, and
he will find the chart of woman's freedom. Let him read the history of the
world for eighteen centuries past, and he will find that wherever Christ has becMi
are often

litter of kittens."

woman

has risen from a servile condition to honor, privilege, power
will find it was the Bible that first styled woman a helpmeet
for man, that it was Christianity that first crowned motherhood with honor and
threw ineffable sweetness and an unspeakable charm into those w^ords, Mother
preached,

and blessing.

.and

He

Home.
Let us turn

for a

few moments to the question.

What

has

woman

done

for

She has accepted with peculiar readiness the truths of Christianity
and embraced with greatest willingness the duties and obligations of Christian
There seems no difficulty in accounting for this, for if, as I have shown,
life.
Christ in His own person embodied not only the excellencies of manhood but
Christ?

1.
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He emphasized in His
woman admittedly excels, it

as I have shown,

character and teaching those qualities in which

^wif

seems natural to suppose there is something of affinity hetween Christianity and
Accordingly we find that from the days of Christ's earliest ministry to the present hour, woman has been most largely represented among His

womanhood.
followers.

Not she with trait'rous kiss her Saviour stung,
Not she denied Him with unholy tongue
She, while apostles shrank, could danger brave.

Last at His

How

cross,

and

earliest at

His grave.

truly that last line represents her attitude toward Christ in every age

— firm

IV

and foremost
In
what relative numbers men and women embraced the cause of Christ in His
own day, we are not told. If, however, we judge from the nature of Christ's
if
discourses and His well-known loving attitude toward women and children
we judge by the aflinity I have shown to exist between woman's nature and the
truths of Christianity, and especially if we judge by the subsequent history of
in

her adherence to the cause of Christ in times of adversity,

in

consecrating to Christ the perfume and spicery of her loving dovotion.

first

;

the Church,
bers
in

than

nearly

we

are warranted in the conclusion that

men embraced and
all

Christian lands,

Christian Church-

Among

women

followed the Gospel in Christ's

in far larger

own

day.

num-

To-day,

women form two-thirds of the membership of the
the Church leaders, theologians and preachers of

women are not found as a rule, but when we come to the records of the
woman has written her name o'er and o'er and o'er.
In the bloody persecutions of the Eoman emperors, women, in countless
numbers, faced death in most terrific form. On the sands of the amphitheatre
the past,

martyrs, there

Home, multitudes of maidens, sustained by the invisible Christ, looked
undaunted into the eyes of roaring lions whose open jaws were soon to mangle
them in death. Read the record of the Catacombs, the story of the Albigenses,
the Huguenots, the Covenanters, the Puritans, and wherever faith has been tried,
wherever fidelity has been tested by sword or gibbet or stake, there woman has
shown a devotion stronger than life, a loyalty to Christ that could die for Him
but never deny Him, and a superiority to suffering and death that moves mankind to loftiest admiration.
Who has not been moved to tears by the record of
Scotland's maiden martyr?
And yet her story might be told of countless
women now buried in oblivion who, like her, were faithful unto death
But if woman has, in return for Christ's unspeakable blessings to her, embraced most readily Christ's cause, and been faithful even unto death in witnessing for Him, none the less has she shown her grateful recognition of Christ's
special work in her behalf by walking in His blessed footsteps in life.
It may
readily be conceded that in public preaching of the Gospel woman has done but
little.
Men have been, and doubtless will be, called in greater numbers as
at

III
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Yet in that other ministry, that higher

possible, holier ministry of Christian service, the ministry that consists

Him who went about doing good, that ministry
through which Christ is preached by the eloquence of holy living, that ministry
which incarnates in deeds of love and mercy the glorious Gospel in this ministry
woman has been from the tirst pre-eminently laborious and successful. There
is a ministry of love and good works which shrinks from publicity, that like
mercy is twice blessed, the ministry which, in homos of poverty and vice, has
preached by acts of Christian kindness the love and mercy of God and the
sympathy and grace of Christ to luunan hearts in that ministry for eighteen
Here she has her chosen and appropriate
centuries woman has had no ecpial.
field.
Here she finds her mission and a held of toil peculiarly suited to her
Here the fragrance of woman's loving devotion has been
gifts and graces.
poured out without stint, as was the ointment of her who broke the alabaster
box to anoint the living Tjord.
Nor have women been behind in the more public and heroic efforts made by
the Church of Christ for spreading His Gospel among mankind. In large numbers, from both Europe and America, during the last half-century, women who
counted not their lives dear unto them have gone forth from Christian homes
into the darkness and wretchedness of heathendom as Gospel missionaries,
medical missionaries, teachers, zenana women, showing as true a fortitude and
Women like
as heroic a zeal as the pages of Christian history can display.
Mrs. Judson, Mrs. Osborne, Mrs. Gracey, Miss Swain, Miss Green, Miss Love,
Dr. Howard and Dr. Bushnell, have done heroic and most successful work which
none but women could do. Time forbids a full recital of woman's glorious
achievements in the world's evangelization. A few facts must therefore be
given, and received rather as indicative of the greatness and glory of her work
than as an exhaustive description.
Since 1861, no less than sixteen Women's Foreign Missionary Boards have
been organized in the United States. About $4,000,000 have been raised by
them expended judiciously in their work. Let us take, if you will, a single
organization of women in one church, that, from its operations, we may estimate
the combined labors and successes of the large number of Women's Foreign
Missionary Societies in Europe and America. The Woman's Foreign Missionary
Society of the M. E. Church in the United States has a network of organizations
embracing the continent and stretching from sea to sea, having within it one
hundred and twenty women who are working night and day, without compensaIt is claimed for them that by their distribution
tion, for the cause of missions.
of leaflets, reports and books, by their public addresses, by their consecration
and prayers, they have leavened the heart and intellect of a hundred conferences
of that church; they have dug up, utilized and polished a vast amount of
buried talent they have collected as high as $200,000 in a single year, and

in walking in the foot-prints of

—

—

—

;

—
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they have
and economically expended it in foreign mission '\'ork
and controlled more than a hundred missionaries, and
The society has work in Japan, Cnrea,
supeivised a vast missionary field.
There are
China, India, Malaysia, Bulgaria, Italy, South America and Mexico.
now ninety-live American missionaries in the field, ten of whom are medical,
with 100 zenana teachers and assistant missionaries, 308 Bible-women, over
'200 city and village schools, with numerous orphanages, hoarding-schools, hosThey have two monthly periodicals, one published in
pitals and dispensaries.
Boston, and the other (an illustrated paper) printed in three dialects in India.
The Boston nuigazine has not only paid its own costs, but met all the expenses
wisely

;

selected, sent forward

:fi

The society has never been embarrassed, but always
meets its appropriations promptly, and has a balance in the treasury.
Wha*" the women of this church have done, the women of other churches
Everywhere woman is pressing forward the battle of moral and
are doing.
social reform, helping to dry up the fountains of human sorrow, relieve human
want, brighten human existence, exalt human virtue and ennoble mankind.
Everywhere woman is recognizing Christ's call and going forth in His name to
proclaim, if not by the ministry of words, by the far more eloquent ministry of
loving deeds. His glorious salvation.
And thus is woman attempting to repay
the infinite obligation which she owes t Him who has conferred more of honor,
nobility and glory upon womanhood than all the other religious teachers of
earth.
Woman will never repay her debt to the exalted and glorified Christ,
yet all the rich affections of her heart, all the willing service of her hands, all
the adoring gratitude of her soul, she will lay, as a glad tribute of her love, at
the feet of the One who deserves, in a pre-eminent degree, to be called the
Eriend and Saviour of Women.
All the joys that cluster around home and
hearth, all honors that you share with your sex, all the hopes that render life so
rich in pleasure and promise, all the golden opportunities of improvement
these and ten thousand other blessings you owe as a personal debt to the exalted
Nazarene. His pierced hand has touched the iron chains that once bound
woman the symbols of degradation, and turned them to bracelets of pure gold
the symbols of friendship and love.
His pierced hand that has placed so many
honors on thy brow is now extended to you.
Take it, and make this blessed
C .rist the companion of your labors, your joys, your honors and successes, your
trials and reverses in life.
Take that hand in solemn pledge of fealty and devotion, and make your liic one song of grateful praise to this best of all the friends

of their other printing.

—

of

woman.

Kecognize your, obligations to yourselves and to the world. I pray you
self.
True to conscience to duty and to God.
Learn the noblest of all arts, that of rising from stepping-stones of our dead
selves to nobler things.
Measure not your obligations by the poverty of the
past privileges enjoyed by women, but by the fullness of present opportunities.
be true to your higher, nobler
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'^ THE PHYSICAL CULTUHE OF WOMEN,

By Edward

Playter,

M.D,,

of Ottawa, Ont.

LTHOUGH
two

the

human

structure

is

popularly regarded as consisting

body and a mind, in educating it, we cannot successfully divide it into two, and educate or cultivate either the one part
or the other alone.
We nnist seek to develop, by cultivation, the
whole being, the mind and the body together, as one. As a celebrated authority
on physiology has written, mental and physical development, to be successful,
" must go liand in hand together."
Heretofore, or until quite recently, for the most part in the education of
of

parts, a

youth, this essential principle has not, in practice, received
(211)

much

attention.

Ill

i
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What

littlo

pincticiil

IIKK CIIAHACTKU,

tlioii^'lit

CULTUHK AM)

has boon

to tlio iriasciiliiu' sex; whili' the

more

f^ivcii

delicate

to

CALI.IN(J.

it, lias Ix'oii

l){)(Ii<'s

cliiofly eoufiiu'd

of yoim^' girls have been

siiuijly grow up in a irianiicr which Ih a disgrace to this advanced civiand which has resulted in tiie production of tiie irniltitnde of imperfect
structures which are diiily witnessed pouring from the j)ul)lic schools.
The
present and future generations of teachers, therefore, have a twofold labor- not
alone that of l)uil{Ung up generations of more perfectly formed human bodies, but
that of undoing nnich of what has been permitted to be imperfectly done.

allowed to
lized age,

The
it

ancient Greeks, who, in the period of their greatest glory, bestowed,

ajipears,

more attention on physical developnu'ut than any other nation that
in tiie co-e([ual develupuient and culture of mind

ever has existed, believed

and body.
I
It

would not in practice be wise, on the other hand, to attempt to go to the

length suggested by Herbert Spencer, that in education the first aim should bo
For it appears that it would be impossible to develop
to develop a good animtd.
into perfection the animal part alone of a

— perfect in

human being— a human

beJ"" physi-

and functions, in delicacy and expn jsion of
without (!o- ordinate
feature, and in elegance of motion and attitude of limb
Hand in hand together, then, the mind and
mental and physical cultivation.
body nnist be educated and built up.
cally perfect

!

The

all its

parts

—

special object of physical education

may

be said to be to develop health,

strength and beauty.

know, the hunum body, like most of the larger animal bodies, conThe flesh is nothing less or more than muscle— nniscular
The fleshy or
It gives form and outline to the whole bodily structure.
tissue.
muscular parts of the body consist of more than half a thousand distinct and
So distinct are they that each is separated by an extremely
separate muscles.
thin membrane, which forms what is called a sheath, in which the muscle acts as
Many of the nuiscles, as those of the eyes and
a distinct and separate organ.
while many more of them, such as make np the most
nose, are very minute
In each extremity, or limb, as it is commonly
fleshy parts, are very large.
each leg and arm, there are more than fifty muscles. The remainder
called
form several layers on the head, neck and trunk. Each distinct muscle is made
up of minute, parallel fibres, placed side by side as any one may see exemplified in a piece of the lean of butchers' meat, which is almost pure muscle, and in

As we

'ft

all

sists largely of flesh.

;

—

;

structure quite like that of the

human

body.

Each fibre,

again, consists of

many

very minute, microscopic threads, called fibrillse. Under the microscope, a muscular fibre is seen to have a beautiful cross-marked structure, giving each fibrilla
a sort of beaded appearance, showing that it is made up of a succession of
numerous discs or cells. When the fibrillse are sufficiently stretched, they break

up into transverse sections corresponding with these minute
I

ri

il

discs.

'
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exclusive function or use of this beautiful structure in the animal

Every act, every movement of the body, howproduced by nniscular tissue. For the most part, the
muscles are attached by one end to a relatively fixed part, and by the other end
to a more movable part
and they thus, as through a system of levers, act simply
by shortening their length.
In shortening, a muscle becomes thicker as any
one may learn by observing the biceps muscle (which forms the fleshy mass on
the front of the upper arm) when the hand is drawn up towards the shoulder.
Every little disc of the fibrillfe, it appears, becomes shorter and thicker.
Now, we all know that everything in naturt, and even in art, if it be neglected and not used in accordance with the object for which it is designed, soon
deteriorates.
So if the muscles are not all exercised, those not used soon
lose even their beautiful structure and cross-marked appearance; as hn'- often
been exemplified in examining with the microscope the fibres of a musrk of an
arm or leg which, perhaps on account of an injury to a bone of the part, has
In time, indeed, the muscular tissue, if not
not been used for a few months.
exercised in some way, becomes almost structureless, whitish, and like fatty
tissue in appearance
it undergoes, from the non-use, what is called a fatty
degeneration while, of course, its strength or power of motion becomes proporOn the other hand, by proper use or exercise, their structure
tionately limited.
becomes most perfect, and the muscles become larger, firmer stronger and more
beautiful in outline; each little disc taking part in the higher development.
Moreover, it is by means of muscular action that the other parts of the body
are moved or exercised, and that the Mood is circulated throughout the body.
Hence the actual nutrition of the who. organism depends very largely upon the
If the nniscles are not used, all
proper cultivation of the muscular stru* ure.
the other tissues of the body, even the bones become impaired and debilitated.
It is, therefore, easy to understand that both health and strength depend very
much upon the proper development of this important part of the organization.
Both mental and bodily vigor are essential to a successful life, and both are
economy,

is

to produce luotion.

ever small or

^n-eat, is

;

;

jff fit?

-

i

—

;

the natural outcome of health

while physical strength

;

exercise of that self-control which

I

happiness.

As Rousseau has

is

said,

is

essential to the

indispensable, perhaps above

all else,

the stronger the body, the more

the feebler, the more it commands.
But, furthermore, in the designs and works of nature,

it

it

full

to true

obeys

;

appears that there

tendency to harmony and symmetry, and hence to thi;
beautiful, which will be wrought out if not interfered with or thwarted by arti" Handsome is as handsome does " is all very well, but where
ficial processes.
is the young woman who does not desire to look well, at least to be attractive
or wh.re the mother who does not
in face and form, if not handsome
wish her daughter to be handsome looking as well as handsome doing ? The
muscles, with a little fatty tissue about them to give smoothness, form the out-

is

in all things a natural

;

1
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line of the body
form all the beautiful curves on the well developed figure.
Hence, again, we see how almost entirely beauty of form and even facial features
and expression of countenance depend directly on the proper and thorough cultivation of this part of the being; while indirectly, too, good looks depend
largely upon the general health which again has its foundation in physical

culture.

The Greeks, in their palmiest days, who reached a higher degree of physical
more interest in the human form, and attained a higher grade of

culture, took

perfection in sculpture, than ever any other people has attained, believed that

To them, the human form
it.
Some

health and beauty of form were indissolubly united.

was a

gift of

the gods, and they believed

it

to be their duty to perfect

one has written, that the body was given to us by which to express the
physician and writer, over a third of a century ago, wrote, what

health and beauty are almost synonymous terms
is

impossible for

soul.

A

very true, that

you can hardly have one withword health, I might use the word beauty. It
a lady to have beauty without health, and next to impossibility

"When

out the other.

is

;

I use the

To ensure a continuance of health, and with it life and beauty, it is necessary to have health e very
day, and not to suffer broken health."
But we need not dwell longer Lore upon the importance of thorough and
careful training of the body as well as of the mind in the promotion of health,

to have health without beauty, or at least attractiveness.

strength and good looks.
1

It will, however, be well to note here,

*,1

and

for the reader to bear in

mind,

that the muscles cannot develop and give strength and beauty of form, without a
good, healthy nervous supply to guide and control them, and good blood to provide nutriment for renewing the wear and tear which every

body, and indeed every thought, involves.
ii

well developed

bony

movement

of the

It is essential, too, that there be a

structure, with good flexible joints, as a

framework

for the

body.

which form the frames urk of e human structure, are
susceptible to the influences of culture, directly an J
-dotly, as well as are the
muscles, and to almost the same extent and the joints may thus be rendered
If the bones
vigorous, flexible and delicate in action.
as of the extremities, for
example are disproportionately short or long, giving to the individual a stature
much below or above the average, this is a matter largely of heredity, and often
requires generations for the correction of the abnormal condition.
We find, therefore, extending along between the little muscular fibres,
minute blood-vessels called capillaries, and fibres of nerves, both far too small to
be seen with the unaided eye. It seems that every fibre has its special bloodBesides the bony framework, then, with its joints, and the
vessel and nerve.
system of muscles, we find that the human body possesses a nervous system.
This consists chiefly of the brain and spinal cord, with extensions, or branches,

The bones and

joints

.'

"

:

'

;

—

—

a
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from these large centres, called the nerves. The nerves, soon after branching off
from the brain or the cord, divide and again divide, and extend branches and
twigs to almost every part of the body, where these again divide and divide into

most minute microscopic filaments, which interlace with the various strucbody the muscles, skin, etc. Special branches extend
from the brain to the organs of the special senses^ sight, hearing, smell and
taste.
Besides all these, there are within the cavities of the body, such as of the
smaller centres, called gangchest and stomach, certain small nervous masses
lions, which have numerous connecting fibres, and also other fibres which lead
to and supply and ccftitrol the inner organs, such as those of digestion, circulation and excretion.
The human body is therefore regarded, especially by anatoThe two are, however, most intimately
mists, as having two systems of nerves.
associated by means of connecting and communicating nerves and fibres.
For the best muscular development then, it is essential that there be a well
developed nervous system. And thero must be the most perfect association and
harmony between the muscles and the nerves, in order that every muscular fibre
of a muscle or part to be moved, shall act uniformly
act altogether and in perfect unanimity
or there will be a tendency to irregular or convulsive actions or
movements, twitchings or want of absolute control of the muscles. The nervous
system must therefore be well attended to and cultivated.
The bony framework, with its joints and its thick clothing of muscles, and
the guiding and controling nervous system, together with the organs of the
special senses, constitute what have been termed the organs of animal life.
They give us form, and enable us to move about, and to see and hear and communicate with the outer world. But all the tissues are subject to constant wear,
every thought and movement involving loss of force and subntance, and hence a
waste of matter.
The body must, too, burn fuel to keep itself warm. It is,
therefore, provided with a system of organs for keeping up a supply of nutriment
for renewing this wear and waste from use, and fuel for burning
while it is also
provided with a series of organs for separating the waste matters
the used tissue
substance, ash, etc.
from the blood, and throwing them all off, out of the body.
The organs of supply or nutrition consist mainly of the digestive apparatus
for preparing the supply from the food consumed, and of the circulatory system,
by which that wonderfully complex nutrient fluid, the blood, is incessantly distributed to all parts and tissues of the body.
The blood itself consists very largely of an infinite number of most minute
the

tures or tissue of the

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

—

microscopic red organisms, the red blood corpuscles

— like

little

round, red,

flat

which float in a nutritive fluid that contains in solution every element of
which the body is composed, as well as many waste substances.
In the stomach and a singular continuation of it called the duodenum
sort of second stomach, the soluble parts of the food are dissolved and rendered
fit to be taken in and carried to the circulating blood I>y little lacteal tubes
in
discs,

—
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force-pump and regulator of both circulations; both at once commence and

end at this great central organ, so oft referred to in romance. Extending out from
the left side or half of the heart is a large round artery, like the trunk of an im-

mense spreading

tree,

and

like a tree

it

gives off branches and branches, again

and again, until an arterial twig is extended to every part and tissue of the
body where every twig ends and empties into a number of those little microscopic capillaries in the substance of the tissue, such as we find, as already
;

noted,

among the muscular

So numerous and close together are these

fibres.

almost every part of the body, especially in the brain and other
nervous structures, the muscles and skin, that if the finest needle point be thrust
Extending along beside
into the body anywhere, out flows the crimson fluid.
capillaries in

the arteries, from the great trunk to the smallest twig,

is a system of veins, not
round like the arteries, but flattened, as we often see them bluish-tinted on the
back of the hand. While the little twigs of arteries empty into one end of the

commence the little rootlets of the veins. These
from the capillaries the blood which, while in these minute
vessels, has supplied nutriment to the tissues and received a load r' waste matter,
and uniting, forming larger and larger veins, convey the blood bi. & again to the
except that it is emptied by the veins, not into the left
heart, whence it started
Wherever, thereside, the starting point, but into the right side of the heaio.
fore, we find an artery carrying blood /rom the heart to the tissue, there we find
too, lying along beside it, a vein carrying the blood directly the reverse way,
The other or lesser circulation is constructed on the
back again to the heart.
same principle and in the same manner. The impure, venous blood, which has
just been returned to the heart by the veins, frotn the tissues, is immediately
forced through a system of arteries to millions of most delicate capillaries on the
capillaries, at

the other end

Uttle veins receive

.

;

walls of the air cells of the lungs.

by the air in the lungs, which

is

Here

it is

relieved of

much

of its impurities

then exhaled, loaded with them

—with carbonic

and other substances from the blood. Hence the necessity for ventilation,
which means change of air, in inhabited rooms and other enclosures. While in
the lungs, the blood at the same time, while giving off its waste impurities, takes
iu a supply of life-giving oxygen, and then flows back again to the heart as bright
acid

ready to be again sent the round of the greater circulation
Observe, the walls of the capillaries are so thin
and delicate that gases and vapors pass quite easily and freely through them,
while chemical changes also take place in like manner.

scarlet, arterial blood,
for

the supply of the tissues.

And what makes

the blood circulate

—flow from the great

centre, the heart

— to every point of the body and back again to the heart, and gives us, more than
any other function, a feeling of
organ

iis

life ?

The heart

supplies the

main

This

force.

a great hollow muscle or set of muscles, of very fine, close texture.

It

with two others above them.
Blood flows into the chambers from the great veins, and instantly the walls of
has two principal chambers, a right and a

left,

i'*

11

'

f
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(

I
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the chambers contract come together, and squeeze the blood out again, but into
the arteries somewhat as the contents of the bulb of a rubber syringe are forced
out when the bulb is squeezed in the hand. Valves prevent the blood flowing
back again into the veins, and guide it into the arteries. The arteries were
already full when the heart forced into them its measure of blood but their
;

;

walls stretch to receive more, and then immediately contract again and force
ir

tlie

blood forward into the capillaries, inasmuch as it cannot flow back toward the
heart by reason of other valves at the junction of the great arterial trunks witli
the heart. In returning along the veins from the capillaries, the action of the

muscles during exercise, from pressing on the veins, helps to force the blood on
toward the heart, as it cannot flow backward by reason of little valves placed at
intervals in the veins.
We all know that exercise quickens the heart's action
and the flow of blood. The throb, or " pulse," felt when the finger is placed on
an artery, as at the wrist, is caused by the wave of blood moving along from the
heart and stretching the artery as it moves and it follows immediately every
;

contraction of the heart.

The

and forces out at every beat a
moving on and
on, but regulates the flow. Oftener than once every second the heart of a man or
a woman contracts and squeezes out its contents. After each contraction there is
a very brief pause, and this is all the rest the busy heart geis.
The muscles of
our limbs contract, for the most part, only when we will that they should, and
then they rest so long as our will permits. The heart contracts without any influence from the will; indeed, the v/ill has no direct control over it, and, excepting the brief pause of a fraction of a second of time after every contraction, it
gets no rest. Whether we are asleep or awake, the restless heart works on incessantly, throb upon throb, forcing on the crimson fluid of life to every point of
the body round upon round the current of this wonderful, ever moving fluid,
supplying new matter in exchange for old, flows restlessly on. When the heart
ceases to throb, and this life-current to flow, then too at once ceases, in all parts
action of the heart, as

measured quantity

it

beats, beats,

of blood, not only keeps this circulating fluid

;

of the body, the physical

The organs

life.

—

—

vhich remove strain out as it were the waste
matters fi'om the blood and throw them off from the body, are chiefly, besides the
lungs (which as we have seen are partly excretory), the kidneys and skin. Tlie
of excretion,

skin is a vast and most important emunctory. It is like a great net- work of little
glands with their ducts opening onto the surface. It has been estimated that in
the skin of the whole body there are over two millions of these minute glands.
They are incessantly at work, secreting from the blood and casting out the waste
substances for whicii the body has no further use. These substances are chiefly
in the form of vapor, with moisture and some salts, an immense quantity of
which is daily thrown upon the surface of the body, most of it passing into
and through the clothing.
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Now, let us note what the chief necessaries or essentials of life are, and
which must be provided in order that the life-current may flow on smoothly and
They are as follows Pure air, pure
vigorously and the health be preserved.
water, good, wliolesome food, suitable out-of-door exercise and sunlight, with
abundance of rest and sleep, and proper clothing and bathing. The study of
Hygiene, the Greek word for Health, is the study of these essentials of life and
:

them to the wants and necessities of the body. One might
name, too, temperance, cheerfulness, control of the passions, and the like, but
such are large. y involved in the more physical essentials first enumerated.

the application of

abundance we may regard as the first essential of life. Except
when windows and doors are all widely open, pure air is
very rarely found in inhabited dwellings, so rapidly is it rendered foul by the
Hence, chiefly, the value of out-door air which, too, is usually cooler
breath.
and more invigorating. But out-door air is not always pure. In the densely
populated parts of cities, especially, or wherever there are collections of waste,
decomposing substances of any kind, near marshes or stagnant water, the air is
Pure

in

the

air in

warm

weather,

;

pervaded with the products of decomposition, such as foul gases
Herein, then, we
see the value of absolute cleanliness in our surroundings, as well as of our person.
Indeed, it would be as well to regard perfect cleanliness everywhere, not only
on the surface of the body and within it in the blood and other fluids and
organs but without and around in dark corners, out-buildings and cellars, in
the air, water, food every place, as the great essential of life.
Endeavor, then, always to breathe only pure air. When out-of-doors seek
the localities where the air is likely to be purest
when in-doors, see that the
room you occupy be properly ventilated in some way.
The great principle of ventilation, it may here be observed, is not so much
to provide a way for fresh air to enter a room or dwelling, but to provide means
for removing the breathed foul air
for breathed air is perhaps the worst of all
foul air.
In all living rooms and nurseries, and especially bed-rooms, where there
is not an open grate fire, an opening should be made into a warmed chimney or
even stove-pipe, in order that there may be a constant current of the breathed
air drawn off from tht room up the chimney.
The outer air will then, in most
houses, find its way iu freely enough through the cracks and crevices
or a special fresh air opening may be provided.
But remember, if you would preserve your
health, vigor and good looks, never sleep nor live a day in a room not provided
with some such means for changing and renewing the air around you
for without such means you cannot be healthy and vigorous
you cannot feel well.
Indeed, I fear there are but few who know what it is to feel perfectly well, as well
as they might or should feel
because most people neglect the simple means and
rules for securing perfect health.
I would add, while endeavoring to ventilate
rooms, one should avoid a strong draught of cold air but I do not think it well

not pure, but

is

and bacteria, which are liable to be more or less poisonous.

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;
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to harbor a great fear of mild currents of cool air.
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One can have

too great n

fear of draughtr-.

Water, which has been named as the second essential of
all

drinks for satisfying the thirst.

ent,

and

is

therefore scientifically the

perfectly safe.

it

the best

(if

and

dilu-

most suitable drink. But nuich care

nuist

be exercised in order that the water shall contain no impurity.
of doubtful pnrity,

life, is

It is of all liquids the best solvent

If suspected or

should be well boiled for a few minutes, when

Filters can only rarely be relied upon.

Water

it

becomes

boiled in a sweet,

pure vessel and thoroughly cooled again, with ice (around, but not in, it) or
otherwise, soon recovers most of its sapidity.
It is the opinion of the medical

most people drink altogether too little water. Many bathe the
who never think of washing out the inner organs. A
glass or two of cool water taken at bed-time or the first thing in the morning,
profession that

surface of the body daily

not only acts as a tonic to the digestive organs (as cool water does to the surface),

waste.

bnt

it

also acts as

Some

an internal bath, helping to wash out impurities and

say cold water disagrees with tliem.

If sipped in small quanti-

use and a little time will usually overcome any disagreeable symptoms from drinking it. I should advise everybody to take a drink of pure cool
ties at first,

water at least once a day, on an empty stomach.
Food is usually partaken of in such a countless variety of forms, appeals so
directly to one of the special senses, the taste, and is so universally indulged iu
as a gratification and pleasure, while so many forms and combinations of foods
in common use should be regarded as " forbidden fruit," that in order to make
use of a perfectly hygienic diet only, a good deal of observation and wise discretion, as well as of self-control and resistance against temptation, must be
exercised.
It is universally conceded that nearly everybody eats too much
that if much less were eaten and properly digested it would be all-sufficient.
The disposal of the excess of food consumed beyond what the system needs,
falls as a heavy burden upon the digestive and excretory organs, overtaxes

them and wears them prematurely

out.
Nearly all who have lived in health
and comfort to an advanced age were moderate and abstemious in regard to
diet.
Of all that ever has been written in relation to diet, by far the most
important may be condensed into the following few words Be wisely moderate
in eating and drinking, in drinking, that is, of any other
strictly temperate
beverage than pure water. The amount of food consumed must, however, be
The appecarefully proportioned to the amount of exercise or work performed.
the natural inward desire for plain food is a safe guide but not so,
tite
remember, is the inclination or desire to gratify the palate or taste for very
"tasty" or highly seasoned food, which indeed is no guide at all. And herein
that is, between the natural appeis where one must discriminate most of all
Very slow eating and
tite and the mere desire to gratify the sense of taste.
thorough mastication are the greatest aids to moderation. When eating hastily
:

—

—

—

—

;

:
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one caunot discern that feeling of satisfuction or enough which usually becomes
manifest, if looked for, when one has eaten enough to satisfy the wants of the
system.

With

the exercise of thought and care in this behalf, one

from practical experience, in a

littl(>

may

learu

time, as to about the quantity of food the

system actunlly needs. Milk, it will be well to note here, is more a food than
drink, and should be used as a food, although many look upon it only as a
Rich, highly complicated dishes, highly seasoned foods, pastry and condrink.
fectionery, as well as excess of plain food, soon and surely leave their mischievous
fi

marks upon health and good looks, and especially upon the complexion.
The best and purest foods of their kind should always be selected and.
One should never eat much when overthey will be found most economical.
Food should always be eaten at regular intervals,
heated, nor when very tired.
and from two to three times a day. Eating between meals interferes with digestion, and in health should not be practised.
Good cooking is indispensable to good wholesome food but to attempt to
Cooking is an art of so great
treat of it here would open up too wide a field.
and far-reaching importance to mankind, that it should be fully and properly
;

;

taught to

as an essential part oi an ordinary education.

all girls

of food is rendered indigestible

and innutritious

—

is

A

great deal

indeed absolutely spoiled

— by bad cooking.
It appears to have been early destined that all mankind should earn their
should labor, work, exercise for it. While
bread " by the sweat of their brow "
;

—

some do not do this, and do not get that amount of exercise which Ik alth and
vigor demand, the great majority work too hard or incessantly, and get too little
Too many mothers work and
rest.
Especially is this the case with mothers.
worry too much indoors and get too little rest and out-door recreation. The
necessities, or apparent necessities, of the age and of "society" are much
greater and harder to obtain than are the simple essentials of life and health
and not only "society" women, but mothers who simpiy strive to " keep up
appearances," frequently on account of their daughters, overdo themselves and
so injure their health and good looks, sometimes irreparably.
Sometimes the
daughters young girls
are induced or forced by circumstances to adopt an
injurious course of this kind, and get too much work, or worry and excitement,

—

—

with too little quiet recreation ctnd rest.

by any means, intended for those only who have
of work to do, but is calculated to counteract
ill effects of the excessive use or overwork of all, or of only certain parts of,
body, and may be put into practice by mothers in middle life as well as by
Physical culture

is

not,

but little or nothing in the
the

the

And

way

not always necessary that such culture should take the
is engaged most of the day in sitting in the
house, using for the most part only the hands and arms, should never fail to
take a daily walk of at least an hour or two in the open air while one who is
the young.

it is

form of calisthenics.

Any one who

;

I

\
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almost constantly occupied with indoor housework moving much about on the
should engage, for a like period of time, out-of-doors in some very light
game, or in driving, or riding in the siiddle. If such a practicie, a most valuable
kind of physical culture, were invariably (uirried out, there would be but tew

—

feet

rm

delicate

women, while now there

consumption, now the most
In all forms of exercise

many, and the number of deaths from
our diseases, would be greatly reduced.

are so

fatal of

most

it is

de8iral)le that

agreeably interested, otherwise the exercise

is luible

the mind he engaged and

to

become rather labor than

recreation.

For children, especially a group of them, play, after all, instinctive calisand spacious grounds, is best, providing
there be no strong hereditary tendencies towards the development of defective
structure, when light special movements become essential.
A recent Frencli
" Instinctive exercise would amply suffice for the development
authority says
of the body if the instinct were libteiied to every time it speaks, but social and
thenics, with plenty of freedom in dress

:

scholar conditions do not permit this."

Play, as he says,

is

nothing else than

a more or less methodical regulation of the instinctive motions, such as every

when feeling the stress of want
movements conformed to the natural
the kind of movements best adapted to

living being is prone to execute spontaneously

of exercise.
office of

It is

made up

each limb.

of spontaneous

Instinct invites to

particular aptitudes and for resisting fatigue, as

the satisfaction of a want,
the face of the child who

it

is,

by that very

it

is

Being

never in excess.

fact, a pleasure.

" Joy shines in

is playing freely."
Most unfortunately, girls have
been allowed much less liberty than boys in regard to playing and romping.
Their dress alone is much too restrictive. Let the little girls be more simply
dressed, say in shorter skirts (with well protected legs), and let fathers and
mothers play with them freely, as the children desire to play, for the sake of both

parents and children.

Walking is the most natural and common form of exercise for grovm-np
and a very good form. If one's self and one's thoughts are not sufficiently

people,

entertaining to
ship.

make the walking

Walking and running

pleasant, one should have pleasing companion-

in the fields, uphill and downhill,

is

much

better

than quiet walking on a roadway. Gardening, with some actual digging, is, for
many, an agreeable and excellent exercise. Skating is good exercise but is
Rinks are too often damp and not well ventilated.
best practised out-of-doors.
Eowing and paddling are also good, when on a body of pure water, free from
stagnant pools and malaria. The games, such as battle-door and shuttlecock,
tennis and ball, afe excellent, but from the competition to which they give rise,
;

they tend more to too great fatigue, and sometimes to overdoing, and for those
who are not strong, they should be indulged in but moderately and with discreThey occupy a position, especially at fir^t, when they become very useful.
tion between play and calisthenics and gymnastics.

1
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has been above written on exercises

is
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not, the reader

must bear in

mind, intended only for the youn^', but also for the middle-aged, and even those
beyond this period of life. If all women during middle life, and elderly ones,

young mothers, would but make a general practice of walking and
running about the fields, skating, coasting, rowing and playing the lighter games,
for even an hour or two a day, abandoning for the time, at any cost, their indoor
as well as all

much of it to do, there would not be nearly so much sickness
and a much smaller number of delicate, nervous and over-fat women^
and less demand for anti-fat remedies. During exercise more oxygen is consumed, hence the importance of exercise in the open air. It is well when outof-doors to inspire the pure air freely by habitually or repeatedly taking long,
deep inspirations, so as to expand the lungs, filling them well. Walk erect, so
Seek, too, rather than avoid, the
as to allow full expansion of these organs.
warm direct rays of the sun. Sunlight, remember, is one of the essentials of
life.
Let it freely into all rooms, too, especially the bed-rooms.
Many and various special forms of calisthenic exercises are practised with
the view chiefly of correcting imperfect physical development in the young
gymnastics being for those who would excel in strength and become athletes.
If such were commonly practised, under properly qualified teachers, with medical supervision, for a few generations, the vast number of ill-formed girls and
women we now meet with would disappear, and be replaced by well-developed,
Much can be done in
attractive ones, with better health and greater stamina.
this way in individual cases and in a few years
and it iS just here where physiMothers havcal culture proper may be manifested to the greatest advantage.
ing little girls who, from heredity or other cause, are likely to grow up with the
different parts of their body not well proportioned
as with a narrow or flat
chest, round shoulders, or a small upper arm
should have such defects remedied

work,

if

they have

in families,

;

—

—

early in the life of their little daughters.

the best period of

life

From

during which to have

all

five years of age to fifteen is
mal-developments of this kind

counteracted or corrected.

The most important

part of physical culture

proper physical development of

is,

therefore,

young and growing

girls.

without provision for the proper culture and education, in

now before

No

us: the

school for girls

some way,

of their

and other bodily structures, should be regarded as complete or
satisfactory.
Ample playgrounds and simple dress, with the fullest freedom to
roinp as they will, may suffice for some
for others^ doubtless, special calisthenics will be desirable.
And no younc 'voman's education should be regarded as
complete which had not embraced ml necessary means for placing her whole
physical organization in the best possible condition for securing and maintaining
or all this
health and strength, as well as good looks, by reason of a good figure
in so far as possible in one generation. Early in the school-girl period the weak,
imperfectly developed physical parts and structures of the pupil must be learned
nuiscles, nerves

;

;

15
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parts and Htructures in every one), and theHo edu-

—

cated into nnit'orniity and Htroiigth.

Tliis Huhject is in the hands of parents
of
mothers and hardly any other part of the education is of greater importance,
although so sadly neglected it heretofore has been, I feel a desire to dwell long
upon this point and urge strongly upon mothers the vast im{)ortance of it upon
the future well-being of their oiTspring.
In the present period and condition of
society it is indeed, for obvious reasons, of gnwiter consequence that it receive
attention than it was when most of the mothers of the present were young and
growing girls. Want of space, however, prevents me continuing the subject further, and I must conclude by entreating all mothers, as they value the well-

if

being of their daughters, to fail not to attend well to this essential part of their
education and see that it be complete. And more esj)ecially, if daughters are to
compete witli their brothers for academic laurels, much more attentioi\ than
heretofore to the physical development uf the daughters, becomes indispensable
to their

life.

Rest and sleep naturally follow labor and the earning of the bread and
only those who have really labor(>d, know how suggestive are these words rest
and sleep like " home " and many other words of sweet, peaceful happiness. In
this rushing age, when almost everybody is ever hurrying to and fro, too little
consideration is given to the subject of rest. It is said it is " better to wear out
than to rust out." So it doubtless is; bnt it is still better not to do either,
Thousands of people, and more especially mothers, wear themprematurely.
selves out and die half a life-time before " their time," all for want of rest.
And these most commonly are mothers who are well-to-do and not forced to
overwork. In many cases, to be sure, it is because the overwork the wear is
done indoors instead of out in the pure fresh air or indoors in close rooms,
when free ventilation would have given longer life. For many over-tired and
over-worried mothers, to sit down and knit or engage in some fancy work, or
even sometimes to read, is not the rest required. What is most needed is absoto lie flat down with closed eyes, and with the thoughts, so far as poblute rest
sible, a blank, or turned to some most pleasing subject, which in many cases
would doubtless be rest. "
It
It is well to work or to walk or take any exercise to moderate fatigue.
then probably does most good. But no one should work or exercise to great
weariness.
It is so rarely necessary, and with a will not to do so, could be
nearly always avoided. When one is tired it is better to lie down, rather than
One can when lying rest so much more perfectly and comto sit down, to rest.
It does not mend matters, but rather aggravates, for
pletely.
It saves time.
one when very tired to take a cup of strong tea or other soothing stimulant and
go on working again. This never should be done. After hours of work indoors
the tired woman should lie down for an hour or so and then take her regular
It would be well to remember that a severe illdaily exercise in the open air.
;

—

—

V

—

;

;

—
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much more

readily con-

To sleep wiiilc resting, of course makes the rest more perfect. Those who
need more rest often need more sleep too. It is believed by the best authorities
timt seven or eight hours of good sound sleep daily should be obtained by everybody and that this is enough for anybody. An old saying puts it at " ten for
;

beauty "

;

but that there

<{iu'sti(mable.

But

is

necessity in any case for

eight hours of sound, constant sleep

more than eight is very
is of more value than

ten of short sleeps or dozings, with frequent awakenings.

In order to sleep

one should avoid the habit of dozing in the morning, and get up soon
first awaking.
The habit will then soon be formed of sleeping soundly
enough sleep has been obtained. The best time to sleep, I need hardly

soMiully,
after
until

state, is

during the night-time.

but more than

all, it

is

Not only

is

this better for the general health,

These delicate organs cannot be

better for the eyes.

brightness and vigor

they are used in artificial light
on into the night. Much better it is to have them closed then and open
and used during the bright natural light just after sunrise.
Clothing serves the double purpose of covering the nakedness of the body,
and of preserving or preventing the evaporation or escape of its heat, and thus
keeping it warm.
It is only with the latter purpose that I need deal here.
In
temperate climates, even in the warmest season, there are frequently cool winds
and cool evenings in which clothing for promoting warmth is necessary. Of the
materials commonly used for clothing linen, cotton, woollen, silk and fur
the finer they are in texture, the weight being the same, the warmer they are.
So that with the finer textures one may keep warm with less weight of clothing.
Linen is a rapid conductor of heat when worn, it carries heat rapidly off" from
It should never be
the body, and hence is not a good promoter of warmth.
worn next the body. Cotton is much less objectionable in this regard, and in
warm weather, or indeed at any time, may be worn by some individuals in this
way. Woollen and silk are generally considered best for wearing next the body.
They best retain heat, and as they are also retentive of moisture not giving
it ofi" rapidly
they do not feel cold, and are not so liable as linen and cotton to
Some very fine and
give one a chill on becoming wet from the perspiration.
soft woollen goods are now manufactured which may usually be worn next the
most delicate skin without irritation. When woollen does prove to be too irritating in this way and silk is found to be too costly, a soft cotton garment may
The above general remarks are applicable also
be worn under the woollen one.
to bed-clothing.
Several layers of thin clothing, from retaining air between
each layer, are more retentive of heat warmer, than the same weight in a
preserved in their

full

if

late

—

;

—

—

—

thick heavy material.

Eegarding the manner of wearing the clothing, corsets, skirts, and the part
body which should support the skirts, there is much diversity of opinion.

of the

f

m

:
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to the injurious efifects of verj^ tight lacing, there are

lacing

is

With

bad.

all
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no two opinions.

Tight

may

the opposition to corsets, however, a great deal

be reasonably and fairly said in their favor; that is, when worn in such a manner
as to just snugly fit the body, without being tight enough to prevent the fullest
expansion of the lungs and chest. As regards the part that should support
feminine dress, there appear to be four principal bearing places
1. The
shoulders 2. In soma women, ar zone of corset pressure around the ribs, a little
above the hips 3. The hips 4. A zone around the hip bones.
In placing a
weight on an upright body, it is better to place it as near the centre of gravity
of the body as possible.
I do not think, therefore, that the shoulders constitute
the best point from which to support the chief weight of women's clothing.
The weight should not rest or bear upon a point or zone around the ribs nor
yet upon the hips. A naturally or well-formed woman has not, usually, much
if any projection of the uppermost part of the hip bones, no ledge upon which
any weight can easily rest. Such are only on exceptional " bony " figures v^ith
the muscular structures not well developed, and are not found on the work of
the Greek sculptors. In the natural feminine torso there is a gradual unbroken
curved line of beauty, extending from the sides of the chest to below the hips.
Naturally enough, this line may be more curved in some forms than in others.
And there is probably no reason why the line may not now be somewhat more
curved and present a more slender and not less graceful waist than is displayed
While admiring and following the charming examples in
in the Greek figures.
this regard left us by the Greeks, we are not surely bound never to attempt to
improve upon them and endeavor to portray yet more graceful forms. Because
modern fashion has given rise to outrageous departures from the beauty of the
Greek, and displayed in our streets and drawing-rooms sudden expansions from
the compressed tapering waist to the full width of hip bones not well clothed in
flesh, must we needs, essentially, go back, and in every detail and degree of
curve, to the artists of two thousand years ago ? It may yet be possible to
improve in a slight degree even upon the Greek.
Immediately below the uppermost part of the hip bones, in a naturally ami
--well-developed female form, there is an expansion, partly bony and partly fleshy.
If a somewhat firm well-fitting band be worn around this part, there cannot be
any injurious compression from its being sufficiently tight to support the principal weight of the skirts, which should not in any case be burdensomely heavy.
I have no doubt it would be found more natural and easier for almost every
woman to have the weight of her skirts bear upon this part than upon her shoulIf the band around the hips, not
ders the only two points to be thought of.
above them, remember, form a part of a properly made and properly worn corset,
the principles of physiology could hardly be fairly brought up in opposition to
:

—

;
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;

I
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:

;

;
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such a construction.
In the case of growing, developing

girls,

who, fortunately, do not usually
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few minutes of time, and there are but few persons who could not bear it without much discomfort, even in a rather cold room, and have good reaction follow,
after a little use, if not at first, and be greatly benefited thereby.
If, after a little
time and practice, good reaction and a refreshed feeling do not soon follow, the
room or the water, or both, must be warmer. I think soap is rarely necessary,
once in a month or a week perhaps. Some with thicker, coarser skin may
Clean
require it oftener.
Only the finest soap should be used habitually.
soft water is enough for daily use.
Fiiction with the water and hands helps
much to cleanse the skin, and wi'i usually remove all excrete impurities from

>1

the surface.

A

plunge bath, as

it

is

termed, in which the whole body is immersed in
when one can take it, cool or cold, without

water, for a minute or two or longer,
discomfort,

probably a better form of bath for most persons, giving, as it does,
Comparatively few, however, have facilities

is

a more thorough bath and wash.

The

on rising from bed in the morning, when
and thoroughly warm. Some persons can
takp it better just before going to bed. Either time is good. A bath should
ne\er be taken when there is much food in the stomach not within two or three
hours after a meal. Nor should one ever take a cold bath when much fatigued,
for this.

one

is,

best time for the bath

is

or should be, rested, refreshed

—

nor when cooling

A warm

is

Ml

off after exercise.

it may here be noted, at a temperature of from 94° to 97° F.,
very soothing and refreshing when one is fatigued from overwork and worry.

bath,

One may lie in it for a period of from fifteen minutes to an hour or two, the
water being kept at a comforting temperature but this should never exceed
;

97° F.

The

it need hardly be stated here, from collectand the teeth, require extra ablution.
In conclusion all who value health, and it is a valuable possession, must,
while yet they have it, give some thought to the care of it. Too many think but
probably by careless disregard of it, they
little about their health until, alas
have lost it, perhaps irrecoverably. Then they would gladly give their all else
The age for regarding as fashionable and popular delicate
to regain it again.
women and girls, is past. Healthy, vigorous women are now most sought after.
And remember, health, strength and good looks are almost synonymous terms.
Endeavor, then, to always breathe pure air, to partake temperately of only plain,
wholesome food, to be indeed temperate in all things, even in exercise, rest and
sleep, and to observe, everywhere, and in everything, the most punctilious
cleanliness, which has been rightly said to be a part of Godliness.

eyes, ears, nostrils and hair,

ing external dust,

etc.,
:

!
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In a properly-constructed gymnasium there are, of course, a number of fixed
appliances wliich, while of immense value in themselves, are not only out ol
place, but impossible to be utilized at home. There are, however, some exercises
which require either no appliances at all, or else such as not being fixtures, are
easily obtainable and simple in their use.*
First among these comes the chestexpander, which can be procured at any surgeon's, mechanist's or india-rubber
warehouse. It consists of p, strip of india-rubber secured at each end to a handle
the india-rubber varies in strength, and care should be taken in choosing au expander to select one proportioned to the age and strength of the girl. In the
best makes the india-rubber is concealed by a long band of goffered silk, and the
handles consist of shaped fiat pieces of ebony or walnut having holes pierced for
the fingers.
I will now proceed to describe a few of the more simple forms oi
;

"^

its

use.

The
The

easy exercise

as follows
heels together, toes turned slightly outwards,
knees straight, waist drawn, chest out, head up, shoulders down, and arms straight
downward in front of the body, holding the expander loose, i.e., without using
its elasticity, the knuckles being turned slightly inwards (tig. 1)
then slowly
laiso the arms until the expander, still unstretched, is on a line with the chest,
iu the mean time counting four (tigs. 2 and 3).
2. Slowly raise the arms, counting four again, until they are over the head
(tig. 4), the expander still unstretched, the arms perfectly straight,
and the
knuckles turned towards each other.
3. Pass the arms sideways, holding them quite stiff and straight, arid bring
the expander, now fully extended, behind the body initil it is on a line witli the
shoulders (figs. 5 and 11), taking care to clear the head and back, counting as
first

girl

is

:

must stand with her

;

before.
*
tlie

For young children, skipping practised backwards, forms a capital exercise cwmbined with pleasure, developing'

ohost, Boid giving full play to all the limbs.

(231)
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4. Drop tiie arms straight down behind as far as possible, allowing the expander to contract and hang loosely, the knuckles slightly turned towards each
other, and counting four, as in the previous passes (fig. 6).
Then reverse the movements, counting as before. Care must be taken that
a perfectly upright position is maintained throughout the whole exercise, tlie
chin and waist being kept well drawn in and the heels together.
This exercise should be continued for about five minutes, which will represent twenty complete repetitions of the exercise, from front to back and back to
front being reckoned as one.
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For a beginner this will be found sufficient during the first iiiontli's practice,
as nothing is more injurious than to carry on any exercise until fatigue is experiAfter that period when the muscles have become more strengthened
enced.
aud the joints more supple, the time may be increased, but in uo case sufficiently
to induce fatigue or a laborious habit of breathing.
When the pupil has thoroughly mastered this exercise so as to perform it
easily and without effort, she may then advance to
Exercise No. 2. Similar to No. 1, but two only are counted between each pass.
Exercise No. 3. The movements in this are also similar, but the pupil
counts only one between each pass, or eight to the whole exercise.
three care must be taken that the action is steady, uniform, and condone in jerks or spasmodically.
Exercise No. 4.
The pupil commences as in No. 1, raising the expander
while counting four until it is on a line with the chest, then over the head ; then
pass the expander behind, lowering the right hand, and raising the left until the
expander is in a diagonal line across the body (figs. 7, 8, 10) now, keeping the
right arm extended downward, bring the left one down sharply to the side, the
thumb touching the shoulder, aud the elbow close into the body (fig. 9). Repeat
this action of the left arm twelve times, or less if this number is found too fatiguing, and return the expander in front, as in No. 1.
Exercise No. 6 is the same as No. 4, but in this the left arm is extended
downward and the right arm worked.
As from habit the right arm is almost invariably the stronger, exercise No. 4
should be practised much oltener than No. 5, to induce as far as possible an
oquilibrium between the two members.
Exercise No. 6 is somewhat similar to the two preceding, but instead of
bringing the expander diagonnlly across the body, it is stretched across the
shoulders, as in No. 1, and both arms are worked into the side and out again,
making the fingers touch the shoulders, and taking care to keep the expander as
far as possible clear of the back (figs. 11, 12).
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^HE maintenance
health

of

subject

a

is

closely connected
with Physical culture.

Given a well developed, vigorous and mature

body

;

how can

for that

it

W}M

be so cared

possessor may,

its

while entering earnestly into
the world's work, maintain its
perfect integrity, until the full
time comes for this " mortal
to put
Sir

on immortality ?"

Andrew
don,

" that

us

Lon-

Clark, oi

health

defines

state

which the body

in
is

not consciously present to us
in

:

the state

which work

is

easy

and duty not over a
great trial
in

which

to

see,

;

the state

it is

to

a joy

tiiink,

and to oe."
Such a condition

to feel

presupposes a
fect

organism,

perdo-
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work without hindrance, holding

its

in

reserve

a relay of force

through all ordinary emergencies and strains, posse'
recuperative power which enables it through rest, to renew its strengti
apletely, and, withal, such a continual repairing of loss in all its parts, that no
That the maintenance of such a state is
ultimate deterioration takes place.
possible we can all testify, either from our own experience or from tliat of men
and women we know or have known. Wm. Cullen Bryant was one of this class.
The
It is said he was seldom conscious of his body as a weight or liiiidrance.
Hon. Samuel E. Sewall, of Boston, who but lately died at tJie ripe age of 90
years, was another example of perfect health and vigor of body throughout a
ficient to carry it

long and active business

Among women,
amount

life.

Cady

Tilizabeth

of adipose tissue, claims to

Stanton,

have met with

notwithstanding an imdue
hindrance in her work

little

through weakness of the body.
The^list might be lengthened indetinitely if permitted, and yet perfect
physical health is not " the rule " among the men and women of our day, and
the three score years and ten allotted as the measure of man's days, are seldom
reached, even by those who began life with vigorous bodies. I have neither time
nor space within the limits of this paper to consider the subject in all its length
and breadth. I shall, therefore, confine myself to a consideration of the health
of our own sex, beginning at maturity, i.e., at the age of twenty or twenty-five,

when a woman's life work may be said to begin. Upon the very threshold of the
we find ourselves divided into two distinct classes, married and single
women, each having an environment radically different from the other, and

subject

therefore requiring to be considered separately.

No

one can doubt that marriage per

se is

a divinely ordered institution, de-

signed not only that the nations may multiply and replenish the earth, but to
present the possibility of highest earthly happiness to both sexes. Benig divinely
ordered,

it

But what

must,

if

rightly entered into, conduce to the health of the individual

are the facts

?

A

comparatively small number of

women who

enter

the marriage state blooming and vigorous, continue so. Sons and daughters are
bom to them who inherit an equally strong physique. These, no doubt, fulfil
the purpose of the all- wise Creator, and show us that His plan in this, as in all
things,

was good.

vigorous young

But what

women who

of the larger

number

of apparently blooming and

whose bloom fades and
Children are born, but each
one measures so much of physical loss to the already over-drained, over-strained
mother. What health laws have been broken to produce such a result ? This
also enter into marriage, but

vigor departs with each succeeding

month

or year

?

important question which confi'onts us, and to obtain an answer we
of the home.
Let us enter it reverently and only
with pure intent. An over-crowding of happiness, of a kind to arouse the emotions and stir the whole being, rapidly over-fatigues and exhausts the nervous

is

the

first

must enter the sacred precinct

i
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Also mental dissatisfaction and imrest, arising from whatever cause
may, are potent elements in the production of ill healtli. Perhaps the
young wife quickly finds thiit her idol is made of clay, and this knowledge, which
must be hidden forever in h<'r own breast, is the withering blast before which
her beauty and freshness fade.
system.
they

^1

THE BEAUTY OF MATERNAL

A

motherhood

LOVE.

blush to admit so ignoble a feeling) and
a low moral sense iu reference to the sacredness of human life in its earliest
l){'f,ninungs, leads in numberless cases to the use of measures for the prevention
Aside from the crime
of conception or for the destruction of the new being.
fear of too early

(I

i
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committed

in the latter case, the

in recovering,

if it

The estal)lishment

.

system receives a shock from which

it is

long

ever does.
of a

home

often brings to a

young wife a degree of anxious

thought to which she is unaccustomed.
If the work is wholly new to her she
must go through the tedious process of learning by experience, and if she has
not means to provide herself with servants she has before her not only hard
manual labor to perform, but a close confinement to the house which doubles
the strain and the nerve wear and tear which the labor alone would produce.
In connection with this, perhaps, comes the double task of nourishing two
beings, a physiological process, but two outlets draw twice as fast as one.
And,
with the balance already on the wrong side, how rapidly does the health deteriorate.
Then come the nights of broken slumber, the anxieties connected with
the health of a child, household complications of which its advent is the herald.
Social duties make their demands, and her husband's pleasure must be considered
also. With all this w^eight of care and labor, with the giving out, as it were, of her
very existence, is it strange that a woman's htnilth breaks down ? What man
We must a dmit that woman possesses superior
could endure it for a month ?
ability to endure hard work, mental strain and confinement, else it were impossible for her to live through one or even two decades of it as she does. The years
life being over, the children growing up and becoming helpful
around her, the family purse becoming better filled, she may, if she has survived
the struggle, begin to rebuild that which she has lost. Fortunate for her it is,
if her shattered nervous system has vitality sufficient to recover even a measure
No one can expect her intellect to have expanded perof its former strength.
And here comes in the saddest element
ceptibly under such adverse conditions.
Equal with her husband in intellectual cidture and ability at the time
of all.
of marriage, the years which have brought to him the best growth of his life
through his daily intercourse with the world and his business activity, have
brought her nothing, and when at forty she stands again beside him, they both
rfealize that a gulf has gradually opened between them, which, at the best, can be
but slenderly bridged by their common interest in, and relation to their children.
The picture we have presented is a sad one, but do we not see it drawn in
varying shades of color ail about us ? the over- worried, over- worked, overstrained young mother? Again the question confronts us. How can it be prevented ? And with its principal causes before us we may at least ofler a theory of
The large number of divorce cases coming up continually in our courts
cure.
of law, as well as the ill-health which follows so many marriages, lead us to conclude that, in a good many instances, an unwise choice is made in the beginning.
The mistake is such a vital one and entails such untold misery, that no precaution can be too great to prevent such a calamity. If those who propose marriage
could live in the same house for several months, and thus acquire an every-day
and commonplace acquaintance instead of the one in which " distance lends

of early married

—
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have whorter engiigeincnts iiiul, at tlio same tinie,
In a word, those who propose a life union, should
Ix'cume BO thoroughly acquumted before marriage that the chance of a chanj^o of

(•iiclmntnu'iit,"

luij^ht

ensure a happier mariit'd

life.

m

m

MODESTY.
opinion aftenvard? as regards character, snitability, etc., shall be reduced to

a

iiiininnnn.

No woman should marry who
children.

is

unwilling, nay,

who

Motherhood has always been, and must ever

does not wish to bear
be, the highest and

\
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crown of womanhood, and she who can deliherately set her face againnt
mind and hoart.
During the lirst few years of married life the possibility of the occurrence
of a pregnancy shoidd ever be borne in mind, and the life of married women so
carefully directed and guarded with reference to this that no unwise and unsafe
exertion shall be made.
How numy broken constitutions does the pliysician
trace to a miscarriage caused by a tiresome journey or an unaccustomed tramp
taken before as yet the fact of pregnancy had been discovered ? A childless
hearth too often follows such an accident.
The building of the home was, without doubt, a part of God's beneficent
holiest

it

lacks the noblest qualities of

plan

when He

instituted marriage

—

the setting of "tiie solitary in families."
the home-building is a work which brings happiness and
health.
To woman has ever been committed, and rightly so, the gtiardiaiisliip
of this sacred place. Hers are the hands and hers the busy head, which must not

Wisely entered

i'ii

into,

only lead in the building process, but direct and control

What element
place ?

its

workings afterward.

of evil to the physical health can lurk in such a heaven-born

For the profession of medicine,

of dressmaking, a special training

is

for nursing, teaching,

even

considered a necessity. But

for the

who

work

practically

who is to be married needs to be trained in the art of housekeeping and in the care of children ? " The knowledge will come with the necessity," the mother says, " and my daughter will have servants to do it all." The
girl having no conception of the task, assures herself that it is an easy matter
to manage a house, and the young husband with his own mother's well regulated
household in mind, expects that his home will be even an improvement on that.
What happens ? With plenty of money the fitting and furnishing provide only
believes that a girl

1

:|i

m

entertainment for the pair.

\l

life

begins.

The young

A

cook and other servants are engaged and the

wife has a theory that she

real

must oversee her household,

makes regular visits to kitchen and store-room. It is soon discovered,
however, by those under her, that her ideas upon hoiisehold matters are crude
and unpractical, and this knowledge makes them insolent and domineering. This

80 she

4^

.

she resents, and discharges one or more, expecting to fill the place with ease.
But the task proves a more difficult one than she anticipated, and the household
Undreamed of complications
machinery meanwhile, finds its wheels clogged.

and the young wife learns the lesson that housekeeping, even under the
It is unnecessary to follow her up
most favorable conditions, is no easy task.
the stony pathway to the knowledge she should have gained before marriage,
which would have enabled her to guide the household car with a firm and masterful hand.
Well it is for her if health and nerve force bear the strain of these
burdens, especially when, as we have before hinted, the duties and responsibilities
of motherhood are superadded.
Ab a remedy for this unnecobsary and painful experience we would earnestly
urge that a practical training in the management of a house from dish washing
arise

:
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to bread making shall be given to every girl as a part of her general education,
and when marriage is contemplated she should receive in addition a special
course of teaching upon the care of children and the best inethods of feeding,
dressing and training them.
With all that she can learn upon these subjects,
life will still be suliiciently full of complications and trials to exercise all her

and

powers,
lip

to

to call out all the reserve force she possesses.

Her

ability to bear

U

under the strain physically, will be materially enhanced, and she may hope
retain the intellectual place beside her husband, which is such an important

element in the nuiinteuunce of the happiness, and therefore of the health, of the
married

woman.

For the woman
(if

of small

the simplest habits of

life

means, the only

t)

line of safety lies in the adoption

compatible with cleanliness and

thrift.

She must

prepare simple food for her family, clothing without ruffles and tucks, and, to

counteract the tendency to a monotonous drudgery, she

must

l)ring nito

her

life

from without, interests and ambitions which shall withdraw her thoughts from

own small circle of labor and care.
Turn we now to the unmarried wompn, and although we all believe marriage to be God-appointed and honorable wnen rightly entered into, yet we may
l)e thankful that we live in an age and country in which it is also considered
honorable for women who choose to do so, to live a single life. An age in which
such may enter into the world's work, strive for its honors, and make for themher

selves a sphere of usefulness

married

and happiness second only to that of the happily

we might say the conditions under which the unmarried
more favorable to health than those which surround the married.
In a measure this is true, and yet upon the books of physicians we find
The statistics of our insane hospitals
the two classes in almost equal numbers.
show that the unmarried slightly preponderate, and surely among those whose
names are foimd in neither place there are numbers of women who, at the age
of thirty or thirty-five, have lost the vigor and freshness of early womanhood,
and to whom life seems more a burden than a joy. The causes for this deterioAt the outset of our search
ration must lie somewhere in their environment.
for them we find the conditions under which unmarried women live to vary
widely, depending, as they do, upon wealth or the absence of it, family relations,
first

glance,

lives, are

education, health, personal characteristics, etc.

Perhaps we cannot do better than to separate unmarried women first of all
two general classes
1. Those who are supported, and 2, those who support themselves.
Into
the first class vould naturally fall women of independent wealth, women whose
parents are w althy or well-to-do and women who are unable or unwilling to

into

work.

/./

woman.

At the

woman

(I'll
111!
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The second class includes all who labor for their own support or for that
The unmarried woman of independent fortune, has perhaps, more

of others.
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power

to control her surroundings.
She can
with congenial companions, or she may
travel the wide world over. Health and happiness surely should be found hers, but
alas, the canker of unrest finds a feeding-place only too soon in the heart of such
an one. Eecognized or otherwise, there tugs at her heart-strings that inborn,
God-given longing for little children and intimate companionship, which comes
to every true woman sooner or later.
However generous of heart or purse she

provide for herself a

may

being, the

home and

fill it

be, she has ever the feeling that life is incomplete, that it does not give

back enough and ill health is almost sure to come to her unless she finds some
good cause into which she can throw herself with all the strength of her nature,
making its interests her own, and feeling that it depends upon her, and belongs
to her in a peculiar and special sense.
The only safety for her body lies in taking up some important work, and doing it with the whole soul.
The unmarried
daughter who remains in her father's house is often an unspeakable comfort to
;

but in a large number of cases it is at the
expense to her of health and best mental growth. Indeed, there is no position
so fraught with danger to a woman's health as this.
With no responsibility or
care which demands her best endeavors, or which stirs her deeper nature, how
can it be otherwise than that she will in time lose her ambitions and the hopes
which filled her as she ascended the lovely heights of womanhood ?
Men and women must exercise the powers which God has given them if
they wish to retain them, ond health of body must be put to good use or it is
evanescent. It is a difficult problem to solve, this one of employment for the
unmarried daughters of affluence, but a solution muel be found if they are to be
saved from illness and a wasted life. In these latter years so many organizations
for charitable and philanthropic work have been established, which call for the
best talent, the time and the labors of so many individuals, that the opportunity
Such labor is enfor employment in these directions is almost never wanting.
nobling and healthful, and, on the whole, it is that which is best adapted to the
condition of the class we are considering. But labor needs to have a money
her parents in their declining years

;

man or woman, and to call
The amount which one is able to earn in dolMen derive much of
lars and cents, represents in some measure his wouh.
their sense of independence and true manliness from this source, and women
value, both to satisfy the ambition of the ordinary

forth his or her best endeavors.

become self-reliant and strong by remunerated toil. Whether, however,
work be done for love or money, or both, it should be entered into with earnest
enthusiasm and self-forgetfulness. It must be absorbing and satisfying if it is to
minister to the best growth of the individual. We say, then, provide steady employment of some kind for the daughters of our wealthy and well-to-do classes.
It will tend to make them strong physically, and it will fit them equally for marFor those who might work but will not, who prefer to burried or single life.
If ill health
task of their support, I have little to say.
with
the
den others
also
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it is

may be the only force which will drive them
who need our sympathy and help, none are
who
want to work and for any reason are unwomen

well deserved, and

into the current.

Of

all

243

it

the people

more deserving than those

To be obliged to depend upon others when one desires to be selfhard indeed.
Turning now to the workers, we draw a sigh of relief. Here, say we, is a
But again we are mistaken. True, we
class of healthy, happy human beings.
do find a smaller number of chronic invalids, in proportion to the whole number,
than among either of the classes before considered, and, as a rule, a degree of
able to do so.

supporting

is

contentment is manifested by these workers which does not compare altogether
unfavorably with that of the happily married. But ill health invades also even
this

I

charmed

circle.

In order to analyze the conditions under which self-supporting women live,
shall be obliged to arrange them in classes according to employment.
In the first class. Professional Women, in which may be included doctors,

teachers, stenographers, trained nurses, book-keepers, etc.

In the second class. Shop Women.
In the third class, Servant Girls.

The healthfulness

>

of the practice of medicine for

women

has been well

some years since by Drs. Call and Pope, of Boston,
and presented in a paper which was read at the annual meeting of the Social
Science Association, entitled, " The Health of Medical Women." By these statistics it was demonstrated that of a large number of women who began the practice
of medicine in health, the majority had remained strong, and of those who were
not strong in the beginning a fair proportion had become so while thus employed.
The health of a few only had deteriorated. Now, it is a well-known fact that
attested

by

statistics collected

the practice of medicine is a laborious one, involving

much

personal discomfort

Medical men, as a class, live shorter lives than those who follow
some other pursuits. What then are the elements which tend to make it a
In brief, we may answer, they are these An outhealthful work tor women ?
of-door life, variety in work, and the mental absorption which always accomWomen naturally endure personal discomfort and
panies congenial work.
privation better than do men.
Centuries of watching beside a cradle night and
day, and carrying household cares and responsibilities upon weary shouldei's,
have trained women to bear burdens of this kind more easily than do men.
And so it is that with the added help of an out-of-door life they remain strong
and exposure.

:

or

become so

in the practice of medicine.

When we remember how

large an army of women are engaged in teaching,
have made it the labor of a lifetime, we must admit that
there is at least some element of healthfulness in the work.
Many women, however, do fall by the way, and others there are in large numbers, who, while they
do not fall, are neither strong nor well. An in-door life, air vitiated by many

and

how many

of these

;:,;!>
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breaths, insufficient food eaten hurriedly and cold,
strain, little

""-->
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enjoyment of the work

itself,

and, in
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little variety,

many

cases,

constant nerve

home

remedy

this, at least one-third as

many

hours as are spent in the school-room

daily should be passed in out-of-door exercise, not too fatiguing

room should be

irif

anxieties

and cares outside of school hours, these constitute cause sufficient for the lack
of vigor and the nervous e. laustion manifested by so many teachers.
To

well-lighted and well-ventilated

and nutritious lunch

in the

.

liddle of the

day

;

;

;

the school-

the teacher should have a hot

sho should introduce as

variety as possible into her work, and she should give herself as

much

much

of plea-

sure and recreation out of school hours as possible, without encroaching on the
hours of sleep, or producing undue weariness. Lastly, and perhaps most important of all, she should train herself to do her work without anxiety, and to leave
it behind with the fastening of her class-room door. If the teacher does not enjoy
her work it would be well for her to seek other employment, for no one can do
well or with ease that which she does not like to do.
A few home duties may
be healthful to the teacher, but, as a rule, we may say that k aching is an occupation sufficient to employ all the time that one can wisely give to work in the-

twenty-four hours.

My

advice to teachers

who wish

of out-of-door recreation, vary the

to retain their health then

monotony of your work

provide suitable food for yourselves, and get as

as

is,

much

much enjoyment

take plenty

may

be,,

out of your

life

as

as possible.

The danger
etc., lies in

to the health of the stenographer, the clerk, the type-writer,
the direction of sedentary habits, monotony and the vitiated air

which is almost invariably found in our business houses, both large and
The body accustoms itself, however, in time, to almost any posture, and
bear, without injury, long confinement to one position, provided there

nervous wear and tear and a sufficient amount of good food and fresh

small.
it will

is little

air are

supplied.

We need but to glance at our shop girls, with their pinched waists, pasty
complexions and weary expression, to decide that there are elements of unhoaltlihiw^v
fulness in their occupation whose results are of the most serious nature,
numbers drop by the way, the law of the " survival of the fittest " ruling here
with cruel justness. Bad air, the standing posture, nervous strain, cold lunches
and long hours all conduce to ill health add to these the unhealthful home surroundings of many of them, together with undue indulgence in dissipation, and
what wonder is it that so many succumb? There is a marked improvement, howHours are shorter,
ever, as the years go by, in the surroundings of this class.
shops are lighter, and more attention is paid to ventilation than formerly. Hot
lunches are made possible in some cases. If only these women could be persuaded to dress hygienically, and live healthfully outside of business hours, they
might maintain a fair degree of health.
;

—
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Factory

girls, as

m

girls, owing doubtless
mental strain. They learn how to do -/ _
mechanically, and feel no anxiety about it when it

a class, have better health than shop

to the fact that they are subjected to less

a certain kind of work, do
done.

it

is

Eeaching now our third

we

find better conditions of life, and with
and house servants are kept closely confined in-doors, and this is an adverse element here as in all other vocations, but
tlie continued exercise of body, the employment of mind, the comparatively
legular hours required, with good food, are all helpful forces.
More, however,
might be done to improve the environment of this important class of workers.
Our kitchens should be lighter and more attention should be given to their ventilation.
More healthful modes of dress should be encouraged, and home-like
places provided for the entertainment and recreation of servant girls on their
afternoon and evening out.
Anything which improves the condition of the
household drudge and renders her work less monotonous and more attractive,
is just so much tcrvard the comfort and health of those '^hom she serves.

tliem better health.

To be

class,

sure, cooks

Having now considered the special causes of ill health in women in the
life, and the means by which they may be removed, let us, in
conclusion, sum up the conditions which conduce to the health of men and
various walks of

women
^

.

Briefly they are these

in general.

Wholesome and

:

nutritious food taken at regular intervals.

2.

Pure

3.

Undisturbed and

4.

A

5.

Absence of undue worry and hurry.

G.

A

7.

Congenial employment and temperance in

air

during the whole twenty-four hours.

suitable

amount

healthful

When

sufficient sleep.

mode

of exercise out-of-doors

of dress.
all

things.

we, as a people, can secure such conditions as these for ourselves,

we become a healthy and robust nation, instead
imperfectly developed one that we are to-day.

then shall
lived,

and in the gymnasium.

-^'-^^t^^^

of the nervous, short-

^iS'^s^^f^^^

r

ir
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XVIII.

THE IMPORTANCE OF A KNOWLEDGE OF COOKERY TO WOMEN.
By

Mrs.

Emma

P. Ewing,

Purdue

University, Lafayette, Ind.

"OOD

holds so important a place in the human economy that it is
almost impossible to over-estimate the importance of knowing how
to prepare it properly.
In his book entitled Tlie Intellectual Life,
Philip Gilbert Hanierton says Cookery in its perfection the great
science of preparing food in the way best suited to our uses, is the
most important of all sciences, and the mother of the arts." And
each year's added observations confirms me in the belief that bad
cookery is one of the worst foes with which civilization and
Christianity have to contend.

—

:

Flowers and vegetables partake of the character of the

soil in

which they

grow, and animals of the character of the grass, grains, etc., upon which they

This physiological law holds good, and applies forcibly in the case of
;
for the relations between the stomach and the senses are so very
intimate that the things we eat and drink materially affect our opinions, beliefs
and prejudices. Does not the character of our diet impress itself upon the sights
we see, the sounds we hear, the thoughts we think ? Does it not gi^^e tone and
color to our reflections, perceptions and sensibilities?
Organic forms are the
expression of their surroundings, and individuals are a reflex of the food they
feed on and the homes they live in.
Most of the dishes comprising the daily fare of a large proportion of all
classes of people, are so inharmoniously compounded, or so improperly cooked
generally both
that they are indigestible, innutritions and unsatisfying, and it
is not a matter of surprise that many resort to stimulants for temporary reliei
from the discomforts and ailments engendered by their diet.
The whole territory of the drink question lies contiguous to that of the food question.
It overlaps it in many places.
A large number of the drunkards who die every yeai
feed.

human beings

—

(
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have the appetite

for intoxicating drinks

food they are obliged to eat.

And

aggravated,

various directions, the pernicious effects of improper

Much

the avenues of vice and crime.

through

all

w^orld is

due to badly prepared food.

if

not implanted by

tlie

as similar results follow similar causes in

And

<liet

may

be readily traced

of the wrong-doing of the

a dyspeptic

stomach

is

responsible for

•i.

many misdeeds
"

To

that are attributed to a (iarnal heart.

most effectively," says Bishop Foster, " we must
But can we care for their bodies unless we care for
and builds them
Can men or women with depraved

care for men's souls

care for their bodies also."

the food that goes into

!

— depraved

and deranged by improperly prepared food lead clean, pure lives ? Or can they, while living day after day on
slack-baked bread, leathery pan-cakes, grease-soaked meats, watery vegetables,
sloppy coffee, and a long list of similar articles, attain the stature of a perfect
appetites and deranged stomachs

—

manhood or womanhood ?
The home is the primary school in which originate most of the virtues and
And the homes where the food is always well prepared and
vices of mankind.
healthful, and the surroundings always cheerful and pleasant, are the homes that
furnish but a small per centage of outcasts and criminals.

Are mothers who

permit their daughters to grow up in ignorance of housekeeping and homemaking, doing their duty to their daughters, to society, and to posterity ?

ill

CHAPTEK

XIX.

VALUABLE HOUSKHOLD KNOWLEDGE
POB WOMEN.

KNOWLEDGE FOR THE KITCHEN.
ISH.

—

Fish when fresh are hard
when pressed by the finger the

gills

red

— the

—

eyes

full.

If the

is flabby and
the eyes
sunken, the fish are stale. They
should be thoroughly cleaned,

flesh

washed, and sprinkled with salt. Before
broiling fish, rub the gridiron with a piece
of fat, to prevent its sticking.
Lay
the skin side

down first. The earthy
taste

often

found

in

fresh-water fish can be

removed by soaking in
salt and water.
Most
kinds of salt fish should

be soaked in cold water
lor twenty-four hours
the fleshy side turned <^own in the water. Pish should
1)6 fresh, and always well cooked.
Never soak fresh fish in water, unless frozen.
Clean, rinse, and wipe dry; in warm weather, lay on the ice until needed.
In
iKjiling, put into cold water, to which add a little salt and vinegar, kndi allow
<Mght minutes to the pound.
If boiled whole do not remove the head and tail,
iind serve always with a sauce.
To Boil Fish. Sew them in a cloth, and put in cold water, with plenty ot
salt.
Most fish will boil in 30 minutes.
Pickling Fish.
Spice the vinegar at for cucumber; put your fish in, and

—

—

—
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them boil slowly for a few minutes, until done, without breaking then set
them away for several weeks, and the bones will be entirely destroyed.
To Broil. Kub over with olive oil cut in pieces or broil whole as preferred,
over a clear, hot tire
when done, sprinkle with popper and salt, a little lemon
juice, a little chopped parsley, and some melted butter.
Baked Fish. Stutf it with plain dressing put in a pan with a little water;
let

;

—

;

;

—

;

pepper and butter. Baste while baking. A fish weighing four pounds will
bake in an hour.
Garnish with hard-boiled eggs and parsley, and serve with
drawn butter or egg sauce.
Baked God or Halibut. Use a piece of fish from the middle of the back,
Lay the fish in very cold salt-and-water for
weighing four, five or six pounds.
two hours wipe dry make deep gashes in both sides at right angles with the
backbone, and rub into these, as well as coat it all over with, a force-meat made
of the crumbs, pork, herbs, onion, and seasoning, made to adhere by raw egg.
Lay in the baking-pan and pour over it the drawn butter (which should be quite
thin), season with the anchovy sauce, lemon juice, pepper, and a pinch of parsley.
Bake in a moderate oven nearly an hour or even more if the piece be large
Add a little butter-and- water
basting frequently lest it should brown too fast.
when the sauce thickens too much. When the fish is done, remove to a hot dish_,
and strain the gravy over it.
A few capers or chopped green pickles are a
pleasant addition to the gravy.
Boiled Bockfish. After the fish has been nicely cleaned, put it into a pot
oover it, and throw in salt in the proportion of half a teawith water enough
Boil it slowly until the meat is tender and easily
spoonful to a pound of fish.
A large fish will require an hour to cook. When
separates from the bones.
done, serve on a hot dish, and have a few hard-boiled eggs, cut in thin slices, laid
around it and over it. Eat with egg sauce.
White Fish. This fish may be boiled, fried or baked. To bake it, prepare
season with
a stuffing of fine bread crumbs, a little salt pork chopped very fine
sage, parsley, pepper, and salt. Fill the fish with the stuffing, sew it up, sprinkle
the outside with salt, pepper and flour, and bake. In frying white fish, pour off
the fat as it accumulates, as it is apt to be too fat when served.
Smoked Salmon, Broiled. Take a half pound of smoked salmon and parboil
lay in cold water for the same length of time
it ten minutes
wipe dry and
Add two tablespoonfuls of butter while hot season with
broil over a clear fire.
cayenne and the juice of half a lemon pile in a " log- cabin " square upon a hot
plate, and serve with dry toast.
Boiled Salmon. A piece weighing six pounds should be rubbed with salt,
It
tied carefully in a cloth, and boiled slowly for three-quarters of an hour.
should be eaten with egg or caper sauce. If any remain after dinner, it may be
placed in a deep dish, a little salt sprinkled over, and a teacupful of boiling vinegar poured upon it. Cover it closely, and it will make a nice breakfast dish.
salt,

—

;

;

—

—

W

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;
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Cream Baked

Clean the trout, put in pepper and salt, and close
Trout.
Place the fish in the pan, with just cream enough to cover the fins, and

thena.

bake fifteen minutes.

Baked Fish.
salt

— Open

lay in a dripping

;

the

wash, wipe perfectly dry, and rub over with
little butter and water, and bake thirty

fish,

pan with a

minutes in a hot oven.
Fish Balls. Two cupfuls cold boiled codfish, fresh or salted. Chop the fish
work in one cupful of mashed potawhen you have freed it of bones and skin
Seatoes, and moisten with a half cup of drawn butter with an egg beaten in.
son to taste. Have them soft enough to mold, yet firm enough to keep in shape.
Roll the balls in flour, and fry quickly to a golden-brown in lard or clean dripping.
Take from the fat so soon as they are done lay in a colander or sieve and shake
gently, to free them from every drop of grease. Turn out for a moment on white
paper to absorb any lingerilig drops, and serve on a hot dish.

—

;

;

New England

Chowder.

— Take a good haddock, cod, or any other

solid fish,

put a pound of fat salt pork, cut into strips,
take out the pork, but
into the pot ; set it on hot coals and fry out the grease
leave the grease in the bottom of the pot, and put in a layer of fish, over that a
layer of sliced onions, over that a layer of fish, with slips of the fried pork, then
cut

in pieces three inches square

it

;

;

another layer of onions and a few sliced raw potatoes, and so on alternately until

mix some

with as

much

water as will fill the pot seahave ready some pilot bread,
soaked in water, and throw them into your chowder five minutes before taking

your fish

is all in

;

flour

son to suit your taste, and boil for half an hour

them

off

;

;

;

serve in a tureen.

— Take

cold fish of any kind and separate it from the
add a little seasoning, an egg, a very little milk, and a
teaspoonful of flour brush with egg, roll in bread crumbs.
Fish Scallop. Remains of cold fish of any sort, half a pint of cream, half a
tablespoonful of anchovy sauce, half a tablespoonful of made mustard, half a teaspoonful of walnut catsup, pepper and salt to taste (the above quantites are for
half a pound of fish when picked), bread crumbs
put all the ingredients into a
stew-pan, carefully picking the fish from the bones ; set it on the fire ; let it
remain till nearly hot occasionally stir the contents, but do not allow it to boil
when done, put the fish into a deep dish or scallop shell, with a good quantity of
bread crumbs
place small pieces of butter on the top ; set in a Dutch oven before the fire to brown
it should take half an hour to cook it properly.
Fried Eels. Skin, remove head and tail, cut in desired length, and throw
into boiling water for five minutes
then drain, season with pepper and salt, roll
in flour or cornmeal and fry in boiling lard ; serve with tomato sauce.
Pickled Salmon.
Soak salt salmon twenty-four hours, changing the water
frequently; afterwards pour boiling water around it, and let it stand fifteen
minutes ; drain off and then pour on boihng vinegar with cloves and mace added.

Croquettes of Fish.

bones,

and mince

fine

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

It,

It

be

me-

;

—

|ti|i

;
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Salt Salmon.
Salt well in cold water ; when fresh enough, put in a kettle
with cold water enough to cover, and set over a slow fire boil gently not more
than two minutes, and then remove and drain fry a little parsley in butter, and
turn over the fish, adding lemon juice as preferred.
Lobster Cutlets.
Mince the flesh of lobsters fine season with salt, pepper
and spice ; melt a piece of butter in a saucepan mix with it one tablespoonful
of flour add lobster and finely-chopped parsley mix with some good stock
remove from the fire, and stir into it the yolks of two eggs spread out the mixture, and when cold cut into cutlets
dip carefully into beaten egg, then into
;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

baked bread crumbs let them stand an hour, and repeat, and
brown. Serve with fried parsley.
tine

;

fry a rich

OYSTERS.

—

Put the juice into a saucepan and let it simmer, skimming
then rub the yolks of three hard-boiled eggs and one large spoonful
of flour well together, and stir into the juice.
Cut in small pieces quarter of a
pound of butter, half a teaspoonful of whole allspice, a little salt, a little cayenne
and the juice of a fresh lemon. Let all simmer ten minutes, and just before
Stewed

it

carefully

Oysters.

;

dishing add the oysters.

This

is for

two quarts

of oysters.

—

Broiled Oysters. Drain select oysters in a colander. Dip them one by one
into melted butter to prevent sticking to the gridiron, and place them on a wire
gridiron.
When nicely browned on both sides, season
Broil over a clear fire.
with salt, pepper and plenty of butter, and lay them on hot buttered
moistened with a little hot water. Serve very hot or they will not be
Oysters cooked in this way and served on broiled beefsteak are nice.

toast,

nice.

—

Fried Oysters. Drain the oysters and cover well with finest of cracker
crumbs, seasoned with salt and pepper. Let them stand half an hour, then dip
and roll again in the meal fry brown in a good quantity of lard and butter.
;

Oyster Chowder.

—Fry out three rashers of pickled pork in the pot you make

the chowder add to it three potatoes and two onions, both sliced boil until
they are nearly cooked soak two or three dozen crackers in cold water a few
minutes, then put into the pot a half can of oysters, one quart of milk, and the
soaked crackers. Boil all together a few minutes, season with salt, pepper and
Fish chowder can be made the same way, by using fresh fish instead ol
butter.
;

;

;

oysters.

Oyster Croquetts.

—Take the hard end

of the oyster, leaving the other end

them, then chop fine and add an equal
weight of potatoes rubbed through a colander to one pound of this add two
ounces of butter, one teaspoonful of salt, half a teaspoonful of pepper, half a teaspoonful of mace, and one half gill of cream make in small rolls, dip in egg and
grated bread, fry in deep lard.
in nice shape for a soup or stew, scald

;

II

;

;

I'!
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Maryland Stewed Oysters. Put the juice into a saucepan and let it simskimming it carefully then rub the yolks of three hard-boiled eggs and one
Cut in small pieces
large spoonful of flour v/ell together, and stir into the juice.
quarter of a pound of butter, half a teaspoonful of whole allspice, a little salt, a
Let all simmer ten minutes, and
little cayenne and the juice of a fresh lemon.
This is for two quarts of oysters.
just before dishing add the oysters.
Broil or fry as many oysters as you wish, and lay
Oysters with Toast.
them on buttered toast salt and pepper pour over them a cup of hot, rich
cream keep them perfectly hot until eaien.
mer,

;

—
;

;

;

Oyster Short-caJce.

— Make a good

quart of oysters on the stove with a

short-cake and bake on pie-plates

little

;

put a

water, half a cup of milk, a good-sized

and pepper, and thicken with a tablespoonful of flour when
and spread the oysters between, and some on top.
Steamed Oysters. Drain some select oysters, put into a pan, and place in a
Steam until the oysters begin to curl, and then
steamer over boiling water.
serve on a hot dish, with butter, salt and pepper garnish with chopped pickles.
piece of butter, salt

;

the cakes are baked, split,

—

—Fifty

;

one quart sweet cream, butter, pepper
and salt to suit taste. Put the cream and oysters in separate kettles to heat,
when sufficiently
the oysters in their own liquor, and let them come to a boil
cooked, skim then take them out of the liquid and put them into a dish to keep
warm. Put the cream and liquid together. Season to taste, and thicken with
Cream. Oysters.

shell oysters,

;

;

When

powdered cracker.
Oyster Pie.

sufficiently thick, stir in the oysters.

—Line a dish with a puff paste or a rich biscuit paste, and dredge

drain one quart of oysters season with pepper, salt and butter,
and pour into the dish add some of the liquor dredge with flour, and cover
Bake in a quick oven.
with a top crust, leaving a small opening in the centre.
Put one quart of oysters in a saucepan, with liquor enough
Oyster Patties.
well with flour

;

;

;

;

—

cover them, set it on the stove and let them come to a boil skim well, and
Line some pattystir in two tablespoonfuls of butter, a little pepper and salt.
to

;

with oysters, cover with paste, and bake twenty minutes
crust may be omitted if desired.
Boil macaroni in a cloth to keep it straight. Put a layer
Oyster Macaroni.
in a dish seasoned with pepper, salt ^nd butter, then a layer of oysters, until the
Mix some grated bread with a beaten egg, spread over the top, and
dish is full.
pans with puff-paste,

in

a hot oven.

fill

The upper

—

bake.

SOUPS.
Vegetable Soup.
peel three

onions

;

— Scrape

fry the

clean and slice three carrots and three turnips
whole with a little butter till it turns rather yellow

;

then add also two heads of celery cut in pieces, three or four leeks, also cut in
when fried add also one
pieces ; stir and fry the whole for about six minutes
;

clove of garlic, salt, pepper,

two cloves and two

stalks of parsley

;

cover with
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keep on rather a slow fire, skim off the scum carefully, and
then strain and use.
SpriiKj Vegetable Soup.
Taki! two pounds of shin of hcef and two pounds of
knuckle of veal remove all the fat and break the bones and take out the marrow;
put into a pot with live pints of water add a teaspoonful of salt, and then cover
and let it come to a boil quickly remove the scum that rises, and set where it
will simmer for five hours
one hour before serving', add two young carrots,
scraped and cut in slices, half a head of celery, and a small onion cut into
squares in half an hour add one turnip sliced, and in tifteen minutes one cauliflow^*" broken in small pieces.
Boil a shin of veal in three quarts of water. Put in a turVermicelli Soup.
nip, an onion and one carrot, whole.
Boil about three hours.
Add salt and a
small teacup of vermicelli, and boil for three-quarters of an hour. Before adding
vermicelli, strain through a colander.
Keep adding water if it boils away.
Bean Soup. Boil the beans and put them first through a colander and then
through a sieve season with butter, pepper and salt.
Bean Soup, No. 2. Soak one and a half pints of beans in cold water over
night.
In the morning drain off the water, wash the beans in fresh water and
put into soup kettle with four quarts of good beef stock, from which all the fat
has been removed. Set it where it will boil slowly but steadilj'^ till dinner, or
three hours at the least. Two hours before dinner slicf- in an onion and a carrot.
Some think it improved by adding a little tomato. If the beans are not liked
whole, strain througli a colander, and send to the table hot.
Beef Soup. Boil a soup bone about four hours, then take out meat into
chopping V^f^wl put the bones back into the kettle. Slice very thin one small
onion, Sx.. potatoes and three turnips into the soup. Boil until all are tender.
Have at least one gallon of soup when done. It is improved by adding crackers
Take the meat that has been cut from
rolled or noodles, just before taking off.
the bones, chop fine while warm, season with salt and pepper, add one teacup ol
soup saved out before putting in the vegetables. Pack in a dish, and slice down
for tea or lunch when cold.
Beef Soup with Okra. Cut a round steak in small pieces, and fry in three
tablespoonfuls of butter, together with one sliced onion, until very brown put
add
into a soup kettle with four quarts of cold water, and boil slowly an hour
salt, pepper and one pint of sliced okra, and simmer three and one-half hour.s
three quarts of water

;

siiiuner for about three hours

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

—

—

;

—

;

;

longer.

Strain before serving.

—

Corned Beef Soup. When the liquor in which the beef and vegetables were
boiled is cold, remove all the grease that has arisen and hardened on top, and add
tomatoes and tomato ketchup, and boil half an hour thus making an excellent
tomato soup or add to it rice or sago or pearl barley or turn it into vegetable
soup by boiling in the liquor such vegetables that are fancied. Several varieties
of soup may have this " stock " for a basis, and be agreeable and nutritious.

—

;

;

;
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of hot water

;
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the corn from tlio cob, and to a pint of corn allow one
an hour and pass through a colander put into a sauce-

boil

;

pan an ounce of butter and a tablespoonful of Hour, being careful to stir well to
pnwont it being lumpy then add the corn pulp, a little cayenne pepper, salt, a
;

and half a pint of cream.
French Vegetable Soup. To a leg of lainb of moderate size take four quarts
Of carrots, potatoes, onions, tomatoes, cabbage and turnii)s, take a
of water.
teacup each chopped fine, salt and pepper to taste. Let the lamb be boiled in
this water.
Let it cool, skim off all the fat that rises to the top. The next day
boil again, adding the chopped vegetables.
Let it boil three hours the second day.
Gmnho Soup. Cut up a pair of good-sized chicikens, as for a fricassee flour
them well, and put into a pan with a good-sized piece of butter, and fry a nice
brown then lay them in a soup-pot, pour on three quarts of hot water, and let
them simmer slowly for two hours. Braid a little flour and butter together for
Strain a quart or three pints
a thickening, and stir in a little pepper and salt.
of oysters, and add the juice to the soup.
Next add four or five slices of cold
boiled ham, and let all boil slowly together for ten minutes.
Just before you
take up the soup, stir in two large teaspoonfuls of finely powdered sassafras
leaves, aud let it simmer five minutes, then add your oysters.
If you have no
liiun, it is very nice without it.
Serve in a deep dish, and garnish the dish with
pint of boiling milk,

—

—

;

;

rice.

Gumbo

—

Soup. Take a piece of ham half the size of your hand, and a
put them into a pot with two quarts of cold water sinnner
slowly two or three hours, then add two quarts of boiling water.
Twenty
minutes before serving, put in one small can of okra and as many oysters as you
please.
Season to taste.
Onion Soup. Slice two medium-sized onions and fry brown in butter with

Plain

knuckle of veal

;

;

•"
it

1

—

and a half of flour; put into a saucepan, and stir in slowly four
or five pints of milk and water (about one-third water)
season to taste, and add
a teacup of grated potato
set in a kettle of boiling water, and cook ten minutes:
add a cup of sweet cream, and serve quickly.
Ox-tail Soup.
Take two tails, wash and put into a kettle with about one
gallon of cold water and a little salt.
Skim oft" the froth. When the meat is
well cooked, take out the bones, aud add a little onion, carrot and tomatoes.
It
is better made the day before using, so that the fat can be taken from the top.
A.dd vegetables next day, and boil an hour and a half longer.
Ox-tail Soup, No. 2.
Chop the ox-tail into small pieces set on the fire
with a tablespoonful of butter, and stir until brown, and then pour off" the fat
add broth to taste, and boil gently until the pieces of tail are well cooked season
with pepper, salt and three or four tomatoes boil fifteen minutes and then
serve.
This soup can be made with water, in which case season with turnip,
onions, carrot and parsley.
a tablespoonful

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

n

^
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Potato Soup. Peel and slice one dozen potatoes to a quart of water ; then
thoroughly till the potatoes are done then add two teacups of milk and a
little butter
stir till butter is dissolved
take butter the size of an egg with
two tablespoonfuls of flour mix together well, and brown in a pan over the
stove, after which stir it gradually into the soup
salt and pepper to suit one's
boil

;

;

;

;

;

taste.

—

Tomato Soup. Take a knuckle of veal, a bony piece of beef, a neck of
mutton, or ahuost any piece of meat you may happen to have set it over the
lire in a small quantity of water, cover it closely, and boil very gently, to extract
the juices of the meat. When nearly done, add a quantity of peeled tomatoes,
and stew till the tomatoes are done add salt and pepper to your taste. This
is a very cheap, healthful and easily made soup.
;

;

—

Tomato Soup, No. 2. Take one quart of tomatoes. When boiling, add
one teaspoonful of soda, two pulverized soda crackers, one pint of hot water, one
pint of milk, salt and pepper strain through a colander and serve hot.
;

—

Green Pea Soup. Boil the empty pods of a half-peck of green peas in one
strain them out add four pounds of beef cut into
gallon of water one hour
small pieces, and boil slowly for an hour and a half longer. Half an hour before
serving add the shelled peas, and twenty minutes later half a cup of rice flour,
After adding the rice flour stir fresalt, pepper and a little chopped parsley.
quently so as to prevent scorching.
;

;

—

Dried Split Pea Soup. One gallon of water, one quart of soaked split peas,
pound of salt pork, one pound of beef. Put over the fire, seasoning with
salt and pepper, celery salt, salpicant, curry powder, marjoram, or savory; let it
boil slowly for two hours, or until the quantity of liquor does not exceed two
quarts.
Pour into a colander and press the peas through with a spoon. Fry
two or three slices of stale bread in butter till brown, scatter them in the soup

half a

after

it is

placed in the tureen.

— Scald a

head and wash it clean boil it in a large
Take
off, and take the tongue out.
the broth made of a knuckle of veal, put in the tongue and skin, with one onion,
half-ounce of cloves, half-ounce of mace, half a nutmeg, all kinds of sweet herbs
chopped fine, and three anchovies. Stew till tender then take out the meat
and cut it in pieces two inches square cut the tongue, previously skinned, iu
strain the liquor through a sieve melt half a pound of butter in a stewslices
pan put in it half a pound of flour and stir it till smooth if at all lumpy strain
add the liquor, stirring it all the time then put to the meat the juice of two
it
Mock-turtle Soup.

pot of water for half an hour, cut

calf's
all

;

the skin

;

;

;

;

;31T

—

;

;

;

lemons, or one bottle of Maderia wine if preferred; season rather highly with
pepper, salt and cayenne pepper put in a few meat balls and eight eggs boiled
Stew gently one hour, and serve in a tureen if too thick, add more
hard.
;

;

liquor before stewing the last time.

!!
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—

White Soup. Boil a knuckle of veal for three hours. Add a quarter of a
pound of macaroni, and when done a pint of cream. Season with lemon peei
and mace.
Turkey Soup.

— Take the turkey bones and boil three-quarters of an hour in

them add a little summer savory and celery chopped
Just before serving, thicken with a little browned flour, and season with

water enough to cover
line.

;

pepper, salt and a small piece of butter.

—

Chicken Soup. To the broth in which chickens have been boiled for salad,
add one onion and eight or ten tomatoes; season with pepper and salt; add
challenge sauce or salpicant, if desired; boil thirty minutes add two well-beaten

etc.,

;

eggs just before sending to the table.

Lobster Soup.

— To

cold water, cooking

it

boil a lobster,

on a quick

put

it

in a fish kettle

Eemove

fire.

and cover

it

with

the small bladder found near

and take out a small vein found immediately under the shell all along
and use the rest. Two lobsters will make soup for six
All the under shell and small claws are
or eight persons, and salad also.
pounded in a mortar to make the soup when pounded, put it into a pan and set
The meat is cut in small pieces, to be added
it on the fire with broth or water.
afterward.
The soup is left on the fire to boil gently for half an hour then put
it in a sieve and press it with a masher to extract the juice.
To make it thicker,
a small piece of parsnip can be added and mashed with the rest into a pan, so
that all the ssence is extracted in that way from the lobster.
When you have
strained it put a little butter with it and add as much broth as is required ; put
some of the meat in the tureen and pour the soup over it.
the head,

the back of the lobster,

;

;

i.

MEATS.
In selecting beef, choose that of a fine, smooth grain, of a bright red color
fat.
The sixth, seventh and eighth ribs are the choicest cuts for a
roast.
Have the bones removed and the meat rolled, but have the butcher send
the bones for soup.
The flesh of good veal is firm and dry and the joints stiff.
The flesh of good mutton or lamb is a bright red with the fat firm and white. If
the meat of pork is young, the lean will break on being pinched ; the fat will be
and white

white, soft

and pulpy.

—

Bules for Boiling Meat. All fresh meat should be put to cook in boiling
then the outer part contracts and the internal juices are preserved. For
making soup, put on in cold water. All salt meat should be put on in cold water,
In boiling meats, it is important to
that the salt may be extracted in cooking.
water,

meat will absorb the water. Be
add boiling water if more is needed. Eemove the scum when it first
begins to boil.
Allow about twenty minutes for boiling for each pound of fresh
meat.
The more gently meat boils the more tender it will be.
keep the water constantly boiling, otherwise the

careful to
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Broiling.

— This

I

not only the most rapid manner of cookinj:; meat, bnt

is

has nearly the same etfect upon meat as roasting. The
albumen of the outer portions is hardened, and, forming a skin, retains the

justly a favored one.
:-'i

is
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It

It should be turned rapidly in order to produce an equal effect, but the
meat should not be punctured with a fork.
Salt meat should be put into cold
water, and boiled slowly.
A red pepper dropped into the water will prevent the

juices.

rising of

an unpleasant odor.

Fresh meat, unless

boiling water, and be allowed to cook very gently
nearl

no

;

salt

should be put into

added

until

In roasting

beef,

to be

done.

,

lioastivfj.
it is

for soup,

—Put

into a hot oven, and baste frequently.

nei*essary to have a brisk

lire.

Bacte often.

Twelve minutes

is

required

Season when nearly done.
Olcott, in the Hartford Courant, writes:
It is
sometimes more convenient for the cook to get the beefsteak done tender without watching. I remember catching a Sacramento meat cook broiling his beef
in the oven.
No cook ought to be hung for treating a steak to a hot oven when
the other conveniences are limited, but a friend tells me of a better way that I
think is original with him.
He smothers the steak in corn meal and so bakes
it, declaring that if there is any way of making a tough steak tender, that is it.
To Cook Venison. Broil as you would a beefsteak, rare. Have ready a
gravj of butter, pepper and salt, and a very little water.
Heat the gravy
withoixt boiling it.
Score the steak all over, put it in the gravy and cover tight;
keep hot enough to steam the meat, and send in a covered dish to table.
JBo//m7t.— Take a piece of beef weighing six or eight pounds; have the
bone taken out then rub it well with a mixture composed of ground cloves,
allspice, black pepper, sweet nnirjoram and salt, one teaspoonful of each rubbed
After the mixture is well rubbed in, roll it up tightly and tie it put it
tine.
into a pot half full of water, with three or four potatoes, a carrot, two turnips,
if snuiU, and two onions, and let it stew six hours.
for

every pound of beef.
BeefsteaJx.

—"

—

Farmer"

—

;

;

Breakfast Dish.
a pint, more or

— Chop

tine as

much

mutton

cold beef or

as

is

required; add

season with pepper, salt and ground
cloves thicken with browned Hour, and pour boiling hot over little bits of nicely
Garnish with slices of lemon and serve at once.
toasted bread.
Raw pork, chopped fine, two cups one medium-sized onion,
Croquettes.
chopped tine teaspoonful of powdered sage one cup of bread, soaked until soft;
less,

of good soup stock

;

;

—

;

;

;

salt

and pepper

cakes

;

to taste

roll in flour

;

two eggs beaten

light

;

mix thoroughly

into small

flat

or crumbs and fry in hot lard.

—

Corned Beef. Put into enough cold water to cover well, and place where
if to be used cold, simmer until
it will cook very slowly for three or four h' urs
the bones can be easily removed, and then press in a square mould.
Corned Beef, No. 2. Select a nice piece of fresh beef, rub over sufficient
let it stand two or three days,
salt to " corn " it, but not to make it very salt
;

—

;
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then wash thoroughly in cold
and putting in the pot cover with cold water and boil gently till quite
tender; use such vegetables as are desired, like the old time-honored "boil dish;"
judge of the quantity of vegetables by the strength of flavor desired in the soup
to be made from the water in which the whole is boiled
when done, dish beef
and vegetables and serve hot.
lioant Beef.
The best roasting pieces are the middle ribs and the sirloin.
The ends of the ribs should be removed from the flank, and the latter folded
under the beef and securely fastened with skewers. Eub a little salt into the
place the meat in the dripping-pan with a pint of stock or water; baste
fat part
freely, and dredge with flour half an hour before taking the joint from the oven.
Should the oven be very hot, place a buttered paper over the meat to prevent it
scorching while yet raw. When the paper is used it will need very little basting.
The time
Or, turn the rib side up toward the tire for the first twenty minutes.
it will take in cooking depends upon the thickness of the joint and the length of
time the animal has been killed.
Skim the fat from the gravy and add a tablespoonful of prepared brown flour to the remainderi
Boast Beef ivith Yorlshire Pudding. Take a large rib roast rub salt and
pepper over it, and dredge with flour.
Place on a rack in a dripping-pan, with
water,

;

;

;

—

;

—

very little water, until

it is

browned on the upper

side,

before
tor

it is

;

heated thoroughly
turn and baste.

done, take out the meat, pour

ofi"

;

baste frequently.

When

nicely

About three-quarters of an hour
most of the dripping, put the batter

the pudding in tbe bottom of the pan, allowing the drippings from the beef

When

done, return the meat and finish roasting.
and thicken with flour for the gravy. For
the batter of this pudding, take half a cup of butter, three cups of flour, three
eggs, one cup of milk and two teaspoonfuls of baking powder.
Sarori/ Beef.
Take a shin of beef from the hind-quarter, saw it into four
pieces, put it into a pot, and boil it until the meat and gristle drop from the
bones chop the meat very tine, put it in a dish, and season it with a little salt,
pour in the liquor in which the meat was
pepper, clove and sage, to your taste
toiled, and place it away to harden.
Cut in slices and eat cold.
Minced Beef. Cut cold roast beef into thin slices put some of the gravy
into a stewpan, a bit of butter rolled in flour, pepper and salt, and boil it up.
Add a little catsup, and put in the minced slices, and heat them through, but do
Put small slices of toast in the dish, and cover with the meat.
not let it boil.
Curried Beef. Take about two ounces of butter and place it in a saucepan with two small onions cut up into slices, and let them fry till they are of a
then add a tablespoonful and a half of curry powder, and mix it up
light brown
well.
Now cut up the beef into pieces about an inch square pour in from a
then
(liuuter to a third of a pint of milk, and let it simmer for thirty minutes
While cooking stir
take it ofl" and place it in a dish with a little lemon juice.

to

drop into

it.

Add some hot water

the pudding

is

to the dripping

—

;

;

1

—

;

—

;

;

;

;;
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constantly, to prevent burning.
or rice around

Send

it

to table with a wall of

mashed potatoes

it.

Deviled Beef.

— Take

season with pepper and

them on hot coals and broil;
and serve while hot, with a small lump of butter on

slices of cold roast beef, lay

salt,

each piece.
Dried Beef in Cream. Shave your beef very fine
pour over it boiling
water, let it stand for a few minutes pour this off and pour on good rich cream
let it come to a boil.
If you have not cream, use milk and butter, and thicken
with a very little flour; season with pepper, and serve on toast or not, as you like.
Put in a skillet a little lard and the
Beefsteak smothered with Onions.
steak peel and slice the onions and lay them over the meat till the skillet is
full
season with pepper and salt, cover tightly and place over the fire. After
the juice of the onions has boiled away and the meat begins to fry, remove the
onions, turn the meat to brown on the other side, then replace the onions as
before, being careful that they do not burn.
Take a rump steak about an inch thick make a stuffStuffed Beefsteak.
EoU it up, and with a
ing of bread, herbs, etc., and spread it over the steak.
needle and coarse thread sew it together. Lay it in an iron pot on one or two
wooden skewers, and put in water just sufficient to cover it. Let it stew slowly
serve it in a dish with the gravy
for two hours, longer if the beef is tough
turned over it. To be carved crosswise, in slices, through beef and stuffing.
Beefsteak with Oysters. Broil a sirloin or tenderloin steak season take
one quart of oysters, drain off all the liquor, put them into the stew-pan with
half of a small cupful of butter, or less butter and a little sweet cream, salt and
pepper enough to season let them boil, and turn them over the steak on the
Oysters broiled and laid on the steak are very nice.
platter.
Cut two pounds of veal into thin pieces roll with flour, and fry
Veal.
with hot lard when nearly done add one and a half pints of oysters ; season
thicken with a little flour serve hot.
Take cutlets and trim nicely mix half a pound of
Veal Outlets, Baked.
sausage meat with two eggs lay a buttered paper on the bottom of drippingpan, and cover with half the sausage meat, and then lay on it the cutlet, and
cover with the remainder of the sausage meat baste with melted butter and

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

veal stock, and serve v/ith the gravy

when

done.

Veal Scallop.- '^hop some cold roast or stewed veal very fine put a layer
on the bottom of a pudding-dish well buttered season with pepper and salt.
Next, have a layer of fine powdered crackers wet with a little milk or some of
Proceed until the dish is full. Spread over all a thick
the gravy from the meat.
layer of cracker crumbs, season with salt and wet into a paste with milk and two
beaten eggs. Stick bits of butter all over it, cover closely, and bake half an
hour then remove the cover and bake long enough to brown nicely. Do not
:

;

;

;

get

it

too dry.

;
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four pounds of veal, or two chickens, in a

stew slowly until the meat drops from the bones, then
the liquor boil down until there is a cupful put in a
small cup of butter, a tablespoonful of pepper, a little allspice and a beaten egg
stir this through the meat
slice a hard-boiled egg; lay in your mould, and press
when put upon the table garnish with celery tops or parsley.
in your meat
Minced Liver. Cut liver into small pieces and fry with salt pork cut both

pot

;

cover with water

take out and chop

it

;

let

;

;

;

;

—

;

with water, add pepper and a little lemon juice ;
thicken the gravy with fine bread crumbs and serve.
Veal Hash. Take a teacupful of boiling water in a saucepan, stir into it an
even teaspoonful of flour wet in a tablespoonful of cold water, and let it boil five
minutes, add one-half teaspoonful black pepper, as much salt and two tablespoonfuls of butter, and let it keep hot but not boil.
Put into a pan and pour
Serve this on buttered toast.
the gravy over it, then let it simmer ten minute^
into square bits, nearly cover

—

Cxitlets

a la Duchesse.

— Cut the neck of

lai

about two pounds, into cut-

away
Put a piece of butter into a stewpan with three mushrooms and a sprig
parsley, chop fine, stir over the fire until very hot
then pour over a cupful of

lets,

trim them and scrape the top of the bone clean, fry in butter and set

to cool.

6{

;

—the yolks of three or four eggs well

Stir constantly until
cream, but do not let it boil. Dip each cutlet into it, covering thickly
Then egg and bread crumb them. Fry
with the sauce, again set away to cool.

white sauce

beaten.

as thick as

lightly.

Spiced

Lamh

(cold).

—Boil a leg of lamb, adding

to the water a handful of

and two or three sticks of cinnamon broken up. Boil four hours.
Mutton Chops. Trim neatly, season, and dip each chop into a beaten egg,
and then in cracker-crumbs put into the oven in a dripping-pan with two spoonbaste frequently and bake until well browned.
fuls of butter and a little water
Mutton Chops, No. 2. Have them trimmed from fat and skin dip each
one into beaten egg, then in pounded cracker, and fry in hot lard or dripping.

cloves

—

;

;

—

;

better to bake them very slowly in the oven.
Haricot Mutton. Loin chop fried until brown, dredge with flour, put into
boiling water, or if you have it, weak soup, cut carrots into small pieces, then
simmer for two hours. Season with pepper and salt. Steak cooked in the same
way is very nice.
Irish Stew.
Take mutton chops, cover well with water, and let them come
to a boil
pour this ofl" and add more water then a lump of butter the size of
an egg, two tablespoonfuls of flour, one teacupful of milk, season potatoes, and
two small onions. Boil until the potatoes are done.
A Ragout of Cold Veal. Cut the veal into slices put a large piece of butter into a frying-pan, and as soon as it is hot, dredge the meat well with flour,
!uid fry a nice brown.
Remove the meat, and put into the pan as much of youf
cold gravy as you think proper, season with pepper and salt, and a wine glass of
It is still

—

—

;

;

;

TO
,11

—

;

U

w

;
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tomato catsup; then cut a few slices of cold liflm, lay into the gravy and add
your slices of veal. It nnist be sent to the table hot.

—

Boston Baked Beaiin. Put a quart of beans to soak over nij^'lit in the
off the water and add fresh water enough to cover, to which add
about one tablespoonful of molasses. Put a snndl piece of salt pork in the centre, almost covering it with the beans, and bake slowly from six to eight hours,
adding hot water as needed until nearly done, when they can be allowed to cook
;

morning pom*

nearly dry or according to taste.

—

To Fry Apples and Pork Chops. Season the chops with salt and pepper
and a little powdered sage and sweet nnirjoram dip them int(j beaten egg and
then into beaten bread criunbs.
Fry about twenty minutes or until they
are done.
Put them on a hot dish pour off part of the gravy into another pan,
to make a gravy to serve with them, if you choose.
Then fry apples wiiicii you
have sliced about two-thirds of an inch thick, cutting around the apple so
When they are browned on one
that the core is in the centre of each piece.
side and partly cooked, turn them carefully with a pancake turner and let them
finish cooking
dish around the chops or on a separate dish.
;

;

;

—

Spare Bibs, Broiled. Crack the bones and
fire is not hot enough to scorch them.

broil over a clear tire, taking care

that the

—

Boast Lamh. Choose a hind quarter of lamb, stuff it with line bread
crumbs, pepper, salt, butter and a little sage. Sew the Hap firmly to keep in
place, rub the outside with salt, pepper, butter, a little of the stuffing, and roast
two hours. Eat with mint sauce.

—

Beef Omelet. Three pounds of beefsteak, three-fourths of a pound of suet,
chopped fine salt, pepper and a little sage, three eggs, six Boston crackers,
make into a roll and bake.
rolled
Mutton Pie. Cover the bottom of a dish with bread crumbs then a layer
of cold mutton, cut in very thin slices
then a layer of tomatoes, sliced thin
season with pepper, salt and small pieces of butter, and so on, until the dish is
full, or you have sufficient, having tomatoes and bread crumbs on top
cover and
bake about forty minutes, and serve hot.
Pot Pie. Cut veal, beef or chicken into pieces, and put into boiling wfitei
enough to cover, with two slices of bacon cover closely and boil an hour, aud
season to taste make a batter of two well-beaten eggs, two cups of milk, a
tablespoonful of baking powder, and flour to make a batter drop in separate
spoonfuls while boiling, and cook five minutes serve immediately.
Tomato Htew. Two pounds of any kind of meat used for stewing })ut
into a saucepan with a can of tomatoes, or a quart of fresh ones
season with
pepper and salt; cover closely, and when the tomatoes are cooked, add two tablospoonfuls of butter, rubbed into a tablespoonful of flour
stew until the meat is
tender, and then pour over dry toast.
;

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

''If
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I'OULTHY.

— Dress careliiUy and soak

a short time in salt and water;
dry with a cloth, and rub them over with butter, and place
on the gridiron over a clear fire turn frequently, and dip in melted butter;
season with salt; prepare a slice of thin toast, nicely buttered, and laid on aBroilerl QiiniJ.

down

s})lit

the back

;

;

hot dish, for each bird, and lay a bird, breast upward, on each slice; garnish

currant jelly.

witli

—

Broiled Prairie Chiclen. Wash thoroughly and remove the skin
water and boil fifteen or twenty minutes take out and sprinkle with
;

and rub over with butter and broil over a clear
toast
garnish with currant jelly.

fire;

;

put in hot
pepper

salt,

place each on a piece of

;

Broiled Pigeons.
cruiubs,

and

broil

— Split

serve

;

down the back
them on toast like

;

roll

them

in butter

and cracker
on

quail, laying a piece of butter

each.

— Line a deep baking-dish

with veal cutlets, and over them
pluck, draw, wipe
and quarter four partridges, rub each part with a seasoning of pepper, salt,
Partridge Pie.

place thin slices of

ham and

a seasoning ot pepper and salt

;

minced parsley and butter; put in a baking-dish, pour over them a pint of strong
soup-stock, line the edges of the dish with a light puff paste, cover with the

same, brush over with the yolk of an egg, and bake one hour.
in

If the paste

is'

danger of becoming too brown, cover with a thick paper.

Wild Buck,

— Use a

place an onion in
with water, afterward with
butter
sprinkle with salt and flour, and brown
half an hour will cook them
make a gravy of the giblets, and serve with currant or cranberry jelly.
to bake.

stuffing or not as preferred

the pan in which they are baking, and baste at
;

To
fire

;

;

6?7)//— Split

down the

garnish with lemon

back, dip in melted butter, and broil over a clear

slices.

— Cut into small steaks

make a dressing as for duck, with
thyme (or pork instead of butter,
and spread upon each steak; then roll and tie; then put into

Venison, stewed.

bread crumbs, onion, butter, pepper and
if

preferred),

boiling water

—

Stewed Babbit.

— Skin and

flour.

ready for roasting,

fill

the bird with a

and nutmeg, and
They must be well

butter, a little salt

chopped

apple).

thirty minutes' careful cooking.
full

In

grown.

clean the rabbit, cut into pieces, put one-fourth

stewpan and turn the pieces of rabbit about in it
'1 nicely browned
take out the meat, add one pint of boiling water to the
er, one tablespoonful of flour stirred to- a paste in cold water, one table-

of a
1

;

salt,

and stow; thicken the gravy with

Boast Pigeons. When cleaned and
stuffing of bread crumbs, a spoonful of
three oysters to each bird (some prefer
basted with melted butter, and require
the autunni they are best, and should be

1

;

first

pound

of butter into a
;

5
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;

spoonful of salt, and a

stew slowly

till

Boast Rabbit.
carrot sliced

;

little

the rabbit

CHARACTER. CULTURE AND CALLING.

grated onion

is

tender.

— Clean and

if

liked; let this boil up,

add the meat,

Serve hot.

put into a dripping-pan with a small onion and
and spread with butter put into a

sprinkle with salt, pepper,

;

quick oven with water enough to cover the bottom of the pan, and baste

quently

;

add more water

if

needed

;

when done,

fre-

strain the gravy over the rabbit,

and serve with cranberry sauce.

—

Boast Babbit, No. 2. Dress nicely and fill with a dressing made of bread
crumbs, a little onion, sage, pepper and salt, and a small piece of butter tie a
piece of salt pork over it
put into a dripping-pan with a little water in a quick
oven baste often serve with currant jelly.
;

;

;

;

Boast Turkey.
(young)

is

—A

turkey weighing not more than eight or nine pounds

Wash and

the best.

clean thoroughly, wiping dry, as moisture will

Take one small loaf of bread grated fine, rub into it a piece
of butter the size of an egg, one small teaspoonful of pepper and one of salt; sage,
if liked.
Eub all together, and fill only the breast of the turkey, sewing up so
that the stuffing cannot cook out. Always put the giblets under the side of
the fowl, so they will not dry up. Eub salt and pepper on the outside, put into
dripping-pan with one teacupful of water, basting often, turning it till brown all
over. Bake about three hours. Have left in the chopping-bowl a little stuffing,
take out the giblets and chop fine. After taking out the turkey, put in a large
tablespoonful of flour; stir until brown.
Put the giblets into a gravy-boat, andpour over them the gravy.
spoil the stuffing.

Make

white.

suet, a little
in

order to have

boil.

A

—

Soak it in salt pnd water for an hour and a half to make
the stuffing of bread crumbs and about half the quantity of
parsley and a little lemon peel, chopped fine.
Scald the parsley

Boiled Turkey.
it

a longer time.

Put

these in the breast. Tie lightly in cloth, and
two hours an older one will, of course, require
Garnish with parsley and lemon cut in slices.
it

green.

young turkey

all

will boil in

;

—

it

•:

\

Turkey Dressed with Oysters. For a ten-pound turkey take two pints of
bread crumbs, half a teacup of butter cut in bits (not melted), one teaspoonful
Eub
of powdered thyme or summer savory, pepper, salt, and mix thoroughly.
the turkey well inside and out with salt and pepper, then
ful

fill

first

with a spoon-

of crumbs, then a few well-drained oysters, using half a can for a turkey.

Strain the oyster liquor and use to baste the turkey.

pan, and chop fine for the gravy.

a moderate oven.

bones, then removing

an egg,

Cook the

giblets in the

of this size will require three hours in

.

Pressed Chicken or Veal.
as large as

A fowl

all

salt

—Boil three chickens until the meat comes

bones, etc., chop, not very fine

and pepper to season

well.

;

Have about

broth, into which put one-half box gelatine until dissolved

off the

add a piece of butter
;

a pint of the

then put back the
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chopped chicken and cook until the broth

is

evenly absorbed.
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Press under a

weight in a pan until cold.

—

Chicken or Veal. Boil a chicken in as little water as possible, until
from the bones chop rather fine, and season with pepper and
salt
put in a mould a layer of the chopped meat and then a layer of hard-boiled
oggs cut in slices then layers of meat and egg alternately until the mould is
nearly full
boil down the liquor left in the pot one-half; while warm, add onequarter of an ounce of gelatine, and when dissolved pour into the mould over
Set in a cool place over night to jelly.
the meat.
Jellied

the

meat

falls

;

;

;

;

—

it

Chicken Pot Pie. Cut and joint a large chicken. Cover with water, and let
Season with salt and pepper, and thicken the gravy
gently until tender.

boil

mixed smooth in a piece of butter the size of
dough cut with a biscuit-cutter about an
drop this into the boiling gravy, having previously removed the
inch thick
chicken to a hot platter, cover, and let it boil from one-half to three-quarters of
an hour.
To ascertain whether they are done or not, stick into one of them a
Lay on the platter with the
fork, and if it comes out clean, they are done.
chicken, pour over the gravy, and serve.
with two tablespoonfuls of flour

an egg.

Have ready

nice light bread

;

;

—

Broiled Chicken. Only young, tender chickens are nice broiled. After cleanand washing them, split down the back, wipe dry, season with salt and pepper, and lay them inside down on a hot gridiron over a bed of bright coals.
Broil until nicely browned and well cooked through, watching and turning to

ing

prevent burning.
taking

Broil with

them from the

them

a little salt pork, cut in thin slices.

work into them plenty
of lemon and parsley.

gridiron,

nished with the pork, slices

of butter,

After

and serve gar-

—

Stuff two chickens as if to boil, put in a pot, do not
with water, put them on two hours before dinner; chop an
onion, some parsley and a little mace, rub a piece of butter twice as large as an
Before dishing, beat the yolks of six eggs, and
egg with flour and stir it all in.
cook five minutes.
stir in carefully

Fricasseed Chicken.

quite cover over

;

Boast Duck.

— Prepare the same as

three finely-chopped onions.

for turkey, adding to the dressing two or
Serve with apple sauce or cranberries.

—

Boast Goose. Two ounces of onions and half as much green sage, chopped
and one coffee cup of bread crumbs, a little pepper and salt, the yolks of
two eggs. Do not quite fill the goose, but leave room to swell. Roast from one
hour and a half to two hours, and serve with gravy and apple sauce.

fine,

Boned Turkey.

—Boil a large turkey

in as little

water as possible until the

from the bones remove all tlie bones and skin pick the meat into
season with pepper and salt; put
small pieces, and mix dark and light together
into a mold and pour over it the liquor, which must be kept warm, and press
with a heavy weight.

meat

falls

;

;

;

4

f
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2fi<)

Bodst Chicken.
of

cleaiisinj,',

case of

HER CHARACTER, CULTURE AND CALLING.

;

— Having

lilliufjf,

and

As the

turkey.

r(>;ist

to secure a rich

selected your chickens, proceed, in the matters

brown

all

for the

preparinj,'

roastin<i[ '^oes

over the fowls.

oven, precisely as direcited in the

on, baste and turn as

may

be needful

Prepare the gravy as in the former

case.

—

Hte.ired Chicken.
Clean and cut the chicken into joints put it in a saucepan with the giblets; stew in just enough water to cover it imtil teiuler; season
with pepper, salt and butter thicken with Hour boil up once and serve with
;

;

the gravy poured over

;

it.

BKCIPES INCIDENTAL TO POULTRY, OAMK, ETC.

—

Boil the giblets very tender chop fhie then take the
which they are boiled, thicken with flour season with salt, i)epper and
a little butter
add the giblets and dripping in which the turkey was roasted.
Plain Sfiijfintj. Take stale bread, cut oft' all the crust, rub very hut, and
pour over it as much melted batter as will make it crund)le in your hands salt
and pepper to taste. See also under " Boast Turkey."
Potato Stuffing. Take two-thirds bread and one-third boiled potatoes grated,
mix thoroughly.
l)utter size of au egg, pepper, salt, one egg
Grnvji for Poulirij.

;

liqimr in

:

;

;

—

;

—
— By

Of/ster Stnffinfj.

have oyster

tilling.

;

substituting oysters for potatoes in the above, you

See also under

Stuffing for Boiled Chicken.
ful of

*'

Boiled Turkey."

— One cupful of

butter, one egg, half a teaspoonful of salt,

marjoram.
CajHYHH.

Mix

well; stutf

and sew

bread crumbs, one tablespoonand one tablespoonful of sweet

in.

— Young male fowls, prepared by early gelding, and then nicely

tened, are the finest delicacies in the poultry

small head, pale comb, which

is

than usual, smooth legs, and

soft,

line.

They

njay be

fat-

known by

a

short and withered, the neck feathers longer
short spurs.

They

are cooked as ordinary

chickens.

—

Keeping Game. Game is rendered more tender, and
by keeping. If wrapped in a cloth saturated with equal
If in danger
acid and water, it will keep many days.
well with stilt and plunge into boiling water, letting it
then hang in a cold place. If tainted, put
five minutes
Always hang them up by the neck.
night.
;

its flavor is

improved,

parts of pyroligneous
of tainting, clean, nib

run through them

them

in

new milk

for

over

SALADS AND SAUCES.

Cauliflower Salad.

—Boil a cauliflower in salted water

cold cut into sprigs, and arrange prettily on a dish

;

when
until tender
melt three tablespoonfuls of

butter and one of vinegar, with pepper and salt to taste. Mustard
if

preferred.

;

may

be added,

Before serving, pour over the cauliflower, and arrange a few

of parsley over the top.

sprijj'S

;

m

Ml!

VALUABLE HOUSEHOLD
Tomato Salad.
set to cool

;

— Peel

slice thin

;
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some good-sized tomatoes by dipping

in hot water
Before serving, cover

sprinkle salt and pepper over.

with a plate, and drain off

all the water that has run from them.
Pour the butand vinegar over as before.
Green Beans Salad. Boil tender beans, drain and cool
then arrange
neatly on a dish, or in a vegetabb' dish
mix one heaping teaspoonful of mus-

ter

—

;

;

two of melted butter and

tard with

hal'"

a teacup of vinegar.

Four over and

serve

—

Green Peas Salad. B(ul one (|uart of tender peas drain and cool when
wanted to serve, pour over four tablespoonfuls of melted butter and a little salt
and pep'/'er. Garnish with sprigs of mint.
Cuciunber Salad. Pare and slice thin just before using four well-grown
(iKunnbers, rejecting the ends for about an inch deep, as they are hard and unwholesome. Mix one teaspoonful of jmistard with three tablespoons of melted
biiti. r.
Pour over after arranging liglitly in a salad dish.
This is an improvement upon the usual vinegar and salt that they are floated in.
Macaroni and Cheese. Wash and break in small pieces half a pound of
macaroni boil until tender in plenty of water drain grate a quarter of a
pound of cheese. Any hard cheese will do. Mix with the macaroni and a small
piece of butter and a saltspoonfid of salt.
Put all into a pudding dish and cover
with sweet milk.
Bake half an hour in a hot oven.
Cabbage Salad. Cut in four a solid white cabbage; boil until quite tender;
drain, and slightly cut it in the dish in which it is to be served when required.
Mix one teaspoonful of mustard with three of melted butter and a little vinegar.
Pour over the top, and garnish with parsley. This is good hot.
Carrot Salad. Boil till tender two good-sized carrots peel off all the tough
skin
slice thin, and pour over three tablespoonfuls of melted butter.
Garnish

iNli

;

;

—

Jiii

—

;

;

llfil

;

—

—

;

;

with parsley.
lettuce, or any other vegetable are equally good
they cannot conveniently be served hot.
Mayonnaise Salad Dressing. The yolk of one egg, raw stir into this all

Windsor beans, asparagus,
prepared in this way,

if

—

it will

pepper, salt

and nuistard.

Lobster Salad.

—The

above recipe makes excellent lobster salad by adding

and mixed

— Boil

lightly with a fork.

the lobster, break in two and drain

remove
add lettuce, chopped fine seapepper, vinegar, nuistard and a little oil, and spread over it a

Lobster Salad, No.

'2.

the flesh from the shell and chop into dice

son with salt,

Season with cayenne
•

lobster cut into small pieces,

all

;

hold, in as fine a stream as possible.

the olive oil

;

;

;

Mayonnaise sauce.
Lobster Salad, No.

3.'

—To a three-pound lobster take

the yolk of one raw

egg, beat very lightly, then take the yolks of three hard-boiled eggs (cold),

add to the raw yolk, beating

all

the time

;

and

add, gradually, a few drops at a time,

m
llii

;

f
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;

one-half bottle of

*'he finest

olive

CALLING.

stirring all the time,

oil, still

then add one and

a half tablespoonfiils of the host Enj^lish mustard, salt and pepper to taste; heat

the mixture until

liglit, add a tahlespoonful of stronjj; vinegar.
Cut the l(»l)st,(!r
and mix with it salt and pepper pour over it the dressing just
before sending to the table
garnish with the white of egg (boiled), celery tops,
and the snuill claws.
Lohsfcr Salad, No. •^.— Pick the meat from the shell, chop and season the
same as for chicken salad garnish with the claws and parsley.
CJdchen Celenj. Chop the renuiins of chicken or turkey, and mix with an
e((ual proportion of celery; a little salt and vinegar only, although some like a

into snuill pieces

;

;

—

;

away too much

dressing as for slaw, but this takes

of celery taste.

It

may

ho

prepared with lettuce instead of celery.

Fish Salad.

them

— Cut

cold salmon, or fish of any kind, into slices and

pla(;e

with hard boiled eggs and lettuce, crisped and broken into snudl
pieces, and pour over it a salad dressing nuule eitlier with or without nnistard.
in a dish

—

Salad Dressing. Beat the yolks of eight eggs, and add one cup of sugar,
one tahlespoonful of mustard, salt and pepper, half cup of cream and a very
small pinch of cayenne pepper mix boil three cups of vinegar to which add a
cup of butter, and while boiling pour over the mixture and mix thoroughly;
bottle and set in a cool place and use wiien needed.
Simple Dressing for Salads. Mix three tablespoonfuls of olive oil and one
tablespootiful of scraped onion, with one saltspoonful of salt and one saltspoonfnl
of pepper (mixed), and then add one tahlespoonful of vinegar. When thoroughly
mixed, pour over the salad.
Chicken Salad Dressing. Take two hard-boiled eggs, put them into water
till quite cold, put the yolks into a snuill bowl and mash them very tine, adding
the yolks of two raw eggs, one teaspoonful of salt, one large teaspoonful of dry
mustard and a very little cayenne pepper stir this well, always one way when
well mixed, add a very little sweet oil, stirring all the time. After this is mixed,
put in more, add very little at a time, until you have used a third of a bottle,
then add a large spoonful of vinegar or lemon juice, then add more oil as before,
using in all two-thirds of a bottle, then another spoonful of vinegar when well
mixed, it must be Very light, and a nice color. Set on the ice for two or three
hours; not more than twenty minutes before using the salad, mix it, and prepare
for the table by putting with the meat about half the dressing, stir it up well,
and then pour on to the meat one wine glass of best vinegar stir this up well
if it requires a little more salt, add it now.
it will turn the chicken very white
Place the chicken in the centre of a flat dish, large enough to lay lettuce or
celery around the meat, wipe the lettuce as dry as you can and lay around the
meat, then with a spoon put the rest of the dressing 'on the lettuce.
When entirely
Boil a small chicken until very tender.
Chiclcen Salad.
cold, remove *he skin and fat, cut the meat into small bits, then cut the white
;

;

—

il-i

^'1

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;
1
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pint of tho stalks of celery into pieces of similar size, until
iiiiuli ci'lcry

Mix the chicken and

as meat.

Salad DresHJuf,', and stir all thoroughly.
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you have twice as

celery together; pour on Uurkee's

Cold veal used in place of chicken

make a very excellent salad.
Tomato Sauce. Halve the tonuitoes and squeeze out the

will also

—

seeds and watery
with a little gravy or strong broth until
they are entirely softened.
Strain through a hair sieve and re-heat with additional gravy, a little cayenne pepper and salt.
Serve hot.
Green Tomato Sauce. Cut up two gallons of green tomatoes; take three
<,'illrt of black mustard seed, three
tablespoonfuls of dry mustard, two and a half
of black pepper, one and a half of allspice, four of salt, two of celery seed, one
(liiiirt each of chopped onions and sugar, and
two and a half quarts of good
\ iii('i,'ar, a little red pepper to taste.
Beat the spices and boil all together until
pulp.

Stew the

solid portions gently

—

well done.

—

Cliili Sauce.
Take ten pounds of ripe tomatoes, peeled and sliced; two
pounds of peeled onions, chopped fine seven ounces of green peppers finely
(•li<)})])ed, without the seeds
six ounces of brown sugar, four ounces of salt, a
pint and a half of vinegar.
Boil all together in a porcelain-lined kettle for
;

;

several hours, until thick as desired

put up in tight cans or

;

jars,

and use with

soups and gravies.

—

Mint Sauce. Wash the sprigs of mint, let them dry on a towel, strip off
and chop them very fine; put in a sauce-boat with a cupful of
vinegar and four lumps of sugar; let it stand an hour, and before serving stir
all together.
Mint sauce, if bottled, will keep a long time, and be just as good,
if not better, than when freshly made.
Mufihroom Sauce. Pick, rub and wash a pint of young mushrooms, and
sprinkle with salt to take off the skin.
Put them into a saucepan with a little
salt, a blade of mace, a little nutmeg, a pint of cream, and a piece of butter
rolled in flour
boil them up and stir till done.
Caper Sauce. Make a drawn butter sauce, and add two or three tablespoonfuls of French capers
remove from the fire, and add a little lemon juice.
Cranberry Sauce. Cover a quart of cranberries with water, and let it simmer gently till thoroughly cooked. Strain the skins out through a colander, and
add to the juice two cupfuls of sugar let it simmer again for fifteen minutes,
and pour into a nu^ld previously wet in cold water.
Strawberry Sauce. Rub half a cupful of butter and one cupful of sugar
to a cream
add the beaten white of an egg and one cupful of strawberries
thoroughly mashed.
Lemon Sauce. One-half a cupful of butter, one cupful of sugar, yolks of
two eggs, one teaspoonful of corn starch. Beat the eggs and sugar until light
add the grated rind and juice of one lemon.
Stir the whole into three gills of
the leaves,

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

—

boiling

water until

it

thickens sufficiently for the table.

f
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;

Lemon
spooiit'iil

Sauce, No.

After

it

laij^'e

— Thicken half

has boiled,

into small pieces.

Add

— One

tablespoonful

d

butter, one small table-

of Hour, one cupful of su^'ar, j^qated rind and juice of one lemon.

Wliifc Sauce.
root.

2.

AND CALLING.

CITLTURE

stir

a pint of

new milk with a
two ounces

in slowly about

Continue to

stir until

the butter

is

little flour

or arrow-

of fresh butter, cut

completely dissolved.

a few thin strips of

lemon rind, a little salt and pounded mace.
Creaiu Sauce.
Beat the yolks of three eggs, three tablespoonfuls of white
sugar, and vanillu Havor.
Turn on it a pint of boiling milk, and stir well.

—

Hard

Sauce.

flavoring with

— One

cupful butter, three cupfuls sugar;

beat very hard,

lemon juice; smooth into shape with a knife dipped

water.

Sauces in General.

—"Worcestershire, Challenge,

into cold

Annear, and other sauces

market have each their specially good points.
made and the best used.
in the

Trial of

them should

be

VEGETABLES.
All

be used

vegetables should

thoroughly, and allow

them

when

fresh

as

Wash them

possible.

to lie in cold water until ready to be used.

Great care must be taken to remove gravel and insects from heads of let
and cauliflower.
To do this, lay them for half an hour or more
in a pan of strong brine, placing the stock ends uppermost.
Thi^ will destroy
the small snails and other insects which cluster in the leaves, and they will fall
out and sink to the bottom.
tuce, cabbage

Strong-flavor'jd vegetables, like turnips, cabbage

put into a large 4uantity of water.
paragus, etc., lequire less water.

them

and g

-^ens,

require to be

More delicate vegetables, such as peas, asAs a rule, in boiling ve^^etables, let the water

and let it continue to boil until they are done.
Just
than vegetables not thoroughly cooked.
when they are done must be ascertained to a certainty in each particular case,
without depending upon any general directions.
Never let boiled vegetables stand in the water after coming off the fire put
im instantly into a colander over a pot of boiling water, and let them remain
there, if you "^ave to keep them back from the table.
boil

before putting

Nothing

!(:>

in,

n.ore indigestible

;

An iron ^ot will spoil t-he color of the tinest greens they should be boiled
by themselves in a tin, brass, or copper v^^ssel.
Stewed Potatoes. Take soujid raw potatoes, and divide each into four parts,
Put them into the stewpnu; add salt, pepper
or more if they be very large.
and a piece of fresh butter pour in milk, with a little cream, just to keep the
Cover the saucepan, and allow the potatoes to stew
potatoes from l)urning.
until thoroughly soft and tender.
Fried Fata toes. Boil sojne good and large potatoes until nearly done set
;

—

;

ii

—

them

aside a few minutes;

;

when

sr^iciently cool, slice or chop

them;

sprinkle
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them with pcppci* and salt, and fry in buttei* or fresh lard until they are of a
Serve hot.
liglit brown color.
Saratoga Potatoes. Peel and slice the potatoes on a slaw-cutter, into cold
water wash thcin thoroughly and drain spread between the folds of a clean
Fry a few at a time in boiling lard salt as you
cloth, rub and pat until dry.

—

;

;

;

Saratoga potatoes are very nice when eaten cold. They can
be prepared three or four hours before needed, and if kept in a warm place they
They may be used for garnishing game and steaks.
will be crisp and nice.
Mash thoroughly a lot of potatoes just boiled add a little
Potato Cakes.

them

take

out.

—

salt,

;

brown on both sides, after making into little cakes.
Poasted Sweet Potatoes. Sweet potatoes are roasted in the same manner as
butter and cream

,

fry

—

white, but they require a little longer time.

Fried Sweet Potatoes.

— Choose

large potatoes, half boil them,

and then,

Imving taken off the skins, cut the potatoes in slices and fry in butter or in nice
th'ip})ings.

Boiled Green Corn.
inn^^ruiost

— Take

off

the outside leaves and the

corn nuu'h sweeter.

Boil for

silk,

letting the

which renders the
half an hour in plenty of '/ater, drain, and after

leaves remain on until after the corn

is

boiled,

removing the leaves, serve.

fully

Baked Corn.
piece of butter

;

— Grate one dozen ears of sweet corn, one cup of milk, a small

salt to taste,

Lima Beans.

and bake

in a

pudding dish

for

one hour.

—

Shell, wash, and put into boiling water; when boiled tender,
and season them. Dress with cream, or with a large lump of butter, and
the whole simmer for a few moments before serving.

(Iruin
let

—

Take ten ears of green corn and one pint of Lima beans cut
from the cob, and stew gently with the beans until tender. Use as
Season with butter, salt and pepper milk, if you
little water as possible.
choose.
If a few of the cobs are stewed in the succotash it will improve the
flavor, as there is great sweetness in the cob.
Succotash.

;

the corn

—

String Beans.
both ends.

add butter,

— Remove

the strings of the beans with a knife, and cut off

Cut each bean into three
pepper and salt, and serve

Baked Beans.

— Put the beans

pieces, boil tender,

when they

are

done

hot.

to soak early in the evening, in a dish that

Change the water at bed-time. Next
morning early, parboil two hours pour off nearly all the water take raw pork,
scored on top; put the beans in a deep dish, a stoneware jar is very nice, the
P')rk in the midu.e, sinking it so as to have it just level with the surface.
Add
half a teaspoonful of soda, two tablespoonfuls of molasses, and bake at least six
'lours.
As the beans bake dry, add more water, a little at a time, until the last
hour, when it is not necessary to moisten them.

will

allow plenty of water to be used.
;

Boiled Green Peas.

— The peas should

;

be young and freshly shelled; wash
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;

and drain them carefully; put them into

fast-boiling, salted water;

tender, drain, and add pepper, butter and a little milk.

Boiled Asparagus.

them very

— Scrape

clean, throwing

be of

when

quite

Serve hot.

the stems of the asparagus lightly, but

them

make

you proceed. When all
cut the hard ends evenly, that

into cold water as

them in bunches of equal size
the same length, and put into boiling water.

scraped, tie

may

CALLING.

;

Prepare several

are
all

slices

f

of delicately browned-toast half an inch thick.

When

them out and season with pepper and

Dip the

salt.

the stalks are tender,

lift

toast quickly into the

which the asparagus was boiled, and dish the vegetable upon it, the
meeting in the centre of the dish. Pour rich melted butter
and send to the table hot.

liquor in

points, or the butts,

over

it,

—

Butter an earthen dish, then put in a layer of fresh
tomatoes, sliced and peeled, and a few rinds of onion (one large onion for the
Scalloped Tomatoes.

whole dish), then cover with a layer of bread crumbs, with a little butter, salt
and pepper. Repeat this process until the dish is full. Bake for an hour in a
pretty hot oven.

—

Browned

Potatoes.
Boil, and three-quarters of an hour before a roast of
taken from the oven put them in the dripping-pan, after skimming off
the fat from the gravy; baste them frequently, and when quite brown drain on

beef

is

a sieve.

Quirled Potatoes.

them
them

—Peel,

mash and season a few potatoes, then put
them through into the dish you wish to serve

boil,

into a colander, pressing

oven and brown.
large cups of cold mashed potatoes, and stir into
it two tablespoonfuls of melted butter, beating to a white cream before adding
anything else then put with this two eggs, beaten very light, and a teacupful
of cream or milk, salting to taste.
Beat all well, pour into a deep dish, and
bake in a quick oven until nicely browned.
Cut the heart out of a large cabbage take cold chicken
Stuff'ed Cabbage.
or any cold meat, and chop very line and season highly and mix with the yolk
of an egg fill the cabbage with this stuffing, and then tie it firmly in a cloth,
and boil an hour and a half or two hours.
Baked Beets. Wash and put into a pan set into a moderate oven and
in

;

set in the

Potato Puff.

— Take two

;

—

;

;

—

;

bake slowly when soft, remove the skin and dress to taste.
Beans. We must not forget beans, which a"bound so much in nourishment,
for bean soup they should be boiled about
nst be thoroughly cooked
but the
seasoned then with cream or butter, and with salt, they ought to be
five hours
However I may have seasoned this soup, my children
relished by everybody.
always wish to add milk upon their plates. Baked beans must be either boiled
from three to six
until very soft before baking, or must be baked a long time
with a good deal of liquor in the jar or
hours, if not previously very tender
pan.
Those who use pork at all, usually put 'a piece of fat pork in the dish of
;

—

;

;

—

—

'nm-i
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much prefer a seasoning of cream
common unsplit dried peas, boiled five to six hours
very nutritious, and much liked by many I season it with salt,

beans prepared for baking, but some of us very
or butter.

Split-pea soup, or

without meat, is
and cream or milk if I have it the more the better otherwise with butter.
Boiled Onions. Skin them carefully and put them to boil when they have
boiled a few minutes, pour oflf the water, add clean cold water, and then set them
Pour this away also, and add more cold water, when they may
to boil again.
This change of waters will make them white and clear, and very
boil till done.
After they are done, pour off all the water, and dress with a little
mild in flavor.
cream, salt and pepper to 'taste.
Fried Onions. Peel and slice fresh, solid onions very evenly, then fry them
in a pan of hot butter till slightly browned.
Boiled Squash. Remove the seeds boil till very tender; then press out all
the water through a colander, and mash, with butter, pepper and salt.
Fried Squash. Pare the squash, cut in slices, dip in egg seasoned with pepper and salt, then into cracker dust, and fry to a nice brown.
Boiled Parsnips.
Scrape thoroughly, then wash and boil in a little water
When done, dress with butter and a little pepper, or drawn butter,
well salted.
;

—

—

—

;

—
—
—
—

if

desired.

;

—

This is the simplest of dishes, yet it is not always a well served one.
Greens.
Greens should be properly boiled the water should be soft, and a tablespoonful
of salt added to a large-sized pot of it, which should be boiling hot when the
it should be kept boiling until they are done, which can
greens are thrown in
;

;

be told

by their sinking to the bottom of the

pot, then they should be

out as quickly as possible into a colander, so that

skimmed

the water will run out; press
them with a small plate, and then turn upon a platter, add a large piece of butter,
Serve smoking hot.
and cut up fine.
all

—

Macaroni. Boil macaroni until tender; butter the bottom of a pudding dish,
and put in a layer of the macaroni, then a layer of grated cheese season with
then another layer of macaroni, and so on, finishing
butter, pepper and salt
with a layer of cheese cover with milk and bake forty minutes.
Macaroni as a Vegetable. Simmer one-half pound of macaroni in plenty of
water till tender, but not broken strain off the water.
Take the yolks of five
;

;

;

—

;

and the whites of two eggs, one-half pint of cream, white meat and ham chopped
very fine, three spoonfuls of grated cheese.
Season with salt and pepper, heat all
together, stirring constantly.
Mix with the macaroni, put into a buttered mould
and steam one hour.
Macaroni with Cheese. Throw into boiling water some macaroni, with salt
•

•

—

according to quantity used

;

milk to cover, boil

till

one-fourth of an hour, when it will be a little
the water; place the macaroni in a saucepan with

let it boil

more than half cooked, drain
done.

off"

Butter a pudding dish, sprinkle the bottom with
little white pepper, plenty of but-

plenty of grated cheese, put in the macaroni a
i8
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on more cheese, cover that with bread crumbs, set in a quick oven
brown serve hot.
Macaroni ivith Oystera. Boil macaroni in salt water, after which draw

ter, sprinkle

to

;

—

through a colander take a deep earthen dish or tin put in alternate layers of
macaroni and oysters ; sprinkle the layers of macaroni with grated cheese ; bake
until brown.
Stewed Macaroni. Boil two ounces of macaroni in water, drain well, put into
a saucepan one ounce of butter, mix with one tablespoonful of Hour, moisten with
four tablespoonfuls of veal or beef stock, one gill of cream salt and white pepper
to taste
put in the macaroni, let it boil up, and serve while hot.
;

;

—

;

;

Escolloped Onions.

them with

M

— Boil

till

tender, six large onions; afterward separate

then place a layer ol' onions and a layer of grated
bread crumbs alternately in a pudding dish season with pepper and salt to
moisten with milk put into the oven to brown.
taste
Scotch Escallops.
Peel potatoes and slice, not quite as tliin as for Saratoga
chips, and cover the bottom of a dripping-pan with them
sprinkle with salt and
pepper and small pieces of butter, or butter and lard mixed continue this until
the pan is full lay a slice of salt pork or two on the top cover closely and bake
in a good hot oven.
Very nice sweet potatoes can be prepared in the aame way.
Thoy are very nice without the pork.
Boiled Spinach. Boil the spinach in plenty of water, drain, and press the
moisture froni it chop it small, put it into a clean sauciepan, with a slice of fresh
Smooth it in a dish,
butter, and stir the whole until well mixed and very hot.
and send it quickly to table.
Stewed Celery. Clean the heads thoroughly take oif the coarse, green,
outer leaves cut the stalks into small pieces, and stew in a little broth when
tender, add some rich cream, a little flour, and butter enough to thicken the
Season with pepper, salt and a little nutmeg, if tliat is agreeable.
cream.
Broiled Mushrooms. In order to test mushrooms, sprinkle salt on the gills
if they turn black, they are good. When
if they turn yellow, they are poisonous
satisfied at this point, pare, and cut off the stems, dip them in melted butter,
season with salt and pepper, broil them on both sides over a {;lear tire, and serve
a large spoon

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

on

toast.

Stewed Mushrooms.
14

them

—Being

mushrooms, put
add a spoonful of butter

sure you have the genuine

in a small saucepan, season with pepper

and

salt,

and a spoonful or two of gravy from roast meat, or, if this be not at hand, the
same quantity of good, rich cream shake them about over the tire, and when
;

they boil they are done.
Boiled Bice. Wash a cupful of rice in two or three waters let it lie for a
few minutes in the last water, then put it into three quarts of fast-boiling water,
with a little salt let it boil twenty minutes, then turn into a colander, drain,

—

;

;

and

I

serve, using such sauce or dressing as

may

be desired.
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hominy over night in three oupmorning turn it into a quart pail then
put the pail into a kettle of boiling water, cover tightly, and steam one hour
add one teacupful of sweet milk, and boil fifteen minutes additional, then serve
fnls of

water,

and

salt to taste

cupful of fine
in the

;

;

hot.

Cream Gahhage.

—

Beat together the yolks of two eggs, one- half cup of
cup of vinegar butter size of an egg, salt and a little cayenne
pepper.
Put the mixture into a saucepan and stir until it boils then stir in
one cup of cream. Let it boil. Pour over the cabbage while hot.
Corn Fritters. To a can of corn add two eggs well beaten, two tablespoonfuls of flour, one teaspoonful of salt, one-half teaspoonful of pepper mix
thoroughly have the pan hot put in two tablespoonfuls of lard, and drop in
sugar, one-half

;

;

—

;

;

;

Cook brown.

the corn in large spoonfuls.

Com

,

.

.

—
—

No. 2. One pint of corn meal, one-half cup of milk, one
tablespoonful of salt, one egg, one pint of wheat flour, one teaspoonful of soda.
Green Com Pudding. One quart of milk, five eggs, two tablespoonfuls of
melted butter, one tablespoonful of white sugar, one dozen large ears of corn
grate the corn from the cob beat the whites and yolks of the eggs separately
put the corn and yolks together, stir hard, and add the melted butter, then the
milk gradually, stirring hard all the time next, the sugar, and the whites and
a little salt.
Bake slowly, covering the dish at first. It will bake in about an
Fritters,

;

;

;

hour.

Baked Onions.

—Wash, but do not peel the onions

;

boil

water, slightly salt, changing the water twice in the time

;

one hour in boiling

when

tender, drain

each in buttered tissue paper, twisted at the top, and bake
an hour in a slow oven. Peel and brown them serve with melted butter.
Browned Tcmatoes. Take large round tomatoes and halve them, place
them the skin side down in a frying-pan in which a very small quantity of butter and lard have been previously melted, sprinkle them with salt and pepper,
and dredge well with flour. Place the pan on a hot part of the fire, and let
them brown thoroughly then stir and brown again, and so on until they are
quite done.
They lose their acidity, and their flavor is superior to stewed
on a cloth, and

roll

;

—

;

tomatoes.

—

To Broil Tomatoes. Take large round tomatoes, wash and wipe, and put
them in a gridiron over lively coals, the stem side down. When brown, turn
them and let them cook till quite hot through. Place them on a hot dish, and
send quickly to the table,
8alt

and butter.

—

when each one may season

for himself

with pepper,

Baked Tomatoes. Fill a deep pan (as many as will cover the bottom) with
tomatoes, round out a hole in the centre of each, fill up with bread crumbs,
Bake till brown
butter, pepper and salt ; put a teacup of water in the pan.

ripe

send to the table hot.
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Tomato

Toast.

— Rub

tomatoes through the colander, and cook to taste

toast three shoes of bread, butter and lay upon a hot dish

;

just before serving

;

add a cup of cream or milk to the tomatoes and pour over the toast.
Select large tomatoes of even size, and scoop out a
Stuffed Tomatoes.
small place in the top and fill with stuffing made as follows Fry a small onion
chopped fine, in a tablespoonful of butter when nearly done add some bread
crumbs, moistened with a little milk or water, and seasoned with pepper and salt;
put a little butter on each and then bake. Another dressing is made as follows
Chop very fine cold meat or fowl of any kind with a very small piece of bacon
added fry an onion chopped fine in a tablespoonful of butter, and when nearly
done add the meat, some bread crumbs, pepper and salt cook a minute mix
well add the yolk of an egg, and fill the tomatoes
place in a baking-dish
sprinkle bread crumbs over them with some small bits of butter and bake.
Use
either as a garnish or as a dish by itself.
Place alternate layers of tomatoes, sliced onions and
A71 excellent dish.
bread and butter in a pudding-dish and bake.
To Fry Parsley. This, when done as it should be, is one of the nicest as
The parsley should be washed and dried in a
well as cheapest of garnishings.
cloth then if one is the happy possessor of a wire basket, put in the parsley
and hold from two to three minutes in boiling drippings take from the basket
and dry until crisp before the kitchen fire. It may be fried without a basket,

—

:

;

:

r.

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
—

;

;

but requires more care in so doing.
Parsnip Fritters. ^Boil in salted water until very tender then mash,
seasoning with a little butter, pepper and salt, add a little flour and one or two
make into small balls or cakes and fry in hot lard.
eggs, well beaten
Fried Parsnips. Scrape, cut into strips and boil until tender in salted
water drain and dip into batter, made with one egg beaten light, one-half cup
milk, and flour enough to make a batter, and fry in hot butter or lard.
Asparagus. Cook only the tender green stalks cut them of equal lengths,

—

;

;

—

II

;

—

;

While the asparagus is cooking
prepare some nicely toasted bread, lay the asparagus on the toast and season
with butter, salt and pepper; or pour over it a little cream previously scalded.
Spinach requires good washing and close picking.
Boil twenty
Spinach.
minutes in boiling water, drain, season with butter, pepper and salt garnish the
and

boil in

water with a

little salt till

tender.

—

;

dish with slices of hard-boiled eggs.
Fresh Corn Mush. Take several ears of green corn, grate

—

some

milk, stir into the corn briskly with a

little salt

;

it

down

;

take

strain through a coarse

and put in a hot cooking-pot with a spoonful of lard. Keep it well stirred
twenty minutes, without stopping while cooking. When thickened,
dish, slice and fry.
deep
into
a
put
Baked Tomatoes on Toast. Nine large tomatoes, one teacupful of bread
crumbs, half a teacupful of fresh butter, salt and pepper, nine slices of toas*i.

sieve,

for at least

—
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put them in a large
brown nicely while
Sprinkle the top of the dish with the bread crumbs, small pieces of
baking.
Put in a brisk oven, and bake for
butter, and salt and pepper to suit the taste.
twenty minutes. Cut the bread in slices one-half inch thick, and toast to a delicate brown dip in slightly salt hot water, spread generously with fresh butter,
and upon each slice put a baked tomato. Serve hot.
peel the tomatoes

and dust

stone baking dish, in one layer

if

liberally

with flour

;

possible, so that all will

;

— One

two teacupfuls of cold boiled beef, three
small onion, salt and pepper to suit
Chop the beef and onion fine
the taste, and one large spoonful of flour.
and mix thoroughly with the potatoes season with salt and pepper. Form in
small balls.
Beat the egg and flour in a smooth batter with a little sweet milk,
(Up each ball in the batter, and fry in hot fat until nicely browued, then arrange
Corned Beef Balls

teacupfuls

of

mashed

egg,

potatoes, one

;

upon a hot platter.

stewed Lima Beans.

— One

quart of shelled beans, one small teucnpful of

Wash the beans and
throw in a kettle containing one pint of boiling water and one teaspoonful of
salt
let them cook for fifteen minutes, then drain off the water and pour on one
Ten minutes before taking the
pint of boiling water, and cook until tender.
l)eans from the fire add the butter, pepper and salt, and when taken from the
Serve either hot or cold.
fire stir in the cream.
sweet cream, half a teacupful of butter, salt and pepper.

;

Smothered Peaches.

— Three eggs, four teacupfuls of sweet

milk, four table-

spoonfuls of "sugar, one teaspoonfid of extract of bitter almonds, one large spoon-

Beat the eggs, sugar and cornstarch
put the milk into an agate stew-pan, and when hot stir in the above
ingredients
take from the fire and let cool for a few minutes, then stir in the
extract. Peel and cut the peaches in neat pieces, put in a fancy dish and sprinkle
liberally with sugar, and pour the custard over them.
ful of

cornstarch, fifteen large peaches.

together

;

;

EGGS AND OMELETS.
of an egg may be determined in various ways. In a fresh egg,
touched on the tongue, is sensibly warmer than the point end.
If held toward the light and looked through ("candled"), a fresh egg will show
A stale egg will appear muddled. Proa clear white and a well-rounded yolk.
bably the surest test is to put the eggs into a pan of cold water.
Fresh eggs
suspicious ones act suspiciously, neither sinking
sink quickly bad eggs float
nor floating very decidedly.
Of all articles of food, doubtful eggs are most certainly to be condemned.
On the packing of eggs, the following conclusions may be regarded as estabBy cold storage, temperature forty to forty-two
lished among egg-dealers
degrees Fahrenheit, kept uniform, with eggs packed propferly or in cases, they

The freshness

the butt end,

if

;

;

:

wMili
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will keep in good condition from six to nine months
but they must be used
soon after being taken out of the cold storage, as they soon spoil. Eggs become
nmsty from being packed in bad material. They will become musty in cases, as
a change of temperature causes the eggs to sweat and the wrapping-paper to become moist and taint the eggs. Well-dried oats, a year old, make the best
packing. Eggs become "mixed" by jarring in shipping. Fresh eggs mix worse
;

than those kept in cold storage. Eggs which have been held in cold storage in
West should be shipped in refrigerator cars in summer. Eggs will keep
They
thirty days longer if stood on the little end than in any other position.
must be kept at even temperature and in a pure atmosphere. Eggs laid on the
side attach to the shell and are badly injured.
To prevent imposition as to the
freshness of the eggs, the egg gatherers should ** candle " them when they get
them from the farmers. Eggs keep better in the dark than in the light.
Methods of preservation for domestic purposes are, to pack them in bran or
salt, the small end down
to grease them with linseed oil, or dip them in a light
varnish.
For extra long keeping, slack one pound of lime in a gallon of water
when this is entirely cold, place it in a jar and fill with fresh eggs. Do not
Eggs kept so will
agitate the contents when eggs are removed from the jar.
continue good for a year.
The French method of preserving eggs is to dissolve beeswax and olive oil
and anoint the eggs all over. If left undisturbed in a cool place, they will remain good for two years.
the

h

;

;

—Boil the eggs

hard

when

cold, shell them, and
large-mouthed jars, and
pour over them scalding vinegar, well seasoned with whole pepper, allspice, a
few pieces of ginger, and a few cloves of garlic. When cold, tie up closely, and
They are then fit for use. With cold meat, they are
let them stand a month.

PicTcled Eggs.

cut

them

in halves lengthways.

until very

Lay

;

theTii carefully in

a most delicious and delicate pickle.

—

Omelet with Oysters. Allow one egg for each person, and beat separately
season just before cooking add the oysters which have been pre-

very light

;

;

viously scalded in their

own

liquor.

—

Tomato Omelet. One quart of tomatoes, chopped finely (after the skin is
removed), and put into a saucepan with two finely-chopped onions, a little butter,
salt and pepper, one cracker pounded finely cover tight and let it simmer about
;

an hour beat five eggs to a froth have your griddle hot grease it well stir
your eggs into the tomatoes, beat together and pour into the griddle brown on
one side, fold and brown on the other. To be served hot.
;

;

;

;

;

Bread Omelet.

— One cup

of bread

crumbs wet with a

little

milk, salt and

pepper, let stand until soft, beat eight eggs light, heat the skillet, adding a large
lump of butter, mix the bread and eggs, pour into the skillet, and after eggs

harden divide in the middle.
>i
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Bpoouful of butter,

— Eight large apples, four

eggs, one cup of sugar, one tablecinnamon to taste. Stew the apples and mash
when cold, add the eggs well beaten. Bake until

nutmeg

add butter and sugar

line,
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or
;

brown, and eat while warnj.

Omelet

Soujffiee.

— Stir

five

tablespoonfuls of sifted flour into three pints of

add the yolks of eight eggs, beaten very light, and
Bake quickly.
just as it goes into the oven, the whites beaten stiff.
French Omelet. One quart of milk, one pint of bread crumbs, five eggs,
one tablespoonful of flour, one onion chopped tine, chopped parsley, season with
Have butter melted in a spider when the omelet is brown,
pepper and salt.
milk, strain through a sieve

;

—

;

turn

it

])ouble

over.

when

served.

—

Make a plain omelet, and just before turning one half
Omelet with Ham.
Garnish with small
over the other, sprinkle over it some finely chopped ham.
Jelly or nuirmaliide may be added in the same manner.
slices of ham.
Boil hard, remove the shell, set in a hot dish,
Boiled J'Jggn, tvith Sauce.
and serve with piquante sauce.
Curried Eggn. Boil six or eight fresh eggs quite hard, and put them aside
Mix well together from two to three ounces of good butter,
tmtil they are cold.
and from three to four dessertspoonfuls of curry-powder shake them in a stewpan, or thick saucepan, over a clear but moderate fire for some minutes, then
throw in a couple of jiiild onions finely minced, and fry gently until they are
pour in by degrees from half to three-quarters of a pint of broth or gravy,
soft
and stew slowly until they are reduced to pulp; mix smoothly a small cup of
thick cream, with two teaspoonfuls of w^rmten or rice flour; stir them to the
curry, and simmer the whole until the raw taste of the thickening is gone.
Cut
the eggs into half-inch slices^ heat them through in the sauce without boiling
them, and send to the table as hot as possible.
Butter the sides of a deep dish and cover with thin slices
Cheese Omelet.
of rich che'ese lay over the cheese thin slices of well-buttered bread, first covering the cheese with a little red pepper and mustard
then another layer of
clieese
beat the yolk of an egg in a cup of cream or milk, and pour over the
bake till nicely browned. Serve hot, or it
dish, and put at once into the oven
will be tough and hard, but when properly cooked it will be tender and savory.

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

Meat

or Fish Omelet.

— Make

the

same as plain omelet. When it is done,
ham, tongue, poultry, fish, or lobster,

scatter thickly over the surface cold boiled

cliopped fine, and season nicely to taste

;

slip

the broad knife under one side of

Then upset the frying-pan upon a
hot dish, so transferring the omelet without breaking. Or the minced meat may
he stirred in after the ingredients are put together, and before cooking.
Be
the omelet and double, inclosing the meat.

careful not to scorch the egg.

Eggs

.sur

le

Plat.

— Melt

eggs carefully into this

;

butter on a stone-china or tin plate.

dust lightly with pepper and

salt;

Break the
and put on top of

'
i

i

.
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the stove until the whites are well set.
baked.

Scrambled Eggs.

—Put

CULTTTRE

AND CALLING.

Serve in the dish in which they are

into a frying-pan

enough butter

to grease

well

it

add butter, and season to
taste; when the whites begin to set, stir the eggs from the bottom of the pun,
and continue stirring until the cooking is comph^ted. Tiie iippeaninco at the
end should be marbled, ratlier than mixed.
Scrambled Eggs with Ham. Put into a pan, butttT, a little pepper and
salt and a little milk
when hot, drop in the eggs, and with a knife cut the
eggs and scrape them from the bottom as the whites begin to set add some
cold ham chopped fine, and when dou'v serve in a liot dish.
Egg Toast. Beat four eggs, yolks and whites, together thoroughly; put
two tablespoonfuls of l)utter into a saucepan and ui dt slowly; then pour in the
eggs, and heat, without boiling, over a slow fire, stirring constantly; add a little
salt, and when hot spread on slices of nicely browned toast and serve at once.
Egg Baskets. Boil quite hard as many eggs as will be needed. Put into
cold water until cold, then cut neatly into halves with a thin, sharp knife
remove the yolk and rub to a paste with some melted butter, adding pepper and
salt.
Cover up this paste and set aside till the filling is ready. Take cold roast
duck, chicken, or turkey, which may be on hand, chop fine and pound smooth,
and while pounding mix in the paste prepared from the yolks. As you pound,
moisten with melted butter and some gravy whicli may have been left over from
the fowls set this paste when done over hot water till well heated.
Cut off a
small slice from the end of the empty halves of the whites, so they will stand
firm, then fill them with this paste
place them close together on a flat, round
dish, and pour over the rest of the gravy, if any remains, or make a little fresh.
A few spoonfuls of cream or rich milk improves this dressing.
Boiled Eggs, with Sauce. Boil hard, remove the shell, set in a hot dish,
and serve with seasoning and sauce to taste.
Poached Eggs. Have the water well saited, but do not let it boil hard.
Break the eggs separately into a saucer, and slip them singly into the water
when nicely done, remove with a skimmer, trim neatly, and lay each egg upon
a small thin square of buttered toast, then sprinkle with salt and pepper. Some
persons prefer them poached lather than fried with ham in which case substitute the ham for toast.
Mince fine two or three slices of boiled
Poached, Eggs, with Ham Sauce.
ham, a small onion, a little parsley, pepper and salt stew together for a quarter
of an hour; put the poached eggs in a dish, squeeze over them the juice of a
lemon, and pour on the sauce hot, but not boiling.
Steamed Eggs. Butter a tin plate and break in your eggs set in a steamer
place over a kettle of boiling water, and steam until the whites are cooked they
are more ornamental when broken into patty tins, as they keep their form betslip in

the eggs carefully without breaking the yolks

;

—

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

;

mi

—

;

—

;

;
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the whites of the eggs, when cooked in this manner, are tender and light,
and not tough and leathery, as if cooked hy any other process. Eggs in this
style can be eaten by invalids, and are very much richer than by any other
;

method.
Whirled Eggs. Put a quart of water, slightly salted, into a saucepan over
the fire, and keep it at a fast boil. Stir with a wooden spoon or ladle in one direction until it whirls rapidly.
Break six eggs, one at a time, into a cup and drop
each carefully into the centre, or vortex, of the boiling water. If kept at a rapid
motion, the egg will become a soft, round ball. 'J'akc it out carefully with a perforated spoon, and put it on a slice of buttered toast laid upon a hot dish.
Put
a bit of butter on the top.
Set the dish in the oven to keep warm, and proceed
ill the same
way with another egg, having but one in the saucepan at a time.
Wben all are done, dust lightly with salt and pepjjcr and send uj) hot.
Eggn a hi Mode. Remove the skin from a dozen tojiuitoes, medium size,
(lit tiiem up ill a saucepan, add a little butter, pepper and salt
when sufliciently

—

—

;

lioiled,

beat up five or six eggs, and just before you serve, turn

pan with the tomatoes, and

stir

one way

for

them

into a sauce-

two minutes, allowing them time to

be well done.

:i

PUDDINGS AND PASTKY.

For pastry use the best of material. In warm weather keep the paste in
and bake in a hot oven. A well-beaten egg rubbed

the refrigerator until wanted,

with a bit of clotii over the lower crust of pies will prevent the juice from

soaking through them.

Puff paste should always be

made

of sweet, solid butter.

The juice of fruit pies, if thi(;kened with a little cornstarch, will not boil over.
In making good pastry it is necessary to have the butter sweet, the lard fresh
the flour should be of the best quality, and sifted
the water for wetting as cold
;

—ice-water preferred.
Pie Crust. — Take one-half cupful of

as possible

dightlg into the flour; wet

it

Rub

with the water, mixing

make two large or three small pies.
Pie Crust Glaze. To prevent juice from soaking

This quantity will

—

and before

the white of an egg,

tilling

one quart
the butter and lard

lard, one-half cupful of butter,

of sifted flour, one cupful of cold water and a little salt.

it

as

little

as possible.

the under crust, beat up

the pie, brush over the crust with the

Brush over the top crust also, to give it a beautiful yellow brown.
Take one ponnd of sifted flour, on which spriuKle a very little
sugar take the yolks of one or two eggs, and beat into them a little ice-water,
and pour gently into the centre of the flour, and work into a firm paste, adding
water as is necessary divide three-quarters of a pound or a pound of firm, solid
butter, as you prefer, into three parts
roll out the paste, and spread one part of
the butter on half of the paste
fold the other half over, and roll out again,
then set the paste on the
repeating the process until the butter is all rolled in
beaten egg.

Puff Paste.

—

;

;

;

;

;
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twenty minutes, after which roll out again three times, each
time rolling it the opposite direction then put on the ice again until cold, when
it is ready for use.
Such paste will keep several days in a refrigerator, but
should not be allowed to freeze.
ice for fifteen or

;

Paste Shells.

— Take

sufficient rich puff-paste

recipe, roll very thin, cut to shape,

prepared as in the preceding

and bake in a brisk oven in

carefully, before filling with fruit, the paste rises better.

may

be

froth,

li^

filled

with stewed

fruit, jelly

cream whipped to a stiff
These are delicious light
peaches, smothered with whipped

peaches.

Kaspberries, strawberries, or sliced

cream on these

Baked

cool, the shells

preserves, rich

raspberries, strawberries or sliced

desserts.

tin pans.

When

shells, are really exquisite.

— Line a pie

plate with paste, and fill it heaping full with tart
Sweeten and spice to taste, mixing well into the apples.
Put in plenty of butter, and moisten well with cream. Bake until the apples
Use no upper crust.
are thoroughly done.

Apple Pie.

apples, sliced very thin.

Apple Meringue Pie.
and season with nutmeg.

— Stew and sweeten

ripe, juicy apples.

Mash smooth,

and bake until just done. Spread over
the apple a tiiick meringue, made by whipping to a stiff froth the whites of three
eggs for each pie, sweetening with a tablespoonful of powdered sugar for eacli
Flavor this with vanilla beat until it will stand alone, and cover the pie
egg.
Set back in the oven until the meringue is well
three-quarters of an inch thick.
Eat cold.
set.
Fill the crust,

;

—

Peach Meringue Pie. Proceed as above in all -espects, simply substituting
peaches for apples. Whipped cream will make a delightful substitute for the
whipped egg in either of these meringue pies.
Gooseberry Pie.

—-Stew the gooseberries

with plenty of white sugar, and use

plain puff-paste for crust.

—

Cherry Pie. Having removed the stones, put in sugar as may be needed,
and stew the cherries slowly till they are quite done, if you use shells, or till
A few of the pits added in stewing increase the
nearly done if you use paste.
If baked slowly the
richness of the flavor but they should not go into the pies.
cherries need not be stewed at all.
;

—

Rhubarb Pie. Kemove the skin from the stalks cut them in small pieces
pour boiling water over and let it stand for ten minutes; drain thoroughly then
put in plenty of sugar, a little butter, and dredge a
fill the pie-dish evenly full
cover with a thin crust, and bake the same as
trifle of flour evenly over the top
Equal quantities of apple and rhubarb used in the same manner
apple pie.
;.

;

;

;

;

make

a very good pie.

—

'.

1

i

Puvipkin Pie Stew the pumpkin until thoroughly done, and pass it through
To one quart of stewed pumpkin, add three eggs and one pint of
a colander.
Sweeten, and spice with ground ginger and cinnamon to taste. Add
milk.

7
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rose water and a little brandy.
The quantity of milk used
pumpkin may be moist or dry.
Sweet Potato Pie. Scrape clean two good-sized sweet potatoes;

hiitter,

the

—

tender rub through the colander

;

beat the yolks of three eggs light

;

will

vary as

boil;

stir

when

with a pint

Hi
!Hi?!l!l!

milk into the potato add a small teaoupful of sugar, a pinch of salt flavor
lemon extract bake to a nice brown when done^
make a meringue top with the whites of eggs and powdered sugar brown this
of sweet

;

;

with a little fresh lemon, or

;

;

;

a

moment

in the oven.

MocJc Mince Pie.

—Three

soda crackers rolled

one cup of cold water,

fine,

one cup of molasses, one-half cup of brown sugar, one-half cup of sour cider or

cup of melted butter, one-half cup of raisins, one-half cup of
one egg beaten light, one teaspoouful of cinnamon, one-quarter teaspoonful each of cloves, allspice and nutmeg, five apples chopped fine.
Cream Puffs. Melt one- half cup of butter in one cup of hot water, and
while boiling, beat in one cup of flour, then take off the stove and cool
when
drop on tins quickly,
cool, stir in three eggs, one at a time, without beating
and bake about twenty-five minutes in a moderate oven. For the cream, half
pint milk, one egg, three tablespoonfuls sugar, two large teaspoonfuls flour;
boil same as any mock cream, and flavor with lemon. When baked, open the side
of each puff and fill with cream.
French Puffs. One pint of sweet milk, six ounces of flour, four eggs, half a
saltspoonful of salt
scald the milk and pour over the flour, beat until smooth,
whisk the eggs to a froth, and 'add to the flour and milk when sufficiently cool.
Have ready a kettle of boiling lard, and drop one teaspoouful ot the batter at a
time into the lard, and fry a light brown
sift white sugar over them, or eat with
vinegar, one-half
currants,

—

;

;

—
;

;

syrup.

—

Tart'ets.
Make a paste with the white of one and yolks of three
one .ounce of sugar, one ounce of butter, a pinch of salt, and flour sufiicient
to make into a paste
work it lightly; roll out to the thickness of a quarter of
an inch, line some pattypans with it, fill with uncooked rice, and bake in a
moderate oven until done; remove the rice and fill with jam or preserves, and
at the top place a spoonful of whipped cream.
Delicate Pie.
Two stewed apples sufficient for four pies, one-half pound of
butter, six eggs beaten separately, one pound of sugar
flavor with lemon, the
apples being quite cold before adding the eggs.
Bake as a tart pie.
Fruit Pie. Line a soup plate with a rich paste, and spread with a layer of

Cream

eggs,

;

—

;

—

over which sprinkle two tablespoonfuls of
almonds (blanched of course) and one-half ounce of candied lemon
peel cut into shreds.
Then mix the following ingredients one-half pound white
sugar, one-quarter pound butter, melted, four yolks and two whites of eggs, and
a few drops of ohnond essence.
Beat well together and pour the mixture into
the soup plate over the preserves, etc. Bake in a moderately warm oven. When
strawberry or raspberry piei-erves

;

finely- chopped

;

^m\

mm

m.
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;

cold sprinkle or

with

it is

sift

a

powdered sugar over the

little

A little

top.

cream eaten

a great addition.

—

Good Pie Crust for Dyspeptics. Equal parts corn meal, Graham flour, and
white flour wet up with sweet cream, and add a little salt bake in a hot oven.
Mother's Lemon Pie. The grated rind and juice of three lemons, three
;

;

—

tablespoonfuls sugar, three tablespoonfuls flour, three eggs, one pint of syrup

mix

make

paste as for any pie, pour the above mixture in, and cover with a
This is enough for three pies. Excellent.
Apple Custard Pie. Two eggs, four or five apples grated, a little nutmeg,
sweeten to taste, one-half pint of new milk or cream, pour into pastry.
well;

top crust.

—

i

Washington Pie.

—For

the crust use two cups sugar, one-half cup butter,

three cups sifted flour, four eggs, one-half teaspoonful cream tartar.

For the

one tablespoonfiil cornstarch, boiled in one-half pint milk beat the yolk
of one egg very light, and stir into the milk, flavor with vanilla, and when cold
add the other half of the milk and the white of the egg beaten to a stiff froth
and stirred in qui,^ly spread this between the cakes, and ice it with the white
flavor with lemon.
of one egg and eight tablespoonfuls of fine sifted sugar
tilling

;

;

;

;

Apple Custard Pie.
der

— Stew sour apples until

use the yolks of three eggs, butter the size

;

soning to taste, for each pie

;

and press through a colanof an egg, with sugar and sea-

soft,

spread whites over the top

when baked.

—

Bipe Currant Pie. One cup mashed ripe currants, one of sugar, two tablespoonfuls water, one of water beaten with the yolks of two eggs bake, frost the
top with the beaten whites of the egg and two tablespoonfuls powdered sugar,
and brown in oven.
;

Hurry

— Take light bread, cut

slices one inch thick and as large as you
put the slices in a plate and spread a layer of fruit,
then put a few spoonfuls of cream over,
either preserved or stewed, over them

wish

;

Pie.

cut off the crust

;

;

and

flavor as

you choose.

Summer Mince
f'

Pies.

It is nice

—

One cup

and handy

raisins,

for farmers' wives.

chopped

tine,

one nutmeg, two cups

water, tablespoonful cinnamon, two cups sugar, butter the size of an egg, onecook well together before baking.
half cup of vinegar, eight crackers rolled fine
;

—

Orange Shortcake. One quart flour, two tablespoonfuls butter, two teaspoonfuls baking-powder thoroughly mixed with the flour; mix (not very stiff) with cold
water, work as little as possible, bake, split open, and lay sliced oranges between;
cut in squares and serve with pudding sauce.
Tarts.
a*'

—Use the best of puff-paste;

roll it

out a

little

thicker than pie-crust,

and cut with a large biscuit-cutter twice as many as you intend to have of tarts.
Then cut out of half of these a small round in the centre, which will leave a
Bake
lift this up carefully, and lay it on the other pieces.
circular rim of crust
kind
with
any
crusts.
Fill
the
top
bottom
and
the
both
providing
so
pans,
in
;

of preserves, jam, or jelly.

r
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fine, large, ripe

pineapple

;
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remove the leaves and

without paring, grate it down till you come to the rind strew plenty
of powered sugar over the grated fruit
cover it, and let it rest for an hour
tlum put it into a porcelain kettle, and steam in its own syrup till perfectly soft;
quarter

it

;

;

have ready some empty shells of puff-paste, or bake in patty-pans.
are cool,

fill

them

with the grated pineapple

full

;

When

they

add more sugar, and lay
i:

round the rim a border of puff-paste.

—

Make a good biscuit crust, and roll out about oneand cut into two cakes the same size and shape spread
one over lightly with melted butter, and lay the other over it, and bake in a hot
oven.
When done, they will fall apart. Butter them well as usual. Mix the
berries with plenty of sugar, and set in a warm place until needed.
Spread the
berries and cakes in alternate layers, berries on the top, and over all spread
whipped cream or charlotte russe. The juice that has run from the fruit can be
sent to the table in a tureen and served with the cake as it is cut.
Battel- Pudding.
Beat the yolks and whites of four eggs separately, and
mix them with six or eight ounces of flour and a saltspoonful of salt. Make the
batter of the proper consistency by adding a little more than a pint of milk mix
butter a baking tin, pour the mixture into it, and bake three-quarters
carefully
Stratvberry Shortcake.

quarter of an inch thick,

;

—

;

;

Serve with vanilla sauce.
Apple Batter Pudding. Core and peel eight apples, put in a dish, fill the
places from which the cores have been taken with brown sugar, cover and bake.
Beat the yolks of four eggs light, add two teacupfuls of flour, with three even
teacupfuls of baking-powder sifted with it, one pint of milk, and a teaspoonful of
salt, then the whites well beaten; pour over the apples and bake.
Use sauce

of

an hour.

—

with

it.

Suet Pudding.-^One cupful of suet or butter, one cupful of molasses, one
bowlful of raisins and currants, one egg, one cupful of sweet milk, one teaspoonone-fourth teaspoonful of cloves, and one-half
ful of saleratus dissolved in milk
;

nutmeg. Mix stiff with flour and steam three hours. A fine sauce for this
pudding may be made thus one cupful of butter and two cupfuls of sugar, beat
into a cream
add three eggs beaten very light stir in two tablespoonfuls of
boiling water.
Flavor with wine, brandy, or vanilla.
Hasty Pudding. Wet a heaping cupful of Indian meal and a half cupful of
stir it into a quart of boiling water.
iiour with a pint of milk
Boil hard for
half an hour, stirring from the bottom almost constantly.
Put in a teaspoonful
of salt and a tablespoonful of butter, and simmer ten minutes longer. Turn into
a deep, uncovered dish, and eat with sugar and cream, or sugar and butter with
of

:

;

;

—

;

nutmeg.

Baked Hasty Pudding.
two ounces of

a thin batter

into a clean saucepan,

— Take from a pint of new milk sufficient to mix into
flour,

and when

put the remainder, with a small pinch of salt,
it boils quickly, stir the flour briskly to it

'

.
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;

stirred over a gentlo fire for ten minutes,

become a

mix with

pour

two ounces of fresh

it

out,

and when

it

has

powdered
sugar, the grated rind of a small lemon, four large or five small eggs, and half a
glass of brandy, or as much orange-flower water.
Bake the pudding half an
hour in a gentle oven.
Minute Pudding. Take six eggs, two tablespoonfuls of sugar, one cupful of
flour, a lamp of butter as large as an egg, and half a nutmeg; you may add, if
desired, a half pound of raisit s
mix well and bake quick.
Corn Pudding. Twelve ears of sweet corn grated to one quart of sweet
milk add a quarter of a pound of good butter, quarter of a pound of sugar, and
four eggs bake from three to four hours.
Farina Pudding. Boil one quart of milk, stir in slowly three tablespoonfuls
of farina, let it boil a few minutes beat two eggs and four tablespoonfuls of
sugar with one pint of milk, and mix thoroughly with the farina when it has
cooled so as to be little more than lukewarm, put in pans, and bake in a moderate
oven.
Serve with cream sauce.
Tapioca and Apple Pudding. One coffee-cupful of Durkee's farina-tapioca,
one dozen good-flavored tart apples, pared and cored, one quart of water, a little
Cover the tapioca with the water, and set it in a tolerably warm place to
salt.
soak five or six hours, stirring occasionally. Lay the apples in a deep dish, put
a little sugar and spice in the centre, pour over the tapioca, and bake one hour.
Peaches may be substituted for apples, which will make a delightful dish. Serve
with hard sauce.
Orange Pudding. Two oranges the juice of both and grated peel of one
juice of one lemon; one-half pound lady's-tingers stale and crumbled; two
cupfuls of milk four eggs, one-half cupful of sugar one tablespoonful of cornone tablespoonful of b^ ter, melted. Soak the crumbs
starch, wet with water
in the cold milk, whip up light, and add the eggs and sugar, already beaten to a
cream, with the batter. Next add the cornstarch, and when the mold is butDo this
tered and water boiling hard, stir in the juice and peel of the fruit.
Boil one hour turn
quickly, and plunge the mold directly into the hot water.
out and eat with very sweet brandy sauce.
Bread Pudding. One pint of bread crumbs; one quart of milk; rind of one
lemon grated into milk yolks of four eggs, beaten and mixed with one-half
Bake one-half hour. Spread meringue on top.
cupful of sugar.
Fruit Bread Pudding. Soak three large cupfuls of very fine bread orumos,
through which has been mixed two teaspoonfuls of cream of tartar, in a quart of
milk next beat in three eggs well whipped, and a cupful of sugar add half a
cupful of finely chopped suet, a little salt, nutmeg and cinnamon. Whip the
batter very light, and then add fruit as follows, it having been well dredged with
Half pound of raisins, seeded and cut in two one tablespoonful of finely
flour
half a pound of Sultana raisins, washed well and dried. Add a
sliced citron
little cool,

it

butter, three of

—

;

—

;

'

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

:

;

;

m
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teaspoonful of soda, dissolved in ho^ water; heat for three minutes; put into a
buttered mold and boil hard for two hours.
Eat with brandy sauce.

Delmonico Pudding.
only

— One quart

of milk, four eggs, using the white of one

three tablespoonfuls of sugar, two tablespoonfuls of cornstarch, one cupful

;

Put the milk

of cocoanut, a little salt.
in cold

milk

;

in a farina boiler lo scald;

beat the eggs and sugar, and

and pour the whole

stir all

wet the starch
add

into the scalding milk

;

whip dry the three
whites, reserved as above, with three tablespoonfuls of sugar flavor with lemon
spread over the pudding and bake a light brown. Eat hot or cold.
or vanilla
Almond Pudding.— Turn boiling water on to three-fourths of a pound of
•jweet almonds
let it remain until the skin comes off easily
rub with a dry
cloth; when dry, pound fine with one large spoonful of rose-water beat six eggs
to a stiff froth with three spoonfuls of fine white sugar
mix with one quart of
milk, three spoonfuls of pounded crackers, four ounces of melted butter, and the
same of citron cut into bits; add almonds stir all together, and bake in a suuiU
pudding-dish with a lining and rim of pastry. This pudding is best when cold.
It will bake in half an hour in a quick oven.
the cocoanut,

into a pudding-dish

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

CUSTARDS, JELLIES aND CREAMS.
Ice-cream.

—Two

quarts of good cream, one-half pint of milk, fourteen

two eggs beat the eggs and sugar together as for cake,
mixing with the cream flavor to suit the taste. Place the can in the
use plenty of salt
3r and put in alternately layers of pounded ice and salt
make the cream freeze quickly stir immediately and constantly, stirring
rapidly as it begins to freeze, to make it perfectly smooth, and slower as it gets
pretty stiff.
As the ice melts draw ofi' the water, and till up with fresh layers.
ces of white sugar,

;

re

one;

'

;

'

;

'

;

Chocolate Ice-cream.

—For

half cake of Baker's chocolate

one gallon of ice-cream, grate
;

make

fine

about one-

ice-cream as for the recipe above

;

flavor

with vanilla and stir in the chocolate.
Strawberry Ice-cream.
Mash one pint of fresh, ripe strawberries sprinkle
them with half a pound of fine sugar let it stand about an hour strain through
add a little
a fine sieve, or a cloth
if the sugar is not dissolved, stir it well
lightly

—

;

;

;

;

;

water

;

stir this

juice into the cream prepared as above

and

freeze.

—

Two quarts of pure cream, fourteen ounces of white
with vanilla bean or extract of vanilla to taste mix well and
freeze as directed above.
Pare cream needs no thickening or boiling. Milk
may be boiled or thickened with arrowroot or cornstarch, but it will not produce
Vanilla Ice-cream.

sugar, flavored

ice

cream.

Lemon
stir

;

Ice-cream.

in the juice of

and grate in a

little

—For

the same quantity of cream and sugar, as above,

from four to eight lemons, according to
of the rind.

Then

freeze as above.

size

and

juiciness,

lis
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— Proceed as lemon cream, using oranges, and regulatmore or less sweet.
Ida7ul. — Beat the yolks of three eggs until very light sweeten

Orange Ice-cream.

in

ing the quantity of sugar as the fruit

Floating

CALLING.

is

;

and flavor to taste stir into a quart of boiling milk cook till it thickens when
cool, pour into a low glass dish
whip the whites of the eggs to a stiff fruuh
sweeten, and pour over a dish of boiling water to cook. Take a tablespoon and
drop the whites on top of the cream, far enough apart so that the "little white
;

;

;

;

islands " will not touch each other.
By dropping little specks of bright jelly on
each island will be produced a pleasing effect. Also filling wine glasses and
arranging around the stand adds to the appearance of the table.
Velvet Cream.
Two tablespoonfuls of strawberry jelly two tablespoonfiils
of currant jelly, two tablespoonfuls of pulverized sugar, whites of two eggs beaten
stiff, then whip the cream, fill a wine glass one-half full of the whipped cream and
fill the glass with the above mixture beaten to a cream.
Pinh Cream. Three gills of strawberry or currant juice, mix with one-half
pound of powdered sugar, one-half pint of thick cream whisk until well mixed

—

;

—

;

;

serve in a glass dish.

Lemon Cream.
i!

— Take

one lemon and grate

it

up

fine,

one cup of sugar,

three-fourths of a cup of water, one cup of butter, and three eggs.

Take the

lemon, sugar, butter and water, and put them in a pan and let them come to a
boil.
Have the eggs well beaten, and stir in while boiling; let it thicken, then
take off and cool.
Nice for travelling lunch and picnics.
Baked Pears. Place in a stone jar first a layer of pears (without paring),
then a layer of sugar, then pears, and so on until the jar is full. Then put in as
much water as it will hold. Bake three hours.
Cup Cnstard. One quart of milk, five eggs, teaspoonful of butter, sugar to
Pour into buttered cups, season with Durkee's mixed spices, and bake.
taste.
This can be baked in a pudding-pan, if preferred.
Chocolate Custard. Make a boiled cu.-tard with one quart of milk, the
yolks of six eggs, six tablespoonfuls of Fugar, and one-half cup of grated vanilla

—

—

—

Boil until thick enough, stirring

chocolate.

all

the time.

When

nearly cold,

Pour into cups, and put the whites of the eggs beaten with
some powdered sugar on the top.
Charlotte JRusse. Beat the yolks of four eggs, and stir into them one pint
Boil like custard and set away to cool. Pour a large cup of
of scalding milk.
warm water over a half box of gelatine, set it in the stove, but do not let it get
hot beat the whites of the eggs very light and add enough pulverized sugar to
make stiff then whip one pint of good cream and stir into the custard then
the whites flavored with vanilla then the gelatine well dissolved. Mix thoroughly and set away to cool (about two hours). Line your dish with either
sponge cake or lady fingers, and fill with the mixture. Let it stand five or six

flavor with vanilla.

—

;

K

;

;

;

hours.

iM
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Tutu, Trutti. One quart of rich cream, one and one-half ounces of sweet
almonds, chopped fine one-half pound of sugar freeze and when sufficiently
(!ongealed, add one-half pound of preserved fruits, with a few white raisins
Cut the fruit small, and mix well with the
chopped, and finely-sliced citron.
cream. Freejce like ice-cream keep on ice until required.
Lemon Butter. For tarts. One pound pulverize-^ sugar; whites of six
three lemons, including grated rind and juice cook
eggs, and yolks of two
;

;

;

;

—

;

;

twenty minutes over a slow fire, stirring all the while.
Apple Butter. Take tart cooking apples, such as will make good sauce.
To three pecks, after they are peeled and quartered, allow nine pounds of hrown
sugar and two gallons, or perhaps a little more of water.
Put the sugar and
water in your kettle and let it boil then add the apples. After they begin to
Try it by putting a little in a
cook, stir constantly till the butter is done.
saucer, and if no water appears around it the marnuilade is ready for the cinnamon and nutmeg " to your taste."
Orange Dessert. Pare five or six oranges cut into thin slices pour over
them a coffee-cup of sugar. Boil one pint of milk add, while boiling, the yolks
of three eggs, one tablespoonful of cornstarch (made smooth with a little cold
as soon as thickened, pour over the fruit.
milk)
stir all the time
Beat the
add two tablespoonfuls of powdered sugar pour
whites of the eggs to a froth
Serve cold.
over the custard and brown in the oven.
Frozen Peaches and Cream. Choose nice ripe peaches, but perfectly sound
mix them with sugar and cream to taste. Freeze.
peel and slice them
Ambrosia. A layer of oranges sliced, then sugar, then a layer of cocoathen another of oranges, and so on until the dish is full.
nut, grated
Frozen Strawberries. Take nice ripe strawberries, put them into a bowl
and mash them. Make them rather sweeter than for the table. Let them stand
Serve with cream or ice-cream.
until the juice is drawn out, then fi-eeze.
Apple Buffets. Two eggs one pint of milk sufficient flour to thicken, as
waffle batter; one and a half teaspoonfuls of baking powder fill teacup alternately
with a layer of batter and then of apples chopped fine steam one hour.
Serve
hot, with flavored cream and sugar.
You can substitute any fresh fruit or jams
you like.
Two cups of sweet cream, one-half ounce gelatine,
Velvet Blanc-Mange.
soaked in a very little cold water one hour one-half cup white powdered sugar,
Heat the cream to boiling, stir in
oue teaspoonful extract of bitter almonds.
the gelatine and sugar, and as soon as they are dissolved take from the fire, beat
ten minutes until very light, flavor by degrees, mixing it well.
Put into molds
lor

.

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

the
anilla

cold,

with

—

—

;

;

;

;

—

;

wet with clear water.

'

Fruit Blanc-Mange.
the best)

;

strain

off'

double kettle until
19

— Stew

nice fresh fruit (cherries and raspberries being

the juice and sweeten to taste
it

boils

;

while boiling

stir in

;

place

it

over the

fire in

cornstarch wet with a

a

little
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cold water, allowing two tablespoonfuls of starch for each pint of juice; continue
stirring until sufficiently

set

away

to cool.

To

cooked

;

then pour into molds wet in cold water, and

be eaten with cream and sugar.

—

Bice Bla7ic- Mange. One quart of new milk, six tablespoonfuls of coar.sly
ground rice. Wash the rice and drain the water off. Just as the milk begins to
boil, add the rice, a tablespoonful at a time, stirring constantly. Boil for twenty
minutes, or until it becomes quite thick. Sweeten to taste add two tablespoonfuls of water and one teaspoonful of rose-water.
;

CAKES.

Use the

best materials, and have everythir

ready before you begin mixing
adding to it the baking powder and mixing
If it is summer weather lay the eggs in cold water for a few minutes, and
well.
beat yolks and whites separately, very thoroughly.
Mix butter and sugar to a
cream, then add sugar, then the yolks of the eggs, then the milk and flour alternately in small quantities, then the whites.

Always

the materials.

sift

If fruit is used flour

Bake slowly

it

the

flour,

well,

and add the

last thing.

at first.

if they become
by keeping, put again into the oven a few minutes.
While the cake is baking no air must be permitted to get into the oven,

Cookies, jumbles, ginger-snaps, etc., require a quick oven

moist or
unless

;

soft

when necessary

to look at the cake, as

of the oven should be even and regular.

it is

When

apt to

cake

make

it fall.

The heat

can be tested by
sticking a clean straw into it. If nothing adheres to the straw, the cake is done
Flour for cake should be white and dry. It should always be carefully sifted.
Egjs and butter should he
Sugar should be white, dry and free from lumps.
sweet and fresh the milk rich and pure. Fruit and extracts must be of the
The weighing and measuring of ingredients must be accurately done.
best.
Guessing at quantities has spoiled many a cake.
One egg, two cupfuls of sugar, two cupfu' j of cream, one
Soft Cookies.
even teaspoonful of soda, salt and flavor to taste. Flour to stiff'en so they will
drop from the spoon leave a space between them, as they spread in baking.
One cupful of butter, one large cupful of sugar, three eggs, half a
Apees.
teaspoonful of soda, one teaspoonful of cream tartar, and flour enough to roll
is

done,

it

;

—

;

—

Bake quickly
Cinnamon Cakes. Take

out thin.

—

six

ounces of butter, a pound of

fine,

dry

flour,

three-quarters of a pound of sifted sugar and a dessertspoonful of pounded cin-

namon.

Make

these ingredients into a firm paste with three eggs, or four,

if

not very thin, and cut out the cakes with a tin shape. Bake
them in a very gentle oven from fitteen to twenty minutes, or longer, should
they not be done quite through.
needed.

is

Kol)

it,

H
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—Lemon

cakes can be

cinnamon the rasped

stituting for the

when

stiained juice of one,

its acidity is
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made on the above

or grated rinds of

not objected

recipe by subtwo lemons, and the

to.

—

Walnut Cakes. One pound of sugar, six eggs, three teaspoonfuls of yeastpowder, half a pound of butter, flour to make a dough, and one cupful of walnut
kernels

bake

;

Jumbles.

in a

moderate oven.

—^Three-fourths

one and a half cupfuls ot
enough to make it roll, and
a teaspoonful of baking powder
roll
sprinkle with granulated sugar and gently
roll it in
cut out, with a hole in centre, and bake.
Currant Jumbles. One pound each of flour and powdered loaf sugar, half
pound each of butter and currants, eight eggs, brandy to taste cut out as in
plain jumbles and bake on tins.
Cocoanut Cookies. One cupful of butter, two cupfuls of sugar, two cupfuls
of prepared or grated cocoanut, two eggs, flour enough to make a stiff batter, and
one teaspoonful of soda drop on buttered paper in pans.
of a cupful of butter,

sugar, three eggs, three tablespoonfuls of milk, flour
;

;

;

—

ii

;

—
;

Crullers.
milk,

—Two cupfuls of sugar, one-half cupful of butter, one-half cupful of

two eggs, one teaspoonful of soda, two of cream

according to fancy, aad boil in

tartar.

Eoll out, and cut

fat.

—

Love Knots. Five cupfuls of flour, two of sugar, one of butter, a piece of
an egg, two eggs, three tablespoonfuls of sweet milk, half a teaspoonful of soda rub the butter, sugar, and flour together fine, add the other
ingredients, roll thin, out in strips one inc"h wide and five inches long, lap across
in true-love knots, and bake in a quick oven.

lard the size of

;

Tea Cake.

— Three

and a half cupfuls of

flour,

two of sugar, one of butter,
and a half

four eggs, a teaspoonful of soda in a tablespoonful of milk or wine,

Bake

grated nutmeg.

Cider Cake.

carefully in quick oven.

—Two cupfuls of sugar, one

cupful' of butter, five eggs,

one and

spices or
one-half cupfuls of cider, with one teaspoonful of soda dissolved in it
nutmeg to taste ; four and one-half cupfuls of flour, two cupfuls of fruit. Bake
;

quickly.

Cork Cake.
one cupful of

—Two cupfuls sugar, two-thirds of a cupful of butter, three eggs,

warm

milk, three cupfuls of flour, a teaspoonful of baking-powder,

and a half pound of currants.
put the yolks into the cake.

Poor Man's Cake.

— One

egg, one teaspoonful of soda,

Moravian Cake.

—Two

Use the whites

of

two of the eggs

of vanilla.

and

cupful of cream, one of sugar, two of flour, one

and two of cream

tartar.

cupfuls of sugar, one cupful of butter, five eggs, two

cupfuls of flour, half a cupful of sour milk, one teaspoonful of
half a teaspoonful of soda.

for icing,

Flavor with a

little

grated

cream

tartar,

and

nutmeg and a teaspoonful

'
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Silver Cake.

—Whites

of twelve eggs, five cupfuls of flour, three cupfuls of

sugar, one cupful of butter, one and one-half cupfuls of sweet milk, one teaspoon-

two teaspoonfids of cream tartar, one teaspoonful of almond extract.
Gold Cake. Substitute the yolks for whites of eggs, and flavor with vanilla,
then make it same as preceding recipe.
Lincoln Cake. Two cupfuls of sugar, half a cupful of butter, two eggs, one
cupful of cream or sour milk, three cupfuls of flour, one teaspoonful of cream tartar, half a teaspoonful of soda, and one teaspoonful of essence of lemon.
Coconnut liincuits. Ten tablespoonfuls of sifted flour, three eggs, six tablespoonfuls of grated cocoanut; whisk the eggs until very light, add the sugar, then
the cocoanut put a tablespoonful on wafer-paper in form of pyramid put the
paper on tins, and bake in rather cool oven. Keep in tin canisters.
Delicate Cake.
Two cups sugar, one cup of sweet milk, three-fourths of a
cup of butter, three cups of flour, whites of eight eggs, three small teaspoonfuls
ful of soda,

—

—

—

;

;

—

of baking-powder, sliced citron.

Delicate Cake, No. 2.

—Whites of four eggs, one cup of milk, running over

;

one-half cup butter, two cups sugar, two and one-half cups flour, heaping teaspoon-

This makes two loaves. If you want it very nice, use one
one of flour.
Ice-cream Cake. Two cups white sugar, one cup butter, one cup sweet
milk, whites of eight eggs, two teaspoonfuls cream of tartar, one teaspoonful
soda, three and one-quarter cups winter wheat flour, if spring wheat flour is used,
Bake in jelly pans. Make an icing as follows Three cups sugar,
four cups.
one of water boil to a thick clear syrup, ^nd pour boiling hot over the whites of
three eggs stir the mixture while pouring in add one teaspoonful citric acid
flavor with lemon or vanilla, and spread each layer and top.
Gup Cake. One cup of butter, one cup of sweet milk, two cups of sugar,
three eggs, four cups of flour, one teaspoonful each of ealeratus, nutmeg and
cinnamon. You may add a cup of raisins and a cup of currants if you like
ful of

baking-powder.

cup cornstarch

in place of

—

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

either

is

good.

Cottage Cake.

and one-half cups

— Three-fourths

of a cup of butter, a cup of white sugar, one

flour, four eggs,

yolks and whites beaten separately

;

a table-

spoonful sweet milk, one and one-haf teaspoonfuls baking-powder, lemon and a
Rub the baking-powder into the flour.
little salt.

—

Drop Cookies. Four and a half cups of flour, two and a half cups of sugar,
one of milk, one of shortening (half butter and lard), three eggs, two teaspoonfuls
baking-powder, a very little nutmeg, and a few caraway seeds rub the sugar
and the shortening to a cream, beat the eggs till very light, and stir thoroughly,
drop on buttered tins and bake quickly.
after adding the other ingredients
Snoiv Cake. Take one pound of arrowroot, quarter of a pound of powdered
;

;

—

white sugar, half a pound of butter, the whites of six eggs, flavoring to taste.
Beat the butter to a cream stir in the sugar and arrowroot gradually, at the
;

'•
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same time beating the mixture whisk the whites of the eggs to a stiflf froth,
add them to the other ingredients, and beat well for twenty minutes flavor with
;

;

essence of almond, vanilla, or lemon, as

mold or

tin,

and bake

Coffee Cnke.

in a

may

be preferred

;

pour into a buttered

moderate oven.

— One cupful of brown sugar, one cupful of butter, one cupful of

pound of
two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder.
Pound Cake. One pound of butter, one pound of sugar, one pound of flour,
and eight eggs.
Bake one hour.
Wf Ite Found Cake. Beat to a cream one pound of sugar and one-half
pound ot o^tter; two teaspoonfuls of baking-powder in one pound of flour;
whites of sixteen eggs beaten very stiff and added last.
Cover with frosting
strained coftee, one cupful of molasses, three eggs well beaten, one
raisins,

two cupfuls of

flour,

—

—

before

it

cools.

—

Sponge Cake. Five eggs, half a pound of sugar, quarter pound of flour,
Beat yolks of eggs, sugar and lemon together
juice and rind of half a lemon.
till light
add half the beaten whites, then half the flour, the balance of the
whites and balance of flour. Avoid beating after the ingredients are all together.
Cream Sponge Cake. Beat together a cupful of sugar and the yolks of three
eggs.
Add a half teaspoonful of soda, a teaspoonful of cream tartar, a cupful of
flour, and the whites of the eggs.
Bake in three layers, and put between them
the following filling: One egg, a half cupful of cream, a cupful of sugar, and a
piece of butter the size of a walnut. Boil till like a cream, and when c jld flavor
;

—

to taste.

—

Farmer's Fruit Cake. Three cupfuls of dried apples, two cupfuls of molone cupful of butter, one cupful of brown sugar, one pound of raisins, one
quarter pound of citron, two eggs, one lemon (both juice and rind), two teaSoak the apples over
spoonfuls of soda, one pound and small cup of flour.
night, chop tine, and boil till done in the molasses and one cupful of the water
they were soaked in.
Flavor with nutmeg, cinnamon and a very little cloves.
Bake three hours.
Chocolate Cake.
One cupful of butter, two cupfuls of sugar, two and onehalf cupfuls of flour, five eggs, one cupful of sour milk, one teaspoonful of soda,
dissolved in a little boiling water; one-half cake baker's chocolate, grated and
put in the cake before stirring in the flour, with one teaspoonful of vanilla.
Bake in jelly tins in four layers.
Jelly Cake.
Beat three eggs well, the whites and yolks separately take a
cupful of fine white sugar, and beat that in well with the yolks, and a cupful of
sifted flour, stirred in gently
then stir in the whites, a little at a time, and a
teaspoonful of baking-powder and one tablespoonful of milk pour it in three
jelly-cake plates, and bake from five to ten minutes in a well-heated oven, and
when cold spread with currant jelly, and place each layer on top of the other
and sift powdered sugar on the top.

asses,

—

—

;

;

;
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Jelly Boll.
Add one cupful of powdered sugar and one cupful of flour to
three well-beaten eggs; stir well, and add one teaspoonful of cream of tartar,
half a teaspoonful of saleratus dissolved in three teaspoonfuls of water bake in
;

two pie-pans; spread as evenly as possible; as soon as done, turn the cake,
bottom side up, on to a dry towel spread it evenly with jelly, roll up quickly,
and wrap closely in the towel.
Peach (^aJce. Bake sponge cake in layers cut peaches in very thin slices,
and spread pon the cake sweeten, flavor, and whip some sweet cream, and
spread over each layer and over the top.
In making icing, use at least a quarter of a pound of
Icing for Cakes.
pulverized sugar to the white of each egg if not stiff enough, add more sugar.
Break the whites into a broad, cool dish, and throw in a small handful of sugar.
Begin whipping it with long, even strokes of the beater, adding the sugar
gradually.
Beat until the icing is smooth and firm, then add the flavoring.
Spread it on the cake with a broad-bladed knife, dipped in cold water. If ornamentation of the icing is desired, it may be done by affixing prepared leaves,
flowers, etc., which can be had at the confectioners' stores or at their supply
;

—

;

;

—

;

stores.

To make

letters, tracery, etc., for cakes, roll into a funnel

shape a piece

of thick white paper till this with icing in the soft state, allowing it to drop
out slowly from the small end of the paper cone. Apply this carefully, and
;

allow

it

to harden.
TEA, CrfFEE

AND CHOCOLATE.

\

Coffee.

— Make a flannel bag, hem the top and run through

which the bag may be suspended in the
within two inches of the bottom of the

it

a small wire by

bottom of the bag comes
pot.
Grind the coffee tine and put into
the bag, then pour the proper quantity of water through the bag into the pot
then set the pot back where it can
let the water be boiling when poured in
simmer gently fifteen minutes, and you have good coffee, without egg-shells or
The
Coffee that, needs settling is not properly made.
cold water to settle it.
pot, so that the

;

flannel bag should be

of flannel so fine that the coffee will not sift through.

equal quantities of Java and
two teaspoonfuls of ground coffee to
each person add an egg with its shell and a very little cold water stir this
thoroughly together and turn on boiling water. Set the pot on the back of the
range for five minutes then draw forward and allow it to boil up just an instant
Then
clear the spout by pouring from it and returning it in the top of the pot.
serve at once with plenty of cream and sugar.
Coffee,

No.

Mocha; grind

%

made

— To make choicest

2.

coffee, take

finely together, allowing about

;

;

;

—

i„.i,

i

Make the coffee extra strong. When it is cold, mix with an
Iced Coffee.
equal quantity of fresh cream sweeten to taste, and freeze as in ice-cream, or
serve with abundance of broken ice.
;

m
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about one cupful of sweet
Put into each cup the desired amount
of sugar and about a tablespoonful of boiling milk.
Pour the coffee over these.
Frothed Cafe au Lait. Pour into the table urn one quart of strong, clear
coffee, strained through muslin, and one quart of boiling milk, alternating them,
and stirring gently. Cover and wrap a thick cloth about the urn for five minutes
Coffee.

six cupfuls of coffee take

cream, whipped light, with a

little

sugar.

—

before

it

beaten

goes to table.

a large

heaping

it

in a cream-pitcher the whites of three eggs,

slightly in the centre.

Vienna
of the

Have ready

and one tablespoonful of powdered sugar whipped with them. Put
spoonful of this froth upon each cupful of coffee as you pour it out,

stiff,

many

Coffee.

— Leach or

filter

the coffee through a French

coffee-pots that filter instead of boiling the coffee

;

filterer, or

any

allow one table-

spoonful of ground coffee to each person, and one extra for the pot.
Put one
quart of cream into a milk-boiler, or, if you have none, into a pitcher in a pail

water put it where the water will keep boiling; beat the white of a.n
egg to a froth, then add to the egg three tablespoonfuls of cold milk, mix
the egg and cold milk thoroughly together when hot, remove the cream from
the fire and add the egg and cold milk; stir it all together briskly for a minute
of boiling

;

;

two and then serve.
Tea a la Bu.sse. Slice fresh juicy lemons pare them carefully, lay a piece
in the bottom of each cup
sprinkle with white sugar and pour the tea, very hot
and strong over them.
Iced Tea a la Russe. To each goblet of cold tea (without cream) add the
juice of half a lemon.
Fill up with pounded ice and sweeten well
A glass of
champagne added to this makes what is called Russian punch.
Mock Cream for Tea or Coff'ee. To a pint of milk take the yolk of one egg
put on the fire and let it come to a scald.
It is improved by adding a little
cream when it is cool.
Chocolate.
Take one r.,nd one-half quarts of good milk, and one-half pint of
cream, to one-fourth of a pound of grated chocolate let the milk and cream
come to 8. scald. After mixing the chocolate with a little cold milk, stir it into
the scalding milk and let it simmer for fifteen minutes, adding one-fourth of a
cup of sugar, and stirring occasionally.
Chocolate, No. 2.
Scrape two sticks of chocolate and boil in half a cup of
water.
Stir to a smooth paste.
Sweeten a pint of milk with loaf sugar, and,
when boiling, pour on to the chocolate and let it boil together a few seconds, stirring it well.
Serve immediately.
Some persons prefer a little water instead of
all milk.
Sweeten a little cream and whip to a froth and place on the top of
or

—

;

;

—

—

—

;

—

each cup.

—

Scrape fine one square of a cake, which is one ounce add
an equal weight of sugar pi
.hese into a pint of boiling milk and water,
each one-half, and stir well for two or three minutes until the sugar and chocolate
Chocolate, No. 3.

to

it

;

;

Hi i
;t«

5,

1
1
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;

may be improved by adding a well-beaten
through the mixture with a Dover egg-beater.
teaspoonful of vanilla extract added just before sending to table is a valuable
This preparation

are well dissolved.

egg or two and

A

CALLING.

stirring briskly

addition.

JAMS AND PRESERVES.

Apple Preserves.— Take three-quarters of a pound of sugar to a pound of
make a syrup of the sugar and water, in which root ginger has been
boiled until strongly flavored add a few slices of lemon, and when the syrup is
clear add the apples, a few at a time, and cook until transparent pour the syrup
apples

t

;

;

;

when cold.
Cherry Jam. To each pound

over the apples

—

sugar

;

of cherries allow three-quarters of a

pound

of

stone them, and as you do so, throw the sugar gradually into the dish

with them

;

cover

them and

let

them

set over night

;

next day boil slowly until

the cherries and sugar form a smooth, thick mass put up in jars.
Cherry Jam, No. 2. First stone and then weigh some freshly gathered preserving cherries; boil them over a brisk fire for an hour, keeping them almost con;

—

stantly stirred from the bottom of the pan, to which they will otherwise be liable

and burn. Add for each pound of the fruit half a pound of good sugar
roughly powdered, and boil quickly for twenty minutes, taking off the scum as it
to stick

rises.

Damson
prick each

Preserves.

—To four pounds of damsons

damson with a needle

;

use three pounds of sugar

dissolve the sugar with one-half pint of water

simmers put in as many damsons as will lie on
them out and lay them on a dish, and put
others in, and so on until all have been in then put them all in the kettle
together and let them stew until done put them in jars and seal ihem.
Green Garje Preserves. When the fruit is ripe wipe them clean, and to one
pound of fruit put one-quarter pound of sugar, which will make a fine syrup boil
the fruit until it is perfectly done, in this syrup then make a fresh syrup of one
pound of fruit to one pound of sugar moisten the sugar with water when the
syrup boils put in the fruit and leave for fifteen minutes then put the fruit in
boil the syrup until thick, and when only milk- warm pour it over the fruit;
jars
tie the jars tightly and keep in a warm place.
Pare, core and slice, or cut into fancy shapes allow one
Citron Preserves.
pound of sugar to one pound of fruit flavor with lemon and ginger root slice
the lemon and boil in water until clear save the water and put the lemon into
cold water iintil needed put the ginger root into water and boil until the water
put the sugar into the ginger water and
is sufiiciently flavored and then remove
then put in the citron and juice of the lemons,
boil, and skim very thoroughly
and boil until transparent when almost done, add the lemon slices skim out
the citron carefully, and pour the syrup over it.

and put

the top

it

;

on the

fire

when they

;

when

it

open, take

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

ill

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

mm
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Grape Preserves. Press with the fingers the pulp from the fruit put the
fire and boil
then press the whole through a colander or sieve to
remove the seeds put juice, pulp and skins together, and to every pint add a
pound of sugar, and boil until thick.
Pineapple Preserves. Pare and core and cut in small slices on a slaw-cutter
to a pound of pineapple put one pound of sugar; let it boil twenty minutes;
put in jars and cover with egg papers.
Pineapple Jam. Pare, core and grate fine on a grater then proceed the
same as for pineapple preserves.
;

pulp on the

;

;

!'

—

—
Plum, Butter. — One peck

the apples

and phims

;

of plums, one-half bushel of sweet apples

in separate kettles until quite soft, only putting in

water to prevent sticking to the bottom of the kettle

;

when

soft,

;

cook

enough

%

put through a

and then to each pound of mixture allow three-fourths of a pound of
white sugar; let it cook for a short time, and bottle.
Pear Preserves. Preserve as directed for quince preserves, and flavor with
ginger root and lemon, or with a few cloves stuck into the fruit.
Peach Preserves. Pare the fruit and remove the pits boil the pits in watei'
until all the flavor is extracted, allowing one-half a pint for each pound of fruit
add more as it evaporates add the sugar skim carefully, and when clear add
cook gently for twelve minutes, and then skim
the peaches, a few at a time
out carefully, and add more until all are done then pour the syrup over the
whole the next day drain off the syrup and boil a few minutes, and pour again
<'olander,

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

over the fruit

;

repeat this for three or four days in succession until the fruit

clear.

until

—Pare,

core and quarter the fruit; boil in clear water
they are tender; make a syrup with two pounds of sugar
when boiling hot add the quinces allow three-quarters of

Quince Preserves.

enough to cover

and a pint of water
a pound of sugar to a pound of
;

is

;

fruit

;

use parings and cores for jelly.

—

Strawberry or liaspberri/ Jam. To one pound of berries allow one and oneheat an earthen bowl hot on the stove, then remove it
from the stove and put into it the berries and sugar, and beat them hard with a
wooden spoon for as mu(!h as an hour and a half; do not cook at all put in jars
quarter pounds of sugar

;

;

with egg papers.

—
—

Apple Marmalade, Twelve pounds of apples, three pounds of brown sugar,
lemons boil slowly, mash well.
Separate the pulp from the skin boil the skins until
Orayige Marmalade.
vcrv tender, then chop fine; separate as uiuch as possible the white part from
using only the yellow then to every pound of pulp and skins add
the yellow
one pound of sugar, and boil twenty minutes.
Orange Marmalade, No. 2. Allow three-fourths of a pound of sugar to a
pound of fruit peel and quarter the oranges remove carefully the inner skin
from the peels, and boil in a large quantity of water for two hours, changing the
three

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

.

'Bl:''

;
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water and renewing with hot then cut into tine shreds press the inside of
oranges through a sieve put into the preserving kettle with a httle water, and
after it has boiled a few moments add the sugar and shredded peel, and boil
;

;

;

twenty minutes the rind and juice of lemons in the proportion of one to
an improvement.

five in

;

Ma niialade.— U &e

Peach
fruit

boil

;

three-fourths of a

the pits until the water

is

well flavored

pound
;

of sugar to a

and add to the water, boiling half an hour before adding the sugar;
boil an hour after adding the sugar.

stantly

pound

of

peel and quarter the peaches,
stir

con-

;

Blackberry Jam.

— To four

bowls of blackberries add four bowls of

sugai'

boil until it jellies.

JRaspberry Jam.

pound of
is

considered by

— Mash

the raspberries, and allow a pound of sugar to a

Boil twenty minutes.

fruit.

many

A

few currants added to raspberry jam

a great improvement.

—

The barberries should be quite ripe, though they should
hang until they begin to decay. Strip them from the stalks,
such as are spotted, and for each pound of fruit allow eighteen

Barberry Jam.
not be allowed to

throw aside
ounces of well-refined sugar !)oil this, with one pint of water to every four
pouiids, until it becomes white and falls in thick masses from the .spoon
then
throv7 in the fruit, and keep it stirred over a brisk fire for six minutes only
take ofi" the scum, and pour it into jars or glasses.
;

;

— Use

weigh and boil them for
add eight ounces of good
sugar to the pound of fruit mix them well off the fire, then boil again quickly
for twenty-five minutes.
One pound of white currant juice added at the outset
to four pounds of the strawberries will greatly improve the preserve.
Straivberry Jam.

thirty-five

fine,

s(!arlet

berries

;

minutes, keeping them constantly stirred

;

;

—

Boil together quickly for seven minutes equal quanwhite currants, picked very carefully, and of the best white sugar
pounded and passed through a sieve. Stir the preserve gently the whole time,
and skim it thoroughly. Just before it is taken from the tire, throw in the

White Currant Jam.

tities of fine

strained juice of one good

Damson Jam.

— The

lemon

to four

fruit for this

and

pounds

of the fruit.

jam should be

freshly gathered and quite

minutes then stir in
good sugar roughly powdered, and when it is dissolved, give
the preserve tifteen minutes' additional boiling, keeping it stirred and thoroughly
skimmed.
ripe.

Split,

stone, weigh,

boil it quickly for forty

;

half its weight of

—

Green Gage Jam. Eub ripe green gages through a sieve
pan with an equal weight of loaf sugar pounded and
whole until sufficiently thick, and put into glasses.
into a

;

put

all

sifted.

the pulp
Boil the

yrr

.
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CANNED FRUIT.
Fruit shonld be selected with the greatest care.
he preserved at

all,

unless canned

when

Some

perfectly fresh,

varieties cannot

and success

is

more

The fruit
all kinds in proportion to freshness and soundness.
be nearly or quite ripe, but not over-ripe, and all which bears signs of

certain with
sliould

decay should be rejected

In canning, as in preserving, granulated sjgar should always be used, and
Peaches, pears, or other large fruit may, by the
a porcelain-lined kettle.
The boiling juice
aid of a fork, be tastily arranged in the jars, piece by piece.
may be added afterward to cover them. Thus arranged ^h'^y appear prettier in
the jars, though, of course, the flavor is not improved
All canning work should be done expeditiously, and thb cans be set away
to cool.
They should be kept in a cool, dark place and closely watched for a
lew days, to see that the sealing is perfect.
If the fruit shows signs of not
heing perfectly sealed, it should be at once taken out, scalded and sealed again.
While filling jars, be careful that no current of cold air strikes them, as this
would suifice to crack a glass jar. When a jar has cracked, it is hardly safe to
UP" its contents, as fragments of glass may be contained in the fruit, which
would be fatal if swallowed.
Cans should be of glass or stoneware, as the acids of fruit act chemically on
tin or other metals, often destroying the flavor of the fruit, and sometimes
rendering it absolutely unwholesome.
Do not use a metal spoon even. Either
self-sealing cans, or those which require wax, may be used successfully, but
probably the former are best for those of little experience, and they are unquestionably more convenient.
There are several varieties of self-sealing cans, all
:ilso

them highly recommended, and doubtless all of them sufliciently good. The
"Valve Jar," the "Mason," and the "Hero" are among the best known and

of

most reliable.
Cherries.
of

—Take Musilla

cherries,

sugar to one pound of fruit

make

;

cient water to cover the cherries

and

Some

seal.

;

boil

wash and remove the

pits

;

allow a pound

a syrup of sugar with the juice and

from

prefer one pint of sugar to

five to

suffi-

ten minutes, turn into bottles

one quart of pitted cherries.

— To one quart of berries allow one pint

of

Black Raspberries and Blackberries.
sugar boil fifteen minutes and put in
;

placing

over the top of the jars into the fruit
fruit
iiiula
it

begins to be tender,

lift

out the

e into a porcelain kettle,

boils,

air-tight jars.

—

Gage Plums. After stemming and washing the fruit, fill the jars full,
them in a boiler of cold water, just enough not to have the water boil

Gree7i

fill

up the

jars, let

and

;

after boiling one-half hour, or until

jars,

and turn

off the juice that

sufiicient sugar to

them stand

make a

may

rich syrup

;

the

accu-

when

in the boiling water ten or fifteen minutes

IfHI

;
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;

lift out, one at a time, and seal.
All kinds of plums are nice pui
same manner.
Grapes.
Stem, wash and weigh the fruit. For preserves, add one pound of
sugar to a pound of fruit; for canning, one-half pound of sugar to a pjund of
fruit, and remove the pulp
put the skins and pulp in separate dishes cook the
pulp and strain through a sieve, then add the skins and sugar. For canning,

longer, then

up

in the

—

;

;

cook

minutes

fifteen

for preserving, a little Jonger.

;

To Can Peaches.

—Pare and

halve the peaches

close as they can possihly be put

;

make

;

pack them

in tin cans as

a syrup of six pounds of sugar to one

gallon of cold water; let this stand until well dissolved, then pour the cold syrup
over the peaches, until the cans are even full, after which solder perfectly tight
place the cans in a boiler cover well with cold water set it on the fire and let
;

;

the water boil

One

five

minutes, then take the cans out and turn them upside down.

gallon syrup will do one dozen cans.

Bich Canned Peaches.
at a time,

if

many

— Pear

and stone peaches about enough

are pared they will

for

become dark-colored standing

;

two

jars

rinse in

cold water, then cook in a rich syrup of sugar and water about fifteen or twenty

minutes, or until they are clear

;

put into your jars all that are not broken
as ordinary molasses, and seal.

;

fill

up with the hot syrup, about as thick

Canned Tomatoes.

Kemove

—Pour

boiling water over the tomatoes to loosen the

all the juice that will come away without pressput them into a kettle and beat slowly to a boil. The tomatoes will
look much nicer if all the hard parts be remove before putting them on the fire.
Rub the pulp soft with your hands. Boil half an hour dip out the surplus
liquid, pour the tomatoes, boiling hot, into the cans, and seal.
Keep in a cool,
dark place.

skins.

ing hard

these

drain off

;

;

;

—

Canned Beans. Remove the strings at the sides, and cut into pieces about
an inch long; put them into boiling water and scald, then can them.

—

Canned Corn. Boil sweet corn till nearly done cut close from the cobs
and fill the jars pour on water in which the corn was boiled place in a boiler
and just bring to a boil then take out and seal.
;

;

;

;

—

Canned Pears. Select finely flavored fruit either halve and core them or
make a syrup of sugar and water, using as little water as will dissolve the sugar.
Add a quarter of a pound of sugar to a pound of fruit. Place
the fruit in the kettle carefully, and let it come to a boil or until the fruit is well
scalded.
Turn into the jars hot, and seal at once.
Canned Strawberries. Fill glass jars with fresh strawberries sprinkled with
sugar, allowing a little over one-quarter of a pound of sugar to each pound of
berries
set the jars in a boiler, with a little hay laid in the bottom to prevent
the jars from breaking till with cold water to within an inch or two of the tops
of the jars let them boil fifteen minutes, then move back to the boiler, wrap

core whole

;

;

—

;

;

;

^r|
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and take out the
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;
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the jars to the top uefore sealing,

of the filled jars for that purpose

if

necessary.

t

PICKLES.

—Take the melons

when not quite ripe peel, remove
throw them into vinegar and water (equal proportions) and rook until tender; then drain and lay into ajar; then take vinegar
enough to cover, allowing three pounds of sugar to a quart add stick cinnamon
to taste and boil
pour over the melon boiling hot strain off the vinegar the
next day and boil again.
Tomato Figs. Collect a lot of ripe tomatoes about one inch in diameter,
skin and stew them in the usual manner
when done lay them on dishes, flatten
them slightly, and spread over them a light layer of pulverized white or brown
sugar: expose them to a summer's 8uu, or place them in a drying-house; when
as dry a,s fresh figs, pack in old fig or small boxes, with sugar between each layer;
if properly managed, the difference can not be detected from the veritable article.
Pickled Pears. Prepare the fruit as preferred, either pare and leave whole
or quarter them
make a syrup in the proportion of three pints of sugar to one
quart of vinegar, and while boiling hot put in the fruit and cook until tender,
but not broken; skim out the fruit carefully into ajar, and pour the syrup over
them let them stand until the next day, and then lay them in a stone jar in
layers, with whole cloves and stick cinnamon, and again pour over them the
syrup boiling hot
continue drawing off and boiling the syrup for four or five
Apples can be pickled in the same
days, and then cover and set in a cool place.
Mush Melon

PicJcles.

the seed and cut in shape

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

manner.
Gooseberry Sauce.
Take nine pounds of gooseberries nearly ripe, remove
the stems, and put into a preserving kettle with four and a half pounds of sugar
and three cups of hot vinegar, and spices to taste boil until thick.
Currant Sauce. Six pounds of currants picked from the stems, three pounds
of sugar, cup and a half of vinegar, three-quarters of an ounce of cinnamon and

—

;

—

an hour.
dozen large cucumbers, two dozen white onions,
one tablespoonful of black pepper, one teaspoonful red pepper, three red peppers;
cut all up fine, sprinkle with salb and let drain until morning
then mix the
spices in
boil the vinegar and let it cool before putting on the pickle
put iu
spices to taste

;

boil slowly

Cucumber Catsup.

—Two

-

;

;

;

and close tight.
Tomato Catsup. To every gallon of tomatoes put four tablespoonfuls of salt,
four of black pepper, one of cayenne pepper, three of mustard, half a tablespoonafter having washed and cut up
ful of ground cloves and the same of allspice
the tomatoes, boil them about twenty minutes, then strain them and add the
then bottle and- seal.
spice and simmer the whole together slowly three hours
glass jars

—

;

;

;;
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;

—

PicMed MushroomH. Hub the inushroora heads with flannel and bait, throw
them in a stewpan with a little salt over them sprinkle with pepper and a small
quantity of mace as the liquor comes out, shake them well, a»id keep them over
H gentle tire until all the liquid is dried into them again then put as much vinegar into the pan as will cover them give it a scald and pour the whole into
;

;

;

;

bottles,

—

Hayes Pickles. One peck green tomatoes, sliced, six large onions, sliced
mix these and throw over them a teacup of salt, and let them stand twelve hours;
then drain thoroughly and boil in one quart of vinegar mixed with two. quarts of
water, for twenty minutes then take two pounds of brown sugar, half pound
white mustard seed, two tablespoonfuls ground cloves, cinnamon, ginger, mustard and allspice, with four quarts of vinegar put all togethei and boil twenty
;

;

minutes.

— One-half bushel

of green tomatoes, one-lialf peck of onions
through them and let stand over night in the morning drain
oif the water
put over the tire with enough weak vinegar to cover let simmer
.slowly until a little tender, but not cooked to pieces
drain in a colander, and
put a layer of the pickle in a jar sprinkle over black mustard seed, ground pepper, cinnamon, cloves, allspice and a little sugar
continue in this way till the
jar is tilled sprinkle plenty of spice over the top, pour over cold, strong vinegar;
cover tight, and set away.
Piccalilli, No. 2.
One peck of green tomatoes, one dozen onions, six red
peppers, one-half ounce of ginger, one quarter of an ounce of mace, one tablespoonful of black pepper, one box of mustard, five cents' worth of celery seed,
mustard seed to taste, one pound of brown sugar slice tomatoes, onions and
peppers, put in ajar with salt mixed well through let stand twenty-four hours;
drain off and boil in vinegar (after adding the spices) until clear.
Mixed Pickles. One peck of green tomatoes, half a peck of onions, one pint
of grated horse-radish, half a pound of white mustard seed, one pound of ground
mustard, half a i)ound of unground black pepper, three or four green peppers,
one ounce each of cinnamon, cloves and turmeric, and two or three heads of
cauliflower tie the pepper, cinnamon and cloves in a muslin bag, place in a tin
or earthenware dish, and boil until tender
can while hot, in glass fruit jars.
Martinoes.
Pick from the vines beioje they get tough put them in weak
brine for three days, then let them drain, and pour over them boiling vinegar,
spiced with cloves and cinnamon.
Nasturtiums. Take those that are small and green, put them in salt and
water, changing it twice in the course of a week when you have done collecting them, turn oft" the brine and turn on scalding vinegar, with a little alum in it.
Spiced Apples. Three pounds of apples, pared four pounds of sugar, one
quart of vinegar, one ounce of stick cinnamon, half an ounce of cloves boil tlie
put in the apples when boiling, and let them
sugar, vinegar and spices together
Piccalilli.

slice, sprinkle salt

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

m,

;

;

—

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;
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take
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them

over.

it

out, put into ajar; boil

down
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the syrup until

it

.

,

Spiced Cherries.— VouT pounds of cherries, two pounds of sugar, one tablespoonful of cinnamon, one of cloves hoat one pint of vinegar pour on hot,
three days in succession.
;

;

—

Spiced Fruit. Three pounds of sugar o one pint of good vinegar, a teacupful of broken cinnamon, one tablespocfnful uf whole cloves, a very little
mace; this will spice about one peck of peaches; put all in a kettle and simmer
1

slowly fifteen or twenty minutes; the fruit should be pared;
small jars and cover with egg papers.

Spiced Peaches.
peaches

make

—Pare, and

if

when done put

in

very large, halve one peck fine Crawford

to one pint of vinegar allow three pounds of white sug{ r, and of tliis
a rich syrup; drop into the syrup a small handful of broken cinnamon, a
;

and mace and a few pieces of ginger root when boiling add
and let them simmer about ten minutes,
then take out carefully with a spoon, put into jars, then cook more peaches in
the same syrup when all are cooked, make fresh syrup and pour- over them in
very little cloves

Hs

many peaches

;

as the syrup will cover,

;

the jars.
'Spiced
let Doil

Plums,

down

— One peck of plums, seven

thick;

Pickled Cherries.
large glass jar

keep

it

and

—Take

;

them

and the cherries

carefully

;

pints of vinegar, spice to taste

tire,

nice, large, ripe cherries,

will

;

add one pint of vinegar.

remove the stones, take a
up with best vinegar

fill

;

no boiling or spices are necessary, as the cherry

Sweet PicJdcd Peaches.
peel

from the

two-thirds full of cherries, and

fill

well covered

be retained

cfore taking

'

flavor will

not shrivel.

— Select

ripe,

but firm

fruit, free

from blemishes

allow a pound of sugar to a pint of good cider vinegar

;

when the vinegar
has come to a boil, drop in the peaches (a few at a time), and let them remain
until done through, but not soft or broken
then remove them carefully with a
skimmer and place them in jars; repeat this process till all are done, then fill
place cloves

and cinnamon in a bag and

boil in the vinegar

;

;

up the jars with the remaining vinegar and seal while warm.

manner may be pickled

pears, plums, crab apples

and

In the same

cherries.

—

Wash the plums clean and put into jars, and for two
plums make a rich syrup of two pounds of sugar, one pint of vinegar,
with spice; put the plums in jars and pour over them the hot syrup.
Pichled Plums.

quarts of

-.

-

CANDIES.

,._:.,

.v;.i..

Lemon Taffy.- -Two cupfuls of white sugar, one cupful of boiling water,
one-quarter cupful of vinegar, one-half cupful of butter flavor with lemon ; pour
;

iu

buttered plates to cool.

WOMAN
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Butter Taffy.
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— One tablespoonful of

vinejifar,

one cupful of Hugar, two

spoonfuls of molasses and a piece of butter the size of an egg.

When

table-

done, add

a little soda.

Cream

Chocolates.

—For

the creams, boil two (mpfuls of white sugar and
add one teaspoonful of vanilla, then

one-half cupful of milk for five minutes

beat until

stiff

;

enough to handle and make into drops.

For the chocolate,

take

three-quarters of a half-pound cake of Baker's chocolate, grate and steam over

Drop the creams when hard, one p.t a time, into the hot chocousing two forks to take them out quickly set the drop on one fork on the
bottom, using the other fork to scrape the chocolate off the cream gently slip
the tea-kettle.

late,

;

;

the drop upon a buttered dish.
it

If,

when

cool, the

drop sticks to the dish, hold

over the steam of the tea-kettle for an instant.

—

Peamit Candy. Boil one scant pint of molasses until it hardens in cold
Stir in two tablespoonfuls of vanilla, then one teaspoonful of soda, dry.
Lastly, the shelled peanuts, taken from four quarts measured before shelling.
Turn out into shallow pans well buttered, and press it down smooth with a
wooden spoon.
water.

Philadelphia Oroimdnut Cakes.

— Boil two

light brown sugar in
thoroughly and form a syruii.
Have ready a quarter of a peck of groundnuts (peanuts). When the sugar begin
to boil, throw in the white of an egg to clear it.
Skim and try by dropping a
little into cold water to see if brittle or done.
When it is brittle, remove from
the fire, and stir in the nuts. Drop on wet plates, free from grease. The white
of egg may be omitted.

a preserving kettle, with enough water to wet

pounds of

it

•

—

Jujube Paste.
Dissolve gum arabic, and add sugar as for gum-drops.
Evaporate till very thick, and while still warm flavor and pour out into shallow
tin pans to cool.

—

Peppermint Drops. Mix granulated sugar with enough water to form a
and put it to boil in a saucepan having a lip from which the contents can
be poured or dropped. Allow it to come almost, but not entirely, to a boil.
Stir continually. Allow it to cool a little, and flavor to taste with strong essence
of peppermint. Then drop the mass on sheets of tin or of white paper. To drop
it properly, allow just enough to gather at the lip of the saucepan and then
paste,

stroke

it

off

with a piece of

Molasses Candy.

stiff

wire.

They should dry

in a

warm

place.

—Three cupfuls of brown sugar, one-half cupful of molasses,

one cupful of water, one-half teaspoonful of cream tartar, butter the size of a
walnut.
Bring to a boil, and when crisp by testing in cold water, flavor pomout on a buttered plate, and pull to whiteness if desired
Butter Scotch. Two cupfuls of sugar, two tablesnoonfuls of water, a piece
of butter the size of an egg.
Boil without stirrinj.- un/1 it hardens oa a spoon.
Pour out on buttered plates to cool.
;

—

w
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Cream Candy. One pound of white sugar, three tablespoonfuls of vinegar,
one teaspoonful of lemon extract, one teaspoonful of cream tartar. Add a little
Put in the extract, then turn
water to moisten the sugar and boil until brittle.
quickly out on buttered plates. When cool, pull until white and cut in squares.
Two cupfuls of sugar, one cupful of warm water, oneChocolate Caramels.
Let it boil
half cupful of grated chocolate, three-fourths of a cupful of butter.
without stirring until it snaps in water.

—

n
IT.

VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE FOR THE TOILET.

—

Camphorated Dentifrice. Prepared chalk, 1 lb. camphor, 1 or 2 drs. The
camphor must be finely powdered by moistening it with a little spirit of wine,
and then intimately mixing it with the chalk.

Myrrh
drs.

;

Dentifrice.

— Powdered cuttlefish bone, 1
—

lb.;

powdered myrrh, 2

ozs.

American Tooth Powder. Coral, cuttlefish bone, dragon's blood, of each 8
burnt alum and red sanders, of each, 4 drs. orris root, 8 drs. cloves and
;

cinnamon, of each J
to

;

dr.; vanilla, 11 grs.;

;

rosewood, J dr.; rose pink, 8 drs.

All

be finely powdered and mixed.

—

Quinine Tooth Powder. Eose pink, 2 drs.; precipitated chalk, 12 drs.; cardr.; quinine (sulphate), 6 grs. All to be well mixed together.

bonate of magnesia, 1

To Remove Superfluous Hairs.
orpiment, 1 dr.

—

Saturate the part well with fine oil. In
then take finely powdered quick-lime, 1 oz.; powdered
Mix with white of egg and apply with a small brush.

about an hour wipe

it off;

—

Balm

Deodorized alcohol, 1 pt.; nice white bar
of a Thousand Flowers.
when put in; stand in a warm place until dissolved;
then add oil of citronella 1 dr. and oils of neroli and rosemary, of each J dr. It

soap, 4 ozs.; shave the soap

;

is

recommended

put a

of

little

it

as a general perfume

into

warm

Hair Invigorator.
bonate of

;

but

it

is

more

particularly v^aluable to

water, with which to cleanse the teeth.

— Take bay rum,

1 pt. alcohol, J pt. castor oil, J oz.; cartincture of cantharides, J oz.
Mix, and shake when
daily, until the end is attained.

ammonia \

;

;

oz.;

Use it
Hair Invigorator, No. 2. Carbonate of ammonia, 1 oz.; rubbed up in 1 pt.
sweet oil. Apply daily until the hair stops falling out, or is sufficiently grown

used.

—

of

out.

This

is

very highly spoken of in England.

Hair Invigorator, No.
to stop hair

&om failing

3.

— Strong

sage tea, as a daily wash,

is

represented

out.

20
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Compounds to Promote the Growth of the Hair. When the hair fall? ofF,
from diminished action of the sculp, prepunitions of cantharides often prove
nsoful
they are sold under the names of Diipuytren's I'omade, Cazeuze's
Pomade, etc. The following directions are as good as any of the more compli;

cated recipes

:

—

Pomade Against

Baldness.
Beef marrow, soaked in several waters, melted
and strained, half a pound tincture of cantharides (made by soaking for a week
oil of bergamot, 12
1 dr. of powdered cantharides in 1. oz of proof Si'irit), 1 oz.
;

;

drops.

Erasmus Wilson^s Lotion Against Baldness.
ture of cantharides, 2 drs.

;

oil

—Eau de Cologne, 2

ozs.; tinc-

of lavender or rosemary, of either 10 drops.

These apphcations must be used once or twice a day for a considerable time
but if the scalp becomes sore they must be discontinued for a time, or used at
;

longer intervals.

—

Whiten. Take a wineglass of eau de Cologne, half a cup of lemon
two cakes of Windsor soap to a powder mix. well, then add a teaMou' 't, and let it harden.
spoonful of sulphuric acid.
Take oi of bergamot, 1 oz. neroli, 1 dr. jesamine, \
Colognes Imperial.
garden lavender, 1 dr. cinnimon, 5 drops tincture of benzoin, IJ ozs.
oz.
deodorized or Cologne alcohol, 2 qts. rose water, 1 pt.
tincture of musk, J oz.
Mix. Allow th(! preparation to stand several days, shaking occasionally, before

Hands,

to

juice, scrape

;

'

—

—

'.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

This is ratlier expensive, yet a very nice article.
use or bottling.
for a Blotched Face. Rose water, 3 ozs. sulphate of zinc, 1 dr.
Mix wet the face with it, gently dry it, and then touch it over with cold cream,
which also dry gently off.
Take of sal ammoniac, powdered, 1 dr.; boiling water, 1 pt.;
Freckles.

filtering for

—

Wash

;

;

—

and strain, adding, when cold, spirits of rosemary, J oz.; lavender water,
Mix and use twice a day; or a little magnesia, taken occasionally as a
2 dr.
corrective, and a lotion for the face, to be used twice a day, composed of 8 ozs.
of elder-flower water in which 4 grs. of corrosive sublimate have been dissolved,
dissolve

may be substituted.
Some persons prescribe

citric acid dissolved in

to produce a slight pricking sensation.

a tumbler

c.f

water,

or a little glycerine,

The

a water of strength sufficient

juice of a lemon, squeezed into half

however, a more certain means to effect the same result
mixed with elder-flower water, may be tried as a cosmetic

is,

Any of these preparations, however, are useful, especially when assisted
by the alteratives of magnesia, blue pill, and seidlitz powder.
A Cure for Pimples. Many of our young people are much troubled with an
It often proves a great annoyance to them
but there
eruption upon the face.
is a simple remedy, which, if it does not effect a complete cure, will obviate the
difficulty in a great degree, without the least injury to the health or skin.

wash.

—

;

To 1

gr. of corrosive sublimate

add

1 oz. of rose water; filter,

and apply twice a day.

;

r

,

r

']
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— Boil a pint of milk,

and while boiling stir into it ne
mixed smooth, with a little cold milk add a little
Bait; let it boil three or four minutes, then let it cool, and add a (!ouple of beaten
t'ggs, sugar and nutmeg to the taste, and set it where it will get scalding hot,
stirring all the time.
As soon as it boils up turn it into custard cups.
Raw Egg. Break a fresh egg into a glass, beat till very light, sweeten to
taste and add two tablespoonfuls of port wine, then beat again.
Fine Hominy. Put to soak one pint of hominy in two and one-half pints
of boiling water over night in a tin vessel with a tight cover; in the morning
add one-half pint of sweet milk and a little salt.
Place on a brisk fire in a kettle
Arroivroot Custards.

.

large spoonful of arrowroot,

;

—

—

of boiling

water

;

let boil

Oatmeal Mush.

—

one-half hour.

Sift

about the consistency of
Blackberry Cordial.

oatmeal into boiling water, with a

common mush

;

let it boil

little

salt, until

;p

one-half hour.

m

—

Warm and squeeze the berries; add to one pint of
one pound of white sugar, one-half ounce of powdered cinnamon, one-fourth
ounce of mace, two teaspoonfuls of cloves. Boil all togethei for one-fourth of
an hour; strain the syrup and to each pint add a glass of French brandy.
Two
or three doses of a tablespoonful or less will check any slight diarrhoea.
When
the attack is violent, give a tablespoonful after each discharge until the complaint is in subjection.
It will arrest dysentery if given in season, and is a
pleasant and safe remedy.
Dried Flour for Infants. Take one teacupful of flour, tie it up tightly in a
close muslin bag, and put it in a pot of cold water and boil it three hours
then
take it out and dry the outside.
When used, grate it. One tablespoonful is
enough for one teacupful of milk (which would be better with a little water); wet
add a very little salt
the flour with a little cold water and stir into the milk
juice

'

—

;

;

and boil

five

minutes.

Oyster Toast.

— Make a nice

slice of toast

put six oysters and a teacupful of their

minute.

Use

half milk

if

preferred.

own

and butter

it,

lay

it

in

liquor into a tin cup

Season with a

little

a hot dish

and

boil

butter, pepper

one
and

and pour over the toast.
Gruel.
Beat the yolk of one egg with one tablespoonful of s|ugar; pour
one teacupful of boiling water on it; add the white of an egg beaten to a froth,
To be taken warm.
with any seasoning or spice desired.
Oatmeal Oruel. Put two large spoonfuls of oatmeal, wet in cold water, into
one pint of boiling water, boil it gently one-half hour, skim, and add a little salt,

salt,

Egg

—

i

—

sugar and nutmeg.

i.U

—
;

1
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Port Wine Jelly. Melt in a little warm water one ounce of isinglass, stir
it one pint of port wine, adding two ounces of sugar, an ounce of gum
arabic and lialf a nutmeg, grated
mix all well and boil ten minutes, or until
everything is thoroughly dissolved; then strain and set away to get cold.
Barley Water. Soak one pint of barley in lukewarm water for a few
minutes; then drain off the water. Put the barley in three quarts of cold water,
!iud cook slowly imtil the barley is quite soft, skimming occasionally.
This
barley water, when cold, flavor with a little jelly or lemonade.
Bice Milk. Pick and wash the rice carefully boil it in water until it swells
jiad softens
when the water is partly boiled away, add some milk. It may be
boiled entirely in milk, by setting the vessel in which the rice is in boiling
water; sweeten with white sugar and season with nutmeg.
It also may be
thickefted with a little flour or beaten egg.
Flaxseed Tea. One-half pound of flaxseed, one-half pound rock candy, and
three lemons pared and sliced pour over this two quarts of boiling water let it
stand until very cold strain before drinking.
This is good for a cough.
into

;

—

a

—

;

,

—

ih:

;

;

>

;

Appleade.
boiling

wat "-r

— Cut

two large apples in slices, and pour on them one pint of
strain well and sweeten.
Ice it before drinking.
'

;

Blackberry Syrup.

— One quart of blackberry juice, one pound of sugar, one-

half ounce of nutmeg, one-half ounce of cinnamon, one-fourth of an ounce of
cloves, one-fourth of

i'

a

allspice.

stale

;

;

1

s>

'i

an ounce of

— Toast

bread until quite brown, but do not burn it put
into a large bowl, and pour over it boiling water let it stand for an hour or
Toast Water.

strain

and put in a piece of

— Toast

Toast.

r

ice before drinking.

bread until a nice brown all over, taking great care Hot to
dip into hot water, or pour over each piece enough sweet

burn; butter each

slice,

cream to moisten

it.

'

Mutton Broth.

— One pound of lean mutton, cut small

one quart of water,
soaked in a very little warm water
Boil
four tablespoonfuls of milk, salt and pepper, with a little chopped parsley.
the meat, unsalted, in the water, keeping it closely covered, until it falls to
simmer half an hour, stirStrain it out, add the soaked barley or rice
pieces.
ring often stir in the seasoning and the milk, and simmer five minutes after it
Serve hot, with cream crackers.
heats up well, taking care it does not burn.
cold

;

one tablespoonful of

;

rice or barley,

;

;

Chichen

Jelly.

—Half a raw chicken, pounded with a mallet, bones and meat

it well, about a quart.
Heat slowly in
a covered vessel, and let it simmer until the meat is in white rags and the liquid
Strain and press, first through a colander, then through a
reduced one-half.
Salt to taste, and pepper if you think best return to the fire,
coarse cloth.

together

;

plenty of cold water to cover

;

minutes longer. Skim when cool. Give to the patient cold
the ice with unleavened wafers. Keep on the ice, or make into sand-

and simmer
just firom

five

—
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wiches by putting the jelly between thin slices of bread spread lightly with
butter.

—

Put in a pan of boiling water, and set on a part of the
Soft Boiled Eggs.
range where they will not boil for several minutes. At the end of that time
they will be like

jelly, perfectly soft,

but beautifully done, and quite digestible

by even weak stomachs.

Egg Cream.

—Beat a raw egg to a

stiff

froth

add a tablespoonful of white
add half a glass of cream

;

sugar and a half wine-glass of good blackberry wine
heat together thoroughly

and use

;

;

at once.

— One tablespoonful of

fine Indian-meal, mixed smooth
pour upon this a pint of boiling
water and turn into a saucepan to boil gently for half an hour thin it with
boiling water if it thickens too much, and stir frequently
when it is done, a
tablespoonful of cream or a little new milk may be put in to cool it after strainuig, but if the patient's stomach is weak it is best without either. Some persons
like it sweetened and a little nutmeg added, but to many it is more palatable

Indian-meal Gruel.

with cold water and a saltspoonful of salt

;

;

;

plain.

— Soak a handful of oatmeal

Oatmeal Gruel.

over night in water, in order

may

be withdrawn. Pour oif the
add salt, and boil an hour and a half.
This is much used, prepared in this way, by dyspeptics.
Sago.
Soak and wash it well add a pint of water a little salt, and boil

that the acid gases which oatmeal contains
water,

and add a

pint of fresh

;

stir it well,

—

till

clear.

;

;

Add lemon juice

Beef Tea.

or wine, if permitted.

—Very nice beef tea

pieces about one inch square

Boil

kettle of cold water.

it

;

is made by cutting up tender, juicy beef into
put into c strong bottle, cork tightly and set in a
about two hours the fluid then obtained will be
;

the pure nutriment of the meat, and the tonic effects are powerful.

—

Beef Tea, No. 2. Cut raw beef into small pieces, cover with cold water,
and set on the back of the stove, where it will not boil, until all the juice is
extracted from the beef. When wanted for use skim off all the fat, strain, season
and let it come to a boil.
Chicken Broth.
Take part of the chicken, joint it, and cover with water;
let it boil, closely covered, until the meat drops from the bones, then sk'ui off the
fat, strain and season with a little salt, and if liked add a teaspoonful of rice, and

—

let boil until

the rice

is

cooked.

— Take a good piece of raw steak, lay

it on a meat board, and
removing all hard and gristly parts, put
it into a pan over the fire and let it remain just long enough to become thoroughly heated through, stirring it up from the bottom occasionally season with
a little salt.
This is vorv nutritious and quite palatable.
To Prepare an Egg. Beat an egg until very light, add seasoning to the
taste, and then steam until thoroughly warmed through, but not hardened. This

Scrajted Beef.

with a knife scrape into fine bits

;

after

;

—
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An egg

take about two minutes.

prepared in this

CALLING.

way

not distress a

will

sensitive stomach.

Milk Porridge.
it

— Make a thin batter of white flour and

into boiling milk, with a little salt.

Let

it

boil for a

cold milk, and stir

few minutes, stirring

all

the time.

Panada.

— Shave

very thin soft parts of light bread into a bowl, put in a

some nutmeg, pour
on boiling water, cover and let stand a few minutes.
Arroivroot Broth.
Put half a pint of water into a saucepan add a little
lemon juice, sugar and nutmeg, and a very little salt. Boil it up, and stir in a

piece of butter the size of a large hickory-nut, grate over this

—

;

teaspoonful of dissolved arrowroot

;

boil five minutes.

It should be taken

warm

and be very thin.
Cracked Wheat. To one quart of hot water take one small teacupful of
cracked wheat and a little salt boil slowly for half an hour, stirring occasionally
to prevent burning.
Serve with sugar and cream or new milk.
Some invalids like this very much indeed, and nearly all do
Soft Toast.
when it is nicely made. Toast well, but not too brown, a couple of thin slices
of bread put them on a warm plate and pour over boiling water
cover quickly
with another plate of the same size, iuid drain the water off remove the upper
plate, butter the toast, put it in the oven one minute, aud then cover again with
a hot plate and serve at once.
Milk Porridge. Two cupfuls of best oatmeal, two cupfuls of water, two
cupfuls of milk.
Soak the oatmeal over night in the water strain in the morning, and boil the water half an hour.
Put in the milk with a little salt, boil up
well and serve.
Eat warm, with or without powdered sugar.
Thickened Milk. With a little milk, mix smooth a tablespoonful of flour
and a pinch of salt. Pour upon it a quart of boiling milk, and when both are
thoroughly mingled put all back into the saucepan and boil up once, being care"nd stirring all the time to keep it perfectly smooth and free
ful not to bi:.v
from lum}.-^'. Ser 3 with slices of dry toast. It is excellent in diarrhoea, and
becomes a spov^^^o by scorching the flour before mixing with the milk.
Apple Water. Eoast two large tart apples until they are soft. Put them
in a pitcher, pour a pint of cold water on them and let them stand in a cool

—

'A

''

;

—

;

;

;

—

;

ii»'

—

i[.

•

,

—

No

place for an hour.

'»

sweetening

is

needed.

This drink will be found very

the patient have fever or eruptive diseases.
Boast Apples. Good-sized, juicy, tart apples are best for roasting. Wipe
them clean and put in a slow oven, allowing an hour for the work of roasting.

refreshing

When

if

—

entirely done, sift fine white sugar over them,

and serve warm

or cold, as

desired.

—

in

Wine Whey. Sweeten one pint of milk to taste, and when boiling throw
two wineglassfuls of sherry when the curd forms, strain the whey through

a muslin bag into tumblers.

;

T^ If"
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IV.

HOW

MONEY IN HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY.

TO SAVE

^

COLORS ON WOOLLEN GOODS.

—

—

I

Madder Red. To each lb. of goods alum 5 ozs. red, or cream of tartar 1
put in the goods and bring your kettle to a boil for half an hour; then air them
and boil half an hour longer; then empty your kettle and fill with clean water, put
in bran 1 peck make it milk-warm and let it stand until the bran rises, then skim
off the bran and put in madder J lb.
put in your goods and heat slowly until it
oz.

;

;

;

;

boils

and

is

done.

Wash

—

—For each

lb. of goods
fustic 1 lb., with alum 3 J ozs.
and soak the goods therein until a good yellow
obtained; then remove the chips, and add extract of indigo or chemic, 1

Green, with Fustic.

Steep until the strength
is

in strong suds.

is

out,

tablespoonful at a time, until the color suits.

—For

—

alum 5 ozs., cream of tartar 3
then throw the goods into warm water,
whi ih has more or less of the extract of indigo in it, according to the depth of
color desired, and boil again until it suits, adding more of the blue if needed.
It is quick and permanent.
Wine Color. For 5 lbs. goods camwood 2 lbs.; boil 15 minutes and dip
boil again and dip iialf an hour
then darken with blue
the goods half an hour
vitrol 1^ ozs.; if not dark enough, add copperas J oz.
For 5 lbs. goods cream of tartar 4 ozs., alum 6 ozs., cochineal,
Purple.
Blue, quick process.

ozs.

;

boil the

goods in this

2 lbs. of goods

hour

for 1

;

—

—

;

;

—

—

Boil the cream of tartar, alum
and tin 15 minutes, then put in the cochineal and boil 15 minutes dip the
goods 2 hours then make a new dye with
4 ozs., Brazil wood 6 ozs., logwell pulverized, 2 oz., muriate of tin half teacup.

;

i

;

wood 14

ozs.,

muriate of tin

with a

1 teacup,

little

chemic; work again until

pleased.

—

—

For 5 lbs. goods alum 1 small teaspoon, and logwood
Silver Drah, light.
about the same amount boil well together, then dip the goods 1 hour if not
(lark enough, add in equal quantities alum and logwood, until suited.
;

;

—

on Woollen or Cotton, with Beach Bark. Boil the bark in an iron
skim out the chips after it has boiled sufficiently, and then add copporai
If you wish it very dark, add more copperas.
This is excellent
set the dye.
Slate,

kettle,
to

for stockings.

"•

•
.

—

Make a liquid, of water three parts and urine one part; heat
you can bear the hand in it then put in the wool, a little at a time,
let it remain in for 15 minutes
80 as not to have it crowd
take it out over a
basket to drain, then rinse in running water, and spread it out to dry thus
Wool,

it

to cleanse.

as hot as

;

;

;

;

.

t
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proceed in the same liquor when it gets reduced fill it up, in the same proportions, keeping it at hand-heat all the time, not using any soap.
;

—

StocJcing Yarn, or Wool, to color between a blue and purple.
For 5 lbs. of
wool bi-ohromate of potash 1 oz., alum 2 ozs.; dissolve them and bring the
water to a boil, putting in the wool and boiling 1 hour then throw away the
dye and make another dye with logwood chips 1 lb., or extract of logwood 2

—

;

and boil 1 hour. This also works very prettily on silk.
N. B. Whenever you make a dye with logwood chips either boil the chips
half an hour, and pour off the dye, or tie up the chips in a bag and boil with the
wool or other goods, or take 2J ozs. of the extract in place of 1 lb. of the chips is
ozs.,

—

less trouble

that

and generally the better plan.

used the darker will be the shade.
Scarlet, with Cochineal, for yarn or

In the above

recipe, tha

more logwood

is

cloth.

—For

1 lb. of

goods

—cream

of

tartar J oz., cochineal, well pulverized, J oz., muriate of tin 2J ozs,
then boil
up the dye and enter the goods ; work them briskly for 10 or 15 minutes, after
;

which boil Ij hours, stirring the goods slowly while boiling. Wash in clear water
and dry in the shade.
Pink. For 3 lbs. of goods alum 3 ozs., boil and dip the goods 1 hour; then
add to the dye, cream of tartar 4 ozs., cochineal, well pulverized, 1 oz.; boil well,
and dip the goods while boiling until the color suits.
Orange. For 5 lbs. of goods muriate of tin 6 tablespoons, argal 4 ozs.;
boil and dip one hour then add to the dye, fustic 2J lbs. boil 10 minutes and dip
dip again half an
half an hour, and add again to the dye, madder 1 teacup

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

hour.

—

:»^'

N. B. Cochineal in place of madder makes a much brighter color it
should be added in small quantities until pleased. About 2 ozs.
Lac Bed. For 5 lbs. goods argal 10 ozs. boil a few minutes then mix
fine ground lac 1 lb. with muriate of tin Ij lbs,, and let them stand 2 or 3 hours
then add half of th lac to the argal dye, and dip half an hour then add the
;

—

}

—

;

;

>

;

balance of the lac and dip again one hour keep the dye at a boiling heat until the
last half hour, when the dye may be cooled off.
;

n
:ii;I

DURABLE COLORS ON COTTON.

Sky Blue.
h

I,

—For 3

lbs.

goods

—blue

dip the goods 3 hours, after which pass

vitriol

;

boil a

few minutes

;

water.

then

You

can make this color a beautiful brown by putting the goods through a solution
of prussiate of potash.

X 3

il

V

1

oz.

?i

St' ti

Gi

4

them through strong lime

Lime Water, and Strong Lime Water

—For Coloring. —Lime water

is

made

by putting stone lime 1 lb., and strong lime water IJ lbs. into a pail of water,
slacking, stirring, and letting it stand until it becomes clear, then turn into a
tub of water, in which dip the goods.

VALUABLE HOUSEHOLD KNOWLEDGE FOR WOMEN.
Blue, on Cotton or Linen

— With Logwood.— In

be boiled in strong soap-suds or
or linen 3

lbs.,

weak lye and

and let stand
wash out and dry.

this 1 hour, air,
;

then

;

take bi-carbonate of potash three-quarters

and dip 2 hours, then take out and rinse
cold

all cases, if

rinse clean

in the

make

;

;

new, they should
for cotton 5 lbs.,
put in the goods

a dye with logwood 4 lbs.

dye 3 or 4 hours, or

—

lb.

318

till

—

the dye

is

;

dip in

almost

—

Blue, on Cotton
Without Logwood. For 5 lbs. of rags copperas 4 ozs.
and dip 15 minutes then dip in strong suds, and back to the dye two or
three times
then make a dye with prussiate of potash 1 oz. oil of vitriol 3
tablespoons boil 30 minutes and rinse then dry.
boil

;

;

;

;

;

;

COLORS ON SILK GOODS.

Light Chemic Blue.

dissolve alum half tablespoon, in
—For cold water
a time, to
then add chemic ono teaspoon
be the
— the more chemic that used, the darker
obtained a light blue by dipping in
of
—having
1 gal.,

hot water one teacup, and add to
obtain the desired color,
color.

—

it

at

;

will

is

Purple. For 1 lb.
first
silk
home-made blue dye-tub, and dried, dip in alum 4 ozs., to sufficient water to
if the color is not full enough, add a little chemic.
<!over, when a little warm
For 1 lb. of silk alum 3 ozs. sugar of lead i oz. immerse the
Yellow.
goods in the solution over night take out, drain, and make a new dye with
the

;

—

—

;

;

;

fustic 1 lb.

dip until the required color

;

— The yellow or green,
Black. — Make a weak dye as
N.B.

ia

for wool,

obtained.

works equally well on

you would

for black

silk.

on woollens, work the

goods in bi-chromate of potash at a little below boiling heat, then dip in the
logwood in the same way; if colored in the blue vitriol dye, use about the same
heat.

—

Remove and Prevent when Coloring Black on Silk or Woollen.
if they should become rusty or spotted, all that
is necessary is to make a weak lye, and have it scalding hot, and put your goods
in for fifteen minutes
or, throw some ashes into your dye, and run your goods
and an even color. I will
in it five minutes and they will come out a jet blav
Spots, to

In dyeing silk or woollen goods,

;

;

warrant

it.

8tor7ns.

—

Orange. Take anotta and soda, and add, in equal quantities, according to
amount of goods and darkness of the color wanted say 1 oz. of each to
each pound of silk, and repeat as desired.
Crimson. For 1 lb. of silk, alum 3 ozs.; dip at hand- heat 1 hour; take out
and drain, while making anew lye by boiling ten minutes, cochineal 3 ozs;
the

:

—

bruised nut-galls 2 ozs.
cool,

;

cream of tartar

begin to dip, raising the heat to a

one pail of water; when a
continuing to dip one hour.

^oz., in

boil,

little

11

lit
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Cinnamon

or Broivn, on Cotton

very beautiful.

Give the goods as

2 OZ8. to

run
II

gallon of water, as

will

it

througli linn! water; this will

it

bility;
1

1

and

has

it

now

SllJc.

much

— Goods

color,

take up in

make

CALLING.

done by this process are
from a solution of blue vitriol,
dipping fifteen minutes; then

much

a beautiful sky blue, of

dura-

to be run through a solution of prussiate of potash 1 oz., to

gallon of water.

MISCELLANEOUS RECIPES.

—

Cement for China, etc., which Stands Fire and Water. With a small
camel's hair brush rub the broken edges with a little carriage oil-varnish.
If
neatly put together the fracture will hardly be perceptible, and when thoroughly
dry will stand both fire and water.
Russian Cement.

— Much

is

said about cements, but there is probably nothing

so white and clear, and certainly nothing better, than the following: Eussian
in pure soft water, snow water is best, for it takes twelve
by soaking it in pure soft water, then considerable heat to
which it is applicable to statuary, china, glass, alabaster, etc.

isinglass dissolved

hours to soften
dissolve

it

it

after

;

—

Cement, Cheajj and Valuable. A durable cement is made by burning oyster
shells and pulverizing the lime from them very fine
then mixing it with white
of egg to a thick paste, and applying it to the china or glass, and securing the pieces
together until dry.
;

liSI

—

Cement, Water-proof, for Cloth or Old Belting. Take ale 1 pt,; best Eussian
put them into a common glue-kettle and boil until the isinglass
dissolved then add 4 ozs. of the best common glue, and dissolve it with the

isinglass 2 ozs.
is

;

;

then slowly add Ij ozs, of boiled linseed-oil, stirring all the time while
adding and until well mixed. When cold it will resemble India-rubber. When
you wish to use this, dissolve what you need in a suitable quantity of ale to
have the consistence of thick glue. It is applicable for earthenware, china, glass,
other

\

;

or leather

for harness,

;

bands

for

machinery

;

cloth belts for cracker machines,

for bakers, etc.

Washing Fluid, Saving Half
lime J

lb.;

the

Wash-board Labor.

— Sal-sods.

water, 5 quarts; boil a short time, stirring occasionally

1 lb.

;

;

stone

then let it
soak your

and pour off the clear fluid into a stone jug and cork for use
white clothes over night, in simple water wring out, and soap wrist-bands,
collars and dirty or stained places
have your boiler half filled with water, and
when at scalding heat, put in one common teacup of the fluid, stir and put in
your clothes, and boil for half an hour then rub lightly through one suds only,
rinsing well in the bluing water, as usual, and all is complete.
settle

;

;

;

;

Polish, for

New

Furniture.

—Alcohol, 98 per

shellac, of each 1 oz.; dragon's blood half oz.

warm

^;ji

place.

cent., 1 pt.

Mix and

;

gums, copal and

dissolve by setting in a

.

V
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Brother Jonathan."

—Take

best
alcohol IJ ozs.; spirits of salts (muriatic acid), J oz.
linseed oil, 8 ozs.
vinegar, J pt.; and butter of antimony, Ij ozs.; mix, putting in the vinegar last.
;

;

Polish for Bemoving Stains, Spots and Mildew from Furniture.

a sponge, brusli

(;;•

—

Take of 98
each J oz. Let
then add linseed oil, J pt. shake well and apply with
cotton flannel, or an old newspaper, rubbing it well after the

per cent, alcohol, ^ pt.
these cut in the alcohol

gum

pulverized rosin and

;

;

shellac, of

;

which gives a nice polish.
For every three gallons of water put in
Preserve for Winter Use.
one pint of fresh slacked lime and half pint of common salt mix well, and let the
barrel be about half-full of this fluid, then with a dish let down your fresh eggn

application,

Eggs,

—

to

;

into

tipping the dish after

it,

ing the shell, for

if

the shell

is

English Patented Method.
quick-lime (which

swim with

therein,

which

with water so they

cracked the egg will

— Put into a tub

will preserve

them

perfectly

sound

;

Winchester measure, of
cream of tartar, 8 ozs.

composition as will cause

two years.

at least

liain water, 2 gals.

;

arabic,

lb.;

;

steep in an iron kettle until the strength

Common Black

Ink.

—Logwood chips,

is

obtained.

1 lb.;

boil in Ij gals, of

reduced to 2 qts.; pour off and repeat the boiling again as before;
waters, 1 gal. in all;

then add bi-chromate of potash, ^

and bottle

strain

Bed
and 5

grs.

about

five

minutes and

for use.

Ink, the very

aqua ammonia,

water until

mix the two

oz.; prussiate of potash,

I oz.; prussiate of iron (Prussian blue), J oz.; boil again

gum

best.

— Take an ounce

vial

and put into

it

a teaspoonful of

arabic the size of two peas, and 6 grs.

Nc. 6 or 8 carmine

for use.

'2|

gum

clean copperas, J lb.; powdered nutgalls, ^ lb.; bruise
and mix, shaking occasionally for ten days and strain if needed sooner, let

brown sugar, I

i lb.;
all

—

out without crack-

Then put and keep the eggs

top just above the liquid.

Ink, Black, Copying, or Writing Fluid.

it

1 bushel,

will give that consistency to the

its

roll

spoil.

fresh slacked lime), salt 32 ozs.

is

Use as much water as
an egg to

it fills

also;

fill

up with

soft

No. 40 carmine,
water and it is soon ready

—

Best alcohol, 1 gal.; nice gum shellac,
Varnish, Transparent, for Wood.
Place the jug or bottle in a situation to keep it just a little warm, and

lbs.

quicker than if hot, or left cold.
Melt three pounds of rosin in a quart of tar, and stir in
Cheap Fire-kindler
Spread the mass upon a
as much sawdust and pulverized charcoal as you can.
Light it with a
board till cool, then break into lumps as big as your thumb.

it

will dissolve

—

match.

To Keep Flour Sweet.

—

Insert a triangular tube of boards or tin, bored full
the centre of the barrel, which allows the air to reach the
meal, and it never gets musty. A barrel of good flour, dry as it

of small holes, into

middle of

th«3

appears to be, contains from twelve to sixteen pounds of water.

:
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—

To Soften Hard Water.

Put half an ounce of quicklime in nine quarts of
This solution in a barrel of hard water will make it soft. A teaspoonful
of sal soda will soften from three to four pails of hard water.
To make Shirts Glossy. Take of raw starch, one ounce gum arable, one
drachm white of egg, half ounce soluble glass, quarter of an ounce water.
Make starch into fine cream, dissolve with gum in a little hot water, cool and
mix it with the egg, and beat up the mixture with starch liquid then add tlie
water, glass (solution), and shake together.
Moisten the starched linen with a
cloth dipped in the liquid and use polishing iron to develop gloss.
To extract Ink from Cotton, Silk and Woollen Goods. Saturate the spot
with spirits of turpentine and let it remain several hours then rub it between
the hands. It will disappear without injuring the color or texture of the fabric.
For linen, dip the spotted part in pure tallow and the ink will disappear.
When clothes have acquired an unpleasant odor by being kept from the air,
charcoal laid in the folds will remove it.
To take Oil or Grease from Cloth. Drop on the spot some oil of tartar, or
salt of wormwood which has been left in a damp place until it is fluid
then immediately wash the place with lukewarm soft water and then with cold water,
and the spot will disappear.
water.

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

V.

WHAT TO DO

TILL

THE DOCTOR COMES.

ANTmOTES FOR

The
most

following

likely to be

Acids.

of the

more connnon poisons and the remedies

cause great heat and sensation of burning pain from the
Remedies
Magnesia, soda, pearl ash, or soap

to the stomach.

dissolved in water.

:

—

Then use stomach pump

— Best remedy
Ammonia. — Remedy
Alkali.

:

Alcohol.

some

gives

on hand in case of need

— These

mouth down

list

POISONS.

is

or emetic.

vinegar.

Lemon juice

or vinegar.

— First cleanse out the stomach by an emetic, then dash cold water

on the head and givf ammonia (spirits of hartshorn.)
Remedies In the first place evacuate the stomach, then give the
Arsenic.
white of eggs, lime water, or chalk and water, charcoal and the preparation of

—

:

iron, particularly hydrate.

Laudanum.

— Same as opium.

VALUABLE HOUSEHOLD KNOWLEDGE FOR WOMEN.
Belladonna.

— Give

and then plenty of vinegar and water, or

emetics,

lemonade.
Morphine.

— Same as opium.
—In poisons by carbonic gas, remove the patient

to the open air,
water on the head and body, and stimulate the nostrils. and lungs with
lifirtshorn, at tiis same time rubbing the chest briskly.
Corrosive Huhlimate.
Give white of egg freshly mixed with water, or give

Charcoal.

(lash cold

—

wheat flour and water, or soap and water freely, or
Creosote.

Lead.

—White lead and
and Epsom

as castor oil

and water.

salt

—White of eggs and emetics.
sugar of lead.

Remedies

:

Alum

;

cathartics, such

salts, especially.

—

Mushrooms when Poisonous. Give emetics and then plenty of vinegar and
and doses of either, if handy.
Nitrate of Silver (Lunar Caustic.) Give a strong solution of common salt

water,

—

and then emetics.

—First give a strong emetic of mustard and water, then strong coffee
dash cold water on the head.
N^ix Vomica. — First emetics and then brandy.
—Remedies Chalk,
Oxalic Acid, {Frequently mistaken for Epsom
magnesia, or soap and water, and other soothing drinks.
Prussic Acid. — When there
time, administer chlorine in the shape of
hartshorn and turpentine are also
soda and lime.
Hot brandy and w
— Apply immediately strong hartshorn and give
Snake Bite,
Opium.

and

cid drinks

;

salts.)

:

is

useful.

iter,

etc.

nally

;

it

also give sweet oil

and stimulants

freely

;

inter-

apply a ligature tightly over

and then apply a cupping-glass.
Tartar Emetic. Take large doses of tea made of galls, Peruvian bark, or
white oak bark.
Verdigris.
Plenty of white of eggs and water.
White Vitriol. Give the patient plenty of milk and water.
A Cure fur Whiskey Drinkers. Sulphate of iron live grains, magnesia ten
grains, peppermint water eleven drachms, spirit of nutmeg one drachm
twice a
the part bitten,

—

—

—

—

;

day
Blisters.

Spanish

ing the skin,
cerate, cold

—All

whether caused by burns, scalds, heat of the sun,
opened near one edge without removand then dressed with sweet oil or some mild ointment like simple
blisters,

or friction, should be carefully

fly,

cream, or cosmoline.

Bruises.

—First cleanse them

with cold water, to which

warm water

;

then, until pain

is

relieved, apply cloths

wet

laudanum may be added. After the pain has subsided,

dressings will hasten the removal of the discoloration, swelling, and

soreness.

Burns and

Scalds.

water in which as

—Dust

much

the parts with bicarbonate of soda, or wet with

of the soda has been placed as can be dissolved.

When

:
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are so severe that the skin

is broken and hhsters are raised, open the
one side and swathe the parts with soft hnen anointed with simple
cerate or saturated with sweet oil, castor oil, or equal parts of linseed oil and
lime water. Burns from acids should be well washed with water. Burns from
caustic alkalies, should be well washed with vinegar and water. When a person's
clothing is on fire he should quickly lie down and be wrapped in carpet or something else that will smother the flame.
Convulsions.
In convulsions or fits, whether apoplectic, epileptic or hysterical, the chief thing is to keep the person from hurting himself, not so much by
holding him as by guarding him from the effects of his own violent movements.
Raise the head, loosen all tight clothes, strings, etc. If the head is hot, as is
usually the case, apply ice or cold water, and warmth to the extremities.
Sun-

blisters at

—

stroke

and lightning-stroke

into a

warm

Children in

are treated similarly.

fits

should be put

bath, with cold applications to the head.

Drowning.

— Handle the body gently

downwards, head slightly
The two great points
to be arrived at are, the restoration of breathing and the promotion of warmth.
Remove all clothing from face, neck and chest at once place the person on the
ground, face downwards, with one of the arms under the forehead, in which
position fluidn will readily escape from the mouth, and the tongue falls forward,
leaving the entrance of the windpipe free wipe and cleanse the mouth at the
raised

;

never hold

it

up by the

carry

;

it

face

feet, or roll it over barrels.

;

;

same time.

If breathing

commences

described to promote warmth.

treatment hereafter

satisfactorily, use

no breathing, or only slight, turn the person
on the side, supporting the head, and excite the nostrils with snuff or smellingIf no result, replace the person on the face, raising and
salts, if convenient.
supporting the chest on a folded coat or other article turn the body gently on
the side, then briskly on the face, then back again repeating the movement
about once in every five seconds. On each occasion that the body is on the face,
make steady pressure with brisk movement on the back between the shoulder
(This is
blades, removing the pressure immediately before turning on the side.
If

;

—

Dr. Marshall Hall's method of inducing respiration.)
"While these operations are being proceeded with, some one person should
attend solely to the movements of the head and the arm placed under it another
;

should dry the body and extremities, removing wet clothing and covering it with
dry and warm clothing taking care not to interfere with the movements to

—

induce respiration.
If, after five minutes, this treatment does not prove successful, Dr.^ylvester's
plan may be tried, as follows
Place the person on the back, shoulders supported tongue drawn well
Standing at
forward, and retained between the teeth by raising the lower jaw.
the person's head, grasp the arms just above the elbows, and draw the arms
"

'

;

gently and steadily upwards above the head, keep them stretched upwards

for

\\
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two seconds

;

the sides for

aiJ)

then turn them down, and press them gently but firmly against
Repeat moivements steadily until breathing coin-

two seconds.

iiK-nces,

As soon
in

as breathing begins rub the limbs upward, with the hands encased

warm woollen

socks or mittens or dry cloths

time covered with

warm

Place

blankets.

— keeping

warm

the body at the same

bricks, bottles, etc., in the

arm-

stomach, at the soles of the feet.
and then, if the power of swallowing has
returned, small quantities of warm stimulants, sucli as brand} and water.
Prevent unnecessary crowding around the person, especi' Uy if in a room
avoid all rough usage, and continue making efforts to restore life for an hour at

between the thighs, on the
Give a spoonful of warm water
pits,

pit of the
;

;

least,

Some

and even longer.

persons have been thus restored after several

hours of effort.

(These rules for the restoration of the apparently drowned are similar to

by the Koyal National Life Boat Association of England, and are
army and navy.)
Fainting.
Loosen the garments lay the body in a horizontal position
plenty of fresh air
dash cold water on the face
apply hartshorn or

those issued

used in the British

—

give

;

;

;

;

smelling-salts to the nose.

Frost Bite.

—Rub

the frozen part slowly and steadily with snow, or bathe

room continue till circulation is
the entire person has been rendered insensible by exposure to
intense cold, the samo treatment is to be adopted, and, of course, applied to the
whole body at the same time. As soon as sensibility returns, carefully dry the
with cold water, in the open air or a cold
restored.

;

When

body and put the person to bed in cold sheets in a cold room, giving a few
weak brandy and water. Great caution has to
be used in giving stimulants, as the reaction from freezing is always serious, and

spoonfuls of gruel, with a little

may be made more so by

injudicious stimulation.

—

Bites of Dogs, Serpents, etc.
Make haste to suck well the bites of dogs,
cats, snakes, and other animals whose bites are poisonous, unless the mouth is
sore.

In the case of dogs, also bind the limb tightly above the bite and burn

wound with a hot iron
keep him watched carefully
the

or needle

besides, capture the dog,

if possible, and
whether he is mad or not. In the
case of snake bite, after sucking and burning the wound, give whisky or brandy
in full doses and keep up the intoxication until the doctor is called.
Dislocations.
A dislocation is the displacement of the end of a bone at the
joiV'-,j hence there is a deformity of the
joint.
The ligaments about the joints
are necessarily more or less torn, hence there is pain.
Most of these dislocations will require the skill of a surgeon, hence one should be obtained as early
;

until ascertained

—

as possible, care being taken to make the patient as comfortable as may be by
an easy position and cooling and soothing applications to the affected joint.

The following named joints

may

be easily restored usually by the process given:
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reduced by pulling in the line of the bones with
llctain in place by a small splint looscl)
bound along the back of the finger and hand.
Dislocation of Lower Jaw.~ liephice this by wrapping the two thuiril)8 well
with towels, then thruHting them into the two sides of the patient's moutli,
Hlip))ing them over the back teeth, at the same time grasping finnly, with the
liiigerH, the two sides of the jaws outside the mouth, and making pressure hrinly
downward and backward with the thumbs, using the sides of the jaw as a lever.
As soon as the jaw is felt to be nioving into place, slip the thumbs quickly from
off the teeth into the sides of the cheeks to prevent having them crushed by the
teeth, which will be drawn together with great force.
Afterward, keep the jaw
finfTors are

niodonit<i prosHiu-e at tho atfected joint,

in place

by bandaging, so that the lower teeth

will

be hrmly pressed against

the upper row.

—

Dislocation of Shoulder.
To reduce this, place the patient on his back, sit
close by his side with foot to his shoulder, remove the shoe and place the

down

hand and pull firmly, drawing the arm
same time, pressure !ipward and
If successful, the head of the bone will

foot in his arm-pit, seize the patient's

somewhat
ll

\v

across the body, and

making

at the

outward with the foot in the arm-pit.
be heard, or felt, to go in place with a snap. If not soon successful, stop and
send for a surgeon. Ketain bone in place by bringing the forearm across tlie
chest and securing there by some kind of bandage.
Hemorrhage. When an artery is cut the blood flows in jets, and is of a bright
scarlet color.
If a vein is injured the blood is darker, and flows in a continuous
stream. To arrest arterial bleeding, take a handkerchief, and tie a knot in the
middle of it, place the knot over the artery, and tie the two ends to a stick (a
piece of broom handle or walking cane) by means of which the handkerchief can
be twisted tight around the limb. If you cannot wait for this bandage place
your thumb over the spot from whence the blood flows, and press h; '•d, keeping
up the pressure till a bandage can be applied, or till a surgeon arrives. Bleeding
Always
from a vein can usually be arrested by a compress and a bandage.
remember that in arterial bleeding the bandage is to be applied, and pressure
made, between the wound and the heart in venous bleeding the pressure is to
Bleeding from the nose
be on the side of the wound furthest from tht> heart.
may usually be arrested by the application of cold to the forehead, the temples,
the face or the back of the neck. Cold water may be sniiflfed up the nose nifi)'
be plugged with cotton batting dipped in some astringent, as alum, tincture of

—

•>l

H

;

;

I

Whenever bleeding is at all excessive the person should be
placed in a horizontal position, head level with the body, or even lower. If on
a bed, the lower part of the bedstead may be raised up, and bricks or blocks of

iron, tannin, etc.

its legs. Fresh air should be supplied by fanning, cold drinks
and ice cold applications in the locality from whence the blood

wood placed under
for the thirst,

flows.

;

'
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FrnctureH.
Broken bones are easily recognized l)y the f,'rating of the ends
on eacli other, by the unusual hendinu of the limb, and by the pain caused by

A

motion at this point.

fracture

protrudes thron^di the skin.

and

is (Milled

Wlien ever

compound when the end of the bone

sueli protrusion is seen,

the part should

once covered with adhesive plaster or a piece of linon
All fractures should be attended by a surgeon
consecpiently the dressings suggested here are only temporary, and intended to
protect the parts from further injury.
he

cleansed

at

Haturated witli white of egg.

arm above the elbow, bandage the nj)per arm to the side
and phice the hand in a sling.
In fracture of the arm below the elbow, bend the arm at the elbow at a
right angle, place the thumb uppermost, and bandage it between two padded
splints, reaching from elbow to ends of the fingers, one being placed on the back
of the arm and the other on the front, and place the hand in a sling.
In fracture of the leg below the knee, extend the leg beside the sound one,
giving it the same position; place a pillow beneath from the knee down, fold the
sides of the pillow over the leg, and secure it in that position by bandages.
In fracture of the thigh-bone, place the patient on his back in bed, relax
the muscles of the leg by drawing the feet up toward the body sufficiently, bind
splints to the outer and inner side of the broken thigh
then bind both legs
together, and turn patient on the side with the injured limb uppermost.
In fracture of the knee-cap, bind the whole hmb to a splint on the back of
it, being careful to place a sufficiently large pad beneath the
bend of the knee.
In fracture of the collar-bone, place the patient on his back on a hard bed
without any pillow.
In fracture of the lower jaw, close the mouth and bandage so as to keep the
two rows of teeth together.
In fractures of the skull, lay the patient down and apply cold, wet cloths
In

fraciture of the

of the chest,

;

to

the head.

In other fractures, place the patient in the most comfortable position poskeep him quiet, and apply cold water to prevent swelling.

sible,

For

splints, pasteboard, leather, shingles, or pieces of cigar-box
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may

be used.

IN ETIQUETTE.

has been well said that " cleanliness, neatness and
maintenance of any and every system of etiquette." An untidy person of either sex gives evidence either of ignorance or wilful disregard of the commonest principles of politeness.
Other things being equal, the person who enjoys good health will be the
Personal Habits.

It

tidiness represent the triple incentive to the

best-mannered, and no one has any right to live in disregard of those practices
and conditions which produce or promote health. The daily bath, proper cleans31

\<m'

:

if
i
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ing of the teeth and mouth, scrupulous care as to the finger-nails, and careful
dressing of the hair
without oils, pomades, or perfumes are essen ial duties.

—

I'

if

—

—

Habits of Sj)eech. Civility in speech is due to every person and on all
occasions.
Arrogance oi speech and manners towards inferiors is on a par with
servility to superiors.

—

Dress.
Chesterfield's advice to his son was sensible, and applies well to
both sexes of our own times: " Dress yourself fine where others are fine, and
plain where others are plain
but take care always that your clothes are well
made and fit you, for otherwise they will give you a very awkward air. When you
are once well dressed for the day, think no more of it afterward, and without
any stifi'ness for fear of discomposing that dress, let all your motions be easy and
natural, as if you had no clothes on at all."
Ladies of a medium size may, perhaps, wear a dress 'vith large figures,
plaids or stripes, if the prevailing fashions allow it but either large or small ladies
would scarcely be in taste to wear either. Much drapery is not becoming to a
short and stout person, while one who is slender may be improved in appearance
by drapery. Then as to tints it is well known that fair complexions require
delicate tints, while brunettes require rich, dark shades.
By all means avoid
tight belts about the waist.
Give nature room to move and breathe and avoid
;

;

11

:

f!

!

much

future suflfering.

Do

not entirely disregard fashion and do not servilely follow it.
Gentlemen, whatever their rank, should be presented to

Introductions.
ladies

;

—

young men to

elderly

men

;

yoijng

women

to elderly

women

;

those of

When a gentleman is introduced to
lower rank to persons of higher rank.
a lady, he should wait for her to offer her hand. If she does not do so, he must
be content with a bow.

An

The usual way is to
wave the hand, and say: "Mrs. B., permit me to
introduce my friend, Mr. D. " or, in case an introduction has been sought
" Mrs. B., I take pleasure in presenting my friend, Mr. D."
The p»-Goise form

bow

introduction to a lady should always be formal.

to the lady, or slightly

;

The introduction
immaterial, so that the proper order be observed.
recognized by each bowing to the other and each repeating lue ot" us

is

Visiting Cards.

n

— Cards have an important

place in etiquett

:.

4.

-.i

;=ihould
.sk-

i\

>^j-.l

well to consult a reliable stationer as to styles, in order to avoid mistakes.

be

,.

be

The

neat round-hand and angular script has of late taken the place of old English
Only the name should be on a card. A business card never
type on cards.
should be ujed for a friendly call, A physician may put " Dr." or " M.D." in
addition to his name, and an

In case a card

is left

Army or Navy

in person

officer his

when making

a

rank and branch of service.
one corner should be

call,

turned down if for the lady of the house if folded in the middle, it will indicate
A card should be left for
that the call is on several members of the family.
each guest of the family.
;

It
l!

lilf'

!
<<

:

:
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" P.P.C." (Pour ^prendre conge) should be written in one comer of a card

Such cards may be sent b}sometimes send them in place of making a call.
Beceptions.
Keceptions are usually held from four to seven o'clock in the
evening.
Invitations to them are usually informal.
If *' E. S. V. P." is on the

left

at a farewell visit, before a protracted absence.

mail. Ladies about to be married

—

corner

it is

proper to send answer.

lady of the house,

Invitations are given in the

name

of the

and are engraved on the lower left-hand corner of her visiting

card, thus

W{cuta,c^k^L- sSa^g,s^\^

ff\yii^.

Thdrsday, Nov. 6th.
Tka at 4 P.M.

10

.Sl's.sex

Strkkt.

If assisted by a daughter or friend the name of such assistant is engraved
below her own on the card.
For acceptances and regrets, which should always be promptly made, the
They may be varied to suit the occasion and the
following models will suffice.
relations of the parties

ACCEPTANCE.
en

um
A/iieu

^

net

4ece/i^tofi

on

ij/iui<iaai^

na.

ttencn
(2>i

BEGRET.
%^/^i.

:

<}««/

yol

a

uua

x^/^/>i.

/iiei/(oa4

iJnul4aau

(y.ioi/el

^t/taaaetnen^

(ot^'ent/ia,

ex'^ieme/u ieate^
/tlet'tn^^

tyroi/efn^ei

Jc/<i^.

//leei

ih

^

it

y.

Ill

WHOSOEVER DRINKETH OF THIS WATER

StlALL THIRST AGAIN.
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EDUCATION OF WOMEN.
Withrou;

FR.S.C, D.D.

OMAN

should shrink from science as
from vice," said the amiable Fenelou

two hundred years ago. And this
opniion seems widely prevalent still.
It

found striking expression in a recent con-

Eoman pontiff of the higher
education of woman, as an attempt " to despoil
her of her native modesty, to drag her before
denniation by the

the public, to turn her from domestic
duties,

and

science."

^

refutations, the

Wonum

to puff her

And

life

up with vain and

and

false

notwithstanding a thousand

same absurd charge has been reiterated a thousand times.

womanly because she is neither a fool nor a doll.
not dim the sparkle of her eye. A knowledge of letters
need not tarnish the bloom on her cheek. A familiarity with high thoughts does
not take the beauty from her brow.
She is none tlie better helpmate because
she has no sympathy with the studies and employments of her husband. She is
none the more charming companion because her thoughts run in a naiTow round.
She is none the better mother for being engrossed in fashionable folly and
frivolity. A knowledge of arithmetic Jo«>i not unfit her for the exercise of household economy. An acquaintance with the principles of physiology and hygiene
is no disqualification for the duties of the sick room.
Woman is none the better
Christian because she knows nothing of the wonderful works of God.
She is
none the better fitted for the guidance of the present, and the moulding of the
The

is

none the

light of intellect does

less

WOMAN
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on account of her

future,

happier at

total ignorance of the storied past.

home because she knows nothing

of

what

She

noun the

is

going on abroad.

is

It in

no wise
" Blurs the grace

and blush

of

modesty

to be familiar with the sublime truths of science.

anly virtue

is

more conspicious

convents, and restricted

We

''

and

womimmured in

are not aware that

where
to the catechism, tapestry and the
in Spain

Italy,

girls are

spinet,

than in Pro-

testant countries, where they are exposed to those twin perils, heresy and letters.

A

reaction against the notion that

limited education, is taking place.

woman

Till recently,

needs, or

the

is

capable of only a
higher female

facilities for

education have been very inadequate and what there were, were very expensive,
and often very inefficient as well. The much-enduring pater-familias was wont to
groan in spirit as he read, with rueful visage, the formidable bills, with their
;

interminable

list

of extras, from the aristocratic establishment of

Madame

Su-

and frequently found that his daughters acquired, in return for this lavish outlay, only a few shallow accomplishments and
Girls were taught by worldly-wise mama smattering of half-a-dozen 'ologies.
mas, that the great object of ediioation was to secure an eligible marriage.
Hence, they were educated, as a general thing, for the parlor and the ball-room,
not for the plain prose of life to coruscate for a time like social pyrotechnics,
not to beam in the domestic firmament with a steady light like the unfading
stars.
A ladies' seminary was often like a theatrical attiring room, where girls
were tricked out in filmy wings and gauzy lovelmess for the ballet of pleasure,
No one was
as though the world were an enchanted palace and life a fairytale.
more injured by this mistaken training than woman herself. Her noblest powers
were dwarfed, her range of thought was narrowed, and she was shut out from the
Ampler provision
intellectual enjoyments that ennoble and dignify our nature.
Schools and colleges for her
for her soul-need in this respect is being made.
higher education are, on all sides, springing up, an augury of brightest promise

perbe or Monsieur Magnifique

;

—

ini!

1

.

t':

•:

i:

for the future of

our country.

has been the fashion to assume, as a matter of course, that the female
mind is inferior in strength, acuteness and capacity, to that of the sterner sex.
Facts do not sustain this ungallant assumption. The names of Hypatia and
Olympia Morata, of Catharine Herschel and Mary Somerville, of Felicia Hemans
and Elizabeth Barrett Browning, are conspicuous refutations of the theory. But
It

!

•

such
is it

aui

it may be
among men, notwithstanding

literary distinction,

educationalists,

said, is exceptional

and those of widest experience, assure us that they

feriority in this respect in the gentler sex.

our

own

among women.

far superior literary advantages.

With

So

also

The

best

find

no

in-

this very strikingly accords

observations. Girls, wherever they have had an opportunity, have shown

their ability to climb side by side with their brothers

up the

difficult steeps of

;
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the palm from their male com-

petitors.

But

it is

epplication,

frequently urged, that they are physically incapable of prolonged

and that the attempt to attain a high educational standard

will be

THE QUEEN OF SHEBA's VISIT TO SOLOMON.

by an inevitable breakdown in health.
Dr. Maudsley asserts, upon
young women to successfully undergo the
mental labor and nervous strain necessary in a thorough educational course
followed

physiological grounds, the inability of

;
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and points, in confirmation of his opinion, to the dehcate constitutions and
many American girls, as caused, he alleges, by this educa-

physical debility of
tional overstrain.

\y

But his allegations have been examined, and successfully refuted by Miss
Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, herself an accomplished physician, and the first lady
to pass the rigorous examination of the London Apothecaries' Hall.
It is found
that girls may pursue such an educational course, not only without prejudice to
their health, but often greatly to its advantage.

school or college, invalids, return well.

Girls

who

Many who come
at

home

to boarding

are always ailing, or

think that they are, often become strong and robust. Indeed, the calm and regu-

:l

U
U

with

constant systematic and pleasant employment

lar

routine of college

its

early hours of going to bed and rising

life,

its

wholesome

its plain,

;

diet

;

its daily

'

appropriate physical exercise

;

its

simple habits and rational style of dress, are

highly conducive to physical health.

Moreover, the discipline maintained at boarding school or college

is

as

favorable to mental well-being as their physical conditions are for that of the

body.

III

It tends to develop in the pupil a self-relianco and independence of charcombined with a due regard for the rights and privileges of others.
The
economy of time, and the prompt conformity to appointed hours for study

acter,

If

rigid
I

and recitation, that are enforced, are of incalculable value in the formation of
habits for after life.
A boarding school is a microcosm a little world by itself.
The meeting and mingling of different types of mind the wholesome emulation
awakened the strong friendships formed the necessity for nnitual concession,
conciliation and helpfulness, are important elements in the development of charBesides,
acter, and are an admirable preparation for the great world without.
study can be more th')rougb, more comprehensive and consecutive, can embrace
a greater range of subjects under a greater number of superior teachers and with
It is also less subject to interrupbetter methods of instruction, than at home.
tion from social engagenjcnts, from native indolence, or from the unwise indulThe unartificial habits inculcated, the Spartan plainness of
gence of friends.
living and the simplicity of taste cultivated, tend to substitute an intellectual
standard for one of mere wealth or vulgar ostentation. The elements of true happiness are seen to consist, not in dress and jewels, nor in upholstery and costly
The moral
furniture, but in mental resources, which the poorest may possess.
and religious influence of the Christian family life enjoyed in most Ladies' Col-

—

;

;

leges,

;

makes them a means of

The

physical debility of

spiritual blessing as well as of intellectual training.

many American and Canadian women

result of the educational strain they have undergone.

\^

is

rarely the

seldom found in
those who are remarkable for intellectual strength or acquirements. It is the
general concomitant of a life of fashionable folly and dissipation. The late hours,
heated rooms, unwholesome diet, and unhealthy habits and mode of dress of such
a

life,

are a far greater tax

on the

vital force

than

is

It is

required for attaining high
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rivalries
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Moreover, the premature entrance into society, its comand ignoble ambitions, the stimulus of sensational

and often of the ball-room and the opera, unduly excite the euiotioual
girls, pervert the judgment, deaden the conscience, and weaken
the controlling power of the will.
novels,

nature of young

The

greatest benefit of the higher education of

women

X'

consists in the

increased mental resources created, the intellectual discipline iindergone, the

Few things are more pitiyoung ladydom, which even the novel

strength of purpose and habits of industry formed.
able than the listless ennui of fashionable
or the party

"It

is

can only

lives are full to

reaHze

for a

time dissipate.

not easy," says Miss Elizabeth Garrett Anderson, "for those whose

how

overflowing of the interests which accumulate as

insupportably dull the

life

of a

young woman

lite

matures, to

just out of the school-

apt to be, nor the powerful influence for evil this dullness has upon her
and morals. There is no tonic in the pharmacopoeia to be compared with
happiness, and happiness worth calling such is not known where the days drag
along, filled with make-believe occupations and dreary sham amusements."
It would be amusing to witness, were they not so weak and wicked, the
amount of thought, the eager interest, bestowed by young ladies who are neither
mental dwarfs nor imbeciles, on the matching of a shade of ribbon or the trimming of a dress upon the adorning of the mere casket, while the priceless and
immortal jewel within is left unpolished and unwrought. It is absolutely pitiable
to witness the strenuous but unavailing efforts to replace the fading bloom of
youth by increased gaiety of apparel, and to conceal the ravages of time by the

room

is

health

—

purchased adjuncts of artificial beauty.
The language of one of the Christian Fathers of the third century, Clement
of Alexandria, with reference to the fashionable follies of his own time, is not
" Let woman breathe the odor of the true royal ointinappropriate to-day.
ment of Christ," he writes, " and not of unguents and scented powders. She
may not crown the living image of God as others do dead idols. Her fair crown
In like
is one of amaranth, which groweth not on earth, but in the skies."
manner, says TertuUian to the dames of Carthage " Let your comeliness be the
Clothe yourself with the silk of uprightness, the
goodly garment of the soul.
fine linen of holiness, the purple of modesty, and you shall have God Himself
:

your lover and spouse."
And all the while that women thus waste their time and energies in frivolous
amusements, the world is pulsing with grand heroic thoughts. Great and noble
God is calling
objects are invoking the aid of loving hearts and eager hands.

for

the consecrated intellect and earnest will to labor in the harvest-field of

And

Christ, the immortal lover of the soul,

woos

life.

it

to divine and everlastmg

of

mere

espousals.
It

seems to be the penalty imposed upon a

life

selfish pleasure-seek-

i

—
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ule the seeker's grasp.

ing, that roal, lasting pleasure shall lb"

It is the

worthy life-object, that the pursuit
itself becomes an ennobling passion
So
o its own exceeding great reward.
true is this, that the cases are frequent in which mental and bodily health break
down through the intellectual inertia of a life of luxury ^a mere round of fashiondivine benediction on the pursuing

j

(

;

—

able

amusement

self-absorbed,

Many

— and

the unhappy victims of consuming ennui become morbid,

and liypociiondriac or

girls seek

not by the high and

hysterical.

escape from this

listless life in

marriage

;

impelled thereto,

an absorbing, impassioned affection, but
by mere ambition, love of display, or even a desire for change, or a blind yearning
to fly from themselves.
But the sacred duties of wifehood and motherhood,
thus rashly and unworthily assumed, are but ill-discharged, and bring not the
hallowed compensations and rich beatitudes they are designed to teach. The
icy heart and empty head remain cohl and vacant still.
Even the touch of a
child's hand often fails to thaw the ice, or its innocent love to fill the aching
lioly inspiration of

void within.
If higher education, therefore, makes girls more self-reliant, and less dependent on the protection or support of a husband, they will often make a worthier
choice.
They will not rush into rash and often wretched marriages as the only
escape from a life of hel])lessness or from the reproach of spinsterhood. Better
a thousand-fold to live and die in maiden solitude than to desecrate God's eternal sacrament of love by unworthily, or for base or sordid motives, assuming its
solemn and irrevocable vows.
We repudiate the idea so commonly entertained, that the higher education
of woman is only a lure to the gilded bower of matrimony, to enable her to make
her market in life and to win a prize in the lottery of marriage. It has loftier
and sublimer ends than these the development of the noblest part of her
the expansion and culture of all her
nature, the intellect and the affections

—

;

And even in marriage, we need not say how superior are the intellectual qualities in commanding that respect withoiit which no true love is possible,
and in retaining the affections when the honeymoon's spell of glamour has passed
powers.

Let woman, therefore, aspire to her rightful position as the true regent
Let her seek for none other is clothed with such subtle power
to ennoble the character of the age, to mou.d the fashion of the time to fairer
forms than seen before, to speed the world
away.

—

of society.

"
,

the ringing grooves of change "

,

Let her not outrage her sex by frivolity and sloth^
but endeavor to elevate it to a loftier plane of being and a wider sphere of influLet her sway the heart of man, not merely by her charms of person and
ence.
graces of manner, but by the more potent spell of intellectual power and moral
goodnesB.

to the golden age to be.

li

Down

—
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culture can be too wide, too rich and varied, for her sublime and hal-

Tlie first Napoleon, when asked what was the great need of
France, replied, "Mothers"; and he was right.
And the great need of the
world to-day is women who can worthily wear, as the queenliest dignity of life,,
the hallowed name of mother
lifting it high above the defilement of earth y

lowed mission.

;

making it a potent spell, a sacred talisman, at whose whispered utterancte temptation and sin shall lose their power.
Mothers may write upon that living
palimpsest, a child's heart, lessons of undying wisdom that not all the vile chirography of sin can ever cover or efface

—lessons that

in after years will often

and power. In standing by a child's cra- ^
dle they stand nearest to the vital forces which may change the character and
mould the destiny of the age. They may lay their hands upon the hiddea
springs of action which, more powerful than the Archimedian lever, may move
J
the world.
Their sublime work it is to nurse heroic souls and send them forth,
flash forth in all their early vividness

full

armed, to the stern battle of

handed to her son
death

his shield-

life,

^ rav

with the Spartan mother's mandate, as she
t) e-m.
rav
" With it or upon it, victory or

—

"
!

We

are wise, therefore, in providing the amplest and best facilities for the

for upon them, even more than upon our
It behoves Christian
depends the entire moral future of our country.
parents that while supplying the material wants of their children, they supply also
Thus shall they bequeath them a
their spiritual and intellectual necessities.
legacy more precious than silver or gold one which shall be wealth in poverty,
solace in solitude, joy in sorrow, and true riches which cannot take to themselves
wings and fly away. It behoves our daughters especially for all education that
that they sedulously embrace
is worth the name must be largely self-education
auity of self-improvement that they possess, not wasting their golden
every op^
hours and enfeebling their minds by pernicious novel-reading, or by the pursuit
of fashionable folly and frivolity.
Even though deprived of higher educational facilities, they may accomplish
much by earnest, systematic private study, and thus, in its highest sense, be well
And to all of us are abuneducated disciplined in mind and heart and will.
dant incentives to such pleasing labor in God's great world around us, with its
marvels for our admiration in the storied past behind us, with its lessons for our
in the great questions of the present, with their demands upon our
instruction
sympathies and efi^orts and in the grand future before us, with its holy hopes
and glorious promises for our inspiration and encouragement.

higher education of our daughters

;

sons,

;

—

—

:

;

;

;

—

v/
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INFLUENCi: OF HOME.
wfll be very difficult for reform in the bad habits
IT accomplished
unless in each case the man
ofiered
is

of

men

to be

fully

the alternative of a

There are romantic stories stated in the daily papers of young
happy home.
and very happy young women having married men in order to reform them. In
few oases, so far, has there been a happy result of the project stated. But the
whole precedent in history goes to show that the happy and comfortable households are the ones that are most generally exempt from the influence of the
A man may change his whole character under the
prevailing vice of the age.
influence of a truly happy home, and the best of men may seek in clubs and
Men
saloons a partial resource from ill-cooked food and slovenly-kept houses.
and women cannot lay their shortcomings on another's shoulders. Persons with
the most unhappy homes have lived pure, noble lives despite every discouragement but these are strong natures. Not everyone can endure the want of a
haven of perfect rest, such as a good home ofi'ers.
It would be interesting to know what was the home-life of the many men
who are now embezzlers and fraudulent bank cashiers, and who, from refined
Home extrasurroundings, have sunk down to the level of common thieves.
vagance may not have driven them to this place, but the want of a moral standard
;

at

home has done more.

The growing boy has

early heard his father congratu-

neighbor in stocks or
merchandise, and has seen his mother pleased. He has been brought up in a
worldly home, for the world, and learned only his lesson that to acquire money
was the chief of all ends. Beared in such an atmosphere, or even in a Christian
home, he may have married a worldly woman who cares only for show, and not
What wonder that the moral sense of such a man
for the holier life of home.
The home-life is the strong spiritual
is blunted and his religion is a sham ?
Take this away, or turn it to the
lever by which men are lifted heavenward.
late himself over a sharp, over-reaching bargain over his

mere uses of extravagance, show and folly, and that power is gone. All religion
which is taught outside of home, without the existence of a religious life in the
household, is like the apples of the Dead Sea beautiful to the sight, but ashes
within.

—

^JV.

—

Y. Tribune.
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MOST WORTH TO WOMAN

?

VliV

I

(Opening Address to Students of Alma Ladies' College, September 11th, I88S.)

Jlij

Princijtal Auntin, A.M., li.D,

ladies, permit nie to ask: Why have you come here?
Doubtmotive strong and controlling led you to forsake friends and
break the ties of home and early association. And yet some of you
IS
might find it difficult to express in words the exact motive of your
coming. I speak first of motive, because without it you will be like a
vessel drifting without wind or steam power.
Motive is the wind that fills our
sails and wafts us on our journey, the steam power that enables us to plough our
way through billows of opposition to our chosen port. Motive is essential to
success.
I speak of motive again because it determines character.
The controlling motive of life gives character to life.
If it be a lofty and noble one, all
the life will be lifted up to its plane.
Motive enters into the warp and woo{ of
life, and colors the entire fabric with its own hue.
"What is your object in coming ? Knowledge ? Well, knowledge is a good
thing in itself if well used. Knowledge, however, is an instrument and as such may
be rightly or wrongly used.
Your motive is not necessarily a lofty or pure one,

^OUNG
less a

(

.sns

I

iJM.W

T^

:
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eiiibmces a purHiiit of knowledge.

may expand the mind,
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when we seek knowledge

and inspire us to
duty and enoble our whole character, only when we desire it as an instrument
With
for uplifting our fellowmen, that our motive becomes the most exalted.
such a motive, not only the knowledge attained, but even the very search for
that

it

knowledge,

lifts

By way
words

perfect its power, prepare us for

us into higher

life.

of introduction to

my theme

this

morning

lot

me

offer

1.

Have

a distinct purpose

— a clearly-defined object

in view.

Make

that will take into their scope, not only the present but future years.

know

»

tl

If

I

il

'1

you a few

of counsel

the object sought and

why you

plans

Seek

to

any baser metal should
have mingled with the pure gold of your lofty motive, discard it and have an
object in view upon which you are not afraid to ask Heaven's blessing, an object
that you could hold up unabashed in the face of the world.
Let your life settle
down into definite pursuit of the end in view. Do not spend school life experiHe who runs backward and
menting first with one course then with anotlier.
forward, first in one direction and then in another, may run all day and be at his
starting point at night.
Let all your running be towards a goal.
Many go to the college as the maid goes to the
2. Cultivate self-reliance.
Eemember that whilst
spring to hold an empty bucket under a flowing fount.
teachers ought to be fountains of knowledge you will have to do more tliau
merely receive what is given you. You must dig and delve for knowledge as the
You nuist remember that teachers are only helpers in the
miner for his gold.
work of self-education. Think of the vast army of self-taught men and women,
the world over, who have, through difficulties innumerable, risen to fame and fortune by self-reliance. You, with helping friends at home and earnest teachers
here, should succeed in gaining an education, but you are doomed to certain disappointment if you expect the teacher to do the work.
3. Choose rather less than more than you can do. Education is not secured
so much by the large number of lessons recited or the vast amount of truth comEeal
mitted to memory as by the thorough mastery of what you undertake.
advancement is measured by the number of facts and principles thoroughly mastered, and so made your own that you can, at any time, call them up and utilize
them. Let your motto be, in regard to studies, "few and thorough," rather
than " many and superficial."
4. Do not choose the easiest because it is the easiest, nor omit a subject
Some
because it is difficult to you.
Certain subjects are necessary to all.
branches such as English, Arithmetic, etc., are essential to evcy young
woman, many other subjects may be ranked among the luxuries. Do i )t omit a
A^ide from the value of
subject that is essential becanse you find it difficult.
the subject itself, remember there is real positive beneft*; to your character in
conquering difficulties. The young woman who turns aside from every difficulty.

—

are seeking

it.

If
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beatH retreat before every obstacle, will inevitably

Souietinjo too,

it

liappens that

the;

very Kubject that

?
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become weak in character.
most difUcult for you in

is

the one of all others
you especially need
study.

C(!rtain

mental

charac-

to

teristics

— either

of

strength or weakness

— are hereditary, and
families lor generations are distinguish-

ed

by

A

thorn.

I

dis-

inclination or positive

dishke for ma-

is often
hereditary in the

thematics
(ienpe

lat it

of

denotes

weakness

inherited

reasoning

the

roBulting
from a neglect of

powers,

those branches that

cultivate

Bpecially

them.

If there

is

you such family
weakness, overcome
it, and make yourself
both stronger and
in

better by so doing.
If

your department

has not been practi-

you
consid-

cally decided for

by

other

erations, select

your

course
along the hne of your

graduation
tastes

and aptitudes.

WHAT SHALL 1 STUDY?
be content
to live in ignorance of many branches, and to have but an outline knowledge of
many more. But in our chosen department remember the motto, "Everything
about something." The world has a right to expect great things from you in your
chosen department.

We must

'

Ifli

ii

V'OMAN;
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Cnltivnte clieerfnlnoss and good linmor.

e\erythiiig.

Have

I'aitli

Look

at the bright side of

in yourselves, in your friends, in your mission, above

all

have faith in a
kind Pro\idenco
and in a personal
God, who is ever
loving, ever faithful,

ever present

to help you.

Eernember, I pray
you, that

every

day your character is crystallizing

permanent

into

See to

form.
that

it

it

a form

is

ofbeauty. Cheerfulness

may

come by

be-

habit a

part of your character.

Gloomi-

ness, nioroseness,
fretfulness,

wise

like-

may become

so fixed in us that

a miracle of grace
alone can remove

them.

You

leave here

will

differ-

ent in character

from what you
were on entering.
We hope and pray
that you will be

nobler in motive,

purer in thought,
stronger in mental

equipment,

and more exalted
in character.

6
wAiTiKo HIS RETURN.

that

Kemember
if

you grow

IK!"
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in knowledge and refinement, and in every branch of art, and fail to grow in
grace and the knowledge of our Jesus Christ, you have lamentably failed. The

highest knowledge

is the knowledge of Christ, the noblest science is the science
and the divinest art is the art of ministering to those in need.
Fail in everything, young ladies, rather than in religious duty and growth.
Remember that your father's God and your mother's Saviour are as near you
iiere as at home.
Take, then, a decided stand religiously while here.
Unite with God's
No
people, and let your influence be felt for good among your fellow-students.

of

good

living,

does the world afford than constant association
few years, to rule as queens in the home circle, and
to mould the social and religious life of the country.
Let mind and heart be
filled with light and grace, and unconsciously as the sun shines and as the
fountain flows, your life here will send its rills of blessing throughout this land.
Let me now ask you to consider with me the question. What knowledge is
most worth to women ?
This is a very necessary and practical question,
because the field of knowledge has become so broad and is to-day so rapidly
widening that a selection of studies becomes an important duty to every college
student at the outset.
And this choice is rendered the more difficult because of
the diff"erence of opinion that prevails among educators as to the comparative
finer field of religious activity

with students

who

value

and practical

iruist

make

are, in a

effect of different courses

a choice, for, like the traveller

roads diverge, he

must choose

of study.

who has reached

his course.

On

And

yet the student

a point

whence many

this choice success or failure,

both in college and in the larger school of life, depends.
It is in the hope,
young ladies, of saying something that will be practically useful to you in
making this choice I am detaining you, \for a brief period, from your work.
Nearly all that is said concerning courses of collegiate training for men applies
to the discussion of our theme, for the mental faculties in man and woman are
the same and feed upon the same aliment, and develop by the same discipline.
The only necessary variations in the courses of study for men and women are
those caused either by the shorter term which women usually spend at college,
or the different avocations for which they have to prepare and the different
spheres to which they have to devote themselves. Generally speaking, opinions
of educators on this question range themselves in two schools of thought
the
one givmg prominence to those branches of study which most directly contribute the knowledge and skill necessary for success in life
the other, whilst
not ignoring these, giving greater prominence to studies that best cultivate taste
and imagination, strengthen the mental faculties and ennoble the spiritual nature.
Practical education is the watchword of the one, ideal education that of the

—

;

other.

Oae

seeks worldly success

objects necessarily antagonistic ?
for

;

the other, character.

But

are these

two

Is not practical education that prepares us

winning a livelihood and achieving worldly success also the ideal education
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In short, is not the education that enables a man to
in the highest and noblest sense, also the best fitted
to exalt his character and to prepare him for the future life
Providence, I take
it, desired every one to make a success of life, and, if so, the education that lits
for successful life fits for duty.
And who shall say that the path of duty is not
the road to the highest developments to all our powers ?
If, then, my view is correct, the practical training is ideal training, and ideal
education must at the same time be practical, and we are prepared for our first
that ennobles character

make

a success of this

?

life,

'?

proposition

:

is of most loorth to woman which emancipates her from
dependence either on her friends or fortune, and enables her, tvith calm, courage,
to face life, if need be, alone.
1.

That knowledge

Some tnere are who look upon woman as a born dependent and consider
her doomed to an inferior place and power in society. Woman, according to
no power to ctand alone, and destined, if the
But woman's nature demands
oak be uptorn, to lie helpless upon the earth.
Her happiness requires that she should have
work for its true development.
a life-work, and her character can only be developed properly along the line of
self-respect and self-reliance, which she can scarcely maintain as a dependent.
Idleness, dependence and luxury are the bane of life to thousands of women.
The law of labor is stamped on woman's constitution as it is on man's. Woman
their view, is a clinging ivy with

is

called to

work suited

to her nature

and capacity, to a

life

Christian church and to the evangelization of a lost world.

of usefulness in the

But how can women

themselves or successfully work for others if they remain
dependent on their friends or on the constancy of fickle fortune ? To-day, as
never before, woman is coming to the front. In home and school and churcii
are hundreds of employments now open to her from which she was heretofore
excluded. In the professions, in fact in almost every department of hunuui
endeavor there is a call for educated and trained womanhood. And nobly are
women throwing off the shackles oi false sentiment and preparing themselves
Such education as will tend to lift woman
for personal freedom and usefulness.
up from idleness to ennobling labor, from dependence to freedom, from the helplessness and servility that must ever accompany dependence upon others, to the
self-reliance and self-respect that are inseparable from a life of lionorable toil
rise into nobility

>

!

'

I

;

t

one of the demands of the age.
Without such a practical education, woman's happiness hangs suspended
on the will of others or on the caprices of fortune, and how often has she been
forced by these very circumstances into an unsuitable partnership for life ?
""
What strength it adds to woman's character to realize that she is able to
earn a living for herself. The mere knowledge of the fact tiiat she holds within
this is

herself resources for self-maiutenance gives a
a mc! sure of self-reliance that

become a tower

woman

a conscious freedom and

of strength to her in

life.

Let
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every woman, then, while earnestly coveting
of its

many departments

all

889

?

knowledge, so master some one

that she can turn her knowledge to practical account

A prominent American educator has said that every
student should learn " something about everything " and "everything about
something," which means that we should get an outline knowledge of as many

in earning a livelihood.

subjects as possible, but should completely master one department.

Young

you to become independent by preparing yourselves to win, if
your livelihood and to reap the rewards that come only to honest

ladies I counsel

need be,
and efficient labor.
2.

— That knowledge

oivn nature

is

most worth

and the laws by which

it is

to

woman which

governed,

and

acquaints her ivith her

reveals to her the

path

to

the highest perfection of all her powers.

" THE PBOPER STUDY OF MANKIND

IS

MAN."

We can much better afford to be ignorant of things above, b'jneath and
around us, of things past and future, of all the arts and languages, and of all the
refinements, than to be unacquainted v>'ith this body which we inhabit, which is
indeed " fearfully and wonderfully made," and of this spiritual nature, which is
" opened to the infinite and destined to the eternal."
Sciences that centre in
physiology, hygiene, chemistry in
or relate to the body and to physical health
are as essential to every woman as the knowledge
its relation to food and drink
Every wife and mother comes to hours of supreme
of navigation to the sailor.
crisis in the home, when her own life, or the life of one nearest her heart, depends
on the knowledge of these sciences and a practical acquaintance with the care of
Many a mother, bending o'er the cot of her sick
the sick and the suffering.
babe, has been willing to barter all her years of the study of the tine arts, music
and the refinements, 'for a little practical knowledge of our connnon nature that
would have enabled her to preserve life. By all means let the tine arts, and
music, and the languages, form a part of woman's education, but if these are
pursued at the expense of those fundamental and indispensable studies, the
student will awaken some day to a knowledge of her lamentable mistake.
Whilst this body is only a rough and temporary casket for the spirit, be it
borne in mind that much of life's happiness and very much of life's success
depend on that practical knowledge of physiology and hygiene that enables us to
keep a sound body as the tabernacle of a sound mind.
A knowledge of cookery, both practical and theoretical, and of housekeeping, is certainly to be ranked among the absolute necessities in woman's educaThere is really no substitute for this. No amount of knowledge of other
tion.
things, no amount of wealth and luxury can relieve the " queen of home " from
the curse of an ill-kept house and the innumerable evils that follow in the wake

—

of

unsavory and indigestible food.

—

Certainly, in

my judgment

at least, she

wha

nil

3
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known and

practices good housekeeping, and the divine art of cooking, has better
claim to be considered an educated woman than one who has run the gauntlet
of th( 'ologies and the " accomplishments " (!) and knows not how to properly

make

a bed or cook a dinner.
Psychology, embracing as it does the knowled.je of the laws of mind-growth
and development, is another essential in a course of study for woman. For
herself and those depending on her, such a knowledge of the mental world as
will reveal to her the best method to strengthen memory, reason and will, and

and moral powers to highest perfection,

train the conscience

to every

3.

is

of

most value

woman.

— That knmvledge

is

of most tvorth to

voman which

own language and literature, and makes
own country and her otvn times.
her

gives her a mastery of

her thoroughly conversant with her

To you who speak the English language it is of more value than all others
combined. Where school life is limited to a partial course it is doubtful if much
advantage will be gained by a short and superficial study of other languages
except in the case of Anglo-Saxon and Latin some knowledge of which is
really essential to a mastery of English.
A young woman is not educated, no
matter what may be her other accomplishments, until she can correctly speak
and vrite her native language with precision and purity and effect. Tliis is
especj illy important for woman in the sphere of the home and social circle, where
she is a teacher of the children and a leader in conversation.
A n acquaintance the more thorough, the better with the treasures of our
Engliwh literature and an appreciation of their beauties, will add very much to
your enjoyment in life, increase your conversational powers and your influence

—

—

—

with

eople of culture.

]

No young woman

can

time in particular, to be ignorant of her
methods of government
and the living problems of the present hour all these she should seek to master.
Woman is just now coming into her kingdom. The time for idleness, ignorance
and impotence has passed away, and the age demands of her a knowledge of
herseli, her country and her times, and an active participation in the struggle
country.

afford, at this

Its history, resources, extent, possibilities,

—

human liberty and progress.
home or in a little coterie of

for

of

Far too many women

live in tlie

narrow

circle

parlor acquaintance, having no thouglit of sym-

pathy, no helping hand for the struggling masses of humanity around them.
Such 1 knowledge of one's country and one's times as I have outlined would
enlar^ e their thought, broaden and deepen their sympathy and lift many a
1

woma 1 above the frivolities of fashion and the vexations of home life.
I am aware there is in vogue an ultra-fashionable style of education for young
wome which discards as unnecessary a thorough knowledge of their own tongue,
I
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and looks upon the study of one's own country and times as plebeian. Thid style
of education makes a trip to Europe and some study of foreign tongues necessary.
An ability to speak glibly of Rome and Paris in language punctuated by
exclamations and freely interlarded with foreign words and phrases, even if
doubtfully pronounced, is held to be of greater value than a thorough knowledge
of mere English and such a common subject as one's own country.
Fancy an
educated young lady who can speak volubly about European politics, countries,
cities and scenery, and adorn her language with choice selections from foreign
tongues, but has little if any knowledge of political affairs at home, or «f the
cities and scenery of her own land, and if she had, could not express it in aorrect
English. Young ladies, I counsel you to shun that style of education wbiah prefers foreign lands to one's own country, that values history more than ortrrent
events, that neglects one's native language for a foreign tongue, that grows
enthusiastic over the achievements of former centuries, but has no sympathy for
and active participation in the stirring events and momentous struggles of the
present hour. By all means, let us learn everything if possible.
If <aot, I
entreat you to study to know yourself, your language, your country, your ^imes,
your opportunities and your duty.

—

4.

— That knoivledge

her in thought

The study
lation,

is

most tvorth

and feeling nearest
of God's existence

to

ivoman (as

it is to

the source of all knowledge

and

man) which
and

brings

blessing- -God.

attributes, as revealed in nature

and reve-

the tracing of His wisdom, power and goodness in the creation and gov-

ernment of the universe, and of His matchless condescension and mercy in the
plan of redemption, is the noblest of all departments of study.
And yet this
department of college work is usually designed for and pursued by men. Why
should the noblest of all sciences, theology, be neglected in woman's educntion ?
Is she less disposed by nature to sacred stud'
Is she less reverent in aoul or
less inclined to a ministry of blessing to mankind?
Does her position as quocn
of home, or teacher of the youth, or leader of society, require less knowledge of
sacred things, or less religious devotion ?
Why should not every woman blest
with opportunity of thorough collegiate training, study the works and wonls and
ways of God? In this age, when so many doors of Christian labor are opening
before young women, it seems to me their education is far from complete without
a course in natural theology, Christian evidences and Bible study.
We Jive in
an age characterized by diligent study of the scriptures, and woman must march
with the advancing column of progress or be left in the rear. New Testament
Greek is a branch of college study well calculated to bring you large returns of
mental wealth and spiritual enlargement, and rich provisions for useful labor. In
this age of mental unrest in regard to revealed truth, Christian evidenoes will
furtify the mind against insidious attaoks of sceptic and infidel, and prepare you
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THE HIGHER EDUCATION OF WOMEN.

By

Dr.

Suhstancp. of a Lecture
W. M. Baskerville, of Variderbilt

University,

LMOST every great reform

has met with violent opposition from good,
well-meaning people. Conditions change, and some shut their eyes
and deny that any change has taken place. It is a happy, but a great

RV.-.'.-^JtlWw

misfortune, to he born with eyes in the back of one's head. It

is

a sad,

Reformers are heirs to ridicule,
Forbut they conquer somehow.

but glorious lot to be born ahead of one's time.

calumny, slander, crucifixion, death
been less acrimony in the contest to give young women equal
advantages with young men than in most great battles.
This battle, sharply
contested for awhile, is won and it has been won in an incredibly short space of
time.
Since 1865, universities and colleges in almost every country have been
thrown open to women, or founded expressly for them.
London University,
Oxford, Cambridge, Harvard Annex, Michigan, Cornell, Boston, Vassar, Smith,
satire,

:

tunately, there has

;

(343)

an
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HEll

Mawr

Wellesley, Bryii
Italy,
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universities in

Knssia, Sweden,

Germany and New Zealand — all have thrown wide

'T^wenty-five years ago the

magazines were

filled

Denmark, Holland,

their hospitable doors.

with assertions and counter-

assertions concerning the effect of a college course on the feminine nature.

Now

the colleges and universities are crowded, and observations have taken the place
of prophecies.

the

Dean

We may

of Chichester,

still

who

hear an occasional melancholy voice, like that of
in 1884, published in pamphlet form a sermon

preached before the university of Oxford, of which the leading thought is printed
in large letters on the cover- " To educate young women like young men, and
with young men a thing inexpedient and immodest." His main argument is
that it will destroy " the unbounded deference with which woman is now treated

—

by man," and, what is worse, will "unsex" her.
It will, moreover, be says,
corrupt the women by introducing them to the " filth of the old civilization " in
the Greek and Roman classics.
But, as a writer answering him in the Daily
News justly remarks, the vast array of ill-equipped women the hundred and
twenty thousand teachers, for example who now have to fight the battles of life
as best they can, care but little for the " unbounded deference *' of man.
It does
not give them their bread and butter, or help them support their mothers and
sisters.
In fact, whenever anybody is pressed in England to say exactly what
woman, without the advantages of wealth or rank or great beauty, gains by the
" unbounded deference " of man, he is seldom able to produce anything but
man's practice of opening the door for her when she leaves the room. So the Dean
was answered in England. An American woman, writing about the same sermon,
" But such a mournful protest no longer excites our indignation
says
we disThose Commencement orators who still insist on
miss it with a quiet sn: ile.

—

—

fW<
ill

i

\

:

proving, with

;

all

the

fires of their

education are listened to by college
retical discussions are valueless

eloquence, that

women

when no

we deserve the higher education

or not,

women

deserve the higher

with respectful impatience.

practical issues are at stake.

we have

it.

Theo-

Whether

The deepest reform

of the

—

century has been accomplished within twenty-five years so swiftly, so silently,
that even its older advocates can hardly believe it to be a fact.
To inveigh
against the higher education is now as foolish as to plead for it."

;

In the eighteenth century women were not much taught; "the needle,
dancing, and the French tongue, a little music on the harpsichord or spinet, to
this was the sum. total of their
read, write, and cast accounts in a- small way"
education till far into the present century. The wife of President John Adams,
" Female education, in the best
writing in 1817, says of the period of her youth
in a few rare instances,
families, went no farther than writing and arithmetic
music and dancing." Some might say that our grandmothers were more industrious, happier, and more contented thp.n their luxurious and cultivated daughters.
So they were. When women spun and wove, and made linen and starch and
soap and candles and cheese and the clothes both for themselves and the men of

—
:

;

\
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the family, they really had stimulating, happifying, and rewarding occupation.
These were the outward and visible results of an inward, living activity. Now

and changes the modern world. Labor is organized and divided,
and all domestic manufactures are removed from the home
Much of woman's occupation was gone. She must adapt
to the manufactory.
In doing this woman was forced to compete
herself to the new environment.
with man on his own ground. The best friends of woman soon, therefore, began
to devise means by which women could be as well equipped for the battle of life
This equipment is called education, which is merely an essential means
as men.
to a rational enjoyment and use of one's powers and faculties; and who is there
to deny that women have as much right to enjoy life and all its nobler pleasures
and richer rewards as men ? Montesquieu had long ago said ** The powers [of
Test them [women] in
tlie sexes] would be equal if their education were, too.
the talents which have not been enfeebled by the way in which they have been
educated, and we will then see if we are so strong." John Stuart Mill is doubtless
right in claiming that " we are not yet able to pronounce upon the question of
woman's distinctive powers, inasmuch as her actual development is the result of
long centuries of stunted mental growth." Mme. Doria D'Istria says " Before
pronouncing woman an inferior species, a simple transition between man and
nature,' as Michelet has said, it would be better perhaps to wait and see if intellectual culture may not have on her the same effect as on the men of the good
science steps

machinery

is

in,

perfected,

:

:

*

*

old time.'

In 1826 a daring experiment was tried in Boston. Up to this time girls had
been rigidly excluded even from the grammar schools, except during the brief
summer session. But now a high school was opened for girls, and two hundred
and eighty-six pressed forward as applicants for admission. For eighteen months
this school was kept open
but its success was so great that it alarmed the authorities
the cause of their alarm is not stated and in 1828 it was closed. What
a change has taken place since then
Now, in this country, four times as many
girls as boys finish the high-school course.
In 1880 the census showed that of
our 227,710 school teachers, 154,376 were women. But for the present year, in
1801 institutions devoted to so-called higher education, there are now, a careful
;

—

—

1

young men and but 30,587 women. But this numwe remember that up to 1873, aqcording to Kiddle and Schem's
Cyclopedia of Education, the whole number of women graduates in the United
More than that number are now graduated annually. In 1886
States was 620.

statistician reports, 163,570

ber

is

surprising

if

women graduates (A.B. or its equivalent)
from Oberlin, Vassar, Michigan, Cornell, Boston, Wellesley, Smith, and Harvard
Annex, and the number of women students enrolled that year in these institutions was (1906) nineteen hundred and six.
there were two hundred and fifty-two

The growth

of this

movement

in

America has been

rapid.

in Ohio, almost from its foundation in 1833, has received

Oberlin College,

women on

equal terms

!

^
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out of the

Annex

movoment

in the

Harvard

furnishing a standard for higher education
" Not only have many
In one of the reports we find this statement

this year.

generally.

There are ninety pupils

at Harvard.

14V

Tliis

school

is

:

heen received from principals of schools for young women who wished to
set the Harvard examination for women hefore their pupils as a standard, but
we have learned that in some cases diplomas are offered to such pupils only
after passing that examination. ... It was an inevitable result of this progress
that there should be an increasing demand for tisachors trained in the Harvard
methods, and accordingly schools are constantly applying to us for our graduates,
that they may enter upon the work of preparing candidates for our classes and
for tlie Harvard examinations."
February 6, 1883, a petition was presented to the trustees of Columbia
College (New York) on behalf of the education of women, the purpose of which
was to secure for women the same general opportunities for education that are
letters

men. The following May, the connnittee of the trustees made a report
reconnnending that the college officers should examine women for entrance to a
should prescribe this course in groups, to be obligatory for the
four- year course
should hold intermediate examinations
iirst two years and elective afterward
and should finally grant a certificate equivalent
as often as may seem desirable
to a degree.
This report neither provided a place for instruction nor admitted
women to Columbia. It also disparaged the education of women by offering a
But it was adopted,^ and when
certificate in the place of the regular degrees.
the curriculum suggested by it was prescribed it was found to differ slightly from
Two years later, the trustees passed a resolution
that of the male students.
iillowing the college to confer degrees on women if they had in all respects followed the full equivalent to the boys' course. They could pursue their studies
wheresoever and howsoever they could, except at Columbia College. There
During the four years eight
liave been thirty-eight girls who began the course.
have dropped from the ranks, one girl has graduated and received her certificate,
" Thus, with wonderful energy," says a writer in the
and one has married.
They have worked
girls have continued the course.
twenty-eight
these
Nation,"
They felt that
nobly, actuated by the sentiment that a principle was at stake.
several of them, though deriving but little
they were on trial, on probation
benefit from their labors, still kept on, hoping that their perseverance would
finally induce the trustees to open to the women students the full privileges of
the college." Women are not allowed to attend the regular lectures at Columbia
even as visitors. They have been admitted, during the last couple of winters,
but, unfortunately, some trustee was
to lectures given on Saturday mornings
seized with a desire to read the constitution and by-laws of the college, and he
found that in letting his daughter attend the lectures he was violating the laws
(.pen to

;

;

;

;

;

of the college

!

He

follow his example,

at once withdrew his daughter, the president was obliged to
and soon there was not a woman left. Several meetings of
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the truRtees were held, but they refused to admit women on any terms. This
state of affairs has put the friends of the higher education of women in New York

work more diligently than ever before, and a new petition will shortly be
presented to the trustees looking to the estal)lishment of an annex. Among the
signers are Mayor Hewitt, Mr. J)ePew, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. E. Dodge, Mr. and

to

Mrs. Joseph H. ('hoate, Mrs. Schuyler van Rensselaer, the Presidents of the
of Education, Nornuil College, and College of the City of New York^
leading clergymen, lawyers, physicians and journalists, including the editors of
the Century, Harper's Bazar, The Christian Union and St. Nicholas. President
Barnard is quoted as saying of it " If the petition should come in, it will be

Board

:

1

respectfully considered,
»

:i.-

».

may

and

...

accompanied by any

if it is

offer of

adequate funds

should regard the establishment of an annex as
desirable only considered as a step towards what I think must sooner or later
come to pass, and that is, the opening of the college proper to both sexes
it

be successful.

I

equally."
!1

In England thirty-five years ago the idea of giving women a university eduTwenty-five years ago, when some
enthusiasts began to talk of it, it was met with ridicule, or with arguments that
education was not needed for women, or would injure them and destroy all the
feminine graces. Now, even the comic papers have ceased to make jokes about
it.
The movemer t dates from the year 1865. In that year a Royal Commission
took the bold step of extending the scope of its inquiry to girls' schools, and, as
was expected, the result showed that girls' education was scanty and superficial
inferior to the education received by boys. One of the points brought out was
the absence of any institutions doing for women what the universities did for
men, and the consequent difficulty of women obtaining the highest kind of eduThis difficulty told on all girls' schools, making it hard for them to
cation.
This led, in the course of a year or
procure thoroughly competent teachers.
two, to the establishment of a college for women at Hitchin, whence it was
shortly afterward transferred to Girton, a spot about two miles from Cambridge,
and was called Girton College. Its purpose was to provide for women the same
teaching in the same subjects as men receive in Cambridge University, and the
teachers were nearly all of them professors or tutors there.
Meanwhile in Cambridge itself a system of day-classes for women, taught by University teachers,
had been created, at first as an experiment for one year only. Several years
passed, and the number attending increased.
Women came to lodge in Cambridge to profit by these lectures a house was rented to receive them and
ultimately a company was formed and a building erected a little way out of
Cambridge, under the name of Newnham Hall, to which the lectures now mainly
designed for those students coming from a distance were attached.
Thus,
Girton College and Newnham Hall came into being about the same time, and have
since grown very rapidly. Their buildings have been repeatedly enlarged. Their
cation would have been scouted as absurd.

I

ail

—

w

;

;
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numbers have risen steadily, and now average in each institution more than a
hundred 122 at Newnhaiu. The life in both is similar, a lady being plac-cd at
the head as resident principal, while the affairs are nuinagod by a committee
including both men and women.
The lectures, delivered by Cambridge professors, tutors and lecturers, and also by ladies who having once been students

—

themselves have oome back as teachers, cover

all

the subjects required in the

degree examinations of the University.
At first both the examinations were
informal but now women may enter for the pass-examinations and tlie honor;

examinations

for the

receive the degree.

Still, they do not
University degree, as a matter of right.
their certilicates are " signed by the Vice-Chancellor,

But

As a record of scholarship they nuiy
But Cambridge will in this matter follow the
example of Oxford at no distant day. They do not confer the privileges of a
degree, the exercise of the university suffrage, the right to compete for and hold

masters, and scholars of said University."

rank as high as the degrees.

In the last printed report of Newnham College there appears
the statement that the " students of Newnham College are allowed to attend
fellowships, etc.

the lectures of the following university and college lecturers," followed by a

list

gentlemen, including such names as Professors Skeat and CreighIn addition, lectures and individual coaching
ton, and Mr. Edmund Gosse.
were given for Newnham by forty-two ladies and gentlemen. Women students
Newnham and Girton have
attend the lectures in the Cavendish Laboratory.
each a chemical laboratory, and share with each other the facilities afforded by
the Balfour Laboratory of Biology. Evidently this University has no objections

of ninety-three

"mingling of young men and women in the classes."
Some Oxford graduates and their friends, stimulated by the success of
Girton and Newnham, founded two similar institutions in Oxford, one of which is
called the Lady Margaret Hall, and the other, in compliment to I\[rs. Somerville,
The University agreed to examine women and give them
Somerville Hall.
to the

"certificates" of proficiency, but the value of these certificates people had no

means

of estimating.

last census there were 120,000 women in Great Britain
and Ireland earning their living as teachers. To these a university degree is of
It secures immediate employment and higher pay, and
the highest importance.
it is becoming more and more difficult every year for women to secure any of
In
the well-paid places who do not hold some kind of university certificates.
but
1881, Cambridge admitted women to the Tripos or honor-examinations
Oxford, though slower, has now gone farther and admitted women to the honorexaminations on precisely the same terms with men. The " convocation,"
which has the last word in the government of the University, and which is made
up of all holders of the M.A. and higher degrees, wherever they reside, voted by
Now they can get as much out of
a heavy majority to let women in for honors.

According to the

;

the University in the

way

of testimonials as the

men

can.

A

very large

number

1

r

Woman her character, culture and
;

calling.

of the " convocation " are country clergymen, of

whose hostility to classical and
mathematical women, dreadful stories were told. But in spite of every thing
the women, on the 29th of May, 18S4, carried the day.
At Oxford and Cambridge the " cottage " system of dormitories prevails.

Newnham

is

erecting the third of these small halls, Somerville her second, while

Lady Margaret has established a second of simple appointments for those students who wish to economize. Girton alone is built on the large scale of Vassar
Mature students are not required, either in Cambridge or Oxford^
under the discipline of life of the halls. In Oxford no difference at all is made between " out-students" and "hall-students." The students
of Girton and Newnham attend university lectures sometimes with, sometimes
without, an elderly lady.
They take their seat by themselves in one part of the
lecture-room, listen and take notes, rise and walk or drive back to their college
when the lecture is over, without exciting any remark.
In the United States two systems have been adopted by which the " higher
education" is given to women colleges for women only, and colleges for men
and women together. The numbers attending either kind are about the same.

and Wellesley.

to put themselves

—

i

\

is now decidedly in favor of co-education.
In an article
on " Secondary Instruction" (page 359, Report of Commissioner of Education,
1885-6), the Commissioner says: "In eighteen States and three Territories

The tendency, however,

reported in 1884-5, co-education was a feature of three-quarters or more of the
schools under consideration

;

in nine States

and four Territories it was a feature
and in eleven States co-education

of one-half the schools, or less than one-half;

schools

numbered between one-half and three-quarters

of the whole. It

is

there-

no settled prejudice against co-education among those
classes in the United States who are able and willing to prolong the education
of their children beyond the elementary stage." In 187G, of the 350 institutions
classed as " Universities and Colleges," 140 report women students in 1885-6,
of the 346 reporting under this head, 190 admitted women. Of the 26 new institutions of this character established in the ten years between 1876 and 1886,
At present about 10,000 women are attending co-cdu19 were co-educational.
The rate of increase of women at the
cational "colleges and universities."
mixed colleges, between 1874 and 1884, was 221 per cent., and at separate colleges for women, 296 per cent. During that same period of time, Yale, Amherst,
Harvard, Williams, and Dartmouth, the live celebrated New England colleges,
showed an increase of 22 per cent.
Let us see for a moment how co-education has worked at some of the leadSyracuse University throws open the doors of its colleges for
ing institutions,
Of four hundred and
the admission of women on the same terms as men.
fore evident that there

is

;

thirty-seven

The

names

university has

There

is

in the catalogue a very large proportion are

no dormitories.

The students board

no discrimiuatioa whatever on account of

sex.

names

of

women.

in families near-by.

Its chancellor savs that

^.f
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uo special rules are made because of the presence of young women, and adds
" We have never had difficulty grow out of the presence of both sexes in the

The young ladies are as scholarly in every department as the young
men." At Michigan University, too, there ure no dormitories. Women have
the same privileges as men.
No discriminations are ma'' on account of sex.
Women study literature, languages, science, pharmacy, dentistry, medicine and
law.
They take any degree they please. They study for advanced degrees, and
" They are more faithful and generally make
get them.
Prof. Winchell says
better attain:nents, though many men equal them.
In some medical courses
they have separate instruction and demonstrations.
Few study law. None
perhaps study civil or mechanical engineering, but some take mechanical
institution.

:

draughting."

Co-education

is

carried forward in the University of Wisconsin.

Here there is a Ladies' Hall, with ample accommodations for sixty pupils. The
young women occupying this building are required to board with the matron,
and are under the immediate charge of the principal but pupils, ooth male and
;

female, do

room

in the city.

President Bascoin says

:

"

Young women

are

granted with us precisely the same terms with young men.
18

entirely successful."

Co-education here
"Boston University," says Dr. Chas. F. Deems, "has

thoroughly wiped out the distinction of sex, and has for its purpose not the
educating of men and women, boys and girls, but rather the educating of human
beings."
Cornell extends the amplest inducements to women.
Women are

admitted to the university on the same terms with men, except that they must
A separate building Sage College has been erected

be seventeen years old.

—

—

The entrance examinations, scholarships,
and furnished for their residence.
fellowships and all the studies except military science are open to women as to
men. The immediate care of all the students is intrusted to a woman who has
luid wide social experience in Europe and America, and who has full acquaintance with the best methods for the education of women. The female students
have the same use of libraries, laboratories, draughting-rooms, collections,

museums,

the male students.

'J'here is an effort to carry out the intenSage College, who to his munificent gift attached but one
condition, viz.: that " instruction shall be afforded young women, by Cornell
The testiUniversity, as broad and thorough as that afforded to young men."
mony is " There is no longer any doubt here as to the general good results of
There can be no fencing off sections of knowledge, whether
the system."
classics, the modern languages, or the natural sciences, and to draw up a course
for women equivalent to, but different from, the usual curriculum in the male
If women are not to be educated with men, then there must
colleges, is absurd.
be universities in all particulars equal in equipment and appointments to those
now appropriated to men's use. But this would be useless, !!ov one-half of the
money necessary to endow such institutions would enlarge those now in existence
and to
both in scope and usefulness, and give greater advantages both t(

etc., as

tions of the founder of

:

*

women.

—

w
I.

^

I
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What

of this " higher education " in the

South

CALLING.

The

?

"

Wesleyan Female

College," founded in 1837 at Macon, Ga., is said to be the oldest college established for women in the world, and it has done excellent and far-reaching work
fruit.
Texas University is open to men and women alike, and
co-education has worked well there. The " Industrial College " of Mississippi
has met a long-felt want in enlarging the domain of woman's practical usefulness
and intellectual acquirements. There are signs of a better time coming. But
very many of the schools for girls in the South are run simply to make money,
and there is no money in the " higher education." The teachers are mostly

and borne good

women, poorly

I

paid,

and the system of teaching

large per centage of those schools which

is,

in

many

cases, bad.

now grant diplomas could

If a

be turned into

training or preparatory schools, and

if a Wellesley and a Yassar could be estaband if Vanderbilt and other Southern universities could be opened to
women on identically the same terms with men, then in twenty years the South
would stand abreast of the civilized world in the matter of the higher education
of women.
As the case now stands, boys who come from the Webb Brothers'

lished,

School to enter the lower classes at our universities have a better education than
not a few girls in the south boasting of degrees from the so-called female colleges.
To speak by name of some existing seminaries and colleges for youiag ladies, as
exceptions, would perhaps be invidious ; I know them to be far better than the
average schools for girls.
What have been the results of extending higher education to women ? It
has settled the question of sex in education. The first charge brought against

women by

movement was

would be detrimental to
domestic life and the
second was that they were physically unequal to the task which it was desired
Few of the graduates, it is true, are over thirty years of
to impose on them.
age, and even men at that time of life have, as a rule, only nuide a beginniug.
In college, it is generally conceded,
Still the women have something to show.
women get better marks than men. Some of the reports that come to us are
very interesting. In the Classical Tripos at Cambridge last year, Miss Eamsay,
of Girton, was, " like EclipHe, first, and the rest nowhere," and Miss Hervey, of
Newnham, achieved equal distinction in the Modern Language Tripos. The
success achieved by the ladies at the recent A.B. honors examination in the
University of London is also worth noting. In French, four ladies had the first
class to themselves, while male candidates were in the second and third classes.
Five obtained classical honors one in the first class, three in the second, and
one in the first place third. Three obtained honors in Gennan and one in
mathematics. A lady also— for the first time, the Pall Mall Gazette believes
passed the Scriptural examination, gaining a first class and a prize. This lady
must have shown proficiency in Hebrew or New Testament Greek, possibly in
In 1886 two ladies obtained the classical M.A. degree.
both.
the opponents of this

the best interests of society, by withdrawing

I

—

that

it

women from

;
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women employ their time well. In 1882, an organizaBoston of the alumnae resident in the east of the thirteen
leading co-educational and women's colleges, and in 1886 there were enrolled
450 members, and about 600 now. In 1883, a similar association was formed
in Chicago of western alumnae, which shortly grew to a membership of eighty.
One purpose of these associations has been to investigate all questions affecting
the higher education of women, and by scientific methods to enforce the theories
of those advocating such methods. The first subject undertaken by the Eastern
Association was an inquiry into the effect of collegiate education upon the
physical condition of women. Selecting twelve of the colleges having the largest
number of women students colleges which had, up to 1882, sent forth 1,290
graduates a committee addressed to the graduates of each of these a circular
including ve"/ minute inquiries as to their physical condition before, during and
after their college lives.
Of those thus questioned 705 answered, and their
answers were carefully tabulated and published by Col. Carrol D. Wright, in
behalf of the Massachusetts Bureau of Statistics. The result showed that the
health of over three-fourths of these seven hundred college graduates has been
either " excellent " or " good " during their whole lives, some of them losing in
health at college, and an equal number gaining that about one-fourth of them
are married, their average age being but twenty- eight, and that of their children
the greater part are living and in good health.
After graduating, the

was perfected

tion

in

—

—

:

Where

proper attention

is

paid to physipal culture, as

is

now

the case in

may

always be expected. " Seeing
as I do," says Dr. Lucy M. Hall, in Popular Science Monthly, "young women
in college in far better health than young women in society or living in pampered
idleness at home, seeing them healthier as seniors than they were as freshmen,
knowing that my records tell me that they average a smaller number of excuses
because of illness than do those of the men's colleges with which I am able to
compare data, and knowing from statistical evidence that woman college
graduates enjoy a sum total of twenty per cent, better health than the average
woman how can I conclude otherwise than that college work per se is not
"
injurious to health, nor incompatible with the best p;ood of the sex and race ?
Another plan formed by the Eastern Association was to make a thorough
study of the various phases of household sanitary science. Practical investigation was made of the subject of draining, plumbing, ventilation, etc., a bibliography was prepared, the results of the studies made were put in circulation,
and material aid given to others outside of the society on this important, but
neglected subject. Careful study has also been made of the oppoitnnities for
work open to women who have others dependent upon them, and cannot leave
nearly

all

the best institutions, a good report

—

their

Information has also been collected and distributed concerning
culture, bread-making, fruit-canning, and other domestic
Training of women in household science was a special matter investi-

homes.

horticulture,
duties.
23
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gated by the \V(>stern Association, and several western universities have organized departments of domestic "economy" which enrol college graduates among
their pupils

and
a

CALLING.

all

;

for

educated women, mor(> than any others, recognize that home
make it hapi)y and blessed will ever be the most important

that goes to

!

affair in

most women's

lives.

It is obvious to all that the contribution of

women

to our lighter literature

twenty years; and the reports of our
scientific societies show this increase to be (piite as marked in the department
of science.
Miss Lucy Salmon, of Michigan University, is the author of a

has greatly increased within the

last

valuable monograph, " History of the Appointing

Power of the President,"
which, George William Curtis said, "is by far the most thorough study of the
subject, historically, yet made in this country, and its conciseness and mastery

immense detail, of which I know something by experience, are remarkable."
Miss Jane Bancroft, of North-western ITniversity, 111., offered a careful study of
the French Parliaments as a thesis for the degree of Ph.D., at Syracuse.
Mrs.
Ellen H. Kichards, whose admirable work in teaching chemistry at the Boston
Institute of Technology is so well known, is a graduate of Yassar.
Miss Eva
Channing, who read an important paper some time since before the American
Oriental Society, took her degree at Boston University before going to Ijeipsic
In the publications of the Peabody Museum of American Archaeology,
to study.
no papers are considered more valuable than those contributed by Miss Fletcher
and Miss Studley. Mr. Horatio Hale, almost our highest authority in this
direction, bases a wholly new and very striking theory of the origin of languages
At the next to the
on certain observations recorded by Miss E. H. Wilson.
last meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, at
Mrs. Nutall's
Buffalo, nearly every section afforded something from a woman.
paper on '-Mexican Inscriptions" was pronounced by Dr. Brinton to be of
Miss Helen S. Abbott offered two valuable
"epoch-making" importance.
papers in the chemical section, and Miss Anna Winlock, of the Howard Observatory, presented a mathematical paper in connection with Prof. Kogers.
Many more names could be added to this list. But, in conclusion, I wish
to notice one objection urged against the higher education of women by a woman.
Mrs. Lynn Linton, in a recent article, appears io judge of the value of education
too exclusively by its pecuniary results, and assumes that money spent on a
girl's college training is thrown away if it does not result in an increase in her
power of earning money. Money spent on a girl's education is " of no avail " it
Mr. Fawcett has answered this so aptly by a quotation from
she marries.
Thomas Hood that I must give it to you. Hood is speaking of his own selleducation among his books " Infirm health and a natural love of reading threw
me into the society of poets, philosophers and sages, to me good angels and
From these silent instructors who often do more than
ministers of grace.
fathers and always more than godfathers for our temporal and spiritual interests—
of an

:

—

—
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from these mild monitors, delightful associates, I learned something of the divine
and more of the human religion. They were my interpreters in the House
These
Beautiful of God, and my guides among the Delectable Mountains.
reformed my prejudices, chastened my passions, tempered my heart, purified my
taste, elevated my mind, and directed my aspirations.
Those bright intelli^'ences called my mental world out of darkness and gave it two great lights
hope and memory the past for a moon, the future for a sun." " Glib nonsense,"
says Mr. Fawcett, " about the ultimate uselessness of education to a married
woman sinks to its proper level by its contrast with this utterance from a
generous and pure-minded nature."
Never before did so many questions press upon mankind for solution, and
women are and it must be so doing their part in solving the great problems.
Missionary work and the temperance cause have felt woman's gentle hand and
answered to ^he throbs of her pure heart. Many more " causes " must feel the
whole weifr
)f her influence.
All merely arbitrary and artificial barriers round
woman's taucation must be levelled, and woman given the same chance to make
the most of her gifts that man has long enjoyed.
Fighting for women is really
fighting for men.
.

.

.

—

—

—

The woman's cause

is

man's

;

they risp or sink

Together, dwarfed or godlike, bond or

free.

If she be small, slight-natured, miserable,

How

shall

men grow 1
"^ n-

^v--^
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CHAPTEE
STRENGTH AND BEAUTY
Sermon

at

Alma

IN

XXIII.
WOMAN's OHARAOTEB.

College Convocation Exercises, June, 1888, by the Rev. A.

Carman, D.D,

Superintendent qf the Methodist Church.

"That our daughters may be as corner stones, polished
of a palace."— Psalm cxliv. 12.

5ING DAVID'S realm had been
rous, treacherous

after the similitude

greatly disturbed.

men, under a proud, ungrateful

son,

AdventuAbsalom,

had driven the king out of his royal city, Jerusalem, to be a
wanderer in the wild country beyond the Jordan. Bad, unprincipled men at the Capital had trampled upon authority and
order, and regal sovereignty and good government had fled as to
Eeckless and disthe fastnesses and the mountains for shelter.
loyal spirits had gathered to Absalom anarchy and confusion
But
prevailed, and utter ruin threatened the kingdom and the commonwealth.
the God of Heaven had
steadfast and loyal men had gathered to the king
;

:

blessed the royal

army and given

victory over the rebels.

To

celebrate this

Eoyal Psalmist poured out the jubilant, grateful strains of the first
verses of this Psalm: "Blessed be the Lord my strength, which teacheth my
hands to war, and my fingers to fight my goodness and my fortress my high
tower and my deliverer my shield and he in whom I trust, who subdueth my
And it is in the prayer concluding the Psalm for the peace
people under me."
of his people, the stability of good government, and the prosperity of the realm,
"Eid me and deliver me from
that we find the thought and words of our text
the hand of strange children, whose mouth speaketh vanity, and their right hand
that our sons may be as plants grown up in their
is a right hand of falsehood
youth that our daughters may be as comer stones, polished after the similitude
of a palace : that our gamers may be full, aflbrding all manner of store that
our sheep may bring forth thousands and ten thousands in our streets that our
oxen may be strong to labor that there be no breaking in, nor going out that
Happy is that people that is in such a
there be no complaining in our streets.
case; yea, happy is that people whose God is the Lord."
Evidently the old ruler, warrior and statesman's idea was, that to have a
good and prosperous country you must have a good, true, faithful and loyal
people you must either subdue and drive out the strange children the careless,
victory, the

;

:

;

:

:

:

:

:

;

;

—

;
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tliat are indiU'erent

to the country's welfare,

and iu idleness, dissipation, vice and crime, destroy it; or you must change tlicse
worthless wicked ones into a better mind, a nobler purpose, a grander life. You
must tirst dissolve, break up the cumulative power of wickedness, the social and
public energy of crime and sin, the corrupting force of evil habit, evil association,
evil example.
By instruction, by law, by wise institution, by effective government with the help of God, the dark-minded, the dangerous and the devilish
classes must be lifted, enlightened and ennobled, or brought under and
restrained.
"Rid me and deliver me from the hand of strange children." The
ignorant, the vicious, the selfish and the reckless must not have the power in
the state.

Then, proper care nmst be taken in the formation of the character of the
on-coming generation. By discipline, by knowledge, by culture, by ceaseless
vigilance and diligent oversight
by training, by labor, by judicious adaptation,
by proper nurture and solid building, the moral and political growth must be
directed, as by the hand of a skilful, tireless husbandman
the domestic, social,
personal and public fabric must be reared in beauty and strength, as ordered by
a master- workman and a prince of architects
"That our sons may be as plants
grown up in their youth that our daughters may be as corner stones, polished
To achieve these results the mightiest factor
after the similitude of a palace.^'
;

;

:

:

is,

in the Psalmist's eye, the home, the mother.
"

The mother, in her office, holds tlie key
Of the soul. And she it is who stamps the coin
Of character, and makes the being who would be a savage
But for her {irentle cares, a Christian man."

After these things, no trouble about the temporal prosperity, the material
wealth, the political stability, power and glory

No

I

trouble about the sheep

and the oxen no trouble about the garners and the grain
No trouble about
the contentment and peace of the people about the administration of justice,
No trouble about fidelity to
or the enactment of good law and respect for it
" That there be no breaking in nor
the government, or loyalty to the crown
going out that there be no complaining in our streets " no rushing in of the
lawless from abroad, and no desperadoes and criminals to send abroad to break
no refuge for villains, and no nursing of crime no grinding of
in upon others
the poor by the rich no oppression of the weak by the strong and, on the
other hand, no leagues and conferences of poverty against property, of labor
against capital, of sordidness and sottishness against sobriety, of lust against
virtue, and license against law. After the experience of thirty centuries it is not
amiss for us to-day to ask, Can we make any improvement on King David's
order restraint of evil, riddance from evil then care and culture, and then
great peace and prosperity ?
;

!

;

!

!

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

;
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In this care and culture we have to-day to speak mainly, if not only, of that
kind and quality, degree and mode of care and culture suitable to woman, and
to which

woman

heritance

and

is

right

entitled

:

woman an

equal partner with

in the domestic sphere

;

;

man

and in moral,

in personal in-

social, intellectual

and religious nature, claims and capabilities perfectly equal in these regards, in
these solid, substantial, fundamental and everlasting things whatever may be
:

;

said of equal rights, duties and privileges in that

little

play on the surface of

things, the governmental realm in Home and Church and State.
Laws and
customs and political and religious systems have unquestionably done woman
great wrong, nieasuieless injustice invaded and trampled down her personal,
moral, social, intellectual and spiritual rights and dignities and degraded, and
in some cases as woman, almost destroyed her.
Beform is needed, yea in many
places revolution, and that at once and forever.
;

;

III
=

ll«

Man and woman,
things

;

perfectly equal ii all regards in substantial

and

essential

perfectly equal in the strong foundations of the mountains, and in the

broad slopes that bear up the cities, and turn the rivers downward to the plain;
perfectly equal in the battlemented sides that hold up the forests, in the rich
mines buried in the depths, and in the castellated heights lifting up their heads
solid and sublime
if they are not equal on the bald, slippery, storm-swept summit, the governmental realm, where the snow blinds with its brightness and the
ice deceives with its glare, it is likely, as the loyal and obedient Bismarck says
of his own House and the Imperial House of Germany: " Why is not the House
;

of Bismarck as high as the

House

of the Hohenzollerns ?

Why

should not the

Bismarck cast down the Hohenzollerns, and rule in its place ? Because
there is a God there is such a thing as right and authority, t«nd loyalty and
obedience; and obedience and loyalty are the honor, the dignity, the joy, the
reward of the House of Bismarck."

House

of

:

If woman, who is absolutely the equal of man in all things in the universal
whole, both in earth and heaven, because she is supreme in many things, is not
the head of the man in the fami'", the anointed teacher in the church, and the
appointed ruler in the state, it is simply, again, because there is a God, a
governor there is such a thing as authority benign as the heavens there is
;

;

such a thing as obedience, ennobling as the devotion of an archangel; in response
to love, to reason, and to holy law, as pure and bright and sweet as the life and
Ennobling obedience, woman's part obedient
light from the throne of God.
But
love, man's; and what God hath joined together let not man put asunder.
when holy love is changed to brutal lust, and rational, seraphic obedience to
rebellious servility, God's order is perverted God's matchless beauty of design
and creation defaced then, as from fire and from flood, no wonder we snatch
the best thing out of the ruin we can; and this is what the world, rising in
righteousness and truth, is trying to do.
;

;

;

—

;

;

;
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Hail

The

woman

I

hail thou faithful wife

latest, choicest

None

Helpmeet

is

and mother,

part of heaven's f^reat plan

thy peerless place at

fills

home

circle,

I

no other

;

found for laboring, suffering

Hail thou home
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man

where at day's decline

Her moulding power, her radiant virtues shine
Not in the church to rule, or teach, her place
Not in the mart of trade or senate halls
Not the wild festive scene is hers to grace
Not fashion's altar her its victim calls
Not here her Held of triumph ; but alone
She moves the queen of home, all, all her own.

I

:

This heroic struggle of our humanity to correct the wrong of centuries'
endurance and growth, and to vindicate th^ essential equality and holy alliance
of manhood and womanhood, is effectually displayed to our view as the ideal of
education, even in the ancient time, in the double simile of the Psalmist's prayer:
" That our sons may be as plants grown up in their youth that our daughters
:

may

be as corner stones, polished after the similitude of a palace."

the pre-eminent advantage here from the young

man

lastic training, his moral, social or religious culture ?

the aspiration of patriotism and piety,

men may be

grown up

is

Where

is

in his domestic or scho-

The burden

the same in both cases

;

of the prayer,

that our

young

youth not a sudden spurt of growth in
the pulp, and this soft, tender and fragile
overgrown and immature, with fruit
raw, withered and spongy, like apples or oranges
blasted and out of season
picked before they are ripe nor, on the other hand, a long retarded growth
through frosts or heat or drought, bO that the dwarfed stock, integuments and
branches become woody and impervious to free flowing juices, prematurely producing shrivelled and tasteless fruit, and utterly insensible as to the bounty,
beauty and glory of the autumn in both cases without power of resistance, the
weaker through weakness, and all the more exposed to the vermin that devour
and the blasts that destroy. There are multitudes of such growths, but neither
of these conditions of growth meets the Psalmist's patriotic prayer: " That our
sons be as plants grown up in their youth," that they make their frame and their
that they, in due season, gather all the
fibre in healthy advance day by day
needed elements into their texture, and gradually harden into robustness in the
that they perfect growth in the period of
free exercise of all their powers
growth bear fruit, generous fruit, at the time of fruitage, and ripen it in glory
in the fatness of the autumn.
How the soul of the old king desired such men when hot-headed, ambitious
youths, and soured, disappointed old men, malcontents and traitors, were destroying the very foundations of the kingdom! In such a time, says David, what shall
"Why, that our young men may be reared like plants, in
I ask of my God ?
beauty, in a moral symmetry like plants grown up in their youth, strong,
as plants

in their

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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stately, syininotrical, fruitful,
iiitollif^'ciice

ill

woU rootod

in

honesty and

and

well dcvi'loped in kno\vlodfi;o

;
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virttio

roiij,Mon;

;

well ostiihlishcd

aliiindaiitly t'niittnl in

and holy purpose, in all the valortJiis acts of a
deeds of an honorahle and j,'ener(iuH linnianity.
StreDf,'tii, beauty, utility, felicity and honor individually and in their associiations in ('lunch and State
these are what David soii^dit for the sons.
Had
" That our daughters may lie as
he any dill'ereiit prayer for the (lau<,diters ?
a

i

licnevulcnt thoii^lit, in

loyal citizenship,

and

in all

all hi^di

the

<,'ood

;

corner-stones polished after the siiiiilitude of a palace."

Surely a corner-stone implies strength,

stone must bear a great weight, and bear

utility, responsibility.

The

corner-

continually.
The solidity, character
upon it. " A corner-stone polished"

it

and safety of the building depend much

made beautiful, massiveness, grandeur made graceful, power
made lovely, utility made radiant and amiable, weightiest burdens

implies strength
of endurance

borne with meekest grace and gentleness. A " corner-stone polished after the
similitude of a palace " implies that according to the glory, majesty anil excellency of the building must be the strength and beauty of the corner-stone. This
stone above
placed.

all

The

others must

l)e

adapted to the whole building in which it is
comer-

edifice gives (;haracter to tlie corner-stone, as well as the

Above

stone gives strength and stability to the edifice.

all

other stones in the

building, the corner-stone cannot be individualized, set out by itself, having no

regard to the nature, purpose or dimensions of ^he fabric whose walls rest ujion

]

IJ

It

It is just that part of the edifice, of

the character

;

which the

that part of the edifice which,

if

edifice itself

must determine

disproportionate or

ill

adjusted,

formed or finished, will weaken all walls and foundations, mar all symmetry and beauty, disturb and diminish all safety and stability, and put us
with all our glories of superstructure a long way on toward wreck and disastei
No man would put the same massive, strong, precious, highly wrought and
Reautiful corner-stone under a log hut or a rude barn that he would place under
the walls of an imperial palace, or in the foundation of a great cathedral or a
noble structure for parliaments and courts. The corner-stone of the palace or
cathedral must be cut and polished in harmony with the palace or cathedral.
or

H'h

lit

it.

ill

Our daughters

are to be as corner-stones, polished

after the similitude of a

palace.

Our palace is the golden palace of the State the high estate of our good
Dominion and our imperial realm; and the ivory palace of the Church of the
;

Living God, ever fragrant with the incense of prayer, ever resonant with the
anthems and harmonies of devotion. This Church of God is the city of God
coming down from God oilt of heaven this city of glorious palaces, of gems and
of gold, of the light that goeth not out, the splendors that fade not, and the
Sun that gooth not down. In the ancient prophecy it is declared of the King
and His Kingdom, Christ and His Church, " Thy throne,
God, is forever and
ever the sceptre of thy kingdom is a right sceptre. Thou lovest righteousness
;

;

t' ^'

ST|{KN(!rn

lintest w'ickcdiH'ss

(111(1

of gliidnuss

oil

nwi] vaHHia,

(hiu^'hterH
(|iieen in

car

;

is

thy heauty.

;

gold.

the virgins,

.

make princes

tlicc

with

tlio

;

upon thy right hand did Htand the
and eonsider and incline thine

(liiiighter,

and

f/ii/

jal/icr's lioiisr

king's diuighter

is all

;

so

hImiII

the king greatly

glorious within

;

her clothing

She shull he hrought unto the king in raiment of needleher companions that follow her, shall be brought iinto thee.

With gladness and
king's palace.

'J"hc

.

women

lioiionihle

Hearken,

gold of Ophir.

of wrought

work

tUi)

were ainoiig thy

forqct also flune oirn jkiijiIc

(lcsir(>

WoMAiN'S CHAHACTER

(lod, tliy (iod, Imtli iiiioititcd

tlicn't'uic

;

IN

thy fcliowH. All thy gnriiit'iits Htiiell ot" myrrh imd alotsH
Kiiij^H'
iron/ palaces whorehy they have ninde thee ^' lad.

iil)()ve

ont oi

AND IJKAHTV

rejoicnng shall they he brought

Instead of

tliy fathers shall

;

they shall enter into the
whom thou niayest

be thy children,

the palace of Heaven's King, figured tO'
Lebanon, inwrought with ivory and overwhose very air was
laid with gold, tilled with costly spices and precious l)alm
sweetest perfume, whose perpetual fragrance made the rising of the King and the
rustling of His pur[)le rolxjs a bejiediction of health, and flis presence a delight.
in all the earth."

This

is

us in the royal palace of the cedars of

;

The prayer

is,

that our daughters be as corner-stones polished after the

similitude of such a palac(!

that their

life

be

tilled

;

that

is,

that they be noble, strong and beautiful

with intelligence, majesty and grace; and that their spirit

and their deeds pour forth the fragrance of purity and love, the very smell of
myrrh and aloes and cassia, out of the ivory palaces for the garments of the King.
This then is our work such an appreciation, such a recognition, and such
;

an e<lucation of wonuin

how

:

What

such a perfection of womanhood.

is it ?

and

be wrought ?
Centuries of effort
It is to be borne in mind, much already has been done.
have their demonstration and their reward. The contrast betwixt woman's condition, relation and work in heathen and in Christian countries is simply immeasluahle.
The lust-slave of tlie zenana, the voluptuous toy of the harem, or the
yoked brute of the road or the field, as the relation stands in the barbarisms of
the East, is not to be spoken of as at all akin to our views of the wife, ths
mother, the daughter, the sister, the companion and friend. Our Christian
the elevation of
civilization has already this glorious work well in progress
woman is its crown and its credentials, just as the degradation of woman is the
'

shall it

:

creed and condenniation of the boastful rejection of religion, and of every false

system of religion.

One

increase this elevating

of the primal requirements of our civilization

power wherever

it is

is

to

exercised, and multiply its agencies

and one of the primal obligations of our Christianity is, with this power as with
electric tire, to belt the earth, illuminating and purifying the nations by the
enlightenment and ennoblement of womanhood. Let the Psalmist's prayer roll
round the globe. As the cry of the agony of the millions of the oppressed, the
wail of the crashed, the bleeding and the heart-broken, on the one hand, and on
the other hand, the song of the emancipated, the mighty, the free and the joyous^
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;

like the tidal

wave

up the

lifting
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and

seas, let all lands feel its upheaval,

all

peoples with the blessing of God be borne upon the crest of its power '* That
our daughters may be as corner-stones polished after the similitude of a palace."
What a revolution of manners,
What a crushing of tyrannies that would be
:

!

What an

overthrow of old institutions and the uprising
of new ones
What a reversal of ancient laws, prejudices and styles of thought
What an enfranchisement of millions of poor spirits, and what a development
What a draining of the pestiferous marshes of
of moral and religious power

customs and habits

!

!

!

And what a pouring in of the pure, healthful water:
of life, love, joy and eternal righteousness
What a demolition of the harem
and its hellish fabrications
What an establishment of the home and its heavenly felicities
What a dignifying of motherhood, responsive to the birth of
the Adorable Son of God Himself! What a new meaning and power, what
ignorance, servility and sin

!

!

!

I

strength and glory in wifehood, like unto the freshness of the dews of

What

a glorious restitution of a lost world in

brothers, sisters

and

—type of

the family

Heaven, to the God from

whom

Eden

I

mother,

has wandered,

fast

far

" That our daughters
corner-stone

is

may

In the

be as coi^.- stones."

in the foundation of the building.

The

first

place, the

solidity of the building,

it.
And whether we see it or not,
whether we appreciate and acknowledge it or not, the
character of woman is in the foundation of all society, and of all character that
goes to make up societ
for God the Most High hath so ordained.
The moral,
the social, the spiritual condition of a people will not, can not, rise above the
moral, social and intellectual condition of the mothers of whom generation after
generation of that people are born.
The very constitution of our nature and the
forces of physical and intellectual life determine this.
Our mothers make us
such as they are themselves.
—
In the second place, the corner-stone is at the joining of the walls of the
building, and so is the bond of their union. Whether they are held firm together,
or divide and destroy the entire structure, depends largely upon the relation
and stability of the corner-stone. And whether society has the cohesive energies
of virtue, purity and love, depends upon the character and influence of woman;
the wife, the sister, the mother. Their attraction, their restraining and binding
energy gone, and all is gone. Humanity is a horde government is robbery
empire, pillage and slaughter and colonization, rapine and raid. Hold society
together, not with selfishness, not with ambition, not with pride and love of
power but with devotion to woman's interests, the interests of home, with her
love and gentleness and grace
and you build up a great and enduring commonwealth, an example to the nations, and inaccessible to decay.
In the third place, the corner-stone must be strong, enduring, to bear up
the great v^eight of the corner, the pressure of the entire superstructure from

the strength of the building, depends upon

whether we

feel it or not,

• •

i^B^i

it

— father,

;

;

;

;

ill

ill

.,1
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And surely woman must be qualifi'^ ', physically, morally,
stand up under the greatest responsi'uilities, to endure the
shocks of the present storms of trial and disaster, and to bear without flinching
the unceasing pressure of labor and duty that comes down upon her, and her
dome

to foundation.

intellectually, to

alone, in the home and in her relations to the Church and the State.
The health
and bodily strength of women is the richest physical inheritance of the people
stalwart, sturdy sons do xaot come of mothers that are weaklings and perpetual
invalids.
The general robustness of our rural population and the temperate
working classes, in contrast with the delicacy and unproductiveness of insipid
and luxurious homes, is a terrible comment upon the awful abuses of wealth and
;

the vengeance of heaven upon the careless, the sentimental, the

ease.

It

lustful

and the

is

Whatever

selfish.

else is done, the health

of our daughters

must be guarded.
for robustness of character the woman must have the well-trained
Ignorance cannot nurture moral heroism it never did it never wi'l.
There must be something of an understanding of God and His purposes and
works of our own relation, duty and destiny of the claims of society, of the
Church of God, and of the land in which we live. For genuine heroism, commend r le to the true women that have known their place and done their work
to Esther that offered her life a sacrifice and delivered the Jews, to the faithful
ones that attended our Lord, to Lady Jane Grey in ducal courts, and to Florence
Nightingale in British hospitals.

Then

mind.

;

;

;

;

;

" Not she with traitorous kiss her Master stung,

Not

she denied

Him

wiih unfaithful tongue

;

She when Apostles fled cou'd danger brave,
Last at His cross, and earliebt- at His grave."

and generous culture in both men and women have always gone
Ignorance may give you obstinacy, but it can never give you the
sublime endurance of intelligence and moral freedom. It certainly never can
yield you the high estate of glorious enterprise for God and for the human race
it can never enable the mothers of our land to train their sons and daughters for
Educating our
all broad sympathies, all generous charities, all noble deeds.
Moral

fibre

together.

;

girls aright,

we

are putting str-ength, massiveness, endurance into the corner-

stones of the great structures of our noble (:)mmonweaIth.

This at once shows us what kind and style of education
Their education must be sound and solid

is

suitable for girls.

must be

correct in moral
and religious principle that is, sound; and it mu'^t be thorough in mental
discipline, going to tlie roots of things, laying the laws of the mind on the
foundations of the sciences solid. This, this is education all else is tampering with solemn interests, playing with tremendous responsibilities, sporting with
The education oi our girls must be thorough in the
inestimable opportunities.
;

that

is,

"t

—

—

:

i

:
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fundamental branches of learning and it nuist be based on relij^ious truth
and permeated with it, and filled with holy fervor, the breathings of divine
power.
Away, away for ever, with the tawdry, the flashy, the superficial, the
showy, the easily got and quickly gone the ribbons for a procession or the
decorations for a parade day. God, and ourselves, and all men, the Church, the
State, the condition of the whole world, demand of us wise choice and thorough
work, solid, enduring corner-stones.
But again, these corner-stones are to be polished not veneered, not daubed,
The beauty, grace and excellency
but 'polished.
not decorated, not painted
must be brought out of the stone itself. Who ever heard of veneering a cornerstone ? Who ever heard of treating great buildings to putty and paint ? And
Education fails
yet are not some educators, so-called, at this very business ?
unless it reaches the deep faculties, the mighty energies, the hidden resources
of the soul, and brings them into exercise, to shine brightly in the clear air.
You can polish oak or maple or granite better, to be sure, than you can basswood or chalk. And if the generations of men were right, by the very law of
heredity, by the power of God, there would be less basswood and chalk.
And I
know no better way to make granite ashamed of itself, and cause it to hasten to
slink into chalk, or to make oak hurry into the doze of basswood, than to undertake to veneer it.
Mere show and ornament in education is an insult to God
and a degradation of man, a scorn of the infinite reason and intelligence in us
and a disowning of our divine relationship. By hard grinding, by close stud}
l)y stern discipline, by patient, persevering toil, let these corner-stones be
polished. Let the grain and shades and fibre and finish and richness and beauty
be brought out of the stones themselves.
And oh, what a polish what a smoothness and brightness they will takf
What a divine radiance and gh-ry can be put upon them
Where is there anything fairer, lovelier, in earth or heaven, than pure, noble, intelligent womanly
character ? Talk of your glorious majesty, your sovereign charms, your queeni}
Here, here is where they dwell in pious, learned, (consecrated, earnest
graces.
womanhood This the power that rules and shall rule the world. After Schiller,
solid,

;

;

;

;

I

n

!

!

!

:

!

well

may we

say

:

" Sweetness

By

is

a woman's attribute,

that she has reij^ned and by that will reign.

There have been some who with a mightier mind
Have won dominion but they never won
;

The dearer empire

of the beautiful

Sweet sovereigns in their natural

Will not our God,

who

inspired David's prayer, aid in this blessed

ishing the corner-stones of universal and eternal empire

work of

pol-

the empire of reason,
none other than the everlasting Kingdom of our

and love ? For this is
Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.

light

•<

loveliness."

;
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Aiifl yet aj^'ain, these corner-stones are to be " polished after the similitude
to be made fit and comely for that dwelling-place of the King,
of a palace "
that abode of regal splendors, of whicih they constitute much of th.! strength,
;

And what is this royal palace, this abode of magnificence,
wisdom, wealth and power ? It is human society in all the proper
phases of its action, and in all the normal stages of its development in the
family, the nation and the Church, at once both family and empire, universal
and everlasting and under the capabilities and opportunities of nattu'al religion
under special providential economies of the earliest time under the partial and
shadowy revelations of the Jewish theocracy and now under the broad and
transcendent privileges of the Christian era, opening out its light and liberty to
the countless millions of this redeemed race.
Here are the palaces of our God,
the city of the Great King, rising in majesty out of the labor, struggle and conflict of the centuries
the royal abodes of authority and obedience, truth and
righteousness, justice and love, happiness and peace, wealth, health, knowledge
and prosperity and the prayer of the text is that our daughters be as cornerstones polished after the similitude of such a palace, after the glory of such a
city of palaces.
Where are the daughters that have the solidity and strength,
the natural delicacy, grace and capability of such a polish for so honorable and
important a place ? Where are the workmen of discretion and skill to bring out
the beauty, excellency and power?
It takes ages of ingraining, of grinding in
the storm and settling in the calm, of assorting in the water and crystallizing in
It
the fire, to form the compact stone, solid and susceptible of high polish.
takes generations of culture and taste to give the artist's hand the quick touch
that shapes the rugged rock into living beauty and pours the radiance of genius
rlu-ough flashing chisel into massive pediment and lofty column, the strength and
And our advantage is, we live at the summit
,i,dory of the palace of the King.
of the centuries.
The private life of our people, our Christian homes, our social
and moral agencies and forces, our public and political institutions, have long
been setting our bone, settling our principles, compacting our moral fil)re,
sifting, stricting, lonsolidating and hardening the human strata, the social
some of them rougii
formations, from which these corner-stones are lifted
The corner-stones are here in the noble
enough for the palace of the King.
The skilful workmen are here.
daughters that come from our Canadian homes.
The palaces are i-isiig in the city of our God, the Kingdom of Heaten. The
the truth of God, the truth of science,
mighty, subtle, sublune forces are here
perpetuity and glory.
felicity,

I

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

;

"
the power, light and heat of the Holy Spirit. The Lord bless the work.
polished
the
similitude
after
shall our daughters be as corner-stones

Then
of a

palace."

Oh, beautiful city of God! Oh, glorious, blessed, everlasting Kingdom of
Heaven! Oh, land of pure delight and realm of unfailing joy! Oh, empire of
Must a man die to see thy flushing
peace and ever enlarging prosperity!

i

i
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turrets,

thy blazing towers?

Must he pass through the
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valley and the

shadow

of death to get a glimpse of thy fruitful hills and thine enamelled fields; to
catch the fragrant breezes from thy healthful skies, and hear the triumphant

song of the joyous millions that crowd thy streets, gladden themselves in thy
holy associations and activities, and broaden their intelligence and exalt and
ennoble their nature in obedience, devotion, wisdom and knowledge
Grod
we must not wait so long if we sing true
I

?

Praise

:

"

We
We

mark her goodly battlements, and her foundations strong
hear within the solemn voice of her unending song.

Unshaken

asetiernal

A mountain

hills,

that shall

till

immovable she stands,
the earth, a house not

made with hands."

Not so long if we read true in prophecy " The Lord is exalted for He dwelleth
on high. He hath filled Zion with judgment and righteousness. And wisdom
and knowledge shall be the stability of thy times and strength of salvation. Thf
fear of the Lord is His treasure." And what have women to do with the glorious
consummation ? Is it at all dependent upon them, upon their spirit, condition
and work? Again saith the prophet: " liise up, ye women that are at ease;
hear my voice, ye careless daughters
give ear unto my speech.
Many days
and years shall ye be troubled, ye careless women for the vintage shall fail, the
gathering shall not come. Tremble, ye women that are at ease
be troubled, ye
strip ye and make ye bare, and gird sackcloth upon your loins.
careless ones
They shall lament for the teats, for the pleasant fields, for the fruitful vine.
Upon the land of my people shall come up thorns and briers yea, upon all the
houses of joy in the ^'oyous city. Because the palaces shall be forsaken the
multitude of the city shall be left the forts and towns shall be for dens forever,
until the Spirit be poured upon up from
a joy of wild asses, a pasture of flocks
on high, and the wilderness be a fruitful field, and the fruitful field be counted
Then judgment shall dwell in the wilderness and righteousness
for a forest.
remain in the fruitful field. And the work of righteousness shall be peace, and
And my people
the effect of righteousness quietness and assurance forever.
shall dwell in a peaceable habitation, and in sure dwellings, and in quiet restingplaces, when it shall hail, coming down on the forest, and the city shall be low in a
low place. Blessed are ye that sow beside all waters, that send forth thither the
As if he had said, The moral and intellectual confoot of the ox and the ass."
dition of a people is largely dependent on their women, their mothers and wives
Women have nmch to do with
so is their temporal condition and prosperity.
Therefore should women heed
bringing in the era oi peace and righteousness.
The Bible putteth not so great
themselves, and hear and heed the Gospel.
the earth rt.iewed
difference after all betwixt the renovated earth and Heaven
in righteousness and knowledge, and Heaven filled with the glory of the Lord,
righteousness, knowledge nd truth.
;

:

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

-
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If

I

then ?
What lesson learn we ?
and long-drawn experience for our instruction.

What do we

Here is history multiDid war, conquest and
blood make an enduring nation ? History saith not so, else Egypt and Babylon had never fallen.
Did extensive sway, broad empire, wise law and venerplied

;

'

-.1

f

\

able jurisprudence build indestructible foundations

?
History saith not so, or
liome had not trembled in the height of her power and sunk into decay.
Did painting and poetry, architecture and sculpture ensure everlasting kingdom ?
History saith not so, or Greece had not lost her splendors and gone out into
Did games and public amusements build strong towers and
the abyss of night.
pillars ?
Not so, or the Eastern lioman Empire, with its circus, and Kome itself,
with the Coliseum, and Spain, with its bull-tights, had been mighty to-day.
Did music, dancing, sentiment, song and flowers warrant and supply undecaying
History saith not so, or Sodom had not been
life and undiminishing glory ?
plunged into ruin through the most degrading vices, and Pompeii and Herculaneum had not been buried with all their filth, their lust, their rottenness and
shame.
Does solid training in mathematics make strong men ? Then give it to the
Does science in its proper use develop the mental
girls to he consecrated to God.
Then give the girls
faculties, and make even the young men robust in thought ?
Does the study of
a chance at it, to be used for the home and the human race.
logic and metaphysics make keener the penetration and deeper the insight ?
Then let women for a little carry it out of the rugged paths of theology and
politics into the bowers of our aesthetic nature, the gardens of the soul. Do history, political economy and sociology broaden the views of public men and ennoble
Then by them let women learn the ways of
their conceptions of our race ?
Providence and the grand designs of God in the equality and fraternity of the
family of man. Do the languages and philology reveal to our lawyers, our
preachers, our professional men, the workings of the human mind, and demonstrate the commonwealth of thought, the field of knowledge, as the common

heritage of intellect?

Then

let

woman,

intellectual as well as

man, possess the

with the fruits of her culture, the literature of the
heart.
But why say more ? Since woman has a mind to cultivate, a heart to
ennoble, a sphere to fill, an account to render, who dares close against her the
golden gates of opportunity or the avenues of knowledge through gates of pearl
broad domain and enrich

into tlio ivory palaces ?
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HOME CULTURE.

CHAPTEE XXIV.
THE HIGHER CHRISTIAN EDUCATION OP
WOMEN ITS MISSION AND
ITS METHOD.
:

By

Principal Austin, A.M., B.D.

HftY the
=

higher education of
understand her

women we

y more advanced training

^^'

in

the subjects of common
school study
her instruction in
all

;

the higher walks of language and

her mastery of a course
embracing more or less of mathematics, metaphysics, history and
biography, and the natural and
moral sciences in fact, her completion of a thorough college course,

literature

;

;

in

many

respects

equal,

if

not

identical, with the Arts course of

the University.

By

this higher

education of

women we mean

employment

in

the

her training and
development of the same class of
subjects, and to some extent of the
same methods, that have proved such mighty instruments in the development of

man's intellectual powers through past centuries. This higher education contemplates such instruction and such training as shall perfect the powers of body,
brain and heart, resulting in a strong and harmonious character.

By

the higher Christian education

we mean

the impartation of this instruc-

and training under Christian auspices, in a decidedly Christian spirit, and
by means and methods entirely in harmony with those of the great Teacher

tion

himself.
(371)
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This movement for the higher culture of women, while admitting some
the natural endowments of the sexes, and tiie propriety of corresponding differences in their culture, yet assumes the substantial equality and
identity of the male and female minds, and the possibility and propriety of seeking their highest development along a common line of culture.
diflfereuce in

LUk

l!

This position is assailed by a multitude of objections, most of which fall
under two general heads the first is woman's incapacity to receive the
higher culture; and the second, the evil results supposed to spring from her
pursuit of higher education.
easily

I'-

:

woman is, we are gravely informed, two-fold in its nature.
women are doomed to mental inferiority on account of the

This incapacity of
First

m

,

we

are told

weakness of their frairie and the peculiar demands made upon their health and
strength.
This weakness, we are assured by a certain medical authority, is so
ineradicable, and nature's demands are so numerous and so destructive of force
and vitality, that women are altogether unfitted for continuous scholastic effort
and thorough mental discipline. But before accepting so sweeping a dictum
concerning woman's physical incapacity, let us pause and ask the proof of so
astounding a statement. Has the all-wise and benevolent Creator doomed woman
Having endowed woman with intellect
to life-long weakness and incapacity ?
has He denied her the possibility of its thorough cultivation ? Throughout the
whole realm of nature the possession of any faculty or power by man or animal
has ever been regarded &s prima facie evidence of divine design that it should be
Now God has endowed woman with brain as well as
cultivated and improved.
beauty, and following the reasoning suggested by the analogy of nature, we conclude His design embraces as thorough cultivation of woman's intellectual nature
as of man's.

What proof have we that God has made a mockery of woman by endowing
her with an intellectual faculty and a thirst for knowledge, yet dooming her to
perpetual denial of the exercise of one and the gratification of the other ? What
proof, we may again ask, that women are physically unable to scale the loftier
flights of learning ?

women have never taken high rank as scholars. "Very
answer, " since the chivalry of our brothers has shut us out
from the fountains of learning. It is a well-known fact that the oldest and most
renowned universities of to-day were endowed without any regard to distinction
and yet men, with true and becoming manliness, have monopolized the
of sex

may be
may they not

First, it

true,"

said,

—

_

j_[:

advantages and mocked poor woman's demands
tion of her incapacity."

for equality

by a quiet assump-

lH.ff

Suppose we admit that women have not as much bone, muscle and tissue
men, what then? Does it follow because they are not built upon as large a
plan as man, that they are less capable of mastering a college course ?
as

m
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Admit,

if

you

will, that

women

are not as strong as

men

—

is

the ability to

acquire knowledge to be tested by the same experiments as the ability to row,

run or wrestle

We may certainly admit the advantage of a strong

?

constitution as an adjunct

to the highest culture, without

and vigorous
determining the

Or, if we go farther,
and admit that women cannot endure as protracted study as men, that their
mental exercises are subject to necessary intervals of repose, does it necessarily
follow that the highest and best culture is beyond their reach ?
Progress in
study is conditioned not alone, or even chiefly, by hours spent in study, but
equally as mucli by quickness of perception, delicacy of detail and habits of
accuracy in which women admittedly excel.
Women are, like men, endowed with a nature opening out toward the infinite and the eternal, with longings after truth and knowledge which no merely
superficial course can fill.
Has Providence made a mistake in assigning too
much work for woman's feeble strength? If the Creator gave woman less
If He gave woman a
physical strength, she has compensating advantages.
smaller frame, and in the economy of nature has put large demands upon it, we
may rest assured that it is made of finer material, or endowed with peculiar
powers of endurance.
As yet the experiment of admitting women to full collegiate courses is in its
infancy, and no conclusive results can be drawn therefrom.
If, however, we
were to accept the results thus far of the co-education movement in the United
States, they would fully confirm the view that women are as adequate physically
for oUi strain and demands of a college course as their stronger brothers. Eeports
from those colleges where it has been tried show no larger number of absences
from lectures, or failures on account of health, on the part of women than of
men. It has not yet been proved that women are physically inadequate to this
higher culture, and as her nature seems to demand it equally with that of man's,
we must dismiss all objectiono to her claims on the ground of physical weakness
with a simple non sequitur.

question of ability, solely or even principally, on that basis.

—

—

y

Here

it

is

mi

proper to note one of the strong objections raised to woman's
viz., the supposed injury done to her health by the long strain

higher education,

American women, as a rule, have very delicate health, ^
and while the health of Canadian women is better, it cannot be compared with
Now, says the
that of European women, and is far from what we could desire.
objector, women's physical nature is far from strong at best, and weakened as it
is by the worry and strain of our unnatural mode of living, those who attempt a
long and arduous college course will make fatal shipwreck of health and life. _^
Now, whatever weight the objection may have in schools where intellectual
culture is pursued to the neglect of physical and moral, where mental cramming is the only requirement and the passage of an examination paper is held
forth as the one great end of human existence, there is positively no ground for

of years of application.

'
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fear where a Bymnietrioal system of instruction and discipline is piirsued under
proper sanitary conditions. So far from study, when conducted under proper

conditions, being detrimental to health, the best authorities

now

agree that

it is

a necessary adjunct to health and vigor.
The want of wholesome mental work is justly chargeable with a part of the
feebleness and lassitude of young ladies out of school
Lord Bacon justly says
Too much bending breaks the bow, too much unbending, the mind
"The
truth is," says a certain writer, " that study rightly prosecuted, prosecuted with
order, system, deliberation, on a plan arranged to favor natural development,
and to stimulate a well-balanced activity of all the mental powers, attended
with due observance of the laws of bodily sanity is one of the healthiest of
employments."
An English medical lady of high rank declares that the exercise of the
intellectual powers is the best means of preventing and counteracting an undue
development of the emotional nature the same writer affirming that extravagances of imagination and feeling, engendered in an idle brain, have much to do
with the ill-health of girls. An eminent teacher, before the Royal Commission
on Education, declares that hard study improves the health of girls.
But, it may be said, the evil effects of hard study are seen after many days
Now it is an undeniable fact that
in enfeebled constitutions and early decease.
where disease is contracted, or weakness superinduced by any course of conduct,
life is proportionately shortened.
Let us see, then, if statistics show a shorter
average of life for lady than for gentlemen graduates. Comparing the longevity
of the graduates of Mt Holyoke with that of other colleges, we find that after
thirty years the death rate in that college, among its lady graduates, has only
been 10.39 per cent., while that of Amherst has been 11.26 that of Bowdoin
11.85; that of Harvard 11.62, and of Yale 13.42. Even allowing a slight percentage off on account of the probable difference in the age of graduates, it may
be assert d that the lady graduates of Mt. Holyoke stand on a par with the
graduates of Yale and Harvard as to chances for life. At Oberlin the death rate

—

—

;

among

woman

of the former.

writer

who

declares that

when

learns the laws th?.t govern her physical being, and has the courage to

obey them,

and a

Alumnae and Alumni is in favor
we can all agree with a modem

college

Surely

it will

be found that she has strength to be a woman, a Christian

scholar.

But then it is said women are not strong enough mentally to master a
They may receive the education embraced in the
thorough college course.
" Three R's " with, perchance, a Httle smattering of history or literature, and
the easier accomplishments, but anything requiring real strength of intellect is,
of course, beyond the merely female mind, and prohibited by the very plan of
her being. Women, we are told, are incapable of extended or subtle analysis.
The researches of science, the intricacies of mathematics, the profundities of

m
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metaphysics, are

all

bej'ond the flight of female genius.

equality or disparity between the natural intellectual

Now
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the existence of

endowments

of the sexes

can only bp established by the results of studies pursued under common conditions and tested by the appliance of a common standard.
As before pointed
out, all experiments in co-education are of too recent a date to warrant dogmatic
utterance on either side. Yet to show that these experiments thus far are not
detrimental to woman's claim of mental equality, it may not be amiss to quote
a few testimonies.
Dr. Mahan, for thirteen years President of Oberhn, aiK. for nearly as long
President of Adrian College, states that during his connection with Oberlin
College, the proportion of young men to young women who left school on
account of failure of health through mental strain, was about 2 to 1. This proportion, he says, was nearly as large at Adrian.
During the thirty years he was
president of college faculty meetings he never once heard an intimation from
iny member of the faculty that the girls were a drag upon the class
It ought to be borne in mind just here that girls who compete with boys in
college courses, do so under disadvantages, being compelled to spend, ou the
average, an hour a day more than boys in getting up the conventional toilet o'
i lady.

Girls

boys,

whi dross as the fashion

must be

requires,

and

still

keep up their lessons with

either very superior to begin with, or economize their time better

Mr. Fraser, who was sent out from England in 1865, by the School Enquiry
Commission, says " Some of the best mathematical teachers are women some
Young ladies," he reports "read
of the best mathematical students are girls
In schools where I have
classics as well in every respect as young gentlemen.
heard the two sexes catechized," he goes on to say, "I, myself, would have
awarded the palm to young ladies for quickness of perception and precision ol
reply.''
Reports from Michigan University, Lawrence University at Appleton,
Indiana University and St Lawrence University show the average scholarship
It may seem marvellous
of young women as good as that of young men.
indeed, to some of the advocates of women's mental inferiority, that the best
Greek scholar among 1300 students at the University of Michigan, a few years
The best mathematical scholar in one of the largest classes
ago, was a woman.
;

;

of that institution to-day is a

woman.

President Fairchild, of Oberlin,

who

taught there for eleven years Latin, Greek and Hebrew, and the next eleven
years Mathematics, abstract and applied, jind the last eight years Philosophical
and Ethical studies, declares that in all r.hese studies, through all these years,
he never observed any difference between young men and women in recitation.
Professor Amos, of University College, London, says: "I have five lady pupils
in jurisprudence,

and they are some of the best pupils I have

;

I have lectured

repeatedly on law to mixed classes, and though women have sometimes attended
in smaller numbers than men, they have been, in every way, equal to them."
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human learning or
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This

in favor of cur sisters

of

research, not one of the sciences, not one beautiful or

:

There

is

not a single department

useful art, that has not been adorned by the genius of at least one

Lady Jane Grey, who had

case of

more delight

to find

chase,

is

so mastered

Greek

in the solitary perusal of Plato

alone sufficient to crush

all

woman. The

at the age of fourteen, as

than in the sports of the

accusations of mental inferiority against

her sex.

These testimonies ought to prove a little salutary to the " lords of creation,"
and should be accepted by them as an intimation of the approach of woman's
advance guard a warning that men are no longer to vaunt their claim of mental
superiority without making that claim good in fair and equal conflict.
Another standard objection urged against the higher culture of woman is
its supposed tendency to produce a race of strong-minded women, virtually men

—

The higher

in petticoats.

of

womanhood

we

culture,

are told, will destroy those peculiar graces

—meekness, gentleness, modesty, humility, which are the greatest

of the sex.
Now this charge is squarely met
by the friends of higher education by a counter statement. T hey declare that
nothing contributes more directly to the formation and growth of modesty,
humility and the peculiar graces of womanhood, than a thoroughly liberal edu-

charm and the brightest ornament

cation.

Now

the reply

is at

least as

good as the objection, both being so

far

mere

may be fortified by various considerations. First,
how much greater is the unknown than the known, its

statements, but the answer
since education reveals

and modesty. The higher eduauspices and in a proper spirit,
can never foster conceit and self-assertion. For every thoroughly educated
woman of the strong-minded type, we have one hundred superficially educated
women of the same class, whom more thorough culture would have taught
becoming humility.
Education may, in some cases, supply a wider field and broader opportunity
but this is most apt tc occur where the chiei
for native arrogance and ambition
attention centres in intellectual training, t. the neglect of heart and life. In
natural tendency

must be

cation, therefore,

when imparted under proper

in favor of humility

—

this, as in

But,

many

it is

other respects, "

A

little

learning

is

a dangerous thing."

asked, If we admit the fcjisibility of the higher education of women,

First, we answer, no
their higher Christian education ?
education can be true or approach perfection that systematically ignores the
higher and religious nature. Educate the body and the brain to the neglect

what special need of

and you have produced not symmetrical !nanhood or womanhood,
but a monstrosity. Every system of education to be true and perfect, must
develop body, mind and moral nature simultaneously after the analogy of nature.
Again, the natural connection of these higher forms of education intelligence
and piety ^is seen in all past history. Education has ever been the child of
of the heart,

—

mm

—

^
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school and the university following the mission chapel and the
All the great

-church as naturally as flowers do the course of the vernal sun.

have been founded and maintained
by ministers and churches.
Again, all study is possessed of a thousand-fold more interest when it starts
from the religious stand-point and proceeds upon a religious ])asis. Assuming
the existence of God, infinite, supreme, holy, perfect and merciful, and our relauniversities, with surprisingly few exceptions,

—

and duties springing therefrom, which are the fundamental ideas of
all study assumes new interest and power.
How is natural science lit up with new glory by this assumption, every step
of progress therein bringing upon the student's mind flashes of divine intelligence
All human language and history is full of special interest on account
tions

.eligion,

—

!

of their divine relationships

;

the exact sciences becouie manifestations of the

is eloquent with ten thousand voices
proclaiming the wisdom and power of the Father of our spirits
Now, it must be evident to all that all study from the religious standpoint
becomes immeasurably more powerful in producing that high intellectual type oi

<livine

thought, and the whole universe

!

which is the final goal of all education.
Having noted a few objections to the higher culture of women, we next
Here a variety of view meets
enquire as to the distinct object sought therein.
One opinion, often dogmatically expressed, is that the object of all higher
us.
Alas, then, for the old
culture of women is to make good wives and mothers.
Tf this be a perfect defimaids, the widows and those women who die young
nition of the work, every ladies' college ought to add a match-making establishment to its various departments. There is some truth, however, in this
religious character

!

partial definition, as

no education can be regarded as approaching perfection

that fails to qualify for these exalted relationships.

woman cannot aim

But the

alone at fitness for these two relations in

however important in themselves, are after
woman's progress relations, too, which she

—

all

life

ideal culture for

—relations which,

only incidents in the career of

may

never be called upon to fulfil.
add to woman's power of pleasing
But all of these
others, to make woman mistress of the home and social circle.
urb deficient, and for a complete ideal of the goal to be attained in woman's
Here woman's missioii
culture, we have recourse to the volume of inspiration.
On all sides of
is outlined before her creation as that of a helpmeet for man.
his three-fold nature woman is to be man's helpmeet, and this necessitates a
The higher Christian culture, then, aims
three-fold culture of her own being.
and of necessity embraces three
at perfect and symmetrical woiaanhocl
Others

tell

us that the higher education

is

to

—

elements
This part of woman's culture seeks after several
1. Physical development.
It is perfectly within the range of
specific ends, the first being ^.ound health.
possibility that the weak and imperfect physical natures of young women should

m
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become perfected and strong during college life, so that they may leave school
stronger and healthier than when they came.
This has been the experience in
a few colleges, and doubtless will be in all when physical education assumes the
importance it demands. There seems no good reason why college life, with its
regular habits and discipline, should not strengthen the general health by developing defective organs, thus adding to the length and enjoyment of

The second aim

Many

sink in

life's

of the physical education

life.

a vast increase of budily strength.
battle from mere physical exhaustion
exhaustion that would
is

—

have been overcome with greater physical strength. Many a useful life has
succumbed to disease or accideut, that, with a better physical development,
would have been prolonged in usefulness and honor.

The third object of physical culture is a graceful mien and motion.
Whatever imperfections we may be disposed to tolerate in a gentleman's
walk or manner, no one can pardon a lack of grace in a lady.
She is expected
to charm and please us as much by her manner and motion as by her style and

Now

speech.

this grace of

:

tion can only be obtained by harmonious devel-

opment of the physical powers.

:

The higher culture contemplates, secondly, a
2. Intellectual Training.
complete and thorough mental discipline, resulting in the perfecting of all the
mind's powers. Reason, judgment, memory and imagination are to be cultured
and developed in unison. In this mental discipline several specific objects are
sought the first being intelligence. Knowledge is one of the objects, as well
as one of the instruments, of mental discipline.
The field of knowledge in the
higher culture ought to embrace, first, some knowledge of men secondly, of
human history and literature and language and of human needs and human
destiny thirdly, of the sciences, natural, moral and philosophical fourthly, of
human arts fifthly, of the word, providence and character of God.
The second object of the higher mental culture is aspiration a disposition
to reach out after deeper knowledge, higher character and richer experience.
This is one of the most important of all the objects of the higher culture, and
the College that imparts a few ideas with lofty aspirations has succeeded better
than the one tliat imparts a multitude of ideas but leaves the soul destitute of

—

;

;

;

;

—

noble inspiration.
,

— an

Another great aim of

this

mental culture

is intellectual

strength

and

shill

summon

the enlarged powers of the mind to full and disciplined
application to every necessary subject of thought.
The fourth and last object
of the mental culture is expression, or the ability to pour out the treasures of a
rich mind and heart, so that others may share in our mental wealth. Many full
men are very indifferent writers or speakers, and many a well -furnished mind is
of comparatively little use to the world on accouut of defects in this power of
ability to

expression.
3.

Religious Culture.

This higher education embraces, thirdly, culture of

m
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the moral and religious nature.

High intellectual culture, without a corresponding moral development, can never form a true system of education fur
intellectual strength, without religious character to guide and use it, results in
individual and national ruin.
The present system of culture in our common
and high schools is lamentahly deficient in moral and religious elements. Not
till parents and teachers come to realize more fully the importance of moral
principle and religious character, will our system of culture become symmetrical
and perfect. Why should it be considered so very important in our educational
work that reason and memory be perfected, and of so little importance that the
conscience and moral power be developed ? In the individual and national life
are not honesty, sobriety, justice, mercy, truth and purity of as much value as
strong intellectual endowments ? In the perfected system of culture that shall
obtain in the future, the educated conscience and the benevolent heart will
count for more than bodily sticngth and mental power.
Having glanced at the main features of the higher education, let us now
look briefly at its instruments, methods and principles.
First ,among the instruments we note a suitable building of commensurate size, with the best possible
arrangements for the health, comfort and convenience of its students. Such
building must embody all the late improvements as to lighting, heating and ven-

—

i

Hi

m

and be constructed upon the soundest sanitary principles. It should,
meet the demand of the public eye for beauty, and thus be
capable of appealing to and developing the aesthetic nature of its students.
Dormitories, class rooms, lecture halls and chapel ought all to be models of
Especially should its Fine
neatness, order, cleanliness, cheerfulness and beauty.
Art department, in its arrangements and furnishings, be made a silent yet

tilation,

in every feature,

I

Here should be collected a number of
departments, a selection from the works of masters, to give their
constant inspiration toward excellence in Art. It need hardly be said that the
instruction given in a building in which every object pleases the eye and appeals
to the finer nature is immeasurably more beneficial than that given in a rude,

powerful educator of the public taste.

models in

all

dull or dreary structure.

The second great instrument is a thoroughly equipped gymnasium. The
pursuit of severe and protracted courses of study, without accompanying physical
culture, is, in the present state of women's health, a dangerous experiment.
Without a suitable gymnasium, it may be doubted if satisfactory progress in
Halls for exercise are as necessary as class rooms
is possible.
Clubs and ropes and apparatus for the gymnasium are as essential to
the higher culture as books, maps and the apparatus of the laboratory.
The next great instrument is the library and reading room. In this age^
physical culture
for study.

when works
because the
of

of reference in all branches of science and art are so numerous,
knowledge has so broadened as to forbid a complete mastery

field of

any subject, and to necessitate the multiplying of lexicons and encyclopaedias^

I

"1^
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solution of which requires the clearest reason, the most nicely balanced judgment, and the finest taste. Again, as the companion of a man of letters, she
must be able to enter sympathetically into his intellectual life, maintain with
him an intelligent type of conversation before her children, and inspire in them
a love for the same.
Dr. Howard Crosby, of New York, very truthfully says
" The greatest safeguard against unhappy marriages, next to fixed religious.
principle (and even then the marriages may be unhappy, though religious principle vv'U prevent the extreme consequences referred to), is in the equal apprecia-

'

]

^

I

!

:

by husband and

\

where their minds have no limit to
dependence and regard
become stronger when lower and more carnal bonds lose their efficiency. The
united life should snow itself in all things, and not find any path where separa-

tion of higher truth
their

wife,

united excursions, and in which their mutual

tion is a necessity."

The petty

gossip that

now

many homes

obtains in too

would have been replaced by profitable and intellectual converse, had the mother
been educated. Thus it is that in the companionship and inspiration of her
husband, in the instruction and training of her children, as well as in the morepublic spheres of duty open to her, there is need of the higher education for
woman. From what field, then, would you shut out her inquisitive mind ? From
the natural sciences ? No for God's revelation through nature is as much to
woman and for woman as for man. Would you close from her gaze the instructive
pages of history, biography and literature ? For all of these woman admittedly
lias spec'
and aptitude. While classics should always be studied under
the gu
a discriminating teacher, like mathematics, it is of too great
-;,;i ment of intellectual development to be discarded.
value
In fact the
whole
^^ A studies that has been found best adapted to the intellectual
discipline of men will be found equally potent and valuable in woman's educa-

•'

—

..

I

tion.

The

last

instrument of the higher culture

we

shall

mention

is

a systematic

Religious truth, the
plan of instruction and culture for the religious nature.
revealed truth of God's Word, is an indispensable instrument of religious culture.

The Bible ought

to be on every college curriculum as a text book,

first,

because

guide to success in

life;

thirdly,

of its literary value; secondly, as a practical

because revealed truth furnishes the true interpretation to nature and hence
alone gives proper inspiration and interest to all the sciences fourthly, on
account of its powerful and salutary effects upon the mind and heart. In addi;

tion 10 religious truth there

must be

wise, skilful and systematic efforts to call

and build them up in
This work is the highest committed to mortal hands.
Let us, in conclusion, glance at the leading methods and principles of thia
First, we note the employment of thoroughly qualified teachers of skill
culture.
and experience, who are in themselves models of the exalted characters they
aim to produce. An institution professing to impart a religious culture to it»

Uito

exercise the

religious faculties of the students,

Christian character.

/
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ptpils,

owes

it

to

them and

to the Christian

not only moral but religious

Thrown,

—not

as teachers are, into daily

pubUo that

its

teachers should be

alone negatively good but positively pious.

and almost hourly contact with their

pupils,

their lives should be living epistles, bearing the great truths of Christianity
to the hearts of

all,

by the simple yet powerful eloquence

of example.

home

Religious

experience, sound education, skill in teaching, good taste and sound judgment,
I'l

energy of character, coupled with enthusiasm in one's own work, are some of
the indispensable requisites of the teachers required in this great work. The
second principle in the higher education of women is that it should be along
the line of her special tastes and talents. It is simply frightful to contemplate
of human life wasted by compelling women to pursue accomplishwhich they have no taste or capacity, through long years of dreary
dulness.
Let the ladies' colleges lay down as a fundamental and necessary
introduction to all their graduating courses, a certain uniform and thorough
education in the common branches of study. Let no candidate be admitted to

the

amount

ments

for

the college course without this thorough matriculation in

all the subjects of an
English education. After this why should not every student have an option of
If, then, a young lady comes to the college for a
several courses to graduation ?
little self-improvement, let her enter upon an optional course, under proper
advice of her teachers, in one of the departments of the school. But if she
she must
aspires to graduation, let her know that there is no royal road
Should she
matriculate and master one of the long and difficult lines of culture.
have special taste and ability for the Modern Languages let her thoroughly
master a few of them, in a three years' course, and receive her diploma. Should
Classics be her chosen field, let her master them as a stepping stone to graduation.
And so in the fields of Natural Science, Biblical Literature and other
studies, courses could properly be mapped out affording options in accord with
the tastes and chosen vocations of the candidates. Music and Fine Arts require
both theoretical and practical courses and examinations, tne satisfactory compleThe next principle
tion of which ought to be rewarded with the laurel crown.
of the higher education is that character, and not mere acquirement or skill or
accomplishment, is to be kept constantly in view as the final goal of all instrucThe last principle is that in all the work of training and
tion and discipline.

—

instruction, divine

stantly from God.

wisdom, inspiration, guidance and help are to be sought con,

,
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THE Sweet

WRITE.

WEITE.

poetess Nora Perry uses only violet ink.

"
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But she

is

not the author of

Violets."

Miss Alcott used to send her copy to the printer in a round, back-hand penmanship, the lines very far apart to allow for emendations.
Elizabeth Stuart Phelps writes a small, sharp-cornered hand, that would bo
precise if much practice had not given it some freedom.
Mrs. A. D. T. Whitney writes an Italian hand which sends out its light tendrils all over the page like a climbing grape-vine, not easy to make out.
Mrs. Louise Chandler Moultou used to tell a tale of a New York press
dinner at which G. W. Curtis offered a toast to her health, she being then not
well-known to fame, as "the writer who sent in perfect copy."
When Louisa M. Alcott wrote "Little Women," " to shingle the barn,"
she used for paper the reverse side of some of her father's old manuscripts, and
rested the whole paraphernalia on a shabby lap-tablet lying on her knees.
Clara Barton used to be a copyist in the patent office at Washington before
the war, and her small, round, neatly-formed characters, written frequently on
every other line only, bear testimony to the work done at that time.
Ellen Terry writes commonly on thin rice paper and likes a broad-nibbed
She bears down with decision and makes a wide stroke and a square letter,
pen.
'

often back-handed.

Her

writing

is

beautifully distinct

and makes a handsome

page.

Henry Ward Beecher does her

writing at a small but plain and businesswith a photograph of Mr. Beecher standing upon it. She writes
a hand which is as plain as copper-plate, but somewhat cramped and old-

Mrs.

like lady's desk,

fashioned.

Miss Francis E. Willard writes a bold, plain hand when she sits at a desk
it, but so much of her correspondence is carried on in railway cars that
frequently specimens of her penmanship are sharp up and down strokes
a trial
^
to thv patience and the eye.
Mrs. Croly (Jennie June) writes with extreme rapidity, and between more
frequently than upon the lines. She writes the hand of a woman who has written
so long and so much that the operation has become purely a mechanical one,
and the letters are formed very plainly in the morning, when fresh at work, but
become almost illegible at night.

to do

—

'

mr.

'

i

'

1'
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CHAPTEE XXV.
HUSBANDS AND WIVES.
By

Mrs.

Mary

A. Livermore, of Boston.

^.ENERALLY when we

speak of old civilization as distinguished from the
new, we mean that civilization which antedates Christianity. What then
were the status and characteristics of husbands and wives in some of
those old civilizations antedating Christianity ? In the ancient Hindoo
civilization, the status of the husband was that of master, the status of
the wife that of a slave, for her husband bought her, and wh.en he brought
her home he put on her neck a little collar as the badge of ownership. She
cooked her husband's food, stood behind him, and served it to him, tasting every
dish that he might be assured th.it she was not poisoning him, and making her
meaj on what he left, and if he did not leave anything, waiting patiently until
Not only had her husband bought her, but he could at any time
the next meal.
sell her.
She was taken for debt, she was gambled away. He held over her the
power of life and death. She was in all respects his property.
Some of the laws of that time have come down to us, so we are able to know
very clearly what was the status of husband and wife. The husband is forbidden

own action, for she will
she be of a superior caste. The wife is
enjoined in this fashion. The husband may be old, infirm, blind, crooked, wicked,
cruel, a debauchee, yet is the wife always to regard him as a God, and in no case
depart from his commandments, for the goodness of a woman is worse than the

to allow his wife to be for a

moment

certainly behave herself amiss, even

the mistress of her
if

badness of a man.

you come to the old Chinese civihzation, you will find that this was a
improvement, for the husband held his wife as a ward. He was her guarHe must appear with her in court, answer for her and make all contracts
dian.
Really the relation was that of master and servant to all intents and
for her.
purposes. So wretched has been the condition of Chinese wives in the past that
that nation has been marked by this one great characteristic, female infanticide.
Twice during the last twelve years has the emperor of China issued proclamation
If

little

against this female infanticide, not forbidding

or calling

it a crime, or fixing a
saying that the Chinese
female child might possibly be put to some useful purposes. One lady missionary
visiting a Chinese woman of high caste, found her drowning her infant girl in a

penalty upon

23

it,

it

but advising the people not to do

(386)

it,
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tub of water. She remonstrated, but the mother declared that no daughter of
hers should ever live to curse her every hour as she cursed her mother.
If you come to the old Egyptian civilization, you find an entirely different
ordr of things.
So completely equal was the relation of husband and wife in
ancient Egypt that each held their own property, each had their own affairs, one
stood on the same basis as the other, and the marriage contracts which have

been discovered in the recent exploration, and which are read

perfectly,

show

this to be the fact.

But in modern Egypt that is all lost. When you use the term " oriental
degradation of women," you use the phrase that means the very ne plus ultra
There is nothing beyond, or lower, or deeper. Those of you
of degradation.
who are familiar with the Koran remember that Mohammed promises to his

women followers who are married to Mohammedan believers, an entrance to
heaven because they are the wives of Mohammedan believers. In this particular the Mohammedan and the Mormon theologies are alike, for in the Mormon
theology no unmarried woman gets to heaven, and when an unmarried Mormon
woman dies, they hurry to marry her by some hocus pocus, dead or alive, that
she may be whisked into heaven in some way with her husband.
The most orthodox Mohammedans tell us that no woman can enter heaven,
because heaven is already peopled with the most beautiful women. It never
seems to enter their theology why woman is not allowed to die out altogether if
they are not wanted in heaven. No dog, pig or woman, or impure thing shall
enter a mosque. No drunkard, madman or woman shall call the hour of prayer.
And the woman who would try to enter a mosque or to call the hour of prayer
would lose her life.
To-day almost all the people on the face of the earth, with the exception of
a few declining, decaying remnants of races, have come from a common ancestry,
from a people who a long time ago had for their homestead the beautiful table

1^

land of Central and "Western Asia. As this table land became densely populated
by the natural growth of the human family, migrations became necessary.
They had to go in great bodies. Avoiding the mountains that could not be

and the rivers that could not be forded, they passed over into Europe,
on the first desirable territory they found, always finding men and
women in possession, which gives a hint of the antiquity of the race. These
Soon there
they killed or made slaves, or incorporated among themselves.
came the need of another migration.
The successive waves of migration went, one to the north, the climate of
which was different from what it is now, and the other to the south. It is
possible for those who have made it a matter of study to trace out for us the
path of five of these great migrating bodies. In this way the Irish were driven
into Ireland, the Welsh into Wales, and the British into England, these islands
not being then separated from the main continent. Those who went to the
scaled,

and

•

settled
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north developed one kind of civilization, and those who went to the south
another kind of civili/iition.
What was the status of hushands and wives ? The northern races stood
for

freedom, for liberty

;

The northern
The north gave themselves

the southern stood for social organization.

races stood for liberty, the southern for culture.

to the development of the individual soul, and the development of the forces
through the individual soul and those who went to the south gave themselves
to the development of philosophy, the arts and law.
The northern races had a
high ideal of woman, recognizing her as their other half and their equal, developing a sort of civili' ation that in a semi-barbarous way recognized this great
truth, while the souchei.. races simply indulged in a romantic admiration of the
beauty and the graces of woman. Those to the south took possession of what
Those that went to the
we call Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Asia Minor.
north took possession of Denmark, Lapland and Sweden.
The world shall never be old enough to regard the marvelous civilization of
No nation, dead or alive, has ever surpassed, or even
Grreece with contempt.
They developed a marvelous language and philosophies,
(squalled the Greeks.
which are studied as a part of the culture of to-day. But the Greeks came out
The Greeks, wisest and witof Asia, and retained the low estimate of woman.
No Greek wife could sit at the table
tiest of men, were not good husbands.
No Greek bride could speak to her husband for months
with her husband.
The private rooms of the women were in the rear
unless he first spoke to her.
of the house, and they reached the street through the apartments of the men.
;

that

furnished.
The kitchen was a rude, porback yard, knee deep in dust in summer, and knee deep in
uiud in winter. The apartments of the men were beautiful, glorified by art and
No Greek woman could appear at the door without permission of her
taste.
husband. There are instances where the wife who rushed to the door to affectionately greet her husband returning from battle, was stricken dead by him as
the reward of her affection, because the eyes of the great captain had seen his
wife as well as his own.
The degradation of the Greek women could only be maintained by withholding from them education, for they had the Greek intellect as well as the
men they had the same fathers and mothers. The Greek woman could not
read the literature that her husband wrote. If she would be educated, she must
take her place among the low, lost women, be one of the hetirse, be a harlot.
We need not ask what was the result, for women are the same in all ages, and
there is no sacrifice that they will not make for their good name.
But by-andby Greece was overwhelmed by a force of women endowed with much intellect,
who had the courage to step out and defy society. These women were the strong
women of their day. They gathered the sophists and philosophers around them,
until Greece was dominated by a class of women unlike any other that has ever

They were uncomfortable and poorly
table stove in the

;

E
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They were

appeared in history.

called the Literse.

the scholars, the artists of the time.

knew from one
continually.

of them,

When

tlie

men, but

men and women,

You

t

r

but the

women

were

handsome mistresses.
The time came when Greek mar-

ed not ask what followed, for the nation that stands out-

one

man

with one

the thought of perpetuity, shall die.

And

woman

in a

the nation that

any bond, to be departed from at
When Greece died,
it may.
she died not for lack of culture or knowledge, but of that moral rottenness.
Among the ancient Eomans there was a different order of things. For the
lirst five himdred and twenty-five years of the Eoman Eepublic there was such
])urity of domestic life that there was not an instance of divorce or of infidelity to the marital compact.
But marriage was hard for woman, for the Eoman
woman was given to the charge of her husband, and the law took no knowledge
of her.
If she committed a breach of the peace, the husband was punished for
it, because he was thought to be responsible for her, as with us a man is responsible for his ox or horse.
substitutes in

any time,

,1

in their houses

their cultivated,

side of the religion of marriage, the marriage of
it

rhetoricians,

the rhetoric he ever

and the great Greek philosophers were

This brought mavrjage into disrepute.

union that has in

all

the plays were performed of the great poets Sophocles and

legal wives of the

riage died out.

They were the

Socrates learned

Euripides, the audience was composed of

not
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its

shall

place

illicit

go under,

relations without

let its culture

be what

But when Eome became the mistress of the world, there arose a great laxity
The people became debased from the top to the bottom. When
Augustus saw the men and women were indisposed to marry, and children were
not born for the state, he undertook to drive men and women into marriage. A
fine was imposed on a man of the age of twenty-five if he were a bachelor,
of morals.

and we hear of men rushing out into the streets and offerwomen to marry them. We read that women
became so debased that they boasted that they numbered their years not by the
consuls, but by the number of husbands they had married, entering into marriage
compacts for a year, a month, a week, a day. Eome became dominated by such
beastly, ghastly promiscuity as is to-day to be only equalled by those who boast
Eome died. History says that Eome died under the
of the name of free love.
shocks of the incursions of the Vandals. But they were so overcome because
the very heart of the Eoman men and people was eaten out of them by their
luxury, their beastliness and immorality.
Go to the northern nations. You will find an entirely different condition of
thnigs there. We ought to be exceedingly interested in these northern nations,
because we Anglo-Saxons are descended from them. They stood stoutly for the
increasing each year

;

ing themselves indiscxlminately to

equality of

women.

They regarded women

as semi-divine.

They made women

Only once in a century was a woman found guilty of a violation of
the marital compact, and her own sex chased her into the wilderness. Men and
priestesses.

J.ii.' ~^^
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when they had no literature, no art, in a
know about them from Tacitus. These people
destroyed Rome and conquered her civilization, and we may venture to believe
whatever Tacitus says about them that is good, for the historian of the nation
they conquered will not tell us much that is good about them. When a chief of
lived together in those times,

way that

is

delightful.

We

!

I

I

was asked what his religion was, he said, " I have no religion I
strong right arm and the battle-axe.
We have a religion. If you
want to know what it is, ask our women. They are nearer to God, and what
they tell us we believe, though we do not always do what they say."
They forbade the women to drink wine. The women accompanied their
fathers, husbands and sons to the banquets, sitting at the back of the hall, and
when they thought they had drank enough, they rose and terminated the ban-

this people

believe in

quet.

;

my

Would

that their Christian daughters of to-day might do the same.

Almost immediately the new religion found its way to
Almost every scholar will tell you that women had very little share
or part or control of the moral or religious character of the civilization of Greece
and Rome. But the work that women did in the diffusion of Christianity is not
told in the books that we generally have.
They began immediately to minister
they began to help those who were persecuted. They
to apostle and teacher
received the last words of the dying martyr, and sometimes met martyrdom
itself.
They met it with the faces of angels, full of joy and glory that they were
counted worthy to die for the new religion. Silently this religion found its
way into the home-life, lifting the wife up almost unconsciously, in a very little
No Greek or
time, to be the real helpmeet of the husband and his companion.
Roman virgin or matron ever received such an uplifting from any teachings as
Christianity came.

the women.

;

now came

Now

who accepted the Christian religion.
came the downfall of Rome. Then there

^>1

to all

there

set in that

phenomenal

time called the dark ages. What the world had learned seemed to be forgotten.
You come at last to the sixteenth centur^, when all the bad times of the past
seemed to have revived, when you find in every house a whip hanging by the
door for the husband to keep his wife in order. Even the English law allowed
He might give her three
a husband to whip his wife when she disobeyed him.

The broom-stick,

it seems, has not always
from the men. All the proverbs
I have
that have come down to us from the same time tell the same story.
four hundred of these collected, not one complimentary to women.
In our day, the notoriously bad husband or wife gets the condemnation and
I have sometimes thought that a notoriously
scorn of the entire community.
bad husband received greater condemnation from men than from women. For,

blows with the broom-stick at a time.

been the weapon of women.

They

inherited

it

I

the days of the tyranny of husbands over wives, as a universal thing in
tmmon law, in its provisions
The ol
our country, has certainly passed away.
This
law
used
to be that the husband
disappeared.
largely
has
for women,
in fact,
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and wife are one, but that one is the husband.
It is not so now, for
the laws have changed so completely that it has been a matter of surprise on my
part that legislators have been willing to pass them and put them before the

A

law was recently passed in Massachusetts giving to married women
all the money they can, the right to hold it and to control it.
They may go into business, may make contracts with other persons. They may
make promissory notes, enter into contracts for work they may do almost anything.
The only thing required is, that the woman must file her bill with the
people.

the right to earn

;

clerk of the city, stating her business, how much money she makes at it, that
her husband is not a silent partner, that she ip not responsible for his debts nor

he

If I should die to-morrow

for hers.

be held for

owing $100,000,

my

husiband could not

it.

There are to-day one or two laws that hang on, that make a great deal of
Will you believe that, after men have done thus largely and grandly
for women, as far as money matters are concerned, they still keep a law on the
statute books of every State in the Union, save Iowa and Kansas, that forbids the
married mother to have any legal ownership in her minor children ? By law,
the father is the legal owner of the minor children.
What we really need is to put marriage on a higher plane. I utterly despair
of having, in any reasonable time, any laws passed that will protect women.
I
have come to feel, and to work on that basis, that the protection of women must
trouble.

men that we must rear our sons, our little children,
we must not take it for granted, while girls must be

forever be in the heart of

with that thought

;

that

;

educated to be good wives, that boys will, as a matter of course, be good husbands.
They must be trained to be good husbands. The father must carry himself so
in the house to the wife that the boy will see that he esteems her above ali other
women. He must not, on Sunday, teach the boy, " Honor thy father and ihy
mother that thy days may be lengthened in the land," and then during the week
The boy will
treat her with discourtesy with which he treats no other woman.
surely do as he does, and not as he says.
Neither must we, in the training of our sons and daughters, forever put the
daughters at a discount. The most serious trouble we have in connection with
husbands to-day is this evil of drunkenness. God knows where it will end.
Let the woman who dares to marry a libertine or a drunkard, with the hope of
reforming him, have a chance to go to an idiot asylum or to an insane asylum.
She ought to be forbidden by the law from entering into any such unholy
relation.
all forms of civilization, all forms of government, before all educathe relation of the husband and wife makes the eternal granite on which
Just so fast, just so far as you make those relations
the whole world rests.
what God meant they should be, and what they ought to bo, just so fast and so

Before

tion,

far will

you

uplift society

—'Uo faster

and no

farther.

The

cry goes up to-day,
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How
there.

shall

we

You

purify public

life ?

shall purify public life

891

Purify the private household hearth, begin

no faster and no farther than you purify the
life is no more than the expression of
We ought to have marriages formed so they

private household hearth, for the public

the private

life

of a people forever.

will last.

The views

of marriage that prevail

petuity of government, for a nation

is

among too many augur ill for the pernot made by its navy or army, its

men and its women, and nations always rest
These are what give tone to the country. If, therefore, the
homes of our nation are the highest and the best, then we have only before us
a rosy future. If they be otherwise, then we have a very different outlook. I
would make marriage what the Catholic church calls it, but does not make it, a
sacrament. I would have the young man woo his wife as Pygmalion wooed his
statue which his own hands had wrought. He asked of the gods a wife like unto
the statue.
The answer was, " Make thyself worthy, and thy prayer shall be
granted." He tried to do this, and went again and said, "Am I not now worthy
of the wife you have promised me ?"
He pressed his lips to the cold lips of the
statue.
And, lo the marble throbbed, the blood ran through the veins, the
eyes opened and smiled down into his, the lips parted, smiled upon him and
said, " I am thy wife, and thy pure, holy, manly affection hath evoked life into
the marble statue that thine own hands have cut."
It is only a graceful tale of the old Greek mythology, but it has been a
verity in the lives of hundreds of women, who by the holy living, by the reverent
love of noble husbands, have been lifted up out of the darkness and coldness,
compared to which their former life was death. I would have such a marriage
I would have the marriage to be
as was that of Elizabeth Barrett Browning.
like that of Aurelian to Zenobia, not walking with manacled hand and downcast
eyelid, but a willing captive, sitting on the seat beside the conqueror, his equal,
and the banner over them not the cruel eagles of Eome, but the banner of love.
When husbands shall carry themselves to their wives with this royal and
pure love, standing forever on the white height of chastity that they demand of
their wives, and there abide forever, practising self-control and self-continence,
as they demand of all women, believe me women will step out from behind the
masks that have hidden them through all ages, and match men in the grandeur
of their living, and the depth of their tenderness, and the strength of their
attachment. Then they shall build a home whose pillars shall reach to heaven.
Then shall a statlier Eden come again to man, and the children trooping about
them have for their training such divinities as the old world never saw reigning
on old Olympus.
culture or education, but by its

upon homes.
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EFFORT

of genius has evfcx- been adequate to th-^) conception, much
immediate reahzation, of the best and simplest ideas. If
James Watt were to re-appear among men and be shown a Coi'liss
engine or a locomotive of latest and simplest construction, he would, I
imagine, suffer unspeakable chagrin as he should compar', thest with
the crude results of his own patient, elal)orate thinking and
Why should he have labored so hard over
intense application.
problems whose solution now seems so easy ? Why did he not
-^
ihink of constructions and methods
so simple and so obviously adapted
less to the

m

to his

purpose

not the

most

?

And why

could

minds of
grasp what is

brilliant

ancient civilizations

laiii)

I

II

—
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now so simple and obvious? Why could not the great Aristotle get a better
conception of society than he did ? Why coul'^^' not Plato form an ideal social
structure that should not lack those elements that are most obviously essential
to social well-being

"^

Take an example from later times. It is only a little more than half a
century since Auguste Compte, then a young man, saw, as he thought, the way
open for the settlement of the great social problems of the age. He looked over
the broad iield of social phenomena, historic and present, and saw indications of
an impending crisis: old institutions were crumbling; old beliefs, old customs

were giving way, and new movements were appearing. The great battle between
the disorganizing and reorganizing forces of society was at hand. The world's
grand opportunity awaited only the advent of a great teacher. To the philosophic mind of the young, adventurous student the situation was inspiring. He
thought profoundly, he investigated patiently, he tested his conclusions careHis
fully, until his " Positive Philosophy" ripened into his " Positive Polity."
work was done, and the republic of letters decreed that his name should be
enrolled with that of Descartes and Bacon.
But Compte had not gone to his
grave when his "Positive Polity," tried by the very scientific tests which he had
invited, was pronounced a demonstrated failure, and men turned from the investigation of his "phenomena" to investigate hiiV', the most interesting phenomenon of all. The philosopher had failed as an inventor failed to grasp the
idea of nature's simplicity.
He had invented a machine that would not work;
and soon everybody said, with a smile not unmixed with \Jmiration and pity,
"He ought to have known that it wouldn't."

—

Why
for

these failures

?

May we

not reverently, and scientifically also, seek
who compels much waiting in the

the explanation in the will of Providence,

order of progress for the "fulness of times," and with
great acZvents which

many prophets have

whom

great events are

desired to see and have not seen them,

human mind ? But
whatever the explanation, the lesson for our time is discouraging to dogmatism.
It rebukes the assumption of either the ability or the opportunity to settle finally
the social questions that are pressing hard upon the attention of the world.
We hear much of the destruction of existing institutions. " New allignrather than in the necessary limitations of the powers of the

ments," we are told, are about to be made, and the familiar prophecy of
"woman's emancipation" and of the world's great enrichment through a new
adjustment of her relation to the social structure, is renewed with great confidence. But, as Herbert Spencer would say, the consciousness of the present
is "reminiscent " as well as prophetic, and the lesson it deduces from
experience enjoins upon the teachers and reformers of our day the duty of maintaining the proper balance between the disorganizing and reorganizing the

generation

centrifugal

and centripetal forces of the

social system.

:
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mind the standard which by these reflections I
myself in this discussion.
I will attempt no succinct and adequate definition of society.
I trust that
you are as familiar as, for this discussion, it is at all necesbary that you should be
with the various systems of sociology, some of which are really scientific and
I will endeavor to bear in

raise for

some

would be an anayou find more
than its primary units " nd their groupings more than letters and syllables and
words and sentences and paragraphs and chapters and books and libraries as
you find in literature the expression of an unseen world of living thought the
" word " which manifests an invisible creative life
so in society you find more
than individual men and women and the groupings in which the individuals are
combined and classified. If you have entered at all into the spirit of sociology
you have found it worthy of the name only as it shows itself to be the science
of the living forces which find expression in social systems.
The analyst who drills you interminably on the units of society the
primary, the secondary, the tertiary, and so on to the end of his artificial
classification
and the relations which these units sustain to each other, leaves
you feeling as if you had been studying, instead of a tree, a wood-pile and a
brush heap, and longing for one more unscientific look at a living, majestic oak.
Herbert Spencer, on the other hand, takes you away from the wood-pile to
helpful, while

are about as philosophical and valuable as

lysis of literature into

the letters of the alphabet.

—

As

in literature

—
—

—

—

—

study the air, the earth, the sunlight, the soil, the showers, the winds, physics,
chemistry, botany, meteorology, climatology, and other related sciences, with

when you shall have mastered these you may enter
upon the study of the oak. It is, however, sufiicient for our present purpose
that you have seen enough of the living oak of society to appreciate its beauty
and understand its more manifest characteristics.
I assume, then, that you regard society as a natural, living organization
not primarily and essentially a voluntary compact, but as having its origin in
natural causes that are subject to human volition only in the same sense as are
other natural causes, which simply furnish the conditions under which God has
ordained that human achievement must be effected.
With such a conception of society you will regard the social structure as
something more than the governmental organization, or the mere body politic.
The family, for instance, which, in a normal social structure, is the first

the encouragement that

organized group of individuals,

government.

So

is

a natural organism, not the product of civil
the patriarchal

—

in the subsequent process of social grouping

—the

clans and tribal divisions and regulations are all
natural arrangements, having their origin in a spontaneous adaptation of modes

type of social order

of living to existing conditions,

and not

in formal social compacts.

Feudalism,

the crude vehicle which carried the remnants of broken civilization across the
perilous chasm of the middle ages, was not a device gotten up for the purpose

mm.t
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by the inventors of

soei'ul systems.
It had its origin not in conventions, but in
the spontaneous distribution of power and innnunifcy under the instinctive

guidance of self-interest. It was asocial structure, but, in its earlier stages at
least, it scarcely answers to our conceptions of even an elementary civil polity.
It was the way in which people lived
society, self-acting, self-dcelopiiig,
without a polity.

—

If

we

advanced

lix

our attention upon society in our

civilization,

we meet

own times and under

our

at once with customs, the first expressions of the

organic tendency, developing quickly and spontaneously into such

ammgements

as are dictated by feeling rather than by the constructive reason,

and

ing themselves in the form of social order.

pass into the forms of civil enactments.
part of

human

nature escapes the state."

establish-

Only to a limited extent do they
Says Henri Baudrillart, " The better
He might have added that much oi

And in that very large part that does escape,
it also.
both better and worse, are to be found the organizing forces of society expressing
themselves in customs, social, religious and civil, that sweep through the whole
range of social systems from the simplest to the most complex, giving to each
system its characteristics and making each essentially what it is. What, then,
Is it from civil restrictions and regulations into absolute
is the " escape " ?
That were an escape from order to anarchy. The escape is
personal freedom ?
only from civil order into that self-constructed social order from which the civil
an escape from written law to law unwritten from regulations to
polity issues
the enforcement of which the representative authority and power of society stand
pledged, to regulations which are defined and enforced only by the tacit consent
and informal exactions of the community from legislative enactments to customs which, hoary with age and venerable in authority, find recognition as
the worse part escapes

—

;

;

"common law
On those

" in courts of justice.

human interest which are further removed from the
government, even where individual freedom should be
greatest, even there we find custom to be a real and iinportant element in the
social structure. Dr. John Bascom, in his recent work on sociology, refers, with
unconscious sarcasm, to etiquette as showing " how inevitably and even fearfully
" Fearfully " organic ladeed is it in the realm ot
organic " the human mind is.
and not
etiquette, which in its sphere gives the law to couit3 and sovereigns
less "fearfully" so is it in the realm of imperious fashion, where, to quote the
same author, " society is like a camel whose very trappings are a load." To this
organizing tendency of custom we submit everywhere in the family, in manners,
in social intercourse, in trade, in industry, in worship, in education and in
We see it dividing society into classes, building up the high walls of
politics.
caste, binding nations with its withes and holding them in its bonds until their
Though
deliverance becomes the painful problem of religion and philanthropy.
primordially it is only the law of common consent, having its origin in spoulevels of

proper functions of

civil

;

—
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taneous mutual adjustment of power nnd dependence in service and compensait quickly roots itself in feeling, and then confirms and strengthens itself

tion

—

Hence, while

in habit.

and

is

it is

ever ready to take on

new iorms under new conditions,

ever changing like the surface of rippling w.iters,

into forms that can be broken only

enginery of

We

tlie

by

terrific

mightiest civilizations.
how important a consideration

see, then,

it is

ever crystallizing

concussion and the crushing
is

the relation of any class of

individuals to social customs in determining their proper relation to the social
structure, or to the vital forces

which find expression

in social

phenomena.

The social conBut, just at this point, the judgment is most likely to err.
sciousness habitually misinterprets the exertions of social power, just, indeed, as
our physical consciousness misinterprets the exertions of physical power. If, at
your breakfast this morning, because of the obdurate and persistent quality of
your beefsteak, you had on hand an unusually difficult task of mastication, you
were painfully conscious, you would say, of an unusual demand for energy applied
But you were mistaken. The power was not applied
directly to the lower jaw.
directly to the jaw, but to certain muscles somewhat remote and considerably
distributed.
I Hex my fingers, I press them together, I clench my fist
my
consciousness tells me that I apply the power directly to my fingers, whereas
it is applied alLjst wholly, not to them, but to a large number of muscles distributed through the forearm from the elbow to the hand.
Consciously I move
my fingers, whereas I do not move them, but unconsciously send a message to
certain muscular servants who instantly and silently pull the tendons and move
them for me. For all practical purposes, this is suflicient the faithful muscles
perform their service with the same fidelity and cheerfulness as if the physical
consciousness duly recognized and honored them. Exemplary servants indeed
:

;

are they

!

So in our highly organized society we do so much with our laws, our courts,
our legislatures and our national congress so much with the ballot and the
so much, in short, with the hands and fingers of the social
political parties
that we become almost unconscious of anything besides hands and
structure
No harm comes from this so long as the social body acts normally
fingers.
under the impelling power of right volition. But when the social reconstructionists make their appearance, let them understand the social anatomy and not
follow the social consciousness in their attempts to locate functional weakness
and disturbances.
There can be no occasions for this admonition more serious than those
which are presented by the proposal of radical social changes, involving the
readjustment of class relations on some assumed basis of natural rights and
Such proposed changes, unless public
equal privileges and responsibilities.
sentiment is ready to welcome them, always contemplate the arraying of law
against custom, or rather the authority and power of civil government against

—

—

—

—
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Contests of this sort take

to the utmost.

feel-

Under such circumstances

the intuitions of social consciousness are not, as the metaphysician would say,

"examined

self-consciousness";

they are not calmly
but are at once crystallized into fixed
" opinions " and settled " convictions," which in turn reflect their own false
light back into public sentiment in the form of current phrases and specious

reviewed

maxims.

;

in

the

reflectivity of

they are not corrected

Thus the conditions

;

of heated controversies are brought about, and

the gravest issues are taken out of the dominion of reason and forced perilously
into the realm of passion.
^:i

And just

i

here I remark, in the application of this thought to the subject in

—

hand, that I deem it exceedingly fortunate rather, I regard it as evidence of
God's hand in the gradual emancipation of woman that the changes which
have taken place in her legal status, have been the result of changed feeling
of

new

births in public sentiment

contests.

May

the time never

—

—without the intervention or agency of party

come when the question

ests shall be left to the arbitrament of party politics.

and interNothing but a general

of her rights

misconception of the functions of political parties can ever lead to the adoption
method of settling this preeminently social question.
Historically considered, woman's place in the social structure is maiked by
many changes. Your imagination was, perhaps, early trained to trace the evolution of organized society from the primitive family, with the male primitive
and his " mate," and the little primitives, all in their rude dwelling, or through
the clan, the tribe and the various successive social groupings, with woman's
relation to the system everywhere determined, primarily, by that selfish exercise
of so preposterous a

i

\

male power which in the primitive condition made her a slave, but modified
But later reading has
doubtless modified this picture. You have found the family of Primitives subject to singular freaks and social aberrations so numerous as to make it difficult
Sometimes, it appears, Mrs. Primitive was
to determine its characteristics.
master of the household did the fighting, managed the business and stood at
the head of affairs generally a fact which indicates the probable ancestry of
that typical Mrs. Modern who is said to wear the pantaloons those articles
whose name, according to its Greek etymology, " pantaleon," signifies all lion.
A lion-like cha'-acter, doubtless, she was. Generally, however, Mr. Primitive is
found to have been master of the situation and to have justified his very bad
of

gradually by the influence of advancing civilization.

;

—

—

reputation for tyranny.

So you trace the history of woman's social condition from various and
and, whatever line of development you follow, you find
new phases of this condition appearing here and there in the history of races
and nations, under the influence of political revolutions, new social environments, education and religion, and persistently maintaining their place through
opposite standpoints

;
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succeeding fjfenerations and ages.
manifestation nuiy be observed
:

in

the suhjection of

liav(^

not

b(>(>n

But amid

all

ano

these changes a two-fold uniform

First, the oppressive use of masculine

woman wherever

the higher sentiments of

human

power
nature

developed; and, second, the gradual transfer of this power to the
same have hecoine dominant in

control of thos(^ sentiments, in proportion as the

the moral forces of society.

The contest has been steady and

progressive against

the alliance of power and selfishness in the social structure.

The

victory has

one of riijlit feeling against brute force entrenched in custom and allied
with ignorance and superstition.
In this progress Christianity has effected enough to demonstrate that it is
the faith of redemption, so that with us, believers in its mission, the question of
woman's relation to society is one of ideals, in the realization of which the world
shall become what God, " in the beginning," designed that it should he. We may
1)0 pleased to study the evolution of social order, but wlien we look back to that
midnight of society in which Herbert Spencer is searching for "primitive"
conditions, and hear him say, " We need not doubt that this condition is a lapse
from a better state," our thought leaves him at a bound and goes back to the
umrning of creation, when the sun of God's ideal had not been darkened; and
then we turn, and, looking toward the brightening dawn, we exclaim, " Behold
tiie light of the world
This is God's light let
the morning is coming again
us look about us for God's ideal, and become co-workers with Him for its reali;^ation."
In our sociology the primitive thought of creative wisdom should be
our ideal, and faith in that ideal should be the most potent factor in social
l)i>(>n

evolution.

What

did

The

The question is, What is ivovian's place in the ideal social structure ?
God design that it should be ? What should we seek to make it ?
logical application of the principles

which

the answer to this question, whatever that answer
tively

1.

;

!

!

narrow

limits.

Among

That the question

is

the limitations I notice

I

have

may

set forth will bring

be, within

compara-

:

not one of rights and privileges based on equality of

natural endowments, but rather a question of social well-being, based on a har-

mony

of different powers, aptitudes and relations.

between inequality and difference
for by
whole phalanx of stock arguments
Woman not man's equal ?
as frivolous, irrelevant, inadequate or superfluous.
I will not insult your intelligence by an attempt to answer such an assumption.
Woman not competent to govern ? Do we married men believe that ? But
I emphasize the distinction

insisting

on

it

we

seriously, I dismiss as utterly frivolous the assertion that

man

:

rule out of this discussion a

woman

is

inferior to

in anything that constitutes the basis of social rights, or in elements of

power.
But, on the other hand, equality of endon-ment does not warrant the inference of a sameness of functions. I found in reviewing, for the purposes of this

social
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M
locturo,

much

what an

to Ihid

my

of

former

—

"

how

J<](iiiality

hij,di

siihjoct,

of

/^dfts,

tlmt I hud placed an intor-

a "thendbre," and

I

and orators there

was

astoniHlit'd

is in the*

htcra-

statesmen, ministers, hishops,
every nuin of whom hears upon his

pid)licists, lejijislators,

doctors and lawyers, both nude and
see

many

iinpoHin^' iJHKicssion of writers

tiirc of this social (piestion

i)aimer,

on this

roiuliu^'

point in the marf^'in opposite

ro^'atioii

fiMiuile

therefore

—

sameness of funcitions."

they carry this nnn sequitur.

John Stuart

It is anuisin^' to

Mill, the standard-

hearer, tru(^ to his charact(!ristics, fairly revels in the lihe.ty of inordinate deductions.

hy custom between the activities and responsibilities of
women, he ref,'ard8 as resulting from the assumption of woman's

J)ilVerence8 lixed

men and

those of

inferioritjs so that

if

this

assumption were withdrawn

the difference would disappear.

Jiut

we

reply,

all logical justification of

"We repudiate

the assumption."

With Plato we assert that " the gifts are equally difl'used with the sexes," and
we follow t\u' assertion to its logical results. The argument, however, is inadc(piate

:

it

only alters the problem,

phenomenon

Woman,

it

does not solve

it.

It leaves unexplained

which she has been both able to Jill
and free to enter. I deny Mr. Mill's proj ition, that there has never been a
trial of any other system of society than
the system of inequality " which
" subordinates the weaker sex to the stronger," and has perpetuated itself from
a primitive state of bondage. I deny it as alike unphilosophical and unhistorical
a bare assertion, which should be characterized as Guizot characterizes the
theory of Gibbon and others, that the " place v/hich women attained in Europe
under the feudal system " is attributable to the " peculiar domestic manners of
the ancient Germans " as a ^'pure chimera
Let me remind you of the fact, which Mr. Mill himself makes use of, tliat
" in early times the great majority of the male sex were slaves." I submit that
it is an anomaly indeed, if after all these centuries the changes of sentiment
which have effected the emancipation of men, coupled with their growing appreciation of woman, have left her absence from the spheres of activity and responsibility which are now exclusively occupied by men, to be accounted for as a
Strange indeed if, under these circinuperpetuation of her primitive bondage.
this

:

out of the

jyl'ices

'

—

.'

stances, she is still a slave, with her condition modified only, as Mill asserts, by
her being made a "favorite!" Strange indeed, if her favor in the eyes of emancipated, cultured and ennobled manhood has not both enlarged her freedom and
called forth her powers

Let me remind you furthermore, that woman has proved her equality with
man, and has often exercised her liberty; and yet the difference of social status,
though on a vastly higher plane of civilization, still remains. Deborah proved
the ability of a woman to judge Israel, and the people recognized the fact; while
Barak sacrificed the chances of personal honor in a decisive military campaign
for that assurance of success which her presence and counsel would afford. But
the proven ability and opportunity did not bring in a line of female judges nor
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put women in comniand of the array. The five daughters of Zelophehad, early
and brave advocates of women's rights, on appeal to Jehovah, settled in favor of
themselves and all the daughters of Israel, a doubtful point in Jewish polity concerning a (laugbt(!r'8 right of inheritance but that decision did not
;

make daughters

and sons coordinate luurs to their father's estates; the' family representat.on still
remained with the son, if a son were living. Joan of Arc, the Maid of Orleans,
the daughter of a

and lead

it

serf,

proved the ability of a

girl to inspire

a degenerate

army

and deliver lier country from distress;
did not place the army of France under the command of

to victory, to enthrone a king

but the proven ability

female generals.

were superfluous to refer to the queens and princesses who have proven
women to govern nations an ability equal to that of any man, both
but the proven ability has never placed women
for good government and for bad
at the head of states and empires independently of their hereditary claims.
There is no lack of evidence of woman's capacity for administiation but her
ability has not elevated one of her sex to the premiership of England, even by
In the feudal ages, women proved
the choice of the most womanly of queens.
but the proven
their ability to participate successfully in war and politics
Such is the lesson of history through all the
ability did not keep them there.
In almost every department of human activity where power could be
centuries.
wielded, courage tested and honor won, women have come to the front and been
welcome but neither the ability which they have shown nor the welcome they
have received has kept them there. And I may add that any remnants of
woman's former degradation and enslavement that may be lingering in our civj
ization, through whatever of conservatism, prejudice and selfishness on the part
of men, is due to the fact that she has not used her proven ability to break the
It

the ability of

—

—

;

;

;

chains that bind her.
I repeat, then, that the question of woman's place in the social structure,
as presented to us, living under our civilization, is not a question of rights based
on an " equal distribution of the gifts in both sexes," but a question of adaptation to social needs

and demands originating in a difference of gifts. It is this
mutual dependence, and necessitates division and

difference that gives rise to

adaptation of service in the organization.
2.

This limitation suggests another of no

rect conception of the rights, duties

little importance, based on a corand interests of individuals in their civic

relations.

Do not be frightened at this suggestion of abstruse points of sociology. I
going to discuss the merits of Individualism or Egotism, as a principle
not
am
I do not controvert even the extreme proposition that
in social philosophy.
" the only object of society is to give value to the individual."
My controversy
excludes
which
the
consideration
of sex
of
society
thee
y
is with that special
26
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from the estimate of the value of the primary social unit. The special purpose
Again and again are we told that
a woman is an individual that a man is no more than an individual that each is
a complete individual in the social structure, and that there can be no difiference in
their natural relations to the state except that which is based on the difference which
marks their individuality, a difference, for instance, as between strong men and
weak men. There is fallacy here. We must observe the important distinctions
between individuality and individualism. " The latter," says Vinet, " refers
everything to self, sees nothing but self individuality consists simply in wishing
to be one's self in order to be something."
Bit what is the individual? What
is one's self?
What, for instance, is the child without its relation to fatherhood
and motherhood ? The child may be orphaned, but the relation is not destroyed
its dependence, with the vast deal which that involves, is still an attribute of
that individual in its relation to society, and society is especially delinquent if it
does not recognize this fact.
Wliat is a man, what is a woman, without regard
A fraction, not a unit. We may
to those relations which sex establishes ?
separate the sun's light and the sun's heat, and consider each by itself but only
as God married them in the sun's rays do they fill the world with life and beauty.
Individuality is nothing apart from relationship.
In the social fabric, the man
is simply an individual piece of timber, he is sill, or post, or beam, or sleeper, or
somewhere he must find his place, and
joist
or rafter, or stud, or brace, or pin
the nature and value of his individuality is determined by his relation to the
of this theory leads to its constant relation.

;

;

;

;

—

—

structure.

We

from the individual to the family, next in the order of social units.
integrity of the unit is dependent on relationship.
What is the
childless fart y?
What the motherless or fatherless family? A fraction, not a
unit.
But society constructs itself out of units and not fractions. The social
organism knows no fractions as units. It uses these fragments as "chinking"
in the social edifice, thus disposing of old bachelors, old maids, childless husbands and wives; and, despite the sorrowful pathos of the fact, it so disposes
It builds its walls of stones conformed to the
also of the widows and orphans.
plan of the structure. In its estimation the complete man is husband and father,
and the complete woman is wife and mother: it treats them as presumably such,
logically regarding fathers and husbands as providers, and wives and mothers
and children as dependents. How this fact fixes the basis of wages how mucli
it means in the social order and condition, in individual character and happiness,
or how much it implies of bUrden and compensation, I need not even suggest
nor will I digress, as I would be glad to, to plead for such modifications of social
order, such relaxation and adjustment here and there, as will relieve the crushing
pressure from the fractions without disturbing the proper relations of the units.
I refer to the facts only to show that in the organization of society the nature
and value of such social unit is determined by natural relations, especially by
s

pi

Here, too,

\

^

;
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and sustains and to suggest, also, that the advancetoward the ideal social structure does not annul this law of
nature.
Evidently the cold doctrine of individualism, which regards a man and
a woman simply as two distinct human beings, is not likely, " in the good time
coming," to be the doctrine which shall furnish the basis of individual rights.
tliose

ment of

3.

initiates

;

civilization

This course of reasoning leads

human government, the

me

to notice a third asserted principle in

restrictive force of which, as related to this question,

Ig

!

must be determined
cussion of this

one of

its

you would ascertain the limitation!; under which the dissubject should be placed.
That principle, succinctly stated by
if

propcunders,

is

this

:

"

No one human being or one
human being or another

beings has a right to fix for another

class of
class of

human
human

mode of employing the faculwhich God has given them." This is an old doctrine, tried, found wanting
and cast aside, but revived and put to special use in connection with the advocacy of woman suffrage. I should deem any reference to it unnecessary, had it
not recently received an image and superscription designed to make it pass
<nirrent as an axiom of political science.
It was the political heresy of the
eighteenth century, and ought to be in bad odor because of its association, in
essentially the same form though with different application, with French Socialism and the French Revolution. It certainly is not the principle illustrated in
the source, development and maintenance of political power.
It is contradicted
beings their proper fieM of action and the proper
ties

by the history of every nation under the sun.

It overlooks the fact that its

application would require the surrender of prerogatives
essential to the preservation of the state

natural right resting on the
pursuit of happiness ;"

—

it

same

;

it

now deemed

makes the right

basis as the right to

"

absolutely

of suffrage a simple
life,

liberty

and the

ignores the right of government based on the guaranty

the only right which justifies the powers exercised by the best
governments of the world and while in this last respect it may not be more
dangerous than some of the principles of expediency adopted in the absurd and
dangerous extension of the elective franchise in our country, it is a thoroughly
bad and mischievous doctrine too bad and too mischievous to be pleaded in
The elective franchise is not to
behalf of any honorable movement for reform.
be regarded or treated as an essential right of citizenship, and such right, therefore, cannot logically be pleaded in support of woman suffrage.
Bat even if we grant the validity of this asserted right, its application in
representative governments like our own would be complete in simply giving to
woman an equal voice in the formation and adoption of state constitutions it
of social order

;

—

;

would require only the submission of the conditions of the elective franchise to
It would leave the people, men and women
all the people regardless of sex.
tbe well-being of society throughout its
whether
question
the
alike, to answer
entire organism and in all its functions would be promoted by putting the ballot
in

the hands of women.

'^'5.^

''

\

11

f^n
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The question, then, of woman's true relation to the social structure is simply
the question of her best relation thereto of her best possible service to society,
the best development and use of her power in the wide range of human activity.

—

This, in short,

the question: Hoxo most effectually to make the difference
gifts the initiatory and guiding principle of social
This is the question inspired by our ideal, and justified by the
is

bettveen her gifts

organization.

'

and man's

teachings of Christian civilization.

History suggests the answer to this question. " What," says Emerson,
"is civilization ? The power of good women." That is not the extravagance
of epigram
it is the intelligent, mature judgment of sound philosophy.
But
from the standpoint to which such a judgment raises us what a field is open to
:

view

!

—what contrasts with the past! what promises

for the future

!

We

behold

the progress of civilization marked

by the increase of respect for woman.
We see the coarse brutality which once ruled, making her its most wretched
victim, gradually refined out of society by her influence.
Do you tell me that
good 7nen have wrought the change ? No, no
Heaven's record is that woman
was the virgin-mother of this new-born power, over the advent of which the
angels are still singing.
In the beginning it was with God, it was God but
from God, through woman, is its advent into this world, bringing peace on
earth and good will to men.
Behold woman now in the "sphere" which nature
makes peculiarly her own, where her wifehood is now her throne and her motherhood includes the birth and nurture of character and the training of power.
Through her exaltation and holy ministry here, the family is recognized as the
centre of social power, the fountain of social happiness.
How marked, I say,
In the social science of Plato the family existed for the state,
the contrast
and not the state for the family. Preposterous theory
and yet there was
nothing in the civilization of his time, nothing within the scope of his historic
The state was the vast aggregate and visible
vision to suggest any other.
embodiment of gov ji; il.^: nower. It had its existence by the triumph of might.
er
it gave protection
it ruled
it was a source of
It was the guarar*' / of o
good or of evil to the people accordingly as it was itself made better or worse.
It was a monster of power that, if irritated, would rend and destroy, or if soothed
and fed, would protect and bless. Hence everybody was to live for it and, ii
need be, die for it. Every new-born child was nature's gift to it. Fathers and
mothers were thus its benefactors. Art embellished it, education enlightened
it, wealth enriched it, and the value of every individual was ineasured by what
he added to it. What could woman be in such a civilization ? True, Plato saw
Sparta and began to believe that woman had " gifts" as well as man, and that,
But what was
after the Spartan example, she might be of value to the state.
woman herself, what could she be with her sphere unrecognized, and with no
standard by which to estimate her individual worth but her value to the state,
and that reduced to a mere physical function ? What was she, with all her
!

;

!

!

;

;

;

If!
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and moral power, outside of

thing to serve the convenience and pleasure of her

We cannot here lift the curtain and uncover her wretchedness. And
what then was the family ? Just what the suppression of woman's power and
the reduction of motherhood to its physical functions would imply
nothing
except in the value of its small service to the state.
Aside from this relation
the family was simply a group of slaves.
Behold again the contrast
See now the presence of an organizing sentiment which is decreeing that henceforth the state shall serve the family and be
judged by the measure of blessing it secures to the homes of the land.
Here
woman becomes prophet as well as reformer. " We are wont," says Emerson^
owner.

:

—

!

" to think that we are at the meridian of civilization.
We are only at the cockcrowing and the morning star." If this be true, the joy of the redeemed home
is the richest
promise of this glorious dawn.
Let good women fulfil the
ministry to which God has appointed them, in their natural relation to the
family, and it will be found that from that ministry will come the best and most
enduring order of society.

Do you

is mere sentiment ?
Then let me quote the words
sentiment would be as out of place as a flower-garden on
an iceberg, and who had to invent the word " altruism " to take the place of love,
because the old word (sweet word !) was so quivering with life as to be unfit for
'^
the dissecting operations of science.
If women," he says, " comprehended all
that is contained in the domestic sphere, they would ask no other.
If they
could see all that is implied in the right education of children, to a full comprehension of which no man has yet risen, much less any woman, they would seek
no higher functions." Let me add, with due reverence, that the highest compliment ever paid to woman was bestowed upon her when Christ, in instituting

think that this

of Spencer, with

whom

the gospel ministry, exempted

women

therefrom, because, as

we may

natural sphere, their life-work in their domestic relations,

infer, their

rbing so

much

of

and heart and mind, and so high and important in itself, could not
be invaded for this exacting service.
God honored women in the gift of the
Saviour, upon man He laid the responsibility of the regular and organized
ministry of His gospel.
I cannot point out to you the immense possibility of successful, organized
effort in the field of social custom, where women are now most in need of
" emancipation," noble inspiration and practical leadership
for the purpose, for
instance, of bringing comfort and culture and freedom to the homes of the middle
their energy

—

classes, not to speak of the poor, in our cities

lent

and evangelistic

effort

—nor to the wide

fields of

made in this lecture, and
some of these
by good women
or three thoughts that may not so readily occur

I leave these topics with the suggestions already
to the lessons of successful efforts put forth

directions.
to

you

:

But there

benevo-

open before them.

are tw<>

m

/
./
u/'

'T»7>^ -jw^y
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1. There is no greater need of the hour than the existence and general
recognition of a highly cultured, spiritual, refined class of society, which shall
sustain a strictly non-partizan relation to all political action, and in a calm,

and partisan movements.
need this in the perfect and permanent organization of society. If you
have read Mr. Spencer on the comparative psychology of the sexes, you may
have had suggested to you the scientific statement of the basis of this need and
have seen how admirably adapted to this function is woman, with her peculiarities
of intellectual and moral endowment. Such a social judiciary, I believe, will come
in the realization of our ideal and when it does come, depend upon it, the " good
women " of the land will constitute a perpetual organized judgment day for the
political parties, politicians and statesmen.

judicial spirit, judge all political

We

;

Another need which we notice by way of admonition is, that of such a
by its direct and educative influence, foster and preserve those sentiments with which the sexes should regard each other.
In the state of barbarism the sense of power, together with selfishness and
passion, makes man the brutal master and woman the abject slave.
But in a
state of Christian culture, man's conscioiisness of superior power and woman's
consciousness of comparative weakness and dependence, are responsive forces,
making recognized trustworthiness the honor and pride of the true man, and
accepted trust the joy and pride of the true woman. This responsive consciousness, though not comprehending all the philosophy of love, is a powerful factor
in the formation of the emotional habits even in children.
It holds sway to
adult years, so that the true man cannot but feel that his manhood is impeached
when his worthiness of woman's trust is denied, and the true woman equally
2.

social organization as will,

must feel that her womanhood is dishonored when her trust in those relations
in which protection is properly expected is rejected or abused.
The organizing
power of this responsive feeling makes men protectors of homes and of the community of homes and through this function come laws, penalties, courts, all
Now just where and to what extent
regulative and administrative goverinnent.
;

woman

shall participate in this protective, regulative, administrative work,

question which, to say the least, sustains a very delicate and possibly a
relation to the

most

sensitive spiritual elements of

human

happiness.

questions as to the incidental benefits and evils of woman's suffrage

is

a

vital

I pass all

— all

ques-

which good women and bad women would make of the ballot.
I will not stop to examine the assumption that women at the polls " purify the
ballot in all the land," but I submit that the more radical question, whether we
can turn the educative force of social organization against the instincts of our
nature without injuring them in their best and tenderest developments, is a
question fraught with the dearest interests of human hearts and human homes.
tions as to the use

But

it

will

be asked,

*'

if

there are not times

when

this feeling should be

^
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if there are not evils which could be overthrown by the ballot
hands of women, and by their general participation in the affairs of government, which would justify a grant of power not quite in harmony with your
ideal ?"
That there may be occasion for such grants, as a temporary resort, I
freely admit.
But let us be careful lest by such a policy we institute abnormal
methods. Furthermore, it should be borne in mind that many of tiie evils which,
it is promised, would be corrected by women in politics, are the results of woman's
failure to do her duty out of politics.
Now, as in the beginning, she is first in
transgression, and man falls by what she gives him, the first corrective force
should be an inspiration of a higher sense of responsibility in the use of the formative power which God has committed to her trust
a power which she wields
in those domestic and social relations that are outside of politics.
But there are special evils, for the existence of which she is not chiefly
responsible, and for the cure of which her temporary use of the ballot would
unquestionably be helpful.
So there are times when a woman may snatch the
sword from a masculine coward and use it in her own defence. A Joan of Arc,

held in abeyance

;

in the

I

:i

—

may

""

''liverance of humiliated, demoralized,
rush to the
despairing France, but when the occas.>>n is past it is probable that the same
guiding voice will dictate the surrender of her commission.
The danger is that

inspired for the task,

a grateful king will not accept the surrender,

and

will

persuade her even against
Ill

her better judgment.

man

To-day, there is an evil in our land, in the presence of which the manly
should hang his head in very shame for his sex. Woman has felt its power

She has

suffered in her person, which it has tortured in her
has defiled in her affections, which it has betrayed and abused
in her mind, which it has robbed
in her home, which it has impoverished
in
her children, to whom it has given disease, hunger and distress in her heart,
which it has broken. She has come out from her seclusion and wept and prayed

most keenly.
honor, which

;

it

;

;

;

;

she has uttered her complaint in the ear of the public she has
pleaded her cause in the great assemblies she has appealed to honorable, sober
manhood for protection and yet, at the ballot box and in our legislative halls,
man, her brother and natural protector, with craven submission to the dictates
in the street

;

;

;

;

and demands of the rum-traffic, has left her defenceless, helpless in the power of
Under sue! circumstances
the torturing demon from which she sought escape.
how significant and just her plea for " home protection !" Brothers, this is our
Let us take counsel among ourselves. If we were to give the ballot
disgrace
to woman and she should drive this demon from the land, would that not be
But I submit that it would be better better for
well ? I grant that it would.
the manhood and the womanhood of the nation, to fight the beast ourselves
and destroy him for woman's sake better that, with a cliivalric pride of a victory
won in her defence, we should hand over to her a pure and happy home rescued
from the hands of the destroyer, than that we should have occasion to tender
!

—

;
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her our thanks for having herself fought the battle with our weapons better for
us and for her that we should have her gratitude for valor and fidelity, than that
she should have ours for doing what we ought to have done for her protection.
" Home Protection Party ? " a good motto but, brothers, that should be our
;

;

Shame on

party and ours only.

us, if

women with such

side by side with the

Josephus says, that when Barak
battle with him, she replied, " Thou,

we consent

to

go into the

a motto on our banners

political battle

!

came

to Deborah soliciting her to go up to
Barak, deliverest meanly the power which
God hath given thee into the hands of a woman, but I do not reject it " To-day,
some of our Baraks are proposing that our Deborahs shall go up with them to
!

Brothers, our noble

battle.

women would not prove cowards they would not,
God has put in their very natures an instinct
:

perhaps, reject our prayers, but

prompt them to say, " You deliver meanly into our hands the power
Let us give them no occasion thus to reproach us. In
the light of this dawn we see them coming not, as a great host in male uniform
and bearing the arms that courage and manliness prompt us to claim as our own.
Our ideal of social order, at this time of the " cock-crowing and the morning
star " of our civilization, is radiant with the mellow light which shone on the
morning of creation, when from the depths of infinite reason and profoundest
"
it is good
feeling, came the repeated exclamation, " It is good
it is good!
which

will

God hath

given you."

!

!

We now, in the returning light, begin to read the significance of God's organizing
" For this cause shall a

law, expressing the crowning goodness of the Creator.

man
love

Love commanding
them love

leave his father and mother and cleave unto his wife."
;

love controlling reverence and gratitude without offending

dividing without

destroying, and uniting without conflict

inspiration of high

and

;

;

love under the

self-satisfying purpose, yet delighting in service and

unhappy and lost without the comlove commanding yet serving, and serving yet
panionship of helpfulness
commanding love in mastery, yet delighting in trust love thus balancing the
responsive forces of the two-fold nature of God's last and best creation this is
sacrifice

;

love luring to independence, yet
;

;

;

—

the organizing force revealed in God's ideal. Its light is returning it rises as
our day star and we greet it with the old shout, " It is good it is good "
;

1

!

"T'

GOD

IN

ALL THINGS.
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GOD IN ALL THINGS.

TO my

religious eye, even if uncultivated by science, the world is the theatre
God's presence, says Eev. Theodore Parker. I feel the Father I see
the beauty of His thought in the morning red, in the mists that fill up the valleys,
in the corn which waves in the summer wind, in the billows which dash their
beauty on the shore. I see in the moon, filling her horns with loveliness, pouring
out such a tide of beauty as makes the farmer's barn seem almost a palace of
enchantment, the thought of God, which is radiating its silver sheen over all the
world and changing it to a wondrous beauty. Nature then aeems near to me, a
thousand times more beautiful, when I regard it as the work of God, eveff if I
look with my eye all uncultivated with science or do not understand the wonders
that I see.
But when science comes also with the light of religion, to expound
the world, and I see the laws of inorganic matter, of mineral, vegetable, animal,
human life— when I see that these laws are but the constant modes of operation
of the Infinite God, His mind telegraphing to us in the material world
when I
understand the wonderful hieroglyphics which He has writ then how different
"What was before only a seed-field to feed my body, or only a
is the world
work-shop for my hand, is now a cabinet, a university full of the beauty of
thought. The beauty of Nature, then, is not mere beauty of form and outline
and color it is the beauty of law, of wisdom, the contrivance of means for an
end finite means for an infinite end. It is the beauty of love, the infinite
goodness pouring itself out through Nature and supplying the sparrow that falls
and the human race which is proudly marching on to its brave development.
Yes, then the whole universe seems to my eye but as one vast flower which
blooms of God and is fragrant with His never-ending love. Then, every anemone
beneath my foot and every star above my head runs over with the glorious
thought of God, which fills up my soul and the universe, which was just now
only a workshop for my hand and then a curious problem for my head, is now a
and science, also, is a psalm and a prayer.
vast temple for my spirit

of

;

—

!

;

—

;

;

—
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—

T

has justly been said " The prolonged slavery of woman is the
darkest page in human history." A study of the gradual development of the race through those barbarous stages when physical
force governed the world, and the weaker was brought into subjection to the stronger
when there was no law but brute force, will fully
explain its cause. As the race has reached a higher plane of thought,
where it no longer recognizes the old law that " might is ri^iit," .one

—

after

another

o'

the subject nations and classes

taining its independence, and

woman

is

is

gradually asserting and main-

rapidly falling into line.

For centuries

she had given herself to others, patiently toiling for their honor and success.
" Justice and freedom for herself are her latest and highest demands.
Woman's
steady march onward, and her growing desire for a broader outlook, prove that
she has not reached her normal condition, a id that society has not yet concertain odium has ever
ceded all that is necessary for her attainment."

A

upon those who have risen above the conventional level and sought new
spheres for thought and action, and especially on the few who demand complete

rested

equality in political rights.

It is a remarkable fact that the leaders of this

movement have uniformly been women

of superior mental and physical organizagood social standing and education, noted for their knowledge of
domestic and social as well as public affairs. The onlooking and skeptical world
is ccnstantly amazed at their executive ability, inspinng and logical speeches,
and their almost intuitive skill in conducting public meetings. Yet it has never
failed to ridicule, misrepresent and denounce them in public and private, until
by persistent effort women have compelled the world to see that they are in
earnest, and that they will never be satisfied until the fullest liberty and justice
are accorded them.
The first person in the United States to advocate woman suffrage, so far as
known, was Abigail Adams, a woman eminent alike for her intelligence and her
virtues, the wife of one President of the United States and the mother of another.
In a letter to her husband, John Adams, dated March 31, 1776, before the U. S.
constitution was framed, she said, half playfully yet with an evident undertone
of serious meaning, " In the new code of laws which it will be necessary for you
to make, I desire you would remember the ladies, and be more generous and
tion,

of

(411)
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Do

not put such unlimited power into
is not paid to the
ladies, we are determined to foment a rebellion, and will not hold ourselves
bound by any laws in which we have no voice or representation." The active
movement in behalf of suffrage for women, however, is not yet fifty years old.
favorable to

the hands of the husbands.

The

first

woman

.

ancestors.
.

If particular care and attention

suffrage lecture

was given

by Lucy
woman's rights convenN.Y., and was called by Lucretia Mott

Stone, in the pulpit of her brother's church.

in 1847, in Gardner, Mass.,

The

first

tion was held in 1848, at Seneca Falls,
and Elizabeth Cady Stanton. The proceedings were extensively published, and
unsparingly ridiculed by the press and denounced by the pulpit, much to the
surprise and chagrin of the leaders.
Being deeply in earnest, and believing their
demands pre-eminently wise and just, they were wholly unprepared to find
themselves the t'l.rget for the jibes and jeers of the nation. The Declaration of
Principles was signed by one hundred men and women, many of whom withdrew
their names as soon as the storm began to break.
The comments of the press
were carefully preserved, and it is curious to see that the same old arguments
and objections rife at the start are reproduced by the press of to-day. But the

brave protests sent out from this convention touched a responsive chord in the
Conventions were held soon after in
hearts of women all over the country.

Massachusetts, Ohio, Indiana, Pennsylvania and different points in New York.
the friends of this unpopular reform began to organize and agitation widened,
Its advocates
press, pulpit and populace vied with each other in hostility to it.

As

were pelted and their meetings broken up by howling mobs.
The arguments vary somewhat in different countries according to the general
theory of suffrage which prevails in each. In England and her colonies, the
accepted theory has been that suffrage is' a right of the householder and taxHence the reformers have pointed out the inconsistency of denying
payer.
votes to women who are householders and tax-payers in their own right. In
the United States, suffrage is more generally regarded as an individual right.
Every person has a natural right to be consulted in regard to his own concerns.
The enactment of the laws he has to obey, and the expenditure of taxes, concern him intimately, and the ballot ib the means by which he expresses his
The advocates of equal rights for women bombard the conservatives
opinion.
with pithy sayings from the Declaration of Independence and the bill of rights
" Governments derive their just powers from the consent of the governed "
women are governed. " Taxation without representation is tyranny " women
are taxed. " There is no sex in tyranny nor injustice." Upon either theory,
however, the claim of women to the suffrage is equally clear. If a voice in
making the laws is a natural right of those who are subject to law, then it is the
On the other hand, if suffrage should be based upon
natural right of woman.
property and intelligence, on what ground can it be refused to women of property
:

;

;

and intelligence

?
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Among

the other arguments it is urged that to encourage women to study
and interest themselves in public questions would be a stimulus to
their intelligence, would broaden their minds and make them more valuable
companions for their husbands, and wiser mothers.

large affairs

urged that " legislation

always in favor of the legislating class,"
and that the laws relating to
women showed this irregularity to a flagrant degree when the woman suffrage
movement began, and still show it to some extent, although the efforts of the
woman's rights agitators, continued through many years, have effectea great
It is also

is

a saying which has passed into a legal axiom

ll

ii
w'

;

*

improvement. As farmers need the ballot that the agricultural interests may be
represented, and manufacturers that their interests may be protected, so the
home-makers need a vote that the interests of the home may be represented.
And as a matter of fact, we find that while the business interests of the community are carefully and strictly guarded by legislation, the home is neglected and
does not receive attention in proportion to its importance. This is the outcome
of no ill intention, but is simply the natural result of giving votes to all classes
except those

who make

the interests of the

home

It is also urged that the natural qualities of

their special care.

men and women

are such that
each sex supplements the deficiencies of the other, and that the best results are
ob ained by the cooperation of the two. This, which is seen to be true in the
administration of a household, it is believed will also be found true in the administration of the State.

Such

may

are

some of the arguments of the advocates

of

woman

suffrage.

It

be well to review briefly some of the objections.
1. It is objected that woman would be unsexed.

that there

is

To this it is answered
nothing necer^sarily injurious to womanliness in forming an intelli-

gent opinion on public questions, or in expressing one's preference between two
candidates. This objection is directed not so much against the act of voting as
against the fighting, intriguing and brawls of pot-house politicians and the lower
It is certainly undesirable that women or men either should
sort of electors.
mingle in these. But these things are no integral or essential part of the exercise of the suffrage. Womanly character is not impaired but ennobled by patriotism and an intelligent interest in public affairs. A vote is merely a written
expression of opinion and, as Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe has said, it is no
more unwomanly to express an opinion by dropping a slip of paper into a box,
;

Nature can generally be
it is to p-^tpress the same opinion in conversation.
In the words of Josiah Allen's wife " Men and
trusted to taice care of herself.
women votin' side by side would no more alter their natural dispositions than

than

:

singing Watts's

hymns

together would

;

one will sing bass and the other

long as the world stands."
If purely
2. It is objected that women would lose their influence.
character were to be destroyed by the exercise of the suffrage, purely

air,

so

womanly
womanly
Si
!

yjli
;

I'-

I
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influence might be expected to vanish with

prediction was

made

it

;

but

if

CALLING.

and most

not.

not,

before municipal suffrage was extended to

women

This same
England,

in

of her colonies
but women who have the municipal franchise still
have the same means of indirect influence as before, througli whatever natural
endowments they possess, while they, have this other very potent means of influence in addition. Henry Ward Beecher said on this point when asked, Why
not remain at home, and exert an influence upon public affairs through husband,
father or brother, " Because, while woman is excluded with contempt from political duties, her advice and influence at home must always be at the minimum. If
once she began to accept public patriotic duties, she then would exert a tenfold
indirect influence at home. A woman is not made a safe adviser by being kept at
home in ignorance of all public affairs; and, if she informs herself intelligently, then
why should she not act just as much as man ? It is amusing to hear men, when
pressed upon this point, enlarging upon the silent influence of woman, upon the
sweetening home affections, and delaring a woman's home to be the only appro;

priate sphere of political influence

;

but the

moment

she takes him at his word,

and endeavors to incline husband or brother to any political conduct, they turn
with lordly authority upon her, saying, My dear, your proper duties are in the
"
nursery and kitchen. What do you understand of public affairs
'

'?

'

household duties.

women have

not time to vote without neglecting their
While this objection cannot apply to the amount of time

3. It is objected that

required to cast a ballot,

it is

much time is needed for intelligent premen and measures. Women

urged that

paration to enable one to decide wisely regarding

much unnecessary work which would be better employed in studying
the constitution of their country, and informing themselves upon important pubhc
find time for

questions.

Women

are not, or ought not to be,

more heavily burdened by

their domestic

men are by their business cares. As Frances Power Cobbe says, " I
of tho educated classes might afford, at least, so much time to
women
think all
Men who perform the most
politics as to be able to cast an intelligent vote.
cares than

arduous professions find time to do this and there seems no adequate reason
the busiest housewives or daughters should not do the same."
;

why

4.

we

It

is

objected that the majority of

women

reply in different ways, according to the

sented.

If

it is

said that

who do not want

it,

it

would be wrong

do not want to vote. To this
which the objection is pre-

foi'in in

upon the majority
we answer that it is

to force suffrage

at the request of a minority

who

do,

not proposed to compel any vv'oman to vote, but merely leave
her.

If at is said that the majority of

any

class

must decide

it

optional with

for that class,

we

not followed in regard to the voting of men. At
the recent election of the London County Council, it was reported that more
than nine-tenths of the men who were legally entitled to vote, did not take the

answer that this principle

is
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Yet no one propoHed that the reiuaiiiing oue-tenth uhuuld

therefore be deprived of their right of KutTrage.

But soine men think that

most women do not desire

if

strong presumptive evidence that

it

is

tl>e suflFrage,

contrary to womanly instincts.

that

in

They

vague but sincere idea tliat the majority of women must he the best judges
what is good for tiieir own sex. They overlook the fact that most human
beings believe what they have been taught.
Women have had it impres.sed
upon them from time immemorial that it was unwomanly and unbecoming for
them to take any part in public affairs, and most of them have believed and still
believe it.
Just so, in India, women have been taught for centuries that educa
tion is incompatible with true womaidiness
and hence those persons who are
trying to promote female education in India complain that they find the majority
of the women strongly averse to being taught to read.
They have had it
impressed upon them that if they acquire this unfeminine knowledge they will
iiave a

of

;

be unsexed, and, to use a favorite phrase of occidental conservatives, will be
" dethroned from their high place in the hearts of men."
So strong is this feel-

when a progressive Hindoo proposes to educate his daughters, it is not
uncommon for the women of his family to threaten to commit suicide.
Even in our own country, when we study the steps of progress which the
woman's rights movement has already made the gains in the nuitter of better
ing that,

—

educational opportunities, improved property laws, and wider choice of occupa-

tions—we

demand

find that these

things were

never brought about by any general
women, but always by

or uprising en masse on the part of the majority of

the petitions, efforts and "continual coming" of a persistent few.

thus

far

next

is

Every step

achieved is now generally admitted to have been a blessing yet the
opposed by the same objections which were applied to all the previous
;

steps.

In estimating the wortli of a new idea, heads are to be weighed rather than
The opinion of one Florence Nightingale will outweigh that of a
whole ball-room full of Flora McFlimsys. By this it is not in the least meant
to imply that all the women who do not favor woman suffrage are of the Flora
McFlimsy type. But when we consider that the movement has had the support
in England of such women as Florence Nightingale and Mrs. Browning, and in
America of Mrs. Harriet Beecher Stowe and Clara Barton, I think we are justi-

counted.

iied in inferring

that the idea

is

not contrary to the instincts of true womanli-

ness, but only contrary to the preconceived ideas implanted in

6.
is

It is objected that

woman

is it

said to a

woman,

woman

Thou

is

specifically forbidden.

shalt not vote."

But the claim

is

that the

and certain of St. Paul's sayings, do definitely
to a subordinate position, and forbid her to exercise any func-

curse pronounced after the
restrict

'*

Of course it
Nowhere in the

suffrage is contrary to scripture.

not meant that this specific thing

Bible

most women's

by habit and tradition.

iriinds

fall,

^ •TT.WTT^
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If this

woman

against allowing a

view were correct,

it
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would be a stronger argument

to reign as queen than against allowing her to vote.

If the phrase, " I suffer not a woman to usurp authority," be interpreted to mean
" I suffer not a woman to exercise authority," then Queen Victoria would be a

would be the only scriptural rule. But the Church in
tending more and more to reject all such interpretations as
erroneous, and to base its treatment of women upon the broad scriptural principle, " There is neither male nor female for ye are all one man in Christ Jesus."
Much stress is laid by opponents of woman suffrage upon the fact that St. Paul
usurper,

and

modern

tinu s

Salic law
is

;

told wives to obey their husbands.

St.

Paul also told sons to obev their parents,

and servants to obey their masters, " with fear and trembling as unto Christ."
Yet no one objects to the voting of servants and sons. Moreover, it is to be
noted that some very high ecclesiastical dignitaries give their support to this
movement. Several clergymen have written pamphlets setting forth th<3 scriptural arguments upon this question.
The Golden Kule of our Lord is decisive,
even if we had no other Biblical authority. Many other things plainly contrary
Even human
to the Golden Rule have been defended by texts of scripture.
slavery was thus defended by sincere and conscientious persons.
But the more
enlightened exegesis of the next generation invariably rejects these interpretations as erroneous, and settles

When

the Golden Rule.

upon an interpretation which

is

in

harmony

with

doctors of divinity differ in opinion about disputed

and sincere Christians cannot do better than to anchor to this
and wait securely for the theologians to come to their position.
6. It is objected that if women are allowed to vote, bad women will vote.
The bad women are an infinitesimally small fraction of the feminine population,
as compared with the good women. Very little practical inconvenience has been
experienced from the voting of these women in places where woman suffrage
prevails. Mrs. Laura M. Johns. President of the Kansas Equal Suffrage Associatexts, plain

Golden

a,-r

Law

"As to the bad woii :n\ objection, these women, left to themselves,
do not incline to go to the polls, except when they see that in the life of a
candidate which leads them to the conclusion that his election would mean protection to them, or at least non-interference with their business,
iu our ^ 'st
election, a number of abandoned women were brought out, but the resul'
.i.^
not such as inspired the continuance of this line of action. It was then discovered that a nominee known to be supported by this class of women risked the
support of respectable women and as the latter class is so many thousand times
larger than the first, our aspirants for office, of course, hold its support the more
valuable.
As the bad women care nothing for the principle, have nothing but
contempt for the movement, and do not incline to go where good women are, and
as nobody wants their support, because it is as dangerous as a pestilence, their
vote has dwindled down to nearly nothing. We fear nothing in our elections
from the bad women vote. Let it but be known that a candidate is supported

tion, says

'

'

:

;

'

'

*

'

t*r
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mean

)ul(l

be a

Ihurch in
ations as
al princi-

by the bad women,' and he will lose of the respectable woman vote hundreds of
times more than he gains."
7. It is sometimes objected that women ought not to vote because they
cannot fight but no civilized nation makes the ability to bear arms a requisite
for the franchise.
Thousands of clergymen and Quakers are exempt, and other
able-bodied men are excluded because they lack the qualifications of property,
residence or citizenship.
Thousands of men vote whose age, occupation or
;

Jesus."

infirmities incapacitate

St. Paul

it

[

parents,

women do not
the camp and hospital,

)

Christ."

of soldiers

,

is

it

bL<3

If

to be

to this

>rt

scrip-

women vote they must hold office. This does not
many men are entitled to vote for offices to which they are
Thus, a naturalized citizen, twenty-one years of age, may vote for
the United States, but no one can be elected President who is not

not eligible.

President of

contrary

a native-born citizen

the more

nterpreta-

nony with
disputed

;

or to this
lition.

will vote,

opulation,
e

has been

n

suffrage

e Associa-

prefer to

mean

pro-

our ^rsi
resul

then

.1"'^

dis-

and

supported

would

than of the

A woman

It is objected that

9.

too impractical

and

women

are too iuipulsive, too quick in their sympathies,

idealistic, too apt to

aim

for

the abstract rights without

regard for expediency, to be allowef^l to exert any direct influence

upon

legisla-

This objection might have force if it were proposed to disfranchise men
and put the government wholly into the hands of women. A government com])osed exclusively of women would be very likely to err in that direction.
But

tion.

tho opposite direction

elections

district

It is a question of the rights of constituencies rather

women.

to represent them,

would not be likely to be chosen urdess she had
There are some public positions in
exceptional qualifications for the place.
which a woman could render particularly valuable service. Thus, when Lady
Sandhurst and Miss Cobden were elected members of the London County Council, one of the duties assigned by the Council to Lady Sandhurst was the inspection and supervision of twenty-three establishments for infants. Her competitor,
Mr. Beresford Hope, who brought suit to have her unseated, held that women
had no proper work or place in a county council. When he had succeeded in
ousting Lady Sandhurst, one of the London papers expressed a sarcastic hope
that the gentleman would find himself equal to the mothering of all these babies.
rights of

we

ence, their

any

forbidden to

and times
othing but
n are, and

If

why should they be

risked the

the more

at least thirty-five years old.

woman

have some

elect her ?

emselves,
life of a

if.

necessarily follow:

{

,

for military service.

and thus furnishing the army.

decisive,

human

them

render military service, they render equivalent service in
caring for the sick and wounded, and in being the mothers

It is objected that

8.

5

sn
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SUFFRAGE.

by actual observation, that our present governments are apt to err in just
to place expediency above right, and have an eye single to
the interests of trade, without much regard to moral or humane considerations.
As some one has said, " We need the idealism of our women to offset the
materialism of our men." There is no lack of votes representing the physical
wants and if in your city the uneducated emigrant vote numbers thousands,
lepresenting a brutal ignorance and mere physical wants, it is to be corrected by
an educated and religious vote, representing the desires of the honest and refined
see,

;

27

;
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persons.

If the wants, the passions, the vices, are allowed a full vote, through
the hands of a half-brutal, intemperate population, I think it but fair that the
virtues, the aspirations, should be allowed a
purest of the people."

voice as an offset, through the

full

Arguments might be indefinitely multiplied, but in a practical matter of this
kind an ounce of experiment is worth a ton of theory.
In England, as previously mentioned, unmarried women and widows have
had m'inicipal suffrage for the last twenty years.
Hon. W. E. Gladstone says
that 'uhey have exercised it " without detriment and with great advantage." Lord
Salisbury expresses himself strongly in favor of full Parliamentary suffrage.
Eeading the debates in the House of Commons year by year on the question of
admitting

women

to Parliamentary suffrage,

we

find

it

habitually taken

for

granted, both by friends and opponents, that municipal suffrage has proved
unobjectionable.
The advocates of the measure say, in substance "
are all
:

We

agreed that women ought to have municipal suffrage no harm has resulted
from it and they ought to have Parliamentary suffrage on the same principles."
The opponents answer " Municipal suffrage is all very well, but Parliamentary
;

;

:

another thing altogether, and would be sure to subvert the foundations
of society."
The Englishwomen who recently remonstrated in the Nineteenth
Century against Parliamentary suffrage, acknowledge that the limited suffrage
already bestowed upon women has done no harm, and has even had a beneficial
suffrage

effect

is

on women's character.

In Kansas, municipal suffrage was extended, in 1887, to women, both married and single.
The general results have been distinctly good. Chief Justice
Horton, of Kansas, says "I can state from experience and observation that
(municipal) woman suffrage, which was recently conferred upon the women of
this State by the Legislature, is satisfactory in its results in every respect."
The two associate justices of the Supreme Court concur in this opinion.
Judge Johnston says: "The results have been highly beneficial. In consequence, our elections are more orderly, a higher class of officers is chosen,
and we have cleaner and stronger city governments."
The Attorney General, L. B. Kellogg, says " So far as I am able to learn,
the votes of the women in our cities, under the municipal suffrage act, have
upon the whole been in the interests of good order, good morals, and a prudent
and intelligent city government. I think the better class of our citizens, without
regard to party, have arrived at this conclusion."
The Governor says " In my judgment, the action of our people in giving
to woman municipal suffrage has a good influence upon the politics of our State.
The vote of the women has increased at each election, and it may be truthfully
said that it is a factor in securing purer and better municipal government."
In Wyoming, full suffrage was granted to women in 1869. Two years later,
in his message to the Legislature, Governor Campbell said " The experiment of
:

ih

3

:

:

:
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granting to women a voice in the government has now been tried for four years.
Observation of the practical working of the system has only served to deepen
my conviction that what we, in this Territory, have done, has been well done,
and that our system of impartial suffrage is an unqualified success."
Governor Thayer, who succeeded Campbell, said in his message " Woman
:

suflFrage

has

now been

in practical operation in our Territory for six years,

has, during the time, increased in popularity

and

and

in the confidence of the people.

In my judgment, its results have been beneficial, and its influence favorable to
the best interests of the community."
Governor Hoyt, who succeeded Thayer, said, in his message in 1882 " Elsewhere, objectors persist in calling this honorable statute of ours 'an experiment.'
We know it is not. Under it we have better laws, better officers, better institutions, better morals, and a higher social condition in general."
Governor Hale, who succeeded Hoyt, expressed himself repeatedly to the
:

same

effect.

Governor Warren, who succeeded Hale, and who now fills the office, says:
^'Our women consider much more carefully than our men the character of candidates, and both political parties have found themselves obliged to nominate their
As a business man, as a
best men in order to obtain the support of the women.
city, county and territorial officer, and now as Governor of Wyoming Territory,
I have seen much of the workings of woman suflFrage, but I have yet to hear of
the first case of domestic discord growing out of it. Our women nearly all vote,
and since in Wyoming, as elsewhere, the majority of women are good and not
bad, the result is good and not evil."
Hon. John W. Kingman, for four years a judge of the U. S. Supreme Court of
Wyoming, says: " Woman suffrage was inaugurated in 1869 without much discussion, and without any general movement of men or women in its favor.
At that
time few women voted. At each election since, they have voted in larger numbers,
and now nearly all go to the polls. Our women do not attend the caucuses in
any considerable numbers, but they generally take an interest in the selection of
candidates, and it is very common now, in considering the availability of an
Our best and
aspirant for office, to ask, 'How does he stand with the ladies V
most cultivated women vote, and vote understandingly and independently. They
are making themselves felt at the polls, as they do everywhere else in society, by
a quiet but effectual discountenancing of the bad, and a helping hand for the
good and the true. I do not believe that suffrage causes women to neglect their
domestic affairs. Certainly, such has not beeu the case in Wyoming, and I
uever heard a man complain that his wife was less interested in domestic economy
because she had the right to vote and took an interest in making the community
The opposition to woman suffrage at first was pretty bitter. Torespectable.
day I do not think you could get a dozen respectable men in any locality to
oppose it."

ii'
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Ex-Chief Justice Fisher, of Cheyenne, Wyoming, wrote to the Daily New
Era, of Lancaster, Pa. "I wish I could show the people who are so wonderfully
exercised on the subject of female suifrage, just how it works. The women watch
the nominating conventions, and if the Republicans put a bad man on their ticket,
and the Democrats a good one, the Republican women do not hesitate a moment
in scratching off the bad and substituting the good.
It is just so with the Democrats. Hence we nearly always have a mixture of office-holders.
I have seen
the effects of female suffrage, and instead of being a means of encouragement to
fraud and corruption, it tends greatly to purify elections and give better government."
Governors of Territories and judges of the United States courts are appointed
by the President, not elected by the people. They are not dependent on the
votes of the women, hence their testimony is impartial.
In Washington Territory, a woman suffrage law was passed by the Legislature in 1883, and women voted under it for several years with excellent results.
Chief Justice Greene, of Washington Territory, a magistrate celebrated throughout
the Northwest for his resolute and impartial enforcement of law, summed up
" The opponents of woman suffrage in this
the case in a nutshell when he said
Territory are found allied with a solid phalanx of gamblers, prostitutes, pimps
and drunkard-makers a phalanx composed of all in each of those classes who
know the interest of the class and vote according to it."
Testimony could easily be multiplied, but perhaps enough has already
been given. The advance is steady though slow and in looking back over a
period of time long enough to give us a perspective view, we can see that substantial gains have been made.
Twenty-five years ago it could not obtain
To-day
serious consideration either in Congress or in any State Legislature.
the situation is entirely changed. While then, with insignificant exceptions,
women could not vote anywhere, to-day they have school suffrage in twenty of
the United States, full suffrage in one Territory, municipal suffrage in Kansas,
and municipal suffrage (single women and widows) throughout England, Scotland, Ontario, New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, British Columbia, and the British
Colonies in Australia; in the Provinces of Ontario and Quebec also in Ireland
and British India, and full suffrage in the Isle of Man. Gradually but surely,
the common-sense of the world is evidently working around to a belief in the
:

:

ri

—

;

;

political equality of the sexes.

Although the advocates of
majority to their views, they are

woman

have not yet won over the
by a large and constantly grow-

suffrage

now supported

ing minority, both in Church and State.

A

is favorable, and the most progressive clergymen
Those who are wise in the signs of the times already
recognize that woman suffrage is " certainly coming."

large section of the press

are lending powerful aid.

'

'

'
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PERSONAL INFLUENCE.

T X 7E do know when or how often our presence
V V soul. We can be present, for good or for
I'ot

is

evil,

overshadowing another's
in other people's souls,

and yet not know it. Our presence is often present to others wlien our person
is absent.
Thus our personality reduplicates itself wonderfully in the souls of
associates, and tempts, or shapes, or stimulates, or inspires, when we ourselves
are unconscious of the fact. In the strife and stress of living, amongst the faces
of the crowd and the hurrying throngs on the street, under fears and failures and
bitter questionings, at the crisis of endeavor, or the instant of perilous tempta-

some presence of an absent one within oUr inner soul may be its guardian
and preserving angel. Could we fully see how our presences, our invisible selves,
hover in the souls of those who have intercourse with us, we would understand
God's purposes with our lives, and the value of our lives, more fully than we do.
Could we, on the other hand, perceive clearly all those presences of others, too
dim frequently for recognition by our consciousness, which are enshrined within
tion,

our own soul, constantly lifting it up, or ready to press their gentle influences at
a critical moment, we would see the real cause of many of our successes, and
give credit, not to our own powers, but to those personalities without and above

and yet within

us,

who have done

so

much

to

make

us what

we

are.
11 J:

THY WILL BE DONE.
with hesitancy the petias though
God's ordering of alfairs might prove unacceptable, and should be invoked with
reserve, and accepted only in resignation.
A lurking wish to have our own way,
at any hazard, underlies this spirit
an injustice towards our heavenly Father
that connects nothing but trials with His will, forgetting the innumerable joys
which come to us directly from His hand. Yet it is just beeai'se God's will shall
be done for His children, that they are bidden to be strong, very courageous, not
anxious, not afraid, always thankful, to abound in hope, to rejoice in the Lord
alway.
This state of mind is, however, a high standard of Christian character,
and one not easily attained. He is reaching towards it who, when he has prayed
" Thy will be done," is quieted at heart, knowing that he has committed his way
to the wisdom whie> wakes no mistakes, and to the love that will never tire.
It is strange that Christians should so often utter

tion,

"

Thy

will be

done," or express

;

it

plaintively in sacred song

;

m
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COLLEGES FOR WOMEN.
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I

fHEN

the future historian of this century sits down to describe the
intellectual life of this age no feature of his subject will be more marked
and interesting than the founding and growth of colleges for women.

Kapid, and in some instances astonishing advances, have been

made

in other lines of educational work, but so prominent will this manifes-

tation of our intellectual

Age

of

life

appear that the century

may

justly be called

The

Woman's Education.

How

significant

is

this fact.

change in the estimation in which

How

it speaks to us of a wondrous
has been held. What a prophecy it

eloquently

woman

:il^i
I

is

of

woman's

«'ii

future.

Alexandra College, Hitchin, Girton, Vassar, Wellesley, Bryn

—how

Mawr

these proclaim woman's swift advance, increasing power and glorious future. In
this chapter the reader will find some account of the principal colleges for

women

in Britain

and America, with such information as to courses of study,

general regulations, rates and faculties as

higher education.

may be useful

to all friends of

woman's

We begin with
VASSAR COLLEGE AND ITS EQUIPMENT.

<"

by Matthew Vassar. He undertook, as
he expressed his purpose, " to found and perpetuate an institution which should
accomplish for young women what our colleges are accomplishing for young
men." It was the first thoroughly-equipped college for women.
It is situated two miles east of Poughkeepsie, which is half way between
Albany and New York, on the Hudson Eiver Eailroad. Street-cars run regularly
The Western Union Telegraph Company has an office in
to and from the city.

The College was founded

in 1861,

the building.

The college buildings are warmed by steam, lighted with gas, and have an
abundant supply of pure water. A passenger elevator, bathing-rooms and other
conveniences are provided. Every possible provision against the danger of fire
was made in the construction of the building. In addition to this there is a
thoroughly equipped fire service, a steam fire engine, connections and hose on
every floor, several Babcook extinguishers, and fire pumps.
The students' apartments are ordinarily in groups, with three sleeping-rooms
opening into cue parlor for study. There are also many single rooms and a few
rooms accommodating two persons. The rooms are provided with furniture, and

§
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kept in order by servants.

The
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construction of the building

more quiet is secured than in most smaller edifices.
rooms are of brick, and the floors are deadened.

The

is

such that even

walls separating the

HEALTH AND PHYSICAL TRAINING.
i:r:

A physician
dents, which

is

the college are

resides in the college

made a prime

and has charge of the health of the

object of attention.

all carefully directed.

The

ilii

stu-

sanitary regulations of

Frequent lectures on hygiene are given

by the resident physician.
The grounds of the college, covering two hundred acres, with several miles
of gravel walks, tennis courts, croquet grounds, and a lake available for boating
and skating, furnish ample facilities for recreation out of doors, a certain amount
of which is required.
The gymnasium is furnished with apparatus for class work, and appliances
for special individual

is

fA

work so constructed as to be adjustable

to the physical
required four times weekly unless the
excused by the resident physician.

capacity of each student.

student

i

Exercise

is

Upon entering the college, each student is examined by the resident physician. Her physical development is ascertained, strength tested, heart and lungs
examined, and information is solicited concerning her habits and general health.
From these recorded data exercise is prescribed to meet the special wants of
each individual. The system of Dr. D. A. Sargent, Director of the Hemenway
Gymnasium, of Harvard University, has been in use several years. Occasional
re-examinations guide modifications of prescriptions. All exercise in the gymnasium is under the personal supervision of the teacher of gymnastics, who has

taken the fu" course Ox xxistruction under Dr. Sargent.
The building of the gymnasium to be provided by the Alumnfc, has been
It will probably be begun in the spring.
necessarily delayed.
There is an infirmary with complete arrangements for the comfort of the
It is isolated from
sick, and with a competent nurse in constant attendance.
the rest of the college, and with a southern exposure and the cheerful appointments of its dormitories and parlor, makes a homelike place of rest for those
who need temporary relief from their work.
Students who enter in good health have almost uniformly preserved it, and
Few communities of the same num<5ases of acute disease have been very rare.
ber of persons have so

little illness.

RELIGIOUS LIFE.

The

college

is

and it welmanageare conducted by clergymen of various churches, and

distinctly Christian, as its founder willed

comes those of every faith
ment. Services on Sunday

to its advantages.

it

to be,

It is unsectarian in its

iljt
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evening prayer is held in the chapel daily. Provision is made for the reguliir
study of the scriptures. There is a Young Women's Christian Association. Its
monthly public meetings are addressed by men and women devoted to home and
foreign mission work.
Religious meetings are held Thursday and Sunday evenings.
SOCIAL

LIFE.

Various societies and clubs, literary, scientific and musical, give variety to
life.
The Philalethean Anniversary and Founder's Day furnish

the college

occasions for a more general social

life.

LIBRARY AND READING ROOM.

The

of the

library

college

contains

about eighteen thousand volumes,

selected with special reference to the needs of the various departments.

made

Pro-

growth by annual appropriations expended under the
direction of the Faculty and a committee from the Board of Trustees.
The
students have free access to the shelves during ten hours of each day.
The reading room receives, in addition to the daily and weekly papers, the
leading scientific, literary and philological periodicals, American, English,
German and French.
vision

is

for its

WELLESLEY COLLEGE, WELLESLEY, MASS.

The following information is taken verbatim from the Calendar for 1888-9.
Wellesley College was established in 1875, for the purpose of furnishing
young women who desire to obtain a liberal education, such advantages and
facilities as are

By the

enjoyed in institutions of the highest grade.

charter, "the corporation of Wellesley College

is

authorized to grant

such honorary testimonials, and confer such honors, degrees and diplomas, as
are granted or conferred by any university, college or seminary of learning in
and the diplomas so granted shall entitle the possessors to
this Commonwealth
the immunities and privileges allowed by usage or statue, to the possessors of
like diplomas from any university, college or seminary of learning in this Commonwealth."
The college is undenominational, but distinctively and positively Christian
The systematic study of the Bible
in its influence, discipline and instruction.
Daily service is held in the chapel. The
is pursued through all the courses.
Sunday services are conducted by ministers of different denominations.
Wellesley is on the Boston and Albany Railroad, fifteen miles west of
Boston. The town is known as one of the most healthful in Massachusetts, and
The college grounds include more than three
is entirely free from malaria.
;
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hundred

acres,

and give ample opportunity

for exercise

and recreation.

Lake

Waban affords a most attractive place for boating and skating.
Two systems of lodging are in use at Wellesley, — the cottage system and
the hall system. By the latter, acquaintances are more easily made by tho
former, many advantages of a home are secured.
The main building (arranged
;

and sleeping-room) accommodates three hundred and thirty
Stone Hall, with single apartments and four dining-rooms, one hundred and

in suites of study

eight;

;

Freeman Cottage,

fifty-two
Norumbega Cottage, thirty-nine; The Eliot,
Simpson Cottage, twenty-three; Waban Cottage, eleven. P^levators
constant use in the halls.
About eighty students find boarding-places in
;

thirty;

are in

Wellesley village.
The health of the students

considered of primary importance.

In the
Everything
possible has been done to give an abundance of light, sunshine, fresh air and
pure water. All the rooms are thoroughly furnished, and supplied with studentlamps. Fresh air is admitted into the basement, and after being heated by
contact with steam-radiators, and charged with moisture by the addition of a
prescribed quantity of steam, passes into the rooms through hot-air flues.
By
means of the registers the temperature is regulated by the students as they
desire.
The ventilation is a remarkable success. All the buildings are supplied
with hot and cold water. In order to prevent the possibility of harm from
impurities in surface water, artesian wells have been driven.
The drainage^
natural and artificial, is faultless. The main building, Stonu Iltill, Freeman,
Norumbega, and Simpson Cottages are located on hills, and the ground slopes
from them in every direction, so that stagnant waters and dampness are imposis

construction of the buildings this has been constantly kept in view.

sible.

Two

physicians are connected with the college, give their personal attention

and instruct them in tho laws of hygiene. A
nurse is in constant residence. No charge is made for attendance or medicine
A hospital, shut off from the rest of the
except in cases of protracted illness.
building is provided for those who need extra care.
to the health of the students,

REQUIREMENTS FOB ADMISSION.

Candidates

for

admission must be at least sixteen years of age, and must

present satisfactory evidence of good moral character and good health, with
credentials from their last instructor, or from the institution where they last
studied.
The certificates must be sent to the President before the student can
be received. No preparatory department is connected with the college.
For the freshmen class in the classical course, candidates must pass satisEnglish Language, Literature,
factory examinations in the following subjects
:

and Ehetorio.

For the Freshman

class in the

Scientific Course,

the requirements

in

111

w
I
if

:''

i
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English, Geography, History, Mathematics and Latin, are the same as for the
Instead of Greek, the candidate must he prepared in either
Classical Course.

French or German, or hoth.
ADMISSION TO ADVANCED STANDING.

Candidates are admitted to advanced standing on meeting the requirements
of the under classes.

They must be examined

in the required studies previously

pursued by the class which they wish to join, and in a sufficient number of electives to give full standing with that class.
Students from colleges of equal requirements may present oertiticates for the
consideration of the Faculty in connection with the examination.
ADMISSION ON CEUTIFICATE.

The

following regulations have been adopted by the Board of Examiners of

Wellesley College
1.

The

made by

the Principal of the preparatory school, not later than April

effect before
2.

:

application for the admission of a student on certificate must be

The

Ist, for

September.
application for the admission of a student

must be accompanied by

information with regard to the course of study. For this purpose, Wellesley
College provides a blank form, which, when filled out, should be forwarded with
a catalogue or circular of the preparatory school.
full

will

3. If the first student or students prove satisfactory, the right of certification
be continued for three years.
4.

All certificates shall be filled out to

show distinctly that the requirements
Whenever any

in detail, as published in the current Calendar, have been met.

variation has been allowed the

work done

shall be specifically stated

and

offered

as an equivalent, for acceptance or refusal by the Board of Examiners.
6. It is advised that the examinations on which the certificate is based be
divided, like those held by the college, into Preliminary and Final.
Preliminary
i. e., on Ehetoric,
Geography (Ancient, Modern and Physical),
History (Grecian, Koman, United States and Jewish), Arithmetic, Caesar, Greek
Grammar and the Anabasis, must be held not earlier than fifteen months before

examinations,

entering

;

examinations on

all

other studies must be held within a yeai- of

entrance.
6. The candidate who has received the certificate of a Principal will not be
exempt from the entrance examination in any particular subject, unless her certificate shows that she has satisfactorily accomplished the full amount of work
required in that subject. Any student whose certificate is deficient, July 8th,
in more than three final or six preliminary subjects, may be refused the privilege

to present supplementajy certificate or to take examination in the following

Sentember.

COLLEGES
7.
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who do
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not propose to continue Latin, German, or French iu
to take ontnince examinations in these subjects.

must be prepared

No

one can be admitted who is conditioned in two of the following
Gonrian and Mathematics. Conditions must
be removed witiiin a y(>ar after they have been incurred.
9. Certificates of health and of good moral character are required from all
8.

subjects

:

Latin, Greek, French,

students.
10. Meetings of tiie Board of Examiners for tlio acceptance of certificates will
be regularly held during the second week in <luly and the second wet^k in September.
Certificates cannot be sent in later than July Bth without special
permission from the Board of Examiners.
IL All communications concerning entrance examinations and certificates
should be addressed to the Secretary of the Board of Examiners, VVellesley
College, Wellesley, Mass.

DEOltKES.

Students

who complete the

Classical Course will,

on the recommendation

of the Council, receive the degree of Bachelor of Arts.

Students

who complete

the Scientific Course

will,

on recommendation of

the Council, receive the degree of Bachelor of Science.

The degree of Bachelor of Music will be granted upon the conditions stated
under the head of School of Music.
The degrees of Master of Arts and Master of Science will be granted upon
the conditions stated under the head of Graduate Instruction

1:1

1'

''

'

COUllSES OP STUDY.

The

Classical and Scientific Courses of the college extend through four

Satisfactory scholarship will be

m

required in every subject as the condition of advancement, or of the attainment

I'M

years

;

those in Music and Art through

five.

In the freshman year all the studies are required, except that
Latin in the Scientific Course may take the place of one Modern Language.
After the Freshman year, opportunity for specialization is afforded by elecof a degree.

work throughout the remainder of the course. All candidates for a degree
must take, in addition to the required studies, a sufficient number of elective^ to
give thirteen exercises per week during the Sophomore, and fifteen during the
junior and senior years.
Eighteen exercises per week may be allowed, in exceptional cases, by vote of the Academic Council.
The college reserves the right to withdraw the offer of any elective study
tive

not chosen by at least six students.
Hitherto free instruction in Art has been given in the Art Course to those
who entered the Freshman Class in the Classical Course unconditioned. This
privilege will be

withdrawn

after the present college year.

II,

rjii;

lb
''"Fi
I.
'•
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THE LIBUARIES AND READING-ROOM.

endowed by Eben Norton Hors34,000 carefully-selected volumes, not including pamphlets,
and are open for the use of the students during the day and evening. Besides
the general, there are the following special libraries :— The Scientific Library
numbers about 6,600 volumes, and is divided into

The

ford,

libraries of the college, munificently

now number

Mathematical Library, 700 volumes.
Botanical Library, 1,150.
Library of Physics, Physical Astronomy, Microscopy, and Physical Geography, 1,800.

Library of Zoology and Physiology, 1,062 volumes.
Library of Chemistry, Mineralogy and Geology, 926 volumes.

Most

of the books in these libraries are placed, for convenience, in the

laboratories of the departments to

The Gertrude and Sunday

which they belong.

Libraries, established

by Mr. A. A. Sweet, with

other collections in the General Library, furnish 3,400 volumes for Biblical study

and

religious reading.

The Art Library numbers about 1,100 valuable books, many

of

them

rare

collections illustrating the finest works of the old masters.
of the great artists and combooks of essay and criticism, the great oratorios and
operas, and an increasing collection of vocal and instrumental music by the best
composers.
The Stone Hall Library, of valuable literary, historical and religious works,
is being accumulated through private generosity.
The Loan Library furnishes at slight cost the more important text and
reference books to students of narrow means.
Ninety-five American, English, French and German periodicals are taken
The list includes the most important representatives
for the General Library.
of all the branches of know edge covered by the college curriculum. About sixty
daily, weekly, and monthly journals are taken for the Eeading-room.
Besides the regular book ana card catalogues as used in the best libraries,
there is a complete and minute classification on the shelves, by subjects. With
this has been made a complete subject catalogue in a separate book for each
main class, and an exhaustive catalogue and analysis on cards, with the fullest
printed index of topics that has jet been arranged for library use. To all books,
catalogues and indexes, students have unrestricted access, day and evening;

The Musical Library contains the biographies

posers, histories of music

and

it is

purposed to make the training in the best methods of reading and con-

Besides the persulting libraries an important factor in the College Course.
sonal efforts of Librarian and Faculty to this end, readers' manuals, guides and
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the other aids which the recent study of leading librarians has proved most
valuable, will be provided.

In addition, library talks and personal instruction are given each year on
How to use the Library The best General Eeferencehooks, and their use
The Classification and best Eeference-books in each class.

the following subjects

;

:

;

SOCIETIES.

The Microscopical Society
work

an exchange of results of
Meetings are held monthly, and
by exhibitions of objects under microscopes,

affords opportunity for

in the different departments of science.

the papers presented are illus<,rated

Ill

or by lantern projection.

The Shakespeare Society was formed in 1876, and is a branch of the London
Shakespeare Society, whose publications it regularly receives. Its sessions are
held once in four weeks,
The Beethoven Society is a choral organization, conducted by the Director
It is open to all students of this school, and to others
of the School of Music.
who are able to sing ordinary music at sight. The weekly rehearsals are devoted
the study of part-songs and choruses by Abt, Gounod, Kienzl, Bennett,
Mohring, Mendelssohn, Keinecke, Eheinberger, Eubenstein, Schubert and others.
The Weilesley College Christian Association is devoted to the promotion of
religious life in the college, to arousing intelligent interest in social reforms, and
in the spread of the Gospel in all lands.
to

GYMNASIUM.

The Gymnasium

is

conducted on a

exercise being carefully prescribed

strictly sanitary basis,

the amount of

and directed according to the needs of the

>'
i

individual.

All students receive a thorough physical examination, including Dr. D. A.

Sargent's meaaureiiients and

strength tests, and those

who wish may have

special training in a Idition to the required work.

The Gyninasium
for class drill

is equipped with a great variety of mechanical appliances
and special work.

DOMESTIC DEPAllTMENT.
All students in the college buildings aid in the lighter domestic work, or in
Much
the clerical labor of the offices, libraries and departments of instruction.
valuable information and discipline are thus secured to the student, though the

lime occupied

The

is

never more than one hour daily.

influence of this service, rendered heartily, is invaluable in producing

mental training habits of accuracy,
unselfishness and genuine sympathy with all workers.

(luring the years of purely

self-reliance,

'i

SI

7
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EXPENSES.

The

regular or special, will be, from September, 1889,

and lights, for each student,
$350 per year $200 payable

The

price for tuition alone will be

price of board

and

on entrance, $150 on the

tuition, including heating

first

of January.

—

$150 per year. A student is also liable for special damages. Checks or moneyrs must be made payable to the order of Wellesley College.
It must be

or(

;

clearly understood that in case of withdrawal during the year, the student has

no claim for the return of any part of the money she has paid.
Students who entered college before September, 1889, will not be affected
by this increase of tuition.
The college has yea"ly been adding to the advanced courses, until, as may
be seen by consulting the curriculum, an unusually large range of electives is
open to the students. This involves new laboratories, apparatus, libraries, and
all

facilities for

higher instruction, as well as a larger Faculty.

Such opportu-

nities could not continue to be offered at the present rates.

Students can arrange for board at the college during the Christmas and
Spring vacations at $6 per week. Board can be obtained in private families in
the village, at prices ranging from $5 to $7 per week.

ELMIRA COLLEGE, ELMIEA

— CHENNINO

COUNTY,

NEW YORK.*

Elmira College was founded for the purpose of furnishing superior facilities
and best education of young women. It has carefully arranged
and full collegiate courses of study, with all those advantages of libraries, apparatus, literary societies and lectures, which give pre-eminence to colleges, as
compared with academies, high schools and seminaries. It was the first college for women, entitled by its full charter and higher course of study to rank
for the highest

as such.

Instruction is given in the Classical and Modern Languages and Literature,
the Physical and Natural Sciences, Mathematics, History, Esthetics, and Mental
and Moral Philosophy. Care has been taken to make such arrangement and distribution of studies in the different departments as to secure the best mental dis-

and the most desirable acquisitions.
the terms of the Charter, the full right of conferring degrees, both
academic and honorary, is given to this college.
Those students who satisfactorily complete the full classical course of study
and merit the approbation of the Faculty are entitled to the degree of Bachelor
cipline,

By

* The ColWe wm chartered &nt as the " Auburn Female Univerrity," in 1862; waa transferred to Elmira, ISr).'!,
was re-chartered as the " Elmira Female College," I8J>6. The Hrat olaaa was graduated with seventeen members, «avh

with the degree of

B

A., in 1869.
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Those who complete the prescribed scientific course are entitled to the
degree of Bachelor of Science.
of Arts.

The degrees of Master of Aits and Master of Science are bestowed on those
who fulfil the conditions prescribed under the head of Post-Graduate

graduates

instruction.

UNIVEBSITT

COLLEGE, LONDON, ENGLAND.

This college allows classes to be formed " exclusively for ladies who are not
under the age of seventeen. Each class is taught by the professor of its subject
in University College, and meets in the college.
There is sufficient separation
of the students in the ladies' classes from the other students of the college."
The ladies are allowed to compete not only for the class prizes, but also for the
Hume and Eichards Scholarship given to students in Fine Arts. The professors
unanimously express their satisfaction with the attention and diligence dis" I have a class of five women in Jurisprudence,
Professor Amos says
played.
and they are some of the best pupils I have anywhere, I have lectured repeatedly on la.w to mixed classes, and though the women have sometimes (not
always) attended in smaller numbers than the men, they have been in every
way equal to them, and their presence has vastly improved the general tone of
the class and the quality of the teaching."
:

ill

ALEXANDRA COLLEGE, DUBLIN.
This college was founded in 1866, " to supply defects in the existing system
women of the upper and middle classes to afford an education
more sound, more solid, systematically imparted and better tested than was at

—

of education of

that time to be obtained in Ireland."

The age of admission is fourteen years. No entrance examination is
The manner of instruction in the language classes is that of advanced

required.

exercises of composition, viva voce questioning, reading of authors.

In the

litera-

by means of prelections and taking of notes, etc. in
science, by lecture, demonstration and experiment.
Attendance on a course of two years' study with examinations conducted by
printed questions and written answers four times during the course, is required
from the candidates for certificates.
A very remarkable and encouraging fact in the working of the system is
the development and increasing demand for the higher studies, side by side with
this necessity for elementary instruction, so that it has been found desirable to
appoint professors in many branches of knowledge which were at first omitted
from the curriculum. Of these Ethnology and the Science of Language, Greek,
ture classics

it is

carried,

;

^

28

ill
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Hebrew,

Astronomy and Elementary Physics

Italian,

ment by a

fair

proportion of the students,

recreation after the

main business

CALLING.

are studied with enjoy-

who pursue them

as an intellectual

of their education has been finished

the direction of accomplishments the scientific teaching of
into the practice of concerted music, both vocal

;

while in

harmony has ripened

and instrumental, of a

strictly

classical character.

BRYN MAWR COLLEGE.

Bryn Mawr

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania, ten miles from
endowed by Dr. Joseph W. Taylor, of Burlington, New Jersey,

College, situated at

Philadelphia, was

who proposed to foimd an institution
women, which should afford them

of

of learning for the " advanced education"
" all the advantages of a college education

young men." The site of the college was purchased
and the buildings were begun during the lifetime of the founder, who died in
1880.
In the sauie year, the college was incorporated by the authority of the
State of Pennsylvania, and invested with power to confer degrees. A circular of
information was issued by the Trustees in 1883. A President and a Dean of the
Faculty were elected in the spring of 1884. During the remainder of the year
1884, plans were matured and appointments made in the Faculty in the autumn,
a second circular of information was issued, and an office at which to receive
The courtesy of the presiding officers
applications was opened in Philadelphia.
and instructors of existing universities and colleges facilitated an acquaintance
with the prevalent collegiate systems, and the domestic organization of the
women's colleges, Vassar, Smith, and Wellesley, received careful considerationTo the Johns Hopkins University acknowledgment is especially due, since from
it has been borrowed the system of major and minor electives in fixed combination. In the spring of 1885 the first programme was issued, and the college opened
for instruction in the following autumn with forty-four students.
Examinations for matriculation are held during the week preceding the
opening of each academic year, and also during the last week of each academic
that are so freely offered to

;

year.

one hundred dollars a year, irrespective of the
It is the same
for undergraduate students, graduate students and hearers. An additional charge
of fifteen dollars a year is made for materials in every laboratory course.
A special exception will be made in favor of non-resident medical students
and physicians, who will be charged for a single course in chemistry or biology
fifty dollars, and for two courses one hundred dollars, the laboratory charges being
the same for them as for other students. A course is held to be five hours weekly
of lectures and class-work throughout the year.

The charge for tuition
number of courses attended

is

or of the actual time of attendance.
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board and residence will be two hundred and seventy-five
room, and three hundred
dollars for each student occupying, together with another student, a set of three
rooms. Students that remain at the college during the winter and spring vacations wiU be charged seven dollars or eight and a half dollars weekly, according
for

dollars a year for each student occupying a single

rooms occupied.

to the

The charge

for a

student occupying a bedroom and

private study will be four hundred dollars, and in vacations ten dollars a week-

THE WOMAN

S

COLLEGE OF BALTIMORE

CITY, BALTIMORE,

i

MARYLAND.

The Woman's College of Baltimore City was founded to provide women
with the best facilities for securing liberal culture. Its primary purpose is to
meet the educational demands arising in the Methodist Episcopal Church. It
was established by action of that Church, and is conducted under its fostering
care.
At the same time, it was not planned and is not managed in an exclusive
or sectarian spirit.
It seeks at all times to exercise an influence distinctively
and positively religious, and in the systematic study of the Holy Scriptures, which
forms a part of the prescribed course for the collegiate degree, the essential truths

i
II*

of evangelical Christianity are faithfully taught.

The plan

and post-graduate instruction,
sub-collegiate classes as may be found necessary to meet

ill

of the institution includes collegiate

with such provision for
the wants of candidates for matriculation.

COLLEGIATE COURSES.

il

These are arranged in the following eleven departments
1. Ancient Lan2. Modern Languages.
3. Mathematics and Astronomy.
4. English.
5. Natural Science.
6. History and Political Science.
lithics, Psychology
and Logic. 8. Elocution. 9. Physical Training and Hygiene. 10. Drawing
and Painting. 11. Music.
:

guages.

WBSLEYAN LADIES COLLEGE, HAMILTON.

—Eev. A.

—

Burns, D. D., LL. D. Faculty of Instruction. Eev.
D., Principal and Professor of Logic, Mental and Moral
Sciences and Evidences. J. F. McLaughlin, B. A., (Gold Medallist) Teacher of
Governor.

A. Burns, D. D.,

LL.

Natural Sciences and Latin.

Miss Laura A. McEvers, M. E. L., Mathematics,
Miss Mary Clarke, (Provincial Certificate) English Classics and History.
Miss Nettie Burkholder, M. L. A., (Gold Medalist.) English Branches. Miss
Aleda A. Burns, M. E. L., (Gold Medalist) English Branches. Modem LanMiss H. Mayser, French and German. Fine Arts. Henry Martin,
(juages.

<&c.

—

—

III?'

A
fK
I;
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O. 8. A., Director of Department and Prof, of Drawing and Painting. Miss
Swain, Miss Aleda A. Burns, M. E. L., Assistants in Art Studies. Associate

Examiner in ^r^.^Mr. Hamilton Macarthy, R. C. A., Sculptor, Exhibitor at
Royal Academy, London, Eng. Music. Mr. R. S. Ambrose, Director of Department and Prof, of Piano. Mr. L. H, Parker, Teacher of Pipe Organ. Miss
Louise Saurman, Piano.
Mrs. Martin Murphy, Singing and Harp.
Miss
Freeman, Guitar. Prof. Baumann, Violin. Calisthenics and Biding. Major

—

—

Dearnaly.

Board of X)jVec^ors.—Elected by the Stockholders for 1888-9 Hon. W. E.
Sandford, Joseph Lister, Esq., Edward Gurney, Esq., J. W. Rosebrugh, Esq.,
:

M. D., Geo. Roach, Esq.,
A. Burns, D. D., LL.D.

W.

A. Robinson, Esq., S. F. Lazier, Esq., LL. B.,
Appointed by General Conference 1886-90 Rev. S.
S. Nelles, D. D., LL.D., Rev. S. J. Hunter, D. D., Rev. A. Sutherland, D. D.,
Rev. John Potts, D.D., Rev. S. Rose, D.D.
Hon. W. E. Sandford, President; Joseph Lister,
Officers of the Board.
Esq., Vice-President; A. Burns, D. D., LL. D., Secretary and Treasurer.
:

—

THE PRESBYTERIAN LADIES COLLEGE, FOR THE HIGHER EDUCATION OF
YOUNG WOMEN.
152 Bloor Street West, Toronto,

Ont

Mrs. T. M.
Faculty.— T. M. Macintyre, M.A., LL.B., Ph.D., Principal
Literature and Science.
T. M. Macintyre, M.A.,
Macmtyre, Vice-Principal.
Rev. John
LL.B., Ph. D., English Language and Literature, and History.
Stenhouse, M.A., B.Sc, Edin., formerly first "Gunning Scholar" and Demonstrator in Vegetable Histology, University of Edinburgh, Professor in Natural
Sciences and Practical Hygiene. W. H. Eraser, B.A., (Lecturer in the University
of Toronto) French, Italian and Spanish. Miss C. Alice Cameron, B.A., Graduate
of the Boston Latin School and of Queen's University, Kingston, Professor of
Classics and Mathematics. Fraulein Hofmann (a pupil of Madame Janauscheck),
with many years' experience in high class ladies' schools, London, England,
Music Department.
The
Professor of German Language and Li erature.
Toronto Conservatory of Music Edward Fisher, Director. Art Department.
Under the instruction of able and efficient masters and teachers. Elocution
Shorthand. Rev. John Stenhouse,
T. M. Macintyre, Ph.D.
Department.
;

—

—

;

—

—

—

M.A., B.Sc.

The

following extracts are taken from the

Annual Calendar

:

OBJECT.

The

object

is

to provide for

education, under the

young

ladies a thorough, practical

safeguards of pure,

evangelical

Christian

and

liberal

principles.

4m

COLLEGES FOR WOMEN.
Owing
open

to the fact that the doors of our Provincial University have been thrown

to

young women, and that advantage has been taken

of these privileges,

there has occurred to us the necessity of providing a desirable

lady students

who come

home

for those

|i

to prosecute their studies in this large and populous

city of one hundred and eighty thousand people.
Our aim is that they may be
surrounded not only by a healthy educational atrn ,phere, but also that they
may be brought into contact with some of the social amenities of life, too often
neglected during the severe strain of a university course.
This feature will be
kept steadily in view.
The courses of study laid down for the preparatory and academic students,
we trust, will meet with the approval of parents who desire a liberal and useful
education for their daughters. The methods of instruction pursued will be those
founded on experience and observation methods which recognize the proclivities and special characteristics of individual minds.

—

INSTRUCTORS AND EDUCATIONAL ADVANTAGES.

The teachers

in residence are selected, not only for their

high educational

standing, but also for their personal aptness to win confidence and to give a
positive religious current to the moulding of character.
There are opportunities
afforded in large cities of obtaining instructors

who

are specialists in their res-

pective departments, and this will enable the school to maintain the highest

Advantage will be taken of the services of these
departments of Literature, Music and Art.

standard of efficiency possible.
specialists in the various

DEPARTMENTS OF INSTRUCTION.
1.

Literature (embracing a full Literary Course).

2.

The Fine

3.

Music.

i

Arts.

iiil
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ONTARIO LADIES COLLEGE, WHITBY, ONTARIO.

This institution was formally opened in September, 1874, by His Excellency,

The Earl of Dufferin, then Governor-General of the Dominion of Canada. During
the first four years the number of boarders increased to such an extent that the
Directors found it necessary to erect a large wing, known as Ryerson Hall,
besides a detached residence for the Governor and Principal.

Since then the

history of the college has been one of continued prosperity and success.

In

1886-7 the number of boarders enr jlled reached 130 and the average number in
regular attendance 103.
There was in addition a large day patronage. Further

enlargement was found necessary, and a building was put up connecting residence
with southern wing thereby furnishing seven additional rooms. These successive additions are now fully occupied, and the Directorate are seriously
considering the necessity of furnishing ample accommodation for 200 resident
;

pupils.

The main

building, formerly

known

as Trafalgar Castle,

is

a magnificent

structure, modelled after the aristocratic country-seats of England, and affords

home for young ladies pursuing a course of instruction. Elegant
appointments and surroundings contribute largely to the promotion, not only of
comfort, but also of grace and culture. The style of architecture is Elizabethan.
The halls are wide with a great variety of recesses, niches and arches. The
rooms are commodious and well-ventilated. Fifteen acres of ground in connection with the college afford every desirable convenience for healthful and invigoDuring the spring and autumn months the pupils enjoy a great
rating exercise.
variety of amusements in the spacious and inviting grounds, besides receiving a
course of instruction in walking, riding and calisthenics. During the winter
a charming

;
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participate in the pleasures of an ice-rink and toboggan slide within

own grounds.

Considering the healthfulness of the Town of Whitby, the abundant supply
and the admirable provision made by the college authorities
for amusement and exercise, it is not a matter of surprise, that during the fourteen years that the college has been in operation, no fever or contagion has
of pure spring water

occurred amongst the pupils
visited a pupil's room.

The

and

;

for

some whole

years, a doctor has not once

directors of the College, appreciating their beautiful

and advantageous position, in close proximity to the "Quoen City," have set themup an institution for the higher education of young
ladies that will meet the wants of the age in culture and scholarship, and will
see to it that health will not be sacrificed for the sake of any laurel gained
in the intellectual arena.
Perceiving the growing desire on the part of young
selves to the task of building

them

ladies for a definite literary standing that will qualify

study has been mapped out to provide for non-professional and
Some of the departments have been raised to full
standing.
The same efficiency characterizes the Schools of Music,
Elocution and commercial branches.
The following is a summary of
of

university

examinations.

university

bers of the Faculty

I

Fine-Art,
the

memii,ii

:

—

Rev, J. J. Hare, Ph. D., Governor
Officers of Government and Instruction.
and Principal Miss Adams, M. L. A., Lai'y Principal.
Faculty of Instruction. College of Literature and Science Rev. J. J. Hare,
Ph. D., Botany, Geology, etc.
Miss Adarr.s, M. L. A., Belles-Lettres
E.
Haanel, Ph. D., Mineralogy and Electricity Miss Wood (1st Class Toronto
Normal School), Mathematics and Chemistry Miss Webster, M. L. A., English
Miss Graham, B. 0., Elocution Miss Champion, B. A., French and German;
Miss Dalgleish, M. L. A., French. School of Music Prof. J. W. F. Harrison,
Director, Piano and Pipe Organ
Prof. J. Bayley, Violin
Mrs. Hare, Piano
Miss Wilson, M. L. A., Piano MissEck, M. L. A., Piano; Mrs. Bradley, Vocal
Music; Miss Bambridgo, Vocal Music.
School of Fine Art Prof. L. R. O'Brien,
R. C. A., Director; Miss Windeatt, A. R. C.A., Drawing and Painting; Miss M.
Masson, Assistant in Drawing Miss Lincoln, Art Needlework. School of Elocution: Miss J. Graham, B.O., Gesture, Dramatic Reading, Ortheopy, etc. (Literary
Analysis, Mental Science, etc., will be taught by Teachers ofthe Literary Department.) Commercial School H. B. Taylor, Esq., F.'A., Lecturer on Commercial
Forms, and Director of Commercial Department
Miss Webster, M. L. A.,
Bookkeeping and Penmanship A. G. Henderson, Esq., Phonography and Typewriting; Mr. Paquette, Telegraphy; G. Y. Smith, Esq., LL.B.) Lecturer on
Commercial Law. (Remaining subjects taught by Teachers of Literary Department.) Exercise Capt. Henderson, Walking, Clubs and Riding
Miss Graham,
Dumb Bells, Wands and Free-hand Gymnastics..
;

—

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

:

;

:

;

;

:
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EDUCATION OF

YOUNG WOMEN.

—Rev.

B. F.

Austin, M.A., B.D., Principal and Professor of Classics and Metaphysics.

Kev.

Faculty.

— Professors

and Teachers.

Literary Depariment.

Warner, M.A., Professor of Modern Languages. Rev. J. Schulte, U.D.,
Ph.D., Professor of German and Italian.
Miss Carrie Greenham (First Provincial Certificate), Teacher of Mathematics and Natural Sciences. Miss Jennie
Axford (Second Year Standing, Toronto University), Teacher of English.
Mrs.
Margaret Capsey, Governess. Miss Cora Brown (Second Provincial Certificate),
Assistant in English Studies. Music.
St. John Hyttenrauch, Esq. (Copenhagen) (Ex-President of the Ontario Music Teachers' Association), Professor of
Music. Roselle Pococke, Esq. (Leipzig), Professor of Violin. Miss S. E. Sisk
(Graduate in Music), Teacher in Instrumental Music. Mrs. Emma E. Kains,
Teacher in Vocal Culture.
Miss Jean Dawson (First-class Certificate with
honors). Teacher in Instrumental Music.
Miss Laura J. Soper (First-class
Fine Arts. Miss
Certificate with honors). Teacher in Instrumental Music.
Eva M. Brook (Graduate in Fine Arts. Teachers' Certificate, Grade A, Ontario
School of Art), Teacher in Fine Arts. Miss Matilda A. Lyon, Graduate in Fine
Arts Teachers' Advanced Certificate, Thirteen Departmental Certificates, Gold
Medal Certificate, etc. Mrs. Julia Payne-Smith (Grade B, Ontario Art School),
Teacher of Clay Modeling, China Painting, Decorative Art, etc. Commercial
C. F. Maxwell, Esq., Lecturer on Book-keeping and Penmanship.
Science.
Miss R. B. Pettit (Graduate in Commercial Science), Teacher of Phonography
and Type- Writing. Calisthenics and Biding. Major Dearnally. Elocution.
Miss Margaret Baker, Graduate of the Boston School of Oratory.
H.

I.

—

—

;

—

—

—

The

following extracts are

made from

the Annual

THE COLLEQE BUILDING AND

Announcement

SITE.

The designs of Alma College buildings were prepared by James Balfour,
Hamilton a gentleman of excellent qualifications as an architect. The

Esq., of

—

m

COLLEGES FOR V/OMEN.

choice of hii plans resulted from a competition for premiums offered by the Board

of

Management

for the best and second best.
Leading architects of established
from Ottawa, Toronto, Hamilton, London, J3uffalo, Detroit and
other places, took part in this competition, which was a close one. The final
<jhoice lay between the plans sent in by Mr. A. E. French, of Detroit, and Mr.
Balfour's.
The interior arrangements of Mr. French's were exceptionally good
but Mr. Balfour's, both in architectural appearance and in strength of construction, were considered so much superior as to be entitled to the first place
Mr.
French's thus taking the second. Hon. Adam Crooks, Minister of Fduc^ation
for Ontario, in a speech delivered by him at St. Thomas, on the '21th May, 1878,
on the occasion of his laying the corner-stone of Alma College, said of these

reputation

;

—

architectural designs of Mr. Balfour
" I confess a surprise at the taste and courage displayed by the Building
:

Committee

in their sehnstion of the magnificent plans for the structure.

architect

complimented on
have not seen anywhere else

is

—I

to be highly

his success.

— a design

I

have not seen

The

in this

harmony with the
about to lay or one
more expressive in its every feature of the noble work to which it is to be dedicated.
That is a successful drawing, indeed, in which one cannot point to some
•drawback to some serious defect either in detail, in proportion, symmetry or
arrangement of parts. But this design appears to me faultless. It is in fact

•country

in better

objects of the institution, the corner-stone of which I

am

;

—

above censorious criticism.
a public building that ever

That

is

more than

came under my

I can say of

observation.

any other plan

for

I have, therefore, the

more pleasure in being afforded an opportunity of giving this public expression
of ray entire approval of the designs for the structure that is so shortly to be
reared upon this foundation, as well as of conveying to the architect ray warmest
•congratulations upon his erainent success in this instance."

The

73
in

is, in extrerae length, 150 feet
and in extrerae width,
form on the ground plan is, however, irregular, owing to the breaks
the wall, creating projections and recesses here and there for the purpose of

feet.

mr.in building

;

Its

substantial construction, as well as for surpassing beauty.

main tower and

The

principal feature

which together stand 136 feet above
the level r " the grounds outside. Through it is the public college entrance.
The doorway is supported on either side by a cluster of cut-stone gothic pillars
supporting a rich entablature, and presents a fine, generous and inviting appearance as it is approached by a broad flight of easy steps from the avenue. Inside
is the vestibule, frora which a second flight of some half-dozen steps leads into
the central court, 16 feet square, arched and groined overhead. It opens upon
the main corridor, which runs of spacious width from the west end to east wing.
Across the corridor from the central court above described is the grand stair•case winding its successive flights through four stories, and lit by stained glass
windows frora the south front. This is a fine feature of the internal arrangein the design is the

spire
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ment, and has a grand

KH (;HARA(TER. CULTURK
effect

upon

tlio visitor,

AND

CALLING.

whether approaching

it

from

the public entrance, or looking up from the ground floor through the great
Et will
be observed that the general
opening to the crowning l)alu8trade.
is also set off by two subordiiuite towers different in
and mode of construction from each other, as both differ in character from
the main tower.
The one at the north-east corner forms, on the ground floor,
the public entrance and vestibule to the residence of the Principal that in the
west end provides admittance to the Principal's private apartments, as well as
to the west end of the main corridor.
McLaohlin Hall, now completely erected to meet pressing re(iuirement8 for
additional class-room and dormitory accommodation, is joined to the south-west
corner of the nniin building, and is in extreme dimensions 40 x 75. The architectural designs were prepared by Mr. Balfour, and are in harmony of design
with the main building.
It is five stories high, including basement, is flanked
by round towers on the west corners, and presents a most imposing appearance,
especially when viewed at full perspective of both buildings.
There is an
entrance from the front, and also one through the south-west tower. This new
building provides an audience hall, a gymnasium and an art gallery, each the

appearance of the building

stylo

;

full size

of the building, four class-rooms, twenty-five

rooms,

beside

trunk-rooms,

The

dormitories, eight piano-

handsomely
and each room
Steam heating which has been found

store-rooms, etc.

interior

is

finished in oiled ash; the corridors are spacious, the ceilings high,
is

provided with independent ventilation.
main building, is used in the new building.

so satisfactory in the

The

art gallery

one of the finest in the country, the gymnasium ample and airy, and the dormitories very co/y and comfortable.
The furnishings of the parlors, class-rooms and dormitories throughout are
elegant and modern, are in keeping with the rich internal and external appearance of the buildings and are not surpassed by those of any similar institutions
is

in the land.

The
city.

A

college site embraces nearly six acres of land in the very heart of the
wooded ravine runs through a portion of it in a manner that greatly

enhances the value of the grounds for school purposes, affording picturesque,
shady resorts and convenient and pretty subjects for landscape sketches.
Much has been done to enhance the natural beauty of the grounds. Drives
and walks, lawns and flower beds have been laid out, choice trees and shrubbery
planted and other improvements made, so that the surroundings of the buildings
may correspond with the beauty of their interior.
THE CHAETEB OB ACT OF INCORPORATION.

Alma

College

is

in 1877 (chapter 64),
It is

chartered by an Act of the Legislature of Ontario, passed
and enjoys extensive legal privileges and corporate powers.

under the care of the Methodist Church.

w^
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flKADUATION.

Two

ooiirsPR are open to Orad nation in the Collepfiatt^ Department.
The
one f,MveH prominence to the Htiidy of the Lanf^uaKes, and allows certain
options between the Ijiterary Work and Music and Fiiw Arts.
Students comlifHt

pleting this (ourse will receive the degree of Mistress of Liberal Arts (M. L. A.)

The second
it

requires advanced work in English, and candidates completing

receive the degree of Mistress of English Tjiterature (M. E. L.)
M.

L. A.

COURSE.

In addition to the optional subjects of the

throughout the course.

two

first

year,

Greek may be omitted

may omit
Mathematics, Natural Sciences, French,

In the second and third years, candidates

of the four following subjects

:

(Jerman.

Students
fifth

who have reached

stage of the Fine Art course,

the fourth period of the Music course, or the

may omit

the History and Geography and the

Logic of the second year.
M.

E.

L.

COUIISE.

Candidates for the Diploma of this course may omit all the Languages
all the Mathematics and Natural Sciences of the second

except P]ngli8h, and

and third

They

years.
will,

however, be required to take, in addition to the English of M. L.
Work of the Junior and Senior Matriculation of the Toronto

A. course, the honor
University.

By the Term, in advance. For pupils in residence board, furnished
room, light, fuel, laundry and calisthenics, $31.00; preparatory, with boards
room, light, fuel, laundry and calisthenics, $39.00; academic, with board, etc.,
$43.00 collegiate, with board, etc., $46.00 deposit, $2.00. Ministers' daughter*
are admitted at half the regular rates (board included), except to classes in
A reduction of ten per
Elocution, Music, Fine Arts, Languages and Eiding.
cent, on full charges is allowed when two or more are from the same family.
$190, paid in advance, will secure, during the four terms, board, room, light,
laundry and a full course of instruction in either Literary Department, embracing
Ancient and Modern Languages, instruction in Instrumental Music by the
resident teachers, also free admission to the first year classes in Drawing. This
offer, the lowest in the country, it is hoped, will induce a longer attendance for
more thorough education. Students not enrolled for any Literary Department
Other subjects of the
will be charged $5.00 per term for any Language taken.
Academic and Collegiate Departments may be taken at $3.00 and $4.00 each,
The charges for the course of Eiding Lessons will be $15.00 for
respectively.
course of twelve lessons, including the use of horse and saddle. A deposit fee of
:

;

;

II
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$2,00

is

CALLING.

required from each resident student on entering the school against

needless injury to the buildings and furniture.
student on leaving the school, provided there

This fee will be returned to the
no account against it. In all
cases, after bills have been ten days rendered the account will bo subject to siglit
draft.
All payments of money due the college must be made before the student
is

leaves.

APPMCATION AND ADMISSION.

Young

ladies

who contemplate an attendance

at

Alma

College should make

early appli(!ation for rooms to the Principal, stating age and standing of the

Such applications must be
accompanied by a fee of $10.0(J for enrolment, which will be allowed ca the first
term's tuition and if from strangers, should al'iio contain the name of some
applicant and the course of study contemplated.

—

whom

Students should, if
reference may be made if desirable.
be present on the first day of each term, as the allotment of rooms will
then be made. Choice of rooms will generally be given to students the longest
in residence, and second choice to those making prior application.
But delay in
taking possession of a room, without the sanction and excuse of the council, will
forfeit the claim to choice of room.
Students are admitted at any time, and are charged in proportion to the
Brief or unnecessary absence during
time of their connection with the school
the term will not entitle the student to a reduction in charges therefor. No
reduction in charges for tuition will be made for less than a half term's absence.
minister uo
possible,

SCHOOL OF ELOCUTION

The design

of this

Department

is

to teach the value ot the art of expression

that body, soul and spirit must assist in this study that a thoroughly trained
voice, though very important, is not the only element of expression, but the
;

facial expression

must

prompted by the soul and accompanied by appropriate gesture

assist in interpreting the soul's language.

PLAYING AN "AT HOME."
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PLAYING AN "AT HOME."

SOME

little girls made up their minds to play " At home."
Maggie, who was
supposed to know the most about such things, was to be the lad of the
house, and Eadie, Emma, Minnie and Bertha were to assist. The invitations
were duly issued, coffee a^nd cake prepared to offer the callers the hostesses*
with their best clothes on, were duly in waiting. The invited ones came in a
crowd, each one wishing to be tirst in order to see how the others got in, and
surely Maggie and her helpers had their hands full at the very beginning.
Of
course, those who sent the invitations and those who were invited took every
pains to inform themselves of what was the thing to do on such occasions. But
as different authorities had been consulted by each, there was some considerable
Then again, some
diversity of opinion as to what was the proper thing to do.
forgot the rules they had learned and fell to supplying the lapses of memory by
trying to imitate what others did, so that things became decidedly mixed. Everybody kept eyes on Maggie as an ultimate authority in such things, but of course
there was conduct for receiver and conduct for the received, so that what would
be right for one would be quite wrong for the other. Maggie and her friends
had made calculations for the arrival of those invited by twos and threes at a
time but, behold, when all arrived at once there was a dilemma, and plans for
entertaining had to be very hastily improvised. The readiest refuge was to serve
out the refreshments, but as all had not gone through the form of being introduced, some thought it indispensable that there should be no failure in this
So there was a wonderful
respect, and went to work with all possible energy.
mix up of bows, hand-shakes, cake, coffee, nice day, happy to see you, etc. All
were seated again, and all in a line. A sugar bowl was passed from hand ta
hand from one end of the line to the other, while some of Maggie's friends were
trying to get hold of it, in order that it might be rescued from such eccentric
and incorrect performances. The refreshments were not expected to be put
under so large a demand all at once, and the supply failed, so that some who
had coffee had no cake, and vice versa. This caused a very awkward state of
things, and while an additional supply was being ordered, that in hand got cold.
The five receiving found it exceedingly busy work to entertain the twenty or so
However hard the task was, the callers stayed, and stayed, and stayed,
guests.
each anxious to see how the other would retire. Finally some more courageous
than the others led the way. One caller, on leaving, shook hands all round and
Another bolted straight to the door, and
forgot to take leave of the hostess.
then remembering that the book had said she should back out of the room, she
backed out of the door, and kept on backing and bowing fully twenty feet from
the door. All reported that they had "just a lovely time " and are now quite
prepared to speak with all authority on what is the proper thing to do at ar
;

;

"

At Home."

WHERE EDUCATION

BEGINS.

—

CHAPTER XXIX.
THE EDUCATION OF WOMAN FOR HER WORK.
By Morgan

Dix,

Vew

:0

ONE

Rector
York.

S. T. D.,

of Trinity Chwreh,

needs to be reminded that the subject

of the education of

women

has of late been
1

much

has not only been discussed,
it has been, to use the term so dear to a certain
class, agitated.
The newspapers have teemed with
articles about it; reporters have besieged prominent men for their views on it; at least one public
meeting has been held to make or direct opinion on the
subject.
Nor here alone, but elsewhere, has it been
raised into what is called a living issue of the day.
Among the sounds which reach our ears from the
sources and organs of this hubbub, two words especially
are audible
Higher Education and Co-education. I shall take these catchwords as tield-nuirks for a brief survey of the ground of the strife.
" The Higher Education of Women.''
The phrase is sweetly innocent.
Abstractly, who could object to higher education for women, or men, or anything
capable of being taught ?
But, come to think about it, and inquire what it
means, and the phrase assumes a dubious air. " The Higher p]ducation of
Women ? " Wliat is meant by this ? The com])arative degree suggests a
question Higher than what ? Higher than whose ? Higher than that of men ?
Or higher than that which women receive at present ? Somewhat confused by
a vague term which does not explain itself, one asks the prominent advocates of
this so-called higlier education what they mean, and it appcitrs as the result
that many of those who use it have ideas not necessarily conveyed by the word
itself, and that a term so innocent, so harmless, that no one would think of
objecting to it, may be used to mask certain theories about the ediu-ation of
women, against which the speaker, for one, deems it his duty to enter a solemn
discussed.

:

protest.

Some of the advocates of this higher education desire that men and women
should be trained on the same line. Their idea is to obliterate distinctions as
far as possible, throw the young of both sexes together, give them the same
and teach the women to think men's thoughts and do
this is the higher education favored by no iucousiderabls

intellectual discipline,

men's work.

That

(44/7)

I
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number
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demand what is known by
here— co-education. By co-educa-

in our day, is clear, from the fact that they

the term

—which I ask your pardon

for using

tion is meant, not only that the youth of both sexes should be taught the very

same things, but that they should be taught in the same places, and out of the
same books, and by tlie same teachers, and in the company of each other. It in
alleged that this is the simple and natural course; that no inconveniences can
arise from it; that great benefits will accrue to both sexes from their being thus
thrown together in the class-room and the lecture-room. Nor is this held as
theory only it is now in practice in this country and in Europe. Its results
;

are lauded to the skies

;

it is

hailed as a great step forward in

human

progress ;

while persons with old-fashioned views are bantered for their timidity, and urged

and take their places among the patrons of this
charming system, in which the gentlest maiden shall take no harm, while the
lion-like youth shall come to " roar you like a sucking-dove."
Obviously this is
a notable invention one of the most notable of the age. Why should not its
to lay aside their prejudices

;

apostles be eager for its general acceptance.

Now,

this is

what some persons are driving

at

under the innocent phrase

ol

higher education. They aim at treating girls and boys, young men and young
women, as if they were substantially one and the same creature, and training

them together on that theory

;

saying that the sex-difference

will,

by a kind

oi

and that we may proceed without regarding it,
save in so far as propriety and good-breeding require. I need hardly remind
you how well this falls in with certain other movements, that in favor of female
suffrage, for example, and other designs of those who clamor for woman's rights.
I would not say that the advocates of this system of education approve of the
but I do say and claim that these views on
fantastic proceedings referred to
education work inevitably in the same direction that they are aiding in that
disintegration of the social system which is going on before our eyes at an
innate power, take care of

itself,

;

;

alarming

rate,.

It is indeed a part of the baleful progress of the age, to insist

that every barrier be iween the sexes should be removed as fast as possible.

It

claimed that our youth should be thrown together as much as possible that
young women ought to know all that young men know; tLat they should not be
afraid to look at anything that a man may look at; to hear what, in old times,
would not ha.ve been spoken in a woman's presence; to go with men wherever
men go to read whatever men read, and talk of it with men. I know that this
is claimed to-day, and by persons of irreproachable morals and orderly behaviour
1 know that mothers who would shield their daughters from such complete
partnership in the thoughts and life of their friends of the other sex are remonAnd I ask how such
strated with as behind the age and at war with its spirit.
is

;

;

theories of

life

could be more vigorously helped forward than by the system

of

oo-eduoation ? "Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old
he will not depart from it." The rule is a good one; it may be applied in more

"TTT^

THE EDCCATION OF WOMAN FOR HER WORK..
ways than one.

There

here: "Familiarity

Now

is

the question

is

another old saying, which ought to be remembered

certain to breed contempt."
is:

Ought

this kind of education, this sexless teaching,

to be spoken of as a higher teaching

Would

it

bless ? or

44»

would

it

curse

?

Would

it

elevate ? or

would

it

degrade

?

?

What is education ? On that point, at least, we have learned something.
Education is not the cramming the mind with facts it is not the stuffing the
memory with things in text-books. In Paris they have a process for fattening
poultry by artificial means it is called " engraissement mecanique," and consists
in thrusting food down the throats of the poor creatures, who meanwhiki are so
fastened that they can neither escape nor resist. In the old methods of education there was a resemblance to that; but men have learned " a more excellent
way." They know that education, rightly understood, proceeds rather firom
It means the development of powers and gifts ol
within than from withou
the drawing out intellectual and moral force and
God already in the chi'
;

;

means of application the cultivation of the physical, also,
be a strong, healthful, and competent vehicle for the spiritual. To
to fit a personal, moral
evolve, to develop, to educe; an immortal intelligence
agent to do his duty in that state of life to which he has been called this is
teaching
that

it

it

the best

;

may

;

:

education.

But the question comes up, instantly What is that state of life ? what is
the position of that agent ? what is the nature to be thus trained ? If education
be no mere mechanical process, but the nobler work which I have described,
:

then must the teacher know the character, the being for whose training he is
And if he have two beings to train, his first duty is to know
responsible.
whether they differ, and how. And if these two beings differ widely if God
has given them different places in His world, and different missions, and to each
;

a distinct and complete furniture of abilities, qualities, endowments, intended
to produce such exquisite harmony as is mado by divers notes drawn from divers
the work of education must begin with a reverent recognition of these
strings
And we claim that there is precisely that difference between the
distinctions.
sexes and that it is innate, and divinely ordered and therefore we go on, and

—

;

;

hold that the work of education demands not only learning, skill, pains, and
aptness to teach, but also, and before all these, a power of discriminating
between things unlike, and a most devout and religious recognition of the
profound, the immense, the impassable distance between the sexes, as fixed
by the act of the Creator and secured by natural lav/s which can not be broken

with impunity.
Therefore, on theory, first, and on the principles enunciated already and
not needing repetition, we protest against the system of co-education as misThe sexes ought not to be educated together, unless all distinction
chievous.
between them be abolished and, if those distinctions can not be abolished, it
;

29
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The man and the
try to educate them on the same line.
have not the same destiny, nor t\w same duties. The man must be
trained in view of the hne which he is to take outward the woman for duties
in another direction.
What is best for him is not best for her what she needs
is useless to him.
And, secondly, as a practical question, we hold it to be radically wrong.
Nature herself forbids co-education and protests against it. There are physical
reasons for not subjecting growing girls to a pressure which young men easily
endure. There are social reasons for not throwing young men and young
women together at an age when the passions are strong and the interest in each
other is inevitable.*
There are domestic reasons for not exposing girls to the
gaze and scrutiny of young luen, a large part of whom are bent much more on
amusement than on hard study decency, propriety and delicacy demand for
the maiden the protection of her mother's presence. I attach little value to the
testimony borne by enthusiasts to the harmlessness of the system, as now" in
practical working in certain places
there is evidence quite as clear to the contrary, which, however, it would be indiscreet to produce.
But let the thing go
on, and time, we think, will justify the prediction, that the entrance of Athene
into our collegiate halls will be inevitably followed by the advent of Aphrodite.
Indeed, there is a fallacy in the very speech of those who annoy us with the
agitation of this question.
It is assumed that a higher education for the girl
must be an education the same that her brother gets. Look at the juggle in the
words. Let us drop the terms higher and lower and take a better one, equal.
Here, for example, is a father who has two children, a boy and a girl. He loves
them both alike, he wishes to do the best for each that he can. Let him stop
let him understand just
his ears to delusive talk about " higher" and "lower"
what he wants. He wants his daughter to be as well educated as his son he is
right so far.
But he does not mean that his daughter shall be educated exactly
is

mere quackery to

woman

;

;

;

;

,

—

:

like his son.

If

he

did,

he would,

in

my

opinion, deserve to be

stamped

as a

* It is very difficult to get at the facts about co-education as now existing ; reports seem to vary
I have heard enough, however, from
according to the prejudices of those who give their testimony.
good sources, to make me extremely suspicious of the loud eulogies of the system so often heard.
Gentlemen of the medical profession, whose names are a sufficient guarantee of their good judgment
and impartiality, have assured me that the female constitution can not sustain, and does not sustain,
without injury, the strain, which is put upon it in the mixed colleges. Others toil me, on testimouy
a6 intra and students often know more than their teachers about what is going on among themselves
friend of nune saw, at
that moral as well as physical deterioration is no strange phenomenon.
Zurich in Switzerland, young women walking about in trousers, smoking cigarettes, and chatting witii
Au eye-witness told me that he saw young girls parading
the professors they were medical students.
on the campus of a Western college with the sophomoric " banger " grasped in the hand. If the reader
be minded to enjoy a little pleasantry, let him read the following extract from a letter from a schoolThis enthusiastic young co educationist, having lately been transferred from
boy, just handed to me.
" The school I go to now is a dandy
Racine College to another " seminary of learning," writes thus
ening,
Oirls go to this school as well as boys ; and we have a bully time at a party every Fridp
one.
vt the
playing kissing games with 'em." By -the way, a friend suggested the other day, in a lett<
ees of
advocates of co-education ought now to turn their hand to another task, and petition the
Yaasar and Wellesley to receive a few young men into their institutions.

—

—
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he knows anything about his children, he knows that they were born
he has noted, he has been amazed
at the signs of their total unlikeness, in certain respects, to each other. He can
not dream of training them exactly alike there would be no more sense in
•educating his girl on his boy's line, than the boy on the girl's line and if either
is to find in after-life the highest earthly happiness in a marriage sanctified by
the benediction of God, and a home built on the foundation of truth, honor and
love, it will be through union with a companion trained under totally different
•conditions.
Each of these children must be educated each equally well. The
father can no more be unjust to the little daugh^"' r than to her brother. Equally
good education must they have else he is unrighteous and unjust. But the
same, they can not have else he is a theorist, and has lost common sense. That
is the point to keep in mind.
Equally well must the young men and maidens
be taught but in the same way, and on the same principles and system, and as
if there were one and the same future for each ?
God forbid
Now, thic IB i,he only way in which the harmony of the sexes is to be maintained in which they are to be made the complement of each other in which
tho woman shall be enabled to be to the man all that he needs, while he shall
hold her in the honor and devotion which are her due. To preserve, throughout,
the distinctions made by God, is tae first of all sound canons of education. And
the opinion is a general one, that this is justified in the results, and that a
woman taken out of her place and trained among men, as a man, would not be
an object which man can admire or love. The specimens produced by that rude,
barbarian culture repel us. What are called "professional beauties" are, as a
for who degrades herself more shamelessly than she
class, h'^ld in contempt
who parades her corporal advantages, and lives on the admiration excited by a
physique which disease and decay will soon transform to a hideous wreck, and
on which the worm shall presently be feeding ? But there is another and a true
beauty, a very excellent womanliness, perhaps made up in part of the exterior
•ornamental work of material and physical charms, but consisting essentially of
an interior loveliness the light of a true woman-spirit and woman-soul is
precious to the eyes her influence is among the most powerful of moral levers
again and again has it proved the salvation of men in peril. But if, by some
wrong system of training, the woman, such as God meant her to be, and as she
is portrayed in the Magnificat, should have vanished away
and the spirit which
surveys you from the eyes of the woman is one from which a woman's thought, a
woman's faith, a woman's tenderness have flown; and in place of these you
trace the virile tone, and something of the hardness, boldness, grossness, of us
forlorn men when, in short, a man's soul seems to be staring at you, domineeringly or insultingly, from what seems to be a woman's forehead that is the sign
of a loss to us and the world, never to be sufficiently deplored. The subject is
not to be treated lightly ; ic is a terrible theme. Persons may be met in the
fool.

If

into the world as different as they could be

;
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highways of Hfe who
grace are fled

tlie

;

ilhistrate

what

I say

;

their aspect

is
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forhidable

;

the beauty,

strident, dogmatic, knagging, they constitute the worst of

and are disgusting to the average man. And why ?
such a personage as this is in herself the sign nvA instance of
unfitness, a thing that ought not to be
masquerading in the carnival of this
troubled life, and leaving behind her a place that is empty, and duties which are
all

iiuaginable social trials,

It is

no incident

:

;

not

fulfilled.

We deny,
together;

therefore, that

we regard

it

it is

right to educate

young men and young women

as the suggestion of theorists who, in following tlieir

favorite ideas, have lost sight of the laws of Nature and the ordinances of God
and the Church. Shall we, then, declare ourselves opposed to the higher education of women ? Again I say that it is better to drop a dubious phrase, a phrase
that has no exact meaning to raise no question about degrees, to institute no
comparisons. If by higher education you mean that women are to be trained
and taught in the same way as men, we oppose it as a folly and a fraud. But if
by higher education you mean that they shall receive an education equally good,
equally practical, and the best that they can have, and meanwhile be taught and
trained as women and not as men, and to do a wornrn's work, and to fulfil a
woman's mission in a woman's proper place, then we say Amen, with all the
heart. But what is higher education in that sense of tlie term ? Let us consider.
It is that education which develops the true ideal of womanhood, as distinct
from that of manhood an education which gives the best type of the woman ,
which blesses and comforts social life with the boon of real women, such as God
meant them to be, and not with poor imitations of men an education which
holds them in their proper place, and tits them to act, thence, with power on the
world.
Such an education should aim at the development of the most perfect
physique and the most thorough intellectual culture. It should begin with the
youngest pupil in the school, and fit each for her proper duty and work, whatGirls to whom the way lies open for more than the average
ever that may be.
culture, should have facilities for its attainment. To the rarer spirits, should be
opened all the treasures of literature, art and science it should make them
thorough scholars, accomplished women, able to hold their own with the wisest
and the most learned of the age. Yet this education should have for its final
aim the fitting woman for her own place in the Kosmos. And that, we have
already defined to be a place in the home, and in a social order which is built on
the idea of the home, and is in fact but an extension, an expansion of the home.
het the young woman learn all that she can, and grow in knowledge yet let
her remember her first, her sacred duty to qualify herself for the rule of her
;

;

;

;

;

:

realm to know the art of keeping it in iSrder, of governing it prudently
her power, of making it, in the eyes of the man, the most attractive
place on earth, the abode of sincerity, purity and truth.
The education of the average woman should be, first, an education for home-
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depends on her social position how far that shall go.
it always has been, it always
the alternative is coininunism, which means a reign of terror ending

and home-duties.

So(5ial inequality is

must be

;

It

the law of this present world

As many different social grades
woman be trained, first, so as to be

in chaos.
let the

of

that

it all

ited

it is

capable of being.

Here

;

as there be, so

is

many

are the

homes

home, and able to make
every variety and grade of

true to her

scope for

homes, from the highest to the humblest, are sacred.
If man be the bread-winner, woman is the home-maker.
She should know the
home-science from beginning to end. The home is the divinely-founded institution for continuing the human race the sanctuary of chastity and love
the
school of sweet and valuable discipline the theatre of religious, moral and social
duty the predestination of the children. Shame on the woman who calls any
education higher than that which qualifies her for her place as regent in such a
donuiin
Let her, first, be taught her duties in that hallowed place. And then,
if for any reason she must live outside of its protection, yet even so she should
be true to herself, and try to help forward in some way the home-idea. It can
not be her duty to go down and strive in the streets, to vote, to fight, to act the
man wherever her lot may be cast, she is bound to be using her matchless
powers in maintaining the common faith in principles on which the safety and

culture

in

;

God's eye

all

;

;

;

;
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prosperity of the nation depend.

Several thoughts

argument
First,

woman

:

may

arise in

your minds by way of objection to

me try to divine some of them.
you may have said to yourselves that you know

my

line of

let

cases in which the

compelled to maintain her home by her own exertions. Very true
and in that case let her go outside and earn a living and provide bread for her
own. Who would say that women should be hindered from any honest industry
becoming their sex ? Nay, rather would I have every girl, even those of the
wealthiest families, taught some art, trade, or " mystery " (as they call it in the
indentures), by which, in case of sudden reverse of fortune, so common here, she
might be able to support herself and those dependent on her. Let no kind of
work be denied her which it is womanly to perform and more, let the men
whom we sometimes see engaged in work which women could do better, be sent
about their business, and put at something beseeming the man.
Again, you may have thought, where time is spent entirely in household
and domestic duties, none is left for the woman who would read, study and
What, then, shall she do ? Go on all
devote herself to literature and science.
her life in that narrow round, and never come to wider things ? It is the old
She who has first done her duty
question of duty again of duty and privilege.
well may joyfully take her diversion afterward and women, rightly minded, will
find time for a brisk range through broader fields, thence to return- refreshed and
There are good housewives and devoted mothers who add to their
enriched.
knowledge of the home-science great store of culture drii n from the world's
is

;

;

—
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treasure-houses, and thus are fitted to be the intelligent companion of the

husband, the large-uiinded and liberal moulder and trainer of the children. We
only we say that these things should follow after
higher and more sacred duties
that they are not to be sought for themselves
that they are to be had and enjoyed only where no mission has been neglected,
and no proper and necessary work has been left undone.
But finally, it will be said that many women have no homes. That is true;
yet they are exceptions, and their unhappy case makes not against the general
line of our argument.
But are they, indeed, so numerous, these women absolutely without homes, and thus insensible to the invitation to the performance
of home-duties ?
I think that almost every woman you could
I think not.
name is connected with some home, either as the head of a family or as a member thereof, or as in some way a recipient of its benefits.
There may be exceptions
but they prove nothing against the law which assigns to woman as her
chief duty that of hearing and rearing men, and makes the home the basis and
beginning of society, and the Christian home the basis of Christian civilization.*
and that on the loss of truth on this
I believe this to be demonstrably true
subject, and on the general breaking up of the Christian home, must follow the
I shall endeavor to
collapse of Christian institutions and modern civilization.!
show hereafter how the home is menaced with destruction, and what processes
But in concluding this lecture, let me say
are now at work to undermine it.
two things, and leave them for your thoughts.
rejoice in cases of this kind

;

;

;

;

• " From the earliest records of mankind down to this moment, in every race and every form or
degree of civilization or barbarism, the relative position of the sexes has been essentially the same, with
Such permanence in the
exceptioiiS so feeble, rare and transient that they only prove the rule.
foundation of society, while all that rests upon it has passed from change to change, is proof in itself
that this foundation lies deep in the essential nature of things. It is idle to prate of the old time that
has passed away and the new time that is coming. The 'new time' can no more stir the basis of
human nature than it can stop the movement of the earth.
"The cause of this permanence is obvious. Women have great special tasks assigned them in the
work of life, and men have not. To these tasks their whole nature, moral and physical, is adjusted.
There is scarcely a distinctive quality of women that has not a direct or indirect bearing upon them.
Ev>)rything else in their existence is subordinated to the indispensable functions of continuing and
rearing the human race and, during the best years of life, this work, fully discharged, leaves little
room for any other. Rightly considered, it is a work no less dignified than essential. It is the root
and stem of national existence, while the occupations of men are but the leaves and branches. On
women of the intelligent and instructed classes depends the future of the nation. If they are sound
in body and mind, impart this soundness to a numerous offspring and rear them to a sense of responsibility and duty, there are no national evils that we cannot overcome. If they fail to do this their part,
then the masses of the coarse and unintelligent, always of rapid increase, will overwhelm us and our
When these indispensable duties are fully discharged, then the suffrage agitators may
institutions.
ask with better grace, if not with more reason, that they may share the political functions of men."
Some of ilie lieasons against Woman Suffrage, by Fbangis Parkhan, Boston. Printed at the request
;

—

of an association of women.
t "The Family is the most important question confronting the people to-day. This is the opinion
of such men as ex-President L. Woolsey, of Yale ; Elisha Mulford, the author and thinker on social
problems ; and Professor Dwight, of the Columbia Law Sohool. The Divorce Reform League, which
I represent, appeals to all who would maintain this purity of the home, whether or not they would go
as far as some in the restraints upon divorce." Bev. Samuel \V. Dyke.
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ever the present system of things shall have passed

bloodshed, anarchy and revolution more horrible than any

which the world has yet seen, it will be because the hoine has ceased to be
reverenced and defended as the fountain of civilization.
And the second is this, that we have not in society to-day a more dangerous
public enemy th'in the woman who, under the selfish idea of lifting herself up
into a higher intellectual position, deliberately unfits herself for social and
domestic duties, and persuades others to follow that example and to make of
themselves such characjters that no home could be brighter, better or happier for
their presence
nay, more, that no home could hold them.
There are all types of womanhood among us, some of them most wretched
there are vain, frivolous, foolish women women who live with no high object,
but merely for amusement and pleasure women who, though they have homes,
break them up by their unconquerable folly or their wayward lives; who are
neither true wives to their husbands nor true mothers to their children.
These
do harm enough no tongue can tell the mischief wrought by them. But worse
by far is she who kills the home-idea in cold blood, and holds such views of life
and spreads such opinions abroad, that under her precept and example all must
inevitably end in a cold and sterile individualism, leaving naught here which is
worth an effort to save it from eternal loss.
You may have hoard it said that love, devotion and reverence for women
Do not listen for a moment to the horrid
are no longer in order among men.
Those sentiments may not be in fashion they may be concealed
suggestion.
they are deep in the hearts of men all the same. It is averred that now nobody
that the age of sentiment is past that the young look on each
falls in love
other in a hard, practical way, inconsistent with romance or enthusiasm. God
Let us waste no time in recriminahelp the society in which it comes to that
There is some ground for these reproaches is there not fault on both
tion.
Fix the responsibility where you will divide it by just measure and
sides ?
but, as for the evil, think not to mend it by any of the nostrums
just balance
If men have lost their chivalry, if women have lost their power, let
of the day.
both seek to repair their losses by the road of penitence for sin and correction of
Let the man ask God for a clean heart and a pure soul let the
fatal mistakes.
woman pray to be simple in tastes, modest, chaste and a keeper at home. Let
us all get down on our knees together, and cry to God for strength and courage
to abandon our excesses, to lead honest lives, to keep good hours, to renounce
the vain follieS; the lying ostentations, the falseness and wickedness of a genera;

:

;
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;

—
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tion that has gone very far astray and deeply revolted from Christ and the Gospel.
can
Some time society must get back to better and more rational ways.

Who

help so

much

to reform

it

as the

woman, whom God has

so honored above the

Let her remember this, that nothing can ever take her place to us.
she be true to herself, she will always seo the proof of that assertion.

man ?

If

If

I

m
,

1

I
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she abdicate her throne and h-ave vacant her place in the heart and intenif,'ence
of her companion, be sure that he will never try to find anotlmr to fill that place,
nor ever cease to mourn for her; he may curst* her, in the bitterness of his soul,
for

what she has done, but he nuist plod on alone as Ixist he may, misanthropical,
and like one upon whose journey has descended the darkness of a night

liJiteful

without a

star.

A MUCH-MOOTED QUESTION.

FEW

things tend more to the degradation of

that

lier

husband

is

woman

than the circumstance

not able to trust her with his money, whether becausi'

to be so trusted or because he cannot bring himself to believe that
can trust her with his house, his spoons, his servants, his comfort
and happiness in general. He can even trust her with his last and best treasures,
his children.
But he cannot trust her with his money. She does not feel too
much flattered, perhaps, that he can repose (confidence in her concennng these
various things if she were not living, she is aware that he would then repose
the same confidence in any other woman, in any servant girl, indeed, supposed
to be faithful as far as it is given to what he considers the inferior sex to be. As
for his children, he is willing to trust them now to a mirsery maid in crowded
streets at any time of day.
Is it, then, that money is of so much more worth and consequence to liim
than the affairs of home, happiness, children ? Is it possible that it should take
so much more wisdom, discretion, unselfishness, honesty, to manage the matters
of mere money than of tender bodies and immortal souls ?
The affairs of
as much tact and coolness as it
a household are seldom very simple affairs
needs to manage a great business, with books and clerks and customers, is often
required to keep the systematic working of things in the family, and accommodate that to all the interruptions and interferences that daily life is pretty sure
to keep the differing tempers of the persons composing the household
to bring
to stand between master and cook and remain
in any degree harmonious
uncrushed, between cook and housemaid and retain both in service to have
sickness in the house and a nurse and retain anybody to do one's own work
and be ready with smiles and cheer and a decent front on occasion for company.
Women do not expect a great deal, speaking of them in the mass and not
of the scattered few who are the children of luxury. We have known a wife to burst
into tears of joy at being given $25 to prepare her family of four with clothing
for the summer, going without anything new for herself we have known one to
take the money given her by a brother for a needed article of clothing and to

she
she

is

is.

not

tit

He

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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hi\y with

it u barrel of Hour, rather than tell her hnsl)Rn(l the Hour had oorne to
and W(! havc^ known another to (Mit up every ^'own hut one that slu! had
in order to keep her girl tit for school, while the hnshand appeared to know
nothing of what was going on, and slu? sat in the chinniey-eorner, never going
out by day, growing old Ixd'ore her tiuie, knowing and H(>(Mng alnioHt nothing of
the world, through the wjint of dec cut apparel.
Aiul if those are isolated
instunees of their kind, it is only because most husbands are not nnilly mean,
although they nuiy have to be asked for what is wanted and then nuiy give it as
a gift, consid(»ring themselves generous, whde the wives feel that they have a
right to the n(!cessaries of li!e, if no more, and that it should ho theirs without

an end

;

asking.

But in the most frequent case there is no expi'esse con;mutnty of interest,
no saying or implying that then? is just so much available income and how it can
best he used
but, in the nuijority of instances, if the wife wants an iirticrle of
any sort to wear she has to appeal to him, giving him a statement of her wishes
and reasons and convincing him of the necessity of it she has to do the same
if it is only a new pair of boots
and at the thought of a new bonnet she has to
dread hearing a homily on feimilo vanity and the idleness of fashions, while she
would be surprised at herself if she had a Hfty cent piece in her pocket with
which to answer a call of charity or buy a spool of silk. Nothing could have
been devised to make her more surely feel her inferiority or teach it to the
children, who see money doled out to her as it is doled out to them.
If, under
such circinustances, the wife supplies herself with small change in a surreptitious
way, filching from his pockets a dime or a nickle at a time, till she can, at any
and if, by means of that, it
rate, take a ride in the street car without asking
happens that his children are the (diildren of a thief, and are perhaps born
kleptonumiacs, he has himself to thank for the baseness that has been achieved
—himself and his habit of making the handling of money the criterioii of sense
Harper's Bazar.
jind authority.
1
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;

;
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CHAPTER XXX.
WOMAN
By

IN

NATION-BUILDINO.

Mrs, Dr. Parker, Toronto^ OrU.

HE

word nation presents to the mind a people more or less great,
having fortifications, boundaries, laws national and international,
army, navy and police, treasury, trade, parliament, railways,
canals and institutions of various sorts.
To speak then of women as nation-builders, appears at first
sight a presumption, and possibly to some minds, an intrusion of
the "woman question" into a sphere utterlv out of harmony with
the one traditionally supposed to belong to her.
Nevertheless, we propose to show that in the truest sense women have a sphere
that is to say, that not by man's work alone may a nation be
in nation-building
built, but by the united work of man and woman, each with their several and
both
distinctive qualities, as halves of a whole or separate sides of a sphere
necessary to the completeness of the work.
It is not our purpose to recall from the dead past the names of some extraordinary women who have shed lustre upon the pages of history, but rather to
call attention to the multitudes of women in the living present, whose every-day
,

;

plodding, patient

toil, finds

a place in nation-building.

It is not the occasional

comet sweeping athwart the heavens and attracting our momentary wonder, that
exacts our admiration or wins our love but rather the myriad stars in their
never-failing glory, which " show forth His handiwork," and "give light " upon
;

the earth.
It is worthy of note and to us a good augury of the future, that contemporaneously with the enlargement of woman's educational advantages in Canada,
have been felt the first fluttering heart-beats of a national life, and we have a
conviction that the first happy event is to have a powerful influence over the

That

other.

is

to say, the educated

womanhood

o^

Canada

is

henceforth, in

the Providence of God, to be a power and a force in the nation-building.
Repudiating at once and forever the absurd theory that women by widening
their horizon unsex themselves, grow less womanly, and seek to usurp the place
of man, we assert that women with education, refinement, intelligence and faith

God and our Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ, must in the use of their faculties
outgrow the little grooves into which they fitted when a slim knowledge of the
" three R's,' music and manners," stamped them " finished."
in
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of to-day

is

heard the sad

too soon to get a university education," and painful ir-deed

a truth.

But

past, that

men

so

it

refrain,
is it

" I was born

to record this as

remains, a stigma on the pages of history, a reHc of a dark

narrow poHcy of selfishness, forbade to

in a

woman

the opportuni-

higher education with which they crowned themselves.
The mothers of the nation doomed to ignorance What a pitiable weakness
What knowledge render a woman unwomanly, high culture unveil modesty,

ties of

!

!

!

charm
Eather let
when knowledge is
withheld. Let us rejoice that our beloved Canada in the vigor and enthusiasm
of youth, has snapped this link of medievalism which bound her daughters, and
has bid them go and be the very best they can.
It is not to be expected that the female mind once awakened and cultured
can look with indifference upon the many unhappy aspects of life which present
themselves to the thoughtful, without making some endeavor to improve them
but far from being a disadvantage, this is one quality of womankind which may
become most useful to the nation. To the truly enlightened woman neither the
hoary age of laws and customs, nor yet the unwritten conventionalities of society
are accepted as having a raison d'etre unless such laws, customs and conventionalities are in harmony with the standard of God's word, expressed or understood.
destroy tenderness, or rob the female character of
us fear the danger to

woman and

its cliief

!

the state and the race,

;

In a word, the condensed creed of women as regards the nation is, " that all
righteousness should be exalted," all evil degraded, and that what .should be done

can be done.
have laws of expediency which man puts upon society, but we have
to put into society and without which no human society
One of these laws establishes the family and the home, of which
could exist.
God may be sa^d to be the builder. The aggregation of homes or families
becomes the state. And, as in the home we have the joint head, the father nnd
mother, whose separate work is necessary to the completeness of the family life,
80 in the state are both necessary, though the work of the one may differ fr(jiii

Now we

also laws

which God has

'

that of the other.
Tlie

home then

is

the miniature state, and the mother with her

little

baud

upon which the greater superstructure
In the home are found the laws and precepts which govern the
is to be reared.
state, and most frequently the mother is at once the teacher, the priestess, the
sovereign, and reveals in these several offices the germs of those relations whicli
develop in the state. In the pursuits of the home also, the endless detail ot
regime has eminently trained women from infancy to the importance of " little
things," a qualification which applied to state administration would be of incalculable good both in a moral and also in a pecuniary sense.
Eegarded in this view, how transcendently important to the nation becomes
Does one child, obeying one of its first
the work of woman in the home
of

embryo

citizens builds the foundation

!
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Then must tbt
and tuum, that foundation law ol

instincts, appropriate or adopt the belongings of another ?

mother teach and enforce the law

of

meum

go\ernment. the protection of each one in his or her right to property.
I>ot.8 one child in appropriating money spend more than belongs to him ?
Again we find the mother explaining and enforcing a principle of commercial
honesty and political economy as well. Are there disagreements of various sorts
These the mother must preside over and settle, not by sacrifiin the family ?
cing the rights of one to another, but by mutual concessions and arrangement,
thus dignifying that self-respect which begets respect, implanting and nurturing
the valuable doctrine of Christian forbearance.
Is not here the germ of that grand principle of arbitration, which, recognized
by states and governments, shall teach the Fatlierhood of God, glorify the
brotherhood of man, and bring to pass the time when " the nations shall learn

war no more?

"

command

of the home violated ?
Behold the mother teaching that
law of obedience, which secures the honor of the parent and the safety of the
And thus is implanted another fundamental rule of state which is absochild.
lutely necessary to good citizenship, obedience to law.
From the home, the next step in the process of nation-building which we
The public school system has made its unmistakeable
notice, is the school.
mark upon Canadian character, and should become a powerful factor in the
Is a

building and consolidation of a national sentiment.

we find women enthroned the

And

here in tbese schools

teachers, and also frequently the governing power,

enforcing daily the same principles and laws initiated in the home. The importance of women's work in the schools cannot be over-estimated. Not only in
their adaptability as teachers, but also in the force of their influence, always, we
their example of life free from improside of God and truth
speech or conduct, their conceptions of true patriotism, and the many

might say, on the
prieties of

;

lessons of refinement, beauty, taste and culture, which insensibly flow from them,
tend to elevate and enrich the pupils under their care. So long as it can be said
with truth that early impressions last longest, that set 1 sown will produce fruit
after its kind, so long, we must admit, that the precious influences of the women
The philanthropic
of the schools are sure to strengthen the national character.
work of the nation compasses a wide area. It is that developnient of the tenderness of woman, born of the Christ " who went about doing good." It is to the
nation what the sick room is to the home what the " ministering spirit " is to
the tried and tempted what the good Samaritan was to the man who fell among
The great schemes 'jf philanthropy planned to " rescue the perishing,"
thieves.
to uplift the fallen, to reform the erring, to nurse the sick, to care for the orphan,
and feed the poor of the nation all these are promoted, if not always originated,
by women. Many of these schemes involve imineuRe outlay of money, time,
and n^ental and physical strength. All the details of collecting money and of
;

;

;
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sustaining the various departments of such institutional work are carried on
quietly and successfully to the nation's benetit by

ness and a fidelity which stamps
four.

them

women, with

a conscientious-

as valuable toilers for the nation's weal.

Not so many years iv^o the occupations of women were limited to three or
Most readers in middle life will remember the advent of women upon the

marts of commerce. How strange it seemed, to be waited upon by women
of this innovation was promptly recognized by employers, until now
women are found in large numbers in almost all business houses. Gratefully we
record that with the opening doors of usefulness women have not been slow to
enter in. No longer can it be said that they are chiefly consumers. To-day
they are producers of wealth they are tax-paying citizens, and thus contribute
!

The success

;

A painful fact which will be more
amply dealt with in another chapter, we will simply here record. The manifest
injustice which obliges a woman to take less pay than a man for equal work.
This is one of those wrongs to which the stronger have condemned the weaker
sex but which with advancing light and liberty we expect to see removed.

also to the material building of the nation.

;

The Church, speaking

broadly, without reference to creeds or sects, is the agency
ordained of Christ for the perpetuation of His work in the redemption of the
race,

and

may

be said to stand to the State in the relation of the key-stone to

the arch, or the foundation to the building.

What is the record of woman in the Church? From the day when the risen
Saviour bid the waiting Mary "go and tell " of His resurrection, up to this
hour, is it not a history of undying energy and patient self-denial, of tireless
labor and undimm ^d faitn, until the devotion of women to the Church has passed
into a proverb

?

two features in nation-building which are peculiarly tlie work
woman, but which we are convinced have never yet received their just meed
Tliere are

recognition, viz., the physical and the social.

What

is

of

of

to be the physical cha-

weak and nervous and
puny of constitution, or, shall they have strength of bone and muscle and sinow,
and vigor of brain ? For answer we must look chiefly to the mothers. Whether
we shall be a strong, pure, intellectual people depends most of all upon our
women, and their just apprehension of all the possibilities attaching to the holy
As this subject is closely allied to " The Physical Culture
office of motherhood.
which
is
to
be treated in another chapter, .we pass on to notice what
of Women,"
racter of the nation

?

we may designate the

Shall our sons and daughters be

social upbuilding of the nation.

The savage

nations

givt3

no evidence of culture, refinemeut or education. Their policy or custom of
retaining their women in a state of degradation, has re-acted upon them with a
They are themselves degraded, and exert no influence on
fearful retribution.
Christianity whicli
the great stage of the world. They have no social life.
elevated woman is the force which has -^iven to the world the measure of social
ife to say, when the world reinstates
organization we now possess, and it
s

WOMAN
woman,
first

in the place

IN NATION-BUILDING.

which God

4tJ3

man, the
understand by the

originally assigned her as the equal of

step will be taken to introduce the niillenium.

What we

term society in its broadest sense, is no doubt under the domain of woman, and
to her we must look for its maintenance in purity and its advances to the truest
standard embodied in the teachings of God's word. A modern writer gives the
" The rich eating up the poor
following pen-picture of society
the poor stabbing at the rich fashion playing in the halls of gilded sensualism folly dancing
intemperance gloating over its roast beef, or
to the tune of ignorant mirth
whiskey -jug, brandy-punch, champagne-bottle, bearing thousands upon thousands
down to the grave of ignominy, sensualism and drunkenness." Does this picture
portray a phase of Canadian society ?
We cannot say nay. Where is the
remedy ? Not in increasing wealth, for we have all seen wealth prostituted to
just such uses.
Not in education, for some of the best educated men are victims
of drink and licentiousness.
Not in culture or refinement, for these have been
known to be handmaidens of debauchery. Where then ? The remedy is in the
hands of Christian womanhood, through the application to society's laws and
:

;

;

;

;

customs, of that cleansing element, the Gospel of our Lord Jesus Christ, which,
This is the key to the solution
as a personal force regenerates the individual.
of

all

our social problems.

To our

bright

we

young Canadian women, just stepping

Give your allegiance to reconone standard of virtue for
the sexes, that you may command the purity that is exacted of you the entire
abolition of every form of alcoholic beverage, that the fathers of your children
may be sober men the substitution of amusements requiring the exercise of
brains instead of heels
the recognition of true worth wherever found, though it
walk in fustian; and the knowing of God, His Sabbat-h, and His teaching.

on the sphere of

life's possibilities,

structing the social

life

of the nation,

appeal.

on the

line of

;

;

;

Surely here are aims worthy your best endeavor.

Thus we have indicated how, along the basis of this superstructure of the
work of woman, and we claim that as no building
can stand without a firm foundation, so no civilized nation can endure without
this work of woman.
Its necessity to our growth and stability stamps it with a
dignity which demands a just recognition at the hands of the State.
It has been said by some distinguished writer that people carry their minds,
State, lies the initial important

much

as they do their watches, content that they go, but indiflferent as to the

Just so, many people live from day to day
and year to year accepting conditions as they find them, receiving standards as
they are, without any thought of the why or how, the causes or effects, the good
It is however well for the world, that there are also many who are posor evil.
plan or quality of their mechanism.

sessed with the spirit of questioning

;

of reforming, or reconstructing

;

of right-

and exploding old theories leaving the old narrow trail, and
hewing out a broader pathway for the march of human progress. The women of
It was so narrow they had not room to grow.
to-day have left the narrow trail.
ing old wrongs

;

;
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They have been toiUng
effort

;

field of

In the

work of nation-building.

for ages in the great

home, the school, the great
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philanthropy, in social, moral and religious

in art, literature, (commerce, medicine, missions

indeed in

:

all

depart-

ments of the nation's activities, with energy, fidelity, and success. And surely
have earned a just title to rank as citizens, and be no longer classed by law
with infants and idiots.
Every advance of the cause of wonum has been made
through opposition; but in comiuon with every righteous cause advances have
been made, and the result has been fraught with iibounding good to the nation.
As reforius never go backward, the greatest reform, that which contains the
germs of all true reforms, the political equality of women with men, will we trust
at no very distant day be accomplished. But to this hour the boasted enliglitenment of the nineteenth century takjs us no further in the work of nation-buildIt is ours only to deal

ing.

with conditions resulting from certain evil

legisla-

power to improve it,' though in every sense our "qualification''
meet the standard which gives to men the voti ",' power. Women nuiy not protect themselves.
Every intelligent person to-day knows that the ballot is the
standard of value to the legislator.
Electors secure their ends by the ballot.
But not all the logic, for which the male sex are so wonderfully distinguished
above the female, can convince our legislators that the woman who has trained
a band of boys up to honorable citizenship
who has led them from the cradle
has as much into the polls, and who moreover pays taxes in her own right
terest in her country as the bloated whiskey sot who sells his franchise for fifty
tion without

;

;

cents

!

We read

" For what is
that the fundamental idea of the State is justice.
the State," says Cicero, " if not a Society of Justice?" More pithily, Cousiu
says, "Justice personified

—that

is

the State."

But the State has reversed the

God made man and woman equal. " He said unto them"
The State has made woman inferior. As a flash of light

plan of God.

dominion."
ness, and even as a sure word of prophecy,

borne

it is

in

upon us

:

"

— "have
in dark-

How

apt

A

woman blindfolded holding balances, and a
no respecter of persons, but weighs and decides

the personification of justice 1"

sword, denoting that she is
according to law; and impartially executes

wonderful structure
to construct,
it

known

we look upon

not an impressive fact, that

and justice
this fact as

given to

!

The

decisions

it is

Passing through that

!

a woman'' s hand that holds the

battle-cry of ages, personified by

emblematic of the future, when

woman

woman!

light':*

Liberty

May we

not accept
both Liberty and Justice shall be

?

The question

may

its

as Brooklyn bridge, which a woman's brain so helped
the figure of " Liberty enlightening the world." Is

is

often asked.

Why

say, first, as a matter of simple

do

women

desire political equality?

justice, that

they

may

We

have the right to

defend themselves, and secondly, because the ballot is the point at which public
It is the point where sentiment crystallizes
opinion takes hold on public action.

;

WOMAN
into law.

It is the
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instrument by which we

may
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infuse into the corporate

body

of the State that Christianity which, as a personal force in the individual, renews

the nature, and puts
as

we have

seen,

him in harmony with the designs and will

women

of God.

Though,

are neither idlers nor a burden to the State, but perform

the functions of useful citizens, they are yet debarred from impressing their
God-given characteristics upon the nation, by the very power that admits to the
full franchise, the vicious, the drunken and the illiterate.
It is therefore little wonder that politics, the science of government,
highest of all sciences, has degenerated into that " soiled thing," our virtuous
statesmen " fear -to have women touch." But, as Henry Ward Beecher said,
" Woman dawned into literature and changed the spirit of letters.
When she
became a reader, men no longer wrote as if for men. She enforced purity and
higher decorum." It is not then, that woman will sink to the "low level of
all

politics," but rather that she will

The " womanizing

lift

politics to their proper sphere.

upon the
broader basis involving the principle of political equality, means the introduction
of elements that in their very nature tend to consolidate and perpetuate the
of society," or the reconstruction of the State

nation.

The

qualities in

womanhood which

revere purity

and chastity, embodied

in

under which we groan and snap the
fetters Ibhese evils are now forging, with which to bind the yet unborn.
That
quality of womanhood which shrinks from the spilling of blood, woven into
national law, will make for that triumph of conscience, intellect and humanity,
over the mere brute force which men call war, and hasten the day when
"swords shall be beaten into plough-shares and spears into pruning- hooks." That
quality of womanhood which instinctively guards the innocence and purity of

^he national laws, would

yoiith,

woven

rid us of evils

into national law, will accord to the

highest protection from destruction
or prostitution, will be blotted

of

woman

removal.

;

;

and licensed

young of the State the

sins, eithei of liquor

It
the presence of an evil demands a wherefore.
the problem " how to do it?" is sure to be demonstrated.

And

said that school janitor, " they

selling

To the mind
demands also a

from the Nation's Statute Books.

"

Ah"

women on

our school board, and for the
I'm ordered to clean and air the cellar."

have put

time in my life,
In every true Canadian woman's heart there is a strong aspiration after the
God, Freedom, Righteousness, Love.
ideal nation, built on the best foundation
Canada, our beloved land, favored of God in her broad rivers, immense lakes,
exhaustless fisheries, illimitable forests and mineral wealth, of boundless extent
with a territory large enough for the homes of 40,000,000; free from the blighting
evils that afflict and torment older lands; with the opportunity to graft upon our
young national stock the best elements of the four or five nationalities that claim
why should not Canada lead the world to-day, in all that
kinship with us
makes for human progress ? May we not hope in shaping our national life to

first

:

;

30
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avoid the mistakes of older nations
Is it too much to expect, that with the
lecordH of all peoples ojjeii before us, wu may karn lessons of wisdom and dealing with our proiloms, make precedents to suit ourselves?
'.'

Is this fair land to be cursed with the vile and de«,Miidin<,' lipior truflic,
whose destructive influences flow on from <,'eneration to ^'cneratioii ?
Is our country to lift up its voice u^'iiinst the command of the God of
Heaven, and secularise His holy day ?
Are we Canadians to yield ourselves and our children's children to be yoked
in the bondage of priestcraft and Homish oppression ?
Shall we ever, in servile truculence to partizanship, forgetting our manhood,
and our God-given convictions, compromise with unrighteousness ? We trust
not
Great is our heritage of light and liberty aJid (yhristian teaching
Great
!

!

things will

What
stamp

God
if

require of us

!

we have no landed

aristocracy,

if

every nnin and v/oman bears the

of Nature's nobility, honest industry ?

^

What if we have no great tenanted estates, if every man be his own landlord ?
What if we have no princely palaces absorbing treasure, if the riches of
the nation flow out to bless all the people ? What if we have no inherited
we

and servants of the King of kings ?
whose board sit the statesmen of the future, the
lawyers, judges, physicians, the legislators, uiinisters, mechanics, and perchance
" No man
the inventors of the next generation, how important is our work
liveth to himself"
The principles of righteousness must be implanted by us.
It must be "precept upon precept, line upon line, here a little and there a
little."
We want to grow a patriotism of that holy type which shall harmonize
with all the claims the God of nations makes We want every man and woman,
every boy and girl, ins])ired with the ambition to do their besit for their country.
Jjct us respect our laws and instituLet Canadians respect themselves
Let us speak proudly of our country, and God grant that Canada, under
tions
His divine guidance, may yet give the world the highest ideal it has ever known.
'*
And it shall be to me a name of joy, a praise and an honor before all the
nations of the earth, which shall hear all the good that I do unto them and
they shall fear and tremble for all the goodness and or all the prosperity that 1
procure unto it."
royalty,

if

Women

are the (diildren

of Canada, around

!

!

!

!

:

—

:
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THE DAUGHTPIR'S EDUCATION
TO THE PARENTS OF THE OIBL

LOUISE

MANNIN(} HODGKINS,

WHO

IH

GOING TO COLLEGE.

Professor of English

Wellesley College, in The Christian Union writes

" I can direct the education of the live hundred girls.
fathers

and mothers who

baffle

It is their

The implied remonstrance of this college professor is
In one of the commencement addresses of the

It is rarely that a parent

thousand

me."

her fellows.

—"

Literature at

:

can

offer

too often echoed by
past

summer

I read

sound advice with regard to the education

who read the same paragraph responded,
Doubtless the teachers under whose eyes it fell,

of his children." Doubtless those parents

" Nonsense
answered, "

It is not true."

!

Good

sense

!

It is true."

What

is

the reason for this utter diver-

gence of opinion between the two parties most interested and most influential in
training youth ? The very same that exists when a physician finds it a doubtful
exporiiiiont to prescribe for serious illness in his

own

family. Paternity, heredity,

sympathy, combine to militate against the chancea that his "nearest and dearest"
Parental love, heredity of temwill obtain the result of his best medical skill.
perament, sympathy in choice, are equally forceful to make him who is perhaps
the best ethical adviser the worst intellectual counsellor.

For example, "How thankful I am," says this prospective collegian, as she
turns the leaves of the college calendar, which just now has the interest to her
of a new romance, " that I can drop mathematics after the first year!"
You,
the paterfamilias,

remember

a humiliating day

parti(!ular branch of your education

could

make but

;

when you were

" plucked " in this

or you, the materfamilias, recall that

you

slender acquaintance with sines and cosines, and in consequence

With no other intent than to speak words of
early abandoned their society.
good cheer, you echo the sentiment you should rebuke and practically prepare
for the serious neglect of that which, in this particular case, demands the most
assiduous study.

And,

alas

!

daughter, again

end here. Nothing is truer than that your mathebeing visited on the unmathematical head of your

It does not

matical iniquities are

now

—since

the days of miracles are past

—to

reappear, until the

multiplication table bids fair to outwit the children's children of your descent.

Were
It

the loss merely that of a knowledge of mathematics

means a

it

would matter

little.

defective judgment, an ill-balanced will, an indefinite purpose, in the

crisis of practical life, all for the failure to train those powers whose development
could not be better secured than in the study of mathematics.
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CHAPTER XXXI.
INTERESTINO MISCELLANEA FOR YOUNG WOMEN.
(Selected. J

WOMEN IN

VAUIOUS INDUSTRIES.

Bv CouNTBss Annie

T

,

i»e

Montaioo.

,

IH curious to note how progressive women are becoming, and

how they

are asserting their abihty to cope with

men

in ahnost

the arts and industries.

There are iew people at the present
day so narrow-minded that they do not recognize the ability of
women to make equally good artists, doctors, lawyers, accountants, etc., as men.
Like everything else, these professions are
all overcrowded, and women of good education are engaging in
trades hitherto only pursued by men. It is no longer the fashion
for women to be helpless and dependent, and the superior knowledge of hygiene and the leaning towards athletic sports tend to make them
healthier and stronger, thus fitting them for occupations hitherto deemed too
all

fatiguing for the female soul.
.^^

L

^^

\J^
*

A perusal of the statistical records of Philadelphia demonstrates
the fact that there is scarcely a profession or trade pursued in that
city that does not number in its ranks many women.
The helplessness of Southern women has always been a subject of
reproach, but the war with its levelling tendencies has done away with
all this, and the woman of the South has proved that in an emergency
she can come to the front and be just as energetic and industrious as her

New

England

sisters.

Not a few women have shown much business tact in
the management of their plantations and one who has never
crossed Mason and Dixon's line can form no idea of the
amount of labor required to overlook the demoralized colored
;

Many instances of phenomenal success in
department might be cited, but a prominent
example is that of Madame Alexandi-e Delmas, of
Louisiana, who is the owner of a productive plantaAlthough betion in the romantic Teche country.
longing to the Creole race, who have always been

laborer.
this

'*

fmatized for their indolence, this enterprising lady
teiijiiv)
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demise made a study of farming, and succeeded in mastering
She leaves little to hirelings, mounts
her horse every morning and gives a personal supervision to the work in hand.
She is an active member of " The Louisiana Sugar Planters' Association " and
is an authority on sugar-raising.
Steamboating on the Mississippi is a somewhat hazardous and arduous occupation even for a man, but Mrs. Mary Miller, the wife of a steamboat captain,
having run on the river during her husband's lifetime, was well up in the busiAfter his death, having no other means of support, she applied to the
ness.
Louisiana legislature for a captain's license, which was granted her. She has
made a careful and successful commanding officer and is much liked among the
after her husband's

the intricate details of sugar-cane culture.

river planters.

Madame Eudofif is the widow of a New Orleans pharmacist, and has been
member of " The Louisiana State Pharmaceutical Association." She

elected a

There is no reason in
a large drug store and does a lucrative business.
the world why more women should not follow in her lead, as the profession
requires brains and but little physical exertion.
A woman who is the possessor of nmscle and enterprise is Miss Bose, of
Frisco, who can shoe a horse as skilfully as any of her male competitors.
The

owns

first

horseshoe that she

tute Fair and

trade

won much

made was

exhibited at the California Mechanics' Insti-

notoriety for the

handsome maker, who does a thriving

the gallant sons of the West.
rather gory and unattractive trade

among

A

is

that of the

women

butchers.

A

prominent knight of the cleaver informed me that there were at least thirty
women in the Jewish quarter of New York who pursued this calling. A welldeveloped German girl, who is also extremely well educated, is Miss Wende-

who

wields the knife or cleaver with equal dexterity.
by ill health from attending to the shop, his
daughter assumed control and manages everything with profit to herself and
satisfaction to her customers.
schlalz, of Brooklyn, N.Y.,

Her

father being incapacitated

A lady drummer is somewhat rare, but there is one who goes on the road in
the interests of an extensive millinery establishment. Another pushing woman
found that she was an excellent judge of coflfee, and requested the permission of
a well-known firm to take out samples and sell co£fee. She has supplanted some
of her male competitors, frequently succeeding where they have failed.
Out west chicken raising has been found to be very profitable, and the
largest chicken ranch is conducted by a woman who derives a comfortable
income from her

sales.

New York woman takes contracts for house-cleaning, not
the ordinary scrubbing, but for a moderate stipend she will renovate a house
both inside and out, and is conscientious and thorough in her work.
The profession of a barber is, I imagine, somewhat an unpleasant one, but
An

able-bodied

•
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by no means

difficult ; although, I fancy, it must require considerable skill to
without slicing off a portion of his cheek or chin. Feminine tonsorial artists are quite in request out West, the festive cowboy and the miner
dehghting in the ministrations of fair women. There is a woman in Denver
whose saloon is much frequented.
Her sign reads " Miss Josie, the Lady
Barber," and all her employes are well dressed and pretty girls.
The only instance of a woman barber in the East that I can recall is one in
Brooklyn.- She is the better-half of Louis Greenmann, better known as " Louis

chave a

man

the Light," as he

is

rather nice looking

a religious crank of the

buxom female

first order.

Mrs. Greenmann

of about thirty, but I doubt

whether her

is

a

pro-

fession is a very lucrative one.

known as " Zazel," is the woman who several
mouth of a cannon. She probably tired of
and is now employed in giving acrobatic instruc-

Mrs. George A. Starr, b^ter
,

years ago used to be fired from the

making a cannon

ball of herself,

tions to a class of ladies.
3

swimming

professors

women

can be quite as

skilful as

men, and

as

it is

the fashion for ladies to learn this aquatic accomplishment. Miss Webb occupies
herself in giving them lessons, with satisfaction to them and profit to herself.
An occupation which will, however, not find many imitators, is that of Mrs.

who runs a billiard and liquor saloon in New York. She keeps behind
the scenes, but registers an account of all the drinks dispensed and the games
played, allows no disorderly conduct and manages to make the business a profi-

Loezer,

table one.

In the days of our grandmothers it was not considered derogatory for a lady
up her own laces and fine muslins. A philanthropic washwoman in London has organized a guild of clear-starchers who do their work well and at
to do

reasonable rates.

Miss Wheelock, of Milwaukee, earns an excellent livelihood by teaching
is so much in demand that she takes a run to Chicago every week to

whist, and

instruct a class there.

Chess is a game which few women play well, but a Eussian lady and her
husband have been making public exhibitions of their skill in England, and the
She is taking in a great deal of
lady plays much the better game of the two.
money and will soon be able to retire on her earnings.

—

" The following description of a Sussex
farm-servant girl's life fifty or sixty years ago," says the Eev. J. Coker Edgerton,
Eector of Burwash, writing in 1884, " I got from an old parishioner as her own

A

Servant Girl

in

the Olden Time.

experience, and I have every reason to believe it to be perfectly geanine, and to be
a no very exaggerated instance of farmhouse service at the time of which she spoke.
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When

Massy
she said, the girls nowadays don't know naun about work.
I was sixteen years old I was had out, like a cow, to the market, and any

farmer

who wanted a

and

1

*

*

'

I got Is. 3d.

come and ohoosed one. I went first as nnrsegirl,
Then I went to Early Farm, in Wadhurst parish, and
a week but then I'd more work to do. I'd churning

servant

a week.

there I was to have Is. 6d.

;

twice a week, and cheesing twice a week, and brewing twice a week, besides
washing and baking, and six cows to milk every night and morning, and sometimes a dozen pigs to feed. There were four men lived in the house, and I'd all

the

—the cabbage

—

and the peas and pork for their diimers besides
and sometimes I made 'em in a fashion, that's sartin.
One morning, I mind, I got up at four and worked till twelve at night, and then
missus wanted me to pick a couple of ducks.
" " No, missus," I says, "I really can't
I be quite tired."
u Tired," says she. " If I was
(t
a young woman hke you I should be

aJl

bilin'

to do

the beds to

make

;

'

;

f

ashamed

of myself!

"

" Ah, it was just a treat to get an hour or two to oneself of a Sunday
I
was twelve years servant at Is. 6d. a week, and then I got married and when
my husband died I went to service again, and, for all I'd bin a married 'ooman,
I only got Is. 6d.
After a while I got 28. a week, and then a man, who'd bin a
soldier, wanted somebody as could work to kip house for him, and he gave me
2s. 6d. a week.
Massy the gals nowaday* don't know naun about work "
*

I

;

I

!

!

'

—
—

A Curious Optical Experiment. By the following curious optical experiment
the principle of the stereoscope is very well illustrated.
Cut out of black paper
two similar figures say two crosses and place them, their extremities almost

—

touching, at about three inches from the eye, before a sheet of white paper.

You

then see three crosses, the middle one being dark and completely
This phenomenon is explained by the simultaneous vision of the two
eyes, and it is easy to show this by looking at the objects successively with one
The experiment becomes still more interesting when, instead of black
eye.
red and green for example. In this
figures we employ complementary colors
case we must use a dark background, and there will appear a white cross in the
will

separate.

—

middle.

Contentment.

—The man whose fortune
The way

fits

not to his mind,

to true content shall never find.

Somerville.

A Decided Advantage. —Woman has many advantages over man
is

that his will has no operation

till

he

is

;

one of them

dead, whereas hers generally takes

effect in her lifetime.

A
ledge.

Serious Want.

—A want

of care does

more damage than a want

of know-
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SHAKESPEARE AS
By Mart Cowdrn-Clarke, Author

of

Tj/i?

"The Concordance

CALLING.

GIRLS' FRIEND.
to Shakespeare,"

"The

Qirlhood of Shakespeare's

Heroines," etc.

Our great Poet-teacher, who has given us 126 clearly -drawn and thoroughly
who has depicted women with full appreciation of

individual femalu characters,

their highest qualities, yet with accurate perception of their defects

who has championed them with

and

foibles,

potential might by his chivalrous maintenance

and devotion, while showing the points wherein their
be warped and weakened by circumstance, who has
vindicated their truest rights and celebrated their best virtues himself possessing keener insight than any other man- writer into womanly nature
Shakespeare
may well be esteemed a valuable friend of womankind.
To the youn'( girl emerging from childhood, and taking her first step into
the more active and self-dependent career of woman-life, Shakespeare's vital
precepts and models render him essentially a helping friend. To her he comes
in his page she may find warning, guidance, kindhest
instructively and aidingly
monition and wisesc counsel.
Through his feminine portraits she may see, as
in a faithful glass, vivid pictures of what she has to evitate, or what she has to
Her sex
imitate, in order to become a worthy and admirable woman.
before her, limned with utmost fidelity, painted in genuinest colors, for
study and copy from or vary from, in accordance with what she feels an(
&
^.
to be supremest harmonious eifeot in self-amelioration of character.
take her own disposition in hand, ^t it were, and endeavor to mould and form it
into the best perfection of which it is capable, by carefully observing the women
drawn by Shakespeare.
From his youthful women she can gain lessons in artlessness, guilelessness,
modesty, sweetness, ingenuousness, and the most winning candour from his
wives and matrons she can derive instruction in moral courage, neekness, magof their innate purity

natural moral strength

may

—

—

i

;

i

'

;

nanimity, firmness, devoted tenderness, high principle, noble conduct, loftiest
speech and sentiment. Grace of diction and eloquence of expression she may
gather from them all trying to emulate their manner, to acquire their tone of
;

thought, to cultivate their mode of utterance, as far as may be consistent with
An unvulgar
non-sacrifice of ease and naturalness proper to individual identity.
and unslipshod style of talking may well be encouraged without lapbirg into the
opposite fault of affectation and artificial phraseology

;

and the

modem

of allowing oneself to adopt slang in conversation, warrants a strong

practice

recommen-

dation of rather aiming at superior and sensible wording in language than giving
Apt terms, pertito a commonplace and meaningless fashion of parlance.

way

nent words, unhackneyed sentences,

may

all

be stored for use from Shakepeare's

INTERESTING MISCELLANEA FOR YOUNG WOMEN.
English

;

and are surely well substituted

perpetually used even by those

who

for the threadbare epithets
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and phrases

consider themselves educated persons.

For moral introspection and self-culture Shakespeare is a grand aid, as well
mental discipline and, perhaps, peculiarly so, as regards women since
he, the most manly thinker and most virile writer that ever put pen to paper,
had likewise something essentially feminine in his nature, which enabled him to
Witness his
discern and sympathise with the innermost core of woman's heart.
sonnets,
where tenderness, patience, devotion and conctancy worthy of gentlest womanhood are conspicuous in combination with a strength of passion and
fervour of attachment belonging to manliest manhood.
He himself has generously borne testimony to the superior fidelity and stedfastness of women in their attachments, where he makes his lover-duke say
as for

:

;

—

:

we do praise ourselves,
Our fancies are more giddy and unfirm.
More longing, wavering, sooner lost and worn,
Than women's are."

For, boy, however

*'

And he

has drawn the majority of his

women

characters consistently with

Compare many of

his lovers with the
they love, and it will be found that the/latter are nobler and firmer in
affection than the former.
Look at Claudio and Hero, Proteus and Julia, Angelo
and Mariana, Hermione and Leontes, Posthumus and Imogen, Othello and
this estimate of their faithfulness in love.

women

where the men are more readily credulous, and more easily shaken
and confidence than women are. Even where the men are not
fickle, but merely misled, they allow their allegiance to waver
whereas the
women, even when told their lovers or husbands are unfaithful, they themselves
remain patient and lenient, still preserving hope and faith. He has shown how
women are capable of great forbearance and prompt forgiveness high qualities
under wrong and injury.
See with what quiet dignity of sorrowful rejoinder Hermione replies to her
husband's violent and injurious charge against her

Desdemona

;

in their trust

;

—

:

"

How will

this grieve you.

When

you shall come to clearer knowledge, that
You thus have published me ? Gentle, my lord,
You scarce can right me throughly then, to say

You

did mistake."

And how meekly

she submits

:

" There's some ill plane reigns :
I must be patient till the heavens look
With an aspect more favorable."

—

—

:

—

!
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—
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CALLING.

with what wifely concern, yet with what keen sense of his cruel injus-

she withdraws, saying
" Adieu, my lord
never wished to see you sorry now,
;

I

;

I trust, I shall."

Matched with

how Imogen

bears her husband's alleged and
calumniously informed of his levity, his carelessness of conduct, his forgetfulness of her, and even his infidelity towards her,
she merely breathes forth the pained cry
this, observe

actual wrongs towards her.

When

"

Hath

My

lord, I fear,

forgot Britain."

And when urged to reprisal, she, with generous and sensible reservation
from too hasty judgment replies
:

,

" Eevenged
•

How

should I be revenged ? If this be true
(As I have such a heart, that both mine ears
Must not in haste abuse), if it be true,
How should I be revenged ? "

Not even when his disbelief in her innocence and his cruel mandate to kill
her for her supposed guilt, reach her knowledge is her tenderness for him shaken.
Overwhelmed and stunned by this knowledge, which comes to her through perusal of his letter to the servant whom he has commissioned to murder her, she
at first utters no syllable

says

;

but her condition and her silence are conveyed by the

comment

dramatist through the

of this trusty servant Pisanio himself,

who

:

*'

After the

What

shall I

Hath

cut her throat already."

first

need to draw

my

sword

?

the paper

spontaneous refutal of her husband's injurious suspicion, she
blame on others rather than on him

instinctively throws the

:

"

Whose mother was

Some jay

of Italy,

her painting, hath betrayed him."

And then she at once falls into tender regret for his lapse from due trust in
her and from constancy to her, by remembering his protestations to her, and by
sadly exclaiming
:

"Oh,
Men's vows are women's traitors
All good seeming,
By thy revolt, husband, shall be thought
1

—

;

——

:

:
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Put on for villainy not born where
But worn a bait for ladies."
;

it
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grows,

[Be it remarked, in passing, that this generalising a fault as that of men
universally instead of as that of the individual man beloved, is a habit peculiar
to women, and therefore here characteristically introduced by Sha'^espeare, who

knew every item

of

women's nature with

Imogen's next impulse

ich singular intuition.]

submission to her husband's will

is

:

" Come, fellow, be thou honest
thy master's bidding when thou sefist him,
A little witness my obedience look
I draw the sword myself take it
and hit
The innocent mansion of my love, my heart
Fear not 'tis empty of all things, but grief:
Thy master is not there who was, indeed,
The riches of it do his bidding strike."

Do

:

;

!

:

;

;

;

;

:

But

in offering her

bosom

to the sword, she finds there her husband's letters

and in the bitterness of seeing how his present cruelty belies his written
professions, she will not keep them as defence.
Yet even then she nobly says
to her

;

:

"

Do

Though

those that are betrayed

feel the treason sharply, yet the traitor

:

Stands in worse case of woe,"

And
shall

she has still the generous magnanimity to feel most for him when he
have discovered his mistake and the wrong he has done her
:

" I grieve myself
how thy memory
"Will then be pang'd by me."

To think

Imogen
large-souled

is

a perfect exemplar of a devotedly loving wife and a

Mark the maidenly sweetness and
rough

—nay

high-mmded

woman.
ruffianly

reticence with

—reproaches with

very altar, where they are to be married
"

And seemed

which Hero answers the
which Claudio overwhelms het at the
:

I ever otherwise to you

?

"

Again
" Is

my

lord well that

he doth speak so wide

?

"

Note how Shakespeare, even when penning one of his earliest written plays,
depicted loving constancy, tolerance and frank forgiveness, as Julia's character-

EXrECJAIlUN.

—

:

——

:

:
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The Two Gentlemen of Verona, while showing Proteus to be weakly
wavering in his love to her, unworthily faithless to his friend, and merely
returning in his loyalty to both when defeated in his disloyal purposes.
Shakespeare has read all gentle-charactered women a lesson on the danger
istics in

of allowing gentleness to merge into timidity and timidity into untruthfulness,

by the picture he has drawn of Desdemona and of her ill-fated career. It is
shown, with all the subtlety and force of the dramatist's art, and with all his
wonderful knowledge of womanly nature, how Desdemona's dread of her father
leads her to conceal from him her preference for Othello and to commit the grave
This enables her father to utter
error of a clandestine and runaway marriage.
the ill-omened sentence to her new-made husband
:

"Look

to her, Moor, if thou hast eyes to see
She has deceived her father, and may thee."

This also enables the villainous lago to say

"She did deceive her father, marrying you
And, when she seemed to shake and fear your
She loved them most."
;

To which,

alas,

her husband can only reply

"And
Those four

brief

looks,

:

so she did."

words are the seal to Desdemona's

Had

fate.

Othello been

able to confute them, he would not have fallen into the snare netted for him,

and he would not have been prepared

to believe her utterly false,

by knowing

Again, when he asks her for the
that she could be false in a minor degree.
handkerchief he had given her, and she evades, equivocates, and finally replies
to his bidding her "Fetch't, and let me see't," by the direct falsehood, " Why,
so I can, sir; but I will not now," although she has just previously lamented to

Emilia the loss of that handkerchief, Desdemona confirms her husband's knowledge of her want of truth for he has learned that she has no longer his " first
;

gift " in

To

her possession.

Shakespeare has preserved the characteristic softness of
leads her to swerve from truth
though, in this
instance, it is not to shield herself, but to screen him she loves from blame and
punishment. When she is found dying by her mistaken husband's hand, and
Emilia exclaims, "Oh, who hath done this deed?" Desdemona, with her last
the very

disposition in

last,

Desdemona which

breath, replies

;

:

" Nobody

CJommend me

to

;

my

Farewell

I myself.

kind lord

farewell

;

Grandly consistent Poet-teacher, Shakespeare

!

"
I

— —
;
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Another lesson, in minor morals and m discreet conduct, may be gathered
by the young girl who is wooed by an urgent suitor when his previous life has
not been all that her prudent parents approve, though his sincere affection for
her and the reform it has wrought in him incline her to listen to his pleading.
It is a brief dialogue, but full of noteworthy matter
:

**

Fent.

I see I (iannot get thy father's love

Therefore no more turn

Anne.

Alas

Fent.

He

how then ?
Why, thou must be

;

to him, sweet

!

doth object, I

And

me

that

my

am

thyself.

too great of birth

state being galled with

I seek to heal

it

my

expense,

only by his wealth.

Besides these, other bars he lays before me,
My riots past, my wild societies
And tells me, 'tis a thing impossible
;

I should love thee but as a property.

Anne.
Fent.

May

be he tells you
No, heaven so speed

true.

me

in

my

time to ccme

!

Albeit, I will confess, thy father's wealth

Was

the

motive that I wooed thee, Anne

first

Yet, wooing thee, I found thee of more value

Than stamps

^d

'tis

in gold, or

That now I aim
Anne.

in sealed bags

at.

Gentle Master Fenton,

Yet seek

my father's

If opportunity

Cannot attain

And they

sums

the very riches of thyself

love

;

still

and humblest
it,

why then

seek

it,

sir

suit

—Hark you hither.

talk apart, as other persons enter.

Nan.

